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SYNOPSIS:
A public hearing was opened on February 8, 2022; continued to March 22, 2022; and subsequently
continued to April 26, 2022 and May 10, 2022; regarding a Zoning Amendment and Overall
Development Plan/Conceptual Site Plan (ODP/CSP), and Planned Development (PD) Standards for
approximately three acres of land generally located southwest of the intersection of West 84th Avenue
and Interstate 25 (I-25), south of Sherman Street:
•
•
•
•

Rezone the property from Community Retail (CR) to PD.
Develop the lot as small-scale warehouse and office spaces intended to provide incubator
space for small businesses.
Construct a digital message monument sign (electronic billboard) along I-25.
Construct associated site improvements such as adjacent roadways, landscaping, and utilities.

RECOMMENDATION:
Staff recommends Alternative No. 2, to deny the Zoning Amendment, ODP/CSP, and PD Standards
as outlined in the draft ordinance.
BUDGET/STAFF IMPLICATIONS:
A financial evaluation has been completed by the City’s Finance Department to illustrate potential
impacts the proposed Zoning Amendment could have on the City. At build‐out, the City would not
experience a material change in fiscal impact. The total revenues, less expenses, are estimated at
$21,000 annually. The evaluation can be found in Attachment 1 of this communication
ALTERNATIVES:
1.
2.
3.
4.

Approve the Zoning Amendment, ODP/CSP, and PD standards.
Deny the Zoning Amendment, ODP/CSP, and PD standards.
Revise the Zoning Amendment, ODP/CSP, and PD standards in response to specific Council
direction.
Continue the Public Hearing.
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BACKGROUND (ANALYSIS/NEXT STEPS/HISTORY): (includes previous City Council action)
A public hearing was opened on February 8, 2022; continued to March 22, 2022, and subsequently
continued to April 26, 2022 and May 10, 2022. The continuance at the February 8, 2022 Public
Hearing was at the request of Council, to allow the applicant to address questions raised by Council
and the public relating to the proposed electronic billboard. Specifically, questions included those
related to traffic safety along I-25 due to introduction of an additional driver distraction. Additionally,
Council requested additional information regarding the mitigation of potential light impacts on
adjacent residential uses. The potential to reduce the size of the proposed sign as a way to mitigate
these potential adverse impacts was discussed amongst Council. There was also discussion
regarding the commitments which were made during the public hearing that were not proposed as
requirements contained in the PD Standards, such as message hold and transition times and the
opportunity for City advertising time. Questions regarding the purpose of the sign and the proposed
value to the City and property also remained. The applicant has since provided additional
documentation to address Council questions, including a memo, letters of support, and traffic study
research, which has been included in the Council packet as Attachments 10-28. The applicant has
also amended the proposed PD Standards to reduce the maximum allowed sign area of the
electronic billboard from 700 square-feet to 672 square-feet per sign face. Additionally, the required
message hold time was increased from a minimum of five seconds to a minimum of 8 seconds.
The proposed Zoning Amendment requests to rezone approximately three acres of land from CR to
PD to allow the development of four buildings intended to provide incubator space for small
businesses as well as an approximately 60-foot-tall electronic billboard. The subject property is Lot
4A of the Falk Industrial Tract, Amendment No. 1 subdivision. The shape of the property is an
irregular flag lot with frontage on Sherman Street. Adjacent properties include industrial and
commercial developments to the north and Single-Family Detached (SFD) residential located in
unincorporated Adams County to the west and south. I-25 is located directly east of the property.
The proposed electronic billboard is not permitted under existing City Code (Code) regulations. Per
Section 18-741 of the Code, Billboard Signs are only permitted on Undeveloped Properties and must
be removed once the property is developed. Furthermore, the Code defines Undeveloped Property as
a private property which does not have a building or structure on it and is at least 200 feet from a
building or paved parking area. While the subject lot is currently vacant, the surrounding
developments are within 200 feet of the lot and therefore it would not meet the definition of an
Undeveloped Property. Since the subject property does not meet the definition of Undeveloped
Property, a Billboard Sign would not currently be permitted on the property. Additionally, Section 18750 of the Code regulates the construction of Electronic Signs within the City. While the Code
currently allows Electronic Sings, they are limited to advertising on-site messages related to the
business or activities occurring at that site and they are prohibited from being billboards. Section 18750(a) explicitly prohibits electronic signs as billboards.
During the February 20, 2018 Planning Session, staff introduced a discussion regarding a Code
amendment which would allow electronic billboards along I-25. The discussion was recommended by
the Businesses of Thornton Advisory Commission in an effort to establish a Shop Thornton First
electronic billboard marketing program with the intent of providing opportunities to advertise Thornton
small businesses, the Shop Thornton First Program, and City events/information. At the Planning
Session, staff was directed to draft a Code amendment which would allow this type of electronic
billboard. This draft Code amendment was introduced at the September 4, 2018 Planning Session,
although, Council ultimately decided to not move forward with the proposal.
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ODP/CSP:
The proposal includes four single-story buildings with a maximum height of approximately 20 feet.
The proposed uses include office and Flex-Warehouse, which the PD Standards define as a facility
that has any combination of warehouse, showroom, and office space. The scale of the tenant spaces
is intended to be small in an effort to provide an incubator space for starting entrepreneurs to operate
and grow their businesses. Due to the lot shape, the buildings have limited visibility from the public
right of way. A private drive from Sherman Street provides access to the proposed buildings. This
drive continues south into Adams County as an emergency only access. Pedestrian access is
proposed to be included along this private drive, although, the width of the sidewalk narrows as it
travels north towards Sherman Street due to existing constraints caused by the irregular lot shape.
Parking for the proposed development is proposed to be adjacent to the proposed buildings. Surplus
parking is located on the north side of the lot. Per the proposed PD Standards, the development is
required to have a total of 42 spaces. The applicant is proposing a total of 55 spaces.
The proposed ODP/CSP proposes landscaping treatments on 27 percent of the property, which
exceeds the 20 percent landscape requirement per Code. The proposal includes a minimum 15-foot
buffer along the west and south of the property, adjacent to the existing residential uses. The design
and quality of the landscape plan meets Code requirements.
Conceptual architecture is also included in the proposed ODP/CSP and has been designed to include
articulation in the wall planes as well as 30 percent glazing for each tenant space, which meets
minimum Code requirements. The materials used include stone veneer, metal panels, and metal
canopies. The materials and colors were selected in an effort to meet Code requirements and be
compatible with the design of the neighboring non-residential development.
The proposal also includes the allowance of a 60-foot-tall electronic billboard, which would be visible
from I-25. The signage is proposed to be a maximum of 700 square-feet and is intended to provide
off-site advertising for businesses, commodities, services, and products. The applicant is proposing
that $40,000 of the annual revenues from the sign will be donated to the Adams 12 Education
Foundation annually for programming south of 104th Avenue. Along I-25, the City of Northglenn has a
similar electronic billboard with a sign area of 672 square-feet and a height of 60 feet. The Northglenn
Development Code allows electronic billboards for off-premise advertising, subject to a minimum 25foot setback from the property line, a maximum sign area of 672 square feet, and a maximum height
of 60 feet. Additionally, the Northglenn Development Code requires a message hold time of five
seconds, transition methods which require static messages only, and brightness/luminance
restrictions which require dimming technology that varies brightness on the sign according to ambient
light conditions. Outside of City approvals, the applicant would be required to receive a permit from
the State to ensure the electronic billboard complies with the Colorado Outdoor Adverting Act as well
as the Highway Beautification Act. This State permitting process requires similar message hold time
and transition standards as the City of Northglenn and allows a maximum sign area of 1,200 square
feet. Additionally, the State requires that electronic billboards are spaced no less than 1,000 feet
apart on the same side of the highway.
Staff is recommending denial of the proposal due to the introduction of the referenced electronic
billboard sign. While the PD Zoning Designation allows the introduction of unique uses, regulations,
and exceptions, staff does not believe it meets the intent to allow an innovated development.
Additionally, staff does not believe the proposed introduction of the electronic billboard meets the
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following criteria for approval of a PD Zoning Amendment, as outlined in Section 18-42(c) of the
Code:
•

The proposed PD district is compatible with present development in the area, and will not
have a significant, adverse effect on the surrounding area.
Staff believes that, due to the prohibition of electronic billboards per Code requirements, the
proposal is not compatible with any present development within the City. While Billboard
Signs are permitted on an Undeveloped Property per Section 18-741(a)(2) of the Code, this
lot does not meet the definition of an Undeveloped Property. Additionally, the proposal
includes the component of an electronic sign which is further prohibited in Section 18750(a)(2) of the Code. Staff’s position is consistent with Council’s decision to not pursue a
Code amendment to allow electronic billboards after it was discussed in two Planning
Sessions in 2018. Additionally, the subject property is within close proximity to SFD
residential uses and the proposal has the potential for significant adverse effects on the
surrounding area.

•

The proposed PD district is consistent with the overall direction, intent and policies of the
city's Comprehensive Plan.
While the City’s Comprehensive Plan does not provide direction regarding signage within the
City, it does speak to compatibility of uses. Staff does not believe the proposed electronic
billboard meets the overall direction and intent of the Comprehensive Plan due to the following
policy:
a.

•

Policy SG2.4 – Neighborhood Compatibility: Ensure that infill and redevelopment
projects are designed to be sensitive and compatible with adjoining neighborhoods by
providing appropriate transitions in height/scale, massing, and intensity along the
shared street frontage or lot lines(s).

The exceptions from the zoning regulations requested in the proposed PD are warranted by
virtue of innovative design and amenities incorporated in the PD district.
Staff does not believe the exceptions requested from the Code are warranted by the
proposal as it does not include an innovative design or amenities. The development of the
proposed electronic billboard is accompanied by industrial uses. While the proposed
industrial uses are supported by the Comprehensive Plan, staff does not believe the proposal
warrants the need for a PD Zoning Designation as a similar development could be achieved
under the Business Park (BP) Zoning Designation. While the applicant is proposing that
$40,000 of the lease revenue from the sign will be donated to the Adams 12 Education
Foundation annually for programming south of 104th Avenue, staff does not believe it
qualifies as an amenity incorporated in the PD District which would justify the exception from
the Code.

•

The proposed PD Zoning District is consistent with the public health, safety and welfare, as
well as efficiency and economy in the use of land and its resources.
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A Police Services Impact Statement has been included in Attachment 4 of this communication.
Within this statement, concern is expressed that the proposed electronic billboard could
increase driver distraction and exacerbate a higher than typical accident occurrence rate on I25. This statement raises a public safety concern unique to this proposal and staff does not
believe this criterion has been met. Additionally, the location of the proposed electronic
billboard has a higher elevation than the grade of I-25 which will increase the overall height
and prominence of the sign which may further contribute to the increased driver distraction.
PD Zoning Amendments also need to meet the criteria for a change in a zoning district classification
as outlined in Section 18-41(c)(5)(b) of the Code. Staff does not believe the proposal for an electronic
billboard meets the following criteria:
•

The change in zoning provides for an appropriate use of the property.
Based on the restrictions in the Code regarding Billboard Signs and Electronic Signs, staff
does not believe the proposed electronic billboard is an appropriate use within the City. The
establishment of a PD zoning district with unique uses, regulations, and exceptions from the
Code is the only path for approval of the proposed use and staff does not believe it meets the
criteria for approval of a PD District as stated previously in this communication.

•

The change in zoning is in substantial conformance with the goals and policies of the
Comprehensive Plan and other adopted plans and policies of the city.
As stated previously in this communication, staff does not believe the proposed electronic
billboard is in substantial conformance of the goals and policies of the Comprehensive Plan.
Additionally, the City does not have any other adopted plans or policies which would support
the proposal of an electronic billboard.

•

The proposed zoning is sensitive to and compatible with the existing and planned use and
development of adjacent properties.
Staff believes the proposed electronic billboard has the potential to cause negative impacts
to the existing adjacent uses. In addition to the sign type being prohibited per Code
requirements, the proposal is unable to meet the development regulations that are applied to
signage that is allowed within the City. Specifically, Electronic Signs are subject to
illumination, message hold time, and transitions methods which are intended to reduce the
potential nuisances that Electronic Signs could produce. The proposed electronic billboard
meets the majority of these regulations, with exception of the transition method requirements.
Additionally, the proposed electronic billboard is unable to meet standard setback
requirements for freestanding signs or the residential proximity slope requirements under
Section 18-452 of the Code, which the site would be subject to under Code requirements due
to the adjacent residential land uses. Staff believes these proposed exemptions from Code
requirements would allow a use that is incompatible with existing land uses.

PD Standards:
The proposed PD Standards are generally consistent with the City’s BP Land Use Designation. Of the
proposed land uses, Flex-Warehouse and the electronic billboard are unique to the PD. Unique
requirements proposed by the PD Standards include development standards for the proposed
electronic billboard, as well as landscaping requirements which go above and beyond Code
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requirements. Where the PD Standards are silent, the development must meet the requirements in
the Code applicable to the most compatible zoning district.
The proposed landscape requirements which are an enhancement to those found in the City Code,
include:
a.

A requirement that all deciduous trees within the PD shall have a minimum 2.5-inch caliper.
Additionally, evergreen trees shall be a minimum of seven feet in height. The Code currently
requires a two-inch caliper for deciduous trees and a minimum six-foot height for evergreen
trees.

b.

A requirement that the proposed landscaping for the site shall incorporate a low water demand
on the site, designing to an 80 percent efficiency along with the use of smart controllers for the
irrigate

Water and Sewer:
The City has conducted a Water and Sewer Impact Statement to help determine the potential impact
to City services. This statement can be found in Attachment 2 of this communication. The Sewer
Statement concludes that the City’s existing infrastructure has the capacity to handle projected peak
flows for the project. The Water Impact Statement considers both raw water supply, as well as the
capacities of the City’s existing water distribution system. The City’s current raw water supply would
be adequate for the project and the water distribution system will not require any improvements
beyond what the developer is proposing.
Traffic and Circulation:
The City has evaluated potential impact to City services and a Traffic Development Impact Statement
can be found in Attachment 3 of this communication. This evaluation takes into account projected
growth in background traffic, projected traffic from nearby developments, and the projected traffic
from the proposed uses. The Traffic Impact Study completed for this proposal took into account
projected growth in background traffic and projected traffic from the Falk Industrial development itself.
The results of the Study indicate intersections near the development along Acoma Way will operate
with acceptable levels-of-service (LOS) with the exception of the West 84th Avenue and Acoma Way
intersection. During the morning and evening peak periods, the northbound left turn movement
currently operates at LOS F and is projected to continue to operate at LOS F. The Acoma Way and
West 83rd Place intersection is projected to operate at LOS B or better. No roadway improvements
are recommended in the Traffic Impact Study.
Drainage:
The applicant proposes to provide water quality and detention on site.
Police Services:
A Police Services Impact Statement, which evaluates the potential impact to City services, can be
found in Attachment 4 of this communication. The evaluation states that once the project has been
developed, there is a projected low to very low impact on police services. The statement indicates
that there is some additional concern regarding the placement of the electronic billboard causing
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distraction to drivers along I-25 as this particular location is one with a higher than typical accident
occurrence rate on I-25.
Fire Services:
A Fire Services Impact Statement, which evaluates the potential impact to City services, can be found
in Attachment 5 of this communication. Within the statement, it is projected that the full build-out of
the proposal will increase the calls for service to a potential annual call volume of 118 calls, which will
increase the unit utilization rate of responding apparatus to an acceptable level. Primary response
will be assigned to Fire Station No. 2.
Parks and Open Space:
The proposed ODP/CSP proposes to satisfy the Public Land Dedication requirements for the project
in the form of a cash in lieu.
Development Code Compliance:
The proposed Zoning Amendment does not comply with the criteria contained in Section 18-41 of the
Code pertaining to zoning applications, as required in Section 18-41(c)(5)(b) of the Code:
•

Growth and other development factors in the community support changing the zoning.
The proposed Zoning Amendment introduces an electronic billboard as an allowed use on the
site which is not supported by growth and other development factors in the community.

•

The change in zoning represents orderly development of the City and there are, or are
planned to be, adequate services and infrastructure to support the proposed Zoning change
and existing uses in the area.
Existing City facilities are projected to support the proposed Zoning Amendment, which
would allow for an orderly development of the City. As mentioned in many of the impact
statements included in the attachments of this communication, future analysis will be needed
in order to confirm these projections based on the specific development that is proposed.

•

The change in zoning provides for an appropriate use of the property.
Based on the regulations in the Code regarding Billboards and Electronic Signs, staff does
not believe the proposed electronic billboard is an appropriate use within the City. The
establishment of a PD zoning district with unique uses, regulations, and exceptions from the
Code is the only path for approval of the proposed use and staff does not believe the
proposal meets the criteria for approval of a PD District.

•

The change in zoning is in substantial conformance with the goals and policies of the
Comprehensive Plan and other adopted plans and policies of the city.
While the City’s Comprehensive Plan does not provide direction regarding signage within the
City, it does speak to compatibility of uses. Staff does not believe the proposed electronic
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billboard meets the overall direction and intent of the Comprehensive Plan due to the following
policy of the Comprehensive Plan:
b.

•

Policy SG2.4 – Neighborhood Compatibility: Ensure that infill and redevelopment
projects are designed to be sensitive and compatible with adjoining neighborhoods by
providing appropriate transitions in height/scale, massing, and intensity along the
shared street frontage or lot lines(s).

The proposed Zoning is sensitive to and compatible with the existing and planned use and
development of adjacent properties.
Staff believes the proposed electronic billboard has the potential to cause negative impacts
to the existing adjacent uses. In addition to the sign type being prohibited per Code
requirements, the proposal is unable to meet the development regulations that are applied to
signage that is allowed within the City. Specifically, Electronic Signs are subject to
illumination, message hold time, and transitions methods which are intended to reduce the
potential nuisances that Electronic Signs could produce. The proposed electronic billboard
meets the majority of these regulations, with exception of the transition method requirements.
Considering the electronic billboard is intended to be visible from I-25, the possibility of
increased driver distraction decreases the compatibility and sensitivity to adjacent land uses.
Additionally, the proposed electronic billboard is unable to meet standard setback
requirements for freestanding signs or the residential proximity slope requirements under
Section 18-452 of the Code, which the site would be subject to under Code requirements due
to the adjacent residential land uses. Staff believes these proposed exemptions from Code
requirements would allow a use that is incompatible with existing land uses

•

The amendment to the official map is being initiated by the City to rectify an error.
The proposed Zoning Amendment has been initiated by the applicant and is not intended to
rectify an error.

Additionally, the proposed designation of PD and the associated ODP/CSP and PD Standards do not
comply with the criteria contained in Section 18-42 of the Code pertaining to the establishment of a
PD Zoning District as required in Section 18-42(c) of the Code:
•

The proposed PD Zoning District is compatible with present development in this area, and will
not have a significant, adverse effect on the surrounding area.
The proposed industrial uses are compatible with the present development in the area. The
proposed use is comparable to the existing development to the north and a 15-foot
landscape buffer is proposed along the property lines that are adjacent to SFD uses. Staff
believes that the proposed electronic billboard use is not compatible with any present
development within the City. Billboards are only permitted on Undeveloped Property, per
Section 18-741(a)(2) of the Code, and this lot does not meet the definition of an Undeveloped
Property. Additionally, the proposal includes the component of an electronic sign which is
further prohibited in Section 18-750(a)(2) of the Code. Additionally, the subject property is
within close proximity to SFD residential uses and the proposal has the potential for
significant adverse effects on the surrounding area.
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•

The proposed PD Zoning District is consistent with the public health, safety and welfare, as
well as efficiency and economy in the use of land and its resources.
As indicated in the Police Impact Statement, concern that the proposed electronic billboard will
increase driver distraction, which would cause a negative impact to an area with a higher than
typical accident occurrence rate on I-25 has been expressed. Additionally, the location of the
proposed electronic billboard has a higher elevation than the grade of I-25 which will increase
the overall height and prominence of the sign which may further contribute to the increased
driver distraction.

•

The proposed PD District is consistent with the overall direction, intent, and policies of the
City's Comprehensive Plan.
The proposed PD District has a Future Land Use designation of Employment Center (EC)
which anticipates a diverse range of employment options, including business parks, light
manufacturing, and a mix of office types and sizes. While the proposed Flex-Warehouse use is
compatible with this EC Future Land Use Designation, staff does not believe the proposed
electronic billboard meets the overall direction and intent of the Comprehensive Plan due to
the following policy:
c.

•

Policy SG2.4 – Neighborhood Compatibility: Ensure that infill and redevelopment
projects are designed to be sensitive and compatible with adjoining neighborhoods by
providing appropriate transitions in height/scale, massing, and intensity along the
shared street frontage or lot lines(s).

The proposed PD District provides for a creative and innovative design which could not otherwise
be achieved under the zoning regulations of Code Sections 18-186 to 18-197.
The proposed PD District allows an electronic billboard, which could not be achieved under the
standard zoning districts within the Code. While staff is supportive of the proposed industrial
uses included in the proposal, staff believes this use could be developed under zoning
regulations of Code Sections 18-186 to 18-197.

•

The exceptions from the zoning regulations requested in the proposed PD are warranted by
virtue of innovative design and amenities incorporated by the PD District.
Staff does not believe the exceptions requested from the Code are warranted by the
proposal as it does not include an innovative design or amenities. The development of the
proposed electronic billboard is accompanied by light industrial uses. While the proposed
light industrial uses are supported by the Comprehensive Plan, staff does not believe the
proposal warrants the need for a PD Zoning Designation as a similar development could be
achieved under the BP Zoning Designation. While the applicant is proposing that $40,000 of
the lease revenue from the sign will be donated to the Adams 12 Education Foundation
annually for programming south of East 104th Avenue, staff does not believe it qualifies as an
amenity incorporated in the PD District which would justify the exception from the Code.
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In addition to the criteria used for the establishment of a PD Zoning District, City Council may
consider the following criteria in evaluating the proposed CSP, pursuant to Section 18-43(g) of the
City Code:
•

The proposed CSP is consistent with the comprehensive plan and all requirements of Chapter
18 of the Code.
The proposed PD District has a Future Land Use designation of EC which anticipates a
diverse range of employment options, including business parks, light manufacturing, and a mix
of office types and sizes. While the proposed Flex-Warehouse use is compatible with this EC
future land use designation, staff does not believe the proposed electronic billboard meets the
overall direction and intent of the Comprehensive Plan due to the following policy of the
Comprehensive Plan:
d.

•

Policy SG2.4 – Neighborhood Compatibility: Ensure that infill and redevelopment
projects are designed to be sensitive and compatible with adjoining neighborhoods by
providing appropriate transitions in height/scale, massing, and intensity along the
shared street frontage or lot lines(s).

The proposed project is consistent with the current zoning on the property or conditioned on
the approval of an existing application for a zoning district amendment.
The proposed CSP is not consistent with the current zoning on the property. The CSP is
contingent on the approval of the proposed PD Zoning Amendment.

•

The CSP is in compliance with all applicable use, development and design standards set
forth in this Code.
The proposed CSP is in compliance with all applicable use, development, and design
standards including subdivision, circulation, pedestrian connectivity, landscape, setback, and
parks and open space requirements proposed within the PD Standards. If staff’s
recommendation of denial is supported and the PD Zoning Amendment is not approved, the
proposed CSP would not be compliant with the Code.

•

Adequate facilities and services exist or are planned by the project to serve the
development at the time of construction.
As provided in the impact statements, which are attached to this communication, facilities and
services exist or will be provided by the developer to serve the project, including public
roadway and traffic improvements, sewer facilities, stormwater detention, and sidewalks.

•

Compatibility with the surrounding area is demonstrated by proposed improvements,
including screening and buffering that has been provided to minimize impacts to adjacent
uses.
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The proposed industrial uses are compatible with the present development in the area. The
proposed use is comparable to the existing development to the north and a 15-foot
landscape buffer is proposed along the property lines that are adjacent to SFD uses. Staff
believes that the proposed electronic billboard use is not compatible with any present
development within the City. Billboards are only permitted on Undeveloped Property per
Section 18-741(a)(2) of the Code and this lot does not meet the definition of an Undeveloped
Property. Additionally, the proposal is unable to meet the development regulations that are
applied to signage that is allowed within the City. Specifically, Electronic Signs are subject to
illumination, message hold time, and transition method and duration regulations which are
intended to reduce the potential nuisances that Electronic Signs could produce. The
proposed electronic billboard meets the majority of these regulations, with exception of the
transition method and duration requirements. Additionally, the proposed electronic billboard
is unable to meet standard setback requirements for freestanding signs or the residential
proximity slope requirements outlined in Section 18-452 of the Code, which are intended to
increase compatibility of non-residential land uses that are directly adjacent to residential
land uses. The scale of the proposed sign combined with the prominence of the location at
the southernmost border of the City will also create the appearance of a gateway or
monument into the City for vehicles traveling north on I-25. Due to this, staff is concerned
that the proposed electronic billboard will be viewed as a municipal sign that is intended to
provide information on Thornton community events and Thornton-specific shopping/dining
opportunities rather than the proposed purpose of offering content neutral offsite advertising
opportunities. Staff believes these proposed exemptions from Code requirements depreciate
the compatibility and sensitivity to existing land uses.
PUBLIC NOTICE AND RESPONSE:
Public Notification: A public notice of the Hearing was published on the City’s official website on
January 21, 2022 and at City Hall, the Margaret W. Carpenter Recreation Center, Thornton Active
Adult Center, and the Trail Winds Recreation Center on January 20, 2022, in accordance with Code
requirements. All property owners within at least 1,500 feet of this site were sent notice of the Public
Hearing 10 days prior to February 8, 2022. Notification of the City Council Hearing was posted on the
property for at least 10 days prior to the February 8, 2022 Public Hearing.
Public Response: A neighborhood meeting was held on August 24, 2021 to present and discuss the
proposed PD Standards and ODP/CSP. Approximately seven residents attended the meeting, some of
which had questions regarding the allowed uses within the PD as well as the proposed pedestrian
connection on the site. Additionally, after the noticing for the public hearing, staff has received comments
from residents regarding the proposal which have been included in the Council packet.
Attachments:
Attachment 1 (City): Financial Evaluation (Pg. 13-14)
Attachment 2 (City): Water and Sewer Impact Statement (Pg. 15)
Attachment 3 (City): Traffic Development Impact Statement (Pg. 16)
Attachment 4 (City): Police Service Impact Statement (Pg. 17)
Attachment 5 (City): Fire Service Impact Statement (Pg. 18)
Attachment 6 (City): Vicinity Map (Pg. 19)
Attachment 7 (City): Public Hearing Notices and Affidavits (Pg. 20–24)
Attachment 8 (City): Public Comments (Pg. 25–28)
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Attachment 9 (Applicant): Mineral Estate Notices and Affidavit (Pg. 29-34)
Attachment 10 (Applicant): Supplemental Documents Table of Contents (Pg. 35)
Attachment 11 (Applicant): Cover Letter (Pg. 36-42)
Attachment 12 (Applicant): Final – Report on Traffic Crashes in Denver Region (Pg. 43–90)
Attachment 13 (Applicant): Letter of Support – Five Star Education Foundation (Pg. 91)
Attachment 14 (Applicant): Letter of Support – OAAA (Pg. 92-95)
Attachment 15 (Applicant): FHWA – CEVMS Final (Pg. 96-165)
Attachment 16 (Applicant): FHWA – One Sheet (Pg. 166)
Attachment 17 (Applicant): List of Traffic Studies (Pg. 167)
Attachment 18 (Applicant): 100 Carmain (Pg. 168-1023)
Attachment 19 (Applicant): 2009 CEVMS FHWA (Pg. 1024-1119)
Attachment 20 (Applicant): Albuquerque, NM 2010 (Pg. 1120-1147)
Attachment 21 (Applicant): Cleveland 2007 (Pg. 1148-1253)
Attachment 22 (Applicant): Reading, PA (Pg. 1254-1295)
Attachment 23 (Applicant): Richmond, VA (Pg. 1296-1331)
Attachment 24 (Applicant): Rochester, MN (Pg. 1332-1359)
Attachment 25 (Applicant): VTTI Cleveland 2007 (Pg. 1360-1449)
Attachment 26 (Applicant): Cleveland 2009 (Pg. 1450-1493)
Attachment 27 (Applicant): Zone Map (Pg. 1494)
Attachment 28 (Applicant): ODP/CSP (Pg. 1495-1504)
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ATTACHMENT 1
Finance Department Development Impact Statement
Falk Industrial Zoning Amendment
Context/Background
The City has what is called a Fiscal Impact Model (Model). The purpose of this Model is to assist the
City in understanding the long-term financial impact of different types of development to the General
Government. The Model incorporates revenues generated by, and expenses incurred from,
providing services to the various types of development. The Model is a tool the City may utilize to
evaluate future build-out scenarios and implications on the financial sustainability of the City. The
Model focuses on two main drivers of property development that dictate the financial impact on the
City. The first such driver is density. The second driver is geographic location especially as it
pertains to supportive infrastructure.
The Model is a useful tool to estimate the potential revenues and expenses that will be generated by
the development. It is important to keep in mind, the Model has limitations due to the types of
assumptions and data required to do the analysis. Actual results will vary and the differences could
be material. Some of the limitations are as follows:
•
•
•

The Model was based on 2016 fiscal data and land use patterns. As the City grows,
the land use patterns, and fiscal results will change over time.
Revenue estimates include activity generated through the General Fund and may
include income from taxes, charges for services, fees, and other government funding.
Expense estimates include activity spent by the General Fund and may include costs
from fire and ambulance services, police services, general government function, and
infrastructure maintenance.

Assumptions of Proposed Development
The proposed Zoning Amendment and Overall Development Plan/Conceptual Site Plan (ODP/CSP)
is for development on about 3.35 acres located southwest of West 84th Avenue and I-25. The
proposed amendment is a change from Community Retail zoning to Planned Development (PD).
The ODP/CSP consists of four warehouses with office space options and an area for a highway
electronic sign (electronic billboard) facing I-25.
Estimated Fiscal Impact of Proposal
The City analyzed the proposed Zoning Amendment and ODP/CSP utilizing the Model. The Model
shows that at full build-out, the City would not experience a material change in fiscal impact,
annually. Ongoing revenues less expenses are estimated to be $21K, annually.
Estimated One-Time Revenues
As the City grows so does the need for services and infrastructure to support this growth. This growth
and the ultimate build-out of the City is laid out in the City’s Comprehensive Master Plan. Each
development contributes to the long-term ultimate build-out of the City. One-time revenues include
building use tax, permit fees and utility connection fees. General Governmental one-time revenues
are estimated at $110K. Enterprise Funds, which include the water and sewer utility fees, one-time
revenues are estimated to be $493K.
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Conclusion
Using the Comprehensive Master Plan, ultimate build-out according to land use results in fiscal
sustainability. Future City choices regarding particular land use and corresponding types of
development will have a direct impact on the fiscal position of the City, and will dictate whether the
City is financially sustainable at full build-out.
The proposed Zoning Amendment and ODP/CSP is not anticipated to materially change the City’s
financial position compared to the Model.
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ATTACHMENT 2
Water and Sewer Impact Statement
Falk Industrial Zoning Amendment
Sewer Collection
Estimated Sewer Loading:
The increase in peak sanitary sewer flows is anticipated to be 24,800 gallons per day for the entire
development.
Sewer Collection System Impacts:
No capital improvements will be required to handle the increase in loading from the proposed
development.
Water Distribution
Estimated Water Demand:
The increase in peak summer treated water demand is anticipated to be 15,200 gallons per day for
the entire development based on the Conceptual Site Plan provided by the developer. The fire flow
demand that can be reasonably supplied by the exiting distribution system serving the proposed
development is approximately 2,500 to 3,000 gallons per minute. This assumes that a new eight-inch
diameter water main loop serves the proposed development.
Water Distribution System Evaluation Recommendations:
No capital improvements will be required to handle the increase in demand from the proposed
development unless the required fire flow demand is greater than 3,000 gallons per minute.
Water Supply
Estimated Water Use:
The proposed Overall Development Plan/Conceptual Site Plan for this project includes approximately
3.35 acres of commercial space and associated landscape area. Annual water demand at this site is
estimated at 17 acre-feet per year. There is adequate capacity in City’s raw water supply system for
this development.
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ATTACHMENT 3
Traffic Engineering Development Impact Statement
Falk Industrial Zoning Amendment
Roadway Levels-of-Service
The site for the proposed Falk Industrial Zoning Amendment is generally located south of West 84th
Avenue and west of Interstate 25. The development is proposed to have 35,480 square-feet of
warehouse and office space. A Traffic Impact Study was done to analyze the impact of the proposed
development on the adjacent transportation system in the short term and long-term horizons of 2023
and 2041, respectively. The Traffic Impact Study has been reviewed and provides accurate
information.
The Traffic Impact Study took into account projected growth in background traffic and projected traffic
from the Falk Industrial development itself. The results of the study indicate intersections near the
development along Acoma Way will operate with acceptable Levels-of-Service (LOS) with the
exception of the West 84th Avenue and Acoma Way intersection. For reference, intersection LOS is a
method of quantifying intersection delay and is categorized A-F. A represents very little delay and F
represents excessive delay and it takes more than one cycle to service traffic at a signalized
intersection. LOS D is acceptable based on perception by drivers and is the City’s minimum target
LOS for intersection performance for both short-term and long-term horizons. During the morning and
evening peak periods, the northbound left turn movement currently operates at LOS F and is
projected to continue to operate at LOS F. The Acoma Way and West 83rd Place intersection is
projected to operate at LOS B or better. No roadway improvements are recommended in the Traffic
Impact Study.
Bicycle and Pedestrian Facilities
Bike lanes are not present on Acoma Way, West 83rd Place, or the private Sherman Street. An
attached sidewalk currently exists along the west side of West 83rd Place. The existing sidewalk
satisfies the City’s complete streets policy.
Traffic Concerns
West 84th Avenue and Acoma Way
As previously mentioned, the northbound left turn movement at the West 84th Avenue and Acoma
Way intersection currently operates at LOS F and is projected to continue to operate at LOS F in the
short-term and long-term conditions. Under existing traffic, the intersection does not meet criteria for a
traffic signal as during the morning and evening peak periods the left turn movement serves less than
five vehicles on average. There are no significant backups due to light traffic volume for the
northbound left turn movement. This may be due to the nearby West 84th Avenue and Conifer Road
intersection that provides the ability to make a signalized northbound left turn onto West 84th Avenue.
In the short-term and long-term conditions with the proposed development in place, the intersection
does not meet criteria for a traffic signal. In both scenarios, the northbound left turn movement is
anticipated to serve less than five vehicles on average. At this traffic volume, no significant backups
are anticipated. Many drivers may divert to the West 84th Avenue and Conifer Road intersection to
make the northbound left turn at the existing traffic signal.
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ATTACHMENT 4
Police Services Development Impact Statement
Falk Industrial Zoning Amendment
Projected Impact: Low
Reasoning/Analysis: The rezoning for Falk Industrial’s proposal, located southwest of West 84th
Avenue and I-25 (Parcel ID: 171927417004, located in the City) is for a currently undeveloped lot.
The applicant is proposing to build warehouse structures on the site after rezoning.
The proposed Zoning Amendment itself appears to present a negligible or low-impact to policing
services. However, the business approximately 125-yards to the north of this site is developed as a
budget motel facility. This particular motel facility has a substantial impact to police services. Taking
into regard the distinctive criminogenic characteristics of this adjacent business, this development
may create a unique, and therefore unpredictable, amount of impact on the police services required
for an otherwise, similar small warehouse facility in any other location in the City. With the nature of
the crimes at the adjacent budget motel, there is the probability of elevated demand for police
services to a nearby warehouse/storage type facility. This possibility arises from the potential of
nighttime hours when these businesses would be unoccupied or closed combined with the plan for
the site to include landscaping and outdoor seating/benches which could offer a highly attractive
opportunity for potential loitering, trespassing, and other criminal activity in the area.
However, with that potential in mind, there is an existing business immediately north of the site
(Adams Polishes) that has an extremely low-impact on police services with only three criminal
incidents and one traffic incident since 2018.
There is some additional concern regarding the placement of an electronic billboard causing
distraction to drivers along I-25. This particular location is one with a higher than typical accident
occurrence rate on I-25. Adding the potential of an electronic billboard, which its very conception and
purpose is to have driver’s look away from traffic, placed at both an onramp and a location with a high
accident rate, may be cause for re-examination.
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ATTACHMENT 5
Fire Services Development Impact Statement
Falk Industrial Zoning Amendment
Project description: Warehouse/Office (four buildings)
Primary response assigned to fire district: No. 2
Fire Department Emergency Services Zone(s) (ESZ): 30202
Current calls in the ESZ: 106
Current 90th percentile travel time first unit: (Fire District No. 2) 5:52
Current 90th percentile total response time first unit: (Fire District No. 2) 8:35
Distance from closest fire station: (Fire Station No. 2): 2.4 miles
Development impact to Fire District No.2:
12 additional annual calls for service in this ESZ: total 118 annual calls
Increase in unit utilization rate:

acceptable

Fire engine/truck:

9.30% → 9.34%

Medic:

13.01% → 13.08% acceptable
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ATTACHMENT 6

Falk Industrial Tract Amd 1
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ATTACHMENT 7
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AFFIDAVIT OF POSTING
PUBLIC NOTICE
State of Colorado

)

County of Adams

)
)

SS

l, Raquel Luna, being first duly sworn upon oath depose and say that I did, on Januaw 20,2022, post the
PUBLIC NOTICE of the City Council of City of Thornton will conduct

a public hearing concerning a

Zoning

Amendment, including an Overall Development Plan/Conceptual Site Plan and Planned Development Standards
for approximately three acres of land to develop industrial buildings as well as a digital message monument sign
(electronic billboard) with a maximum height of 60 feet.
The subject property is generally located southwest of West 84th Avenue and l-25, south of Sherman Street, within
Lot 4A of the Falk lndustrial Tract, Amendment No. 1 Subdivision.

This Hearing will be held on

February

8, 2022 at 7:00 p.m., virtually

https//thorntonco.zoom.us/webinay'registey'IMNJaulotSvSdmsqTVdsyNKxQ

at

or by telephone at 1-

669-900-6833 using meeting lD#896 8368 0135, a copy of which posted Notice is attached hereto and posted at
the following locations.

1. Thornton City

Hall, 9500 Civic Center Dr.

Center,lllsl

2.

Margaret W. Carpenter Recreation

3.

Thornton Active Adult Center, 11181Colorado Blvd.

4.

TrailWinds Recreati

Colorado Blvd.

Holly St.

Date:

Signed

01t20t2022

ive

Subscribed
January,2022.

to before me by Raquel Luna, in the County of Adams, State of Colorado, this 20 day of

My Commission Expires

Notary Public
LORI LEPPEK
NOTARY PUBLIC
STATE OF COLORADO
NOTARY tD 20074025008

MY COMMISSION EXPIRES MARCH 21,2025

a

a5
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NOTICE OF PUBLIC HEARING
PLZ202100542
Thornton City Council will hold a public hearing concerning a Zoning Amendment, including an
Overall Development Plan/Conceptual Site Plan and Planned Development Standards for
approximately three acres of land to develop industrial buildings as well as a digital message
monument sign (electronic billboard) with a maximum height of 60-feet.
The subject property is generally located southwest of West 84th Avenue and I-25, south of
Sherman Street, within Lot 4A of the Falk Industrial Tract, Amendment No. 1 Subdivision.
This hearing will not be held in person but will only be held virtually. The hearing will be held
on February 8, 2022 at 7 p.m. To attend online, register in advance at:
https://thorntonco.zoom.us/webinar/register/WN_Jau1otSvSdmsqTVdsyNKXQ
or call 669-900-6833 and enter meeting ID 896 8368 0186. After registering, you will receive a
confirmation email containing information about joining the meeting and the process for providing
testimony. City Council will be reconsidering in-person meetings at City Hall on January 25th
and notice may be updated at that time.
The City Council agenda is on the City of Thornton website at www.ThorntonCO.gov.
All interested parties are invited to attend the public hearing or present their views to Thornton City
Council by providing written comments in advance of the public hearing. Written comments sent via
email must be received at CityDevelopment@ThorntonCO.gov prior to 4:00pm MDT/MST on the
day of the public hearing. Written comments sent via mail to Thornton City Hall, City Development
Department, 9500 Civic Center Drive, Thornton, CO 80229 must be received at City Hall prior to
5:00pm MDT/MST on the Friday preceding the public hearing. If you have any questions
concerning this matter, please contact the City Development Department at 303-538-7295.
If you have any questions regarding attending the Zoom Meeting,
CityDevelopment@ThorntonCO.gov prior to 4 p.m. on February 8, 2022.

please

email

Qualified individuals with a disability may contact Thornton’s ADA Coordinator to request and
arrange for accommodations. Requests for accommodation should be made as far in advance
as possible, but preferably no less than five business days prior to the date needed. Please
contact Thornton’s ADA Coordinator via telephone 303-538-7334 or email
adacoordinator@ThorntonCO.gov.
A copy of the Development Code (Chapter 18 of the Code of the City of Thornton) and the Zoning
Map are on file with the City Clerk of the City of Thornton for inspection by any interested person.
Further, any interested person may appear at this hearing or may communicate questions or
concerns to the City Council in writing.
CITY COUNCIL OF THE
CITY OF THORNTON, COLORADO
____________________________
Jan Kulmann, Mayor
ATTEST: Kristen N. Rosenbaum, City Clerk
APPROVED AS TO FORM: Tami Yellico, City Attorney
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Thornton City Hall
9500 Civic Center Drive
Thornton, CO 80229
www.thorntonco.gov

City Development Department
Current Planning Division
PH 303-538-7295
FAX 303-538-7373

January 24, 2022
RE:

NOTICE OF PUBLIC HEARING – PLZ202100542

Property Owner:
Thornton City Council will hold a public hearing concerning a Zoning Amendment, including
an Overall Development Plan/Conceptual Site Plan and Planned Development Standards
for approximately three acres of land to develop industrial buildings as well as a digital
message monument sign (electronic billboard) with a maximum height of 60-feet.
Per Thornton City Code, you are receiving this notice because you own property within 1,500
feet of the subject site, which is generally located southwest of West 84th Avenue and I-25,
south of Sherman Street, within Lot 4A of the Falk Industrial Tract, Amendment No. 1
Subdivision.
This hearing will not be held in person but will only be held virtually. The hearing will be
held on February 8, 2022 at 7 p.m. To attend online, register in advance at:
https://thorntonco.zoom.us/webinar/register/WN_Jau1otSvSdmsqTVdsyNKXQ
or call 669-900-6833 and enter meeting ID 896 8368 0186. After registering, you will receive
a confirmation email containing information about joining the meeting and the process for
providing testimony. City Council will be reconsidering in-person meetings at City Hall on
January 25th and notice may be updated at that time.
The City Council agenda is on the city of Thornton website at ThorntonCO.gov. Written
comments sent via email must be received at CityDevelopment@ThorntonCO.gov prior to 4
p.m. MDT/MST on the day of the public hearing. Written comments sent via mail to Thornton
City Hall, City Development Department, 9500 Civic Center Drive, Thornton, CO 80229 must
be received at City Hall prior to 5 p.m. MDT/MST on the Friday preceding the public hearing.
If you have any questions concerning this matter, please contact the City Development
Department at 303-538-7295.
If you have any questions regarding attending the Zoom Meeting, please email
CityDevelopment@ThorntonCO.gov prior to 4 p.m. on February 8, 2022.
Qualified individuals with a disability may contact Thornton’s ADA Coordinator to request
and arrange for accommodations. Requests for accommodation should be made as far in
advance as possible, but preferably no less than five business days prior to the date needed.
Please contact Thornton’s ADA Coordinator via telephone 303-538-7334 or email
adacoordinator@ThorntonCO.gov.
Sincerely,
Collin Wahab, AICP
Acting Principal Planner
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Ayuntamiento de Thornton
9500 Civic Center Drive
Thornton, CO 80229
www.thorntonco.gov

24 de enero de 2022

ASUNTO:

Departamento de Desarrollo Urbano
División de Planificación Presente
TEL 303-538-7295
FAX 303-538-7373

AVISO DE AUDIENCIA PÚBLICA – PLZ202100542

Propietario del inmueble:
El Conejo Municipal de Thornton llevará a cabo una audiencia pública referente a una enmienda
de zonificación, que incluye un plan general de desarrollo/plan conceptual del sitio y estándares
de desarrollo planeado para aproximadamente tres acres de terreno, con el fin de desarrollar
edificaciones industriales, así como un letrero panorámico con una pantalla digital de mensajes
que tendrá por lo máximo 60 pies de altura (anuncio panorámico electrónico).
De acuerdo con el Código de la Ciudad de Thornton, usted recibió este aviso porque usted es
propietario de un inmueble que está a menos de 1,500 pies de la propiedad en cuestión, que en lo
general está situado en el suroeste de West 84th Avenue y I-25, al sur de Sherman Street, dentro
del lote 4A del Terreno Industrial Falk, Enmienda numero 1 a la subdivisión.
La audiencia pública solamente se llevará a cabo virtualmente, y no habrá manera de
atender en persona. La audiencia pública será programada para el 8 de febrero de 2022, a las
7 p.m. Para asistir a la audiencia pública en línea, regístrese previamente en
https://thorntonco.zoom.us/webinar/register/WN_Jau1otSvSdmsqTVdsyNKXQ
o llame al 669-900-6833 e ingrese el código de reunión 896 8368 0186. Después de registrarse,
recibirá un correo electrónico de confirmación con información sobre cómo unirse a la reunión
y cómo dar testimonio. El 25 de enero, El Concejo Municipal estará reconsiderando juntas en
persona en el Ayuntamiento de Thornton, y el aviso podría ser actualizado para entonces.
La orden del día de la reunión se encuentra en el sitio web de la ciudad de Thornton ubicado
en www.ThorntonCO.gov. También puede proporcionar comentarios por escrito al Concejo
Municipal de Thornton antes de la audiencia pública. Los comentarios escritos enviados por
correo electrónico deben recibirse en CityDevelopment@ThorntonCO.gov antes de las 4 p.m.
MDT/MST el día de la audiencia pública. Los comentarios escritos que se envían por correo a
Thornton City Hall, City Development Department, 9500 Civic Center Drive, Thornton, CO 80229
deben recibirse en el Consejo Municipal antes de las 5 p.m. MDT/MST el viernes anterior a la
audiencia pública. Si tiene alguna inquietud con respecto a este asunto, llame al Departamento
de Desarrollo Urbano al 303-538-7295.
Si tiene alguna pregunta con respecto sobre la asistencia a la reunión de Zoom, envíe un correo
electrónico a CityDevelopment@ThorntonCO.gov antes de las 4 p.m. el 8 de febrero de 2022.
Las personas con discapacidades pueden llamar al coordinador de ADA de Thornton para
solicitar y organizar adaptaciones. Las solicitudes de adaptaciones deben hacerse con la mayor
anticipación posible, y de preferencia por lo menos cinco días hábiles antes de la fecha en que
se requieran. Llame al coordinador de ADA de Thornton al teléfono 303-538-7334 o envíe un
correo electrónico a adacoordinator@ThorntonCO.gov. Hay acceso por TDD disponible
mediante el servicio de retransmisión de Colorado 711.
Atentamente,
Collin Wahab, AICP
Planificador principal en funciones
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ATTACHMENT 8

Feb 7, 2022
Collin Wahab, Senior Planner
City of Thornton
9500 Civic Center Drive
Thornton, CO. 80229
Attn: Mayor Jan Kulman
City Council Members
Re:

Enterprise Thornton
Falk Industrial Tract Amd 1
PLZ202100542

Dear Mayor Kulman and City Council Members,
I would like to submit this letter in support of the proposed project referenced above.
Living behind this project I am keenly aware of the current activities on the property and feel
like this will clean up the area by eliminating the illegal dumping, dirt biking, and camping, etc.
that is happening on the vacant lot.
The proposed use of flex warehouses fits the area perfectly and will allow the local
tradesmen and small businesses have a place that they can work out of to grow their business.
The digital messaging sign is something that I support happening at this location. It will
be beautiful a monument for Thornton; the renderings look very clean and is higher quality than
any other sign in the area. It will provide a means for businesses in our area to advertise and will
increase foot traffic and revenues for those businesses. It will also provide well-needed funding
to the Education Foundation, specifically for the schools in our immediate area.
I support the current plan for this vacant property and encourage the City Council to
approve this plan.
Sincerely,
Kenneth Scarborough
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1.

From: charlie <
>
Sent: Tuesday, February 8, 2022 9:38 AM
To: City Development <citydevelopment@thorntonco.gov>
Subject: (External) electronic billboard. PLZ202100542
This e-mail is for the public hearing on 02/08/2022.
I’m against the proposed electronic billboard. I hear sirens all the time from
accidents at the I 25 and 84th area. A electronic billboard
Would distract drivers from the road and probably cause more accidents. We
don’t need another billboard.
Sincerely,
Chaeles Dismang
Sent from Mail for Windows

2.

From: Krintine Keithly <
>
Sent: Tuesday, February 8, 2022 1:57 PM
To: ADA Coordinator <adacoord@thorntonco.gov>
Subject: (External) NOTICE OF PUBLIC HEARING - PLZ202100542
Ref.: ‘digital message monument sign (electronic billboard) maximum height 60ft.’
With all the automobile accidents that occur from 104th, South on I25 through the
‘mouse trap’; with all the different exits and decisions drives must make, moving
into the correct lane, ( hoping your in the correct lane) City of Thornton is willing
to add another distraction to drives with a ‘digital sign’!.
Colorado’s freeway system needs a lot of improvements, adding another
distraction to drivers is a disservice to anyone who travels South I25.
Bring more $$’s into your City is great, but please consider the outcome to us
drivers.
Thank you, home owner and driver,
Kristine K. Edwards
Sent from my iPad
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3.

From: Kenneth Scarborough <
>
Sent: Tuesday, February 8, 2022 2:50 PM
To: Collin Wahab <Collin.Wahab@thorntonco.gov>
Subject: (External) Letter for tonights townhall meeting.
Hi Mr. Wahab,
Wanted to submit a letter in reference to tonight's townhall meeting about the
building of the flex warehouses off of I-25 and the signage they are looking to put
up on the property. Please allow this letter to be submitted as my response into
how I feel about the usage of the property.

Just let me know if you have any questions.
Thank you,
Kenneth Scarborough
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4. -----Original Message----From: Krintine Keithly
>
Sent: Tuesday, February 8, 2022 1:57 PM
To: ADA Coordinator <adacoord@thorntonco.gov>
Subject: (External) NOTICE OF PUBLIC HEARING - PLZ202100542
Ref.: ‘digital message monument sign (electronic billboard) maximum height 60ft.’
With all the automobile accidents that occur from 104th, South on I25 through the
‘mouse trap’; with all the different exits and decisions drives must make, moving
into the correct lane, ( hoping your in the correct lane) City of Thornton is willing
to add another distraction to drives with a ‘digital sign’!.
Colorado’s freeway system needs a lot of improvements, adding another
distraction to drivers is a disservice to anyone who travels South I25.
Bring more $$’s into your City is great, but please consider the outcome to us
drivers.
Thank you, home owner and driver,
Kristine K. Edwards
Sent from my iPad
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ATTACHMENT 10

Mile High Outdoor: ENTERPRISE Thornton – Digital Message Monument Sign
Table of Contents
1. Mile High Outdoor – Enterprise Thornton - Cover Letter
2. FINAL – Report on Traffic Crashes in Denver Region
3. Carlson Letter of Support
4. Out of Home Letter of Support
5. FHWA – CEVMS Final
6. FHWA – One-Sheet
7. List of Traffic Studies
8. 100 Carmain
9. 2009 CEVMS FHWA
10. Albuquerque, NM 2010
11. Cleveland 2007
12. Reading, PA
13. Richmond, VA
14. Rochester, MN
15. VTTI Cleveland 2007
16. Cleveland 2009
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ATTACHMENT 11
Brownstein Hyatt Farber Schreck, LLP
303.223.1100 main
410 Seventeenth Street, Suite 2200
Denver, Colorado 80202

April 14, 2022

Carolynne C. White
Attorney at Law
303.223.1197 direct
cwhite@bhfs.com

City of Thornton
City Council
9500 Civic Center Drive
Thornton, CO 80229
RE:

ENTERPRISE Thornton - Digital Message Monument Sign

Dear Councilmembers:
We represent Mile High Outdoor with respect to their proposed Digital Message Monument Sign (the
“DMMS”) to be installed on the approximately three acres of land generally located west of Interstate
25 and south of West 84th Avenue, known as Falk Industrial Tract, Amendment No. 1, Lot 4A (the
“Property”). The DMMS is part of an application for a rezoning, an overall development plan/conceptual
site plan, and planned development standards for the Property (the “Application”) that is the subject
of a public hearing before City Council, which was opened February 8, 2022 and continued to March 22,
2022, and then further continued to May 10, 2022.
BACKGROUND
Mile High Outdoor has been operating in Colorado since 1996, and takes great pride in having installed
hundreds of high-quality signs throughout Colorado, including the DMMS. Mile High Outdoor is a proud
Colorado company with extensive ties to the Denver Metro community, and has consistently
demonstrated strong Colorado values, such as a commitment to environmental responsibility and
sustainability. For example, Mile High Outdoor has decreased its electrical consumption by 2/3 by
converting all of our light fixtures to LEDs, and when they remove their signage, they recycle or reuse
almost 100% of the parts. Mile High Outdoor is committed to being good neighbors in Thornton, and
high quality, attractive signage is a priority.
ANALYSIS
As described in this section, the DMMS will provide significant community benefit to the City of
Thornton and will have minimal impact on adjacent neighborhoods and on I-25. For these reasons, we
request approval of the Application, including the DMMS.
A.

Community Benefit

www.bhfs.com
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Page 2

The DMMS will provide numerous community benefits to the City of Thornton. A need exists to
communicate with the travelling public along the I-25 corridor, both commercially and with local
messaging. The proposed DMMS fulfills this need and creates widespread opportunities for Thornton.
Small, medium, and large business will have the opportunity to extend their storefront and messaging
along the I-25 corridor, even if they are located in areas not visible from the interstate. Businesses
advertise to grow their brand and increase revenue. Increased revenue brings increased sales tax
revenues to the city of Thornton.
The digital aspect of the sign benefits the small business community greater than anyone. This is due
to the flexibility of crafting a campaign to fit any budget, and the availability of space that digital
signage creates. The existing sign in Northglenn includes advertising from a variety of local business
such as Cinzetti’s Restaurant, Indian Urban Grocery Store, Woodley Furniture Outlet, The Spitfire Grill,
Puzzle Effect Escape Game Adventures, and Renegade Burrito. All of these are smaller businesses that
have thrived as a result of the opportunity to communicate directly with consumers along I-25.
There are many medium to large businesses that currently reside in Thornton that would also greatly
benefit from this DMMS. The following Thornton businesses already do business with Mile High
Outdoor and would likely have interest in advertising on the proposed sign. To reiterate, when their
business grows, sales tax revenues grow. Here are a few examples: Amazon, Home Depot,
McDonalds, North Suburban Medical Center, McStain Homes, Larkridge Shopping Center, and King
Soopers.
Thornton will be given the same opportunity to extend its messaging to the I-25 corridor and increase
its communication with its citizens as was provided to Northglenn with the existing sign. This content
could include promotions for local events, a message about Thornton’s “Business of the Week”, news
about local non-profits, important safety information, or any other items important to communicate.
Mile High Outdoor will offer the city 600 (8) eight second spots per day on the DMMS annually. These
will typically be distributed to run every other minute over 24 hours. This adds approximately $40,000
in additional value to benefit Thornton and its citizens.
Emergency messaging with high visibility is an enormous benefit to the community. Amber alerts are
most frequently displayed in this category and start running within minutes of being released.
Finally, as discussed in prior hearings, a portion of the lease revenue ($40,000) from the sign will be
donated to the Adams 12 Education Foundation annually for programming south of 104th Avenue.
The attached letter from the Adams 12 Education Foundation explains the benefit this will bring to
their programming and ability to serve the community
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B.

Impact to adjacent Single Family Neighborhoods
•

As was suggested in the prior hearing, the PUD document has been modified to limit the sign
face to a maximum of 672 square feet, which is the actual dimension proposed for the sign.

•

The DMMS Digital billboard will comply with and operate under the illumination requirements
of Thornton City Code Sec. 18-750 Electronic Signs and shall “... not produce glare, the effect
of which constitutes a traffic hazard or is otherwise detrimental to the public health, safety or
welfare. Lighting from the message module shall not exceed 300 NITs (candelas per square
meter) between dusk and dawn as measured from the sign's face.”

•

Light from the sign will be limited to 300 NITS maximum and automatically dimmed by
photocells. There is an existing sound wall on the east right of way shielding the existing
residences from I-25. The existing residences are all single story and lower in grade than the
Interstate surface. All these factors combine to eliminate glare that would cause a detriment
to the neighboring properties.

•

Compatibility with the neighborhood was also made clear by the feedback from the community.
In addition to providing the required notice to properties within 500 feet of the proposed DMMS,
the development team carefully listened for feedback from the community. A neighborhood
meeting was held, and neighboring residents were invited to walk the property and learn more
about the proposed development and DMMS, as well as to share with us any concerns they
might have. We are pleased to report that we have received absolutely no negative feedback
with respect to the DMMS.

•

As illustrated in the below aerial photograph, the sign will not be visible from the nearby
residential uses. Instead, it is oriented to the highway. The technology incorporated into the
sign is recently developed light trespass mitigation technology, which enables predictability
regarding light trespass with great precision, and allows us to provide thorough horizontal
mitigation of any potential light trespass.
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As was presented previously, and will be explained in more detail in the forthcoming hearing
presentation by the sign engineer, the technology incorporated into the DMMS will not only
automatically dim the light output to the minimum amount necessary to be appropriately visible
according to the lighting conditions (e.g. dimmer at night, brighter during the day), but also includes
individual shielding of the pixels to prevent light spillage outside the directional orientation of the
DMMS.
C.

Impact to I-25
As was discussed at the prior hearing, the City of Thornton is not the first governmental entity
to be faced with the question of potential impact of digital messaging on traffic safety. Of all
the various governmental entities throughout the world that have conducted numerous
studies on this subject, perhaps the most relevant are the Federal Highway Administration
(FHWA), and the Colorado Department of Transportation (CDOT), because these entities have
reviewed studies conducted by others, and have conducted their own studies, in order to
determine whether to allow digital messaging, and what rules to establish to ensure public
safety.
At the federal level, the attached correspondence from the Outdoor Advertising Association of
America (OAAA) provides a good summary of the federal regulatory environment, and the
FHWA studies. A copy of the most recent, and most applicable FHWA study is also attached.
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In short, FWHA has found no correlation between digital messaging and increased accidents
(or reduced safety). Nor has FHWA found that digital messaging increases distracted driving.
Following a change to state law by the Colorado General Assembly, in 2014 CDOT completed a
rulemaking that included a comprehensive review of safety studies by other departments of
transportation throughout the United States, and determined that it is safe for images on
billboards to change every 4 seconds. The current Application exceeds this requirement by
requiring a minimum message hold time of 8 seconds.
It should be
noted that the
City’s current
Code, at Section
18-750, allows
digital signs and
restricts them to
a minimum hold
time of five (5)
seconds. The
only difference
between the
signs permitted in
the Code and the
sign proposed
Following here is
that this sign will
have content that
advertises for offpremise uses, and that we are proposing a LONGER hold time of 8 seconds. If the City has
determined that five seconds is safe for on premise advertising, there is really no basis to
conclude that it is not safe for off-premise advertising.
As was noted by staff, the City already has digital messaging adjacent to I-25, with a five
second hold time, with the primary difference being that the signs advertise on-premise
businesses rather than off-premise.
Finally, staff emphasized that that the City’s Police Department had concerns about public safety
related to the sign. In order clarify and better understand their concerns, a meeting was held on April
4, 2022 with Commander Farr. Also in attendance was Collin Wahab, Warren Campbell, Kent Carlson,
Tate Carlson, and Micah Dean. The meeting was to discuss the “Police Services Development Impact
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Statement” (ATTACHMENT 4, PAGE 16 of the COUNCIL COMMUNICATION). In that meeting
Commander Farr reiterated the first line of the Impact Statement, “Projected Impact: Low”. He also
confirmed that the existing Adams Polish property has only had four total police calls in the past four
years, one of which was a traffic accident.
In that meeting, Commander Farr also discussed potential impacts to I-25 from the proposed
DMMS. He stated that that section of I-25 is very busy and sees a number of accidents. As can be
seen in the 2017 DRCOG report, page 44, (attached) that section of I-25 where the DMMS is proposed
is presently at a LOS IV. It was asked of Commander Farr and Staff whether the Police Department
was asked to provide comments or analyze safety impacts for the digital messaging signs proposed at
the Grove and Outlet Mall was performed for the digital signs for those developments. Commander
Farr responded that no such inquiry was made with respect to those digital messaging signs. In the
2017 DRCOG report, page 44, it notes that the section of I-25 adjacent to the Grove and Outlet Mall is
also a LOS IV. Thus it can be concluded that the addition of the DMMS is not likely to increase safety
risks along I-25.
D.

Consistency with Comprehensive Plan

As staff notes in the staff report, one of the policies in your Comprehensive Plan is to ensure that infill
and redevelopment projects are “designed to be sensitive and compatible with adjoining
neighborhoods.” Based on the orientation of the sign, the light mitigation technology, the standards in
the PD that meet and exceed CDOT standards, and the images and videos we presented earlier in this
presentation, it is clear that the sign is designed to be maximally compatible with its surroundings and
blend seamlessly into the community.
E.

Comparison to other Signs

Requirements for the DMMS should not differ from requirements for other signs that only show onpremise messaging. According to Reed v. Town of Gilbert, 576 U.S. 155 (2015) requirements for
signage may not be dependent on the content or speech displayed on the signs.
The City Code allows, and the City already has, several digital messaging signs along I-25 with
minimum hold times less than or equal to the hold time proposed in the Application. No evidence
exists that these signs create safety risks to the traveling public.
The proposed signs should be treated no differently.
CONCLUSION
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As demonstrated above, the DMMS will bring a great deal of community benefit to the City, will not
be detrimental to the public health safety and welfare, and will further goals set forth in the Thornton
Comprehensive Plan. For the reasons set forth above, we respectfully request approval of the
Application, including the DMMS.
Sincerely,

Carolynne C. White

24049762.1
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This report and other documents are available at the DRCOG website:
www.drcog.org.

Visit these agency websites for more information:
Colorado Department of Transportation
www.codot.gov
National Highway Traffic Safety Administration
www.nhtsa.gov
Fatality Analysis Reporting System
www-fars.nhtsa.dot.gov
Preparation of this report has been financed in part through grants from the U.S. Department of
Transportation, Federal Highway Administration and Federal Transit Administration.
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A. Background and Purpose
Traffic crashes represent a major concern to all who use roadways – drivers,
pedestrians, bicyclists and transit riders. Crashes are also of interest to municipal
leaders and planners, who work to minimize them. In 2015, more than 38,000
people died on our nation’s roadways. Every day in the Denver region, there are
about 220 reported traffic crashes. The crashes result in about five seriously injured
individuals per day and four traffic fatalities per week, but such statistics only hint at
the tragedy experienced by individuals, families and communities. These crashes
incur large costs including property damage, medical expenses, lost productivity,
excess traffic congestion and the pain and suffering associated with an injury or
fatal crash.
The purpose of this report is to raise awareness of traffic safety issues among
planners, engineers, elected officials, and the general public within the Denver
region. The crash data presented in this report will also help DRCOG develop longrange goals and targets. Extensive information is provided on many different types
of crashes, causes and characteristics. Techniques to help reduce crashes are also
presented in applicable sections.
This report is divided into the following seven sections:
• regional traffic crash trends
• crash demographics
• crash characteristics (for example, crash causes and time of day)
• specific crash types (for example, bicycle and pedestrian crashes)
• high-risk behavior crashes
• locations of crashes
• other safety efforts
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B. Summary of Key Results
Some of the key findings of safety conditions in the Denver region are as follows:
• The overall crash rate decreased between 2001 and 2013.
• The number of annual traffic fatalities in the region has increased since 2009.
Although the number of annual traffic fatalities decreased between 2001 and
2009, the number of annual fatalities has since increased 49 percent.
• Young male drivers are involved in more crashes. Young male drivers between
the ages of 15 and 34 are involved in disproportionately more crashes — in
particular, fatal crashes.
• Pedestrians are particularly vulnerable transportation system users. Between
2011 and 2013, pedestrians accounted for 22 percent of traffic fatalities.
• Motorcyclists make up an increasing proportion of all traffic fatalities.
Motorcyclists made up 14 percent of traffic fatalities in 2000, increasing to 23
percent in 2015.
Many crashes are preventable. CDOT estimates 85 percent of crashes are due to
improper driver behavior, while only 15 percent of crashes occur due to conditions
beyond the driver’s control. However, transportation safety is multidisciplinary
in nature, and involves the effort of many entities, including all roadway users,
educators, law enforcement, tow truck operations, emergency medical response
professionals and government agencies. DRCOG will collaborate with CDOT on
incident management, crash analysis, data reporting and other efforts. Assistance
will be provided to local governments regarding traffic safety problems and the
identification of safety improvement projects. DRCOG will further evaluate methods
for incorporating safety into the project evaluation and selection policies for the
Transportation Improvement Program.

C. Notes on Crash Data
https://www.codot.gov/
http://www.nhtsa.gov/
3
http://www.nhtsa.gov/FARS
1
2
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Crash data is not perfect, as field reports may not contain complete information.
The majority of the detailed crash data used in this report reflects the latest data
available (through 2013) from the Colorado Department of Transportation (CDOT)1.
Fatal crash data is presented through 2015, as it must be immediately reported to
the National Highway Traffic Safety Administration (NHTSA)2. NHTSA then presents
data annually through the Fatality Analysis Reporting System3.
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DENVER REGION CRASH
DATA

2

A. Traffic Fatality Trends
The number of annual traffic fatalities in the Denver region reached a three-decade
low in 2009. Between 2001 and 2009, the number of traffic fatalities decreased by
44 percent (285 to 160). Since 2009, however, annual fatalities have increased 49
percent (160 to 238 in 2015).
Another way of presenting crash information is by the rate of crashes per amount
of miles that vehicles are driven. The amount of driving is usually defined as vehicle
miles of travel or VMT. For example, on Denver regional roadways in 2015:
• Motor vehicles were driven over 25 billion VMT (78 million per weekday).
• Dividing the 238 fatalities into 26 billion results in a rate of 0.91 fatalities per
100 million VMT.
The chart below shows the number of traffic fatalities and the fatal crash rate per
100 million VMT from 1980 to 2015. The fatality rate has decreased from 2.75 to
0.91 during the last 35 years, though there has been a slight increase since 2009.
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Figure 1. Annual Traffic Fatalities and Fatal Crash Rate in the
Denver Region (1980–2015)
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https://www.transportation.gov/
5
https://drcog.org/programs/transportationplanning/regional-transportation-plan
4

Regardless of what the data show, one traffic fatality is one too many, even if a
fatality occurs “only” once every 125 million vehicle miles traveled. A new initiative,
known as Toward Zero Deaths, was established by the United States Department
of Transportation4 in 2014. The initiative has been embraced by the Colorado
Department of Transportation (CDOT) and will be incorporated into DRCOG’s Metro
Vision Regional Transportation Plan5.
A third way of presenting traffic fatality data is in a public health perspective. For the
Denver region, in 2015 there were 6.8 fatalities per 100,000 people in the Denver
region. The seriousness of the traffic safety issue is comparable to other public
health issues.
Several factors have contributed to the reduction of the traffic fatality rate during the
past 35 years. Improvements in vehicle safety design (for example, the increased
prevalence of front and side airbags) and phasing out older vehicles have played
a critical role, as has increased seat belt use. According to CDOT, overall seat belt
use in Colorado rose from 50 percent in 1990 to 82 percent in 2014. Education and
enforcement efforts have drastically reduced the occurrence of impaired-driving
fatal crashes. In the Denver region, impaired-driving fatalities dropped by 62 percent
between 2004 and 2013 (from 111 to 42 fatalities). Improvements in emergency
response and medical care technology, as well as better designed roadways and
safety features, have also helped to reduce traffic fatalities. However, preliminary
data for 2015 and 2016 indicate impaired-driving fatalities are increasing.
Figure 2 shows a map of fatal crash locations in 2013. Traffic fatalities occur
throughout the region and on all roadway facility types. In 2013, 26 percent of
fatal crashes occurred on freeway facilities and 74 percent along streets or at
intersections. Later sections of this report will provide further detail on certain types
of fatal crashes, such as those associated with pedestrians, bicyclists, motorcyclists,
trucks and construction zones.
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Figure 2. Fatal Crash Events (2013)
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B. Serious Injury Trends
The number of people seriously injured in traffic crashes has fluctuated, ranging
from 1,600 to 1,940 injuries per year between 2006 and 2013. The rate of injuries
was dropping through 2010, but has since been on the rise.
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Figure 3. Serious Injuries and Injury Crash Rate in the Denver
Region (2006–2013)
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C. Total Traffic Crash Trends
The number of reported crashes in the region increased from about 50,000 in 1991
to about 80,000 in 2001. The increase was likely due primarily to the rapid growth in
VMT. The number of reported crashes decreased to approximately 60,000 by 2012,
but increased to approximately 64,000 in 2013. Specific reasons for the fluctuation
are not easy to define. As shown in the chart below, the crash rate per 100 million
VMT increased just slightly from 1991 to 2001, but has declined since. The overall
crash data shown in this report does not include unreported traffic crashes. NHTSA
estimates that about half of all crashes are reported to the authorities.
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3

DEMOGRAPHICS OF
PEOPLE INVOLVED IN
CRASHES
Crashes were analyzed by the age and gender of the people involved. The term
“involvement in a crash” does not imply the person was at fault. Figure 5 shows
crash involvement statistics by age and gender based on data from 2011 to 2013.

Figure 5. Drivers Involved in Fatal and Serious Injury Crashes by
Age and Gender (2011–2013)
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62%

of individuals involved in fatal
crashes were male. This value is
almost twice that of females.
Young male drivers between
the ages of 15 and 34 are
involved in disproportionately
more crashes — in particular,
fatal crashes.
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One in every five licensed 16-year-olds was involved in a crash, according to Drive
Smart Colorado. Teen drivers are a high-risk crash demographic primarily because
they lack driving experience. Motor vehicle crashes are a leading cause of death
for 15- to 20-year-olds, according to the National Center for Health Statistics.
Several efforts have been made in Colorado to reduce teen involvement in crashes.
Graduated drivers license laws restricting the number of occupants in the vehicle
of a young driver were initiated in 1999. Laws also prohibit mobile phone use by
drivers younger than 18. New vehicle technologies have also been introduced to
improve safety for all drivers (including youth), such as stereo disabling if seat belts
are not fastened.
Although statistics do not indicate a disproportionately high number of crashes
among older adults (age 65-plus), there are specific concerns for this rapidly
growing population group. Many concerns can be addressed through roadway
engineering actions such as clearer pavement markings, larger text size on signs,
and improved pedestrian crossings. New vehicle safety features such as driver
alerts, automated braking, and run-off-road prevention may also help improve
safety among older drivers.
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CRASH
CHARACTERISTICS

4

A. Crash Types
Table 1 shows the distribution of crash types. The majority of crashes (68 percent)
occur between two or more moving motor vehicles. About 17 percent of crashes
involve a fixed object. Among crashes occurring between moving motor vehicles,
about half are rear-end collisions and 26 percent are broadside collisions (a front-toside impact).

Table 1. Crash Types (2011–2013)
Percent of
crashes

Crash type
Moving motor vehicle

67.6

Collisions between moving
vehicles

Fixed object (for example, light pole)

17.3

Front-to-rear

52.3

Parked vehicle, train or bicycle

8.6

Front-to-side

25.9

Rollover or non-collision

4.1

Sideswipe in the same direction

14.2

Pedestrian

1.3

Front-to-front

5.3

Animal

1.0

Sideswipe in the opposite direction

1.1

Rear-to-side or rear-to-rear

1.2

Total

100.0

Total

Percent of
crashes

100.0

B. Crash Conditions
Table 2 shows the lighting and road surface conditions during crashes. The majority
of crashes occur during daylight. Fatalities during dark and twilight hours occur at
a much higher proportion than the share of travel (VMT) occurring at these times. It
should be noted many snow crashes go unreported.

Table 2. Prevailing Conditions at Time of Crash (2011–2013)
Percent of
crashes

Percent of
fatalities

Percent of VMT

Daylight

71.0

41.9

75.0

Dark, dawn or dusk

29.0

58.1

25.0

100.0

100.0

100.0

Lighting

Total

HALF

of all crashes between moving
vehicles are rear-end collisions.
Following too closely and
inattentiveness are the primary
reasons for rear-end collisions.
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Percent of
crashes

Percent of
fatalities

Dry

83.6

91.1

Wet

6.8

5.1

Snow, ice, slush

9.5

3.8

Foreign materials, debris

0.1

0.0

100.0

100.0

Road condition

Total

C. Crash Causes

38%

of all traffic crashes are
attributed to careless driving.

Table 3 and Table 4 show the contributing causes of traffic crashes, based on the
responding law enforcement officer’s report. A specific driver action with the vehicle
was indicated in about 85 percent of the 182,700 crashes in 2011-2013. Careless
driving was the most common driver vehicle action, with following too closely the
next most common. Other human factors contributing to the driver’s specific vehicle
action are summarized in Table 4. Distracted driving was the most common humancontributing factor.

Table 3. Causes of Traffic Crashes by Driver Vehicle Action
(2011–2013)
Driver vehicle action

Individuals

Percent of total

Careless driving

59,631

38.2

Follow too close

28,035

18.0

Fail to yield to right-of-way at stop sign

22,481

14.4

Lane violation

13,144

8.4

Exceeded safe/posted speed

9,119

5.8

Failed to stop at signal

7,497

4.8

Improper backing

4,133

2.6

Improper turn

3,187

2.0

Disregard stop sign

2,471

1.6

Reckless driving

2,405

1.5

Turning from wrong lane or position

1,340

0.9

All other driver actions

2,679

1.7

156,122

100.0

Total for crashes with driver action noted
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Table 4. Traffic Crashes Involving Other Human Factors
(2011–2013)

Other human factors

Individuals

Percent of total

Distracted driving

25,513

25.9

Driver inexperience

16,760

17.0

Aggressive driving

10,359

10.5

DUI, Driving While Ability Impaired, or Driving
Under Influence of Drugs

9,796

9.9

Driver unfamiliar with area

5,905

6.0

Illness/medical

1,730

1.8

Asleep at wheel

1,614

1.6

Driver fatigue

1,176

1.2

All other human factors

25,841

26.2

Total for crashes with other human factors

98,694

100.0
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5

SPECIFIC CRASH TYPES
A. Truck-Related Crashes
Heavy trucks are an important consideration in traffic safety because of their
proportionally greater negative effects per crash (injuries, fatalities, congestion).
Trucks also have specific maneuverability and visual considerations in relation to
roadway design and other road users. The CDOT crash database classifies a truck
as a vehicle with a gross weight greater than 10,000 pounds. As a point of reference,
a Ford F-350 pickup marks the bottom end of the weight threshold. In 2013, there
were about 2,600 crashes involving trucks in the Denver region, resulting in 51
serious injuries and 12 fatalities.
There were 162 fatal truck crashes in the state of Colorado between 2012 and 2014
(NHTSA). When analyzed by truck type, 114 of the fatal truck crashes in Colorado
(70.4 percent) involved a tractor-trailer.

Figure 6. Colorado Fatal Truck Crashes by Truck Type (2012–2014)

Truck tractor
70.4%

Medium/heavy pickup
or step van
3.7%
Single unit truck
25.9%

Table 5 shows truck crash characteristics from 2011 to 2013. An equal number of
truck crashes occurred on arterials (36 percent), freeways (34 percent) and local
roads (31 percent). About half of truck-related crashes occurred at non-intersections,
while intersection-related crashes accounted for about one-third (38 percent). The
most common truck movement at the time of the crash was going straight (43
percent). Most truck-related crashes occurred during the day.

Table 5. Truck Crash Characteristics (2011–2013)
Facility type
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Crashes

Percent

Arterials

2,567

35.6

Freeways

2,428

33.7

Collector or local roads

2,210

30.7

Total truck crashes

7,205

100.0
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Crash location

Crashes

Percent

Non-intersecting

3,627

50.3

At intersection or intersection-related

2,766

38.4

At driveway access

415

5.8

Highway interchange (ramp)

278

3.9

In alley

81

1.1

Parking lot

12

0.2

Roundabout

26

0.4

Unreported

0

0.0

7,205

100.0

Crashes

Percent

3,223

43.1

Making left turn

803

10.7

Making right turn

734

9.8

Stopped in traffic

590

7.9

Changing lanes

585

7.8

Backing

458

6.1

Slowing

360

4.8

Parked

232

3.1

7,482

100.0

Crashes

Percent

Daylight

5,924

82.2

Dark

1,023

14.2

237

3.3

21

0.3

7,205

100.0

Total truck crashes

Truck movement
Going straight

Total truck movements*

Lighting

Dawn or dusk
Unknown
Total truck crashes

*Note — The larger number of movements
is due to the number of truck crashes that
involved more than one truck.

Truck Crash Mitigation
The Colorado State Patrol campaign, Ticketing Aggressive Cars and Trucks, was
launched in 2010 and aims to reduce crashes between passenger cars and trucks. A
new campaign titled Give Trucks More Room and Less Vroom also recently started6.
The diagram below, featured in the campaign brochure, highlights truck blind spots.

http://www.colorado.gov/
cspgivetrucksmoreroom/index.htm

6
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Figure 7. Crash Events Involving Trucks (2013)
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Other examples of truck safety improvements include:
• speed and lane restrictions in mountainous areas
• winter chain requirements and providing safe pull-off areas for operators to
install or remove chains, or check brakes
• truck parking and rest areas

B. Motorcycle-Related Crashes
Motorcyclists are more vulnerable to serious injuries and fatalities than individuals
driving cars. They have less physical protection than people in cars and are harder
to see. Between 2011 and 2013, an average of 1,200 motorcycle crashes occurred
each year in the Denver region. The chart below shows motorcycle fatalities from
2000 to 2015, averaging 36 fatalities per year. Motorcyclists make up an increasing
proportion of all traffic fatalities (from 14 percent in 2000 to 23 percent in 2015).
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Figure 8. Motorcycle Fatalities in the Denver Region (2000–2015)
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Motorcycle fatalities

Motorcycle percentage of fatalities

The number of motorcycle registrations has increased substantially during the last
five years. The fatality rate per number of motorcycle registrations has remained
about the same (see Table 6).
CDOT found motorcyclists were at fault in 7 out of 10 fatal crashes in 2010. In
Colorado, helmet use is not required for adult motorcyclists, but is required for
operators and passengers younger than 18. For additional information on CDOT
motorcycle safety efforts, visit www.codot.gov/safety/live-to-ride.
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Figure 9. Crash Events Involving Motorcycles (2013)
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Table 6. Motorcycle Fatality Rate in the Denver Region (2010–2014)
Year

Motorcycle
registrations

Motorcycle
fatalities

Motorcycle fatalities
per 1,000 registrations

2010

86,778

33

0.38

2011

90,874

27

0.30

2012

90,926

31

0.34

2013

94,505

32

0.34

2014

95,757

38

0.40

Figure 9 shows a map of motorcycle crash locations from 2013.

C. Pedestrian-Related Crashes
Pedestrians are the most vulnerable roadway users. They are more difficult to see in
many situations, and face high odds of serious injury or death if hit by a car or truck.
Between 2011 and 2013, an average of 1,363 pedestrian crashes occurred per year
in the Denver region, resulting in 113 fatalities and 517 serious injuries during that
time. The chart below shows pedestrian fatalities in the region from 2000 to 2015.
Pedestrians account for a disproportionately high percentage of traffic fatalities,
considering the distance and time pedestrians travel on roadways. Between 2011
and 2013, pedestrians accounted for 22 percent of traffic fatalities, but less than 5
percent of all person-miles of travel in the region (DRCOG Travel Model, 2015).
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Figure 10. Pedestrian Fatalities in the Denver Region (2000-2015)
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Table 7 shows the ages of pedestrians involved in crashes. Pedestrians between the
ages of 15 and 24 had the highest involvement in crashes.
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Table 7. Age of Pedestrians in Traffic Crashes (2011–2013)

Age group

Pedestrians
involved in crashes

Pedestrians killed

Number

Number

Percent

Percent

Pedestrians
seriously injured
Number

Percent

0–14

391

9.8

4

3.7

75

12.6

15–24

971

24.5

16

14.8

128

21.5

25–34

758

19.1

14

13.0

108

18.2

35–44

612

15.4

22

20.4

76

12.8

45–54

596

15.0

16

14.8

98

16.5

55–64

396

10.0

19

17.6

60

10.1

65–74

165

4.2

9

8.3

32

5.4

75-plus

81

2.0

8

7.4

18

3.0

3,970

100.0

108

100.0

595

100.0

641

-

4

-

70

-

4,611

-

112

-

665

-

Total
reported
Age
unreported
Total
pedestrians

Table 8 shows pedestrian crash characteristics from 2011 to 2013. An equal number
of crashes involving pedestrians occurred on arterials (49 percent) and local roads
(48 percent) and the majority occurred at intersections (63 percent). In addition, in
a crash involving a pedestrian, the most common vehicle path is traveling straight;
the second most common path is making a left turn. One-third of crashes occurred
at night. Pedestrians were impaired by alcohol or drugs in eight percent of crashes
involving pedestrians.
Also of note in Table 8 is the number of pedestrian crashes on freeways. Emergency
responders and other individuals at crash scenes are extremely vulnerable to being
struck by a fast-moving motor vehicle.
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Table 8. Pedestrian Crash Characteristics (2011–2013)

Facility type

Crashes

Percent

Collector or local roads

1,991

48.7

Arterials

1,967

48.1

131

3.2

4,089

100.0

Crashes

Percent

At intersection or intersection related

2,553

62.4

Non-intersection

1,211

29.6

241

5.9

In alley

40

1.0

Highway interchange

34

0.8

Other

9

0.2

Unreported

1

0.0

4,089

100.0

Crashes

Percent

1,827

43.5

Making left turn

681

16.7

Making right turn

637

15.6

All other movements

756

17.9

Unreported

263

6.4

4,089

100.0

Crashes

Percent

Daylight

2,527

61.8

Dark

1,337

32.7

211

5.2

14

0.3

4,089

100.0

Crashes

Percent

3,748

91.7

341

8.3

4,089

100.0

Freeways
Total pedestrian-related crashes

Crash location

At driveway access

Total pedestrian-related crashes

Vehicle movement
Going straight

Total vehicle movements

Lighting

Dawn or dusk
Unreported
Total pedestrian-related crashes

Impairment
Pedestrian sober
Pedestrian impaired
Total pedestrian-related crashes

Colorado law requires drivers
to move into the left lane when
passing emergency vehicles
on the shoulder (when at least
two lanes in one direction
are available).
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Figure 11. Crash Events Involving Pedestrians (2013)
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Figure 11 shows a map of pedestrian crashes from 2013. There may be more than
one crash at each identified intersection location.

Pedestrian Crash Mitigation Strategies
Several safety treatments can reduce the occurrence of pedestrian crashes. See
DRCOG’s Guidelines for Successful Pedestrian and Bicycle Facilities in the
Denver Region (2010)7 for an overview of pedestrian facility design considerations.
A few examples of pedestrian safety improvements include
• mid-block crossing treatments;
• median refuge islands; and
• giving the pedestrian signal phase a three-second start-up time, allowing the
pedestrian to begin crossing before motorists see a green light (for example,
implemented at 13th Avenue and Broadway in Denver).
The Manual on Uniform Traffic Control Devices recently lowered the assumed
pedestrian walk design speed to 3.5 feet per second (from 4.0 feet per second),
therefore giving the pedestrian a longer time to cross the intersection.
CDOT’s Safe Routes to School program funds traffic safety education and
infrastructure, such as sidewalk and signage enhancements, which enable schoolage children to walk or bicycle to school safely. CDOT’s Share the Road campaign
aims to raise driver awareness of pedestrians and bicyclists.
For more information on these CDOT programs visit:
www.coloradodot.info/programs/bikeped
https://drcog.org/sites/drcog/files/
resources/2010%20Ped%20Bike%20
Guidelines%20booklet.pdf

7

D. Bicycle-Related Crashes
Similar to pedestrians, bicyclists are more vulnerable road users. Additionally,
bicyclists spend a greater amount of time in roadways than pedestrians. Between
2011 and 2013, an average of 877 bicycle crashes occurred per year, resulting in 7
fatalities and 96 serious injuries per year. The chart below shows bicyclist fatalities
in the Denver region from 2000 to 2015. Bicyclist fatalities have remained about
the same during the last fifteen years, and make up about three percent of all
traffic fatalities.
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Figure 12. Bicyclist Fatalities in the Denver Region (2000–2015)
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Table 9 shows the ages of bicyclists involved in traffic crashes. Similar to pedestrian
crashes, bicyclists between the ages of 15 and 24 had the highest involvement in
crashes. Bicyclists between the ages of 45 and 54 experienced the highest number
of fatalities.

Table 9. Age of Bicyclists in Traffic Crashes (2011–2013)
Bicyclists
involved in crashes
Age group
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Number

Percent

Bicyclists
seriously injured

Bicyclists killed
Number

Percent

Number

Percent

0–14

129

12.3

0

0

15

11.1

15–24

258

24.5

1

4.8

25

18.5

25–34

195

18.5

3

14.3

27

20.0

35–44

156

14.8

2

9.5

16

11.9

45–54

180

17.1

6

28.6

30

22.2

55–64

99

9.4

5

23.8

15

11.1

65–74

29

2.8

2

9.5

6

4.4

75-plus

7

0.7

2

9.5

1

0.7

Total
reported

1,053

100.0

21

100.0

135

100.0

Age
unreported

1,537

-

2

-

150

-

Total
bicyclists

2,590

-

23

-

285

-
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Table 10 shows bicycle crash characteristics between 2011 and 2013. The table
shows that over 60 percent of bicycle crashes occur on local roads and the vast
majority occur at intersections (73 percent). The most common motor vehicle
movement in a bicycle crash is making a left turn. Sixteen percent of bicycle crashes
occurred at night.

Table 10. Bicycle Crash Characteristics (2011–2013)
Facility type

Crashes

Percent

1,651

62.8

959

36.5

21

0.8

2,631

100.0

Crashes

Percent

1,929

73.3

Non-intersection

331

12.6

At driveway access

317

12.0

Alley related

43

1.6

On/off ramp

9

0.3

Parking lot

2

0.1

2,631

100.0

Crashes

Percent

Making left turn

956

36.1

Going straight

911

34.4

Making right turn

512

19.3

All other movements

267

10.1

2,646

100.0

Crashes

Percent

2,091

79.5

Dark

415

15.8

Dawn or dusk

115

4.4

10

0.4

2,631

100.0

Collector or local roads
Arterials
Freeways
Total bicycle-related crashes

Crash location
At intersection or intersection related

Total bicycle-related crashes

Motor vehicle movement

Total vehicle movements

Lighting
Daylight

Unknown
Total bicycle-related crashes

73%

of bicycle crashes occurred
at an intersection.

*Note — Some crashes involved more than
one vehicle resulting in a higher number of
movements
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Bicycle Crash Mitigation Strategies
As the interest in bicycling as a viable mode of travel increases among a wider
segment of the population, so does the demand for facilities that are both safe and
comfortable. Providing high comfort (or low-stress) facilities can help reduce crashes
while potentially encouraging bicycle use. Some examples of improvements that can
improve comfort and safety include:
• conventional or protected bike lanes and intersections
• buffered bike lanes
• bicycle boulevards
• shared-use paths
• shared-use bridges/overpasses and underpasses
• paved-shoulder bicycle routes
• better maintenance of on-street and off-street bicycle facilities
The following resources include guidance for bicycle facility design:
• Urban Bikeway Design Guide, 2014 — Second Edition,
(National Association of City Transportation Officials)
http://nacto.org/publication/urban-bikeway-design-guide/
• Guide for the Development of Bicycle Facilities, 2012 — Fourth Edition,
(American Association of State Highway and Transportation Officials)
https://bookstore.transportation.org/collection_detail.aspx?ID=116
• CDOT Roadway Design Guide — Chapter 14 Bicycle and Pedestrian
Facilities, January 2013, Revision 1, (CDOT).
https://www.codot.gov/business/designsupport/bulletins_manuals/roadwaydesign-guide/ch14
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Figure 13. Crash Events Involving Bicyclists (2013)
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E. Construction Zone Crashes
Construction zones expose vulnerable workers to motor vehicle traffic on a day-today basis. Drivers may also have more difficulty maneuvering through these zones.
Between 2011 and 2013, an average of 709 construction zone crashes occurred per
year, resulting in 26 serious injuries and 3 fatalities per year. As shown in the chart
below, the number of construction zone crashes is highly variable, depending on the
location and amount of construction occurring each year.

Figure 14. Construction Zone Crashes in the Denver Region
(1991–2013)
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According to CDOT, 85 percent of work zone fatalities are motorists or vehicle
occupants. Also, in a typical five-day workweek, an average of seven motorists and
one highway worker are killed nationwide. Rear-end collisions are by far the most
common crash type, representing 70 percent of all collisions between moving motor
vehicles in Colorado construction zones in 2013. Careless driving and following too
close were the most common driver actions, while distracted driving was the most
common human factor.

Construction Zone Crash Mitigation Strategies
8

www.coloradodot.info/programs/cone-zone
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CDOT’s Slow for the Cone Zone campaign8 aims to enhance safety for motorists
and workers in construction zones at construction projects each year from June to
September. Higher fines for violating traffic laws in a construction zone also help to
reduce unsafe behavior. In 2006, nearly all types of fines doubled in Colorado work
zones. Because inadequate markings and insufficient guidance to drivers contribute
to crashes and congestion, it is imperative for construction and maintenance teams
to provide clear markings, warnings, and guidance for motorists through construction
sites.
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F. Wildlife-Related Collisions
Wildlife-vehicle collisions increased from about 400 per year to 800 per year between
1991 and 2013. From 2011 to 2013 an average of 5 serious human injuries occurred
per year in the Denver region due to wildlife-vehicle collisions. Beyond the initial
safety threat of the collision, dead animals on the roadway also present a hazard due
to drivers swerving to miss the carcass. The Rocky Mountain Insurance Information
Association found that the average claim for a wildlife-vehicle collision is $3,171.

Figure 15. Wildlife-Vehicle Collisions in the Denver Region
(1991–2013)
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Figure 16 shows a map of wildlife-vehicle collisions during 2013 and the open space
and flood plains within the region. When analyzed by crash location in 2013, 66
percent of wildlife-vehicle collisions occurred within a quarter-mile of open space.

66%

of wildlife-vehicle collisions
occurred within a quarter-mile
of open space in 2013.
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Figure 16. Crash Events Involving Wildlife (2013)
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Animal-Vehicle Crash Mitigation Strategies
CDOT’s Wildlife on the Move campaign9 reminds drivers to drive with caution,
especially in the fall, when animal migration is most common. The majority of
wildlife-vehicle collisions occur at nighttime; therefore CDOT has designated certain
at-risk corridors as wildlife zones, reducing the nighttime speed limit from September
to April. The U.S. 36 corridor from Boulder to Lyons is a designated wildlife zone.
Wildlife-vehicle collisions make up over 65 percent of nighttime crashes on this
corridor.

https://www.codot.gov/programs/
environmental/wildlife/wildlifeonthemove

9

CDOT also recently constructed a wildlife exclusion fence and crossing on U.S. 6 in
Golden. The eight-foot-tall fence extends 2.5 miles and funnels animals to a single
wildlife crossing. Flashing beacons and dynamic message signs at the crossing alert
motorists when an animal is detected.
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6

HIGH-RISK BEHAVIOR
CRASHES
A. Impaired Driving

33%

Between 2011 and 2013, an average of 3,265 impaired-driving crashes occurred per
year. These crashes resulted in an average of 291 serious injuries and 38 fatalities
per year. The chart below shows trends in impaired-driving fatalities from 2004 to
2013. Impaired-driving fatalities in the Denver region experienced a downward trend
from 2004 to 2013. However, preliminary data indicate an upward trend in 2014
through 2016.

of impaired drivers involved in fatal
crashes were younger than 25.
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Figure 17. Impaired Driving Fatalities in the Denver Region
(2004–2013)
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The chart below shows the demographics of impaired drivers that were involved in
a fatal crash between 2011 and 2013. Drivers younger than 45 make up the vast
majority of impaired drivers in fatal crashes with 33 percent being between the ages
of 15 and 24.
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Figure 18. Impaired Drivers by Age Group Resulting in Fatalities
(2011–2013)
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Table 11 shows impaired driving crashes by time of day. The highest hours are from
midnight to 3 a.m., when 28 percent of impaired driving crashes occur, but only 1.4
percent of daily VMT. Figure 19 shows a map of impaired driving crash locations
from 2013.

Table 11. Impaired Driving Crashes by Time of Day (2011–2013)
Time of Day

Crashes

Percent crashes

Percent VMT

2,810

27.6

1.4

3–6 a.m.

893

8.8

2.9

6–9 a.m.

360

3.5

18.1

9 a.m. – noon

383

3.8

15.9

12–3 p.m.

536

5.3

18.1

3–6 p.m.

1,154

11.4

23.4

6–9 p.m.

1,808

17.8

14.3

9 p.m. – midnight

2,219

21.8

5.8

10,163

100.0

100.0

Midnight – 3 a.m.

Total
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Figure 19. Crash Events Involving Impaired Driving (2013)
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Impaired Driving Education and Enforcement Efforts
CDOT runs several campaigns and programs to reduce impaired driving. The Heat
is On! campaign raises public awareness of driving under the influence through highvisibility enforcement and sobriety checkpoints during 12 key periods of the year
(for example, Labor Day, Fourth of July, Memorial Day and New Year’s Eve). From
Memorial Day to Labor Day, the 100 Days of Heat campaign increases enforcement
visibility by placing two large banners at the Eisenhower and Johnson tunnels on
Interstate 70 and a portable dynamic message sign counts the number of DUI
arrests made year-to-date. Visit www.HeatIsOnColorado.com for more information
on CDOT enforcement activities and DUI arrest statistics.
CDOT recently launched a new education campaign on marijuana-impaired driving.
Visit www.codot.gov/safety/alcohol-and-impaired-driving/druggeddriving to
learn more and to find drugged-driving statistics.

B. Speeding
Speeding generally involves exceeding the posted speed limit or driving too fast
for the road conditions. For this report, speeding was defined as a driver traveling
at 10 miles or more per hour above the speed limit. Between 2011 and 2013, an
average of 3,040 speeding-related crashes occurred per year in the Denver region.
These crashes resulted in an average of 19 fatalities and 91 serious injuries per
year. Speeding was involved in about 11 percent of all fatal crashes between 2011
and 2013. The charts below show the age of drivers involved in speed-related fatal
crashes and the types of roadways where speeding-related fatal crashes occurred.

Percentage of fatalities in age group

Figure 20. Age of Driver in Speeding-Related Fatalities
(2011–2013)
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11%

of fatal crashes between 2011 and
2013 were speeding-related.

Young drivers make up the vast majority of fatalities occurring due to excessive
speed. Drivers age 15 to 34 represent more than half of all fatalities. Speedingrelated fatalities occur on all types of roadways. As shown in the chart (Figure 21),
39 percent of speeding-related fatal crashes occurred on arterials, 37 percent on
collector/local roads, and 25 percent on freeways.

Figure 21. Speeding-related Fatalities by Facility Type
(2011–2013)
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Figure 22 shows the locations of speeding-related crashes in 2013.

Speeding Education and Enforcement Efforts

https://www.codot.gov/safety/safety-datasources-information/transportation-safetyand-traffic-engineering-annual-report

10

CDOT’s Speed Enforcement and Control program aims to reduce speed-related
crashes through “concentrated, repetitive and high-visibility” speed enforcement.
In 2009 and 2010, the program provided funds to the Denver Police Department
to focus on speeding violations on the Interstate 25 and I-70 corridors. For
more information on the Speed Enforcement program activities see CDOT’s
Transportation Safety and Traffic Engineering Annual Report10.
Many speeding-related crashes occur due to high speed differentials between
vehicles on a roadway. Achieving speed harmonization (all vehicles traveling at
roughly the same speed greatly enhances roadway safety. In August 2011, CDOT
began implementing 55-mph pacing vehicles on the I-70 mountain corridor to reduce
crashes and congestion during peak travel times.
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Figure 22. Crash Events Involving Speeding (2013)
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C. Red-Light Running
From 2011 to 2013, an average of 2,500 red-light running (RLR) crashes occurred
per year in the Denver region. These crashes resulted in an average of 7 fatalities
and 130 serious injuries per year. In 2011, according to the Insurance Institute for
Highway Safety, about half of the red-light running deaths in the United States were
people other than the red-light runner.
Figure 23 shows the locations of red-light running crash locations in 2013.

Red-Light Running Crash Mitigation
RLR crash mitigation is divided into two categories; engineering treatments to
reduce unintentional RLR and enforcement activity, which reduces intentional RLR.
In regard to engineering countermeasures, some common treatments include:
• improved signal visibility (placement of a signal head over each through lane),
• installation of “signal ahead” warning signs,
• adjustment of the yellow and all-red clearance intervals
• signal upgrades to allow for dilemma zone preemption (such as extending the
length of the green signal when a vehicle is detected in the dilemma zone)
Increased enforcement, via RLR cameras, is commonly used to reduce intentional
RLR. There are about 50 intersections in the Denver region with RLR cameras.
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7

IDENTIFICATION OF HIGH
CRASH LOCATIONS
A. Freeway Segment Crashes
CDOT tabulates and analyzes freeway crashes using the Level of Service of Safety
(LOSS). LOSS reflects how a roadway segment is performing in regard to its
expected accident frequency and severity at a specific level of annual average daily
traffic. LOSS is based on the concept of Safety Performance Functions (SPF). SPF
represents the statistically expected accidents per mile per year (APMPY) for unique
types of facilities.
The LOSS ranges from I to IV, with a LOSS IV assigned to segments with a crash
history at least 1.5 standard deviations higher than the average for that facility type.
As an example, the SPF for total crashes on a six-lane urban freeway is shown in
the chart below.

Figure 24. Safety Performance Function-Urban Six-Lane Freeways
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CDOT tabulated and mapped freeway segment LOSS scores for the 2010-2014
timeframe, as shown in Figure 25. High crash segments are scattered throughout
the DRCOG region, with the highest concentration of segments located in the central
part of the region along I-25, I-70 and U.S. 6.
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Figure 25. Freeway Segment Level of Service of Safety (2010-2014)
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OTHER SAFETY EFFORTS

8

A. Engineering Safer Roadways
A large part of roadway safety results from proper signage, roadway design,
maintenance and vehicle design. The American Association for State and Highway
Transportation Officials (AASHTO) publishes several manuals that provide roadway
and roadside design criteria based on the functional classification and traffic volume
on the facility. In addition to appropriate design, regular maintenance, resurfacing
and restriping are needed to maintain roadway safety
Proper communication with the roadway user, via signage and signals, is also critical
to roadway safety. The Manual on Uniform Traffic Control Devices governs the
design and placement of traffic signs, signals, and pavement markings nationwide.
The purpose of the MUTCD is to ensure uniformity of traffic control devices, as user
understanding is greatly enhanced when messages are displayed in the same way
at all times.
Also, advancements in vehicle technology can help prevent crashes. Vehicle
technology is advancing quickly; including traffic sign recognition (such as
recognition of speed limit signs), lane deviation alerts, automatic braking when a
collision is sensed, and post-crash pedestrian protection systems. Autonomous
vehicles and connected vehicle technology are also on the horizon.

B. Emergency Response and Crash Clearance
Crashes on freeways and major roads during peak hours have a major effect on
traffic congestion. For this reason and the safety of emergency responders, removal
of an incident from the traffic stream is very important. CDOT has several programs
underway to aid in faster clearance of the roadway following a traffic crash. These
programs include:
• CDOT’s Mile High Courtesy Patrol provides assistance for passenger cars and
other small vehicles when stalled or involved in minor traffic crashes along key
areas of I-25, I-70, I-225, and U.S. 6 during rush hours. The program provides
services including flat tire repair, fueling, jump starts, short-distance towing,
accident scene protection and minor mechanical assistance.
• CDOT’s Heavy Tow Quick Clearance program clears stalled commercial
vehicles from the travel lanes on I-70 between Floyd Hill and Vail Pass. The
program operates on weekends and holidays between November and April.
The average clearance time was improved from 50 minutes in 2007 to 22
minutes in 2011.
11

https://www.codot.gov/travel/winter-driving/
CommercialVehicles.html

11

• Two Colorado laws facilitate quicker clearance of crash scenes. Colorado’s
quick clearance law (C.R.S. 42-4-1803) allows the removal of any vehicle or
debris “standing upon any portion of a highway right-of-way in such a manner
as to constitute an obstruction to traffic or proper highway maintenance.” The
move-it law (C.R.S. 42-4-1602) requires drivers involved in non-injury crashes
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to move their vehicle off the traveled portion of the roadway. Emergency
responders request that drivers in such crashes, or in broken-down vehicles,
pull over off the road as far as possible. If on the right side of the road, exit
from the passenger side if possible. If using emergency warning triangles, they
should be placed far back from the vehicle, to provide ample time and distance
for drivers to react to the crash scene.

C. Move-Over Law
Emergency responders are particularly vulnerable to being seriously injured or killed
along Colorado’s highways. There are two important aspects of Colorado’s moveover law (C.R.S. 42-4-705) associated with roadway emergencies and incidents.
1. Moving over to allow emergency response vehicles to pass: The law
stipulates all vehicles are required to move to the right side of the roadway
and stop, clearing a path for the emergency vehicle to have the right of way.
On a divided highway, vehicles traveling the same direction as the emergency
response vehicle are required to pull over to the right and stop until the vehicle
passes.
2. Approaching vehicles stopped along the roadway: In the case of
emergency or response vehicles stopped along the roadway—including
maintenance trucks and vehicles from CDOT, counties, and municipalities—the
move-over law requires drivers to slow down and drive responsibly when on
two-lane highways. On divided multilane highways, drivers are required to slow
down and move to a lane away from the emergency vehicle to allow maximum
space for responders.
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ATTACHMENT 14

City of Thornton
Mayor and City Council
9500 Civic Center Drive
Thornton, CO 80229
Honorable Mayor and City Council members of Thornton:
My name is Kerry Yoakum, and I am the Senior Vice President of Government Affairs at the Out
of Home Advertising Association of America (OAAA). Before joining OAAA, I was an attorney for
the Ohio Department of Transportation, whose responsibilities included the regulation of
outdoor advertising in Ohio. I am writing as I was recently alerted to a 2021 literature review,
Influence of Infrastructure Design on Distracted Driving, provided by the city staff, which
tangentially purports to review the relationship between billboards and distracted driving.
Interestingly, the forward of the aforementioned 2021 literature review suggests the report is
related to design and construction specifications for metal and concrete large-span culverts.
However, the title alludes to the influence of design on distracted driving. I can’t explain this
disconnect, but it begs the question of whether this report was properly vetted.
Moving forward, Chapter 3.2 is dedicated to the examination of the impact of billboards on
distracted driving. This section doesn’t mention that Federal Highway Administration (FHWA)
has extensively studied this relationship and has concluded that the presence of digital
billboards doesn’t appear to be related to a decrease in looking toward the road ahead. This is
considered the definitive study on the matter, as it was performed by the agency responsible
for highway traffic safety, but its notable absence in this literature review raises concerns
about the veracity of this review. Instead, this review focuses on a litany of research
performed on roadways in other countries. Additionally, this review doesn’t thoroughly
examine the impacts that on-premise digital signage has on distracted driving. In short, it is
unclear why this review would be selected and submitted when there is specific, definitive
research directly on point.
As I mentioned above, the relationship between digital billboards and distracted driving has
been extensively studied by the FHWA, the outdoor advertising industry, and others. The
research falls into three major categories: human factors, traffic accidents, and anecdotal
studies. The results of all three types indicate digital billboards are safe.
The outdoor advertising industry’s foundation (Foundation for Outdoor Advertising Research
and Education) has pioneered research on digital billboards and traffic safety, commissioning
top experts at the Virginia Tech Transportation Institute (VTTI) to study driver behavior. The
initial study, released in 2007, was based on the “human factors” approach i.e., measuring
drivers’ eye glances and reactions in the presence of digital billboards.

1850 M Street, NW, Suite 1040, Washington, DC 20036
202.833.5566 oaaa.org
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This study determined that people look at digital billboards slightly longer than conventional
billboards but well under the threshold for being distracted. In 2006, VTTI released a study
commissioned by the federal government called the 100 Car study. It used “eye-glance”
tracking to determine where a driver’s eyes were looking while driving. The study found when
a driver takes their eyes off the road for longer than two seconds, there is a cause for concern.
VTTI used this same methodology to look at digital billboards, and the study found the mean
glance towards digital billboards was less than one second. The researchers said that digital
billboards are safety neutral.
Anti-billboard activists like to tout the 2006 VTTI study and discredit the 2007 VTTI industrysponsored study. Nevertheless, it is important to note that the two research projects were
performed by the same researchers using very similar methodologies. If the 2006 study is
accurate and the two-second threshold is valid, the 2007 study showing digital billboards to
be well under that threshold must be accepted.
In February 2009, FHWA issued a literature review concerning the possible effects of CEVMS
used for outdoor advertising on driver safety, including possible attention and distraction
effects. The study identified and evaluated the most significant measures and issues involved
and developed research methods needed to secure reliable data information.
Using the recommended research method in the 2009 FHWA study, FHWA conducted an onroad instrumented vehicle naturalist driving study of billboards along highways and primary
roadways. On December 30, 2013, FHWA released its long-awaited research report. The
FHWA research conducted by the respected global engineering firm SAIC to help with this
research (Science Applications International Corporation), found that glances in the direction
of digital billboards said the FHWA research, is well within the federal safety standard.
Results from the FHWA study indicate the following:
1. The presence of digital billboards does not appear to be related to a decrease in
looking toward the road ahead, which is consistent with earlier industry-sponsored field
research studies (VTTI).
2. The longest fixation on a digital billboard was 1.34 seconds, and on a standard
1
billboard, it was 1.28 seconds, both of which are well below the accepted standard.
3. When comparing the gaze at a CEVMS versus a standard billboard, the drivers in this
study were more likely to gaze at CEVMS than at standard billboards.
4. The researchers were careful to note the FHWA study adds to the knowledge base of
digital billboard safety but does not "present definitive answers" to the questions
investigated.
The full report is available on the FHWA website by clicking here.

1 According to the National Highway Traffic Safety Administration (NHTSA), safety concerns arise when a driver’s eyes are

diverted from the roadway by glances that continue for more than 2.0 seconds.
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Meanwhile, engineering experts have analyzed accident reports provided by state and local
authorities in jurisdictions across the country. The engineering firm Tantala Associates has
examined traffic accidents near digital billboards on highways and surface streets in:
 Cleveland, OH (2007 and updated in 2009)
 Rochester, MN (2009)
 Albuquerque, NM (2010)
 Reading, PA (2010)
 Richmond, VA (2010)
Using a peer-reviewed methodology developed for the New Jersey Turnpike, these studies, in
sum, reviewed over 150,000 accident records around 69 digital billboards spanning over 30
years of data. The results were unequivocal: there is no correlation between digital billboards
and traffic accidents. These studies also examined older drivers, younger drivers, driving at
night, and driving during the day. They found no subset of drivers where the presence of a
digital billboard was associated with an increase in accidents. If digital billboards were
distracting, researchers say the numbers would undoubtedly show a relationship between the
presence of digital billboards and traffic accidents. However, the numbers clearly don’t
support such a relationship.
Finally, law enforcement and state departments of transportation have examined digital
billboards anecdotally, trying to determine if digital billboards were causing accidents.
Government agencies in Massachusetts, Minnesota, Pennsylvania, Texas, Virginia, West
Virginia, South Carolina, and Wisconsin have looked at sites near off-premise digital billboards
and found no increase in accidents near them. Accordingly, as a result, 44 of the 46 states
with billboards and more than 400 communities have taken steps to allow digital billboards.
Those critical of digital billboards often cite a literature review commissioned by the American
Association of State Highway and Transportation Officials (AASHTO) to prove an adverse
relationship between digital billboards and traffic safety. However, a closer reading of this
report reveals that while dozens of studies have examined driver distraction, the body of
research is primarily comprised of reports not specifically focused on off-premise digital
billboards. In fact, in a companion research project, FHWA’s literature review of these same
studies has determined that these studies are “inconclusive.” It is also interesting to note
that the AASHTO report does not call for a ban, but rather says digital billboards should be
regulated as a means of protecting the public interest and calls for the regulation of spacing
and duration of message, placement near interchanges, curves, and official roadway signs,
and lighting brightness. The industry supports reasonable regulation of digital billboards and
has conducted research resulting in industry guidelines regarding lighting brightness.
The federal government is using digital billboards to convey important messages to the public.
In 2010, Transportation Secretary Ray LaHood launched a highly-visible enforcement
campaign against distracted driving in two test markets (Syracuse and Hartford). In Hartford,
the government funded campaign included digital billboards. The pilot is working. Texting and
hand-held cell phone use while driving dropped significantly, according to the National
Highway Traffic Safety Administration.
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Digital billboards are an effective public service messaging tool. The FBI and other police
agencies use digital billboards to help find fugitives, such as the East Coast Rapist. To date,
the FBI credits 53 apprehensions to digital billboards and calls them an effective crimefighting tool. Furthermore, since June 2008, the National Center for Missing & Exploited
Children (NCMEC) has transmitted more than 800 AMBER Alerts to digital billboards, and
digital billboards are being used to inform the public about weather warnings, evacuation
routes, and safety-related information during emergencies.
Digital billboards are heavily regulated as to location, brightness, and static message lengths.
Please know that the outdoor advertising industry is committed to the responsible
implementation of digital billboards. Accordingly, it has strict self-regulations that prohibit
moving video, animation, or excessive brightness, and safeguard against hacking.
Critics have claimed that digital billboards “are brighter than the sun.” However, in reality,
billboards use the minimum amount of light necessary to provide safely legible copy. Digital
billboards are equipped with light sensors that adjust brightness to surrounding conditions.
The industry standard requires limiting lighting to 0.3 foot candles over ambient light
conditions. This standard is derived from recommendations developed by Dr. Ian Lewin, the
former President of Illuminating Engineering Society of North America (IESNA). These
standards meet the FHWA lighting guidelines. Furthermore, in the aforementioned AASHTO
report, the author stated, “[t]he good news is that regulatory bodies and billboard companies
seem to reach similar conclusions about maximum luminance.” (See page 157 of the AASHTO
report).
In conclusion, I strongly urge you to review the attached information supporting the
aforementioned points for yourself and make your own decision regarding the safety of digital
billboards. Thereafter, I am confident you will have a better understanding of the safety of
digital billboards.
Thank you for your consideration.

Kerry Yoakum
Kerry Yoakum
Senior Vice President of Government Affairs
Out of Home Advertising Association of America
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ATTACHMENT 15

DRIVER VISUAL BEHAVIOR IN THE PRESENCE OF COMMERCIAL
ELECTRONIC VARIABLE MESSAGE SIGNS (CEVMS)

SEPTEMBER 2012

FHWA-HEP-
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FOREWORD
The advent of electronic billboard technologies, in particular the digital Light-Emitting Diode
(LED) billboard, has necessitated a reevaluation of current legislation and regulation for
controlling outdoor advertising. In this case, one of the concerns is possible driver distraction. In
the context of the present report, outdoor advertising signs employing this new advertising
technology are referred to as Commercial Electronic Variable Message Signs (CEVMS). They
are also commonly referred to as Digital Billboards and Electronic Billboards.
The present report documents the results of a study conducted to investigate the effects of
CEVMS used for outdoor advertising on driver visual behavior in a roadway driving
environment. The report consists of a brief review of the relevant published literature related to
billboards and visual distraction, the rationale for the Federal Highway Administration research
study, the methods by which the study was conducted, and the results of the study, which used an
eye tracking system to measure driver glances while driving on roadways in the presence of
CEVMS, standard billboards, and other roadside elements. The report should be of interest to
highway engineers, traffic engineers, highway safety specialists, the outdoor advertising
industry, environmental advocates, Federal policymakers, and State and local regulators of
outdoor advertising.
Monique R. Evans
Director, Office of Safety
Research and Development
Nelson Castellanos
Director, Office of Real Estate
Services
Notice
This document is disseminated under the sponsorship of the U.S. Department of Transportation
in the interest of information exchange. The U.S. Government assumes no liability for the use
of the information contained in this document. This report does not constitute a standard,
specification, or regulation.
The U.S. Government does not endorse products or manufacturers. Trademarks or
manufacturers’ names appear in this report only because they are considered essential to the
objective of the document.
Quality Assurance Statement
The Federal Highway Administration (FHWA) provides high-quality information to serve
government, industry, and the public in a manner that promotes public understanding. Standards
and policies are used to ensure and maximize the quality, objectivity, utility, and integrity of its
information. The FHWA periodically reviews quality issues and adjusts its programs and
processes to ensure continuous quality improvement.
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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
This study examines where drivers look when driving past commercial electronic variable
message signs (CEVMS), standard billboards, or no off-premise advertising. The results and
conclusions are presented in response to the three research questions listed below:
1. Do CEVMS attract drivers’ attention away from the forward roadway and other drivingrelevant stimuli?
2. Do glances to CEVMS occur that would suggest a decrease in safety?
3. Do drivers look at CEVMS more than at standard billboards?
This study follows a Federal Highway Administration (FHWA) review of the literature on the
possible distracting and safety effects of off-premise advertising and CEVMS in particular. The
review considered laboratory studies, driving simulator studies, field research vehicle studies,
and crash studies. The published literature indicated that there was no consistent evidence
showing a safety or distraction effect due to off-premise advertising. However, the review also
enumerated potential limitations in the previous research that may have resulted in the finding of
no distraction effects for off-premise advertising. The study team recommended that additional
research be conducted using instrumented vehicle research methods with eye tracking
technology.
The eyes are constantly moving and they fixate (focus on a specific object or area), perform
saccades (eye movements to change the point of fixation), and engage in pursuit movements
(track moving objects). It is during fixations that we take in detailed information about the
environment. Eye tracking allows one to determine to what degree off-premise advertising may
divert attention away from the forward roadway. A finding that areas containing CEVMS result
in significantly more gazes to the billboards at a cost of not gazing toward the forward roadway
would suggest a potential safety risk. In addition to measuring the degree to which CEVMS may
distract from the forward roadway, an eye tracking device would allow an examination of the
duration of fixations and dwell times (multiple sequential fixations) to CEVMS and standard
billboards. Previous research conducted by the National Highway Traffic Safety Administration
(NHTSA) led to the conclusion that taking your eyes off the road for 2 seconds or more presents
a safety risk. Measuring fixations and dwell times to CEVMS and standard billboards would also
allow a determination as to the degree to which these advertising signs lead to potentially unsafe
gaze behavior.
Most of the literature concerning eye gaze behavior in dynamic environments suggests that task
demands tend to override visual salience (an object that stands out because of its physical
properties) in determining attention allocation. When extended to driving, it would be expected
that visual attention will be directed toward task-relevant areas and objects (e.g., the roadway,
other vehicles, speed limit signs) and that other salient objects, such as billboards, would not
necessarily capture attention. However, driving is a somewhat automatic process and conditions
generally do not require constant, undivided attention. As a result, salient stimuli, such as
CEVMS, might capture driver attention and produce an unwanted increase in driver distraction.
The present study addresses this concern.
1
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This study used an instrumented vehicle with an eye tracking system to measure where drivers
were looking when driving past CEVMS and standard billboards. The CEVMS and standard
billboards were measured with respect to luminance, location, size, and other relevant variables
to characterize these visual stimuli extensively. Unlike previous studies on digital billboards, the
present study examined CEVMS as deployed in two United States cities. These billboards did
not contain dynamic video or other dynamic elements, but changed content approximately every
8 to 10 seconds. The eye tracking system had nearly a 2-degree level of resolution that provided
significantly more accuracy in determining what objects the drivers were looking at compared to
an earlier naturalistic driving study. This study assessed two data collection efforts that employed
the same methodology in two cities.
In each city, the study examined eye glance behavior to four CEVMS, two on arterials and two
on freeways. There were an equal number of signs on the left and right side of the road for
arterials and freeways. The standard billboards were selected for comparison with CEVMS such
that one standard billboard environment matched as closely as possible that of each of the
CEVMS. Two control locations were selected that did not contain off-premise advertising, one
on an arterial and the other on a freeway. This resulted in 10 data collection zones in each city
that were approximately 1,000 feet in length (the distance from the start of the data collection
zone to the point that the CEVMS or standard billboard disappeared from the data collection
video).
In Reading, Pennsylvania, 14 participants drove at night and 17 drove during the day. In
Richmond, Virginia, 10 participants drove at night and 14 drove during the day. Calibration of
the eye tracking system, practice drive, and the data collection drive took approximately 2 hours
per participant to accomplish.
The following is a summary of the study results and conclusions presented in reference to the
three research questions the study aimed to address.
Do CEVMS attract drivers’ attention away from the forward roadway and other driving
relevant stimuli?
•

On average, the drivers in this study devoted between 73 and 85 percent of their visual
attention to the road ahead for both CEVMS and standard billboards. This range is
consistent with earlier field research studies. In the present study, the presence of
CEVMS did not appear to be related to a decrease in looking toward the road ahead.

Do glances to CEVMS occur that would suggest a decrease in safety?
•

The average fixation duration to CEVMS was 379 ms and to standard billboards it was
335 ms across the two cities. The average fixation durations to CEVMS and standard
billboards were similar to the average fixation duration to the road ahead.

•

The longest fixation to a CEVMS was 1,335 ms and to a standard billboard it was
1,284 ms. The current widely accepted threshold for durations of glances away from the
road ahead that result in higher crash risk is 2,000 ms. This value comes from a NHTSA
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naturalistic driving study that showed a significant increase in crash odds when glances
away from the road ahead were 2,000 ms or longer.
•

Four dwell times (aggregate of consecutive fixations to the same object) greater than
2,000 ms were observed across the two studies. Three were to standard billboards and
one was to a CEVMS. The long dwell time to the CEVMS occurred in the daytime to a
billboard viewable from a freeway. Review of the video data for these four long dwell
times showed that the signs were not far from the forward view while participant’s gaze
dwelled on them. Therefore, the drivers still had access to information about what was in
front of them through peripheral vision.

•

The results did not provide evidence indicating that CEVMS, as deployed and tested in
the two selected cities, were associated with unacceptably long glances away from the
road. When dwell times longer than the currently accepted threshold of 2,000 ms
occurred, the road ahead was still in the driver’s field of view. This was the case for both
CEVMS and standard billboards.

Do drivers look at CEVMS more than at standard billboards?
•

When comparing the probability of a gaze at a CEVMS versus a standard billboard, the
drivers in this study were generally more likely to gaze at CEVMS than at standard
billboards. However, some variability occurred between the two locations and between
the types of roadway (arterial or freeway).

•

In Reading, when considering the proportion of time spent looking at billboards, the
participants looked more often at CEVMS than at standard billboards when on arterials
(63 percent to CEVMS and 37 percent to a standard billboard), whereas they looked more
often at standard billboards when on freeways (33 percent to CEVMS and 67 percent to a
standard billboard). In Richmond, the drivers looked at CEVMS more than standard
billboards no matter the type of road they were on, but as in Reading, the preference for
gazing at CEVMS was greater on arterials (68 percent to CEVMS and 32 percent to
standard billboards) than on freeways (55 percent to CEVMS and 45 percent to standard
billboards). When a gaze was to an off-premise advertising sign, the drivers were
generally more likely to gaze at a CEVMS than at a standard billboard.

•

In Richmond, the drivers showed a preference for gazing at CEVMS versus standard
billboards at night, but in Reading the time of day did not affect gaze behavior. In
Richmond, drivers gazed at CEVMS 71 percent and at standard billboards 29 percent at
night. On the other hand, in the day the drivers gazed at CEVMS 52 percent and at
standard billboards 48 percent.

•

In Reading, the average gaze dwell time for CEVMS was 981 ms and for standard
billboards it was 1,386 ms. The difference in these average dwell times was not
statistically significant. In contrast, the average dwell times to CEVMS and standard
billboards were significantly different in Richmond (1,096 ms and 674 ms, respectively).

3
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The present data suggest that the drivers in this study directed the majority of their visual
attention to areas of the roadway that were relevant to the task at hand (e.g., the driving task).
Furthermore, it is possible, and likely, that in the time that the drivers looked away from the
forward roadway, they may have elected to glance at other objects in the surrounding
environment (in the absence of billboards) that were not relevant to the driving task. When
billboards were present, the drivers in this study sometimes looked at them, but not such that
overall attention to the forward roadway decreased.
It also should be noted that, like other studies in the available literature, this study adds to the
knowledge base on the issues examined, but does not present definitive answers to the research
questions investigated.

4
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INTRODUCTION
“The primary responsibility of the driver is to operate a motor vehicle safely. The task of driving
requires full attention and focus. Drivers should resist engaging in any activity that takes their
eyes and attention off of the road for more than a couple of seconds. In some circumstances even
a second or two can make all the difference in a driver being able to avoid a crash.” – US
Department of Transportation(1)
The advent of electronic billboard technologies, in particular the digital Light-Emitting Diode
(LED) billboard, has prompted a reevaluation of regulations for controlling outdoor advertising.
An attractive quality of these LED billboards, which are hereafter referred to as Commercial
Electronic Variable Message Signs (CEVMS), is that advertisements can change almost
instantly. Furthermore, outdoor advertising companies can make these changes from a central
remote office. Of concern is whether or not CEVMS may attract drivers’ attention away from the
primary task (driving) in a way that compromises safety.
The current Federal Highway Administration (FHWA) guidance recommends that CEVMS
should not change content more frequently than once every 8 seconds.(2) However, according to
Scenic America, the basis of the safety concern is that the “…distinguishing trait…” of a
CEVMS “… is that it can vary while a driver watches it, in a setting in which that variation is
likely to attract the drivers’ attention away from the roadway.”(3)This study was conducted to
provide the FHWA with data to determine if CEVMS capture visual attention differently than
standard off-premise advertising billboards.
BACKGROUND
A 2009 review of the literature by Molino et al. for the FHWA failed to find convincing
empirical evidence that CEVMS, as currently implemented, constitutes a safety risk greater than
that of conventional vinyl billboards.(4) A great deal of work has been focused in this area, but
the findings of these studies have been mixed.(4,5) A summary of the key past findings is
presented here, but the reader is referred to Molino et al. for a comprehensive review of studies
prior to 2008.(4)
Post-Hoc Crash Studies
Post-hoc crash studies use reviews of police traffic collision reports or statistical summaries of
such reports in an effort to understand the causes of crashes that have taken place in the vicinity
of some change to the roadside environment. In the present case, the change of concern is the
introduction of CEVMS to the roadside or the replacement of conventional billboards with
CEVMS.
The literature review conducted by Molino et al. did not find compelling evidence for a
distraction effect attributable to CEVMS.(4) The authors concluded that all post-hoc crash studies
are subject to certain weaknesses, most of which are difficult to overcome. For example, the vast
majority of crashes are never reported to police; thus, such studies are likely to underreport
crashes. Also, when crashes are caused by factors such as driver distraction or inattention, the
involved driver may be unwilling or unable to report these factors to a police investigator.
5
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Another weakness is that police, under time pressure, are rarely able to investigate the true root
causes of crashes unless they involve serious injury, death, or extensive property damage.
Furthermore, to have confidence in the results, such studies need to collect comparable data
before and after the change, and, in the after phase, at equivalent but unaffected roadway
sections. Since crashes are infrequent events, data collection needs to span extended periods of
time both before and after introduction of the change. Few studies are able to obtain such
extensive data.
Two recent studies by Tantala and Tantala examined the relationship between the presence of
CEVMS and crash statistics in Richmond, Virginia, and Reading, Pennsylvania.(6,7) For the
Richmond area, 7 years of crash data at 10 locations with CEVMS were included in the analyses.
The study used a before-after methodology where most sites originally contained vinyl billboards
(before) that were converted to CEVMS (after). The quantity of crash data was not the same for
all locations and ranged from 1 year before/after to 3 years before/after. The study employed the
Empirical Bayes (EB) method to analyze the data.(8) The results indicated that the total number
of crashes observed was consistent with what would be statistically expected with or without the
introduction of CEVMS. The analysis approach for Reading locations was much the same as for
Richmond other than there were 20 rather than 10 CEVMS and 8 years of crash statistics. The
EB method showed results for Reading that were very similar to those of Richmond.
The studies by Tantala and Tantala appear to address many of the concerns from Molino et al.
regarding the weaknesses and issues associated with crash studies.(4,6,7) For example, they
include crash comparisons for locations within multiple distances of each CEVMS to address
concerns about the visual range used in previous analyses. They used EB analysis techniques to
correct for regression-to-mean bias. Also, the EB method would better reflect crash rate changes
due to changes in average daily traffic and the interactions of these with the roadway features
that were coded in the model. The studies followed approaches that are commonly used in posthoc crash studies, though the results would have been strengthened by including before-after
results for non-CEVMS locations as a control group.
Field Investigations
Field investigations include unobtrusive observation, naturalistic driving studies, on-road
instrumented vehicle investigations, test track experiments, driver interviews, surveys, and
questionnaires. The following focuses on relevant studies that employed naturalistic driving and
on-road instrumented vehicle research methods.
Lee, McElheny, and Gibbons undertook an on-road instrumented vehicle study on Interstate and
local roads near Cleveland, Ohio.(9) The study looked at driver glance behavior in the vicinity of
digital billboards, conventional billboards, comparison sites (sites with buildings and other signs,
including digital signs), and control sites (those without similar signage). The results showed that
there were no differences in the overall glance patterns (percent eyes-on-road and overall number
of glances) between the different sites. Drivers also did not glance more frequently in the
direction of digital billboards than in the direction of other event types (conventional billboards,
comparison events, and baseline events) but drivers did take longer glances in the direction of
digital billboards and comparison sites than in the direction of conventional billboards and
baseline sites. However, the mean glance length toward the digital billboards was less than
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1,000 ms. It is important to note that this study employed a video-based approach for examining
drivers’ visual behavior, which has an accuracy of no better than 20 degrees.(10) While this
technique is likely to be effective in assessing gross eye movements and looks that are away
from the road ahead, it may not have sufficient resolution to discriminate what specific object the
driver is looking at outside of the vehicle.
Beijer, Smiley, and Eizenman evaluated driver glances toward four different types of roadside
advertising signs on roads in the Toronto, Canada, area.(11) The four types of signs were: (a)
billboard signs with static advertisements; (b) billboard advertisements placed on vertical rollers
that could rotate to show one of three advertisements in succession; (c) scrolling text signs with a
minor active component, which usually consisted of a small strip of lights that formed words
scrolling across the screen or, in some cases, a larger area capable of displaying text but not
video; and (d) signs with video images that had a color screen capable of displaying both moving
text and moving images. The study employed an on-road instrumented vehicle with a headmounted eye tracking device. The researchers found no significant differences in average glance
duration or the maximum glance duration for the various sign types; however, the number of
glances was significantly lower for billboard signs than for the roller bar, scrolling text, and
video signs.
Smiley, Smahel, and Eizenman conducted a field driving study that employed an eye tracking
system that recorded drivers’ eye movements as participants drove past video signs located at
three downtown intersections and along an urban expressway.(12) The study route included static
billboards and video advertising. The results of the study showed that on average 76 percent of
glances were to the road ahead. Glances at advertising, including static billboards and video
signs, constituted 1.2 percent of total glances. The mean glance durations for advertising signs
were between 500 ms and 750 ms, although there were a few glances of about 1,400 ms in
duration. Video signs were not more likely than static commercial signs to be looked at when
headways were short; in fact, the reverse was the case. Furthermore, the number of glances per
individual video sign was small, and statistically significant differences in looking behavior were
not found.
Kettwich, Kartsen, Klinger, and Lemmer conducted a field study where drivers’ gaze behavior
was measured with an eye tracking system.(13) Sixteen participants drove an 11.5 mile (18.5 km)
route comprised of highways, arterial roads, main roads, and one-way streets in Karlsruhe,
Germany. The route contained advertising pillars, event posters, company logos, and video
screens. Mean gaze duration for the four types of advertising was computed for periods when the
vehicle was in motion and when it was stopped. Gaze duration while driving for all types of
advertisements was under 1,000 ms. On the other hand, while the vehicle was stopped, the mean
gaze duration for video screen advertisements was 2,750 ms. The study showed a significant
difference between gaze duration while driving and while stationary: gaze duration was affected
by the task at hand. That is, drivers tended to gaze longer while the car was stopped and there
were few driving task demands.
The previously mentioned studies estimated the duration of glances to advertising and computed
mean values of less than 1,000 ms. Klauer et al., in his analysis of the 100-Car Naturalistic
Driving Study, concluded that glances away from the roadway for any purpose lasting more than
2,000 ms increase near-crash/crash risk by at least two times that of normal, baseline driving.(14)
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Klauer et al. also indicated that short, brief glances away from the forward roadway for the
purpose of scanning the driving environment are safe and actually decrease near-crash/crash
risk.(14) Using devices in a vehicle that draw visual attention away from the forward roadway for
more than 2,000 ms (e.g., texting) is incompatible with safe driving. However, for external
stimuli, especially those near the roadway, the evaluation of eye glances with respect to safety is
less clear since peripheral vision would allow the driver to still have visual access to the forward
roadway.
Laboratory Studies
Laboratory investigations related to roadway safety can be classified into several categories:
driving simulations, non-driving-simulator laboratory testing, and focus groups. The review of
relevant laboratory studies by Molino et al. did not show conclusive evidence regarding the
distracting effects of CEVMS.(4) Moreover, the authors concluded that present driving simulators
do not have sufficient visual dynamic range, image resolution, and contrast ratio capability to
produce the compelling visual effect of a bright, photo-realistic LED-based CEVMS against a
natural background scene. The following is a discussion of a driving simulator study conducted
after the publication of Molino et al.(4) The study focused on the effects of advertising on driver
visual behavior.
Chattington, Reed, Basacik, Flint, and Parkes conducted a driving simulator study in the United
Kingdom (UK) to evaluate the effects of static and video advertising on driver glance
behavior.(15) The researchers examined the effects of advertisement position relative to the road
(left, right, center on an overhead gantry, and in all three locations simultaneously), type of
advertisement (static or video), and exposure duration of the advertisement. (The paper does not
provide these durations in terms of time or distance. The exposure duration had to do with the
amount of time or distance that the sign would be visible to the driver.) For the advertisements
presented on the left side of the road (recall that drivers travel in the left lane in the UK), mean
glance durations for static and video advertisements were significantly longer (approximately
650 to 750 ms) when drivers experienced long advertisement exposure as opposed to medium
and short exposures. Drivers looked more at video advertisements (about 2 percent on average of
the total duration recorded) than at static advertisements (about 0.75 percent on average). In
addition, the location of the advertisements had an effect on glance behavior. When
advertisements were located in the center of the road or in all three positions simultaneously, the
glance durations were about 1,000 ms and were significantly longer than for signs placed on the
right or left side of the road. For advertisements placed on the left side of the road, there was a
significant difference in glance duration between static (about 400 ms) and video (about 800 ms).
Advertisement position also had an effect on the proportion of time that a driver spent looking at
an advertisement. The percentage of time looking at advertisements was greatest when signs
were placed in all three locations, followed by center location signs, then the left location signs,
and finally the right location signs. Drivers looked more at the video advertisements relative to
the static advertisements when they were placed in all three locations, placed on the left, and
placed on the right side of the road. The center placement did not show a significant difference in
percent of time spent looking between static and video.
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Summary
The results from these key studies offer some insight into whether CEVMS pose a visual
distraction threat. However, these same studies also reveal some inconsistent findings and
potential methodological issues that are addressed in the current study. The studies conducted by
Smiley et al. showed drivers glanced forward at the roadway about 76 percent of the time in the
presence of video and dynamic signs where a few long glances of approximately 1,400 ms were
observed.(12) However, the video and dynamic signs used in these studies portray moving objects
that are not present in CEVMS as deployed in the United States. In another field study
employing eye tracking, Kettwich et al. found that gaze duration while driving for all types of
advertisements that they evaluated was less than 1,000 ms; however, when the vehicle was
stopped, mean gaze duration for advertising was as high as 2,750 ms.(16) Collectively, these
studies did not demonstrate that the advertising signs detracted from drivers’ glances forward at
the roadway in a substantive manner while the vehicle was moving.
In contrast, the simulator study by Chattington et al. demonstrated that dynamic signs showing
moving video or other dynamic elements may draw attention away from the roadway.(15)
Furthermore, the location of the advertising sign on the road is an important factor in drawing
drivers’ visual attention. Advertisements with moving video placed in the center of the roadway
on an overhead gantry or in all three positions (right, left, and in the center) simultaneously are
very likely to draw glances from drivers.
Finally, in a study that examined CEVMS as deployed in the United States, Lee et al. did not
show any significant effects of CEVMS on driver glance behavior.(9) However, the methodology
that was used likely did not employ sufficient sensitivity to determine at what specific object in
the environment a driver was looking.
None of these studies combined all necessary factors to address the current CEVMS situation in
the United States. Those studies that used eye tracking on real roads had animated and videobased signs, which are not reflective of current off-premise CEVMS practice in the United
States.
STUDY APPROACH
Based on an extensive review of the literature, Molino et al. concluded that the most effective
method to use in an evaluation of the effects of CEVMS on driver visual behavior was the
instrumented field vehicle method that incorporated an eye tracking system.(4) The present study
employed such an instrumented field vehicle with an eye tracking system and examined the
degree to which CEVMS attract drivers’ attention away from the forward roadway.
The following presents a brief overview and discussion of studies using eye tracking
methodology with complex visual stimuli, especially in natural environments (walking, driving,
etc.). The review by Molino et al. recommended the use of this type of technology and method;
however, a discussion laying out technical and theoretical issues underlying the use of eye
tracking methods was not presented.(4) This background is important for the interpretation of the
results of the studies conducted here.
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Standard and digital billboards are often salient stimuli in the driving environment, which may
make them conspicuous. Cole and Hughes define attention conspicuity as the extent to which a
stimulus is sufficiently prominent in the driving environment to capture attention. Further, Cole
and Hughes state that attention conspicuity is a function of size, color, brightness, contrast
relative to surroundings, and dynamic components such as movement and change.(17) It is clear
that under certain circumstances image salience or conspicuity can provide a good explanation of
how humans orient their attention.
At any given moment a large number of stimuli reach our senses, but only a limited number of
them are selected for further processing. In general, attention can be focused on a stimulus
because it is important for achieving some goal, or because the properties of the stimulus can
attract the attention of the observer independent of their intentions (e.g., a car horn may elicit an
orienting response). When the focus of attention is goal directed, it is referred to as top-down.
When the focus of attention is principally a function of stimulus attributes, it is referred to as
bottom-up.(18)
In general, billboards (either standard or CEVMS) are not relevant to the driving task but are
presumably designed to be salient stimuli in the environment where they may draw a driver’s
attention. The question is to what degree CEVMS draw a driver’s attention away from drivingrelevant stimuli (e.g., road ahead, mirrors, and speedometer) and is this different from a standard
billboard? In his review of the literature Wachtel leads one to consider CEVMS as stimuli in the
environment where attention to them would be drawn in a bottom-up manner; that is, the salience
of the billboards would make them stand out relative to other stimuli in the environment and
drivers would reflexively look at these signs.(19) Wachtel’s conclusions were in reference to
research by Theeuwees who employed simple letter stimulus arrays in a laboratory task.(20)
Research using simple visual stimuli in a laboratory environment are very useful for testing
different theories of perception, but often lack direct application to tasks such as driving. The
following discusses research using complex visual stimuli and tasks that are more relevant to
natural vision as experienced in the driving task.
A recent review of stimulus salience and eye guidance by Tatler et al. shows that most of the
evidence for the capture of attention by the conspicuity of stimuli comes from research in which
the stimulus is a simple visual search array or in which the target is uniquely defined by simple
visual features.(21) In other words, these are laboratory studies that use letters, arrays of letters, or
simple geometric patterns as the stimuli. Pure salience-based models are capable of predicting
eye movement endpoint in simple displays, but are less successful for more complex scenes that
contain task-relevant and task-irrelevant salient areas.(22,23)
Research by Henderson et al. using photographs of actual scenes showed that subjects looked at
non-salient scene regions containing a search target and rarely looked at salient non-task-relevant
regions of the scenes.(24) Salience of the stimulus alone was not a good predictor of where
participants looked. Additional research by Henderson using photographs of real world scenes
also showed that subjects fixated on regions of the pictures that provided task-relevant
information rather than visually salient regions with no task-relevant information. However,
Henderson acknowledges that static pictures have many shortcomings when used as surrogates
for real environments.(25)
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Land’s review of eye movements in dynamic environments concluded that the eyes are proactive
and typically seek out information required in the second before each new activity
commences.(26) Specific tasks (e.g., driving) have characteristic but flexible patterns of eye
movement that accompany them, and these patterns are similar between individuals. Land
concluded that the eyes rarely visit objects that are irrelevant to the task, and the conspicuity of
objects is less important than the objects’ roles in the task. In a subsequent review of eye
movement and natural behavior, Land concluded that in a task that requires fixation on a
sequence of specific objects, the capture of gaze by irrelevant salient objects would, in general,
be an obtrusive nuisance.(22)
The literature examining gaze control under natural behavior suggests that it is principally topdown driven, or intentional.(24,25,26,22,21,27) However, top-down processing does not explain all
gaze control or eye movements. For example, imagine driving down a two-lane country road and
a deer jumps into the road. It is most likely that you will attend and react to this deer. Unplanned
or unexpected stimuli capture our attention as we engage in complex natural tasks. Research by
Jovancevic-Misic and Hayhoe showed that human gaze patterns are sensitive to the probabilistic
nature of the environment.(28) In this study, participants’ eye movement behavior was observed
while walking among other pedestrians. The other pedestrians were confederates and were either
safe, risky, or rogue pedestrians. When the study began, the risky pedestrian took a collision
course with the participant 50 percent of the time, and the rogue pedestrian always assumed a
collision course as he approached the participant, whereas the safe pedestrian never took a
collision course. Midway through the study the rogue and safe pedestrians exchanged roles but
the risky pedestrian role remained the same. The participants were not informed about the
behavior of the other pedestrians. Participants were asked to follow a circular path for several
laps and to avoid other pedestrians. The study showed that the participants modified their gaze
behavior in response to the change in the other pedestrians’ behavior. Jovancevic-Misic
concluded that participants learned new priorities for gaze allocation within a few encounters and
looked both sooner and longer at potentially dangerous pedestrians.(28)
Gaze behavior in natural environments is affected by expectations that are derived through longterm learning. Using a virtual driving environment, Shinoda et al. asked participants to look for
stop signs while driving an urban route.(29) Approximately 45 percent of the fixations fell in the
general area of intersections during the simulated drive, and participants were more likely to
detect stop signs placed near intersections than those placed in the middle of a block. Over time,
drivers have learned that stop signs are more likely to appear near intersections and, as a result,
drivers prioritize their allocation of gazes to these areas of the roadway.
The Tatler et al. review of the literature concludes that in natural vision, a consistent set of
principles underlies eye guidance. These principles include relevance or reward potential,
uncertainty about the state of the environment, and learned models of the environment.(21)
Salience of environmental stimuli alone typically does not explain most eye gaze behavior in
naturalistic environments.
In sum, most of the literature concerning eye gaze behavior in dynamic environments suggests
that task demands tend to override visual salience in determining attention allocation. When
extended to driving, it would be expected that visual attention will be directed toward taskrelevant areas and objects (e.g., the roadway, other vehicles, speed limit signs, etc.) and other
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salient objects, such as billboards, will not necessarily capture attention. However, driving is a
somewhat automatic process and conditions generally do not require constant undivided
attention. As a result, salient stimuli, such as CEVMS, might capture driver attention and provide
an unwarranted increase in driver distraction. The present study addresses this concern.
Research Questions
The present research evaluated the effects of CEVMS on driver visual behavior under actual
roadway conditions in the daytime and at night. Roads containing CEVMS, standard billboards,
and areas not containing off-premise advertising were selected. The CEVMS and standard
billboards were measured with respect to luminance, location, size, and other relevant visual
characteristics. The present study examined CEVMS as deployed in two United States cities.
Unlike previous studies, the signs did not contain dynamic video or other dynamic elements. In
addition, the eye tracking system used in this study has approximately a 2-degree level of
resolution. This provided significantly more accuracy in determining what objects the drivers
were looking at than in previous on-road studies examining looking behavior (recall that Lee et
al. used video recordings of drivers’ faces that, at best, examined gross eye movements).(9)
Two studies are reported. Each study was conducted in a different city. The two studies
employed the same methodology. The studies’ primary research questions were:
1. Do CEVMS attract drivers’ attention away from the forward roadway and other driving
relevant stimuli?
2. Do glances to CEVMS occur that would suggest a decrease in safety?
3. Do drivers look at CEVMS more than at standard billboards?
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EXPERIMENTAL APPROACH
The study used a field research vehicle equipped with a non-intrusive eye tracking system. The
vehicle was a 2007 Jeep® Grand Cherokee Sport Utility Vehicle. The eye tracking system used
(SmartEye® vehicle-mounted infrared (IR) eye-movement measuring system) is shown in
figure 1.(30) The system consists of two IR light sources and three face cameras mounted on the
dashboard of the vehicle. The cameras and light sources are small in size, and are not attached to
the driver in any manner. The face cameras are synchronized to the IR light sources and are used
to determine the head position and gaze direction of the driver.

Figure 1. Eye tracking system camera placement.
As a part of this eye tracking system, the vehicle was outfitted with a three-camera panoramic
scene monitoring system for capturing the forward driving scene. The scene cameras were
mounted on the roof of the vehicle directly above the driver’s head position. The three cameras
together provided an 80-degree wide by 40-degree high field of forward view. The scene
cameras captured the forward view area available to the driver through the left side of the
windshield and a portion of the right side of the windshield. The area visible to the driver
through the rightmost area of the windshield was not captured by the scene cameras.
The vehicle was also outfitted with equipment to record GPS position, vehicle speed, and vehicle
acceleration. The equipment also recorded events entered by an experimenter and synchronized
those events with the eye tracking and vehicle data. The research vehicle is pictured in figure 2.
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Figure 2. FHWA’s field research vehicle.
EXPERIMENTAL DESIGN OVERVIEW
The approach entailed the use of the instrumented vehicle in which drivers navigated routes in
cities that presented CEVMS and standard billboards as well as areas without off-premise
advertising. The participants were instructed to drive the routes as they normally would. The
drivers were not informed that the study was about outdoor advertising, but rather that it was
about examining drivers’ glance behavior as they followed route guidance directions.
Site Selection
More than 40 cities were evaluated in the selection of the test sites. Locations with CEVMS
displays were identified using a variety of resources that included State department of
transportation contacts, advertising company Web sites, and a popular geographic information
system. A matrix was developed that listed the number of CEVMS in each city. For each site, the
number of CEVMS along limited access and arterial roadways was determined.
One criterion for site selection was whether the location had practical routes that pass by a
number of CEVMS as well as standard off-premise billboards and could be driven in about
30 minutes. Other considerations included access to vehicle maintenance personnel/facilities,
proximity to research facilities, and ease of participant recruitment. Two cities were selected:
Reading, and Richmond.
Table 1 presents the 16 cities that were included on the final list of potential study sites.
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Table 1. Distribution of CEVMS by roadway classification for various cities.
Limited Access
4

Arterial
7

Other (1)
0

Total
11

Reading

7

11

0

18

VA

Roanoke

0

11

0

11

PA

Pittsburgh

0

0

15

15

TX

San Antonio

7

2

6

15

WI

Milwaukee

14

2

0

16

AZ

Phoenix

10

6

0

16

MN

St. Paul/Minneapolis

8

5

3

16

TN

Nashville

7

10

0

17

FL

Tampa-St. Petersburg

7

11

0

18

NM

Albuquerque

0

19

1

20

PA

Scranton-Wilkes Barre

7

14

1

22

OH

Columbus

1

22

0

23

GA

Atlanta

13

11

0

24

IL

Chicago

22

2

1

25

CA

Los Angeles

3

71

4

78

State
VA

Area
Richmond

PA

(1) Other includes roadways classified as both limited access and arterial or instances where the road
classification was unknown. Source: www.lamar.com and www.clearchannel.com

In both test cities, the following independent variables were evaluated:
•

The type of advertising. This included CEVMS, standard billboards, and no off-premise
advertising. (It should be noted that in areas with no off-premise advertising, it was still
possible to encounter on-premise advertising; e.g., for gas stations, restaurants, and other
miscellaneous stores and shops.)

•

Time of day. This included driving in the daytime and at night.

•

The functional class of roadways in which off-premise advertising signs were
located. Roads were classified as either freeway or arterial. It was observed that the
different road classes were correlated with the presence of other visual information that
could affect the driver’s glance behavior. For example, the visual environment on
arterials may be more complex or cluttered than on freeways because of the close
proximity of buildings, driveways, and on-premise advertising, etc.
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READING
The first on-road study was conducted in Reading. This study examined the type of advertising
(CEVMS, standard billboard, or no off-premise advertising), time of day (day or night) and road
type (freeway or arterial) as independent variables. Eye tracking was used to assess where
participants gazed and for how long while driving. The luminance and contrast of the advertising
signs were measured to characterize the billboards in the current study.
METHOD
Selection of Data Collection Zone Limits
Data collection zones (DCZ) were defined on the routes that participants drove where detailed
analyses of the eye tracking data were planned. The DCZ were identified that contained a
CEVMS, a standard billboard, or no off-premise advertising.
The rationale for selecting the DCZ limits took into account the geometry of the roadway (e.g.,
road curvature or obstructions that blocked view of billboards) and the capabilities of the eye
tracking system (2 degrees of resolution). At a distance of 960 ft (292.61 m), the average
billboard in Reading was 12.8 ft (3.90 m) by 36.9 ft (11.25 m) and would subtend a horizontal
visual angle of 2.20 degrees and a vertical visual angle of 0.76 degrees, and thus glances to the
billboard would just be resolvable by an eye tracking system with 2 degrees of accuracy.
Therefore 960 ft was chosen as the maximum distance from billboards at which a DCZ would
begin. If the target billboard was not visible from 960 ft (292.61 m) due to roadway geometry or
other visual obstructions, such as trees or an overpass, the DCZ was shortened to a distance that
prevented these objects from interfering with the driver’s vision of the billboard. In DCZs with
target off-premise billboards, the end of the DCZ was marked when the target billboard left the
view of the scene camera. If the area contained no off-premise advertising, the end of the DCZ
was defined by a physical landmark leaving the view of the eye tracking systems’ scene camera.
Table 2 shows the data collection zone limits used in this study.
Advertising Conditions
The type of advertising present in DCZs was examined as an independent variable. DCZs fell
into one of the following categories, which are listed in the second column of table 2:
•

CEVMS. These were DCZs that contained one target CEVMS. Two CEVMS DCZs were
located on freeways and two were located on arterials. Figure 3 and figure 4 show
examples of CEVMS DCZs with the CEVMS highlighted in the pictures.

•

Standard billboard. These were DCZs that contained one target standard billboard. Two
standard billboard DCZs were located on freeways and two were located on arterials.
Figure 5 and figure 6 show examples of standard billboard DCZs; the standard billboards
are highlighted in the pictures.
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•

No off-premise advertising conditions. These DCZs contained no off-premise
advertising. One of these DCZs was on a freeway (see figure 7) and the other was on an
arterial (see figure 8).
Table 2. Inventory of target billboards with relevant parameters.

DCZ

Advertising
Type

Copy
Dimensions
(ft)

Side of
Road

Setback
from Road
(ft)

Other
Standard
Billboards

Approach
Length (ft)

Type of
Roadway

1

CONTROL

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

786

Freeway

6

CONTROL

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

308

Arterial

3

CEVMS

10'6" x 22'9"

L

12

0

375

Arterial

5

CEVMS

14'0" x 48'0"

L

133

1

853

Freeway

9

CEVMS

10'6" x 22'9"

R

43

0

537

Arterial

10

CEVMS

14'0" x 48'0"

R

133

1

991

Freeway

2

Standard

14'0" x 48'0"

L

20

0

644

Arterial

7

Standard

14'0" x 48'0"

R

35

1

774

Freeway

8

Standard

10'6" x 22'9"

R

40

1

833

Arterial

4

Standard

14'0" x 48'0"

L

10

0

770

Freeway

*N/A indicates that there were no off-premise advertising in these areas and these values are undefined.

Figure 3. DCZ with a target CEVMS on a freeway.
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Figure 4. DCZ with a target CEVMS on an arterial.

Figure 5. DCZ with a target standard billboard on a freeway.

Figure 6. DCZ with a target standard billboard on an arterial.
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Figure 7. DCZ for the control condition on a freeway.

Figure 8. DCZ for the control condition on an arterial.
Photometric Measurement of Signs
Two primary metrics were used to describe the photometric characteristics of a sample of the
CEVMS and standard billboards present at each location: luminance (cd/m2) and contrast (Weber
contrast ratio).
Photometric Equipment
Luminance was measured with a Radiant Imaging ProMetric 1600 Charge-Coupled Device
(CCD) photometer with both a 50 mm and a 300 mm lenses. The CCD photometer provided a
method of capturing the luminance of an entire scene at one time.
The photometric sensors were mounted in a vehicle of similar size to the eye tracking research
vehicle. The photometer was located in the experimental vehicle as close to the driver’s position
as possible and was connected to a laptop computer that stored data as the images were acquired.
Measurement Methodology
Images of the billboards were acquired using the photometer manufacturer’s software. The
software provided the mean luminance of each billboard message. To prevent overexposure of
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images in daylight, neutral density filters were manually affixed to the photometer lens and the
luminance values were scaled appropriately. Standard billboards were typically measured only
once; however, for CEVMS multiple measures were taken to account for changing content.
Photometric measurements were taken during day and night. Measurements were taken by
centering the billboard in the photometer’s field of view with approximately the equivalent of the
width of the billboard on each side and the equivalent of the billboard height above and below
the sign. The areas outside of the billboards were included to enable contrast calculations.
Standard billboards were assessed at a mean distance of 284 ft (ranging from 570 ft to 43 ft). The
CEVMS were assessed at a mean distance of 479 ft (ranging from 972 ft to 220 ft). To include
the background regions of appropriate size, the close measurement distances required the use of
the 50 mm lens whereas measurements made from longer distances required the 300 mm lens. A
significant determinant of the measurement locations was the availability of accessible and safe
places from which to measure.
The Weber contrast ratio was used because it characterizes a billboard as having negative or
positive contrast when compared to its background area.(31) A negative contrast indicates the
background areas have a higher mean luminance than the target billboard. A positive contrast
indicates the target billboard has a higher mean luminance than the background. Overall, the
absolute value of a contrast ratio simply indicates a difference in luminance between an item and
its background. From a perceptual perspective luminance and contrast are directly related to the
perception of brightness. For example, two signs with equal luminance may be perceived
differently with respect to brightness because of differences in contrast.
Visual Complexity
Regan, Young, Lee and Gordon presented a taxonomic description of the various sources of
driver distraction.(32) Potential sources of distraction were discussed in terms of: things brought
into the vehicle; vehicle systems; vehicle occupants; moving objects or animals in the vehicle;
internalized activity; and external objects, events, or activities. The external objects may include
buildings, construction zones, billboards, road signs, vehicles, and so on. Focusing on the
potential for information outside the vehicle to attract (or distract) the driver’s attention,
Horberry and Edquist developed a taxonomy for out-of-the-vehicle visual information. This
suggested taxonomy includes four groupings of visual information: built roadway, situational
entities, natural environment, and built environment.(33) These two taxonomies provide an
organizational structure for conducting research; however, they do not currently provide a
systematic or quantitative way of classifying the level of clutter or visual complexity present in a
visual scene.
The method proposed by Rozenholtz, Li, and Nakano provides quantitative and perhaps reliable
measures of visual clutter.(34) Their approach measures the feature congestion in a visual image.
The implementation of the feature congestion measure involves four stages: (1) compute local
feature covariance at multiple scales and compute the volume of the local covariance ellipsoid,
(2) combine clutter across scale, (3) combine clutter across feature types, and (4) pool over space
to get a single measure of clutter for each input image. The implementation that was used
employed color, orientation and luminance contrast as features. Presumably, less cluttered
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images can be visually coded more efficiently than cluttered images. For example, visual clutter
can cause decreased recognition performance and greater difficulty in performing visual
search.(35)
Participants
In the present study participants were recruited at public libraries in the Reading area. A table
was set up so that recruiters could discuss the requirements of the experiment with candidates.
Individuals who expressed interest in participating were asked to complete a pre-screening form,
a record of informed consent, and a department of motor vehicles form consenting to release of
their driving record.
All participants were between 18 and 64 years of age and held a valid driver’s license. The
driving record for each volunteer was evaluated to eliminate drivers with excessive violations.
The criteria for excluding drivers were as follows: (a) more than one violation in the preceding
year; (b) more than three recorded violations; and (c) any driving while intoxicated violation.
Forty-three individuals were recruited to participate. Of these, five did not complete the drive
because the eye tracker could not be calibrated to track their eye movements accurately. Data
from an additional seven participants were excluded as the result of equipment failures (e.g.,
loose camera). In the end, usable data was collected from 31 participants (12 males, M = 46
years; 19 females, M = 47 years). Fourteen participants drove at night and 17 drove during the
day.
Procedures
Data were collected from two participants per day (beginning at approximately 12:45 p.m. and
7:00 p.m.). Data collection began on September 18, 2009, and was completed on October 26,
2009.
Pre-Data Collection Activities
Participants were greeted by two researchers and asked to complete a fitness to drive
questionnaire. This questionnaire focused on drivers’ self-reports of alertness and use of
substances that might impair driving (e.g., alcohol). All volunteers appeared fit.
Next, the participant and both researchers moved to the eye tracking calibration location and the
test vehicle. The calibration procedure took approximately 20 minutes. Calibration of the eye
tracking system entailed development of a profile for each participant. This was accomplished by
taking multiple photographs of the participant’s face as they slowly rotate their head from side to
side. The saved photographs include points on the face for subsequent real-time head and eye
tracking. Marked coordinates on the face photographs were edited by the experimenter as needed
to improve the real-time face tracking. The procedure also included gaze calibration in which
participants gazed at nine points on a wall. These points had been carefully plotted on the wall
and correspond to the points in the eye tracking system’s world model. Gaze calibration relates
the individual participant’s gaze vectors to known points in the real world. The eye tracking
system uses two pulsating infrared sources mounted on the dashboard to create two corneal glints
that are used to calculate gaze direction vectors. The glints were captured at 60 Hz. A second set
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of cameras (scene cameras), fixed on top of the car close to the driver’s viewpoint, were used to
produce a video scene of the area ahead. The scene cameras recorded at 25 Hz. A parallax
correction algorithm compensated for the distance between the driver’s viewpoint and the scene
cameras so that later processing could use the gaze vectors to show where in the forward scene
the driver was gazing.
If it was not possible to calibrate the eye tracking system to a participant, the participant was
dismissed and paid for their time. Causes of calibration failure included reflections from eye
glasses, participant height (which put their eyes outside the range of the system), and eyelids that
obscure a portion of the pupil.
Practice
After eye-tracker calibration, a short practice drive was made. Participants were shown a map of
the route and written turn-by-turn directions prior to beginning the practice drive. Throughout the
drive, verbal directions were provided by a GPS device.
During the practice drive, a researcher in the rear seat of the vehicle monitored the accuracy of
eye tracking. If the system was tracking poorly, additional calibration was performed. If the
calibration could not be improved, the participant was paid for their time and dismissed.
Data Collection
Participants drove two test routes (referred to as route A and B). Each route required 25 to 30
minutes to complete and included both freeway and arterial segments. Route A was 13 miles
long and contained 6 DCZs. Route B was 16 miles long and contained 4 DCZs. Combined,
participants drove in a total of 10 DCZs. Similar to the practice drive, participants were shown a
map of the route and written turn-by-turn directions. A GPS device provided turn-by-turn
guidance during the drive. Roughly one half of the participants drove route A first and the
remaining participants began with route B. A 5 minute break followed the completion of the first
route.
During the drives, a researcher in the front passenger seat assisted the driver when additional
route guidance was required. The researcher was also tasked with recording near misses and
driver errors if these occurred. The researcher in the rear seat monitored the performance of the
eye tracker. If the eye tracker performance became unacceptable (i.e., loss of calibration), then
the researcher in the rear asked the participant to park in a safe location so that the eye tracker
could be recalibrated. This recalibration typically took a minute or two to accomplish.
Debriefing
After driving both routes, the participants provided comments regarding their drives. The
comments were in reference to the use of a navigation system. No questions were asked about
billboards. The participants were given $120.00 in cash for their participation.
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DATA REDUCTION
Eye Tracking Measures
The Multiple-Analysis of Psychophysical and Performance Signals (MAPPS™) software was
used to reduce the eye tracking data.(36) The software integrates the video output from the scene
cameras with the output from the eye tracking software (e.g., gaze vectors). The analysis
software provides an interface in which the gaze vectors determined by the eye tracker can be
related to areas or objects in the scene camera view of the world. Analysts can indicate regions of
interest (ROIs) in the scene camera views and the analysis software then assigns gaze vectors to
the ROIs.
Figure 9 shows a screen capture from the analysis software in which static ROIs have been
identified. These static ROIs slice up the scene camera views into six areas. The software also
allows for the construction of dynamic ROIs. These are ROIs that move in the video because of
own-vehicle movement (e.g., a sign changes position on the display as it is approached by the
driver) or because the object moves over time independent of own-vehicle movement (e.g.,
pedestrian walking along the road, vehicle entering or exiting the road).
Static ROIs need only be entered once for the scenario being analyzed whereas dynamic ROIs
need to be entered several times for a given DCZ depending on how the object moves along the
video scene; however, not every frame needs to be coded with a dynamic ROI since the software
interpolates across frames using the 60-Hz data to compute eye movement statistics.

Figure 9. Screen capture showing static ROIs on a scene video output.
The following ROIs were defined with the analysis software:
Static ROIs
These ROIs were entered once into the software for each participant. The static ROIs for the
windshield were divided into top and bottom to have more resolution during the coding process.
The subsequent analyses in the report combines the top and bottom portion of these ROIs since it
appeared that this additional level of resolution was not needed in order to address research
questions:
•

Road ahead: bottom portion (approximately 2/3) of the area of the forward roadway
(center camera).
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•

Road ahead top: top portion (approximately 1/3) of the area of the forward roadway
(center camera).

•

Right side of road bottom: bottom portion (approximately 2/3) of the area to the right of
the forward roadway (right camera).

•

Right side of road top: top portion (approximately 1/3) of the area to the right of the
forward roadway (right camera).

•

Left side of road bottom (LSR_B): bottom portion (approximately 2/3) of the area to the
left of the forward roadway (left camera).

•

Left side of road bottom (LSR_T): top portion (approximately 1/3) of the area to the left
of the forward roadway (left camera).

•

Inside vehicle: below the panoramic video scene (outside of the view of the cameras, but
eye tracking is still possible).

•

Top: above the panoramic video scene (outside of the view of the cameras, but eye
tracking is still possible).

Dynamic ROIs
These ROIs are created multiple times within a DCZ for stimuli that move relative to the driver:
•

Driving-related safety risk: vehicle which posed a potential safety risk to the driver,
defined as a car that is/may turn into the driver’s direction of travel at a non-signalized or
non-stop-controlled intersection (e.g., a car making a U-turn, a car waiting to turn right,
or a car waiting to turn left). These vehicles were actively turning or entering the roadway
or appeared to be in a position to enter the roadway.

•

Target standard billboard: target standard billboard that defines the start and end of the
DCZ.

•

Other standard billboard: standard billboard(s) located in the DCZ, other than the target
standard billboard or the target digital billboard.

•

CEVMS: target digital billboard that defines the start and end of the DCZ.

The software determines the gaze intersection for each 60 Hz frame and assigns it to an ROI. In
subsequent analyses and discussion, gaze intersections are referred to as gazes. Since ROIs may
overlap, the software allows for the specification of priority for each ROI such that the ROI with
the highest priority gets the gaze vector intersection assigned to it. For example, an ROI for a
CEVMS may also be in the static ROI for the road ahead.
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The 60 Hz temporal resolution of the eye tracking software does not provide sufficient
information to make detailed analysis of saccade characteristics, 1 such as latency or speed. The
analysis software uses three parameters in the determination of a fixation: a fixation radius,
fixation duration, and a time out. The determination begins with a single-gaze vector
intersection. Any subsequent intersection within a specified radius will be considered part of a
fixation if the minimum fixation duration criterion is met. The radius parameter used in this
study was 2 degrees and the minimum duration was 100 ms. The 2-degree selection was based
on the estimated accuracy of the eye tracking system, as recommended by Recarte and Nunes.(37)
The 100 ms minimum duration is consistent with many other published studies; however, some
investigators use minimums of as little as 60 ms.(37,38) Because of mini-saccades and noise in the
eye tracking system, it is possible to have brief excursions outside the 2 degree window for a
fixation. In this study, an excursion time outside the 2-degree radius of less than 90 ms was
ignored. Once the gaze intersection fell outside the 2-degree radius of a fixation for more than
90 ms, the process of identifying a fixation began anew.
Other Measures
Driving Behavior Measures
During data collection, the front-seat researcher observed the driver’s behavior and the driving
environment. The researcher used the following subjective categories in observing the
participant’s driving behavior:
•

Driver Error: signified any error on behalf of the driver in which the researcher felt
slightly uncomfortable, but not to a significant degree (e.g., driving on an exit ramp too
quickly, turning too quickly).

•

Near Miss: signified any event in which the researcher felt uncomfortable due to driver
response to external sources (e.g., slamming on brakes, swerving). A near miss is the
extreme case of a driver error.

•

Incident: signified any event in the roadway which may have had a potential impact on
the attention of the driver and/or the flow of traffic (e.g., crash, emergency vehicle,
animal, construction, train).

These observations were entered into a notebook computer linked to the research vehicle data
collection system.
Level of Service Estimates
For each participant and each DCZ the analyst estimated the level of service of the road as they
reviewed the scene camera video. One location per DCZ was selected (approximately halfway
through the DCZ) where the number of vehicles in front of the research vehicle was counted.
The procedure entailed (1) counting the number of travel lanes visible in the video, (2) using the
1

During visual scanning, the point of gaze alternates between brief pauses (ocular fixations) and rapid shifts
(saccades).
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skip lines on the road to estimate the approximate distance in front of the vehicle that constituted
the analysis zone, and (3) counting the number of vehicles present within the analysis zone.
Vehicle density was calculated with the formula:
Vehicle Density = [(Number of Vehicles in Analysis Zone)/(Distance of Analysis
Zone in ft/5280)]/Number of Lanes.
Vehicle density is the number of vehicles per mile per lane.
Vehicle Speed
The speed of the research vehicle was recorded with GPS and a distance measurement
instrument. Vehicle speed was used principally to ensure that the eye tracking data was recorded
while the vehicle was in motion.
RESULTS
Results are presented with respect to the photometric measures of signs, the visual complexity of
the DCZs, and the eye tracking measures. Photometric measurements were taken and analyzed to
characterize the billboards in the study based on their luminance and contrasts, which are related
to how bright the signs are perceived to be by drivers.
Photometric Measurements
Luminance
The mean daytime luminance of both the standard billboards and CEVMS was greater than at
night. Nighttime luminance measurements reflect the fact that CEVMS use illuminating LED
components while standard billboards are often illuminated from below by metal halide lamps.
At night, CEVMS have a greater average luminance than standard billboards. Table 3 presents
summary statistics for luminance as a function of time of day for the CEVMS and standard
billboards.
Contrast
The daytime and nighttime Weber contrast ratios for both types of billboards are shown in
table 3. Both CEVMS and standard billboards had contrast ratios that were close to zero (the
surroundings were about equal in brightness to the signs) during the daytime. On the other hand,
at night the CEVMS and standard billboards had positive contrast ratios (the signs were brighter
than the surrounding), with the CEVMS having higher contrast than the standard billboards.
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Table 3. Summary of luminance (cd/m2) and contrast (Weber ratio) measurements.
Luminance (cd/m2)
Day

Contrast

CEVMS
Standard Billboard

Mean
2126
2993

St. Dev.
798.81
2787.22

Mean
-0.10
-0.27

St .Dev.
0.54
0.84

CEVMS
Standard Billboard

56.00
17.80

23.16
17.11

73.72
36.01

56.92
30.93

Night

Visual Complexity
The DCZs were characterized by their overall visual complexity or clutter. For each DCZ, five
pictures were taken from the driver’s viewpoint at various locations within the DCZ. In Reading,
the pictures were taken from 2:00 p.m. to 4:00 p.m. In Richmond, one route was photographed
from 11:00 a.m. to noon and the other from 2:30 p.m. to 3:30 p.m. The pictures were taken at the
start of the DCZ, quarter of the way through, half of the way through, three quarters of the way
through, and at the end of the DCZ. The photographs were analyzed with MATLAB® routines
that computed a measure of feature congestion for each image. Figure 10 shows the mean feature
congestion measures for each of the DCZ environments. The arterial control condition was
shown to have the highest level of clutter as measured by feature congestion. An analysis of
variance was performed on the feature congestion measure to determine if the conditions differed
significantly from each other. The four conditions with off-premise advertising did not differ
significantly with respect to feature congestion; F(3,36) = 1.25, p > 0.05. Based on the feature
congestion measure, the results indicate that the four conditions with off-premise advertising
were equated with respect to the overall visual complexity of the driving scenes.

Figure 10. Mean feature congestion as a function of advertising condition and road type
(standard errors for the mean are included in the graph).
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Effects of Billboards on Gazes to the Road Ahead
For each 60 Hz frame, a determination was made as to the direction of the gaze vector. Previous
research has shown that gazes do not need to be separated into saccades and fixations before
calculating such measures as percent of time or the probability of looking to the road ahead.(39)
This analysis examines the degree to which drivers gaze toward the road ahead across the
different advertising conditions as a function of road type and time of day. Gazing toward the
road ahead is critical for driving, and so the analysis examines the degree to which gazes toward
this area are affected by the independent variables (advertising type, type of road, and time of
day) and their interactions.
Generalized estimating equations (GEE) were used to analyze the probability of a participant
gazing at driving-related information.(40,41) The data for these analyses were not normally
distributed and included repeated measures. The GEE model is appropriate for these types of
data and analyses. Note that for all results included in this report, Wald statistics were the chosen
alternative to likelihood ratio statistics because GEE uses quasi-likelihood instead of maximum
likelihood.(42) For this analysis, road ahead included the following ROIs (as previously described
and displayed in figure 9): road ahead, road ahead top, and driving-related risks. A logistic
regression model for repeated measures was generated by using a binomial response distribution
and Logit (i.e., log odds) link function. Only two possible outcomes are allowed when selecting a
binomial response distribution. Thus, a variable (RoadAhead) was created to classify a
participant’s gaze behavior. If the participant gazed toward the road ahead, road ahead top, or
driving-related risks, then the value of RoadAhead was set to one. If the participant gazed at any
other object in the panoramic scene, then the value of RoadAhead was set to zero. Logistic
regression typically models the probability of a success. In the current analysis, a success would
be a gaze to road ahead information (RoadAhead = 1) and a failure would be a gaze toward nonroad ahead information (RoadAhead = 0). The resultant value was the probability of a participant
gazing at road-ahead information.
Time of day (day or night), road type (freeway or arterial), advertising condition (CEVMS,
standard billboard, or control), and all corresponding second-order interactions were explanatory
variables in the logistic regression model. The interaction of advertising condition by road type
was statistically significant, χ2 (2) = 6.3, p = 0.043. Table 4 shows the corresponding
probabilities for gazing at the road ahead as a function of advertising condition and road type.
Table 4. The probability of gazing at the road ahead as a function of advertising condition
and road type.
Advertising Condition

Arterial

Freeway

Control
CEVMS
Standard

0.92
0.82
0.80

0.86
0.73
0.77

Follow-up analyses for the interaction used Tukey-Kramer adjustments with an alpha level of
0.05. The arterial control condition had the greatest probability of looking at the road ahead
(M = 0.92). This probability differed significantly from the remaining five probabilities. On
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arterials, the probability of gazing at the road ahead did not differ between the CEVMS
(M = 0.82) and the standard billboard (M = 0.80) DCZs. In contrast, there was a significant
difference in this probability on freeways, where standard billboard DCZs yielded a higher
probability (M = 0.77) than CEVMS DCZs (M = 0.73). The probability of gazing at the road
ahead was also significantly higher in the freeway control DCZ (M = 0.86) than in either of the
corresponding freeway off-premise advertising DCZs. The probability of gazing at road-ahead
information in arterial CEVMS DCZs was not statistically different from the same probability in
the freeway control DCZ.
Additional descriptive statistics were computed to determine the probability of gazing at the
various ROIs that were defined in the panoramic scene. Some of the ROIs depicted in figure 9
were combined in the following fashion for ease of analysis:
•
•
•
•

Road ahead, road ahead top, and driving-related risks combined to form road ahead.
Left side of road bottom and left side of road top combined to form left side of vehicle.
Right side of road bottom and right side of road top combined to form right side of
vehicle.
Inside vehicle and top combined to form participant vehicle.

Table 5 presents the probability of gazing at the different ROIs.
Table 5. Probability of gazing at ROIs for the three advertising conditions on arterials and
freeways.
Road Type
Arterial

ROI
CEVMS
Left Side of Vehicle
Road ahead
Right Side of Vehicle
Standard Billboard
Participant Vehicle

CEVMS
0.07
0.06
0.82
0.03
N/A
0.03

Standard
Billboard
N/A
0.06
0.80
0.06
0.03
0.05

Control
N/A
0.02
0.92
0.04
N/A
0.02

Freeway

CEVMS
Left Side of Vehicle
Road ahead
Right Side of Vehicle
Standard Billboard
Participant Vehicle

0.05
0.08
0.73
0.09
0.02*
0.04

N/A
0.07
0.77
0.02
0.09
0.05

N/A
0.04
0.86
0.05
N/A
0.05

* The CEVMS DCZs on freeways each contained one visible standard billboard.

The probability of gazing away from the forward roadway ranged from 0.08 to 0.27. In
particular, the probability of gazing toward a CEVMS was greater on arterials (M = 0.07) than on
freeways (M = 0.05). In contrast, the probability of gazing toward a target standard billboard was
greater on freeways (M = 0.09) than on arterials (M = 0.03).
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Fixations to CEVMS and Standard Billboards
About 2.4 percent of the fixations were to CEVMS. The mean fixation duration to a CEVMS
was 388 ms and the maximum duration was 1,251 ms. Figure 11 shows the distribution of
fixation durations to CEVMS during the day and night. In the daytime, the mean fixation
duration to a CEVMS was 389 ms and at night it was 387 ms. Figure 12 shows the distribution of
fixation durations to standard billboards. Approximately 2.4 percent of fixations were to standard
billboards. The mean fixation duration to standard billboards was 341 ms during the daytime and
370 ms at night. The maximum fixation duration to standard billboards was 1,284 ms (which
occurred at night). For comparison purposes, figure 13 shows the distribution of fixation
durations to the road ahead (i.e., top and bottom road ahead ROIs) during the day and night. In
the daytime, the mean fixation duration to the road ahead was 365 ms and at night it was 390 ms.

Figure 11. Distribution of fixation duration for CEVMS in the daytime and nighttime.
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Figure 12. Distribution of fixation duration for standard billboards in the daytime and
nighttime.

Figure 13. Distribution of fixation duration for road ahead (i.e., top and bottom road ahead
ROIs) in the daytime and nighttime.
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Dwell times on CEVMS and standard billboards were also examined. Dwell time is the duration
of back-to-back fixations to the same ROI.(43,44) The dwell times represent the cumulative time
for the back-to-back fixations. Whereas there may be no long, single fixation to a billboard, there
might still be multiple fixations that yield long dwell times. There were a total of 25 separate
instances of multiple fixations to CEVMS with a mean of 2.4 fixations (minimum of 2 and
maximum of 5). The 25 dwell times came from 15 different participants distributed across four
different CEVMS. The mean duration of these dwell times was 994 ms (minimum of 418 ms and
maximum of 1,467 ms).
For standard billboards, there were a total of 17 separate dwell times with a mean of 3.47
sequential fixations (minimum of 2 fixations and maximum of 8 fixations). The 17 dwell times
came from 11 different participants distributed across 4 different standard billboards. The mean
duration of these multiple fixations was 1,172 ms (minimum of 418 ms and maximum of
3,319 ms). There were three dwell-time durations that were greater than 2,000 ms. These are
described in more detail below.
In some cases several dwell times came from the same participant. In order to compute a statistic
on the difference between dwell times for CEVMS and standard billboards, average dwell times
were computed per participant for the CEVMS and standard billboard conditions. These average
values were used in a t-test assuming unequal variances. The difference in average dwell time
between CEVMS (M = 981 ms) and standard billboards (M= 1,386 ms) was not statistically
significant, t(12) = -1.40, p > .05.
Figure 14 through figure 23 show heat maps for the dwell-time durations to the standard
billboards that were greater than 2,000 ms. These heat maps are snapshots from the DCZ and
attempt to convey in two dimensions the pattern of gazes that took place in a three dimensional
world. The heat maps are set to look back approximately one to two seconds and integrate over
time where the participant was gazing in the scene camera video. The green color in the heat map
indicates the concentration of gaze over the past one to two seconds. The blue line indicates the
gaze trail over the past one to two seconds.
Figure 14 through figure 16 are for a DCZ on an arterial at night. The standard billboard was on
the right side of the road (indicated by a pink rectangle). There were eight fixations to this
billboard, and the single fixations were between 200 to 384 ms in duration. The dwell time for
this billboard was 2,019 ms. At the start of the DCZ (see figure 14), the driver was directing
his/her gaze to the forward roadway. Approaching the standard billboard, the driver began to
fixate on the billboard. However, the billboard was still relatively close to the road ahead ROI.
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Figure 14. Heat map for the start of a DCZ for a standard billboard at night on an arterial.

Figure 15. Heat map for the middle of a DCZ for a standard billboard at night on an
arterial.

Figure 16. Heat map near the end of a DCZ for a standard billboard at night on an arterial.
Figure 17 through figure 19 are for a DCZ on a freeway at night. The standard billboard was on
the right side of the road (indicated by a green rectangle). There were six consecutive fixations to
this billboard, and the single fixations were between 200 and 801 ms in duration. The dwell time
for this billboard was 2,753 ms. At the start of the DCZ (see figure 17), the driver was directing
his/her gaze to a freeway guide sign in the road ahead and the standard billboard was to the left
of the freeway guide sign. As the driver approached the standard billboard, his/her gaze was
directed toward the billboard. The billboard was relatively close to the top and bottom road
ahead ROIs. Near the end of the DCZ (see figure 19), the billboard was accurately portrayed as
being on the right side of the road.
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Figure 17. Heat map for start of a DCZ for a standard billboard at night on a freeway.

Figure 18. Heat map for middle of a DCZ for a standard billboard at night on a freeway.

Figure 19. Heat map near the end of a DCZ for a standard billboard at night on a freeway.
Figure 20 through figure 23 are for a DCZ on a freeway during the day. The standard billboard
was on the right side of the road (indicated by a pink rectangle). This is the same DCZ that was
discussed in figure 17 through figure 19. There were six consecutive fixations to this billboard,
and the single fixations were between 217 and 767 ms in duration. The dwell time for this
billboard was 3,319 ms. At the start of the DCZ (see figure 20), the driver was principally
directing his/her gaze to the road ahead. Figure 21 and figure 22 show the location along the
DCZ where gaze was directed toward the standard billboard. The billboard was relatively close
to the top and bottom road-ahead ROIs. As the driver passed the standard billboard, his/her gaze
returned to the road ahead (see figure 23).
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Figure 20. Heat map for the start of a DCZ for a standard billboard in the daytime on a
freeway.

Figure 21. Heat map near the middle of a DCZ for a standard billboard in the daytime on a
freeway.

Figure 22. Heat map near the end of DCZ for standard billboard in the daytime on a
freeway.

Figure 23. Heat map at the end of DCZ for standard billboard in the daytime on a freeway.
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Comparison of Gazes to CEVMS and Standard Billboards
The GEE were used to analyze whether a participant gazed more toward CEVMS than toward
standard billboards, given that the participant was gazing at off-premise advertising. With this
analysis method, a logistic regression model for repeated measures was generated by using a
binomial response distribution and Logit link function. First, the data was partitioned to include
only those instances when a participant was gazing toward off-premise advertising (either to a
CEVMS or to a standard billboard); all other gaze behavior was excluded from the input data set.
Only two possible outcomes are allowed when selecting a binomial response distribution. Thus,
a variable (SBB_CEVMS) was created to classify a participant’s gaze behavior. If the participant
gazed toward a CEVMS, the value of SBB_CEVMS was set to one. If the participant gazed
toward a standard billboard, then the value of SBB_CEVMS was set to zero.
Logistic regression typically models the probability of a success. In the current analysis, a
success would be a gaze to a CEVMS (SBB_CEVMS = 1) and a failure would be a gaze to a
standard billboard (SBB_CEVMS = 0). 2 A success probability greater than 0.5 indicates there
were more successes than failures in the sample. Therefore, if the sample probability of the
response variable (i.e., SBB_CEVMS) was greater than 0.5, this would show that participants
gazed more toward CEVMS than toward standard billboards when the participants gazed at offpremise advertising. In contrast, if the sample probability of the response variable was less than
0.5, then participants showed a preference to gaze more toward standard billboards than toward
CEVMS when directing gazes to off-premise advertising.
Time of day (i.e., day or night), road type (i.e., freeway or arterial), and the corresponding
interaction were explanatory variables in the logistic regression model. Road type was the only
predictor to have a significant effect, χ2 (1) = 13.17, p < 0.001. On arterials, participants gazed
more toward CEVMS than toward standard billboards (M = 0.63). In contrast, participants gazed
more toward standard billboards than toward CEVMS when driving on freeways (M = 0.33).
Observation of Driver Behavior
No near misses or driver errors were observed in Reading.
Level of Service
The mean vehicle densities were converted to level of service as shown in table 6.(45) As
expected, less congestion occurred at night than in the day. In general, there was traffic during
the data collection runs. Review of the scene camera data verified that all eye tracking data
within the DCZs were recorded while the vehicle was in motion.

2

Success and failure are not used to reflect the merits of either type of sign, but only for statistical purposes.
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Table 6. Level of service as a function of advertising type, road type, and time of day.
Arterial

Control
CEVMS
Standard

Day
B
C
A

Night
A
A
A

Freeway

Day
C
B
B

Night
B
A
A

DISCUSSION OF READING RESULTS
Overall the probability of gazing at the road ahead was high and similar in magnitude to what
has been found in other field studies addressing billboards.(11,9,12) For the DCZs on freeways,
CEVMS showed a lower proportion of gazes to the road ahead than the standard billboard
condition, and both off-premise advertising conditions had lower probability of gazes to the road
ahead than the control. On the other hand, on the arterials, the CEVMS and standard billboard
conditions did not differ from each other but were significantly different from their respective
control condition. Though the CEVMS condition on the freeway had the lowest proportion of
gazes to the road ahead, in this condition there was a lower proportion of gazes to CEVMS as
compared to the arterials (see table 5 for the trade-off of gazes to the different ROIs). A greater
proportion of gazes to other ROIs (left side of the road, right side of the road, and participant
vehicle) contributed to the decrease in proportion of gazes to the road ahead. Also, for the
CEVMS on freeways, there were a few gazes to a standard billboard located in the same DCZ
and there were more gazes distributed to the left and right side of the road than in standard
billboard and control conditions. The gazes to ROIs other than CEVMS contributed to the lower
probability of gazes to the road ahead in this condition.
The control condition on the arterial had buildings along the sides of the road and generally
presented a visually cluttered area. As was presented earlier, the feature congestion measure
computed on a series of photographs from each DCZ showed a significantly higher feature
congestion score for the control condition on arterials as compared to all of the other DCZs.
Nevertheless, the highest probability for gazing at the road ahead was seen in the control
condition on the arterial.
The area with the highest feature congestion, especially on the sides of the road, had the highest
probability for drivers looking at the road ahead. Bottom-up or stimulus driven measures of
salience or visual clutter have been useful in predicting visual search and the effects of visual
salience in laboratory tasks.(34,46) These measures of salience basically consider the stimulus
characteristics (e.g., size, color, brightness) independent of the requirements of the task or plans
that an individual may have. Models of visual salience may predict that buildings and other
prominent features on the side of the road may be visually salient objects and thus would attract
a driver’s attention.(47) Figure 24 shows an example of a roadway photograph that was analyzed
with the Salience Toolbox based on the Itti et al. implementation of a saliency based model of
bottom-up attention.(48,49) The numbered circles in figure 24 are the first through fifth salient
areas selected by the software. Based on this software, the most salient areas in the photographs
are the buildings on the sides of the road where the road ahead (and a car) is the fifth selected
salient area.
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Figure 24. Example of identified salient areas in a road scene based on bottom-up analysis.
It appears that in the present study participants principally kept their eyes on the road even in the
presence of visual clutter on the sides of the road, which supports the hypothesis that drivers tend
to look toward information relevant to the task at hand.(50,26,22) In the case of the driving task,
visual clutter may be more of an issue with respect to crowding that may affect the driver’s
ability to detect visual information in the periphery.(51) Crowding is generally defined as the
negative effect of nearby objects or features on visual discrimination of a target.(52) Crowding
impairs the ability to recognize objects in clutter and principally affects perception in peripheral
vision. However, crowing effects were not analyzed in the present study.
Stimulus salience, clutter, and the nature of the task at hand interact in visual perception. For
tasks such as driving, the task demands tend to outweigh stimulus salience when it comes to gaze
control. Clutter may be more of an issue with the detection and recognition of objects in
peripheral vision (e.g., detecting a sign on the side of the road) that are surrounded by other
stimuli that result in a crowding effect.
The mean fixation durations to CEVMS, standard billboards, and the road ahead were found to
be very similar. Also, there were no long fixations (greater than 2,000 ms) to CEVMS or
standard billboards. The examination of multiple sequential fixations to CEVMS yielded average
dwell times that were less than 1,000 ms. However, when examining the tails of the distribution,
there were three dwell times to standard billboards that were in excess of 2,000 ms (the three
dwell times came from three different participants to two different billboards). These three
standard billboards were dwelled upon when they were near the road ahead area but drivers quit
gazing at the signs as they neared them and the signs were no longer near the forward field of
view. Though there were three dwell times for standard billboards greater than 2,000 ms, the
difference in average dwell times for CEVMS and standard billboards was not significant.
Using a gaze duration of 2,000 ms away from the road ahead as a criterion indicative of
increased risk has been developed principally as it relates to looking inside the vehicle to invehicle information systems and other devices (e.g., for texting) where the driver is indeed
looking completely away from the road ahead.(14,53,54) The fixations to the standard billboards in
the present case showed a long dwell time for a billboard. However, unlike gazing or fixating
inside the vehicle, the driver’s gaze was within the forward roadway where peripheral vision
could be used to monitor for hazards and for vehicle control. Peripheral vision has been shown to
be important for lane keeping, visual search orienting, and monitoring of surrounding
objects.(55,56)
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The results showed that drivers were more likely to gaze at CEVMS on arterials and at standard
billboards on freeways. Though every attempt was made to select CEVMS and standard
billboard DCZs that were equated on important parameters (e.g., which side of the road the sign
was located on, type of road, level of visual clutter), the CEVMS DCZs on freeways had a
greater setback from the road (133 ft for both CEVMS) than the standard billboards (10 and
35 ft). Signs with greater setback from the road would in a sense move out of the forward view
(road ahead) more quickly than signs that are closer to the road. The CEVMS and standard
billboards on the arterials were more closely matched with respect to setback from the road (12
and 43 ft for CEVMS and 20 and 40 ft for standard billboards).
The differences in setback from the road for CEVMS and standard billboards may also account
for differences in dwell times to these two types of billboards. However, on arterials where the
CEVMS and standard billboards were more closely matched there was only one long dwell time
(greater than 2,000 ms) and it was to a standard billboard at night.
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RICHMOND
The objectives of the second study were the same as those in the first study, and the design of the
Richmond data collection effort was very similar to that employed in Reading. This study was
conducted to replicate as closely as possible the design of Reading in a different driving
environment. The independent variables included the type of DCZ (CEVMS, standard billboard,
or no off-premise advertising), time of day (day or night) and road type (freeway or arterial). As
with Reading, the time of day was a between-subjects variable and the other variables were
within subjects.
METHOD
Selection of DCZ Limits
Selection of the DCZ limits procedure was the same as that employed in Reading.
Advertising Type
Three DCZ types (similar to those used in Reading) were used in Richmond:
•

CEVMS. DCZs contained one target CEVMS.

•

Standard billboard. DCZs contained one target standard billboard.

•

Control conditions. DCZs did not contain any off-premise advertising.

There were an equal number of CEVMS and standard billboard DCZs on freeways and arterials.
Also, there two DCZ that did not contain off-premise advertising with one located on a freeway
and the other on an arterial.
Table 7 is an inventory of the target employed in this second study.
Table 7. Inventory of target billboards in Richmond with relevant parameters.
DCZ

Advertising
Type

Copy
Dimensions
(ft)

Side of
Road

Setback
from Road
(ft)

Other
Standard
Billboards

Approach
Length (ft)

5

CONTROL

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

710

Arterial

3

CONTROL

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

845

Freeway

Roadway
Type

9

CEVMS

14'0" x 28'0"

L

37

0

696

Arterial

13

CEVMS

14'0" x 28'0"

R

37

0

602

Arterial

2

CEVMS

12'5" x 40'0"

R

91

0

297

Freeway

8

CEVMS

11'0 x 23'0"

L

71

0

321

Freeway

10

Standard

14'0" x 48'0"

L

79

1

857

Arterial

12

Standard

10'6" x 45'3"

R

79

2

651

Arterial

1

Standard

14'0" x 48'0"

L

87

0

997

Freeway

7

Standard

14'0" x 48'0"

R

88

0

816

Freeway

* N/A indicates that there were no off-premise advertising in these areas and these values are undefined.
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Figure 25 through figure 30 below represent various pairings of DCZ type and road type. Target
off-premise billboards are indicated by red rectangles.

Figure 25. Example of a CEVMS DCZ on a freeway.

Figure 26. Example of CEVMS DCZ an arterial.

Figure 27. Example of a standard billboard DCZ on a freeway.
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Figure 28. Example of a standard billboard DCZ on an arterial.

Figure 29. Example of a control DCZ on a freeway.

Figure 30. Example of a control DCZ on an arterial.
Photometric Measurement of Signs
The methods and procedures for the photometric measures were the same as for Reading.
Visual Complexity
The methods and procedures for visual complexity measurement were the same as for Reading.
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Participants
A total of 41 participants were recruited for the study. Of these, 6 participants did not complete
data collection because of an inability to properly calibrate with the eye tracking system, and 11
were excluded because of equipment failures. A total of 24 participants (13 male, M = 28 years;
11 female, M = 25 years) successfully completed the drive. Fourteen people participated during
the day and 10 participated at night.
Procedures
Research participants were recruited locally by means of visits to public libraries, student unions,
community centers, etc. A large number of the participants were recruited from a nearby
university, resulting in a lower mean participant age than in Reading.
Participant Testing
Two people participated each day. One person participated during the day beginning at
approximately 12:45 p.m. The second participated at night beginning at around 7:00 p.m. Data
collection ran from November 20, 2009, through April 23, 2010. There were several long gaps in
the data collection schedule due to holidays and inclement weather.
Pre-Data Collection Activities
This was the same as in Reading.
Practice Drive
Except for location, this was the same as in Reading.
Data Collection
The procedure was much the same as in Reading. On average, each test route required
approximately 30 to 35 minutes to complete. As in Reading, the routes included a variety of
freeway and arterial driving segments. One route was 15 miles long and contained two target
CEVMS, two target standard billboards, and two DCZs with no off-premise advertising. The
second route was 20 miles long and had two target CEVMS and two target standard billboards.
The data collection drives in this second study were longer than those in Reading. The eye
tracking system had problems dealing with the large files that resulted. To mitigate this technical
difficulty, participants were asked to pull over in a safe location during the middle of each data
collection drive so that new data files could be initiated.
Upon completion of the data collection, the participant was instructed to return to the designated
meeting location for debriefing.
Debriefing
This was the same as in Reading.
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DATA REDUCTION
Eye Tracking Measures
The approach and procedures were the same as used in Reading.
Other Measures
The approach and procedures were the same as used in Reading.
RESULTS
Photometric Measurement of Signs
The photometric measurements were performed using the same equipment and procedures that
were employed in Reading with a few minor changes. Photometric measurements were taken
during the day and at night. Measurements of the standard billboards were taken at an average
distance of 284 ft, with maximum and minimum distances of 570 ft and 43 ft, respectively. The
average distance of measurements for the CEVMS was 479 ft, with maximum and minimum
distances of 972 ft and 220 ft, respectively. Again, the distances employed were significantly
affected by the requirement to find a safe location on the road from which to take the
measurements.
Luminance
The mean luminance of CEVMS and standard billboards, during daytime and nighttime are
shown below in table 8. The results here are similar to those for Reading.
Contrast
The daytime and nighttime Weber contrast ratios for both types of billboards are shown in
table 8. During the day, the contrast ratios of both CEVMS and standard billboards were close to
zero (the surroundings were about equal in brightness to the signs). At night, the CEVMS and
standard billboards had positive contrast ratios. Similar to Reading, the CEVMS showed a higher
contrast ratio than the standard billboards at night.
Table 8. Summary of luminance (cd/m2) and contrast (Weber ratio) measurements.
Day
CEVMS
Standard Billboard
Night
CEVMS
Standard Billboard

Luminance (cd/m2)
Mean
St. Dev.
2134
798.70
3063
2730.92
56.44
8.00

16.61
5.10

44

Mean
-0.20
0.03

Contrast
St. Dev.
0.53
0.32

69.70
6.56

59.18
3.99
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Visual Complexity
As with Reading, the feature congestion measure was used to estimate the level of visual
complexity/clutter in the DCZs. The analysis procedures were the same as for Reading.
Figure 31 shows the mean feature congestion measures for each of the advertising types
(standard errors are included in the figure). Unlike the results for Reading, the selected offpremise advertising DCZs for Richmond differed in terms of mean feature congestion; F(3, 36) =
3.95, p = 0.016. Follow up t-tests with an alpha of 0.05 showed that the CEVMS DCZs on
arterials had significantly lower feature congestion than all of the other off-premise advertising
conditions. None of the remaining DCZs with off-premise advertising differed from each other.
The selection of DCZs for the conditions with off-premise advertising took into account the type
of road, the side of the road the target billboard was placed, and the perceived level of visual
clutter. Based on the feature congestion measure, these results indicated that the conditions with
off-premise advertising were not equated with respect to level of visual clutter.

Figure 31. Mean feature congestion as a function of advertising condition and road type.
Effects of Billboards on Gazes to the Road Ahead
As was done for the data from Reading, GEE were used to analyze the probability of a
participant gazing at the road ahead. A logistic regression model for repeated measures was
generated by using a binomial response distribution and Logit link function. The resultant value
was the probability of a participant gazing at the road ahead (as previously defined).
Time of day (day or night), road type (freeway or arterial), advertising type (CEVMS, standard
billboard, or control), and all corresponding second-order interactions were explanatory variables
in the logistic regression model. The interaction of advertising type by road type was statistically
significant, χ2 (2) = 14.19, p < 0.001. Table 9 shows the corresponding probability of gazing at
the road ahead as a function of advertising condition and road type.
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Table 9. The probability of gazing at the road ahead as a function of advertising condition
and road type.
Advertising Condition
Control
CEVMS
Standard

Arterial

Freeway

0.78
0.76
0.81

0.92
0.82
0.85

Follow-up analyses for the interaction used Tukey-Kramer adjustments with an alpha level of
0.05. The freeway control had the greatest probability of gazing at the road ahead (M = 0.92).
This probability differed significantly from the remaining five probabilities. On arterials, there
were no significant differences among the probabilities of gazing at the road ahead among the
three advertising conditions. On freeways, there was no significant difference between the
probability associated with CEVMS DCZs and the probability associated with standard billboard
DCZs.
Additional descriptive statistics were computed for the three advertising types to determine the
probability of gazing at the ROIs that were defined in the panoramic scene. As was done with the
data from Reading, some of the ROIs were combined for ease of analysis. Table 10 presents the
probability of gazing at the different ROIs.
Table 10. Probability of gazing at ROIs for the three advertising conditions on arterials
and freeways.
Road Type
Arterial

Freeway

CEVMS
0.06

Standard
Billboard
N/A

Control
N/A

Left Side of Vehicle

0.03

0.05

0.04

Road ahead

0.76

0.81

0.78

Right Side of Vehicle

0.07

0.06

0.09

Standard Billboard

N/A

0.02

N/A

Participant Vehicle

0.07

0.06

0.09

CEVMS

0.05

N/A

N/A

Left Side of Vehicle

0.03

0.01

0.01

Road ahead

0.82

0.85

0.92

Right Side of Vehicle

0.04

0.04

0.03

Standard Billboard

N/A

0.04

N/A

Participant Vehicle

0.06

0.06

0.05

ROI
CEVMS

The probability of gazing away from the forward roadway ranged from 0.08 to 0.24. In
particular, the probability of gazing toward a CEVMS was slightly greater on arterials
(M = 0.06) than on freeways (M = 0.05). In contrast, the probability of gazing toward a standard
billboard was greater on freeways (M = 0.04) than on arterials (M = 0.02). In both situations, the
probability of gazing at the road ahead was greatest on freeways.
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Fixations to CEVMS and Standard Billboards
About 2.5 percent of the fixations were to CEVMS. The mean fixation duration to a CEVMS
was 371 ms and the maximum fixation duration was 1,335 ms. Figure 32 shows the distribution
of fixation durations to CEVMS during the day and at night. In the daytime, the mean fixation
duration to a CEVMS was 440 ms and at night it was 333 ms. Approximately 1.5 percent of the
fixations were to standard billboards. The mean fixation duration to standard billboards was
318 ms and the maximum fixation duration was 801 ms. Figure 33 shows the distribution of
fixation durations for standard billboards. The mean fixation duration to a standard billboard was
313 ms and 325 ms during the day and night, respectively. For comparison purposes, figure 34
shows the distribution of fixation durations to the road ahead during the day and night. In the
daytime, the mean fixation duration to the road ahead was 378 ms and at night it was 358 ms.

Figure 32. Fixation duration for CEVMS in the day and at night.
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Figure 33. Fixation duration for standard billboards in the day and at night.

Figure 34. Fixation duration for the road ahead in the day and at night.
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As was done with the data for Reading, the record of fixations was examined to determine dwell
times to CEVMS and standard billboards. There were a total of 21 separate dwell times to
CEVMS with a mean of 2.86 sequential fixations (minimum of 2 fixations and maximum of 6
fixations). The 21 dwell times came from 12 different participants and four different CEVMS.
The mean dwell time duration to the CEVMS was 1,039 ms (minimum of 500 ms and maximum
of 2,720 ms). There was one dwell time greater than 2,000 ms to CEVMS. To the standard
billboards there were 13 separate dwell times with a mean of 2.31 sequential fixations (minimum
of 2 fixations and maximum of 3 fixations). The 13 dwell times came from 11 different
participants and four different standard billboards. The mean dwell time duration to the standard
billboards was 687 ms (minimum of 450 ms and maximum of 1,152 ms). There were no dwell
times greater than 2,000 ms to standard billboards.
In some cases several dwell times came from the same participant. To compute a statistic on the
difference between dwell times for CEVMS and standard billboards, average dwell times were
computed per participant for the CEVMS and standard billboard conditions. These average
values were used in a t-test assuming unequal variances. The difference in average dwell time
between CEVMS (M = 1,096 ms) and standard billboards (M= 674 ms) was statistically
significant, t(14) = 2.23, p = .043.
Figure 35 through figure 37 show heat maps for the dwell-time durations to the CEVMS that
were greater than 2,000 ms. The DCZ was on a freeway during the daytime. The CEVMS is
located on the left side of the road (indicated by an orange rectangle). There were three fixations
to this billboard, and the single fixations were between 651 ms and 1,335 ms. The dwell time for
this billboard was 2,270 ms. Figure 35 shows the first fixation toward the CEVMS. There are no
vehicles near the participant in his/her respective travel lane or adjacent lanes. In this situation,
the billboard is relatively close to the road ahead ROI. Figure 36 shows a heat map later in the
DCZ where the driver continues to look at the CEVMS. The heat map does not overlay the
CEVMS in the picture since the heat map has integrated over time where the driver was gazing.
The CEVMS has moved out of the area because of the vehicle moving down the road. However,
visual inspection of the video and eye tracking statistics showed that the driver was fixating on
the CEVMS. Figure 37 shows the end of the sequential fixations to the CEVMS. The driver
returns to gaze directly in front of the vehicle. Once the CEVMS was out of the forward field of
view, the driver quit looking at the billboard.

Figure 35. Heat map for first fixation to CEVMS with long dwell time.
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Figure 36. Heat map for later fixations to CEVMS with long dwell time.

Figure 37. Heat map at end of fixations to CEVMS with long dwell time.
Comparison of Gazes to CEVMS and Standard Billboards
As was done for the data from Reading, GEE were used to analyze whether a participant gazed
more toward CEVMS than toward standard billboards, given that the participant was looking at
off-premise advertising. Recall that a sample probability greater than 0.5 indicated that
participants gazed more toward CEVMS than standard billboards when the participants gazed at
off-premise advertising. In contrast, if the sample probability was less than 0.5, participants
showed a preference to gaze more toward standard billboards than CEVMS when directing
visual attention to off-premise advertising.
Time of day (i.e., day or night), road type (i.e., freeway or arterial), and the corresponding
interaction were explanatory variables in the logistic regression model. Time of day had a
significant effect on participant gazes toward off-premise advertising, χ2 (1) = 4.46, p = 0.035.
Participants showed a preference to gaze more toward CEVMS than toward standard billboards
during both times of day. During the day the preference was only slight (M = 0.52), but at night
the preference was more pronounced (M = 0.71). Road type was also a significant predictor of
where participants directed their gazes at off-premise advertising, χ2 (1) = 3.96, p = 0.047.
Participants gazed more toward CEVMS than toward standard billboards while driving on both
types of roadways. However, driving on freeways yielded a slight preference for CEVMS over
standard billboards (M = 0.55), but driving on arterials resulted in a larger preference in favor of
CEVMS (M = 0.68).
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Observation of Driver Behavior
No near misses or driver errors occurred.
Level of Service
Table 11 shows the level of service as a function of advertising type, type of road, and time of
day. As expected, there was less congestion during the nighttime runs than in the daytime. In
general, there was traffic during the data collection runs; however, the eye tracking data were
recorded while the vehicles were in motion.
Table 11. Estimated level of service as a function of advertising condition, road type, and
time of day.
Arterial
Freeway
Day
Night
Day
Night
Control
B
A
C
B
CEVMS
B
A
B
A
Standard
C
A
C
C
DISCUSSION OF RICHMOND RESULTS
Overall the probability of looking at the forward roadway was high across all conditions and
consistent with the findings from Reading and previous related research.(11,9,12) In this second
study the CEVMS and standard billboard conditions did not differ from each other. For the
DCZs on arterials there were no significant differences among the control, CEVMS, and
standard billboard conditions. On the other hand, while the CEVMS and standard billboard
conditions on the freeways did not differ from each other, they were significantly different from
their respective control conditions. The control condition on the freeway principally had trees
along the sides of the road and the signs that were present were freeway signs located in the road
ahead ROI.
Measures such as feature congestion rated the three DCZs on freeways as not being statistically
different from each other. These types of measures have been useful in predicting visual search
and the effects of visual salience in laboratory tasks.(34) Models of visual salience may predict
that, at least during the daytime, trees on the side of the road may be visually salient objects that
would attract a driver’s attention.(47) However, it appears that in the present study, participants
principally kept their eyes on the road ahead.
The mean fixations to CEVMS, standard billboards, and the road ahead were found to be similar
in magnitude with no long fixations. Examination of dwell times showed that there was one long
dwell time for a CEVMS greater than 2,000 ms and it occurred in the daytime on a sign located
on the left side of the road on a freeway DCZ. Furthermore, when averaging among participants
the mean dwell time for CEVMS was significantly longer than to standard billboards, but still
under 2,000 ms. For the dwell time greater than 2,000 ms, examination of the scene camera
video and eye tracking heat maps showed that the driver was initially looking toward the forward
roadway and made a first fixation to the sign. Three fixations were made to the sign and then the
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driver started looking back to the road ahead as the sign moved out of the forward field of view.
On the video there were no vehicles near the subject driver’s own lane or in adjacent lanes.
Only the central 2 degrees of vision, foveal vision, provide resolution sharp enough for reading
or recognizing fine detail.(57) However, useful information for reading can be extracted from
parafoveal vision, which encompasses the central 10 degrees of vision.(57) More recent research
on scene gist recognition 3 has shown that peripheral vision (beyond parafoveal vision) is more
useful than central vision for recognizing the gist of a scene.(58) Scene gist recognition is a
critically important early stage of scene perception, and influences more complex cognitive
processes such as directing attention within a scene and facilitating object recognition, both of
which are important in obtaining information while driving.
The results of this study do show one duration of eyes off the forward roadway greater than
2,000 ms, the duration at which Klauer et al. observed near-crash/crash risk at more than twice
those of normal, baseline driving.(14,53) When looking at the tails of the fixation distributions, few
fixations were greater than 1,000 ms, with the longest fixation being equal to 1,335 ms.(53,54) The
one long dwell time on a CEVMS that was observed was a rare event in this study, and review of
the video and eye tracking data suggests that the driver was effectively managing acquisition of
visual information while driving and fixated on the advertising. However, additional work needs
to be done to derive criteria for gazing or fixating away from the forward road view where the
road scene is still visible in peripheral vision.
The results showed that drivers are more likely to look at CEVMS than standard billboards
during the nighttime across the conditions tested (at night the average probability of gazing at
CEVMS was M= 0.71). CEVMS do have greater luminance than standard billboards at night and
also have higher contrast. The CEVMS have the capability of being lit up so that they would
appear as very bright signs to drivers (for example, up to about10,000 cd/m2 for a white square
on the sign.). However, our measurements of these signs showed an average luminance of about
56 cd/m2. These signs would be conspicuous in a nighttime driving environment but significantly
less so than other light sources such as vehicle headlights. Drivers were also more likely to look
at CEVMS than standard billboards on both arterials and freeways, with a higher probability of
gazes on arterials.
In this second study, CEVMS and standard billboards were more nearly equated with respect to
setback from the road. Gazes to the road ahead were not significantly different between CEVMS
and standard billboard DCZs across conditions and the proportion of gazes to the road ahead
were consistent with previous research. One long dwell time for a CEVMS was observed in this
study; however, it occurred in the daytime where the luminance and contrast (affecting the
perceived brightness) of these signs are similar to those for standard billboards.

3

“Scene gist recognition” refers to the element of human cognition that enables us to determine the meaning of a
scene and categorize it by type (e.g., a beach, an office) almost immediately upon seeing it.
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GENERAL DISCUSSION
This study was conducted to investigate the effect of CEVMS on driver visual behavior in a
roadway driving environment. An instrumented vehicle with an eye tracking system was used.
Roads containing CEVMS, standard billboards, and control areas with no off-premise
advertising were selected. The CEVMS and standard billboards were measured with respect to
luminance, location, size, and other relevant variables to characterize these visual stimuli. Unlike
previous studies on digital billboards, the present study examined CEVMS as deployed in two
United States cities and did not contain dynamic video or other dynamic elements. The CEVMS
changed content approximately every 8 to 10 seconds, consistent within the limits provided by
FHWA guidance.(2) In addition, the eye tracking system used had nearly a 2-degree level of
resolution that provided significantly more accuracy in determining what objects the drivers were
gazing or fixating on as compared to some previous field studies examining CEVMS.
CONCLUSIONS
Do CEVMS attract drivers’ attention away from the forward roadway and other driving
relevant stimuli?
Overall, the probability of looking at the road ahead was high across all conditions. In Reading,
the CEVMS condition had a lower proportion of gazes to the road ahead than the standard
billboard condition on the freeways. Both of the off-premise advertising conditions had a lower
proportion of gazes to the road ahead than the control condition on the freeway. The lower
proportion of gazes to the road ahead can be attributed to the overall distribution of gazes away
from the road ahead and not just to the CEVMS. On the other hand, for the arterials the CEVMS
and standard billboard conditions did not differ from each other, but both had a lower proportion
of gazes to the road ahead compared to the control. In Richmond there were no differences
among the three advertising conditions on the arterials. However, for the freeways the CEVMS
and standard billboard conditions did not differ from each other but had a lower proportion of
gazes to the road ahead than the control.
The control conditions differed across studies. In Reading, the control condition on arterials
showed 92 percent for gazing at the road ahead while on the freeway it was 86 percent. On the
other hand, in Richmond the control condition for arterials was 78 percent and for the freeway it
was 92 percent. The control conditions on the freeway differed across the two studies. In
Reading there were businesses off to the side of the road; whereas in Richmond the sides of the
road were mostly covered with trees. The control conditions on the arterials also differed across
cities in that both contained businesses and on-premise advertising; however, in Reading arterials
had four lanes and in Richmond arterials had six lanes. The reason for these differences across
cities was that these control conditions were selected to match the other conditions (CEVMS and
standard billboards) that the drivers would experience in the two respective cities. Also, the
selection of DCZs was obviously constrained by what was available on the ground in these cities.
The results for the off-premise advertising conditions are consistent with Lee et al., who
observed that 76 percent of drivers’ time was spent looking at the road ahead in the CEVMS
scenario and 75 percent in the standard billboard scenario.(9) However, it should be kept in mind
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that drivers did gaze away from the road ahead even when no off-premise advertising was
present and that the presence of clutter or salient visual stimuli did not necessarily control where
drivers gazed.
Do glances to CEVMS occur that would suggest a decrease in safety?
In DCZs containing CEVMS, about 2.5 percent of the fixations were to CEVMS (about 2.4
percent to standard billboards). The results for fixations are similar to those reported in other
field data collection efforts that included advertising signs.(12,11,9,13) Fixations greater than
2,000 ms were not observed for CEVMS or standards billboards.
However, an analysis of dwell times to CEVMS showed a mean dwell time of 994 ms
(maximum of 1,467 ms) for Reading and a mean of 1,039 ms (maximum of 2,270 ms) for
Richmond. Statistical comparisons of average dwell times between CEVMS and standard
billboards were not significant in Reading; however, in Richmond the average dwell times to
CEVMS were significantly longer than to standard billboards, though below 2,000 ms. There
was one dwell time greater than 2,000 ms to a CEVMS across the two cities. On the other hand,
for standard billboards there were three long dwell times in Reading; there were no long dwell
times to these billboards in Richmond. Review of the video data for these four long dwell times
showed that the signs were not far from the forward view when participants were fixating.
Therefore, the drivers still had access to information about what was in front of them through
peripheral vision.
As the analyses of gazes to the road ahead showed, drivers distributed their gazes away from the
road ahead even when there were no off-premise billboards present. Also, drivers gazed and
fixated on off-premise signs even though they were generally irrelevant to the driving task.
However, the results did not provide evidence indicating that CEVMS were associated with long
glances away from the road that may reflect an increase in risk. When long dwell times occurred
to CEVMS or standard billboards, the road ahead was still in the driver’s field of view.
Do drivers look at CEVMS more than at standard billboards?
The drivers were generally more likely to gaze at CEVMS than at standard billboards. However,
there was some variability between the two locations and between type of roadway (arterial or
freeway). In Reading, the participants looked more often at CEVMS when on arterials, whereas
they looked more often at standard billboards when on freeways. In Richmond, the drivers
looked at CEVMS more than standard billboards no matter the type of road they were on, but as
in Reading the preference for gazing at CEVMS was greater on arterials (68 percent on arterials
and 55 percent on freeways). The slower speed on arterials and sign placement may present
drivers with more opportunities to gaze at the signs.
In Richmond, the results showed that drivers gazed more at CEVMS than standard billboards at
night; however, for Reading no effect for time of day was found. CEVMS do have higher
luminance and contrast than standard billboards at night. The results showed mean luminance of
about 56 cd/m2 in the two cities where testing was conducted. These signs would appear clearly
visible but not overly bright.
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SUMMARY
The results of these studies are consistent with a wealth of research that has been conducted on
vision in natural environments.(26,22,21) In the driving environment, gaze allocation is principally
controlled by the requirements of the task. Consistent results were shown for the proportion of
gazes to the road ahead for off-premise advertising conditions across the two cities. Average
fixations were similar to CEVMS and standard billboards with no long single fixations evident
for either condition. Across the two cities, four long dwell times were observed: one to a
CEVMS on a freeway in the day, two to the same standard billboard on a freeway (once at night
and once in the daytime), and one to a standard billboard on an arterial at night. Examination of
the scene video and eye tracking data indicated that these long dwell times occurred when the
billboards were close to the forward field of view where peripheral vision could still be used to
gather visual information on the forward roadway.
The present data suggest that the drivers in this study directed the majority of their visual
attention to areas of the roadway that were relevant to the task at hand (i.e., the driving task).
Furthermore, it is possible, and likely, that in the time that the drivers looked away from the
forward roadway, they may have elected to glance at other objects in the surrounding
environment (in the absence of billboards) that were not relevant to the driving task. When
billboards were present, the drivers in this study sometimes looked at them, but not such that
overall attention to the forward roadway decreased.
LIMITATIONS OF THE RESEARCH
In this study the participants drove a research vehicle with two experimenters on board. The
participants were provided with audio turn-by-turn directions and consequently did not have a
taxing navigation task to perform. The participants were instructed to drive as they normally
would. However, the presence of researchers in the vehicle and the nature of the driving task do
limit the degree to which one may generalize the current results to other driving situations. This
is a general limitation of instrumented vehicle research.
The two cities employed in the study appeared to follow common practices with respect to the
content change frequency (every 8 to 10 seconds) and the brightness of the CEVMS. The current
results would not generalize to situations where these guidelines are not being followed.
Participant recruiting was done through libraries, community centers and at a university. This
recruiting procedure resulted in a participant demographic distribution that may not be
representative of the general driving population.
The study employed a head-free eye tracking device to increase the realism of the driving
situation (no head-mounted gear). However, the eye tracker had a sampling rate of 60 Hz, which
made determining saccades problematic. The eye tracker and analyses software employed in this
effort represents a significant improvement in technology over previous similar efforts in this
area.
The study focused on objects that were 1,000 feet or less from the drivers. This was dictated by
the accuracy of the eye tracking system and the ability to resolve objects for data reduction. In
addition, the geometry of the roadway precluded the consideration of objects at great distances.
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The study was performed on actual roadways, and this limited the control of the visual scenes
except via the route selection process. In an ideal case, one would have had roadways with
CEVMS, standard billboards, and no off-premise advertising and in which the context
surrounding digital and standard billboards did not differ. This was not the case in this study,
although such an exclusive environment would be inconsistent with the experience of most
drivers. This presents issues with the interpretation of the specific contributions made by
billboards and the environment to the driver’s behavior.
Sign content was not investigated (or controlled) in the present study, but may be an important
factor to consider in future studies that investigate the distraction potential of advertising signs.
Investigations about the effect of content could potentially be performed in driving simulators
where this variable could be systematically controlled and manipulated.
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ATTACHMENT 16

Key Points regarding the FHWA Research
• The Federal Highway Administration (FHWA) contracted the Science Applications International Corporation

(SAIC) to study the effects of digital billboards on driver attention and distraction in 2007.

• This study was aimed at determining if digital billboards posed an unsafe driver distraction and was based on
how long drivers took their eyes off the road when in the presence of digital billboards.
• FHWA emphasized that the study employed highly accurate state of the art research methodology and eye
tracking equipment, which ensures a high level of confidence in the eventual findings.
• The study was completed in early 2010, and a draft report was subjected to peer review in 2012.
• On December 30, 2013, FHWA released its final report
The FHWA conducted its research on digital billboards based on an eye-glance analysis in two test markets:
Reading, PA, and Richmond, VA.
In both cities, digital billboards were located on freeways and local arterials.

Results from the FHWA study indicate the following:
1. The presence of digital billboards does not appear to be related to a decrease in looking toward the
road ahead, which is consistent with earlier industry sponsored field research studies (VTTI).
2. The longest fixation to a digital billboard was 1.34 seconds, and to a standard billboard it was 1.28
seconds, both of which are well below the accepted standard.1
3. When comparing the gaze at a CEVMS versus a standard billboard, the drivers in this study were
more likely to gaze at CEVMS than at standard billboards.
4. The researchers were careful to note the FHWA study adds to the knowledge base of digital billboard
safety, but does not "present definitive answers" to the questions investigated.

Bottom line:
Digital billboard glances are well within federal safety standards
concerning driver distraction.
The full report is available on the FHWA website
http://www.fhwa.dot.gov/real_estate/practitioners/oac/

1 According to the National Highway Traffic Safety Administration (NHTSA), safety concerns arise when a driver’s eyes are diverted from the
roadway by glances that continue for more than 2.0 seconds.
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Traffic Safety studies
File name

Study title

FHWA CEVMS final

DRIVER VISUAL BEHAVIOR IN THE PRESENCE OF COMMERCIAL
ELECTRONIC VARIABLE MESSAGE SIGNS (CEVMS

VTTI Cleveland 2007

Driving Performance and Digital Billboards (Final Report)

100carmain

The 100-Car Naturalistic Driving Study

2009 cevms FHWA

The Effects of Commercial Electronic Variable Message Signs (CEVMS)
on Driver Attention and Distraction: An Update

Cleveland2007

A STUDY OF THE RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN DIGITAL BILLBOARDS AND
TRAFFIC SAFETY IN CUYAHOGA COUNTY, OHIO

Cleveland2009

AN UPDATE OF A STUDY OF THE RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN DIGITAL
BILLBOARDS AND TRAFFIC SAFETY IN CUYAHOGA COUNTY, OHIO

Rochester, MN 2009

A STUDY OF THE RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN DIGITAL BILLBOARDS AND
TRAFFIC SAFETY IN ROCHESTER, MN

Albuquerque, NM 2010

A STUDY OF THE RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN DIGITAL BILLBOARDS AND
TRAFFIC SAFETY IN ALBUQUERQUE, NM

Reading PA_2010

A STUDY OF THE RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN DIGITAL BILLBOARDS AND
TRAFFIC SAFETY IN THE GREATER READING AREA, BERKS COUNTY,
PENNSLYVANIA

Richmond VA 2010

A STUDY OF THE RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN DIGITAL BILLBOARDS AND
TRAFFIC SAFETY IN HENRICO COUNTY AND RICHMOND, VIRGINIA
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ATTACHMENT 18

DOT HS 810 593

April 2006

The 100-Car Naturalistic Driving Study
Phase II – Results of the 100-Car Field
Experiment

This document is available to the public from the National Technical Information Service, Springfield, Virginia 22161
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GLOSSARY OF TERMS
ANOVA – Analysis of variance.
Additional driver – Family or friends of the primary driver who drove the subject’s vehicle and
were not involved with the in-processing.
Associative Factors – Any environmental or vehicular factor where direct causation to crashes,
near-crashes, or incidents is not possible to attain but correlation may be determined.
Backing crash – A crash that occurs while the driver’s vehicle is in reverse gear.
Chase vehicle – Vehicle designated for locating (through GPS or other means) and downloading
data from subject vehicles.
Contributing factors – Any circumstance that leads up to or has an impact on the outcome of
the event. This term encompasses driver proficiency, willful behavior, roadway infrastructure,
distraction, vehicle contributing factors, and visual obstructions.
Crash – Any contact with an object, either moving or fixed, at any speed in which kinetic energy
is measurably transferred or dissipated. Includes other vehicles, roadside barriers, objects on or
off of the roadway, pedestrians, cyclists, or animals.
Crash-Relevant Event – Any circumstance that requires a crash avoidance response on the part
of the subject vehicle, any other vehicle, pedestrian, cyclist, or animal that is less severe than a
rapid evasive maneuver (as defined above), but greater in severity than a “normal maneuver” to
avoid a crash. A crash avoidance response can include braking, steering, accelerating, or any
combination of control inputs. A “normal maneuver” for the subject vehicle is defined as a
control input that falls outside of the 95 percent confidence limit for control input as measured
for the same subject.
Conflict Type – All crashes, near-crashes, crash-relevant conflicts and proximity conflicts were
categorized based on the initial conflict that lead to the crash that occurred or would have
occurred in the case of near-crashes and incidents. There were 20 types of conflicts used which
are as follows: conflict with lead vehicle, following vehicle, oncoming traffic, vehicle in
adjacent lane, merging vehicle, vehicle turning across subject vehicle path (same direction),
vehicle turning across subject vehicle path (opposite direction), vehicle turning into subject
vehicle path (same direction), vehicle turning into subject vehicle path (opposite direction),
vehicle moving across subject vehicle path (through intersection), parked vehicle, pedestrian,
pedalcyclist, animal, obstacle/object in roadway, single vehicle conflict, other, no known
conflict, unknown conflict. This list was primarily NASS GES Accident Types.
DAS – Data Acquisition System.
Driver Impairment – The driver’s behavior, judgment, or driving ability is altered or hindered.
Includes drowsiness, use of drugs or alcohol, illness, lack of, or incorrect use of medication, or
disability.
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Driver Proficiency – Whether the individual’s driving skills, abilities, or knowledge are
inadequate. This specifically refers to whether the driver appeared to be aware of specific traffic
laws (i.e., no U-turn), whether the driver was incompetent to safely perform a driving maneuver
(i.e., check for traffic before pulling out on a roadway), unaware of the vehicle’s turning radius,
or performs driving maneuvers under the incorrect assumption that it is safe, (i.e., drives over a
concrete median).
Driver-Related Inattention to the Forward Roadway – Inattention due to a necessary and
acceptable driving task where the subject is required to shift attention away from the forward
roadway. (e.g., checking blind spots, center mirror, instrument panel).
Driver Reaction – The evasive maneuver performed in response to the precipitating event.
Driver Seat Belt Use – Variable indicating if the subject is wearing a seat belt during an event.
EDR – Electronic data recorder.
Epoch – Typically, a 90-second period of time around one or more triggers in the data; can
include one or more events.
Event – a term referring to all crashes, near-crashes, and incidents. The “event” begins at the
onset of the precipitating factor and ends after the evasive maneuver.
Event Nature – Classification of the type of conflict occurring in the event (e.g., Conflict with
lead vehicle, Conflict with vehicle in adjacent lane).
Event Severity – Classification of the level of harm or damage resulting from an event. The 5
levels were crash, near-crash, crash-relevant, proximity, and nonconflict.
FARS – Fatality Analysis Reporting System.
FOV – Field of view.
FV – Following vehicle.
GPS – Global Positioning System – used by reductionists to locate participant vehicle for
information on an event.
Inattention Event – Any event where drowsiness, driver-related inattention to the forward
roadway, driver secondary tasks, or nonspecific eyeglance away from the forward roadway were
identified as a contributing factors to the event.
Incident – Encompasses the event severities of crash-relevant conflicts and proximity conflicts.
IVI – Intelligent Vehicle Initiative.
IR LEDs – Infrared light emitting diode.
xix
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Invalid Trigger – Any instance where a pre-specified signature in the driving performance data
stream is observed but no safety-relevant event is present. See Appendix B for a more complete
definition of triggers.
LV – Lead vehicle.
MVMT – Million vehicle miles traveled.
NHTSA – National Highway Traffic Safety Administration.
Naturalistic – Unobtrusive observation; observation of behavior taking place in its natural
setting.
Near-crash – Any circumstance that requires a rapid, evasive maneuver by the subject vehicle,
or any other vehicle, pedestrian, cyclist, or animal to avoid a crash. A rapid, evasive maneuver is
defined as a steering, braking, accelerating, or any combination of control inputs that approaches
the limits of the vehicle capabilities.
Non-Conflict – Any incident that increases the level of risk associated with driving, but does not
result in a crash, near-crash, or incident as defined above. Examples include driver control error
without proximal hazards being present, driver judgment error such as unsafe tailgating or
excessive speed, or cases in which drivers are visually distracted to an unsafe level.
Non-Subject Conflict – Any incident that gets captured on video, crash-relevant, near-crash, or
crash, that does not involve the subject driver. Labeled as a non-subject conflict but data
reduction was not completed.
ORD – Observer Rating of Drowsiness; measured on a scale from 0 to 100 in increasing severity
of drowsiness. Based on Wierwille and Ellsworth, 1994.
Precipitating factor – The driver behavior or state of the environment that initiates the crash,
near-crash, or incident and the subsequent sequence of actions that result in an incident, nearcrash, or crash.
Proximity event – Any circumstance resulting in extraordinarily close proximity of the subject
vehicle to any other vehicle, pedestrian, cyclist, animal, or fixed object where, due to apparent
unawareness on the part of the driver(s), pedestrians, cyclists or animals, there is no avoidance
maneuver or response. Extraordinarily close proximity is defined as a clear case where the
absence of an avoidance maneuver or response is inappropriate for the driving circumstances
(including speed, sight distance, etc.).
Pre-Incident Maneuver – The maneuver that our driver was performing immediately prior to
the event. The importance of this is to record what our driver was doing before the precipitating
event occurred.
Secondary Task – Task, unrelated to driving, which requires subjects to divert attentional
resources from the driving task, e.g., talking on the cell phone, talking to passenger, eating, etc.
xx
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Rear-end striking – Refers to the subject vehicle striking a lead vehicle.
Rear-end struck - Refers to the subject vehicle being struck by a following vehicle.
Sideswipe – Refers to either a vehicle in the adjacent lane changing lanes into the subject vehicle
or the subject vehicle changing lanes into a vehicle in the adjacent lane.
SV – Subject vehicle.
Trigger/Trigger Criteria – A signature in the data stream that, when exceeded, 90 seconds of
video data (60 seconds prior and 30 seconds after the data excedence) and the corresponding
driving performance data are copied and saved to a database. Trained data reductionists assess
these segments of video and driving performance data to determine whether this segment of data
contains a safety-relevant conflict (i.e., crash, near-crash, or incident) or not. Examples of
triggers include a driver braking at 0.76 g longitudinal deceleration or swerving around an
obstacle obtaining a 0.8 g lateral acceleration. For a more complete description of triggers, see
Appendix B.
USDOT – United States Department of Transportation.
Valid Event or Valid Trigger – Those events where a specific signature in the data stream was
identified, viewed by a data reductionist, and deemed to contain a safety-relevant scenario. Data
reductionists record all relevant variables and store this data in the 100-Car Database.
Vehicle Run-Off-Road – Describes a situation when the subject vehicle departs the roadway.
VDOT – Virginia Department of Transportation.
Virginia Tech Motor Pool – An extension of the Virginia Tech Office of Transportation.
VTTI – Virginia Tech Transportation Institute.
Visual Obstruction – This variable refers to glare, weather, or an object obstructing the view of
the driver that impacts the event in any way.
Willful Behavior – The driver knowingly and purposefully drives in an unsafe or inappropriate
manner. Includes aggressive driving, purposeful violation of traffic laws, use of vehicle for
improper purposes (i.e., intimidation).
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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
The 100-Car Naturalistic Driving Study is the first instrumented vehicle study undertaken with
the primary purpose of collecting large-scale naturalistic driving data. Drivers were given no
special instructions, no experimenter was present, and the data collection instrumentation was
unobtrusive. In addition, the majority of the drivers drove their own vehicles (78 out of 100
vehicles). As described throughout this document, there is every indication that the drivers
rapidly disregarded the presence of the instrumentation. Thus, the resulting database contains
many extreme cases of driving behavior and performance, including severe drowsiness,
impairment, judgment error, risk taking, willingness to engage in secondary tasks, aggressive
driving, and traffic violation (just to name a few) that have been heretofore greatly attenuated by
other empirical techniques.
Since the study was the first of its kind, new techniques had to be created and existing methods
modified to make the study successful. The data collection effort resulted in the following
dataset contents:
• Approximately 2,000,000 vehicle miles of driving.
• Almost 43,000 hours of data.
• 241 primary and secondary driver participants.
• 12 to 13 month data collection period for each vehicle; 18 month total data collection
period.
• Five channels of video and many vehicle state and kinematic variables.
An “event” database was created, similar in classification structure to an epidemiological crash
database, but with video and electronic driver and vehicle performance data appended to it. The
events in this case are crashes, near-crashes, and other “incidents” that represent less severe
conflicts. This approach allows the video and electronic data to be replayed multiple times and
at varying frame rates in order to fully understand the nature of the event. This approach allows
the classification of the following:
• Pre-event maneuver.
• Precipitating factor.
• Event type.
• Contributing factors.
• Associative factors.
• Avoidance maneuver.
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The scope of the current project specified 10 initial, high priority objectives or goals addressed
through the initial analysis of the event database. This report addresses the first 9 of these 10
goals, which include:
Goal 1: Characterization of crashes, near-crashes, and incidents for the 100-Car study
Goal 2: Quantification of near-crash events
Goal 3: Characterization of driver inattention
Goal 4: Driver behavior over time
Goal 5: Rear-end conflict causal factors and dynamic conditions
Goal 6: Lane change causal factors and dynamic conditions
Goal 7: Inattention for rear-end lead-vehicle scenarios
Goal 8: Characterize the rear-end scenarios in relation to Heinrich’s Triangle
Goal 9: Evaluate performance of hardware, sensors, and the data collection system.
Goal 10: Evaluate the data reduction plan, triggering methods, and data analysis
Some of the most important findings addressed as part of the high priority goals analyzed for this
report are presented below:
•

This study allowed, perhaps for the first time, the capture of crash and collision events
that included minor, non-property-damage contact. These low severity collisions provide
very valuable information and occur much more frequently than more severe crashes. As
a result, crash/collision-involvement was much higher than expected in that 82 total
crashes/collisions were reported in this study, while only 15 of these crashes were
reported to the police. For urban/suburban settings, this suggests that total crash/collision
involvement may be over five times higher than police-reported crashes.

•

Almost 80 percent of all crashes and 65 percent of all near-crashes involved the driver
looking away from the forward roadway just prior to the onset of the conflict. Prior
estimates related to “distraction” as a contributing factor have been in the range of 25
percent.

•

Inattention, which was operationally defined as including: (1) secondary task distraction;
(2) driving-related inattention to the forward roadway (e.g., blind spot checks); (3)
moderate to extreme drowsiness; and (4) other non-driving-related eyeglances, was a
contributing factor for 93 percent of the conflict with lead-vehicle crashes and minor
collisions. In 86 percent of the lead-vehicle crashes/collisions, the headway at the onset
of the event was greater than 2.0 seconds.

•

For scenarios involving conflict with a lead vehicle, the most frequent cases of lower
severity conflicts (i.e., incidents and near-crashes) occurred in lead-vehicle moving
scenarios, while 100 percent of the crashes (14 total) occurred when the lead vehicle was
stopped. This indicates that drivers have sufficient awareness and ability to perform
evasive maneuvers when closing rates are lower and/or expectancies about the flow of
traffic are not violated.

•

The rate of inattention-related crash and near-crash events decreases dramatically with
age, with the rate being as much as four times higher for the 18-to-20 age group relative
to some of the older driver groups (i.e., 35 and up).
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•

The use of hand-held wireless devices (primarily cell phones but including a small
amount of PDA use) was associated with the highest frequency of secondary task
distraction-related events. This was true for both events of lower severity (i.e., incidents)
and for events of higher severity (i.e., near-crashes). Wireless devices were also among
the categories associated with the highest frequencies of crashes and minor collisions,
along with looking at/reaching for an object in vehicle and passenger-related secondary
tasks.

•

Drowsiness also appears to affect crashes and collisions at much higher rates than is
reported using existing crash databases. Drowsiness was a contributing factor in 12
percent of all crashes and 10 percent of near-crashes, while most current database
estimates place drowsiness-related crashes at approximately 2 to 4 percent of total
crashes.

•

The lead-vehicle crash and near-crash data clearly shows that development of purely
quantitative near-crash criteria (i.e., not requiring at least some degree of verification by a
human analyst) is not currently feasible. A primary reason for this was that vehicle
kinematics associated with near-crashes were virtually identical to common driving
situations that were not indicative of crash risk. Thus, qualitative and quantitative criteria
are dependent upon one another to some degree. Fortunately, advances in digital video
compression and storage technology, and the advancement of data reduction software,
have made video verification feasible for large numbers of events.

•

Results from the analysis investigating driver adaptation to instrumented vehicles indicate
that even when the same driver was switched from a private vehicle to a leased vehicle,
there were still more events per mile in the leased vehicle than in the private vehicle. If
there was an effect of adaptation, it was extinguished before the first week of driving was
completed. In addition, drivers appeared to adapt to the presence of the unobtrusive
instrumentation within the first hour of driving.

In addition to the 10 high-priority goals addressed as part of this report, there are three additional
research contracts in place to perform further data reduction and analysis efforts for the purpose
of addressing another 8 goals. There is also considerable interest in using the data for even more
purposes from researchers in several disciplines. Progressing toward this potential for a
multipurpose, highly flexible and adaptable tool for driving safety may be the most important
aspect of this study.
The naturalistic approach fills a void in our existing driving safety research methods.
Specifically, it provides much greater information regarding the pre-crash and crash events than
is currently available, even after a detailed crash investigation. Furthermore, the data provides
much greater external validity relative to the larger context of driving than do empirical methods
such as test tracks or simulators.
Despite the massive scope of the current effort, it was designed to also serve as a pilot to a much
larger future study. From an epidemiological viewpoint, the study was small with the presence
of 15 police-reported and 82 total crashes and minor collisions. Furthermore, drivers were
represented from only one area of the country (Northern Virginia/Washington, DC, metro area).
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One purpose of a larger-scale study would be to have a statistically representative sample of
crashes (perhaps 2,000) and a more representative subject/environment sample.
Since a primary purpose of the 100-Car Study was to serve as a pilot for a larger-scale study
(e.g., 5,000-car study), a goal was to evaluate the process and results of the 100-Car Study to
assess the feasibility of such an undertaking. Based upon the results of the evaluations
conducted, it is believed that a large-scale database would be an enormous asset and would be
used by transportation researchers to address many transportation safety problems. Such an
undertaking would allow researchers to gain insight and understanding into a wide array of
driving behavior issues and potentially serve as a basis for decision making and program
development in both the public and private sectors. This belief is based upon the robustness of
these pilot results and the anticipation that these data will continue to be analyzed and the results
made available from a variety of researchers and research organizations. Clearly, a large-scale,
nationally-representative study, that includes a statistically significant number of police–reported
crashes, would provide tremendous insight into issues that have eluded the highway safety
community for many years.
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REPORT OVERVIEW
INTRODUCTION
The 100-Car Naturalistic Driving Study is the first instrumented vehicle study designed to collect
a large volume of naturalistic driving data for a large number of drivers over an extended period
of time. The Virginia Tech Transportation Institute (VTTI) installed instruments and sensors in
100 vehicles that were then driven as ordinary vehicles by ordinary drivers for one year. Drivers
were given no special instructions, no experimenter was present, and the data collection system
was unobtrusive. In addition, drivers’ own vehicles were instrumented for 78 out of the 100
vehicles. Drivers apparently adapted rapidly to the instrumentation, probably within the first
hour. The resulting database contains many extreme cases of driving behavior and performance,
including severe drowsiness, impairment, judgment error, risk taking, willingness to engage in
secondary tasks, aggressive driving, and traffic violation (just to name a few) that have been
difficult to examine using other techniques.
As with any innovative new research method, new techniques had to be developed and existing
methods modified. The resulting dataset contained:
• approximately 2,000,000 vehicle-miles of driving;
• almost 43,000 hours of data;
• data on 241 primary and secondary drivers;
• a 12- to 13-month data collection period for each vehicle; and
• five channels of video and numerous vehicle state and kinematic variables for any given
point in time.
Despite the apparent large scope of the current effort, the study was also designed to also serve
as a pilot to a much larger future study. From an epidemiological viewpoint, the study was small
(15 police-reported and 82 total crashes, including minor collisions). Furthermore, drivers from
only one area of the country were represented (the Northern Virginia/Washington, DC, metro
area). One purpose of a larger-scale study would be to have a statistically representative sample
of perhaps 2,000 crashes as well as a more representative subject/environment sample.
Figure RO.1 shows how the approach used in the 100-Car Naturalistic Driving Study can fill in
the gaps from existing driving safety research methods. On one hand, the 100-Car Study
approach provides much greater information regarding the pre-crash and crash events than is
currently available in crash databases, even those containing detailed crash investigation
variables. On the other hand, the data provides much more naturalistic driving data than data
obtained on test tracks or in simulators.
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Figure RO.1. The relationship between empirical, naturalistic, and epidemiological
methods in driving safety research.
Precise analysis of the events leading up to a crash or near-crash is possible with the 100-Car
Study dataset since both video and electronic sensor data are available. In contrast, police
reports and crash investigations rely on eyewitness accounts, and such data have been shown to
be limited in accuracy. For example, drivers often do not remember specific, rapidly-occurring
events as a crash or near-crash scenario unfolds. There are also cases in which the drivers or
passengers are in shock or injured in a crash event, or in which they are trying to hide the details
of what occurred (due either to embarrassment or fear of prosecution/litigation).
The 100-Car Study also marks the first time that detailed information on near-crash events has
been collected. Near-crashes have two important advantages over crashes. First, they occur
much more frequently (e.g., 15 times more often than crashes). Second, every near-crash event
demonstrates a driver successfully performing an evasive maneuver. This may provide
additional insight into effective defensive driving techniques and factors, as well as insight into
potential countermeasures for these driving situations.
Unlike test track and simulator studies, naturalistic studies consider the larger context of driving.
Furthermore, as demonstrated repeatedly in the 100-Car Study, the absence of an experimenter
avoids potential modification of the driver’s performance and behavior that may occur when a
driver is directly observed.
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One of the more notable contributions of the 100-Car Study is the creation of an “event”
database. This database is similar in classification structure to an epidemiological crash
database, but with video, driver, and vehicle data appended. The video and electronic data can
be replayed multiple times and at varying frame rates in order to fully understand the nature of
each event. The events in the dataset are crashes, near-crashes, and other “incidents” that
represent less severe conflicts. Examples of reduced variables include:
• pre-event maneuver;
• precipitating factor;
• event type;
• contributing factors;
• associative factors; and
• avoidance maneuver.
One real advantage to this naturalistic approach is that the video allows direct viewing of all of
the pre-event and during-event parameters, including the pre-event driver behaviors such as
distraction, drowsiness, and error. In addition, this approach allows the precise calculation of
parameters such as vehicle speed, vehicle headway, time-to-collision, and driver reaction time.
The resulting database should be useful for a variety of investigations for the next several years.
In addition, the initial event database described above can be enhanced over time, since all of the
video and electronic data for the entire study have been archived. The current project specified
10 objectives or goals to be addressed through the initial analysis of the event database. This
report addresses the first 9 of these 10 goals. At the time this report is being written, three
additional data reduction and analysis efforts are underway, and there is also considerable
interest in using the data for additional research questions. The creation and improvement of this
multi-purpose, flexible, and adaptable tool for driving safety may be one of the most important
contributions of this study.
METHOD
Instrumentation
The 100-Car Study instrumentation package was engineered by VTTI to be rugged, durable,
expandable, and unobtrusive. The system was the seventh generation of hardware and software
that has been developed over the past 15 years. Previous iterations of the system have been
deployed for a variety of traffic safety purposes. The system consisted of a Pentium-based
computer that received and stored data from a network of sensors distributed around the vehicle.
Data were stored on the system’s hard drive, which could store several weeks of driving data
before it needed to be downloaded.
Each of the sensing subsystems within a vehicle was independent, so that any failures were
constrained to a single sensor type. Sensors included a box to obtain data from the vehicle
network, an accelerometer box for longitudinal and lateral acceleration, a system to provide
information on distance to lead and following vehicles, a system to detect conflicts with vehicles
to either side of the subject vehicle, an incident box to allow drivers to flag incidents for the
research team, a video-based lane tracking system to measure lane keeping behavior, and video
to validate any sensor-based findings. The video subsystem was particularly important as it
provided a continuous window into the happenings in and around the vehicle. There were 5
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camera views monitoring the driver’s face and driver’s side view of the road, the forward road
view, the rear road view, the passenger side road view, and an over-the-shoulder view for the
driver’s hands and surrounding areas. The video system was digital, with software-controllable
video compression capability. This feature allowed synchronization, simultaneous display, and
efficient archiving and retrieval of 100-Car Study data. A frame of compressed 100-Car Study
video data is shown in Figure RO.2.

Figure RO.2. A compressed video image from the 100-Car Study data. The driver’s face
(upper left quadrant) has been distorted to protect the driver’s identity. The lower right
quadrant is split between the left-side view (top) and the rear view (bottom).
The 100-Car Study system had other capabilities that provided the research team with additional
important information. These capabilities included automatic collision notification to inform the
research team of possible collisions; cellular communications used by the research team to
determine system status and vehicle position; system initialization equipment to automatically
control system status; and a GPS positioning subsystem to collect information on vehicle
position. The GPS positioning subsystem was 1 of 10 used in conjunction with the cellular
communication subsystems to track and locate vehicles for repair and data downloading.
The main Data Acquisition System (DAS) unit was mounted under the package shelf for the
sedans and behind the rear seat in the SUVs (Figures RO.3 and RO.4). Doppler radar antennas
were mounted behind special plastic license plates on the front and rear of the vehicle (Figure
RO.5) in the hope that this would make them inconspicuous to other drivers.
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Figure RO.3. The main Data Acquisition System (DAS) unit mounted under the “package
shelf” of the trunk.

Figure RO.4. The 100-Car Study DAS main unit shown without the top and front covers.
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Figure RO.5. Doppler radar antenna mounted on the front of a vehicle, covered by one of
the plastic license plates used for this study.
Other major components were mounted above and in front of the center rear-view mirror
(Figures RO.6 and RO.7). These included an “incident” pushbutton that the subject could press
whenever an unusual driving event occurred. An unobtrusive miniature camera for the driver
face view was also contained in the housing for the pushbutton. The camera was invisible to the
driver since it was mounted behind a “smoked” Plexiglas cover. The forward-view camera and
the glare sensor were mounted behind the center mirror (Figure RO.7). This location was
selected because it was unobtrusive and did not occlude the driver’s normal field of view.

Figure RO.6. The incident push button box mounted above the rearview mirror. The
portion on the right contains the driver face/left road view camera hidden by a smoked
Plexiglas cover.
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Figure RO.7. The mounting for the glare sensor behind the rearview mirror. Note the
forward view camera as part of the same mounting assembly.
Subjects
One-hundred drivers who commuted into or out of the Northern Virginia/Washington, DC,
metropolitan area were recruited as primary drivers for this study. They could either have their
private vehicles instrumented or receive an instrumented leased vehicle to drive for the duration
of the study. Drivers were recruited with flyers and classified ads. Drivers under the age of 30
who did not drive a vehicle of an appropriate make and model were given a leased vehicle (22
vehicles), while drivers who drove the appropriate makes and models had their private vehicles
instrumented (78 vehicles). For allowing their vehicle to be instrumented, these participants
received $125 per month and a bonus at the end of the study. Leased-vehicle drivers received
free use of the vehicle, including standard maintenance, and the same bonus at the end of the
study.
A few drivers were replaced for various reasons (for example, a move from the study area or
repeated crashes in leased vehicles), so a total of 109 primary drivers were included in the study.
Other family members and friends occasionally drove the instrumented vehicles, so data was also
collected on 132 secondary drivers.
One goal of this study was to record as many crash and near-crash events as possible; this was
facilitated by selecting subjects with higher than average crash- or near-crash risk exposure.
Exposure was manipulated through the selection of a larger sample of drivers below the age of
25 and by the selection higher mileage drivers. The age and gender distribution of the primary
drivers is shown in Table RO.1, while the distribution of miles driven by the subjects during the
study is shown in Table RO.2. Although the data may be somewhat biased compared to the
national averages in each case, a reasonably representative distribution was felt to be attained.
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Table RO.1. Driver age and gender distributions.
Gender
Age Bins
N
% of total
18-20
21-24
25-34
35-44
45-54
55+
Total N
Total Percentage

Female
9
8.3%
11
10.1%
7
6.4%
4
3.7%
7
6.4%
5
4.6%
43
39.4%

Male
7
6.4%
10
9.2%
12
11.0%
16
14.7%
13
11.9%
8
7.3%
66
60.6%

Grand
Total
16
14.7%
21
19.3%
19
17.4%
20
18.3%
20
18.3%
13
11.9%
109
100.0%

Table RO.2. Actual miles driven during the study.
Actual miles driven
0-9,000
9,001-12,000
12,001-15,000
15,001-18,000
18,001-21,000
More than 21,000

Number of
Drivers
29
22
26
11
8
13

Percentage of
Drivers
26.6
20.2%
23.9%
10.1%
7.3%
11.9%

The 100-Car Study data sample was collected at one site (i.e., Northern Virginia/Metro
Washington, DC) due to the need to restrict the geography such that vehicles could be “chased”
(as previously explained) for data download. This area represents primarily urban- and suburban
driving conditions, often in moderate to heavy traffic. Thus, rural driving, as well as differing
demographics within the United States, are not well represented. The Northern Virginia/ Metro
Washington, DC, was chosen as the data collection site primarily because the urban driving
environment would provide a higher crash risk than rural areas, and also because of its close
proximity to Blacksburg, VA.
A goal of the recruitment process was to avoid extreme drivers in either direction (i.e., very safe
or very unsafe). Self-reported traffic violation and crashes data are provided for each age group
in Figures RO.8 and RO.9. These data indicates that a diverse distribution of drivers was
obtained. Note, however, that for the number of years they have driven (2 to 8), younger drivers
have a similar number of violations and crashes as drivers who self-reported for 10 years. This
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observation that younger drivers have a higher violation and crash rate is observed in database
analyses.
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Figure RO.8. Number of self-reported traffic violations in the past 5 years as a percentage
of driver age group.
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Figure RO.9. Number of self-reported traffic crashes in the past 10 years as a percentage
of driver age group.
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Vehicles
The number of vehicle types was limited for this study, since the complexity of the hardware
required a number of custom mounting brackets to be manufactured. Six different vehicle
models were selected based upon their prevalence in the Northern Virginia area. These included
5 sedan models (Chevrolet Malibu and Cavalier, Toyota Camry and Corolla, and Ford Taurus)
and one SUV model (Ford Explorer). The model years were limited to those with common body
types and accessible vehicle networks (generally 1995 to 2003). The distribution of these
vehicle types is shown in Figure RO.10.

Chevy Cavalier
17%

Toyota Corolla
18%

Toyota Camry
17%
Ford Explorer
15%

Ford Taurus
12%

Chevy Malibu
21%

Figure RO.10. Distribution of vehicle makes and models driven during the study.
Results for the Initial 10 Project Goals
Ten specific goals were addressed as part of the initial data reduction and analysis of the 100-Car
Study dataset. The results of each of the 10 analyses are summarized in the following sections.
GOAL 1: CHARACTERIZATION OF CRASHES, NEAR-CRASHES, AND INCIDENTS
FOR THE 100-CAR STUDY
The purpose of the goal was to provide a “top-down” characterization of the reduced events.
The events were characterized into three different levels of severity. Table RO.3 shows the
relative frequency of each crash, near-crash, and incident for each conflict type (See Glossary of
Terms). Of the 82 crashes, 13 either occurred during the initial computer 90-second initialization
period, or contained incomplete data for other reasons (e.g., camera failure). There were a total
of 69 crashes, 761 near-crashes, and 8,295 incidents for which data could be completely reduced.
The first 8 conflict types shown in Table RO.3 accounted for all of the crashes, 87 percent of the
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near-crashes, and 93 percent of the incidents. Therefore, these 8 conflict types were the focus of
much of the Goal 1 analysis.
Table RO.3. Number of crashes, near-crashes, and incidents for each conflict type.
Conflict Type
Single vehicle
Lead vehicle
Following vehicle
Object/obstacle
Parked vehicle
Animal
Vehicle turning across subject vehicle path in opposite direction
Adjacent vehicle
Other
Oncoming traffic
Vehicle turning across subject vehicle path in same direction
Vehicle turning into subject vehicle path in same direction
Vehicle turning into subject vehicle path in opposite direction
Vehicle moving across subject vehicle path through intersection
Merging vehicle
Pedestrian
Pedalcyclist
Unknown

Crash
24
15
12

Near-crash
48
380
70

Incident
191
5783
766

9
4
2
2
1
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

6
5
10
27
115
2
27
3
28
0
27
6
6
0
1

394
83
56
79
342
13
184
10
90
1
158
18
108
16
3

Unlike crash databases, all crashes are shown in Table RO.3, including non-police-reported, lowspeed collisions. A “crash” was operationally defined for this study as “any measurable
dissipation or transfer of energy due to the contact of the subject vehicle with another vehicle or
object.” One advantage of the naturalistic approach is that all of these events were recorded;
however, it was necessary to develop crash severity categories in order to better understand the
data. The 69 crashes were thus reviewed and placed into the following four levels:
• Level I: Police-reported air bag deployment and/or injury.
• Level II: Police-reported property damage only.
• Level III: Non-police-reported property damage only.
• Level IV: Non-police-reported low-g physical contact or tire strike (greater than 10
mph).
Therefore, the reader should keep crash severity in mind when reviewing this data. For example,
75 percent of the single-vehicle crashes were low-g-force physical contact or tire strikes. This
type of crash, while indicative of loss of vehicular control, is not currently present in any crash
database. This lack of representation is particularly important when considering the relationship
between crashes, near-crashes, and incidents in Table RO.3. The breakdown of crash severity by
crash type is shown in Table RO.4. As shown, the level I and II crashes provide a more
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consistent ratio relative to near-crash events. These relationships were analyzed in much greater
detail as part of other goals in this report.
Table RO.4. Crash type by crash severity category.
Conflict Type
Single vehicle
Lead vehicle
Following vehicle
Object/obstacle
Parked vehicle
Animal
Vehicle turning across subject vehicle
path in opposite direction
Adjacent vehicle

Total
24
15
12
9
4
2

Level
I
1
1
2
0
0
0

Level
II
0
3
2
1
0
0

Level
III
5
5
5
3
2
0

Level
IV
18
6
3
5
2
2

2
1

1
0

1
0

0
1

0
0

The ability to detect crashes regardless of severity made it possible to examine the number of
subjects who experienced a single crash versus the number who experienced multiple crashes
during the 12- to 13-month data collection period. The number of crashes, near-crashes, and
incidents experienced by the drivers is summarized in Table RO.5. As shown, 7.5 percent of
drivers never experienced an event of any severity. In contrast, 7.4 percent of the drivers
experienced many incidents and three or 4 crashes. As discussed in much greater detail as part
of Chapter 4, Goal 1, a handful of subjects were very risky drivers and a handful of subjects were
very safe drivers, reflecting a relatively normal distribution of events among drivers.
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Table RO.5. Number and percentage of drivers involved in multiple events.
Number of
Crashes
0
1
2
3
4
More than 4

Percentage
of Drivers
64.5%
21.5%
6.5%
3.7%
3.7%
0.0%

Number of
Nearcrashes
0
1
2-4
5-8
9-12
13-24
25-50
More than
50

Percentage
of Drivers
16.8%
7.5%
27.1%
27.1%
3.7%
13.1%
2.8%
1.9%

Number of
Incidents
0
1-5
6-10
11-15
16-20
21-25
26-30
31-40
41-50
51-100
101-150
151-200
More than
200

Percentage
of Drivers
7.5%
9.3%
3.7%
0.9%
3.7%
5.6%
4.7%
8.4%
7.5%
16.8%
16.8%
11.2%
3.7%

Tree diagrams, like the one shown in Figure RO.11, were constructed to show the distribution of
events. These diagrams outline the factors recorded for each conflict type. Additional diagrams
for all conflict types are discussed in Chapter 4, Goal 1. Due to its size (over 400 pages), the full
tree structure for the 100-Car Study events is shown in Appendix C.
CRASH: CONFLICT WITH
LEAD VEHICLE
(15)
Road departure
(left/right)
(1) 6.7%

Rear-end strike
(14) 93.3%
INCIDENT TYPE:
CRASH
(15)

Pre-event Maneuver

Precipitating Factor
(15) 100%

Contributing Factors

Associated Vehicle/
Roadway States

Avoidance Maneuver

PM

Post Avoidance
Maneuver
(15) 100%

AM
other vehicle lane
change – left other
(1) 6.7%

Driver Factors

other vehicle stopped
on roadway more than
2 seconds
(7) 46.7%

Infrastructure/
Driving
Environment
Factors

IF

other vehicle slowed
and stopped less than
2 seconds
(7) 46.7%

Vehicle Factors

VF

DF

Driving
Environment

Infrastructure

DE

I

Control maintained
(13) 86.7%
Skidded laterally
and rotated in
unknown direction
(1) 6.7%
Skidded longitudinally
(1) 6.7%

t
Figure RO.11. An example of a tree diagram used to delineate the
contributing and associative factors for the 100-Car Study.
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GOAL 2: QUANTIFICATION OF NEAR-CRASH EVENTS
The purpose of this research goal was to determine if near-crashes could be identified
quantitatively using driving performance data. The 100-Car Study was the first study to capture
a large set of near-crash events (there were over 800 near-crashes). Previous studies have
operationally defined near-crashes based on subjective criteria to a large degree. This was also
true for the current study. Near-crashes in the 100-Car Study were defined as a conflict event
requiring a “rapid, evasive maneuver” in order to avoid a crash, although this definition was
supplemented by quantitative guidelines to help data analysts decide when an event was a nearcrash (e.g., a longitudinal deceleration of at least 0.5 g). However, many safety applications
would greatly benefit from a reliable, purely quantitative definition of a near-crash event.
An analytical attempt was made to develop a near-crash criterion for several applications,
including:
1) An in-vehicle trigger to collect data on near-crash events in a large scale study where
continuous data collection would not be feasible.
2) An in-vehicle trigger to warn a driver of a severe conflict scenario (i.e., for a collision
avoidance warning system).
These analyses were somewhat successful in developing a near-crash data-based trigger for a
large-scale data collection effort, but were not successful in determining a crash warning
boundary.
One reason for suboptimal near-crash boundary performance was simply noisy sensor data. In
some cases, radar units missed the critical target because the target did not appear in the radar’s
field of view. This phenomenon commonly occurs during lane changes when the lead vehicle is
lost as the subject vehicle turns into the new lane. A specific example of this occurred during the
telephone pole crash where the driver swerved to the right to miss the lead vehicle and hit a
telephone pole instead. As the subject vehicle grazed the rear corner of the lead vehicle, the lead
vehicle left the radar unit’s field of view. Alternatively, radar units detected non-critical targets,
such as guard rails, when the road geometry was off-angle. For these cases, the current level of
false alarms and misses might be reduced with more sophisticated technology and algorithms.
Nevertheless, the data clearly showed that development of purely quantitative near-crash criteria
is not currently feasible for most cases. One major reason is that the kinematic signatures
associated with near-crash events are virtually identical to many common driving situations that
are not indicative of crash risk. An example of this is shown in Figure RO.12. Shown is a
range/range rate plot that includes three boundary types: the two green lines are approximations
of graded warning and advisory boundaries used in recent research (Kiefer et al., 2003). The
black line is a minimum error boundary that could be used to automatically detect near-crash
events in a large scale study. As shown, there are many invalid cases (red dots indicating no
conflict present), particularly above the minimum error boundary of the range/range rate plot.
The implication of this analysis for large-scale naturalistic data collection is that video data
verification of dynamically triggered events will likely be necessary, at least for the foreseeable
future. However, as discussed in the report Goal 10: Evaluation of the Performance of the 100Car Naturalistic Driving Study Data Reduction Plan, Triggering Methods, and Data Analysis
(separate report), such verification is neither difficult nor expensive relative to the overall
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collection effort of such large-scale field tests, given current video technology. From a largescale naturalistic study perspective, crash detection is reasonably straightforward since there is
often a greater than 1.0 g peak deceleration when a crash occurs. The detection of near-crash
cases is more problematic. However, depending on the size of the study, it may be reasonable to
make an a priori decision to capture in the range of 70 percent of 25,000 or 30,000 near-crash
events if the false alarm rate can be reduced to around 10 percent. Even with a higher false
alarm rate, the cost of each false alarm would be fairly low given data reduction tools similar to
those used in this study. For the current study, a trained reductionist was able to distinguish
between valid and invalid conflicts at the rate of about 50 per hour using video data. This topic
is further discussed in the Goal 10 Report (separate report).
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Figure RO.12. Point of greatest threat with lead vehicle for all crashes and near-crashes,
and a random sample of invalid events. The boundaries shown are approximations of
warning and conflict boundaries used as part of a forward collision warning algorithm
(Kiefer et al., 2003) and a minimum error boundary calculated for this dataset.
GOAL 3: CHARACTERIZATION OF DRIVER INATTENTION
Historically, driver distraction has typically been associated with secondary tasks such as dialing
a cell phone, conversing with a passenger, and adjusting the radio. Driver distraction has been
said to lead to driver inattention. Drowsiness has been described as another cause of driver
inattention. With the video data available in this study, new categories of “driver inattention”
were discovered. The two new categories were “driving-related inattention to the forward
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roadway” and “nonspecific eyeglance.” “Driving-related inattention to the forward roadway”
involves the driver checking the speedometer, rear-view mirrors, or blind spots. This new
category was added after viewing numerous events for which the driver was clearly paying
attention to the driving task, but was not paying attention to the critical aspect of the driving task
(i.e., the forward roadway) at an inopportune moment.
Further eyeglance analysis was performed manually by data reductionists using only crashes and
near-crashes in the 100-Car Study database. The “nonspecific eyeglance away from the forward
roadway” describes cases for which the driver briefly glances away from the roadway, but at no
discernable object or person. For this project, eyeglance reduction was performed for crash and
near-crash events only, so this category can only be used for the more severe events. The four
inattention categories combined (secondary task, drowsiness, inattention to forward roadway,
and nonspecific eyeglance) suggest that driver’s glances away from the forward roadway may
contribute to a much greater percentage of events than has been found in previous studies
(Campbell, Smith, and Najm, 2003). As shown in Figure RO.13, 78 percent of the crashes and
65 percent of the near-crashes had one of these four inattention categories as a contributing
factor.
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Figure RO.13. Percentage of events for attention by severity level.
An analysis of these types of inattention revealed that secondary task distraction was the largest
of the four categories (see Appendix D for more complete descriptions of the inattention
categories). The secondary tasks that generally contributed to the highest percentages of events
(Figure RO.14 for crashes and near-crashes) were wireless devices (primarily cell phones),
internal distractions, and passenger-related secondary tasks (primarily conversations). It is
important to note that exposure is not considered in these data. An analysis of frequency of
device use is currently being conducted for a future report that will quantify exposure-based risk.
Figure RO.15 shows a breakdown of the wireless device tasks (see Appendix D for more
thorough descriptions of cell phone categories). All of the crashes and a majority of the nearxli
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crashes and incidents associated with wireless devices occurred during a cell phone conversation,
although the dialing task was also relatively high in term of total conflicts. Although these data
do demonstrate factors that contribute to these wireless task events, there is still a need for
exposure data to adequately assess the risk associated with these wireless device tasks.

Secondary Task Type

Figure RO.14. Comparison of crashes and near-crashes the frequency of occurrences of
the presence of a distracting agent as a contributing factor.
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Figure RO.15. Frequency of events for which the contributing factor was wireless device
use.

GOAL 4: DRIVER BEHAVIOR OVER TIME
The questions addressed in this goal were intended to explore issues of whether driver behavior
in an instrumented vehicle changed over time. The units of time used were weeks (weeks 1
through 50) and hours (the first 50 hours). The issues explored were: (1) driver behavior in a
newly instrumented leased vehicle in the first weeks as compared to the last few weeks of the
study; (2) driver behavior in the first few hours of driving; and (3) driver behavior for the same
driver in four weeks of leased vehicle driving versus four weeks of private vehicle driving. The
relative risk (RR) analysis technique was borrowed from the field of epidemiology, and required
that there be both an exposed and unexposed condition and a comparison and baseline time
period. For these questions, the exposed condition was the leased vehicle and the unexposed
condition was the private vehicle, since the private vehicle drivers kept driving their usual
vehicles while the leased vehicle drivers were exposed to a new vehicle.
For the 100-Car Study dataset, one of the primary questions in calculating RR was the decision
regarding which period or periods of time to use as a control period for each question of interest.
A preliminary examination of the frequency data indicated the presence of random fluctuations
in the frequency of these events for any given day or month. These random fluctuations are a
result of the relatively infrequent occurrence of crashes, near crashes, and incidents. To control
for these random fluctuations, a decision was made to use an average of the final time periods for
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each question of interest as the control time period. The baseline time periods were an average
of weeks 41-50 for the yearly comparison, hours 41-50 for the hourly comparison, and weeks 2-4
for the leased versus private vehicle comparisons.
There was a potential confound between leased vehicles and driver age, in that none of the leased
vehicle drivers were over the age of 30, so any results from the leased vehicle analyses may have
been confounded by age. An age analysis confirmed that younger drivers did indeed have an
elevated RR as compared to older drivers, but that the effect was not as large as the effect for
leased versus private vehicles. However, there were approximately 25 younger drivers of both
leased and private vehicles. The age distributions of these two groups were quite similar, so this
age-matched set of drivers was used for questions relating to weekly data. A similar matched set
of younger drivers was used for hourly data, while the vehicle adaptation questions used a
matched set of switch drivers (those who moved from a private vehicle to a leased vehicle at the
end of the study).
Driving Behavior Over the Course of a Year
The issue of interest here was the driver adaptation process for leased vehicles and privatelyowned vehicles with instrumentation over the course of the study. It was expected that drivers
would be most adapted to their vehicles and to the instrumentation by the end of the study, so
weeks 41-50 were used as the baseline time period. Adaptation to the vehicle instrumentation
was explored in terms of the both the average number of events per vehicle and the number of
events per mile for private and leased vehicles.
When the number of events were examined, it became obvious that although there was not any
appreciable change in the number of events over the course of the year, there was a consistently
higher risk for leased vehicle drivers as compared to private vehicle drivers (Figure RO.16). The
calculated RRs for this graph were above 1 for every time period, and sometimes above 1.5, but
the 95th percentage lower CI of the RR is below 1, so these differences are likely not significant.
However, the trends seen for every analysis performed for Goal 4 were noticeable in magnitude,
were consistent over time, and always showed the same effect (leased vehicle higher than private
vehicle).
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Figure RO.16. Mean number of events for a matched set of younger drivers for leased and
private vehicles over weeks 1-50 of the study.
It was hypothesized that leased vehicle drivers may be willing to take risks leading to nearcrashes and incidents with these vehicles, since they were not responsible for insurance or
repairs, and had no ownership interest in the vehicles. The crash data supported this hypothesis
in that the RR was lower for crashes than near-crashes and incidents. Based on these results, one
might expect that if one were to transfer the leased vehicle drivers into their own private vehicles
in which they would be responsible for repairs, insurance, etc., that their event levels would drop
to the same levels shown for private vehicle drivers.
Driving Behavior Over the First 50 Hours
The next questions were designed to determine whether drivers experienced an increase in valid
events over the first few hours of driving a newly instrumented vehicle. It was hypothesized that
the drivers would drive more carefully and experience fewer events when they were aware of the
cameras, and that they would revert to normal behavior as time went on. If a point in time can be
identified at which drivers adapted and began acting more naturally, this would be useful
information for future instrumented vehicle studies of naturalistic driving. Previous experience
at VTTI has indicated that drivers adapt amazingly quickly to the instrumented vehicle (perhaps
within minutes, even in an unfamiliar vehicle), but the question has never been empirically
analyzed as was attempted here. A matched set of younger drivers was also used for these
questions.
As before, even when controlling for age to the degree possible, leased vehicles experienced a
greater mean number of events for nearly every time period studied. The only exceptions were
hours 1 and 4, in which the leased and private vehicles experienced nearly identical mean
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numbers of events. It did appear that drivers of both vehicle types were being very careful
during the first hour with a newly instrumented vehicle. These results provided support for the
thesis that drivers are more careful when first using an instrumented vehicle, although the effect
appears to wear off after the first hour. The dataset did not provide a breakdown by minutes, so
it was not possible to tell whether this occurred within the first 5 minutes, the first half hour, or at
the end of the first hour.
Performance for Same Driver for Four Weeks in Private and Leased Vehicles
The purpose of these questions was to investigate the driver adaptation process to an unfamiliar
vehicle for the same driver in a leased vehicle versus a privately-owned vehicle (both
instrumented). Only switch drivers for whom matched data were available for each week were
used, resulting in a perfectly matched set of drivers for each week.
The data did not indicate any clear trend of adaptation to a new vehicle. When examining the
leased versus private vehicle question, however, the analyses using perfectly matched sets of
switch drivers had similar results to the previous analyses. Even when the same driver was
switched from a private vehicle to a leased vehicle, there were still a greater number of events in
the leased vehicle than in the private vehicle. As shown in Figure RO.17, the same younger
drivers had a consistently higher mean number of events over weeks 1-4 when driving the leased
vehicle as compared to weeks 1-4 in their private vehicle.
If the increased number of events in leased vehicle driving for the same driver was due to vehicle
unfamiliarity, this effect was not extinguished over the first four weeks. Based on the yearly
results, the higher numbers for leased vehicles likely had very little to do with adaptation since
after 50 weeks there were still more events for leased vehicles as compared to private vehicles.
The results of the per mile analysis were in close agreement with the per vehicle analysis.
In order to further explore the issue of adaptation to a new vehicle, switch driver data were also
examined over the first 10 hours of driving. Six of the switch drivers had data for each of the
first 10 hours. There were no events in the first hour of driving for either leased or private
vehicle driving for these 6 drivers, providing support for drivers being more careful during the
first hour after beginning to drive an instrumented vehicle, but not providing real support for
adaptation to a new vehicle. Altogether, these 6 drivers experienced 9 events in the first 10
hours of driving their own private vehicle and 18 events in the first 10 hours after switching over
to a leased vehicle. Six of the 9 private vehicle events and all 18 of the leased vehicle events
involved younger drivers, providing evidence that individual younger drivers may have more
trouble adapting to a new vehicle.
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Figure RO.17. Matched set of younger switch drivers: leased versus private vehicle mean
number of events for weeks 1-4.
GOAL 5: REAR-END CONFLICT CAUSAL FACTORS AND DYNAMIC CONDITIONS
A primary purpose of this research was to examine the contributing and associative factors for
rear-end events (specifically, conflict with lead vehicle and conflict with following-vehicle
events). Recall that the 100-Car Study instrumentation had both forward and rear facing radars
and cameras, allowing analysis of both types of data. Nonetheless, much more data were
available for “conflict with lead vehicle” cases, since other sensors and cameras were available in
the subject vehicle relative to the following vehicle.
The frequency of lead vehicle and following-vehicle events by level of severity was determined
for the driver data included in the analyses. For the lead vehicle conflict case, the resulting
dataset contained 13 crashes, 268 near-crashes, and 4,747 incidents. For the following-vehicle
conflict case, the resulting dataset contained 9 crashes, 30 near-crashes, and 239 incidents.
The four questions answered for this goal addressed driver characteristics, kinematic
characteristics, contributing factors, and corrective action for RE events. All data were presented
in the form of event rate per million vehicle miles traveled (MVMT). The 5 RE scenarios
considered were LV accelerating, LV moving at slower constant speed, LV decelerating, LV
stopped less than or equal to 2 seconds, and LV stopped greater than 2 seconds. A summary of
some of the most important findings is outlined here. The full set of results is shown in Chapter
9, Goal 5.
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The frequency of lead-vehicle events for each of 5 lead-vehicle scenarios is shown in Table
RO.6. It can be seen that the most common scenario for incidents was LV decelerating, followed
by LV stopped greater than 2 seconds. For near-crashes, the most common scenario was again
LV decelerating, followed this time by LV stopped less than or equal to 2 seconds. It is
noteworthy that although LV decelerating was the most common scenario for incidents and nearcrashes, there were no crashes for this scenario. All of the crashes occurred in circumstances for
which the LV was stopped when the crash occurred, either more than 2 seconds (6 crashes) or 2
seconds or less (7 crashes). There were a fairly small number of incidents and near-crashes for
LVs moving at a slower, constant speed. There were only 8 incidents for LV accelerating, and
no crashes or near-crashes for this scenario.
Table RO.6. Frequencies for the 5 RE lead-vehicle scenarios by event severity.

Severity
Incident
Near-Crash
Crash

LV
accelerating
8
0
0

LV moving
slower,
constant
speed
119
5
0

LV
decelerating
2,436
148
0

LV stopped
≤2s
989
74
7

LV Stopped
>2s
1,195
41
6

Following Vehicle Data
As was true for the lead-vehicle scenarios, the following-vehicle events were concentrated in the
SV decelerating scenario. The next most common scenarios of SV stopped less than or equal to
2 seconds and SV stopped greater than 2 seconds were nearly equal in terms of frequency.
Recall that for this scenario, the 100-Car Study subject vehicle (SV) was considered to be the
lead vehicle and was struck from behind by a following vehicle. Table RO.7 presents the overall
number of following-vehicle events. Note that in this case, unlike the lead-vehicle case, the
subject vehicle was still decelerating at the time of a collision in 4 of the 10 crash cases. In the
other 6, like the lead-vehicle case, the subject vehicle was stationary.
Table RO.7. Frequencies for the 5 RE following-vehicle scenarios by event severity.

Severity
Incident
Near-Crash
Crash

SV
accelerating
1
1
0

SV moving
slower,
constant
speed
21
0
0

SV
decelerating
207
26
4

SV stopped
≤2s
48
15
2

SV Stopped
>2s
63
0
4

Driver characteristics were examined to assess the role of age and gender for lead-vehicle and
following-vehicle events. The only distinct trend in the lead-vehicle age data was that 18-20year-olds had the highest rate of incidents and near-crashes per mile for each of the 5 scenarios.
The next analyses considered the kinematic conditions for RE lead-vehicle events. The
kinematic data at the onset of the precipitating factor was used for these analyses. For leadvehicle events, incidents and near-crashes had the highest rates for moderate speeds during the
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event epoch of 21-40 mph, while crashes had the highest rates at lower speeds of 0-20 mph. The
high incident and near-crash rates for the moderate speed ranges likely reflect the prevailing
speed limits and high traffic density present in the northern Virginia area where the study was
conducted.
For the most common following-vehicle scenario of SV decelerating, the speed ranges of 11-20
and 21-30 mph had the highest rates of incidents. This is a somewhat lower speed range than
was found for the lead-vehicle incidents. For near-crashes, the speed ranges for the LV
decelerating scenario with the highest rates were 21-30 and 31-40 mph, which may be an
indicator that increasing event onset speed results in increased event severity
The environmental and roadway contributing factors for lead-vehicle RE events was considered
next. Traffic density was related to the highest incident rate by far of any of the environmental
and roadway contributing factors for all 5 RE lead-vehicle scenarios. Relation to junction had
the next highest rate for all 5 scenarios, followed by traffic control, light, and then weather. The
relative rank of rates within each scenario was very consistent.
Corrective actions for lead-vehicle events were considered next. For the lead-vehicle LV
decelerating and stopped scenarios, braking (no lockup) dominated the rate data by factors of
around 10 to 1. The next highest rates were for braked and steered to right, braked and steered to
left, and braking (lockup unknown). When the LV in a RE event was stopped, the SV response
overwhelmingly involved some sort of braking activity, usually without steering. For LV
decelerating, steering left and steering right also had fairly high rates, although the
overwhelming choice was still braking. For LV moving at slower constant speed, a quite
different kinematic situation, braking (no lockup) still had the highest rate, but it was nearly
equaled by braked and steered to right and no avoidance maneuver.
Additional insight into RE events can be found in Chapter 10, Goal 6, and Chapter 11, Goal 7.
The relationships between the relative frequency of crashes, near-crashes, and incidents for RE
events are explored using Heinrich’s Triangles in Chapter 12, Goal 8.
GOAL 6: LANE CHANGE CAUSAL FACTORS AND DYNAMIC CONDITIONS
As stated in Goal 5, a primary goal for the 100-Car Study was to determine the causes and
contributing factors associated with RE crashes. Understanding the pre-event maneuvers and
precipitating factors that, in conjunction with other contributing factors, lead to RE crashes is
important for fully understanding the rear-end crash problem. The purpose of the analyses for
Chapter 10, Goal 6 was to understand the degree to which lane change events, such as cut-ins,
lead to rear-end conflicts. This has important implications for the design of future forward
collision warning systems, since a cut-in vehicle may not provide a radar signature until very late
in a conflict scenario. To begin to understand this issue, the RE conflict data were analyzed for
both lead-vehicle (i.e., subject vehicle as following vehicle) and following-vehicle (i.e., subject
vehicle as lead vehicle) scenarios. Frequency distributions were generated to identify the rate
that these types of scenarios occurred per MVMT, the initial kinematic conditions that occurred
for each, and the contributing factors that played a role for each type of scenario.
No crashes occurred when there was a lane change as a precipitating factor in front of the subject
vehicle or when there was a lane change behind the subject vehicle. There were, however, 64
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near-crashes and 324 incidents that occurred when there was a cut-in to the lane in front of the
subject vehicle as compared to only 4 near-crashes and 77 incidents for which the SV changed
behind a lead vehicle. As will be described in a later chapter of this report, the subject vehicle
drivers were judged to more often be impaired (30 incidents more), distracted (44 incidents
more) and make proficiency-related errors (e.g., inappropriate reaction; 55 more) for the nearcrashes and incidents in which they were cut-off than cut-off events in which they were attentive.
This seems to support the finding that at least two elements are required for a conflict to occur; a
precipitating factor plus another contributing factor (often driver state-related). In this case,
there were fewer events when the subject vehicle was the cut-in vehicle because the drivers were
presumably more alert and attentive when they were actively performing the lane change
maneuver.
The lane-change-related SV striking events were analyzed according to age group. For lane
change incidents, the 18-to-20-year-olds had the highest rate for LV lane change in front of SV,
while the other age categories had fairly equal rates for this scenario. For the SV lane change
behind LV scenario, the 21-to-24-year-olds had the highest rate, although the rates were fairly
even across age groups. For near-crashes (Figure RO.18), 18-to-20-year-olds again had the
highest rate for the LV lane change in front of SV scenario by a factor of nearly 2 to 1 over the
next highest age group (35-to-44 year olds). Rate data for SV striking events by both age and
gender were considered next. The only clear pattern that emerged was for the 45+ age group.
The male drivers in this age group had a rate that was more than twice as high as that for female
drivers for both SV lane change behind LV and LV lane change in front of SV. The gender
comparisons were fairly even across the other age groups. Almost all of the near-crashes were
of the LV lane change in front of SV type. Males had a noticeably higher near-crash rate than
females for this scenario in the 18-to-24 and 45+ age groups, while females had a higher rate in
the 25-to-44 age group.
For lane-change-related SV struck events, three age categories (18-to-20, 25-to-34, and 35-to-44)
had incident rates that were 1.5 to 3.5 times as high as the other three age groups (Figure RO.19).
For near-crashes, the three younger age groups had rates 1.5 to 4 times as high as the three older
age groups. When both age and gender were considered, females had at least twice the rate as
males for each of the three age groups. A similar pattern was observed for near-crashes, except
that the 18-to-24-year-old males and females had virtually identical rates and the remaining
differences for the other age groups were by at least a 4 to 1 margin (females higher than males).
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Figure RO.18. Rate per MVMT for SV striking by age and lane change maneuver for
near-crashes.
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Roadway and infrastructure factors were considered next. Traffic density was the factor with the
highest incident rate for all four lane-change-related scenarios, by a factor of at least four in all
but one case. Going back to the frequency data, 90 percent of all lane-change-related incidents
were coded with traffic density as a contributing factor. Light, traffic control, and relation to
junction were second, third, or fourth most important for all four scenarios. For the non-lanerelated incidents, the highest rates were observed for traffic density, relation to junction, traffic
control, and then light, quite a different pattern than was seen for the lane-change-related
incidents. When the near-crash data were examined, the lane-change-related scenarios followed
similar patterns as for incidents. For near-crashes, the non-lane-related rate pattern was more
closely aligned to the lane-change-related near-crash data than to the non-lane-related incident
data.
Driver contributing factors were also examined. Driver proficiency (as defined in the glossary)
showed up as a prominent factor for the SV struck incident scenarios (higher than the next
highest driver factor rate by 4 to 1). For the SV striking scenarios, the incident rates for driver
factors were fairly even within each scenario, and driver proficiency was not even the top factor
for the SV lane change behind LV scenario (the highest rated factor was willful behavior). When
the near-crash rates were examined, driver proficiency and driver distraction also had the highest
rates.
GOAL 7: INATTENTION FOR REAR END LEAD-VEHICLE SCENARIOS
The prevalence of distraction was of particular interest in the analyses of rear-end conflict
contributing factor. The degree to which an unalerted driver can be warned and make a proper
response is an important factor in developing rear-end crash countermeasures. The 100-Car
Study data can provide great insight into the degree to which distraction is an issue in such
conflicts. The important finding in this regard is that 93 percent of all lead-vehicle crashes (14
out of 15) involved inattention to the forward roadway as a contributing factor (Figure RO.20).
Note also that a majority of the near-crashes have inattention listed as a contributing factor.
Approximately one-third of the incidents have inattention listed as a contributing factor. The
effect is nearly perfectly linear, and seems to indicate a strong correlation between inattention
and increased severity for lead-vehicle rear-end events.
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Figure RO.20. Percentage of lead-vehicle events for which inattention was listed as a
contributing factor (includes the nonspecific eyeglance events for crashes and nearcrashes).
Figures RO.21 and RO.22 shows the breakdown of the lead-vehicle conflict kinematic scenarios
for the crash and near-crash events, respectively. As shown in figure RO.21, in 13 of the 14
conflict with lead-vehicle crashes the driver was inattentive, and all 14 crashes the lead vehicle
was stopped when struck. For the near-crash events (Figure RO.22), the majority of the drivers
were inattentive, but the largest lead-vehicle kinematic category was lead vehicle decelerating.
Taken together these results indicate that drivers have sufficient awareness and ability to perform
evasive maneuvers when closing rates are lower and/or expectancies about the flow of traffic are
not violated.
Figure RO.22 shows the frequency of each source of inattention for all secondary task categories.
This allows comparison of the actual contribution of each of these sources of inattention to leadvehicle conflicts. Wireless devices (primarily cell phones, but including a few PDA events) were
the most frequent contributing factor for lead-vehicle events, followed by passenger-related
inattention. The trend was very similar for near-crashes. Interior distractions were the most
frequent source of inattention for crashes. Cell phone use was a dramatically more frequent
contributor to incidents and near-crashes than any other secondary task, but did not contribute to
any lead-vehicle conflict crashes. Nonetheless, cell phone use did contribute to several crashes
of other types, as reported in other chapters of this report.
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Figure RO.21. Frequency of crashes by driver attention and lead-vehicle kinematic
scenario.
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Figure RO.22. Frequency of near-crashes by driver attention level and LV scenario.
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Figure RO.23. Frequency of secondary task inattention sources for lead-vehicle events.

GOAL 8: CHARACTERIZE THE REAR END SCENARIOS IN RELATION TO
HEINRICH’S TRIANGLE
The purpose of Goal 8 was to understand the relationship between the rates of crash, near-crash
and incident events in order to potentially use near-crashes and incidents as safety surrogates in
future empirical studies since they occur much more frequently than crash events. If proven
reliable, such safety surrogates could be used in practice, for the first time, to predict the rate of
crashes in a much more cost-effective manner than the collection of a statistically representative
sample of crash events.
The premise behind Heinrich’s triangle for both the original industrial safety application and the
subsequent driving application is that the frequency of occurrence of “unsafe acts,” or in the case
of near-crashes and incidents, is related to the frequency of crashes. This has been shown to be
the case in non-driving applications. For driving, the theory is that a crash most often is caused
by a series of events including:
• a precipitating event;
• contributing factors; and
• the absence of a successful evasive maneuver.
Thus, in theory, joint probability models underlie the relative frequency of incidents, nearcrashes, and crashes. That is, as we have operationally defined it, a precipitating event occurs,
the associated presence of contributing factors determine whether it is responded to early
(incident), late (near-crash, requiring evasive maneuver), or ineffectively (crash). The data in the
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triangles, and the associated confidence limits, support the existence of such a possible
underlying theory, although more data is needed to determine whether the associated frequencies
are in fact stable to the point of having predictive value. The Heinrich’s triangle for the leadvehicle conflicts for this study is shown as Figure RO.24.

Figure RO.24. Heinrich’s triangle for rear-end conflicts in the 100-Car Study.
Table RO.8 summarizes the rates of the differing severities of lead-vehicle conflicts and provides
the 95 percent confidence limits modeled as a Poisson distribution for each category.
Table RO.8. Rates and confidence limits for each lead-vehicle conflict severity category.

RE Crashes
RE Near-Crashes
RE Incidents

Count
16
293
5,236

Exposure
per
MVMT
1.84
1.37
1.37

Rate
per
MVMT
8.70
213.87
3,821.90

Variance
(rate)
4.73
156.11
2,789.71

STD
(rate)
2.17
12.49
52.82

Lower 95
percent CI
for
rate/MVMT
4.43
189.38
3,718.38

Upper 95
percent CI
for
rate/MVMT
12.96
238.36
3,925.42

These calculations suggest that lead-vehicle crashes occur at a rate of approximately 9 per
MVMT within an approximate confidence interval of 4 to 12. This study observed 16 leadvehicle crashes, which seems reasonable as the number of vehicle miles traveled is approaching
2 million VMT. Note the numerical stability, as indicated by the narrow confidence limits for
the near-crash and incident data. Even though the number of crashes was fairly low, the crash
confidence intervals are also approaching reasonable stability. While this data by itself is
valuable, it indicates that such an approach may ultimately prove extremely useful when
additional crash data is considered. That is, there is every indication that the approach of
measuring less severe conflict surrogates may provide reasonable estimates of crash risk,
particularly if a larger-scale naturalistic study can be conducted.
The types of analyses applied in this chapter were also conducted by Tijerina (2004) in his
application of the Hazard Analysis Technique to data collected in the ADVANCE study (Dingus,
1997). Tijerina’s application was unsuccessful; however, there are a couple reasons for this lack
of success. First, as noted by Tijerina, the estimation of exposure was weak, since the
ADVANCE database contained only 487 vehicle miles of data while the 100-Car Study collected
1.84 million vehicle miles.
Second, the crash data used in the analysis by Tijerina were taken from archival records for the
preceding year based on 75.5 million vehicle miles. This is in contrast to the 487 vehicle miles
for the near-crash and incident data. For the analyses in this chapter, the event data was taken
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from the same database using the same drivers, meaning that the rates from the 100-Car Study
are less prone to error. This inference seems to be confirmed through inspection of the
confidence intervals for each rate estimate. As opposed to the Tijerina example, no rate
estimates for which events were observed have confidence intervals that span zero.
GOAL 9: EVALUATE PERFORMANCE OF HARDWARE, SENSORS, AND DATA
COLLECTION SYSTEM
Since a primary purpose of the 100-Car Study was to serve as a pilot for a larger scale (e.g.,
5,000-car) study, one project goal was to understand the performance of the data collection
system to assess the feasibility of such an undertaking. Thus, an analysis and utility of the
various sensors and system components was performed.
Reliability was assessed in two ways. First major and catastrophic failures resulting in
significant data loss were catalogued and analyzed. Second, minor failures, including the loss of
a single data channel were analyzed. Catastrophic and major failure rates per sensor or
subsystem are shown in Table RO.9. Sensors and subsystems not mentioned in the table did not
exhibit any catastrophic or major failures. A total of 4,554 vehicle-weeks of data collection was
used in the calculations. In addition, three weeks of downtime is assumed. This assumption is
based on adding estimates for the time required to detect a failure (~1 week) and estimates for
the time to perform a repair (~2 weeks). This estimate is somewhat conservative, since in many
instances it took fewer than 3 weeks to detect and repair a fault, especially in the latter part of the
study. Thus, the failure rates presented in this section represent a ceiling for the hardware used
in the study.
Table RO.9. Catastrophic or major failure rates by sensor or subsystem.
Failing Sensor/Subsystem
Power Control
Battery Backup
Acquisition Software
Remote Download
Real-time Video

Instances

Failure Rate (%)

33

2.2

67
17
22

4.4
1.1
1.4

Minor failure rates per sensor or subsystem are shown in Table RO.10. An assumption of three
weeks downtime is used, along with a total data collection period of 4,554 vehicle-weeks. These
268 minor failures represent 804 vehicle-weeks of incomplete data. This means the overall
minor failure rate (assuming independent failures and the downtime assumptions used before)
was 17.7 percent. A total of 324,816.0 miles of data were incomplete, based on the assumed
weekly mileage rate for the study of 404.0 miles per vehicle week. In some cases, this data
could still be used in data reduction because a redundant source of data was available.
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Table RO.10. Minor failure rates by sensor or subsystem.
Failing Sensor/Subsystem

Instances

Failure Rate (%)

6

0.4

97
45
43
46
8

6.4
3.0
2.8
3.0
0.5

Power Control
Battery Back-up
Real-Time Video
Headway Detection
Vehicle Network
Lane Tracker
Remote Vehicle Tracking

Analyses were also conducted to determine the ability to develop a priori multivariate triggers to
identify conflict events, including crashes, in a large-scale study. Recall that a 5,000-plus
vehicle study will preclude the collection of continuous data due to the sheer volume of data and
the necessity for video data to be present. Results for the analyses pointed to several conclusions
that are relevant for a large-scale naturalistic data collection effort. First, crashes and nearcrashes should be the focus of such an effort. Incidents are observed at a much higher rate than
crashes and near-crashes; a total of 90.9 percent of all valid events were classified as incidents.
Including incidents would likely overwhelm any data reduction effort for a large-scale study.
Incidents are also closer in terms of kinematic signature to many invalid events than are crashes
and near-crashes, making their discrimination more difficult.
Second, assuming that crashes and near-crashes are the focus of a large-scale study, tradeoffs
concerning loss of valid events should focus on losing a minimal number of near-crashes. Based
on the results of the discriminant analyses, changes in the sensitivity of the analysis had minimal
effects on the number of crashes detected, but affected to a larger extent the number of nearcrashes detected. Maximizing the number of near-crashes detected while minimizing the number
of invalid events also tends to maximize the number of crashes detected.
Third, it seems that tailoring the triggering algorithms to particular individuals is a feasible
partial solution to minimizing the number of invalid triggers collected, when it is combined with
appropriately selected expected probabilities. This process was very effective in reducing the
number of invalid events detected. Assuming that the 40th percentile longitudinal acceleration
threshold is used to filter data, along with expected probabilities based on our current sample, the
accuracy of a trigger algorithm could reach the levels shown in Table RO.11
Table RO.11. “Confusion matrix” showing hits, misses, false alarms, and correct rejections
for the classification of near-crash events based upon multivariate trigger criteria.

Event was:

Event classified as:
Invalid
Valid
20.2
79.8
28.1
71.9

Invalid
Valid

It would also be expected that the majority of the valid events lost would be near-crashes, rather
than crashes, given particular aspects of the crash event severity (e.g., longitudinal acceleration
spikes) that make them easy to identify.
Achieving this tailoring process in a large-scale study would require some initial data collection
on each participant’s driving habits that would then be used to tailor the triggers for that driver,
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which should always be the primary driver for the vehicle. This data collection period might be
as short as a week, based on the data obtained for this study. While a small additional
investment would be required to achieve this goal, the benefit gained by shortening the data
reduction effort seems attractive.
The DAS used in this study purposefully contained a large number of sensors, some of which
were redundant, with the goals of maximizing the level of redundancy within the system and
obtaining a dataset that represented a nearly best-case scenario of data availability. This large
number of sensors may not be needed for a larger-scale study. The events of interest may be
more narrowly targeted or the magnitude of the data large enough that missing a few valid events
is not as important as minimizing the number of invalid events that contaminate the dataset.
A larger-scale study would also magnify any system repair and/or maintenance needs. Thus,
reducing the number of sensors and selecting sensors with low associated failure rates would be
an important aspect of such an effort. Most of the sensors used in the data collection effort
reported herein had very low failure rates, which will likely be even lower as technology
progresses. The most problem-prone sensors were video and radar.
Given the advantages of video, however, it seems that its place as a sensor in a larger-scale study
is necessary, although a smaller number of cameras might be acceptable. While the performance
of the sensors in discriminating between valid and invalid events can be increased by data
analysis methods, this increase is not large enough to warrant the elimination of the only method
available for event verification.
The failure rate for radar was lower than for video. While there are problems with radar data, the
radar units have to be carefully installed and they are usually damaged in crashes. The relative
position and speed of leading traffic are important factors to consider for triggering to obtain
valid events. Thus, despite the failure rate, the technology would be needed for a larger-scale
study. Of course, if other technologies could sense the same data with a lower failure rate, they
should be considered. At this time, however, no such technology exists at a reasonable price.
Other sensors, including accelerometers and gyros (for yaw rate), had negligible failure rates,
undetectable for the current study. These sensors also provided data that proved very useful for
valid event discrimination. These sensors should be included in the sensor suite for a large-scale
study.
The triggers used in such an array of sensors would likely take values similar to those discussed
in this goal, and the discrimination process using aggregate data would likely be equivalent.
However, some of these triggers may become more stringent if higher accuracy sensors are used
or if the data collection rate for some of the sensors is increased. The numbers suggested in this
section for future use thus represent good starting values, although their performance should be
tested within the final system in which they are included.
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CHAPTER 1: INTRODUCTION
BACKGROUND
There are two traditional approaches to collecting and analyzing human factors data related to
driving. The first approach is to use data gathered through epidemiological studies (often
collected on a national level). These databases, however, lack sufficient detail to be helpful for
many applications, such as the development of countermeasure systems or the assessment of
interactions between contributing factors that lead to crashes. The second approach, empirical
methods, including newer, high-fidelity driving simulators and test tracks, is necessarily
contrived and does not always capture the complexities of the driving environment or of natural
behavior. For example, test subjects are often more alert and more careful in a simulation
environment or when an experimenter is present in a research vehicle than when they are driving
alone in their own cars. Thus, although empirical methods are very useful in other contexts, they
provide a limited picture of the likelihood of a crash in a given situation or the potential
reduction of that likelihood by a given countermeasure. State-of-the-art empirical approaches
can only assess the relative safety of various countermeasures or scenarios. They cannot be used
to predict the effect of a safety device or policy change on the crash rate.
Advances in sensor, data storage, and communications technology have led to the development
of a hybrid approach to data collection and analysis that uses very highly capable vehicle-based
data collection systems. This method of data collection has been used by some auto
manufacturers since the introduction, several years ago, of electronic data recorders (EDRs).
EDRs collect a variety of vehicular dynamic and state data that can be very useful in analyzing a
crash. However, they currently lack sufficient measurement capability to assess many human
factors issues.
Because of the shortcomings of traditional methods of data collection, it is becoming
increasingly apparent that data collection in a “naturalistic” setting may be an effective approach
for obtaining crash-related human factors data. Given the variability and complexity of driver
behavior and performance, the random and rare nature of crashes, and the lack of adequate precrash data in today’s crash record, it is especially important to collect real-world data that
includes the crash experience and crash-relevant events in sufficient detail and depth. Such a
dataset would make clear the conditions and driver behaviors that precipitate crashes as well as
support the development and refinement of crash countermeasures.
In order to collect such a dataset, the National Highway Traffic Safety Administration (NHTSA)
and the Virginia Department of Transportation (VDOT) contracted with the Virginia Tech
Transportation Institute (VTTI) to conduct the “100-Car Naturalistic Driving Study.” The study
was a three-phased effort designed to meet the following objectives: Phase I, Conduct Test
Planning Activities; Phase II, Conduct a Field Test; and Phase III, Prepare for Large-Scale Field
Data Collection Effort. The Phase III effort will be completed and a report forthcoming prior to
the end of the current contract. The large-scale field data collection effort is Phase IV, which is
not being conducted under the current contract. This report describes the research methods,
analyses, and results of Phase II.
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Since Phase I included the foundation efforts for Phase II, a brief description of the tasks
conducted under Phase I is first provided. A complete description of the 15 tasks, including task
definition, methods, and results conducted under Phase I is provided in Neale et al. (2002).
PHASE I. CONDUCT TEST PLANNING ACTIVITIES
Task 1: Establish Intelligent Vehicle Initiative (IVI) Data Needs
The objective of Task 1 was to specify the details of the pre-crash and near-crash data to be
gathered during the data collection phase. Pre-crash data involves all aspects of the driver’s
behavior and vehicle performance measures that occur prior to and leading up to a crash. Nearcrash data involves the collection of driver behavior and vehicle performance data that occur in
an event where the driver reacts appropriately so as to avoid a crash. Research questions
involving analysis of pre-crash and near-crash data were generated and refined by the NHTSA
Task Order Manager (TOM), interested NHTSA researchers, and other stakeholders in this
project (Table 1.1).
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Table 1.1. List of research goals organized by research category and subcategory.
Subcategory:
Chapter 5,
Goal 1
Chapter 6,
Goal 2
Subcategory:
Chapter 7,
Goal 3
Subcategory:
Chapter 8,
Goal 4

General Research Category: Driver Behavior and Performance
Crash/Near-Crash/Conflict Events
Classify and quantify contributing factors and dynamic scenarios involved in each event
category.
Operationally define a “near-crash” using quantitative measures.
Inattention Issues
Characterize driver inattention as it relates to incidents, near-crashes, and crashes.

Baseline Driving and Data Collection Issues
Characterize the differences in driving behavior and/or driver performance between:
One week of field data and one year of naturalistic driving data, and
One month in leased versus owned vehicle.
General Research Category: Distribution of Events
Subcategory: Rear-End Event Analysis
Chapter 9,
Determine rear-end contributing factors and dynamic conditions. For each of the 4 rear-end
Goal 5
(RE) lead-vehicle scenarios (stopped >2 s, decelerating, accelerating, moving at a slower
constant speed), determine the frequency distribution of the following: crashes, near-crashes,
and incidents: (i) per vehicle mile traveled (VMT); (ii) in relation to contributing factors; (iii)
in relation to corrective actions; and (iv) in relation to transition events.
Chapter 10,
Determine RE dynamics and precipitating factors -- specifically determine the frequency
Goal 6
distribution for the following variables:
Per VMT; initial kinematic condition; primary contributing factor.
Crossed with these variables:
Conflict with lead or following vehicle (crash, near-crash, incident);
Conflict with lead or following vehicle when lead-vehicle changed lanes in front of
subject vehicle;
Conflict with lead or following vehicle when subject vehicle changed lanes behind lead
vehicle;
Conflict with lead or following vehicle when subject vehicle took corrective action.
Subcategory: Inattention Issues
Chapter 11,
Determine the distribution of inattention types for each RE lead-vehicle scenario (stopped >2
Goal 7
s, decelerating, accelerating, moving at a slower constant speed).
Subcategory: Baseline Driving and Data Collection Issues
Chapter 12,
Characterize each of the 4 RE lead-vehicle scenarios in relation to Heinrich’s triangle.
Goal 8
General Research Category: Phase III Evaluations
Subcategory: Vehicle Instrumentation
Chapter 13,
Evaluate the performance of the hardware, sensors, and data collection system used in data
Goal 9
gathering (Phase II) in preparation for a future large-scale field study (Phase IV).
Subcategory: Data Reduction and Analysis
Goal 10
Evaluate the performance of the data reduction plan, triggering methods, and data analysis in
(Separate
preparation for a future large-scale field study (Phase IV).
Report)

The general categories of research goals addressed driver behavior and performance, the
distribution of collected driving events, and design of a future large-scale field study (which
would be considered as Phase IV). The research goals lead to a set of candidate measures
derived through a variety of methods including a literature review, a review of database variables
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(e.g., police report form variables), and consultations with the TOM. The final set of 10 research
goals are reported as separate chapters in this document.
Task 2: Develop Phase I Test Requirements
The Phase I test requirements were developed iteratively by VTTI with the cooperation of the
TOM and stakeholders of this project. The primary Phase I test requirements addressed issues
such as the number of cars to be instrumented, the number of camera views, the number of
vehicle makes and models to be used, and the rate at which data was to be collected.
Task 3: Select Candidate Test Areas and Evaluate Crash Frequency Data
The objective of Task 3 was to determine the number of sites from which data could be
collected, the rear-end crash frequency at various geographic locations, and the optimal location
of the data collection site from the perspective of project resources. After consideration of these
factors, the decision was made to collect data in the Washington, DC/Northern Virginia
metropolitan area.
Task 4: Determine Crash Sampling Requirements
A goal of this study was to collect naturalistic data on approximately 10 rear-end crashes. In
assessing the utility of the dataset, it was decided that continuous rather than triggered data
would prove a greater value to the IVI program, other stakeholder organizations, and the
development of the Phase IV protocol. From an operational and financial resource perspective, it
was determined that 100 vehicles would be instrumented for continuous data collection.
Although the number of crashes and other events to be captured could not be predicted with
certainty, it was expected that this number of vehicles, driven by high-exposure drivers, would
provide a sufficient number of crashes and other events (both general and of the rear-end type).
Task 5: Determine Driver/Vehicle Demographic Requirements
After a review of literature summarizing the driver factors that contribute to rear-end crashes, an
ideal age and gender distribution was determined. Other recruiting factors, such as high-mileage
drivers, roadway types traveled, and vehicle types were also determined. In addition, this task
was conducted iteratively with Task 9: recruiting drivers, which provided further information for
the driver selection criteria.
VTTI began determining the vehicle requirements by first establishing the primary criteria that
should be considered in selecting vehicles. The task of choosing vehicle makes, model, and
model years was conducted iteratively with Task 8: vehicle trade study, which provided further
criteria for vehicle selection.
Task 6: Determine Near-Crash Statistical Power Requirements
In order to determine the near-crash statistical requirements, VTTI researchers reviewed four
previous research studies that all used an instrumented vehicle in a natural driving environment.
The frequency counts for crashes, near-crashes, and incidents were compared between these
studies. The methods used to obtain these events were also compared, leading to the
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development of estimates for the number of crashes, near-crashes, and incidents that could
potentially be collected in this study.
Task 7: Conduct Trade Study – Research Design Parameters/ Sampling Rates/Formats
Concept
A goal of 20 leased vehicles and 80 privately owned vehicles was set for the study. The final
count was 22 leased vehicles and 78 privately owned vehicles. Research goals that NHTSA
wanted to address by using these two groups of vehicles were: (1) the length of time required for
the driver to adapt to an unfamiliar vehicle, and (2) the feasibility of using leased vehicles in the
Phase IV large-scale data collection effort. Also, as one of the primary project goals was to
collect pre-crash data for at least 10 rear-end crashes, the amount of data collected was
paramount to the success of the study. These factors were incorporated into the experimental
design.
Task 8: Conduct Trade Study to Determine Vehicle Types
Several factors were considered when determining the optimal vehicle types. The most critical
factors included vehicle type, vehicle demographics, vehicle location, data collection system
installation issues, information that could be obtained from the in-vehicle network, and the make
and model requirements.
With regard to the model year of the privately owned vehicles, a review of model year revisions
for each of the four selected vehicles indicated the following:
• The Toyota Camry was selected from the 1997 – 2001 model years. The Toyota Camry
model design was static through 2001 with a new model in 2002.
• The Toyota Corolla was selected within model years 1993 – 2002.
• The Ford Explorer was chosen with model years 1995 – 2000 and model year 2001 (if
manufactured by November 2, 2000).
• The Ford Taurus design was static over years 1996 – 1999, and a significantly different
model was on sale for the years 2000 – 2002. In order to recruit sufficient drivers, both
model sequences were used.
In addition, the Mercury Mountaineer is made on the same assembly line and has the same body
style as the Ford Explorer; therefore, the Mercury Mountaineer could be included in the study for
the same model years as the Ford Explorer. Likewise, the Mercury Sable is the same body style
as the Ford Taurus, and could also be included in the list of potential vehicles.
Two additional makes and models were added as part of the leased vehicle portion of the fleet.
Twenty vehicles were to be leased from the Virginia Tech Motor Pool - 10 model year 2002
Chevrolet Malibus and 10 model year 2002 Chevrolet Cavaliers. Obtaining the leased vehicles
via the Motor Pool state contract was done to save project resources and reduce significant
logistical problems (licensing, leasing agreements, etc.).
Task 9: Develop Participant Recruiting Specification
When developing the specifications for subject recruitment, the factors considered were:
participant age, participant gender, vehicle types driven, the number of miles driven per year, and
5
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location of either permanent residence or place of work. Participant age, gender, and annual
mileage had important implications when considering the number of rear-end crashes expected to
occur during the data collection period. The location of the participant’s residence or work place
was important when considering the difficulties of locating and downloading the data from the
vehicles. Vehicle type was very important for private vehicle subjects as each vehicle had to be
either be a Toyota (Camry or Corolla) or Ford (Taurus or Explorer). A hypothetical participant
recruitment specification plan was developed based on the vehicle type, age group, and gender.
Other issues addressed as part of this task were the example screening, classification questions,
and issues of informed consent. Drivers who had been in many crashes were not given
preferential treatment for inclusion in the study.
Task 10: Develop Test Data Collection Plan
Task 10 was a report requirement synthesizing Tasks 1 through 9. Comments were received
from the contract sponsor and requested revisions were then made prior to continuation of this
phase.
Task 11: Develop Test Reduction, Archiving, and Analysis Plan
The approach to data reduction for the Phase II study took advantage of an incident/near-crash
data reduction method represented by Table 1.2, as well as current database information.
Continuous data were collected and the incident/near-crash method was applied to the data
(events were located in the dataset via optimized triggers that were determined through a
sensitivity analysis). A data analysis plan was developed based on the research questions
presented in Table 1.1.
The hardware aspects of data collection, back-up, and archiving were also described as part of
this task, as well as the procedure for retrieving and organizing the data as they were obtained
from the vehicles. A plan for long term data storage was also determined.
Table 1.2. Severity levels for the 100-Car Study.
Crash
NearCrash

Crashrelevant
conflict

Proximity
Conflict

Any contact with an object, either moving or fixed, at any speed, in which kinetic energy is
measurably transferred or dissipated. Includes other vehicles, roadside barriers, objects on or off the
roadway, pedestrians, cyclists, or animals.
Any circumstance that requires a rapid, evasive maneuver by the subject vehicle (or any other vehicle,
pedestrian, cyclist, or animal) to avoid a crash. A rapid, evasive maneuver is defined as steering,
braking, accelerating, or any combination of control inputs that approaches the limits of the vehicle’s
capabilities. As a guide, subject vehicle braking greater than 0.5g or steering input that results in a
lateral acceleration greater than 0.4g to avoid a crash, constitutes a rapid maneuver.
Any circumstance that requires a crash avoidance response on the part of the subject vehicle or any
other vehicle, pedestrian, cyclist, or animal that is less severe than a rapid evasive maneuver (as
defined above), but greater in severity than a “normal maneuver” to avoid a crash. A crash avoidance
response can include braking, steering, accelerating, or any combination of control inputs. A “normal
maneuver” for the subject vehicle is defined as a control input that falls outside of the 99 percent
confidence limit for control input as measured for the same subject.
Any circumstance resulting in extraordinarily close proximity of the subject vehicle to any other
vehicle, pedestrian, cyclist, animal, or fixed object when, due to apparent unawareness on the part of
the driver, pedestrians, cyclists or animals, there is no avoidance maneuver or response.
Extraordinarily close proximity is defined as a clear case in which the absence of an avoidance
maneuver or response is inappropriate for the driving circumstances (e.g., speed, sight, distance, etc.).
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Nonconflict
event

Any event that increases the level of risk associated with driving, but does not result in a crash, nearcrash, or conflict as defined above. Examples include driver control error without proximal hazards
being present, driver judgment error such as unsafe tailgating or excessive speed, or cases in which
drivers are visually distracted to an unsafe level.

Task 12: Development of Data Collection System Requirements
The results of Task 12 followed from the combined performance of Tasks 2 through 11.
Additionally, Task 12 results were iterated and integrated with those of Tasks 13 and 15 to drive
the Hardware/Software Design Specification. The data system requirements were categorized
into four major areas:
1. Schedule Requirements;
2. General Design Requirements.;
3. Performance Requirements; and
4. Test Vehicle Profile.
Task 13: Review/Test of Technology/Sensor Alternatives
Tasks 13 and 15 were conducted in parallel to determine the most suitable hardware and
software alternatives for each subsystem component. The data handling and software integration
subsystems were addressed in Task 11. The remaining components were addressed in Tasks 13
and 15.
Task 14: Review/Test of Trigger Criteria Methods
Since it was decided early in the Phase I process that continuous data collection was desired, a
triggered dataset was not needed. Instead, events in the dataset were to be located post hoc with
editable triggers, which would result in a comprehensive database that could be filtered, scanned,
sampled, and so forth, according to researchers’ needs. The sensitivity analysis to determine the
post hoc trigger levels was explained as part of Task 11.
Task 15: Trade Study Analysis of Hardware/Software Alternatives
Task 13 determined the available technologies and their relevant factors to meet the data
collection system requirements determined as part of Task 12. Task 15 completed that effort.
This task listed the subsystem component options considered in trade study analysis (as
determined in Task 13), the evaluation performed to evaluate the component, the evaluation
results, and the decision made for final component selection. The sensors and instruments to
measure specified variables were discussed.
It may be noted that several variables were not meant to be collected through hardware. Driver
classification and demographic variables were collected with questionnaires. Detailed vehicle
information was collected prior to the study. Additional information on crashes was collected
via police report forms.
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CHAPTER 2: METHOD FOR PHASE II – THE 100-CAR FIELD TEST
DRIVERS
One hundred drivers who commuted into or out of the Northern Virginia/Washington, DC
metropolitan area were initially recruited as primary drivers to have their vehicles instrumented
or receive a leased vehicle for this study. Drivers were recruited by placing flyers on vehicles as
well as by placing newspaper announcements in the classified section. Drivers who had their
private vehicles instrumented received $125 per month and a bonus at the end of the study for
completing necessary paperwork. Drivers who received a leased vehicle received free use of the
vehicle, including standard maintenance, and the same bonus at the end of the study for
completing necessary paperwork. Drivers of leased vehicles were insured under the
Commonwealth of Virginia policy.
As some drivers had to be replaced for various reasons (for example, a move from the study area
or repeated crashes in leased vehicles), 109 primary drivers were included in the study. Since
other family members and friends would occasionally drive the instrumented vehicles, data was
collected on 148 additional drivers. Chapter 3 presents an exhaustive review of driver
demographics.
THE 100-CAR DATA ACQUISITION SYSTEM
The 100-Car Study instrumentation package was designed and developed in-house by the VTTI
Center for Technology Development. This system operated continuously after the system
initialization period (or computer boot-up period, which required approximately 90 seconds after
the ignition was turned on) until the driver turned the ignition off. Any commercial off-the-shelf
components that were integrated into the instrumentation package are specifically noted in the
following system description.
The core of the data acquisition system was a Pentium-based PC104 computer. The computer
ran custom data acquisition software and communicated with a distributed data acquisition
network. Each node on the network contained an independently programmable microcontroller
capable of controlling or measuring a moderate number of signals. This system configuration
maximized flexibility while minimizing the physical size of the system. Although capable of
being expanded to 120 nodes, the vehicles were configured with 10 nodes. A schematic
representation of the system appears in Figure 2.1.
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Figure 2.1. 100-Car Study data hardware collection system schematic.
This system of distributed data acquisition provided a very flexible and maintainable hardware
data collection system. The main unit was mounted in the trunk under the “package shelf”
(Figures 2.2 and 2.3). The vehicle network box was located under the front dashboard. The
incident box was mounted above the rearview mirror. Wiring was run though the normal wire
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chases on a vehicle to all the various network nodes, as well as to the cameras. All the
microprocessor boards, including the firmware and data collection software, were developed at
VTTI.

Figure 2.2. The main DAS unit mounted under the “package shelf” of the trunk.

Figure 2.3. The 100-Car Study DAS.
Node 1: Vehicle Network Box
This node was responsible for interfacing with the OBDII network in the vehicle. Various data
elements were pulled off the network if they were available. Several sensors were hardwired
such as the radio frequency sensor, the left turn signal, the right turn signal, and the brake light.
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Node 2: Accelerometer Box
This node was responsible for collecting the lateral and longitudinal acceleration of the vehicle,
along with the turning rate. MEMs based sensors were used.
Nodes 3-4: Headway Detection
These nodes were responsible for interfacing with an EATON VORAD EVT300 Doppler radar.
Figure 2.4 shows the computer board for the node. The radars were mounted on the front and
rear of the vehicles and were concealed behind plastic license plates (Figure 2.5).

Figure 2.4. Computer board for the Vorad unit.

Figure 2.5. Radar unit mounted on the front of a vehicle, covered by a license plate.
Node 5: Side Obstacle Detection
These nodes were responsible for interfacing with a proprietary Doppler radar. These radars
were capable of detecting targets at 30 ft and 180 degrees of span.
Node 6: GPS Data Node
This node was responsible for interfacing with a standard automotive GPS unit.
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Node 7: Automatic Collision Notification
This node detected the possibility of a collision by sensing three accelerations. It would trigger a
call to a dispatcher if it detected a crash.
Node 8: Cellular Communications
This node served as an interface between the computer and a standard cell phone. It was capable
of receiving a call and connecting that call with the on-board computer, and likewise, the
computer could call out.
Node 9: Incident Box
This node concentrated several data variables. It contained an incident pushbutton (shown
mounted above the rear-view mirror in Figure 2.6) that the driver could press which would open
an audio channel for the driver to verbally record an incident. It also housed the face camera, IR
LEDs, and the glare sensor (shown mounted behind the rear-view mirror in Figure 2.7).

Figure 2.6. The incident pushbutton box mounted above the rearview mirror.
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Figure 2.7. The mounting for the glare sensor behind the rearview mirror. Note the
forward view camera as part of the same mounting assembly.
Node 10: System Initialization.
This node was responsible for qualifying the operating conditions, turning the computer on and
off, and charging the cellular telephone backup battery. It also contained a watchdog
functionality to maintain correct system operation, and a real-time clock for periodic system
checkups.
Lane Tracking System
The lane tracking system incorporated a high resolution frame grabber and a full size image of
the forward roadway. The data collection software ran an embedded version of a custom inhouse machine-vision lane tracking system.
Video Data
There were 5 cameras located in the vehicle (Figure 2.8). One camera monitored the driver’s
face and the left side of the vehicle. A second camera monitored a 68° field of view (FOV) out
the forward windshield. A third camera monitored a 68° FOV of the rear-view. The fourth
camera monitored the passenger’s side of the vehicle. Finally, the fifth camera monitored the
driver’s hands, instrument panel, and center console of the vehicle.
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Rear-facing camera
mounted near CHMSL
also captured left of
vehicle
2 cameras
mounted at
center
rear-view mirror
• Forward
View
• Driver
Face/Left
Side
Camera mounted on
passenger-side A-pillar
facing outward captured
the right side of the vehicle

Camera mounted near
dome light: over the
shoulder, arms/hands,
and feet view

Figure 2.8. The 5 camera views recorded in the instrumented vehicle: (1) forward, (2)
driver’s face/left side of vehicle, (3) rear-facing, (4) over the driver’s shoulder capturing
the driver’s hands and feet, the steering wheel, and the instrument panel, and (5) right side
of vehicle.
Infrared lighting was used to illuminate the vehicle cab so that the driver’s face and hands could
be viewed on camera during nighttime driving. Figure 2.9 shows the placement and viewing
angles of all 5 cameras in the quad-split image presented to allow data reductionists to monitor
all 5 channels of video simultaneously.

Driver Face and Left Side View
(60° Horizontal)

Forward View
(68° Horizontal)
Right Side View
(Pinhole, 70° Diagonal)

Over-the-Shoulder View
(Pinhole, 70° Diagonal)

Rearview
(68° Horizontal)

Figure 2.9. The double quad, split video image.
All video on board the 100-Car Study data collection system was compressed using MPEG 1
compression. This allowed greater storage of video on board the vehicle hard drives and
required less server space to store the raw video data. While the initial data stream was
recording at 30 Hz, the compression algorithm reduced the actual number of unique frames to
approximately 7.5 frames per second (Figure 2.10).
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Figure 2.10. A video image from the 100-Car Study data. The driver’s face has been
distorted to protect the driver’s identity.
Driving Performance Data
Driving performance data were collected continuously and events were identified using specific
values of driving performance dependent variables. Eleven main hardware sensor components
were incorporated into the data collection system, as shown and described in Table 2.1 and
depicted in Figure 2.1. In addition, relative lane position was derived using a combination of
hardware on the instrumented vehicle and software written by VTTI computer programmers.
This lane tracking system used machine vision based on input to the forward camera (prior to
video compression). All data were stored in the data collection system in real-time.
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Table 2.1. Description of Sensor Components.
Sensor Component
Vehicle Network box
Acceleration
Forward headway detection
Rear headway detection
Side vehicle detection
Global Positioning System
Automatic Collision
Notification System
Cellular communications
Driver Identified
Events/Glare sensor
System Initialization

Description
Collection of data directly from the in-vehicle network box. Some data
includes vehicle speed, brake application, percent throttle, turn signal,
etc.
Collection of lateral, longitudinal, and gyro.
Collection of radar data (range, range-rate, azimuth, etc.) to indicate the
presence of up to 7 targets in front of the vehicle.
Collection of radar data (range, range-rate, azimuth, etc.) to indicate the
presence of up to 7 targets behind the vehicle.
Collection of radar data indicating the presence of a vehicle on the sides
of the vehicle.
Collection of latitude, longitude, and horizontal velocity as well as other
GPS-related variables.
High bandwidth collection of acceleration to detect a severe crash.
Communication system designed for vehicle tracking and system
diagnostics.
Collection of lux value (for night-time conditions only) as well as event
button.
Overall system operation.

DATA COLLECTION, ARCHIVAL AND STORAGE
Demographic and Questionnaire Data
Prior to the installation of the data collection system in the participant’s vehicle or acquisition of
a leased vehicle, each participant met with a VTTI researcher at the UVA/VT Northern Virginia
Center in Falls Church, VA. During this meeting, a VTTI researcher:
• Obtained informed consent from the private-vehicle or leased-vehicle participant, and
explained that a Certificate of Confidentiality had been obtained from the National
Institute of Mental Health for the participant’s protection.
• Explained that the study was investigating traffic in northern Virginia.
• Explained the logistics of data collection system installation and maintenance.
• Asked the participant to agree to a vision and hearing exam.
• Asked the participant to complete questionnaires and take two computer-based tests.
The tests and questionnaires, as well as whether these were completed prior to or after data
collection, are listed in Table 2.2. Full text versions of the informed consent form, tests, and
questionnaires are located in Appendix A.
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Table 2.2. Description of all tests and questionnaires administered to study participants.
Test/Questionnaire
1. Visual Acuity Test
2.
3.
4.

Audiogram Air
Conduction Test
Medical Health
Assessment

Test Type
Performance test
using verbal report
Examination using
an audiometer
Questionnaire

When
Administered
Before data
collection
Before data
collection
Before data
collection

Walter Reed Army
Institute of Research
Preliminary Sleep
Questionnaire
Dula Dangerous
Driving Index
Driver Stress
Inventory

Questionnaire

Before data
collection

Questionnaire

Before data
collection
Before data
collection

7.

Life Stress Inventory

Questionnaire

Before and
after data
collection

8.

NEO FFI
(Neuroticism
Extraversion
Openness Five
Factor Model)
Way Point

Questionnaire

Before data
collection

PC-based
performance test

Before data
collection

10. Useful Field of View
(UFOV)

PC-based
performance test

Before data
collection

11. Debriefing
Questionnaire

Questionnaire

After data
collection

12. Driver Demographic
Information

Questionnaire

Before data
collection

13. Driving History

Questionnaire

Before data
collection

14. Post-Crash Interview
Form
15. Seatbelt

Interview
questionnaire
Questionnaire

In the event of
a crash
Before data
collection

5.
6.

9.

Questionnaire

18

Brief Description
Used the Snellen Eye Chart to test
driver’s visual acuity.
Assessed hearing levels at a frequency
range of 125-8000 Hz.
Obtained any information on prior
health problems that may relate to
driving performance.
Measured and recorded subject’s sleep
habits and problems that may cause
drowsiness.
Classified driver’s level of aggressive
driving behavior.
Used a 10-point Likert Scale to obtain
information about driver’s general
attitudes toward driving on a variety of
roadways and in traffic congestion.
Obtained information about the types
of stress and changes that the subject
may have experienced in the past year
to determine the risk level for illness.
Measured the five dimensions of
normal personality: neuroticism;
extraversion; openness; agreeableness;
and conscientiousness.
Used to identify drivers who may be at
high risk for crashes by measuring
their information processing speed and
aptitude for vigilance.
Used to measure a driver’s risk for
crash involvement by using the
driver’s central vision and processing
speed, divided attention, and selective
attention.
List of questions collecting
information on driver’s recollections
about events that occurred during the
last year, seat belt use, alcohol use, etc.
List of questions collecting
information on driver’s age, gender,
level of education, occupation, etc.
List of questions collecting
information on driver’s traffic
violations and accident history, type,
etc.
Used to collect driver’s description of
crash
Assessed seatbelt use and attitudes
toward seatbelt use.
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Instrumentation
The instrumentation of vehicles was orchestrated by the VTTI’s Center for Technology
Development. The 22 leased vehicles were instrumented at VTTI and the 78 private vehicles
were instrumented by a Northern Virginia company. Using a phased approach, it took four
months to get all 100 vehicles on the road. Since the data collection system automatically
powered on and off, data collection began on each vehicle as soon as it was instrumented.
Data Retrieval and Storage
To collect the data from the experimental vehicles, “chase vehicles” were used to track the
vehicle, go to the location, and download data. The chase vehicle drivers “called” the vehicle
using a cellular telephone and laptop configuration. In-house software then displayed a map
showing icons for the chase vehicle and experimental vehicle locations. The chase vehicle driver
then drove to the location of the instrumented vehicle and downloaded the data from the
experimental vehicle (downloading required a data transfer cable connected to an outlet near the
rear license plate of the instrumented vehicle, which was connected to a data storage device).
After each download, data integrity was verified. Data were again duplicated in Northern
Virginia onto DVDs, one copy was sent to VTTI and the other copy was kept in Northern
Virginia.
As the data arrived at VTTI, the triggering software was run on each DVD (see “Data
Reduction’) and the resulting relevant event epochs were saved. Event epochs were copied and
saved on the networked attached storage server (NAS) at VTTI. The remainder of the video and
raw data contained on the DVD remained on the DVD.
Once the triggered data were copied to the NAS at VTTI, the data were deleted from the
experimental vehicle hard drive using in-house software. Once the data arrived at VTTI a fourth
copy was created on the NAS before the on-board data were deleted. The purpose of this
detailed duplication and storage scheme was to maintain a minimum of two data copies at all
times.
PROCEDURE FOR DATA REDUCTION
Sensitivity Analysis
As stated previously, data were collected continuously to optimize the trigger criteria values after
driving performance data were collected. If the triggers had been set prior to data collection,
valuable events may have been lost without any method of recovery. One method of efficiently
establishing trigger criteria is to perform a sensitivity analysis.
Figure 2.11 shows the data reduction plan in a flow chart format. Raw data from the vehicles
was saved on the NAS at VTTI until approximately 10 percent of the data expected to be
collected for the entire study was stored on the NAS. At that time, a sensitivity analysis was
performed to establish post-hoc trigger criteria.
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Figure 2.11. Flow chart of the data reduction process.
The sensitivity analysis was conducted by making iterative adjustments to the trigger values to
ensure that most of the valid events were identified with only a few invalid events also being
identified. The list of dependent variables ultimately used as event triggers is presented in Table
2.3.
Table 2.3. Dependent variables used as event triggers.
Trigger Type
1. Lateral Acceleration
2. Longitudinal
Acceleration

3. Event Button
4. Forward Time-toCollision

5. Rear Time-toCollision
6. Yaw rate

Description
• Lateral motion equal to or greater than 0.7 g.
• Acceleration or deceleration equal to or greater than 0.6g.
• Acceleration or deceleration equal to or greater than 0.5 coupled with a
forward TTC of 4 seconds or less.
• All longitudinal decelerations between 0.4g and 0.5g coupled with a
forward TTC value of ≤ 4 seconds and that the corresponding forward
range value at the minimum TTC is not greater than 100 ft.
• Activated by the driver by pressing a button located on the dashboard
when an event occurred that he/she deemed critical.
• Acceleration or deceleration equal to or greater than 0.5 coupled with a
forward TTC of 4 seconds or less.
• All longitudinal decelerations between 0.4g and 0.5g coupled with a
forward TTC value of ≤ 4 seconds and that the corresponding forward
range value at the minimum TTC is not greater than 100 ft.
• Any rear TTC trigger value of 2 seconds or less that also has a
corresponding rear range distance of ≤ 50 feet AND any rear TTC
trigger value in which the absolute acceleration of the following vehicle
is greater than 0.3g
• Any value greater than or equal to a plus AND minus 4 degree change
in heading (i.e., vehicle must return to the same general direction of
travel) within a 3 second window of time.

A sensitivity analysis was performed by setting the trigger criteria to a very liberal level,
reducing the chance of a missed valid event to a minimal level while allowing a high number of
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invalid events (false alarms) to be identified (see Figure 2.12). Data reductionists then viewed
all of the events produced from the liberal trigger criteria and classified each event as valid or
invalid. The number of valid events and invalid events that resulted from this baseline setting
was recorded.
"Optimized" Phase IV Trigger
Goal: Minimize False Alarms

Liberal Phase II Trigger
Goal: Minimize misses

Distribution of
Valid Critical
Incidents

Distribution of
Invalid Critical
Incidents

Figure 2.12. Graphical depiction of trigger criteria settings for Phase II and Phase IV
using the distribution of valid events. Note that this distribution and criterion placement is
unique for each trigger type.
The trigger criteria for each dependent variable was then set to a slightly more conservative level
and the resulting number of valid and invalid events was counted and compared to the first
frequency count. The trigger criteria were made more and more conservative and the number of
valid and invalid triggers counted and compared until an optimum trigger criteria value was
determined (a level which results in a minimal amount of valid events lost and a reasonable
amount of invalid events identified). The goal in this sensitivity analysis was to obtain a miss
rate of less than 10 percent and a false alarm rate of less than 30 percent.
Based on data from past VTTI studies, it was originally hypothesized that as many as 26 crashes,
520 near-crashes, and over 25,000 incidents (crash-relevant conflicts and proximity conflicts)
would be collected; however many of these early estimates were based on long-haul truck
driving data. It was soon discovered, after the sensitivity analysis process began, that the
variability in light vehicle drivers” braking, acceleration, and steering behavior is much larger
than with truck drivers. It is likely that this is due to differences in vehicle dynamics and the
more uniform driving skill of commercial truck drivers.
Given the large variability in light vehicle driving performance, the sensitivity analysis proved to
be challenging. VTTI researchers determined that the best option was to accept a very low miss
rate while accepting a fairly high false alarm rate to ensure that few valid events were missed.
This resulted in viewing over 110,000 events in order to validate 10,548 events. The distribution
of the total number of reduced events by severity is shown in Table 2.4.
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Table 2.4. The total number of events reduced for each severity level.
Event Severity
Crash

Total Number
69
(plus 13 without complete data)

Near-Crash
Incidents (Crash-relevant Conflicts and Proximity
Conflicts)
Non-Conflict Events

761
8,295
1,423

Once the trigger criteria were set for Phase II, data reductionists watched 90-second epochs for
each event (one minute prior to and 30 seconds after), reduced and recorded information
concerning the nature of the event, driving behavior prior to the event, the state of the driver, the
surrounding environment, etc. The specific variables recorded in the data reduction process are
described in detail in the data reduction software framework section of this chapter.
Recruiting and Training Data Reductionists
Based upon past experience, it was estimated that reductionists would be able to reduce an
average of 4 events per hour. Eleven data reductionists were recruited by posting flyers and
notices to various graduate student listserves on the Virginia Tech campus. The data reduction
manager interviewed, hired and trained the data reductionists on how to access the data from the
server and operate the data reduction software, and provided training on all relevant operational
and administrative procedures (approximately 4 hours of training). The manager gave each data
reductionist a data reduction manual to guide them in learning the software and reduction
procedures. All analyst trainees practiced data reduction procedures with another trained analyst
prior to reducing data independently. After each trainee felt comfortable with the process, the
trainee worked alone under the supervision of the data reduction manager. Once the trainee and
manager felt confident of the analyst’s abilities, the analyst began working independently, with
“spot check” monitoring from the project leader and other reductionists. The data reductionists
were responsible for analyzing a minimum number of events per week, and were required to
attend weekly data reduction meetings to discuss issues that arose in data reduction.
The data reductionists performed two general tasks for this project. On the first 10 to 15 percent
of the data, they performed a preliminary data reduction task in which they viewed events to
determine whether the event was valid or invalid and to determine the severity of the event.
After the trigger criteria for Phase II was set using the results from the sensitivity analysis, the
data reductionists then validated the data, determined severity, and performed a full data
reduction. For the full data reduction, they recorded all of the required variables (discussed
below) for the event type. To ascertain severity of the event, reductionists used the decision tree,
as shown in Figure 2.13.
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Figure 2.13. Decision tree used to classify event severity.
Data Reduction Software Framework
The data reduction framework was developed to identify various driving behavior and
environmental characteristics for four levels of event severity: crashes; near-crashes; crashrelevant conflicts; and proximity conflicts. The variables recorded were selected based upon past
instrumented vehicle studies (Hanowski et al., 2000; Dingus et al., 2002), national crash
databases (General Estimates System and Fatality Accident Reporting System), and questions on
Virginia State Police Accident Reports. Using this technique, the reduced database can be used
to directly compare crash data from GES and FARS to those crashes, near-crashes, and incidents
(crash-relevant conflicts and proximity conflicts) identified in this dataset.
The general method for data reduction was to have trained data reductionists view the video data
and record the battery of variables for all valid events. The data reduction manager and project
manager performed all data reduction on the near-crashes and crashes. Varying levels of detail
were recorded for each type of event. Crash-relevant conflicts and proximity conflicts have the
least amount of information recorded and near-crashes and crashes have the most information
recorded. A total of four areas of data reduction were recorded for each event type. These four
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areas include: vehicle variables; event variables; environmental variables; and driver state
variables. Table 2.5 defines each area of data reduction, provides examples, and describes
additional features of the data reduction. The complete list of all variables reduced during data
reduction is shown in Appendix B.
Table 2.5. Areas of data reduction, definition of the area, and examples.
Area of Data
Reduction
Vehicle Variables

Event Variables

Environmental
Variables

Driver’s State
Driver/Vehicle 2
Narrative
Dynamic
reconstruction

Definition

Example

All of the descriptive variables including the vehicle
identification number, vehicle type, ownership, and
those variables collected specifically for that vehicle
(VMT).
Description of the sequence of actions involved in
each event, list of contributing factors, and safety or
legality of these actions.

General description of the immediate environment,
roadway, and any other vehicle at the moment of the
incident, near-crash, or crash. Any of these variables
may or may not have contributed to the event, nearcrash or crash.
Description of the instrumented vehicle(s) driver’s
physical state.
Description of the vehicle(s) in the general vicinity of
the instrumented vehicle and the vehicle’s action.
Written description of the entire event.
Creation of an animated depiction of the event.

Vehicle ID, Vehicle type, Driver
type (leased or private), and
VMT.
Nature of Event/ Crash type, Preevent maneuver, Precipitating
Factors, Corrective
action/Evasive maneuver,
Contributing Factors, Types of
Inattention, Driver impairment,
etc.
Weather, ambient lighting, road
type, traffic density, relation to
junction, surface condition,
traffic flow, etc.
Hands on wheel, seat belt usage,
fault assignment, eyeglance,
PERCLOS, etc.
Vehicle 2 body style, maneuver,
corrective action attempted, etc.

Data Reduction Inter- and Intra-Rater Reliability
Training procedures were implemented to improve both inter- and intra-rater reliability, given
that data reductionists were asked to perform subjective judgments on the video and driving data.
Reliability testing was then conducted to measure the resulting inter- and intra-rater reliability.
First, data reductionist managers performed spot checks of the reductionists’ work, monitoring
both event validity judgments as well as recording all database variables. Reductionists also
performed 30 minute’s worth of spot-checks of their own or other reductionists’ work every
week. This was done to ensure accuracy but also to allow reductionists the opportunity to view
other reductionists’ work. It was anticipated that this would encourage each reductionist to
modify their own work and to improve consistency in decision-making techniques across all
reductionists. Mandatory weekly meetings were held to discuss issues concerning data reduction
techniques. Issues were usually identified by the spot-checking activities of the reductionist
managers and the reductionists, or specific difficult events that the reductionists had encountered.
These meetings provided iterative and on-going reduction training throughout the entire data
reduction process.
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To determine how successful these techniques were, an inter- and intra-rater reliability test was
conducted during the last three months of data reduction. Three reliability tests were developed
(each containing 20 events) for which the reductionist was required to make validity judgments.
Three of these 20 events were also fully reduced. Three of the test events on Test 1 were
repeated on Test 2 and 3 other events were duplicated between Tests 2 and 3 to obtain a measure
of intra-rater reliability.
Using the expert reductionists’ evaluations of each epoch as a “gold” standard, the proportion of
agreement between the expert and each rater was calculated for each test. The measures for each
rater for each testing period, along with a composite measure, can be found in Table 2.6.
Table 2.6. Percentage agreement with expert reductionists.
Rater
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14

Test 1 Percent
78.3
65.2
100
100
100
95.7
91.3
91.3
95.7
95.7
95.7
78.3
87.0
78.3
Average
(across all tests)

Test 2 Percent
87.5
70.8
91.7
91.7
83.3
87.5
87.5
91.7
70.8
91.7
87.5
87.5
83.3
83.3

Test 3 Percent
91.3
78.3
95.7
87.0
87.0
91.3
91.3
91.3
91.3
87.0
100
87.0
96.0
91.3

88.4

The Kappa statistic was also used to calculate inter-rater reliability. Although there is
controversy surrounding the usefulness of the Kappa statistic, it is viewed by many researchers
as the standard for rater assessment (e.g., Cicchetti and Feinstein, 1990). The Kappa coefficient
(K = 0.65, p <0.0001) indicated that the association among raters is significant. While the
coefficient value is somewhat low, given the highly subjective nature of the task, the number of
raters involved, and the conservative nature of this statistic, the Kappa calculation probably errs
on the low side.
A tetrachoric correlation coefficient is a statistical calculation of inter-rater reliability based on
the assumption that the latent trait underlying the rating scale is continuous and normally
distributed. Based on this assumption, the tetrachoric correlation coefficient can be interpreted
in the same manner as a correlation coefficient calculated on a continuous scale. The average of
the pair-wise correlation coefficients for the inter-rater analysis is 0.86. The coefficients for the
intra-rater analysis were extremely high with 9 raters achieving a correlation of 1.0 among the
three reliability tests and 5 raters achieving a correlation of 0.99.
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Given these three methods of calculating inter-rater reliability, it appears that the data reduction
training coupled with spot-checking and weekly meetings proved to be an effective method for
achieving high inter- and intra-rater reliability.
Database Creation
All of the data analyses in this report are based on (1) driving performance data derived from the
raw data collected on-board the vehicles, (2) reduced data resulting from the event analysis, and
(3) subjective questionnaires filled out by subjects pre- and post-data collection. These data
were copied, created, or edited into MySQL databases and linked using identification codes (i.e.,
vehicle or epoch identification numbers). Using these databases, it was then possible to identify,
for example, the number of near-crashes and crashes for male drivers under age 24 compared to
males drivers over age 45 for relationship to crash involvement.
BY THE NUMBERS – TOP LEVEL PROJECT STATISTICS
The final top-level statistics for the 100-Car Study are provided in Table 2.7. Note that 109
primary drivers drove 100 vehicles, of which 78 were personal vehicles, and 22 were leased
vehicles. More than 100 primary drivers were used because some drivers dropped out of the
study and others were replaced for various reasons. Altogether there were 241 total drivers
(primary drivers plus secondary drivers). Over 6 terabytes of data were collected and stored on
over 1,300 DVDs. Altogether, there were 82 crashes. Of those, complete data were available for
69. Also, of the 82 crashes, 49 were low g events, such as struck or ran over curb, median,
parking blocks, or small animal). There were 761 near-crashes and over 8,000 incidents.
Table 2.7. Top-level 100-Car Study statistics.
Parameter
Participants:

Statistic
109 primary drivers
241 total drivers
78 personal, 22 leased
2,025,000
47,382.65
29 mph
18.5

Vehicles:
Miles driven:
Hours of driving data collected:
Average speed:
Overall duration of data collection in
months:
Amount of data in terabytes:
Amount of data in DVDs:
Crashes (see Table 2.8):
Near-Crashes:
Incidents:

6.4 TB
1,361 DVDs
82 (69 with complete data)
761
8,295

The 82 crashes are summarized in Table 2.8 in terms of crash type and whether or not the crash
was reported to police. The most common crash types were Rear-End Striking (29 percent of
total) and Rear-End Struck (25 percent of total). Single Vehicle Run-Off-Road was the third
most common at 18 percent of the total. The other main contributor to the overall total was
Backing, at 13 percent of the total; however, none of these Backing crashes were police reported,
while at least some of all the other most common types were police reported.
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Table 2.8. Summary of crashes.
Type
Police Reported*
Number
Percentage of Total
Single Vehicle Run-off-Road
No
29
35%
Single Vehicle Run-off-Road
Yes
3
4%
Rear-end, striking
No
11
13%
Rear-end, striking
Yes
5
6%
Rear-end, struck
No
12
15%
Rear-end, struck
Yes
3
4%
Backing
No
8
10%
Backing
Yes
0
0%
Left Turn Across Path
No
0
0%
Left Turn Across Path
Yes
2
3%
Sideswipe
No
2
3%
Sideswipe
Yes
0
0%
Lane Change
No
1
1%
Lane Change
Yes
0
0%
Hit by object
No
1
7%
Hit by object
Yes
0
0%
* Crashes were counted as non-police-reported when this was not known.

The ratios of police reported crashes to non-police reported crashes varied considerably
depending on crash type. For example, none of the Backing crashes were police reported. The
overall ratio of non-reported to reported crashes was 2.9 to 1 (i.e., there were 2.9 non-reported
crashes for every reported crash). Several categories of crashes were all police reported (RearEnd Striking and Struck, Left Turn across Path, and Lane Change), while other categories were
not reported at all (Backing, Sideswipe, and Hit By Object). Categories in which some crashes
were reported and some crashes were not reported included Single Vehicle Run-Off-Road, RearEnd Striking, and Rear-End Struck. There were 38 crashes in the three most common crash type
categories, and the ratio of non-reported to reported crashes for these three categories was 3.2 to
1.
Table 2.9. Ratios of non-police-reported to police reported crashes.
Category
Overall ratio of non-reported crashes to reported crashes
Non-police reported or unknown if police reported
Known police reported
Ratio by crash type:
Single Vehicle Run-off-Road
Rear-end, striking
Rear-end, struck
Rear-end, struck & striking
Backing
Left Turn Across Path
Sideswipe
Lane Change
Hit by object
Three most common crash types (37 crashes)
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Numbers
2.7 : 1
41
14
2:1
2.2 : 1
12 : 1
All police reported
All non-police reported
All police reported
All non-police reported
All police reported
All non-police reported
3.2 : 1
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When comparing these statistics to the expected crash rates as cited in the 100-Car Phase I
Report, there were significantly more rear-end crashes than were expected. Using Crash Rate
Calculation 4 from the Phase I Report, the calculation was based on the following sources or
assumptions:
1. Northern Virginia/ Washington, DC, metropolitan area crash rate statistics.
2. Assuming 2.88 MVMT.
3. Biasing the sample towards younger drivers.
4. Higher crash rate in an urban area.
These sources and assumptions suggested that there would be data for 6.94 police-reported rearend crashes and potentially 10 rear-end crashes accounting for all of the non police-reported
crashes.
The final numbers for rear-end crashes were as follows:
• 31 total striking and struck rear-end crashes (reported or identified in the 100-Car
Study database).
• 8 police-reported rear-end striking and struck rear-end crashes.
• 23 crashes were non-police reported.
Note that 1.4 MVMT were collected during the 100-Car Study and that the driver sample was
only slightly biased toward younger drivers with 50 percent of the drivers under age 35. These
results suggest that police-reported crash statistics greatly underestimate the actual number of
crashes that occur.
The numbers of primary drivers involved in incidents of various types is shown in Table 2.10.
The weekly dataset developed for Chapter 8, Goal 4 was used in this analysis. There were data
available for 107 0f the 109 primary drivers in this dataset. It can be seen that over 35 percent of
drivers were involved in at least one crash, while over 80 percent experienced at least one nearcrash and over 90 percent were involved in at least one incident. Table 2.11 presents the percent
of drivers who were involved in multiple crashes, near-crashes, and critical incidents. Note that
close to 50 percent of primary drivers had more than 50 incidents over the course of the study
(about one per week) and about 15 percent had more than 150 (about three per week).
Table 2.10. Number and percentage of drivers involved in at least one of the various
event types.
Event Type
At least 1 Crash
At least 1 Near-crash
At least 1 Incident

Number of Drivers
38
89
99
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Percentage of Drivers
35.5%
83.2%
92.5%
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Table 2.11. Number and percentage of drivers involved in multiple events.
Number of
Crashes
0
1
2
3
4
More than 4

Percentage
of Drivers
64.5%
21.5%
6.5%
3.7%
3.7%
0.0%

Number of
Near-crashes
0
1
2-4
5-8
9-12
13-24
25-50
More than 50

Percentage
of Drivers
16.8%
7.5%
27.1%
27.1%
3.7%
13.1%
2.8%
1.9%

Number of
Incidents
0
1-5
6-10
11-15
16-20
21-25
26-30
31-40
41-50
51-100
101-150
151-200
More than
200

Percentage
of Drivers
7.5%
9.3%
3.7%
0.9%
3.7%
5.6%
4.7%
8.4%
7.5%
16.8%
16.8%
11.2%
3.7%

In viewing the above tables, it becomes clear that some participants might make an outsized
contribution to the frequency and rate of events. Further exploration of the matter revealed four
participants who might be considered to be outliers when their data is considered on a rate per
mile traveled basis. Event rates were calculated for all participants based on event type divided
by miles traveled. The rank percentile was then calculated for each event type for each
participant. In order to be considered an outlier, a participant had to been > 95th percentile in two
of three severity categories and > 90th percentile on the third severity category. Descriptive data
for the four participants meeting these criteria are found in Table 2.12. Note that three of the
four participants appear to have extremely low miles traveled; for drivers 124, 308, and 311, the
miles are an accurate reflection of miles driven. For driver 204, however, there were outages
with the data collection system that resulted in apparently low miles traveled. However, the
events shown here for driver 204 happened during the miles recorded, so the event rates shown
are accurate. Note that the outlier group includes two males and two females, and that four age
groups are represented. Driver 311 was one of only 4 female drivers in the 35–to-44 age group,
so she might be expected to have a larger influence when age and gender rate calculations are
conducted in ensuing chapters of this report. The remaining participants only made up 8 to 11
percent of their respective age and gender categories. The decision was made to include events
from these outliers in the remaining sections of this report, with added footnote reminders
regarding driver 311 when the 35–to-44 female rates seem unusually high.
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Table 2.12. Description of four outlier participants in terms of crash, near-crash, and
incidents rates per miles traveled.
Participant #

124

204

308

311

21-24

25-34

18-20

35-44

M

M

F

F

Percentage of age/gender group

10%

8%

11%

25%

Miles Data Recorded

5,241

2,603

4,131

19,833

103

60

171

456

Incident rate/mile

0.020

0.023

0.041

0.023

Incident percentile rank

97%

99%

100%

98%

7

4

19

56

Near-crash rate/mile

0.001

0.002

0.005

0.003

Near-crash percentile rank

90%

92%

100%

98%

3

1

1

4

Crash rate/mile

0.0006

0.0004

0.0002

0.0002

Crash percentile rank

100%

98%

95%

91%

Age Group
Gender

Incidents

Near-Crashes

Crashes
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CHAPTER 3: DRIVER AND VEHICLE DEMOGRAPHICS
AGE AND GENDER
Recall that the project goal called for a distribution of driver age and gender, which would slant
the study slightly toward the male (60%) and younger (60 percent younger than age 25) end of
the spectrum. The original recruiting goals are shown below:
• Age 18-20 years: drivers = 18 males and 12 females.
• Age 21-24 years: drivers = 18 males and 12 females.
• Age 25-34 years: drivers = 6 males and 4 females.
• Age 35-44 years: drivers = 6 males and 4 females.
• Age 45-54 years: drivers = 6 males and 4 females.
• Age 55-64 years: drivers = 6 males and 4 females.
As shown in Table 3.1, the project was successful in achieving the gender distribution goal (60
percent male and 40 percent female). However, the age group recruiting goals were not met.
Only 34 percent of participants were under age 25, as opposed to the goal of 60 percent. This
was primarily due to the difficulty in trying to recruit participants who drove many miles per
year (primarily by commuting). Commuters tend to be older, and younger people tend not to
drive as many miles. Those younger participants who were recruited were typically college
students who commuted to campus from some distance away. Table 3.2 provides a direct
comparison between recruiting goals and achieved distributions for each age and gender
grouping. The final distribution did have an advantage, however. As shown in Figure 3.1, the
final age distribution was very balanced across the various age groups. As stated previously,
some family members and friends would occasionally drive the instrumented vehicles, therefore,
data were collected on 148 additional drivers for whom demographic data are not available.
Table 3.1. Participant age and gender distributions.
Gender
Age Bins

N
% of total

18-20
21-24
25-34
35-44
45-54
55+
Total N
Total Percent

Female
9
8.3%
11
10.1%
7
6.4%
4
3.7%
7
6.4%
5
4.6%
43
39.4%
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Male
7
6.4%
10
9.2%
12
11.0%
16
14.7%
13
11.9%
8
7.3%
66
60.6%

Grand
Total
16
14.7%
21
19.3%
19
17.4%
20
18.3%
20
18.3%
13
11.9%
109
100.0%
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Table 3.2. Comparison of age and gender distribution to project goals.
Male
Goal
18
18
6
6
6
6
60
60%

Age Bin
18-20
21-24
25-34
35-44
45-54
55-64
Total
Total Percent

Male
Actual
7
10
12
16
13
8
66
60.6%

Female
Goal
12
12
4
4
4
4
40
40%

Female
Actual
9
11
7
4
7
5
43
39.4%

Overall
Goal
30
30
10
10
10
10
100
NA

Overall
Actual
16
21
19
20
20
13
109
NA

25-34
17%

21-24
20%

35-44
18%

18-20
15%

55+
12%

45-54
18%

Figure 3.1. Distribution of participant age.
Self-Reported Years of Driving Experience
As seen in Figure 3.2, participants reported a wide variety of years of driving experience. The
most experienced group reported greater than 50 years of driving experience (3% of
participants), while the largest group was in the 5-to-9 years of experience range (26% of
participants). As might be expected, there was a close correlation between driver age and selfreported years of experience, and this relationship is discussed in the next section.
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10-19
17%

20-29
17%

5-9
26%

30-39
18%

<5
11%

>50
3%

40-49
8%

Figure 3.2. Distribution of participant self-reported years of driving experience.
Driver Age as Compared to Self-Reported Years of Driving Experience
In general, self-reported years of driving experience seemed to agree with driver age (Figure
3.3). Note that points above the line represent cases in which the driver began before the average
age, and points below the line represent cases in which the driver began after the average age.
There are a few data outliers below the line which indicate that 7 or 8 participants began driving
three to 5 years after most of their peers, while the one data outlier above the line indicates a
driver who self-reported that he/she began driving at age 6. Most likely, this was a mistake on
the part of the participant, who probably meant to report 41 years of driving experience rather
than 51 years. However, there are cases of people who begin driving at such a young age,
especially if they grew up on farms and were required to drive at an early age to help out with the
farm work. Females reported beginning to drive at an average age of 17.1 years (SD = 3.51
years), while males began driving at an average age of 16.2 years (SD = 1.94 years). Overall,
this pool of drivers began driving at an average age of 16.6 years (SD = 2.69 years).
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60
Years of Driving
Linear (Years of Driving)

Years of Driving Experience
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Age

Figure 3.3. Distribution of participants across self-reported years of driving experience
bins.
Ethnicity
As shown in Figure 3.4, the pool of participants was largely Caucasian (78% versus 32% nonCaucasian). Table 3.3 shows a comparison of the ethnic makeup of the Northern Virginia area
with the participant pool. These data were obtained from a document called “Minority Issues
Plan” issued by George Mason University in 2000 (http://www.gmu.edu/departments/
provost/accredit/Final%20MINORITY%20ISSUES%20PLAN.doc ). Note that the makeup of
the participant pool was a fairly close match with the population base of the northern Virginia
area, even though no special attempt was made to recruit based on ethnicity.
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Caucasian
78%

Asian
4%
AfricanAmerican
6%

Other
6% MiddleEasterner
PacificIslander
2%
1%

Hispanic
3%

Figure 3.4. Distribution of participants across self-reported ethnic groups.

Table 3.3. Ethnic background of northern Virginia residents and 100-Car Study
participants.
Ethnic Group
White
African American
Asian American
Hispanic American
Native American
Other

NOVA Ethnic
Makeup
76.8%
9.4%
6.5%
6.9%
0.2%
1.0%

100-Car
Participant Pool
78.9%
6.4%
3.7%
2.8%
0.0%
8.2%

Occupation
During the initial screening, participants were asked about their occupations. Their self-reported
answers were then placed into related categories as shown in Table 3.4 and Figure 3.5. The
categories in Table 3.4 are presented in alphabetical order. The greatest percentage of
participants was in the technical field (engineers, drafting, etc. at 18.3% overall), while there
were very few who reported being involved in food service, religious, or retired/unemployed
(1.8% each). Large differences were noted in the occupations of the participants between
genders. For example, of the female participants, 20.9 percent were students, while only 7.6
percent of male participants were students. The situation was almost reversed for the technical
category, with 25.8 percent of males in this category and only 7.0 percent of females. Other
categories with large differences in gender representation included education (11.6% of females
35
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versus 4.5% of males), legal/military/government (2.3% of females versus 9.1% of males),
medical (9.3% of females versus 1.5% of males), and retail/real estate (11.6% of females versus
19.7% of males).
Table 3.4. Occupation categories of participants by gender.
Gender
Occupation Category
Education
Financial
Food Service
Legal/Military/Government
Management/Administrative
Medical
Religious
Retail/Real Estate
Retired/Unemployed
Self-employed/Homemaker
Student
Technical
Transportation
Grand Total

Female
11.6%
7.0%
2.3%
2.3%
16.3%
9.3%
2.3%
11.6%
2.3%
4.7%
20.9%
7.0%
2.3%
100.0%
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Male
4.5%
4.5%
1.5%
9.1%
12.1%
1.5%
1.5%
19.7%
1.5%
7.6%
7.6%
25.8%
3.0%
100.0%

Grand Total
7.3%
5.5%
1.8%
6.4%
13.8%
4.6%
1.8%
16.5%
1.8%
6.4%
12.8%
18.3%
2.8%
100.0%
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Technical
17%

Transportation
Education
3%
7%

Student
13%

Financial
6%
Food Service
2%
Legal/Military/
Government
6%

Self-employed/
Homemaker
6%

Management/Admin
14%

Retired/Unemployed
2%

Retail/Real Estate
17%

Religious
2%
Medical
5%

Figure 3.5. Distribution of participants across job categories.
Education
Overall, the participant pool was highly educated (Figure 3.6), with every participant having
graduated from high school, and only 2 percent of participants not having at least some college.
In fact, 60 percent of the participants reported having at least a 4-year degree, and 19 percent
reported having a master’s degree, professional degree, or doctoral degree. This is despite the
fact that 13 percent of participants were students (presumably working on 4-year degrees) during
the time they participated in the study. The overall educational level attained by the participants
is probably due to the fact that an attempt was made to recruit automobile commuters. One
would expect that automobile commuters would make a fairly good living. They would typically
be able to afford housing in the suburbs, a reliable vehicle, and have enough money to purchase
fuel for these vehicles. The assumption would then be that people who have attained a higher
level of education would obtain jobs that pay adequately to support these items. One would
expect that those with lower levels of education might have lower paying jobs, might live closer
to work, and if they commuted, they might be more likely to do so via public transportation than
by automobile.
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2YrColl
6%

4YrColl
41%

SomeColl
32%
HS
2%

PhD
4%

Professional
4%

Masters
11%

Figure 3.6. Distribution of participants with regard to years and type of education.
Self-Reported Violations
Participants were asked to self-report the number of violations they had received in the past 5
years. The 109 participants reported 163 violations during this time frame, for an average of
approximately 0.7 violations per participant in 5 years (0.13 violations/year/participant). As
shown in Figure 3.7, the most common category was speeding (63% of violations) and the
second most common category was red light violations and stop sign/traffic sign violations (12%
each). These three categories accounted for 87 percent of violations reported, with the other 13
percent split among four lesser categories. One participant reported 16 violations, all speeding,
while the next highest number for a single individual was 9 violations (all red light running
violations). There were 37 participants (34%) who reported no violations during the past 5 years,
and 2 participants who did not answer the question.
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Lane change/
passing/out of lane
4%

Not specified
1%
Other
3%

Reckless driving
5%

Stop sign/
traffic sign violation
12%
Speeding
63%
Red light violation
12%

Figure 3.7. Distribution of type of self-reported traffic violations in the past 5 years.
Gender differences were noted in the distribution of the number of self-reported violations
(Figure 3.8). About 25 percent of females reported no violations in the past 5 years, as compared
to about 40 percent of males. Over half of females reported having 1 or 2 violations in this time
frame as compared to about 40 percent for males. Males and females reported having three or
more violations at about the same rate (around 20%). Since these violations were self-reported,
there is no way to ensure the accuracy of these figures.
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60%
Zero
1 or 2
3 or more

Percent of Participants

50%

40%

30%

20%

10%

0%
Female

Male

Figure 3.8. Percentage of participants by gender for number of self-reported traffic
violations in the past 5 years.
Some interesting age trends were also noted with regard to self-reported violations. There was a
distinct split between those younger than age 35 and those 35 or older, as shown in Figure 3.9.
For each of the three age groups younger than 35, fewer than 20 percent reported having had 0
violations in the past 5 years. In contrast, the three age groups aged 35 or over had 45 percent or
more of participants reporting no violations during this time span. The three or more violations
category peaked in the 21- to 24-year-old age group, at nearly 50 percent. Note that for a 21year-old, the past 5 years encompasses their entire driving history, assuming that they began
driving at age 16. The three violations or more category was lowest between the ages of 35-55,
at 5 percent or less.
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70%
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1 or 2

3 or more

60%
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50%

40%

30%

20%

10%

0%
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25-34

35-44

45-54
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Age Grouping

Figure 3.9. Percentage of participants in each age bin for number of self-reported traffic
violations in the past 5 years.
Self-Reported Crashes
A similar question asked participants to report the number of traffic crashes they had been
involved in over the past 10 years. Overall, 35 percent of drivers reported no crashes over this
time span, 50 percent reported one or two crashes, 13 percent reported 3 or more crashes, and 2
percent did not answer the question. Unlike for violations, there was close agreement among the
genders for this question (Figure 3.10).
There were also age trends for this question, but the differences were not as pronounced as for
the violations question (Figure 3.11). For the zero crashes category, the peak age group was 45to 54-year olds at 60 percent and the lowest age group was 25- to 34-year olds, with only 10.5
percent of this age group reporting no crashes over the past 10 years. Of the 21- to 24-year-olds,
29 percent reported having been in 3 or more crashes over the past 10 years. In all cases, this
likely represents their complete driving history, even for those who might have started driving at
a younger age. In contrast, only 5 percent of 45- to 54-year-olds reported 3 or more crashes over
this time frame.
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40%
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35%
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Figure 3.10. Percentage of participants by gender for number of self-reported traffic
crashes in the past 10 years.
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Figure 3.11. Percentage of participants in each age bin for number of self-reported traffic
crashes in the past 10 years.
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Self-Reported Annual Mileage
Participants were asked how many miles they typically drove in a 12 month period, in keeping
with the desire to recruit high mileage commuters for the project (Figure 3.12). Over threefourths of participants reported driving more than 15,000 miles per year, but these numbers were
shown to be inflated based on mileage driven during the study period. Table 3.5 presents the
number of drivers for each of several actual mileage bins. As can be seen, in reality only 30
percent of participants drove more than 15,000 miles during the course of the study, and onefourth of participants drove 9,000 miles or less during the study. Nevertheless, the project goals
in terms of numbers of crashes, near-crashes, and crash-relevant conflicts were met, so this
inflation of miles driven did not turn out to be important to the outcome of the study.

15K-25K
76%

>25K
15%

<15K
8%

Not Specified
1%

Figure 3.12. Distribution of participants across self-reported annual mileage categories.
Table 3.5. Actual miles driven during the study.
Actual miles driven
0-9,000
9,001-12,000
12,001-15,000
15,001-18,000
18,001-21,000
More than 21,000

Number of
participants
29
22
26
11
8
13

43

Percentage of
Participants
26.6%
20.2%
23.9%
10.1%
7.3%
11.9%
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Vehicle Demographics
Overall, 78 vehicles were privately owned and 22 were leased vehicles loaned to the participants
in return for their participation in the study. As can be seen in Figure 3.13, there was quite a
large difference in the distribution of leased versus privately owned vehicles with regard to age
groups. Younger drivers were more likely to be motivated to participate in the study by the
prospect of having a vehicle to drive with no car payments due, while older participants were
less likely to want to give up the familiarity of their own vehicles. No drivers age 30 or over
used a leased vehicle, while over 60 percent of the 18- to 20-year-olds drove leased vehicles,
falling to just over 25 percent for participants in the 25-34 year age category.
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Figure 3.13. Percentage of participants for each age group driving personal versus leased
vehicles for the study.
An attempt was made to have the chosen vehicle type makes and models evenly represented in
the study. As can be seen in Figure 3.14, this goal was achieved, with a 12-20 percent share for
each make/model combination. Likewise, the three manufacturers were fairly evenly
represented, with 38 percent Chevrolet, 27 percent Ford, and 35 percent Toyota.
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Chevy Cavalier
17%

Toyota Corolla
18%

Toyota Camry
17%
Ford Explorer
15%

Ford Taurus
12%

Chevy Malibu
21%

Figure 3.14. Distribution of participants across vehicle makes/models driven during the
study.
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CHAPTER 4: LESSONS LEARNED IN CONDUCTING THE 100-CAR STUDY
BACKGROUND
The logistics and theoretical implications of conducting a field experiment of the scope and
complexity of the 100-Car Study proved to be challenging from the beginning to the end of the
project. Essentially, every aspect of the project differed from the norm either because of the
number of vehicles, the amount of data gathered, or because new software reduction techniques
had to be developed to take full advantage of the data gathered. When challenges arose,
solutions were promptly created to overcome them with minimal impact on the dataset. In
addition to the current and future value of the dataset, there was a substantial amount of
organizational knowledge created as part of this effort, which can best be presented as a series of
lessons learned.
These lessons learned should serve as recommendations to ease the performance and
management of any future naturalistic driving studies of similar or larger scope. The remainder
of this chapter discusses the challenges encountered in the study as well as recommendations to
address them in future efforts. This discussion is framed within the following broad categories:
1) Subject Recruitment and Compliance
2) DAS Installation
3) Hardware and Software Maintenance
4) Data Downloading
5) Data Reduction
6) Data Analysis
7) Other Logistics
SUBJECT RECRUITMENT AND COMPLIANCE
The recruitment of subjects to participate in the study was challenging due to a combination of
several screening factors. One factor was the selection of only six different makes and models of
vehicles to be included in the study. During Task 8 of Phase I, the vehicle types were chosen to
limit the number of customized bracket types that had to be created. Although VTTI
purposefully chose vehicle makes and models that were popular in the northern Virginia area,
this selection still narrowed the number of drivers who could have their private vehicles
instrumented. The participant pool was further reduced due to the driver’s ages that were
needed, the requirement that a high number of miles were typically driven, and the limit on the
targeted geographical area. The reduced participant pool made the participant recruitment
process somewhat difficult.
Furthermore, the vehicle models selected for inclusion in the study were typically not driven by
younger participants. Even when the younger drivers drove the particular type of vehicle, the
vehicle was typically an older model year with a different body style requiring the creation of
different mounting brackets. Rather than continue to create brackets that would only be used for
a couple of vehicles, leased vehicles were used by a large portion of this study group. This
option represented the most efficient way of incorporating the younger driving population within
the study. Any future studies should be aware of the importance of a large and diverse subject
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pool, and avoid geographical areas with relatively small populations, unless the experimenters
are prepared to customize the DAS for a large number of vehicles makes and models.
Driver attrition and/or removal of the driver from the study were also important aspects of
subject management and required additional drivers to be recruited throughout the study. Apart
from a small number of drivers who exercised their right to withdraw from the experiment, four
particular cases are indicative of the complexity of the issues that can arise when participants are
tracked for long periods of time:
• A driver moved away from the study area.
• A driver was arrested during the course of the study and could no longer participate.
• A driver of a leased vehicle was in three crashes and Virginia Tech Office of Risk
Management no longer wanted to cover the insurance.
• A driver of a private vehicle that experienced a catastrophic mechanical failure and it
was not economically feasible to repair it, therefore, the driver could no longer
participate.
Future studies should always have a small number of “reserve” participants who can be called on
relatively short notice to replace any drivers removed from the study. Thus, participant
recruitment and initial screening should continue beyond the placement of the desired number of
vehicles on the road.
Subject compliance issues were also present in the study. Despite numerous efforts to explain
the study protocol to drivers and to relay the importance of their compliance, several drivers
chose not to do so completely. Some interesting examples include:
• A driver of a leased vehicle loaned the vehicle to an unlicensed driver, thus violating
the study protocol.
• A few drivers would not come in for the final debriefing, even though they would be
paid $150.00 for less than an hour of their time.
• Some drivers would not report damage to the leased vehicles, even though failure to
file a police report required payment of a deductible that they would not otherwise
have to pay.
These examples point to the importance of the person or persons who are in direct contact with
the participants and who serve as the interface between the participants and the organization
performing the study. These employees should be well trained in working with participants and
with the resolution of the unique issues that are likely to arise in a study of this length and
magnitude.
DAS INSTALLATION
The 100-Car Data Acquisition System was highly capable and complex, yet had to be installed in
privately owned vehicles without any permanent vehicle modifications. To achieve this, VTTI
engineers developed customized brackets to utilize existing mounting holes in the frame of the
vehicle. However, in some cases the tolerances for the placement of these mounting holes were
larger than expected. Therefore, brackets that should fit a particular vehicle sometimes did not
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and required a certain amount of customization. Prevention of this problem requires the
introduction, within the bracket system, of a certain amount of adjustability.
Installation quality control issues also arose due to the hiring of a subcontractor to assist with
installations. If a subcontractor is hired to perform installation, maintenance, or repairs, the
selection process should carefully consider the capabilities of the contractor, their willingness to
receive specialized training, and their typical level of customer service (i.e., timeliness of work,
craftsmanship, politeness, and attention to detail). In addition, strict guidelines as to who will be
responsible for repair and payment for an installation problem, detailed instructions for
installations, and explicit expectations for the installation timeframe are all critical. It was found
that if participants were asked about their experiences during the installation, and subsequent
feedback was provided to the garage, the subcontractor performance levels improved.
Regardless of the care with which the installer is selected, or even if the systems are installed by
in-house personnel, these surveys should continue for any future studies. It might also be useful
to institute random inspections of recently instrumented vehicles to catch any systematic
problems with the installation that require further training or information to the installer. These
inspections may be useful even when the installations are performed by in-house personnel.
Some sensor installation issues also existed, especially related to crash survivability. The
VORAD units and brackets, installed in front of the bumpers, were destroyed or damaged in
most of the crashes, even when the crash was relatively minor. While other installation options
could be explored to place the radar unit behind the bumper or grille, the particular placement of
the radar was a cost effective solution for this study.
With regard to the radar, standard license plates could not be used since the radar could not “see”
through the metal. VTTI staff worked with the Virginia Department of Motor Vehicles (DMV)
to have special plastic plates manufactured. The downside of the plastic plates was that the
plates were fragile and had to be replaced on multiple occasions for many different cars.
HARDWARE AND SOFTWARE MAINTENANCE
The single most important lesson learned regarding system maintenance for the 100-Car Study
was to have a maintenance person permanently located within the northern Virginia area near the
study vehicles. Initially, hardware and software maintenance was performed periodically by inhouse personnel, who would travel to the northern Virginia area to perform repairs on the
vehicles that needed them. These employees took replacement parts and tools with them, but
had to perform the repairs on the road, wherever the vehicle was parked at the time that it was
intercepted. Having personnel in the area was helpful in that they were able to respond to
problems more quickly, had more familiarity with the roads on the area, and had a permanent
space in which to make repairs, reducing the time that had to be spent with the car and the
possibility of inconveniencing participants.
Equipment repair and adjustment times were also reduced by allowing data downloaders to
perform minor work on the cars. This work was typically performed during the time that data
were being downloaded. This approach reduced the work load of repair personnel, whose effort
could then be focused on more complex repairs that required higher levels of technical expertise.
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Hardware
The 100-Car Study DAS had a unique remote tracking capability that allowed study personnel to
determine, based on GPS coordinates, the location of a vehicle. This functionality was essential
when data downloaders had to locate the vehicles. The system was also able to transmit limited
amounts of data from the vehicle that could be used for fault detection. In some cases, the
system also allowed for the remote completion of small repairs to the system, especially those
that involved resetting particular pieces of equipment. This capability should be maintained or
expanded in future systems, if feasible.
Repairing the system posed several substantial problems. The design of the DAS as a closed
system had the advantage of making the DAS fairly unobtrusive and reduced the possibility of
equipment tampering. However, it also posed problems for repair personnel, since removing the
DAS was not a simple task. Unfortunately, all repairs involving a component residing within the
box required that the box be removed. Future iterations of the system should, despite any
possible improvements in the ruggedness and robustness of the components, provide for an
easier DAS removal process. This could be achieved via alternative mounting approaches or by
the use of special mounting tools available only to system maintenance personnel. Another
option would be to modularize system components so that they can be added or removed through
access doors to the DAS. This would also reduce the overall time required for a repair.
Similarly, the internal layout of the system was not optimal in allowing quick repairs.
Replacement of the boards located lower within the system (e.g., the motherboard, video board,
and quad splitter) required complete DAS disassembly. Future designs will likely integrate more
of these functions within a single board, thereby reducing the number of separate components.
They will also streamline the DAS layout to allow for faster repairs.
Hard drive management was also a substantial maintenance challenge. While the hard drives
were fairly robust, there were a number of failures resulting in lost data. As hard drive
technology improves, their failure rate should decrease, but losing data will still be a possibility.
Alternative data storage methods not involving moving parts could be explored, along with the
possibility of redundant data storage. Alternatively, the hard drive could be placed so that it is
accessible to repair personnel without removal of the DAS. However, the downtime due to
failures of this type, and consequently the amount of data lost, was relatively small, as discussed
in Chapter 13, Goal 9.
Despite substantial efforts to prevent it, several data acquisitions systems drained the batteries of
the cars in which they were installed. Safeguards to prevent this problem included the provision
of an internal battery backup system that could be used to operate the system while the vehicle
was turned off (e.g., when data were being downloaded), the inclusion of a software switch that
turned the DAS off if the voltage of the car battery dropped below 11 V, and the inclusion of a
“suicide” feature that automatically shut the DAS down when the vehicle was turned off (except
for data download purposes). However, these safeguards failed in some cases. For example, the
system would keep running after the car was turned off, which occurred when the operating
system was not working properly. In those instances, the system kept resetting the CPU to
restart the operating system, thereby draining the vehicle battery in the process. These incidents
inconvenienced the participants, and should be avoided to the largest extent possible in future
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efforts. Better sensors and more robust system shutdown algorithms can be created to address
the majority of these issues, and should be implemented in the future.
Another minor issue concerned system time, which could be off by several hours after a few
months of data collection. It is not known at this time whether this particular problem was due to
the operating system or to the motherboard. This problem should be addressed and tested in
future DAS designs. A more severe version of the problem occurred when some motherboard
jumpers shifted off of their intended positions, resetting the system time. Hard-wiring the two
terminals solved the problem permanently. In the future, hard-wiring any potential moving parts
within the motherboard should be performed prior to DAS deployment.
A final hardware aspect had to do with the proper installation of all sensing equipment. When
necessary, installation verification tools should be created and used to ensure consistency
between vehicles. For example, between-vehicle consistency of radar alignment could be
improved. Radar units were not checked for perfect alignment or orientation, although the errors
were less than 3 deg. Since azimuth of target was used as an exclusion criterion, it is possible
that headway trigger performance (which used the radar sensor) could have been improved by
ensuring that the radar units were perfectly aligned.
Software
The main software-related challenge was to make the DAS work on a Microsoft Windows™ 98
operating system. This operating system is not designed as a real-time operating system, thereby
creating some issues with data synchronization, output, and storage. The operating system also
had a relatively slow data transfer rate for networking operations. Given that the data download
process was performed though a network link, it tended to be a lengthy process, which in turn
could drain the car battery, as discussed in the previous section. The Windows™ 98 operating
system was also susceptible to power failures and/or system crashes, and in some circumstances,
resulted in disk boot errors. Finally, the operating system also allowed the hard drives, on
occasion, to continue to collect data until all of the disk space was used. This prevented the
operating system from booting and, in some cases, caused the corruption of the data within the
hard drive. These catastrophic failures, while problematic, were not a frequent occurrence.
All of these software problems with the operating system suggest the use of a different operating
system for future systems. This operating system will likely be Linux-based, since these
operating systems solve many of the problems that were evident when using Windows™ 98.
Linux-based DASs are already in operation and will likely be used in any future experiments of
this type.
Another software-related challenge was the number of DAS software versions released,
especially during the initial stages of data collection. Despite numerous efforts to debug the
system before initial use, minor modifications were necessary. These modifications were
completed as needed and downloaded into the vehicles gradually, but this implied that many
different versions of the data collection program (XCAR) were operating in the data acquisition
vehicles at the same time. Understandably, this caused confusion as to which was the latest or
most appropriate version of the software. Several improvements to this process can be
suggested. The most obvious is to increase the test time before systems are deployed. Future
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systems should benefit greatly from the expertise gained in this project so that the number of
software bugs in future data collection systems will be greatly reduced. Another improvement
would be to schedule software releases instead of sending out new versions meant to fix a single
bug. While this would not be recommended for a major bug (e.g., a bug which prevents data
collection), it might be possible for relatively minor fixes, therefore allowing more time to ensure
that all systems are updated before a new software version becomes available.
DATA DOWNLOADING
The main difficulty with data downloading consisted of gaining access to vehicles. Some
participants did not fully cooperate with the data downloaders when it was time to download. In
most instances, downloaders did not need access to the vehicles or direct communication with
the driver since the cars could be located remotely and data downloaded unobtrusively.
Something that aided in this respect was to obtain the participants’ regular schedules in advance.
This allowed downloaders to schedule their visits in advance with minimal inconvenience to the
drivers (who were unlikely to need the vehicle during that time). However, in situations in
which the downloader needed access to the car to fix a sensor (e.g., correct the orientation of a
camera), they needed to interact with the driver to obtain access to the car. Some drivers were
more cooperative, in this regard, than others.
In a related issue, detailed logs had to be kept of the data downloads for each of the vehicles.
This allowed the downloader to prioritize vehicles according to the amount of data not yet
downloaded, thereby minimizing the risk of data lost due to a full hard drive. Thus, the decision
of when to download which vehicles was not only dependent on a participant’s schedule but on
the amount of data stored in the vehicle. In addition, downloaders had to work a flexible
schedule that allowed them to access some cars in the evening hours when participants were less
likely to be using the vehicles.
The data downloading process also requires careful consideration of data security, archiving, and
storage issues. Server managers kept detailed logs of the data sent from the northern Virginia
location and the data received in Blacksburg. These logs were periodically compared to ensure
that no data were missing. In addition, backup copies of the data were maintained in various
locations in order to minimize the risk of data loss. Downloader laptops were cleared of data
within one day of the data download. The main lesson learned in this respect is that close
communication and interaction is needed between data managers and server managers to ensure
a smooth and complete data flow.
Finally, the geographical area encompassed must be considered when determining the location
and number of downloaders. If the geographical area of future studies is large, then multiple
downloader “bases” could be considered to reduce response times.
Note that these issues would not be directly applicable to a large-scale naturalistic study, as the
download process in that case will likely be different. For such a large number of vehicles, data
download stations would be set up, and participants would return to the station at the end of their
time in the study. While this would eliminate a large portion of the problems related to
“chasing” cars, some of the data downloading lessons learned as part of this study (e.g.,
maintaining detailed repair logs) still apply.
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DATA REDUCTION
The data reduction process for this study was developed to record epidemiological data, similar
to the GES crash database, as well as record data that has typically been collected in other
instrumented vehicle studies, thus greatly augmenting both types of data collection. The 5
channels of video were primarily used to record these variables. However, the data reduction
software, developed in-house, allowed the data reductionists to access time plots of the various
vehicle sensors (i.e., longitudinal deceleration, vehicle speed) and could be used to record certain
other variables as well, e.g., a complete list of data reduction variables is located in Appendix B.
Even with driving performance data and video greatly enhancing the data reduction process,
many reduction variables still required a judgment call or subjective analysis on the part of the
data reductionist. Many steps were taken to ensure inter-rater reliability and reduce subjectivity
among the data reductionists for these types of variables. First, a two-week training process was
provided for each reductionist to allow them to:
• Learn the data reduction software,
• Practice viewing all 5 channels of video,
• Understand the trade-offs of using the video versus using the driving performance time
plots, and
• Work with both the lab manager and other trained reductionists to develop a broad
understanding of the types of judgments that needed to be made.
Second, all data reductionists were expected to attend weekly meetings in which questions and
issues about various data reduction topics were discussed. Third, the lab manager(s) performed
spot-checks of all reductionists’ work and provided individual feedback to the reductionists.
Reductionists were also required to spend 30 minutes each week spot-checking other
reductionists’ work and providing feedback/discussions to these reductionists. This step was
useful for two reasons: (1) it improved accuracy in the database, and (2) it allowed the
reductionists to observe other’s work and conduct a comparison to their own work, thereby
increasing consistency among all reductionists. Finally, three inter-rater reliability tests were
conducted in which the reductionists were all required to validate the same 20 events (per test)
and fully reduce two of the twenty events. The test results indicated that there was 88 percent
inter-rater reliability for validation of events and 99 percent intra-rater reliability for recording all
of the reduction variables. An interesting anecdote is that the inter-rater reliability tests proved
to be a very beneficial training tool and will be used from the earliest stages of future data
reduction efforts.
Because more information was available to the data reductionists than to the GES analysts who
enter information from police-accident reports into the GES database, many of the GES variables
were expanded for this study. The GES database is for crashes only, so some of the GES
variables were not included in the 100-Car Study database because they were not applicable
(e.g., occupant injury, EMS response times). As the reduction process began, the high variability
among the events and among the drivers became more apparent. Nevertheless, coding a preincident maneuver, precipitating factors, contributing factors, and evasive maneuvers for each
event, as well as coding a pre-incident maneuver and evasive maneuver for each vehicle
involved and surrounding the event, appeared to adequately capture the pertinent information for
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the vast majority of the events. Having the data reductionists write a narrative, or written
description of each event, allowed other useful information to be recorded and used for future
analyses.
Incorporating 5 video channels were incorporated into the 100-Car Study DAS was done to
ensure the capture of as much of the drivers’ view surrounding the vehicle as possible (forward
view, rear-view, rear-facing passenger window, and outside the driver’s window, via the angled
face camera), as well as driver behavior (face view and over-the-shoulder view). There are
trade-offs associated with these 5 camera views, which include size of video files and resolution
of the video. Five channels of video increased the bandwidth of the video data, which forced
VTTI engineers to decrease the level of resolution of the video so that storage issues would not
become problematic. However, the resolution level provided by the system still allowed
eyeglance reduction to be performed. The resolution levels had a higher effect on discriminating
objects and obstacles outside the vehicle. Potholes, for example, were very difficult to identify.
Street signs (i.e., speed limit signs) were not readable. Objects inside the vehicle were also
sometimes difficult to identify in the camera views. Any problems due to resolution were
compounded by nighttime hours (in which visibility is lower) and sunlight glare (which “washesout” the camera). These aspects also made eyeglance reduction much more difficult, although
still possible in most cases. While technological advancements in video have already addressed
many of these problems, the usefulness of all 5 video channels should be addressed prior to a
large-scale study and trade-offs between video resolution and additional channels of video
should be weighed carefully.
DATA ANALYSIS
The data analysis process for this amount of data proved to be challenging, time-intensive, and
complex. The main lesson is to allow enough time for databases to be created. When variables
were derived from the raw data (i.e., vehicle miles traveled), substantial processing time was
required (as much as one week of processing time in some cases). Also, different analyses used
different subsets of subjects. For example, demographic data were only collected for primary
drivers of vehicles; therefore, if age or gender was necessary in the analysis, only 109 subjects’
data could be used. If simple frequency calculations were used, then all drivers would be eligible
for the dataset. Therefore, 241 subjects would be used in the analysis. These differences have
implications for frequency and rate counts for crashes, near-crashes, and incidents.
Given that different analyses required different subsets of data, the decision was made to keep
the data centralized, so that only one or two people conducted queries and performed statistical
analyses. While this procedure may seem inefficient, having one person in control of producing
datasets was imperative to maintain consistency throughout the report. This process only works
when enough time is allotted to conduct analyses as the database manager can quickly become a
bottleneck in the flow of analysis and report writing.
Even with a single person in charge of the query process, the number of people who worked with
the resultant data turned out to be large. This made the analysis revision process much more
difficult when errors were found or changes made to the database or the reduction structure. A
formal communication structure is suggested in the future so that all relevant personnel are
informed of changes. In addition, a log for these changes should be created and maintained by
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the data manager(s) so that a record exists of any changes made to the data or database and as
well as the reasons for the changes.
Finally, in some instances it would have been useful to observe certain kinematic variables at a
higher sampling rate. This capability is suggested for the future, even if it requires that only
triggered data are stored (to reduce needed data storage capacity). This is certainly compatible
with the trigger based data collection system that is foreseen for any future larger-scale studies.
OTHER LOGISTICS
The use of leased cars (owned by the Motor Pool department at Virginia Tech) was useful in
many regards, but proved to be a hindrance in many other ways. Significant problems had to be
overcome in order to obtain the vehicles and then change their registrations so the vehicles did
not use state plates. This last action was necessary because some participants were aware of the
benefits of using a vehicle with state plates (e.g., reserved parking spots at state universities) and
misused them. In addition, maintenance for the leased cars, a responsibility of the participants,
was sometimes neglected. The Motor Pool at Virginia Tech has rather strict maintenance
schedules in place, and the leased cars had to adhere to these schedules. When a vehicle was
overdue for maintenance (e.g., an oil change), substantial time and effort had to be invested in
either getting the participant to service the car or intercepting the car so that our personnel could
service the vehicle.
Another aspect of using leased vehicles was the necessity of keeping a log of miles traveled per
month, information required by Virginia Tech’s Motor Pool department. Obtaining this
information from drivers every month proved to be a very difficult and time consuming task.
These drawbacks should be considered in any future efforts of a similar or larger scale. While
there are advantages to leasing cars for the study, there is a large procedural overhead that
accompanies the leasing of such vehicles, given that the Motor Pool is a department within an
entity in the Commonwealth of Virginia, and thus constrained by governmental protocols.
Another important logistical issue was the coordination with the Virginia Department of Motor
Vehicles (DMV) to obtain approval for the plastic plates and the need to re-register participant’s
vehicles under the plastic plates (and then back to the original plates once the study ended). A
related issue was that the plastic plates did not have a retro-reflective coating since this caused
distortion of the radar signal. As a precaution, VTTI staff coordinated with the Virginia DMV to
have a letter from the DMV commissioner stating that the driver of the vehicle was a participant
in a study and the plastic plates were sanctioned by the DMV. Setting up this process was very
time consuming, as the decision to approve all of these measures had to be taken by central
office personnel at the DMV. Several DMV offices then had to coordinate efforts in order to
make the registration process quick and simple. However, once the registration process was
established and contacts were made with key people, it went smoothly and registration materials
for new plates were obtained within a few days of the original request. In most cases,
participants received all the necessary DMV materials the same day that the installation took
place.
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Finally, important lessons were learned with regard to protecting the confidentiality of the
drivers in the study. To protect the drivers in the event of a crash, it was deemed important to
obtain a Certificate of Confidentiality from the National Institutes of Mental Health (NIMH).
The purpose of this certificate was to prevent the data collected in the study from being
subpoenaed so that it could not be used against a subject in court. However, obtaining the
certificate imposed a constraint on the study. Specifically, it was an original goal of the study to
instrument the vehicles to collect video of the entire cab of the vehicle as well as to collect audio
continuously to better understand the effect of passengers on driver distraction. Nonetheless,
administrators at NIMH felt that it was important to protect the confidentiality of anyone in the
vehicle who could be recorded via video or audio recordings. To have the driver administer and
submit informed consent forms (or assent forms for minors) for every person who may get into
the vehicle during the course of the year was considered infeasible and inappropriate. Posting a
message inside the vehicle telling every person that they were being recorded was thought to
have a negative effect on the naturalistic data collection approach with regard to the driver.
Therefore, the choice was made to use camera placement and angles that would only collect data
on the driver and to only have audio recording active when the driver activated the incident push
button. Obviously, from the perspective of understanding the degree to which passengers are
creating a distraction in the vehicle, the data collected are not as complete as initially desired.
DISCUSSION
These aspects represent the major issues that had to be addressed throughout the data collection
and analysis period. While sizable, they were all addressed satisfactorily, and should not, in the
majority of cases, present significant issues in future studies, even if the study is of a larger
magnitude. Every study brings new challenges, and perhaps the most important lesson to learn
from this substantial effort was that the organizational desire and determination to correctly
address issues is alive and well within the organizations that came together to perform this work.
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CHAPTER 5: GOAL 1, CLASSIFY AND QUANTIFY CAUSAL FACTORS AND
DYNAMIC SCENARIOS INVOLVED IN EACH CONFLICT CATEGORY.
DATA ANALYSIS OVERVIEW
For this research goal, the crashes, near-crashes, and incidents were parsed into the following 18
conflict categories. These conflict categories are found in many crash databases and provide a
common, consistent method to stratify the data.
• Conflict with a lead vehicle
• Conflict with following vehicle
• Conflict with oncoming traffic
• Conflict with a vehicle in adjacent lane
• Conflict with merging vehicle
• Conflict with a vehicle turning across subject vehicle path (same direction)
• Conflict with a vehicle turning across subject vehicle path (opposite direction)
• Conflict with a vehicle turning into subject vehicle path (same direction)
• Conflict with a vehicle turning into subject vehicle path (opposite direction)
• Conflict with a vehicle moving across subject vehicle path (through intersection)
• Conflict with a parked vehicle
• Conflict with a pedestrian
• Conflict with a pedalcyclist
• Conflict with an animal
• Conflict with an obstacle/object in roadway
• Single-vehicle conflict
• Other (specify)
• Unknown conflict
Within each conflict type there were factors that precipitated the event, that contributed to the
event, and that were associated with the event. These factors are grouped into pre-event
maneuvers, precipitating factors, contributing factors, associated factors, and avoidance
maneuvers. The example of the relationship between these factors (for a lead vehicle, near-crash
events) is shown in Figure 5.1.
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Figure 5.1. Example of the relationship between the analyzed factors for the 100-Car Study.
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Recall from Chapter 2, Method, that a segment of time extending from 30 seconds prior and 10
seconds after the onset of the precipitating factor, was analyzed for each event, in order to catch
any pre-event maneuvers, such as going straight at constant speed or changing lanes. The
precipitating factor is the action that initiates the sequence of actions and circumstances that
comprise the event. An example of a precipitating factor would be an animal in the roadway or a
vehicle stopped for greater than 2 seconds in the traffic lane. The list of precipitating factor
classifications for this study is shown in Table 5.1.
Table 5.1. Precipitating Factors Used to Classify 100-Car Study Events.
This Vehicle Loss of Control Due to:
001 = Blow out or flat tire
002 = Stalled engine
003 = Disabling vehicle failure (e.g., wheel fell off)
004 = Minor vehicle failure
005 = Poor road conditions (puddle, pothole, ice, etc.)
006 = Excessive speed
007 = Other or unknown reason
008 = Other cause of control loss
009 = Unknown cause of control loss
This Vehicle Traveling:
018a = Ahead, stopped on roadway more than 2 seconds
018b = Ahead, decelerated and stopped on roadway 2 seconds or less
021 = Ahead, traveling in same direction and decelerating
022 = Ahead, traveling in same direction with slower constant speed
010 = Over the lane line on the left side of travel lane
011 = Over the lane line on right side of travel lane
012 = Over left edge of roadway
013 = Over right edge of roadway
014 = End departure
015 = Turning left at intersection
016 = Turning right at intersection
017 = Crossing over (passing through) intersection
019 = Unknown travel direction
020a = From adjacent lane (same direction), over left lane line behind lead vehicle, rear-end crash
threat
020b = From adjacent lane (same direction), over right lane line behind lead vehicle, rear-end crash
threat
Other Vehicle in Lane:
050a = Ahead, stopped on roadway more than 2 seconds
050b = Ahead, decelerated and stopped on roadway 2 seconds or less
051 = Ahead, traveling in same direction with slower constant speed
052 = Ahead, traveling in same direction and decelerating
053 = Ahead, traveling in same direction and accelerating
054 = Traveling in opposite direction
055 = In crossover
056 = Backing
059 = Unknown travel direction of the other motor vehicle
Another Vehicle Encroaching into This Vehicle’s Lane:
060a = From adjacent lane (same direction), over left lane line in front of this vehicle, rear-end crash
threat
060b = From adjacent lane (same direction), over left lane line behind this vehicle, rear-end crash
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threat
060c = From adjacent lane (same direction), over left lane line, sideswipe threat
060d = From adjacent lane (same direction), over right lane line, sideswipe threat
060e = From adjacent lane (same direction), other
061a = From adjacent lane (same direction), over right lane line in front of this vehicle, rear-end
crash threat
061b = From adjacent lane (same direction), over right lane line behind this vehicle, rear-end crash
threat
061c = From adjacent lane (same direction), other
062 = From opposite direction over left lane line.
063 = From opposite direction over right lane line
064 = From parallel/diagonal parking lane
065 = Entering intersection—turning in same direction
066 = Entering intersection—straight across path
067 = Entering intersection – turning into opposite direction
068 = Entering intersection—intended path unknown
070 = From driveway, alley access, etc – turning into same direction
071 = From driveway, alley access, etc – straight across path
072 = From driveway, alley access, etc – turning into opposite direction
073 = From driveway, alley access, etc – intended path unknown
074 = From entrance to limited access highway
078 = Encroaching details unknown
Pedestrian, Pedalcyclist, or other Non-Motorist:
080 = Pedestrian in roadway
081 = Pedestrian approaching roadway
082 = Pedestrian in unknown location
083 = Pedalcyclist/other non-motorist in roadway
084 = Pedalcyclist/other non-motorist approaching roadway
085 = Pedalcyclist/or other non-motorist unknown location
086 = Pedestrian/pedalcyclist/other non-motorist—unknown location
Object or Animal:
087 = Animal in roadway
088 = Animal approaching roadway
089 = Animal unknown location
090 = Object in roadway
091 = Object approaching roadway
092 = Object unknown location
099 = Unknown critical event

The associated factors provide a description of the driving environment and infrastructure that
surrounds the event but were not judged by the trained reductionists to contribute to that event.
The infrastructure category includes the factors that were fixed and did not change with the
environment. The infrastructure category was further separated into the following 5 categories:
• Trafficway flow, including items such as one-way traffic and divided roadway.
• Traffic control device, including items such as traffic signal and yield sign.
• Locality, including items such as interstate and residential areas.
• Roadway alignment or road profile, including items such as straight, level, curve, and
hillcrest.
• Relation to junction, including items such as intersection and entrance/exit ramp.
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Driving environment consists of conditions that change on a daily or hourly basis. The traffic or
driving environment is further separated into the following four categories:
• Surface condition, including wet and snowy.
• Lighting, including conditions such as streetlamps and daylight.
• Traffic density, including conditions such as stable flow, restricted speed, and restricted
flow.
• Atmospheric conditions, including clear and raining.
Contributing factors were those factors that were judged by the trained data reductionists as
directly influencing the presence or severity of a crash, near-crash, or incident. These
contributing factors were further grouped into infrastructure/driving environment factors, driver
factors, and vehicle factors. The infrastructure/driving environment factors were the same as
described above as part of the associated factors, but in this case were judged as contributing to
the event. For example, rain may obscure the visibility of an obstacle in the road, resulting in an
event. This factor would be considered contributing and would also be included in the associated
category. However, raining during a single-vehicle, run-off-road event when the driver fell
asleep, would only be classified as an associated factor given that traction was not an issue.
Driver factors included willful behavior such as aggressive driving and driver impairments such
as drowsiness, driver inattention, and driver proficiency errors. These driver factors provided
information about any driver behaviors that most likely contributed to the severity of the event.
Vehicle factors included things such as flat tires and vehicle breakdowns. Although vehicle
factors were considered in each incident, it was rarely a contributing factor, with less than 10
occurrences for all crashes, near-crashes, and incidents assessed in this study.
The factors associated with crashes, near-crashes, and incidents were extracted from the database
and placed in tree diagrams. Separate tree diagrams were developed for each conflict type, event
severity, and factor category. These diagrams are used to illustrate the relative frequency of each
of the contributing factors for each conflict type. These diagrams include both the frequency
count and the percentage to a tenth of a percentage for each factor. The percentage value is used
so that comparisons for different factors between different event severities can be easily
described. In the description, the percentages are rounded to the nearest percentage point.
Caution should be taken when considering percentages with small frequency counts. One data
point can have a large effect with a frequency count of 4, for example (i.e., 25%). Therefore the
percentages should be considered along with the total frequency count when reviewing the
results of this objective. A full set of the tree diagrams for all the conflicts can be found in
Appendix C.
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Question 1: What Are The Relative Frequencies Of Primary And Contributing Factors
For Each Conflict Category?
Table 5.2 shows the relative frequency of each crash, near-crash, and incident for each conflict
type. As stated earlier, there were a total of 69 crashes, 761 near-crashes, and 8,295 incidents for
which data could be completely reduced. The first 8 conflict types shown in Table 5.2 accounted
for all of the crashes, 87 percent of the near-crashes, and 93 percent of the incidents. Therefore,
these 8 conflict types will be the focus of Question 1. Question 2 for this objective, which
considers frequency of the primary and contributing factors in crashes, near-crashes, and
incidents, will include all conflicts types.
The factors for each of the 8 conflict types will be described for each of the three levels of
severity (i.e., crash, near-crash, and incident). The focus will be on the precipitating factor,
contributing factors, and the avoidance maneuver. However, the pre-event maneuver will be
discussed when it is relevant to a conflict type along with some of the associated factors.
Note that for the purpose of this objective, the factors are grouped together for each severity
level of each conflict type. This gross grouping does not allow detailed deciphering of the chain
of specific factors that led to a specific event. Some of the later objectives provide this detailed
analysis for some categories of conflicts.
Table 5.2. Number of crashes, near-crashes, and incidents for each conflict type.
Conflict Type

Crash

Near-crash

Incident

Single vehicle
Lead vehicle
Following vehicle

24
15
12

48
380
70

191
5783
766

Object/obstacle
Parked vehicle
Animal
Vehicle turning across subject vehicle path in opposite direction
Adjacent vehicle
Other
Oncoming traffic
Vehicle turning across subject vehicle path in same direction
Vehicle turning into subject vehicle path in same direction
Vehicle turning into subject vehicle path in opposite direction
Vehicle moving across subject vehicle path through intersection
Merging vehicle
Pedestrian
Pedalcyclist
Unknown

9
4
2
2
1
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

6
5
10
27
115
2
27
3
28
0
27
6
6
0
1

394
83
56
79
342
13
184
10
90
1
158
18
108
16
3
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Also, it is important to note that not all of these crashes were serious. For example, 75 percent of
the single vehicle crashes were low g force physical contact or tire strikes. All 69 crashes were
reviewed and parsed into the following four levels:
• Level I: Police-reported air bag deployment and/or injury.
• Level II: Police-reported property damage only.
• Level III: Non-police-reported property damage only.
• Level IV: Non-police-reported low-g physical contact or tire strike (greater than 10
mph).
Therefore, when reviewing this data the reader should keep in mind the severity of the crashes
that are being described. The breakdown of crash severity by crash type is shown in Table 5.3.
The individual Level I, II, and III crashes are described in more detail in Question 3 in this
section.
Table 5.3. Crash type by crash severity category.
Conflict Type
Single vehicle
Lead vehicle
Following vehicle
Object/obstacle
Parked vehicle
Animal
Vehicle turning across subject vehicle
path in opposite direction
Adjacent vehicle

Total
24
15
12
9
4
2

Level
I
1
1
2
0
0
0

Level
II
0
3
2
1
0
0

Level
III
5
5
5
3
2
0

Level
IV
18
6
3
5
2
2

2
1

1
0

1
0

0
1

0
0

Single Vehicle Conflicts
Single vehicle conflicts are conflicts that primarily involve a single vehicle departing the
roadway and, in the case of a crash, colliding with an object. Single vehicle conflicts accounted
for 35 percent of the crashes, 6 percent of the near-crashes, and 2 percent of the incidents. Of the
24 crashes, 22 were road departures to the left or right. The smaller percentage of near-crashes
and incidents is likely due to the lack of a detected kinematic signature. As will be described in
later sections, the trigger criteria for road departure events was purposely set to capture only the
most severe cases that included an evasive maneuver primarily because it was difficult to
distinguish planned driving maneuvers from road departure near-crashes.
Single Vehicle Crashes. The pre-event maneuver provides some additional insight into the
single vehicle crash events. One third of the crashes were turning to the left or right as the preevent maneuver (Figure 5.2). Another 17 percent were going straight while accelerating, and
another 25 percent were going straight at a constant speed. One crash each was associated with
the following pre-event maneuvers: changing lanes; making a U-turn; maneuvering to avoid a
vehicle; decelerating in traffic lane; and entering a parking position. The tree diagram for single
vehicle crashes is shown in Figure 5.2.
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PM

PRE-EVENT MANEUVER
(24) 100%

Changing Lanes
(1) 4.2%

Decelerating
in traffic lane
(1) 4.2%

Maneuvering to
avoid a vehicle
(1) 4.2%

Entering a parked
position
(1) 4.2%

Making U-turn
(1) 4.2%

Going straight
accelerating
(4) 16.7%

Going straight
constant speed
(6) 25%

Turning Left
(4) 16.7%

Unknown
(1) 4.2%

Turning Right
(4) 16.7%

Figure 5.2. Pre-event maneuvers for single vehicle crashes
Out of the 24 single-vehicle crashes, the most common precipitating factors were the subject
vehicle being over the right edge of the road (58%), over the left edge of the road (17%), loss of
control due to poor road conditions (17%), and lost of control due to excessive speed (8%).
Therefore, being off the edge of the road accounted for three quarters of the crashes and loss of
control constituted the remaining 25 percent.
When considering driving factors, 20 percent of the single-vehicle crashes were classified as
aggressive driving, 20 percent were classified as drowsiness-related, and 33 percent included
driving proficiency error as a contributing factor. Inattention to the forward roadway was a
factor in 46 percent of the single vehicle crashes. Of these 11 crashes, three were cell phone
talking/listening, three had passengers in the vehicle, and three were attending to an object in the
vehicle. The other two crashes included the driver drinking from an open container and
talking/singing.
In only two crashes (8%) did drivers fail to attempt to avoid the crash. The majority (75%)
steered in some manner to avoid the crash. Only 33 percent applied brakes during the avoidance
maneuver. It is somewhat interesting that highest avoidance maneuver was steering to the left
without braking (42%).
Infrastructure and driving environment were considered to be contributing factors in 29 percent
of the single-vehicle crashes. Weather and visibility was a factor in 8 percent of the crashes.
Roadway alignment was a factor in 13 percent of the crashes, and roadway delineation was a
factor in the remaining 8 percent of the crashes. Glare was considered a contributing factor in
two of the crashes. In one of these the glare was due to sunlight; in the other it was reflected
glare. Another crash was due to a visual obstruction.
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When considering other factors associated with the single vehicle crashes, 29 percent were on
non-dry roads, and one-third of the crashes were at night (Figure 5.3). Two-thirds of the crashes
were on straight roads, and 30 percent were on curves. One-half of the crashes were
intersection-related.

Figure 5.3. Breakdown of driving environment variables for single vehicle crashes.
Single-Vehicle Near-Crashes. There were 48 single-vehicle near-crashes identified in this
analysis. As in the single-vehicle crashes, the majority of the drivers’ pre-event maneuver were
going straight, with 13 percent accelerating and 50 percent maintaining a constant speed. Six
percent were turning left as the pre-event maneuver, and the remaining 17 percent were
negotiating a curve.
Although excessive speed was a factor in 8 percent of the crashes, it was not a factor in any of
the near-crashes (Figure 5.4). The most common precipitating factor was running off of the road
(81%) followed by loss of control due to poor road conditions (15%).
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PF

PRECIPITATING Factor
(48) 100%

Lost Control
( 8) 16.7%

Other cause
( 1) 2.1%

Subject Vehicle
is Changing Lanes
(1) 2.1%

Left other
(1) 2.1%

Subject Vehicle
off the roadway
(39) 81.3%

Subject over
left lane line
(3) 6.3%
Subject over left
edge of road
(13) 27.1%

Poor Road
Conditions
( 7) 14.6%

Subject over right
lane line
(2) 4.2%
Subject over right
edge of road
(21) 43.8%

Figure 5.4. Breakdown of precipitating factors for near-crashes involving a single vehicle.

When considering driver factors, aggressive driving (4%) appeared to be less of a problem than
in the crashes, whereas driver proficiency (50%) appeared more of a problem. Drowsiness
(23%) was relatively the same between crashes and near-crashes.
Inattention to the forward roadway was a factor in over half of the near-crashes. Cell phone use
(15%), internal, not vehicle-related distractions (10%), and vehicle-related system use (10%)
accounted for the majority of the secondary task distraction (Figure 5.5). In all of these
secondary tasks, it is most likely that eyes off the forward roadway contributed to the event, even
for wireless device use as dialing and cell-phone other account for .
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ST

SECONDARY TASK
(26) 54.2%

Daydreaming
(1) 2.1%

lost in thought
(1) 2.1%

PassengerRelated Task

Internal-Not
Vehicle Related

(4) 8.3%

(5) 10.4%

Wireless Devices
(7) 14.6%

Vehicle-Related
Task

External
Distraction

(5) 10.4%

(2) 4.2%

passenger in
adjacent seat
(2) 4.2%

reaching for object
(not cell phone)
(2) 4.2%

talking/listening
(2) 4.2%

adjusting radio
(3) 6.3%

talking/singing
(2) 4.2%

object in vehicle
- other
(1) 2.1%

dialing hand held
cell phone
(2) 4.2%

adjusting other
devices in vehicle
(1) 2.1%

reading
(2) 4.2%

cell phone – other
(3) 6.3%

inserting/
retrieving CD
(1) 2.1%

other external
distraction
(2) 4.2%

Dining

Personal Hygiene

(1) 2.1%

(1) 2.1%

eating
without utensils
(1) 2.1%

other personal
hygiene
(1) 2.1%

Figure 5.5. Breakdown of secondary task distractions for near-crashes involving a single vehicle.
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Since the majority of these near-crashes were caused by the vehicle going off the road, steering
was the most common avoidance maneuver (90%). Most drivers steered alone, with only 27
percent combining the steering with braking. No drivers braked alone during the maneuver.
The infrastructure and driving environment were considered to be a contributing factor in 23
percent of the single vehicle near-crashes. Roadway alignment (14%) was the biggest
contributor in this category. Weather and visibility was a factor in 4 percent of the near-crashes,
and road sight distance was a factor in one near-crash. Glare (4%) was considered a contributing
factor in two of the crashes. An additional near-crash was due to a visual obstruction.
For the associated factors, 19 percent were on non-dry roads, and 54 percent were classified as
during daylight (Figure 5.6). Surprisingly, 46 percent of the near-crashes occurred on curves,
which is a large percentage when considering the high percentage of straight roads in the
Northern Virginia/Washington, DC, area. (Figure 5.7). Higher traffic density was not associated
with 88 percent of the near-crashes occurring in free-flow conditions. Intersection or
intersection-related was associated with 23 percent of the near-crashes.
Single-Vehicle Incidents. There were 191 single-vehicle incidents. Similar to the crashes and
near-crashes, going straight accounted for over 60 percent of the pre-event maneuvers, with 13
percent accelerating and 44 percent at a constant speed.
The most frequent precipitating factors were drivers going off the road (42%) and loss of control
(41%) (Figure 5.8). The loss of control was much higher in the incidents than in the crashes and
near-crashes. This loss of control was due to excessive speed (8%) and poor road conditions
(16%). Although less of a factor in either the crashes or the near-crashes, turning in an
intersection was a precipitating factor in 9 percent of the incidents.
Driver proficiency (63%) played a big role in the incidents, with aggressive driving (16%) and
drowsiness (16%) also being contributing factors. Inattention to the forward roadway (34%) was
less of a factor in the incidents than in the crashes and near-crashes. The inattention was fairly
uniform across the categories, with passenger-related distraction (7%) and cell phone use (8%)
being represented the most (Figure 5.9). Internal, vehicle-related, and external distractions each
account for approximately 4 percent of the incidents.
Nine percent of the drivers had no avoidance maneuver, and another 9 percent braked without
steering. However, as with the near-crashes, the majority steered to avoid a crash. Most drivers
steered alone (50%), with 22 percent combining the steering with braking. No drivers locked up
the brakes during the maneuver.
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DE

DRIVING ENVIRONMENT
(48)

Surface Condition

Lighting

Traffic Density

Weather

(48) 100%

(48) 100%

(48) 100%

(48) 100%

Dry
(39) 81.3%

Daylight
(26) 54.2%

Restricted Flow
(3) 6.3%

Clear
(35) 72.9%

Wet
(4) 8.3%

Darkness
Lighted
(5) 10.4%

Stable Flow
Speed restricted
(3) 6.3%

Cloudy
(10) 20.8%

Icy
(3) 6.3%

Darkness
not Lighted
(11) 22.9%

Free Flow
(42) 87.5%

Snowy
(2) 4.2%

Dawn
(1) 2.1%

Raining
(2) 4.2%

Snowing
(1) 2.1%

Dusk
(5) 10.4%

Figure 5.6. Breakdown of driving environment for incidents involving single vehicles.
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I

INFRASTRUCTURE
(48)

Trafficway Flow
(48) 100%

Traffic Control
Device
(48) 100%

Locality
(48) 100%

Road Alignment/
Road Profile

Relation to
Junction

(48) 100%

(48) 100%

Divided
(26) 54.2%

Other
(1) 2.1%

Business/
Industrial
(9) 18.8%

Curve grade
(3) 6.3%

Entrance/Exit
Ramp
(3) 6.3%

Not-divided
(20) 41.7%

Traffic
lanes marked
(1) 2.1%

Interstate
(4) 8.3%

Curve Level
(19) 39.6%

Interchange area
(2) 4.2%

Open Country
(26) 54.2%

Straight level
(26) 54.2%

Intersection
(10) 20.8%

One-way traffic
(2) 4.2%

Traffic signal
(7) 14.6%
No traffic control
device
(39) 81.3%

Residential
(8) 16.7%

Intersection
related
(1) 2.1%

Construction zone
(1) 2.1%

Non-junction
(32) 66.7%

Figure 5.7. Breakdown of infrastructure variables for incidents involving single vehicles.
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Figure 5.8. The precipitating factors for incidents involving single vehicles.
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Figure 5.9. Breakdown of secondary tasks for incidents involving single vehicles.
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The infrastructure and driving environment were considered to be a contributing factor in 10
percent of the single vehicle incidents. Roadway delineation (6%) was the biggest contributor in
this category. Weather and visibility was a factor in 2 percent of the incidents. Roadway
alignment was a factor in two incidents, and road sight distance was a factor in one incident.
Glare (4%) was considered a contributing factor in 7 incidents, with 5 being due to sunlight and
two being due to headlamps. An additional incident was due to visual obstruction due to a hill or
curve.
For the associated factors, similar to near-crashes, 17 percent were on non-dry roads and only 57
percent were classified as during daylight (Figure 5.10). The infrastructure-associated factors
indicated that 27 percent of the incidents occurred on curves and 31 percent were intersection or
intersection-related (Figure 5.11). Higher traffic density was more strongly associated with
incidents than near-crashes, with 27 percent being in restricted flow conditions.

DE

DRIVING ENVIRONMENT
(191)

Surface Condition

Lighting

(191) 100%

(191) 100%

Traffic Density
(191) 100%

Dry
(158) 82.7%

Daylight
(109) 57.1%

Snowy
(8) 4.2%

Darkness
Lighted
(46) 24.1%

Free Flow
(138) 72.3%

Wet
(11) 5.8%

Darkness not
Lighted
(25) 13.1%

Stable flow with
speed restricted
(2) 1.1%

Icy
(14) 7.3%

Restricted Flow
(51) 26.7%

Weather
(191) 100%

Clear
(160) 83.8%
Cloudy
(12) 6.3%
Raining
(8) 4.2%
Snowing
(10) 5.2%

Dawn
(2) 1.1%

Sleeting
(1) 0.5%
Dusk
(9) 4.7%

Figure 5.10. Breakdown of the driving environment variables for incidents involving single
vehicles.
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I

INFRASTRUCTURE
(191)

Road Alignment/
Road Profile

Relation to
Junction

(191) 100%

(191) 100%

(191) 100%

Traffic Control
Device

Divided
(105) 55%

Stop sign
(7) 3.7%

Business/
Industrial
(65) 34%

Straight level
(137) 71.7%

Driveway alley
access
(1) 0.5%

Not-divided
(76) 39.8%

Traffic lanes
marked
(3) 1.6%

Interstate
(20) 10.5%

Straight Grade
(3) 1.6%

Entrance/Exit
Ramp
(7) 3.7%

One-way traffic
(8) 4.2%

Yield sign
(4) 2.1%

Construction
Zone
(3) 1.6%

Traffic signal
(25) 13.1%

Open Country
(59) 30.9%

None
(151) 79.1%

Residential
(44) 23%

Trafficway Flow

No lanes
(2) 1.1%

191 (100%)

Locality

(191) 100%

Unknown
(1) 0.5%

Curve Level
(44) 23%

Interchange area
(2) 1.1%
Intersection
(47) 24.6%

Curve Grade
(4) 2.1%

Curve Hillcrest
(3) 1.6%

Intersection
related
(12) 6.3%
Non-junction
(120) 62.8%

Parking lot
(2) 1.1%

Figure 5.11. Breakdown of the infrastructure variables for incidents involving single
vehicles.

Lead-Vehicle Conflicts
Lead-vehicle conflicts involve those events when an interaction occurs between the subject
vehicle and the vehicle directly in front of the subject vehicle. Lead-vehicle conflicts accounted
for 22 percent of the crashes, 50 percent of the near-crashes, and 70 percent of the incidents.
This conflict accounted for the second largest number of crashes, but by far, accounted for the
largest number of near misses and incidents. As will be discussed in later sections, the large
number of near-crashes and incidents in this initial database is due in part to the presence of
forward radar and establishment of trigger criteria to ensure that sufficient lead-vehicle events
were categorized to address the goals of interest for this report (5 of the 10 goals were rear-end
crash-related). Particularly in the case of incidents, more accurate sensors, coupled with setting
the triggers more liberally (to a point) can affect the number of valid events detected. Therefore,
for many of the conflict types, the incident data represent only samples of the total number
present.
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Lead-Vehicle Crashes. Of the 15 lead-vehicle crashes, 14 were a rear-end strike, and 1 was a
road departure (i.e., lead vehicle stopped in lane and subject braked, steered off-road, and hit a
telephone pole.
As the precipitating factor in 7 of the 15 lead-vehicle crashes (47%), the struck vehicle was
stopped for greater than 2 seconds in the traffic lane. For another 8 of these lead-vehicle crashes
(53%), the struck vehicle was stopped less than 2 seconds. This stopped greater-than- or lessthan-2 seconds lead way indicates that inattention played a role in at least some of these crashes.
The final crash was precipitated by a lane change.
Ninety-three percent of these crashes were categorized as having inattention to the forward road
as a contributing factor (Figure 5.12). In 11 of the 15, the driver’s eyes were away from the
forward roadway just prior to, or during the onset of, the precipitating factors. Four of the 15
were driving-related inattention, with drivers looking out the left window (20%) or mirror (7%).
In another 4 of the crashes, drivers were interacting with an object in the vehicle (27%). In an
additional two crashes, drivers were dining (13%). When considering other factors, two of these
crashes were classified as drowsiness or drug/alcohol-related, and two were classified as having
driver proficiency error. It is interesting that no cell phone-related lead-vehicle crashes were
present for this study, even though cell phone-related secondary tasks was the most commonly
observed secondary task across all of the incidents and the second most common for nearcrashes.
For two of the lead-vehicle crashes the driver was judged to be “daydreaming” or “lost in
thought.” “Lost in thought” for this study was operationally defined as the driver glancing
around somewhat randomly, but not dwelling upon any particular object. These cases were not
particularly common, but it was apparent in these cases that the driver was actively thinking
about something other than driving.
The inattention to the forward roadway discussed earlier may explain why almost half of the
drivers (47%) had no avoidance reaction. Seven of the 15 drivers (47%) did brake prior to
crashing as an avoidance maneuver. Only one of the 7 locked up the brake, and only one steered
while braking.
Environmental factors were not judged to be a strong contributing factor, with only one crash
being due to weather and visibility. This is somewhat surprising when reviewing the associated
factors, which indicated that over 40 percent of the crashes included inclement weather and wet
or snowy surface conditions (Figure 5.13). Not surprisingly, traffic flow was fairly strongly
associated with the lead-vehicle crashes, with only 33 percent being in free flow conditions. The
infrastructure associated with the crashes was straight and level in most of the crashes (87%),
with one third of the crashes being intersection-related (Figure 5.14). A single crash indicated
that reflected glare was a contributing factor.
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(not cell phone)
(2) 13.3%

Dining
(2) 14%

eating without
utensils
(1) 6.7%
drinking from open
container
(1) 6.7%

writing - other
(1) 6.7%

Figure 5.12. Breakdown of the secondary tasks contributing to crashes involving a lead
vehicle.
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Figure 5.13. Breakdown of the driving environment variables for crashes with lead
vehicles.
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I

INFRASTRUCTURE
(15)

Trafficway Flow
(15) 100%

Traffic Control
Device
(15) 100%

Locality
(15) 100%

Road Alignment/
Road Profile

Relation to
Junction

(15) 100%

(15) 100%

Divided
(8) 53.3%

Stop sign
(1) 6.7%

Business/
Industrial
(6) 40%

Curve Grade
(1) 6.7%

Entrance/Exit
Ramp
(3) 20%

Not-divided
(6) 40%

Traffic lanes marked
(1) 6.7%

Interstate
(5) 33.3%

Curve Level
(1) 6.7%

Intersection
(1) 6.7%

One-way traffic
(1) 6.7%

Traffic signal
(4) 26.7%

Open Country
(3) 20%

Straight level
(13) 86.7%

Intersection
related
(4) 26.7%

Yield sign
(1) 6.7%

Residential
(1) 6.7%

Non-Junction
(7) 46.7%

None
(8) 53.3%

Figure 5.14. Breakdown of infrastructure variables for crashes with lead vehicles.
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Lead-Vehicle Near-Crashes. There were 380 lead-vehicle near-crashes. The most common preevent maneuvers for the lead-vehicle near-crashes were the subject vehicle decelerating in the
traffic lane (21%) and going straight at a constant speed (47%). The next two most common preevent maneuvers were the subject vehicle going straight while accelerating (16%) and the subject
vehicle changing lanes (10%).
Unlike crashes, the precipitating factor associated with the lead-vehicle near-crashes was
primarily lead-vehicle decelerating (42%) while lead-vehicle stopped for greater than 2 seconds
and less than 2 seconds comprised 12 percent and 22 percent of the cases respectively (Figure
5.15). Finally, 18 percent of the near-crashes involved the lead vehicle changing lanes into the
subject’s lane of travel. These lane changes were equally representative from the left and the
right.
Although still prevalent, inattention to the forward roadway was not as prevalent a factor for the
near-crashes (45%) as for the crashes. Being more attentive is likely one reason some of the
near-crashes did not become crashes. It may also explain why the prevalence of stopped leadvehicle events was not as overwhelming as it was in the lead-vehicle-crash/conflict description.
As described in other chapters, this study shows that drivers are more attentive when following
moving vehicles at shorter headways (i.e., in “coupled” circumstances). In these cases when a
driver is more attentive, a rapid deceleration by the lead vehicle in these cases would more likely
result in a near-crash than a crash circumstance.
Although none of the lead-vehicle crashes had a cell phone contributing factor, cell phone use
(10%) was the most frequent secondary task contributor to forward roadway inattention for nearcrashes (Figure 5.16). Most of these cases were during a conversation (i.e., cell phone –
talking/listening) as opposed to dialing or answering. Consistent with the above discussion, it is
apparent that the cell phone conversation played a role in the event severity, but since the drivers
were generally looking forward, the ultimate results, at least for the lead-vehicle conflict case,
were not crashes. It is likely that this delay in reaction time contributed to near-crashes with lead
vehicles, but not to the point in which the driver was unable to avoid a crash.
Driving-related inattention was a contributing factor in 13 percent of the lead-vehicle nearcrashes, with drivers looking out the left window (5%), at the center mirror (3%), and out the
right window (3%) being the biggest contributors. Internal distractions and not vehicle-related
(6%) and passenger-related distractions (6%) were the two next most frequent contributors. The
other driver factors appeared to be bigger contributing factors in near-crashes than crashes.
Aggressive driving (14%), drowsiness (10%), and driving proficiency (48%) were all likely
contributing factors.
Given that the operational definition of a near-crash event included an evasive maneuver, the
result that all the lead-vehicle near-crashes involved an avoidance maneuver was expected. By
far the most common maneuver included braking (97%). The majority of drivers braked alone
(70%), but 9 percent also steered left and 18 percent also steered right. This result supports other
findings (e.g., CAMP Report) that drivers braked first and then tended to steer if needed to avoid
the crash.
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None of the driving environment factors were identified as contributing, and only 1 percent of
the infrastructure factors were identified as contributing. Three near-crashes identified road
delineation as a contributing factor.
Weather was not as strongly associated with the near-crashes as with the crashes, with only 8
percent of the near-crashes including inclement weather and 12 percent including wet surface
conditions (Figure 5.17). Only 21 of the near-crashes were identified as free-flow traffic, again
showing the prevalence of heavy traffic as an associative factor for lead-vehicle conflicts. As in
the crashes, the road was straight and level in most of the lead-vehicle near-crashes (87%).
Approximately 22 percent of the lead-vehicle near-crashes were intersection-related (Figure
5.18).
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PF

PRECIPITATING FACTOR
(380) 100%

Other Vehicle
is Lead Vehicle
(293) 77.1%

Other Vehicle
Entering Intersection
(7) 1.8%

Other Vehicle
from Another Lane
(3) 0.8%

Other Vehicle
is Changing Lanes
(69) 18.2%

Subject Vehicle
is Changing Lanes
(5) 1.3%

Subject Vehicle
Off the Roadway
(1) 0.3%

at slower constant
speed
(6) 1.6%

left turn across path
(2) 0.5%

from driveway-turning
into same direction
(2) 0.5%

left –
in front of subject
(34) 9%

left behind other
vehicle
(2) 0.5%

subject over
left lane line
(1) 0.3%

decelerating
(160) 42.1%

turning same
direction
(5) 1.3%

from parallel/diagonal
parking lane
(1) 0.3%

right –
in front of subject
(34) 9%

right behind other
vehicle
(3) 0.8%

slowed and stopped
less than 2 seconds
(83) 21.8%

right –
other
(1) 0.3%

stopped more
than 2 seconds
(44) 11.6%

Figure 5.15. Breakdown of precipitating factor for near-crashes involving lead vehicles.
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ST

SECONDARY TASK
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(24) 6.3%

Internal-Not
Vehicle Related
Task

lost in thought
(4) 1.1%

passenger in
adjacent seat
(16) 4.2%

reaching for object
(not cell phone)
(6) 1.6%

talking/listening
(21) 5.5%

looked
but did not see
(2) 0.5%

child in rear seat
(1) 0.3%

moving object in
vehicle
(2) 0.5%

locating/reaching/
answering cell phone
(1) 0.3%

talking/singing
(7) 1.8%

object in vehicle other
(8) 2.1%

dialing hand held
cell phone
(10) 2.6%

Daydreaming
(6) 1.6%

PassengerRelated Task

Wireless Devices
(36) 9.5%

(22) 5.8%

reading
(4) 1.1%

Vehicle-Related
Task

External
Distraction

(8) 2.1%

(9) 2.4%

adjusting radio
(8) 2.1%

looking at previous
crash/incident
(1) 0.3%

eating
without utensils
(9) 2.4%

applying
makeup
(3) 0.8%

other external
distraction
(8) 2.1%

drinking from
open container
(2) 0.5%

other personal
hygiene
(5) 1.3%

Dining
(11) 2.9%

cell phone – other
(3) 0.8%

writing - other
(2) 0.5%

Figure 5.16. Breakdown of secondary tasks for near-crashes involving a lead vehicle.
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DE

DRIVING ENVIRONMENT
(380)

Surface Condition

Lighting

(380) 100%
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Dry
(334) 87.9%
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Unstable flow -temporary
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(303) 79.7%

Wet
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Darkness
Lighted
(74) 19.5%

Restricted Flow
(128) 33.7%

Cloudy
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(24) 6.3%

Forced Flow with low
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(1) 0.3%

Raining
(28) 7.4%

Dawn
(7) 1.8%

Stable Flow
Speed restricted
(113) 29.7%

Snowing
(1) 0.3%

Dusk
(33) 8.7%

Unstable flow
- temporary stoppages
Vehicle unable to pass
(16) 4.2%

Traffic Density
(380) 100%

Weather
(380) 100%

Free Flow
(78) 20.5%

Figure 5.17. Breakdown of the driving environment variables for near-crashes involving lead vehicles.
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I

INFRASTRUCTURE
(380)

Trafficway Flow
(380) 100%

Divided
(252) 66.3%

Not-divided
(115) 30.3%

One-way traffic
(11) 2.9%
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Traffic Control
Device
(380) 100%
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Road Profile
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Industrial
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Curve Level
(42) 11.1%

Driveway alley
access
(4) 1.1%

Other
(4) 1.1%

Interstate
(122) 32.1%

Straight level
(329) 86.6%

Entrance/Exit
Ramp
(14) 3.7%

Slow or
warning sign
(1) 0.3%

Construction Zone
(4) 1.1%

Straight Grade
(9) 2.4%

Interchange area
(8) 2.1%

Open Country
(65) 17.1%

Intersection
(40) 10.5%

Traffic
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(8) 2.1%

Residential
(27) 7.1%

Intersection
related
(43) 11.3%

Traffic signal
(56) 14.7%

Other
(1) 0.3%

Non-junction
(265) 69.7%

Stop sign
(7) 1.8%

Yield sign
(1) 0.3%

Other
(1) 0.3%

Unknown
(1) 0.3%

Parking lot
(5) 1.3%

None
(301) 79.2%

Figure 5.18. Breakdown of infrastructure variables for near-crashes involving lead vehicles.
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Lead-Vehicle Incidents. As mentioned earlier, lead vehicles were involved in the largest number
of incidents by far (5,783) of any of the conflicts. As described previously, this was partially
attributable to the selection of trigger criteria to fulfill the objectives of these initial goals.
The most common pre-event maneuvers for the lead-vehicle incidents were the subject vehicle
decelerating in the traffic lane (31%) and going straight at a constant speed (44%) (Figure 5.19).
The next two most common pre-incident maneuvers were the subject vehicle going straight
while accelerating (16%) and the subject vehicle changing lanes (5%).
The precipitating factor in 47 percent of the incidents was the lead vehicle decelerating. Twentythree percent of the lead-vehicle incidents were the lead vehicle stopped for greater than 2
seconds and in another 19 percent of the incidents, the lead vehicle had been stopped less than 2
seconds (Figure 5.20). Finally, 6 percent of the incidents involved the lead vehicle changing
lanes into the participant’s lane of travel.
Inattention to the forward roadway was much less of a factor for the incidents than for the
crashes or the near-crashes. Driving-related inattention was a contributing factor in 4 percent of
the incidents, with drivers looking out the left window (2%), at the center mirror (1%), and out
the right window (1%) being the biggest contributors (Figure 5.21). Although none of the leadvehicle crashes had a cell phone contributing factor, cell phone use (8%) was the most prevalent
secondary task contributor to forward roadway inattention for incidents (Figure 5.22). Talking
on the cell phone accounted for 6 percent of the incidents. Passenger-related tasks and internal,
not vehicle-related inattention were the next largest contributors with 5 percent and 2 percent,
respectively.
As shown in Figure 5.23, driver state appeared to be a bigger contributing factor in lead-vehicle
incidents than in lead-vehicle crashes. Aggressive driving (10%), drowsiness (8%), and driving
proficiency (61%) were all judged as likely contributing factors.
As with near-crashes, most of the lead-vehicle incidents involved an avoidance maneuver (99%)
(Figure 5.24). By far the most common maneuver included braking (95%). The majority of
drivers braked alone (85%), but 4 percent also steered left, and 5 percent also steered right.
These avoidance maneuvers were very similar to those seen in the near-crashes.
For the driving environment, weather was not as large of a contributing factor, with 5 percent of
the incidents including inclement weather and 8 percent including wet surface conditions as
associative factors (Figure 5.25). As in the crashes and near-crashes, the road was straight and
level in most of the lead-vehicle incidents (92%). Approximately 30 percent of the lead-vehicle
incidents were intersection-related.
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Figure 5.19. Breakdown of all pre-event maneuvers that occurred prior to incidents involving lead vehicles.
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Figure 5.20. Breakdown of precipitating factors for incidents involving lead vehicles.
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Figure 5.21. Breakdown of inattention categories for incidents involving a lead vehicle.
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CP

WIRELESS DEVICES
(476) 8.2%

Cell Phone Operations

PDA Operations

(470) 8.1%

(6) 0.1%

talking/listening
(364) 6.3%

viewing PDA
(1) 0%

dialing hand held cell
phone
(67) 1.2%

operating PDA
(4) 0.1%

dialing hand free w
voice activation
(6) 0.1%

other PDA
(1) 0%

dialing with quick keys
(3) 0.1%
locating/reaching/
answering cell phone
(11) 0.2%
cell phone – other
(13) 0.2%

other - cell phone
(6) 0.1%

Figure 5.22. Breakdown of wireless device operations that contributed to incidents
involving lead vehicles.
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DF
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Willful Behavior

Driver Proficiency
Error

Driver Impairments

Inattention to
forward roadway
DT

Aggressive Driving
(576) 10%

None
(5201) 89.94%

Unknown
(6) 0.1%

Driving Proficiency
Error
(3526) 61%

Angry
(21) 0.4%
Drowsy Sleepy
Fatigued
(441) 7.6%

None
(2257) 39%

Impaired due to
previous injury
(3) 0.1%
Other Emotional State
(12) 0.2%
None
(3861) 66.8%
Other
(15) 0.3%
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(1430) 24.7%

Figure 5.23. Breakdown of driver factors that contribute to incidents involving lead
vehicles.
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AM

AVOIDANCE MANEUVER
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No reaction
(29) 0.5%

Braked and
steered left
(254) 4.4%

Other actions
(7) 0.1%

Braked and
steered right
(285) 4.9%

Braking
(lockup unknown)
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Accelerated and
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(38) 0.7%

Unknown
(1) 0%

Braking
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Released brakes
(1) 0%

Braking
(lockup)
(10) 0.2%

Accelerated and
steered right
(31) 0.5%

Steered to left
(109) 1.9%

Steered to right
(98) 1.7%

Braking
(no lockup)
(4916) 85%

Figure 5.24. Breakdown of avoidance maneuvers that occurred during incidents
involving lead vehicles.
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DRIVING ENVIRONMENT
(5783)

Surface Condition
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Traffic Density

Weather

(5783) 100%

(5783) 100%
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Darkness
Lighted
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Free Flow
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Figure 5.25. Breakdown of the driving environment variables that contribute to incidents
involving lead vehicles.
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Following-Vehicle Conflicts
Following vehicle conflicts are conflicts that occur with the subject vehicle and the vehicle
directly behind the subject vehicle. Following vehicle conflicts accounted for 18 percent of the
crashes, 9 percent of the near-crashes, and 9 percent of the incidents. This conflict had the third
highest number of crashes with 12. All 12 crashes involved the rear end of the subject vehicle
being struck. While the frequency of lead and following-vehicle conflicts should theoretically be
similar, data reductionists experienced some difficulties when validating these events. The rear
camera was located on the rear dash of the vehicle and was turned at an angle to capture a greater
portion of the passenger-side space surrounding the vehicle. Placing the camera this far away
from the driver’s view-point made it difficult to gauge the severity of the event (i.e., how close
the following vehicle came to the subject’s vehicle). Turning the camera at an angle also
presented difficulties in determining the proximity of the following vehicle. Therefore, the
trigger criteria were set much more conservatively to ensure that all of the incidents and nearcrashes in this category were valid.
Following-Vehicle Crashes. For the following-vehicle crashes, the events were examined in two
ways – whether the following vehicle was at fault or whether our driver contributed to the event.
As the precipitating factor in 5 of the 12 following-vehicle crashes (42%), the SV was stopped
for greater than 2 seconds in the traffic lane. In an additional 4 of the crashes, the SV was
decelerating (33%). The remaining three crashes were precipitated by the subject vehicle
stopped less than 2 seconds. With this information, the stimulus response time (SRT) of the
following vehicle was calculated for 5 following-vehicle level I, II, and III crashes based on data
from the rear radar (Table 5.4).
Table 5.4. Stimulus response time and crash times for following-vehicle level I, II, III
crashes.
Epoch #

SRT

Crash Time

Comments
Women may have hit husband intentionally (one of two
0040403061354014200
5.1 s
6.7 s
consecutive rear-end crashes with her husband)
FV appears to accelerate into accident. Perhaps due to
0120404081309002412
N/R
2.3 s
inattention as the SV was not expected to stop during a leftturn yield maneuver
FV appears to start decelerating and then accelerates into
0180310281755018936
2.1 s
4.9 s
crash, perhaps thinking that the heavy traffic was surging
forward
SV was always on the brake, so point at which SV stopped
0520305062218000000
N/R
1.1 s
was used instead. No apparent FV reaction
FV begins to decelerate quickly, but insufficiently to avoid
0820310311144005225
1.6 s
4.6 s
the accident
* N/R = No crash avoidance reaction indicated by radar pattern

SRT was defined as the time from when the SV driver contacted the brake pedal until the
following vehicle (FV) first began to decelerate. The crash time was also calculated. Crash time
is operationally defined as the time from when the participant first contacted the brake until the
impact began. The average SRT and crash times as well as the average crash time for
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participants that did not react were also calculated (Table 5.5). The no-reaction crash time was
calculated because it indicates that the driver of the following vehicle was unable to react in the
time prior to impact.
Table 5.5. Average stimulus response time and crash times for following-vehicle level I, II,
III crashes.
N=3, Average SRT=
N=3, Average Crash Time w/SRT =

2.9 s
5.4 s

N=2, Average Crash Time w/o SRT =

1.7 s

The short average crash time without an SRT indicates that the crash happened so quickly that
the driver basically could not respond. This is highlighted by the fact that the average SRT was
2.9 seconds, which was more than a second longer than the crash time without an SRT. In
addition, there were three crashes for which problems associated with the rear radar precluded
the response calculations. The omitted data points and the reason for omission are shown in
Table 5.6.
Table 5.6. Omitted epics in SRT and crash time calculations for following-vehicle level I,
II, III crashes.
Epoch #
0030304091846007000
0040403061354013156
0630311251458003137

Reason not used
Insufficient radar track. FV not picked up until only 20 feet away
Radar tracking other vehicle, FV not tracked
Rear radar malfunction, no data

The following-vehicle crashes for which the SV driver contributed was also examined. Driving
proficiency was identified as a contributing factor in 33 percent of the crashes. Aggressive
driving (8%) and drowsiness (8%) were contributing factors in one crash each.
Seven of the 12 drivers (58%) in the following-vehicle crashes had no reaction. In most of these
cases the subject vehicle was likely stopped. Of the remaining 5 crashes one braked and steered
left, and the other 4 braked alone.
None of the driving environment factors were identified as contributing, and only one crash
infrastructure factor (i.e., roadway delineation) was identified as contributing.
Weather was not a large associated factor, with no inclement weather and only two wet surface
associated conditions (Figure 5.26). Only 4 of the 12 crashes were in free flow conditions. As
shown in Figure 5.26, roadway alignment may have played a role, with 42 percent of the crashes
being on curves. Two-thirds of the crashes were intersection-related.
Following-Vehicle Near-Crashes. Not surprisingly, there were more varied precipitating factors
for the 70 following-vehicle near-crashes than for the following-vehicle crashes (Figure 5.27). A
third of the near-crashes in this conflict were due to a subject vehicle decelerating. In 23 percent
of the near-crashes the subject vehicle was stopped for less than 2 second. Although no
following-vehicle crashes were associated with the subject vehicle changing lanes, 24 percent of
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the near-crashes included the subject vehicle into the traffic lane of the conflict. The maneuver
was to the left in 14 percent of the near-crashes and to the right in 10 percent of the near-crashes.

DE

DRIVING ENVIRONMENT
(12)

Surface Condition

Lighting

Traffic Density

Weather

(12) 100%

(12) 100%

(12) 100%

(12) 100%

Dry
(10) 83.3%

Daylight
(10) 83.3%

Restricted Flow
(4) 33.3%

Clear
(8) 66.7%

Wet
(2) 16.7%

Darkness
Lighted
(2) 16.7%

Stable Flow
Speed restricted
(3) 25%

Cloudy
(4) 33.3%

Unstable flow –
temporary restrictions
slow driver
(1) 8.3%
Free Flow
(4) 33.3%

Figure 5.26. Breakdown of driving environment variables for crashes involving following
vehicles.
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Figure 5.27. Breakdown for precipitating factors for near-crashes involving following
vehicles.
Driving proficiency was identified as a contributing factor in more of the near-crashes (49%)
than the crashes (33%). Aggressive driving (17%) and drowsiness (13%) were also contributing
factors in these following-vehicle near-crashes.
Thirty percent of the drivers in the following-vehicle near-crashes had no reaction. Although the
majority of the drivers braked alone (49%), some drivers braked and steered (13%), steered alone
(3%), or accelerated (4%). Interestingly, over 8 percent of the driver avoidance maneuvers
included steering and/or accelerating to avoid the conflict.
Although weather was not a contributing factor, it was an associated factor with over 12 percent
of the near-crashes, including inclement weather and wet surface conditions (Figure 5.28). Only
23 percent of the near-crashes were associated with a free-flow of traffic. Roadway alignment
may have played less of a role with near-crashes than with crashes in this conflict type, with 11
percent of the near-crashes being on curves as compared to 42 percent of the crashes being on
curves. Twenty-seven percent of the crashes were intersection-related (Figure 5.29
infrastructure).
When looking for other contributing factors, visual obstructions were present in 6 crashes. Three
were sunlight glare, one was a moving vehicle, and one was road sight distance due to a curve or
hill.
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DE

DRIVING ENVIRONMENT
(70)

Surface Condition

Lighting

Traffic Density

Weather

(70) 100%

(70) 100%

(70) 100%

(70) 100%

Clear
(53) 75.7%

Dry
(60) 85.7%

Daylight
(51) 72.9%

Unstable flow temporary restrictions
w slow driver
(9) 12.9%

Wet
(10) 14.3%

Darkness
Lighted
(6) 8.6%

Restricted Flow
(20) 28.6%

Darkness
not Lighted
(3) 4.3%

Forced Flow with low
speeds and traffic
volumes
(1) 1.4%

Dawn
(2) 2.9%

Stable Flow
Speed restricted
(19) 27.1%

Dusk
(8) 11.4%

Cloudy
(8) 11.4%
Raining
(8) 11.4%

Mist
(1) 1.4%

Unstable flow
- temporary stoppages
Vehicle unable to pass
(5) 7.1%
Free Flow
(16) 22.9%

Figure 5.28. Breakdown of driving environment variables for near-crashes involving
following vehicles.
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Figure 5.29. Breakdown of infrastructure-related variables for near-crashes involving following vehicles.
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Following Vehicle Incidents. More varied precipitating factors were found for the 776
following-vehicle incidents than for the following-vehicle crashes or near-crashes (Figure 5.30).
Although no following-vehicle crashes and 24 percent of the near following-vehicle crashes were
associated with the subject vehicle changing lanes, 46 percent of the incidents included the
subject vehicle moving into the traffic lane of the conflict. As with the near-crashes, the
maneuver was more common to the left (27%) than the right (18%) for the incidents. In 31
percent of the incidents, the subject vehicle was decelerating. In 10 percent of the incidents, the
subject vehicle was stopped for more than 2 seconds. An additional 7 percent were stopped for
less than 2 seconds as the precipitating factor for the following-vehicle incidents.
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Figure 5.30. Breakdown for precipitating factors for incidents involving following vehicles.
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Forty-six percent of the drivers in the following-vehicle incident had no reaction for the
avoidance maneuver. As with the near-crashes the majority of the incident avoidance maneuvers
were braking alone (38%); some drivers braked and steered (5%), steered alone (4%), or
accelerated (7%).
The only other contributing factors that were greater than 1 percent were 33 glare incidents due
to sunlight (4%) and 9 visibility decrement incidents (1%) due to things such as rain, snow, dust,
etc. The frequency of the other contributing factors leading to a visibility decrement is as
follows: inadequate roadway lighting (1); moving vehicle (1); road infrastructure (1); and other
obstructions (2). Roadway delineation was a contributing factor in 5 of the incidents, and
roadway alignment was a contributing factor in three incidents.
Although inclement weather was a contributing factor in approximately one percent of the
incidents, it was an associated factor in 5 percent of the incidents, and wet surface conditions
were associated factors in 7 percent (Figure 5.31). Daylight was associated with 75 percent of
the incidents, and only 11 percent were in free flow traffic conditions.
Less than 6 percent of the incidents were on curves as compared to 42 percent of the crashes
being on curves. Twenty-four percent of the incidents were intersection-related (Figure 5.32).
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Figure 5.31. Breakdown of driving environment variables for incidents involving following
vehicles.
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Figure 5.32. Breakdown of infrastructure variables for incidents involving following
vehicles.
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Object/Obstacle Conflicts
Object or obstacle conflicts involve events in which there is an object or obstacle in the lane of
travel that subjects must respond to in order in the attempt to avoid a crash. An inappropriate
response or failure to respond resulted in a crash or collision with obstacle. Object/obstacle
conflicts accounted for 12 percent of the crashes, 1 percent of the near-crashes, and 5 percent of
the incidents. Of the 9 crashes, 7 were classified as other, one was backing into a fixed object,
and the last one included departing the road. The crashes classified as other included parking
gate, debris flying in roadway, and so forth.
Object/Obstacle Crashes. [diagrams cover multiple object sections] The subject vehicle in three
out of the 9 obstacle crashes (33%) was going straight at a constant speed. Two were
decelerating in the traffic lane, two were turning right, one was making a u-turn, and the final
one was backing but not parking.
For the precipitating factor in 5 of the 9 crashes (56%), the obstacle was in the road. Two of the
9 (22%) crashes had excessive speed as a contributing factor. One of the crashes had the subject
over the right lane line. The final crash was an end departure as the precipitating factor, such as
driving through the dead end portion of a roadway.
Inattention to the forward road was a contributing factor in 5 of the 9 crashes (55%). Two of the
crashes included driving-related inattention, with drivers looking out the left window (22%).
Two of the crashes included drivers talking on the cell phone (22%), and the final crash included
drivers interacting with an object in the vehicle. In other driver factors, driver proficiency was a
contributing factor in 4 of the 9 of the crashes (44%). Three of the crashes had aggressive
driving as the contributing factor (33%), and one of these crashes was classified as drowsinessrelated.
Not surprisingly, 7 of the 9 drivers did brake prior to crashing as an avoidance maneuver. Two
of the 9 combined braking with steering to the left. Only one of the 9 had no reaction to the
obstacle.
Three of the 9 crashes had an infrastructure contributing factor. One was roadway alignment,
one was roadway delineation, and the other was related to traffic control device. Visual
obstructions were present in two of the 9 crashes. A moving vehicle and trees/crops/vegetation
were the two obstructions cited.
For the associated factors only 2 of the 9 were during daylight (Figure 5.33). Weather was not an
associated factor, and surface condition was only an associated factor in one of the crashes
(snowy surface condition). The associated infrastructure included a curve in two of the crashes,
and three of these crashes were in parking lots (Figure 5.34).
Object/Obstacle Near-Crashes. For all drivers, the pre-incident maneuver of the obstacle nearcrashes included presence in the traffic. Five vehicles were going straight at a constant speed,
and one was decelerating.
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For the precipitating factor in 5 of the 6 obstacle near-crashes (83%), the obstacle was in the
road.
When considering driver-associated factors, 2 of the 6 near-crashes had aggressive driving as a
contributing factor, and one had driver proficiency as a contributing factor.
DE

DRIVING ENVIRONMENT
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Surface Condition
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Figure 5.33. Breakdown of driving environment variables involving crashes with
obstacles/objects.
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Figure 5.34. Breakdown of infrastructure-related variables for crashes involving objects or obstacles.
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Inattention to the forward road was a contributing factor in 2 of the 6 near-crashes. In
one near-crash the driver was dining, and in the other near-crash the driver had a
passenger in the adjacent seat.
All 6 drivers braked as the avoidance maneuver. Three drivers also steered right and 2
also steered left.
The other contributing factors indicated that roadway alignment, roadway delineation,
and glare due to sunlight were each associated with a near-crash.
As for the associated factors all the near-crashes were associated with clear weather, dry
surface condition, straight roadway alignment, and were non-intersection-related. Only 1
of the 6 crashes was in free-flow conditions.
Object/Obstacle Incidents. There were 394 obstacle-related incidents identified. Ten
percent of the objects were in an unknown location due to video resolution or nighttime
conditions. Prior to the crash, the vast majority of the subject vehicles were going
straight (91%). The pre-incident maneuver included going straight at a constant speed
(50%), going straight and accelerating (22%), and decelerating in the traffic lane (19%).
For the precipitating factor in 70 percent of the incidents, the obstacle was in the road.
Poor road conditions were the precipitating factor in 18 percent of the incidents.
Inattention to the forward road was a contributing factor in 16 percent of the incidents.
Two percent of the incidents included driving-related inattention, with drivers looking out
the left window (3 incidents) and the right window (3 incidents). The remaining driverrelated inattention included looking at the center mirror. As shown in Figure 5.35, the
remaining 14 percent were due to secondary task distraction, with the biggest
contributing factors being cell phone use (5%) and a passenger in the vehicle (5%). As in
the other conflicts, talking or listening accounted for the majority of the cell phonerelated inattention (4%). As for the other driving-related factors, driver proficiency was a
contributing factor in 20 percent of the incidents. Only 2 percent of the incidents were
aggressive-driving-related, and 5 percent of the incidents were drowsiness-related.
Steering alone was a surprisingly common avoidance maneuver. Twenty-seven percent
steered to the left, and 19 percent steered to the right. An additional 14 percent combined
braking with steering to the left and 10 percent combined braking with steering to the
right. Another 16 percent only braked to avoid the obstacle, and 11 percent had no
reaction.
Infrastructure played a contributing role in approximately one third of the incidents.
Roadway alignment (7%), roadway delineation (25%), and traffic control devices (1%)
each contributed to these incidents (Figure 5.36). Reduced visibility due to rain or snow
was a contributing factor in three of the incidents (1%). Glare due to sunlight was a
contributing factor in 7 of the incident (2%), and glare due to headlights contributed in
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one incident. Three incidents were classified as including inadequate roadway lighting,
and two incidents had visual obstruction due to trees/crops/vegetation.
Also shown in Figure 5.36, inclement weather was an associated factor in 8 percent of the
incidents, and non-dry surface conditions were an associated factor in 17 percent of the
incidents. One third of the incidents were during non-daylight, and one third were in
non-free flow traffic conditions. For fixed infrastructure, 11 percent of the incidents were
on curves, and 10 percent of the incidents were intersection-related (Figure 5.37).
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Figure 5.35. Breakdown of secondary tasks for incidents involving obstacles or objects.
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Figure 5.36. Breakdown of driving environment variables for incidents involving objects
or obstacles.
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Figure 5.37. Breakdown of infrastructure-related variables for incidents involving
obstacles or objects.
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Animal Conflict
Animal conflicts accounted for 3 percent of the crashes, 1 percent of the near-crashes, and 1
percent of the incidents.
Animal Crashes. Prior to both crashes the driver was going straight at a constant speed. Not
surprisingly, the precipitating factor in the two animal crashes was an animal in the road.
Inattention to the forward roadway, drowsiness, and aggressive driving did not contribute to
these crashes. During both crashes the driver braked alone to attempt to avoid the animal.
Infrastructure and driving environment did not contribute to either. There were no relevant
associated weather conditions, surface conditions, and roadway alignment to these crashes either.
This lack of contributing factors is expected with this type of crash.
Animal Near-Crashes. Prior to the near-crashes the driver was going straight at a constant speed
(7), going straight accelerating (1), negotiating a curve (1), or turning left (1). Not surprisingly,
the precipitating factor in the 10 animal near-crashes was also an animal in the road in 9 of the
near-crashes. In the remaining near-crash the animal was approaching the roadway. Inattention
to the forward roadway was a contributing factor in three of the near-crashes. In two nearcrashes, a passenger was in the adjacent seat, and in the other near-crash, the driver was
talking/listening on the cell phone. As with the crashes, aggressive driving did not contribute to
these near-crashes. However, drowsiness was a contributing factor in 4 of the near-crashes.
During all of the near-crashes, the driver braked alone to avoid the animal. The only other
contributing factor was in one crash when there was limited sight distance due to a hill or
obstruction.
For the associated factors, 9 of the 10 near-crashes were in darkness, but 3 were lighted. Only
clear weather and dry surface conditions were associated with these near-crashes. Three of these
near-crashes were on a curve.
Animal Incidents. Of the 56 animal incidents, 75 percent had animals in the road as the
precipitating factor. In 23 percent of the incidents, the animal was approaching the roadway.
Prior to the incidents, the driver was going straight at a constant speed (66%), going straight
accelerating (20%), negotiating a curve (7%), changing lanes (4%), or turning right (2%).
Inattention to the forward roadway was a contributing factor in 5 of the incidents (9%). The 5
incidents had 5 different secondary task distractions, including a passenger in the adjacent seat,
reaching for an object, talking/listening on the cell phone, eating with utensils, and an external
distraction. As with the crashes and near-crashes aggressive driving did not contribute to these
incidents. However, drowsiness was a contributing factor in 13 percent of the incidents, and 5
percent of the incidents had driver proficiency errors.
Unlike the crashes and the near-crashes, drivers avoided these incidents by steering. In 13
percent of the incidents, drivers steered to the left, and in 4 percent of drivers steered to the right
to avoid the animal. In an additional 13 percent of the incidents, drivers braked and steered to
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the left, and in 7 percent, drivers braked and steered to the right to avoid the animal. In the
remaining 64 percent of the incidents, drivers braked alone to avoid the animal.
Only two of the 56 incidents had any other contributing factor. One was limited sight distance
due to curve or hill. The other was glare due to sunlight.
For the associated factors, many of the incidents were in darkness (63%) and lit darkness (16%).
Inclement weather and surface conditions were present in only two of the incidents. Eight
percent of the incidents were in free flow traffic conditions. As for road infrastructure, 20
percent of the incidents were on a curve, and one was intersection-related.

Parked Vehicle Conflicts
Parked vehicle conflicts accounted for 6 percent of the crashes, 1 percent of the near-crashes, and
1 percent of the incidents. Two of the 4 crashes were backing into a fixed object. One was
backing into traffic, and the other was being sideswiped in the same direction.
Parked Vehicle Crashes. Four different precipitating factors were associated with the 4 crashes.
One crash had participant over the left road edge, another had the subject vehicle attempting a
lane change, another was backing from the driveway, and the remaining one was an end
departure. In two crashes, the driver braked alone attempting to avoid the crash. In one crash,
there was no reaction, and the remaining crash was classified as “other.”
Inattention to the forward roadway was a contributing factor in 2 crashes. In one crash, the
inattention was a cognitive distraction, and in the other, it was a passenger in the adjacent seat.
For the other driver factors, one of the crashes had aggressive driving as a contributing factor,
and one had driver proficiency as a contributing factor. Drowsiness did not contribute to these
crashes.
Roadway delineation contributed to one crash, and a parked vehicle provided a visual obstruction
for another crash. No other contributing factors were present.
Inclement weather, wet surface conditions, and curved roadway alignment were not associated
with these crashes either. This lack of contributing factors is expected with this type of crash.
Parked Vehicle Near-Crashes. Four different precipitating factors were associated with the 5
near-crashes. Two of the near-crashes involved another vehicle backing, and one had another
vehicle leaving a parallel diagonal parking lane. One of the other near-crashes had a lead vehicle
stopped in the roadway more than 2 seconds, and the remaining near-crash involved a pedestrian
approaching the roadway.
Aggressive driving, driver proficiency errors, and drowsiness were not contributing factors.
However, inattention to the forward roadway was a factor in three of the 5 near-crashes. There
were two driving-related inattention contributing factors. One of the factors was the left mirror;
the other was the right mirror. The remaining inattention contributing factor was looking at a
pedestrian. There were no other contributing factors present.
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Braking was the most common avoidance maneuver. In two near-crashes the driver braked
alone, and in another two near-crashes the driver braked and steered left to avoid the crash. In
the remaining near-crash the driver steered left without braking to avoid the crash.
As with crashes, inclement weather and surface conditions were not associated with these nearcrashes. Two of the near-crashes occurred in a parking lot.
Parked Vehicle Incidents. There were 83 incidents found for parked vehicle conflicts. Of those
83 incidents, a lead vehicle stopped on the roadway more than 2 seconds was the largest
precipitating factor (46%) (Figure 5.38). These events were caused by vehicles either stopped or
parked in a travel lane. Another vehicle pulling out from a parallel diagonal parking lane was the
second biggest precipitating factor (17%). The subject vehicle off the roadway was the next
biggest contributing factor (14%).
Although these driver factors, other than driver inattention, were not identified as contributing to
the near-crashes, aggressive driving (16%), driver proficiency errors (39%), and drowsiness (5%)
were contributing factors in the parking incidents. Inattention to the forward roadway was also a
contributing factor (25%). There were three driving-related inattention contributing factors. One
of the factors was the left mirror, the other two were the right mirror. Secondary tasks were a
contributing factor in 22 percent of the incidents, with cell phone use accounting for half the
contributing factors (Figure 5.39).
Steering as an avoidance maneuver was the most common, with over three-quarters of the
incidents including a steering maneuver. Steering to the left (36%) and steering to the left and
braking (23%) were the largest avoidance maneuvers. Steering to the right (7%) and steering to
the right and braking (6%) were also avoidance maneuvers. Only 18 percent used braking alone
as the avoidance maneuver. An additional 5 percent accelerated and steered, and 2 percent had
no reaction.
Roadway alignment (6%), roadway delineation (8%), and roadway sight distance (1%) were all
identified as contributing factors. In addition to the roadway sight distance, there were visual
decrements due to rain, snow, or fog (2%), inadequate roadway lighting (1%), glare due to
sunlight (2%), and trees, crops, or vegetation (1%).
For the associated factors wet or snowy surface conditions (10%), rain (2%), and restricted flow
were each associated with 57 percent of the incidents. Curved roadway (15%) and intersectionrelated (6%) were also associated factors.
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Figure 5.38. Breakdown of precipitating factors for incidents involving a parked vehicle.
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Figure 5.39. Breakdown of secondary tasks for incidents involving a parked vehicle.
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Conflict with Vehicle Turning Across Subject Vehicle Path in Opposite Direction
A vehicle turning across subject vehicle path in opposite direction accounted for 3 percent of the
crashes, 4 percent of the near-crashes, and 1 percent of the incidents.
Crashes with Other Vehicle Turning Across Subject Vehicle Path in Opposite Direction. Of the
two LTAP/OD crashes, one occurred on a congested roadway with offset intersection approaches
(no signal) and the other occurred at a signalized intersection when the other driver made a left
turn on a red arrow.
The precipitating factor for the crash that occurred at a signalized intersection, was that the other
vehicle entered the intersection making a left turn across subject vehicle’s path. This driver
attempted to brake without locking up the wheels to avoid the crash. This crash also occurred in
the rain on a lit roadway at night. The traffic congestion was labeled free flow.
The precipitating factor for the crash that occurred at an offset intersection was subject vehicle
attempting a left turn. This attempt occurred after the other vehicle was approaching (head-on
crash). There was no reaction by this driver.
Considering the driver factors, there was no aggressive driving, no driver impairments, and no
driver proficiency errors. However, both drivers were not attentive to the forward roadway. One
driver had a passenger in vehicle, and the other was looking out the right window.
This crash occurred during daylight hours in stable traffic flow. Roadway alignment was
identified as a contributing factor for this crash, but not surprisingly there were no visual
obstructions.
Near-Crashes with Other Vehicle Turning Across Subject Vehicle Path in Opposite Direction.
Out of 27 near-crashes, 74 percent involved a vehicle turning left across the subject vehicle’s
path, and 19 percent involved a vehicle turning the opposite direction to that of subject vehicle’s
path. Only 4 percent of near-crashes involved the subject vehicle passing through other vehicle’s
path at an intersection. An additional 4 percent involved the subject vehicle doing a lane change.
For the driver factors, 26 percent of the near-crashes were classified as driver proficiency errors.
An additional 11 percent of near-crashes were classified as aggressive driving, and 11 percent
were classified as drowsiness-related. Inattention to forward roadway was a contributing factor
in 37 percent of the near-crashes. These factors included adjusting the radio (7%), passenger in
vehicle (4%), and cell phone talking or listening (4%). Seven percent of near-crashes were due
to driving-related inattention when drivers were checking their left or right side-view mirrors.
Because the majority of near-crashes occurred when subject vehicles were going straight, the
drivers commonly reacted by braking with no lockup (44%); other times, drivers mostly
responded by steering either left or right and combining braking and steering both as avoidance
maneuvers.
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Visual decrements were a contributing factor in over 30 percent of the near-crashes. These
factors included glare due to sunlight (4%), moving vehicles (11%), and parked vehicles (7%).
Road sight distance was also a contributing factor in one near-crash.
The associated factors for near-crashes, as with crashes, were primarily clear weather (82%)
under daylight (63%) conditions. Eighty-six percent of near-crashes were intersection-related.
Nearly three-fourths of the near-crashes occurred in a business or industrial locality, while only 4
percent occurred on interstate roadways and 11 percent in residential areas. Eighty-six percent
of the time, the road alignment was straight. The surface condition of roads was dry during 82
percent of near-crashes. Thirty-three percent of near-crashes were due to restricted traffic flow,
while 44 percent occurred in free flow conditions. Moreover, 78 percent of near-crashes
occurred in non-divided traffic flow conditions.
Incidents with Other Vehicle Turning Across Subject Vehicle Path in Opposite Direction. Out of
79 incidents, not surprisingly the biggest precipitating factors occurred when other vehicles were
entering an intersection (81%) and when other vehicles were moving from a driveway into the
subject vehicle’s path (15%).
Driver proficiency was less of an issue, accounting for only 17 percent of the incidents. Driver’s
aggressive driving behavior accounted for 3 percent of the incidents, and only 4 percent of
incidents were drowsiness-related. Inattention to forward roadway was less of a factor in
incidents than in near-crashes and crashes. Only 3 percent of incidents accounted for drivingrelated inattention. Distraction due to cell phone operations (6%) and passenger in vehicle (5%)
were more representative than other distraction categories.
For avoidance maneuvers, a majority of drivers braked without locking up their wheels (58%),
while others combined both braking and steering to left (15%) or braking and steering right
(14%). Only one driver exhibited no reaction to another vehicle turning across the subject
vehicle’s path in the opposite direction.
The driving environment, as with crashes and near-crashes, was primarily clear weather (72%)
during daylight hours (67%), with 70 percent of incidents in a business or industrial locality and
20 percent in residential areas. Out of 79, there was only 1 incident due to snow, and 7 percent
were due to wet surface conditions, while the rest occurred on dry roads (91%). Approximately,
62 percent of incidents occurred at an intersection, and 11 percent were intersection-related.
Over 92 percent of the incidents occurred on straight roads and 6 percent on curves. Only 4
percent of the incidents were due to sunlight glare, and there were no visual obstructions 91
percent of the time. Half of the incidents occurred in restricted traffic flow conditions, and 34
percent of the incidents occurred in free flow conditions. Four percent of incidents occurred due
to roadway alignment.
Conflict with Vehicle in Adjacent Lane
Adjacent vehicle conflicts accounted for 1 percent of the crashes, 15 percent of the near-crashes,
and 4 percent of the incidents. The conflict with an adjacent vehicle occurred more commonly
when either the other vehicle was changing lanes ahead of the subject vehicle or when the
subject vehicle was changing lanes.
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Crash with Vehicle in Adjacent Lane. There was only one crash with a vehicle in an adjacent
lane, and the incident type was left sideswipe in same direction with the subject vehicle changing
lanes as the pre-incident maneuver.
The driver’s aggressive behavior was the only factor in the left sideswipe collision with other
vehicle in the adjacent lane. There were no other contributing factors. The driver did attempt to
avoid the crash by braking and steering to the right.
For the associated factors, the collision occurred at an intersection on a straight, level business or
commercial area in dry conditions during daylight hours and clear weather.
Near-Crashes with Vehicle in Adjacent Lane. Out of 115 near-crashes with an adjacent vehicle,
48 percent near-crashes occurred when other vehicles were changing lanes. When the other
vehicle was changing lanes, 26 percent were with a right sideswipe threat and 14 percent were
with a left sideswipe. There were 43 (37%) near-crashes when the subject vehicle was changing
lanes with 19 percent being left sideswipe threat and 14 percent being a right sideswipe threat.
The subject vehicle or other vehicle changing lanes as the largest precipitating factor is not
surprising considering blind spots and lane change maneuvers with more likelihood of left and
right sideswipe threats with vehicles in another lane.
For driver contributing factors, 16 percent of near-crashes were classified as aggressive driving,
and only 6 percent were classified as drowsiness-related. Nearly 42 percent of the near-crashes
were classified as driver proficiency errors. Over one-fourth of the near-crashes had inattention
to forward roadway as contributing factor. Four percent of the near-crashes were driving-related
inattention, which included looking at the center mirror (1%), right window (2%) or left window
(1%). The majority of secondary task inattention was due to a passenger in the vehicle (10%)
and cell phone usage (7%), as shown in Figure 5.40.
Since the majority of near-crashes occurred when either another vehicle or the subject vehicle
was changing lanes, the subject drivers mostly reacted by braking and steering either to left
(31%) or right side (24%), while a few reacted by braking with no lockup (19%). Only 5 percent
of drivers did not exhibit any avoidance maneuver.
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ST

SECONDARY TASK
(26) 22.6%

PassengerRelated Task
(13) 11.3%

Internal-Not
Vehicle Related
Task

Dining

Wireless Devices

Personal Hygiene

(1) 0.9%

(8) 7%

(1) 0.9%

dialing hand held
cell phone
(1) 0.9%

combing or fixing
hair
(1) 0.9%

(3) 2.6%

passenger in
adjacent seat
(11) 9.6%

reaching for object
- not cell phone
(1) 0.9%

passenger in
rear seat
(1) 0.9%

reading
(1) 0.9%

talking/singing
(1) 0.9%

writing - other
(1) 0.9%

eating
(1) 0.9%

talking/listening
(7) 6.1%

Figure 5.40. Breakdown of secondary tasks for near-crashes involving a vehicle in the adjacent lane.
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The other contributing factors included sunlight glare (4%), rain (1%), a moving vehicle,
(1%), roadway alignment (1%), and roadway delineation (2%).
When considering the driving environment associative factors, the road was wet/snowy in
13 percent of the near-crashes and it was raining in 8 percent of the near-crashes. Ninety
percent of near-crashes were on straight roads and 10 percent were on curves. Nearly
half of the near-crashes were in a business or commercial locality, while 40 percent were
on interstate roadways. Thirty-one percent of near-crashes occurred in restricted traffic
flow, while 28 percent occurred in free flow conditions. Moreover, 72 percent of nearcrashes occurred in divided traffic flow conditions.
Incidents with Vehicle in Adjacent Lane. There were 342 incidents with other vehicles in
an adjacent lane.
Similar to near-crashes, the biggest precipitating factors occurred when another vehicle
was changing lanes (43%) and when the subject vehicle was changing lanes (34%). Only
8 percent of incidents corresponded to incidences when the subject vehicle moved off the
roadway over the left lane line (3%) or over the right lane line (5%).
Driver proficiency was very similar between the near-crashes and incidents. Driver
proficiency (33%), aggressive driving (16%) and driver drowsiness (6%) were all present
for the incidents.
Inattention to forward roadway due to secondary tasks (15%) was less of a factor in
incidents than in near-crashes with another vehicle in an adjacent lane. Distraction due to
cell phone operations (4%) and a passenger in the vehicle (4%) were more representative
than other distraction categories (Figure 5.41).
Eight percent of drivers had no avoidance maneuver, and 18 percent steered either to left
or right without braking. Unlike with near-crashes, only a few drivers braked and steered
to left (13%) or right (15%). The majority braked without locking up their wheels (33%).
Interestingly only a few accelerated and steered either left (2%) or right (1%) as an
avoidance maneuver.
However, there were more other contributing factors present in the incident than in the
near-crashes. Roadway alignment (5%), road delineation (2%), weather-related visibility
(1%), sunlight glare (4%), and traffic control devices (1%) were all present.
The driving environment, as with crashes and near-crashes, was primarily clear weather
(82%) during daylight hours (77%), with 47 percent of incidents in a business or
industrial locality and 38 percent on interstate roadways. Wet surface conditions (14%)
were associated with some of the incidents. Compared to near-crashes, the intersectionrelated (7%) incidents were less of a factor. However, 11 percent of incidents occurred at
entrance or exit ramps. Over 84 percent of the conflicts were on a straight road and 12
percent on a curve. Restricted traffic flow (41%) conditions were associated with the
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incidents, and an additional 32 percent were in restricted speed conditions. Eighteen
percent of incidents corresponded to conflicts at traffic signals, while others occurred
when there were no traffic control devices (76%).
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ST

SECONDARY TASK
(50) 14.6%

Daydreaming
(3) 0.9%
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did not see
(3) 0.9%

(14) 4.1%

Internal-Not
Vehicle Related
Task

passenger in
adjacent seat
(11) 3.2%

object - other
(1) 0.3%

other external
distraction
(3) 0.9%
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rear seat
(1) 0.3%

reaching object –
not cell phone
(5) 1.5%

looking at an
object
(1) 0.3%

talking/singing
(2) 0.6%

moving object in
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(1) 0.3%

PassengerRelated Task

(9) 2.6%

External
Distraction

Vehicle-Related
Task

(4) 1.2%

(4) 1.2%

adjusting radio
(4) 1.2%
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(1) 0.3%

eating without
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smoking cigar
cigarette
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(1) 0.3%
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(1) 0.3%

writing - other
(1) 0.3%

Figure 5.41. Breakdown of secondary tasks for incidents involving a conflict with vehicle in the adjacent lane.
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Question 2. What Are The Relative Frequencies Of Primary And Contributing Factors For
Each Level Of Severity?
All the contributing and associated factors used in this study were parsed into crashes and nearcrashes. Tables are provided to group all the factors underneath the factor type categories listed
in Table 5.7. This provides a mechanism to look at the relationship of these factors in crashes
and near-crashes.
Table 5.7. Factor Type Categories.
Pre-event maneuver
Drivers’ avoidance maneuver
Driver’s willful behavior
Driver impairments
Driver proficiency error
Hands on wheel
Inattention to forward roadway
Surface condition
Relation to junction
Road alignment
Locality
Lighting
Visual obstruction
Weather
Trafficway flow
Traffic density
Traffic control device
Vehicle factors
Infrastructure

For the associative variables, GES data will be added to the tables to provide a comparison
between the 100-Car Study data and GES data. This will only be done for the associative
variables as these represent the entire event and are not dependent upon driver as are variables
such as pre-event maneuver or avoidance maneuvers. While comparisons between avoidance
maneuvers are possible between the GES and 100-Car Study database, this analysis would
require more reduction and is beyond the scope of this current analysis. Table 5.8 below
presents a comparison between the percentage of 100-Car Study crash and near-crash types to
the percentage of GES crashes. These percentages demonstrate the generalizability of the 100Car Study database to the GES crash database. Note that comparisons are presented for all 100Car Study crashes, the 100-Car Study police reported crashes, and GES crashes. The results
indicate that there is a large discrepancy between police-reported and non-police reported events.
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Table 5.8. Comparison of crash types for 100-Car Crashes, Near-crashes, Police-Reported
Crashes, and GES Crashes.

Conflict Type
(100-Car)
Single Vehicle
Rear-End
Striking and
Rear-End Struck
Angle Collision
Sideswipe
Opposite
Sideswipe Same
Head-On
Object/obstacle
Parked vehicle
Animal
Pedestrian
Pedalcyclist
Unknown
Other
Totals

100-Car
Crash
Frequency

100-Car
Crash
Percent

100-Car
PoliceReported
Crash
Percent

24

34.8

8.3

48

6.3

2,740

4.6

27
1

39.1
1.4

66.7
0.0

450
142

59.1
18.7

14,722
18,091

24.9
30.6

2
0
0
9
4
2
0
0
0
0
69

2.9
0.0
0.0
13.0
5.8
2.9
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
100%

16.7
0.0
0.0
8.3
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
100%

27
37
27
6
5
10
6
0
1
2
761

3.5
4.9
3.5
0.8
0.7
1.3
0.8
0.0
0.1
0.3
100%

480
2,977
1,879
11,063
2,027
1,515
1,702
1,085
220
655
59,156

0.8
5.0
3.2
18.7
3.4
2.6
2.9
1.8
0.4
1.1
100%

100-Car
NearCrash
Frequency

100Car NearCrash
Percent

GES Crash
Frequency

GES
Crash
Percent

Pre-Event Maneuver
When comparing crashes and near-crashes for the pre-event maneuver, the top three factors were
ranked in the same order for both crashes and near-crashes (Table 5.9). These three factors
accounted for 54 percent of the crashes and 80 percent of the near-crashes. For the top
associated factor, 22 percent of crashes occurred when subject vehicle drivers were going
straight at constant speed. The percentage of near-crashes (44%) was twice as high as that of
crashes for this factor. The second highest factor, which was when the subject vehicle was
decelerating in the traffic lane, was similar between crashes (22%) and near-crashes (20%). The
third factor, going straight and accelerating, was slightly higher for near-crashes (16%) than
crashes (10%). Turning right crashes (10%), the fourth highest factor, was more representative
than turning right near-crashes (1%). When turning left, 6 percent were crashes, and 2 percent
were near-crashes.
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Table 5.9. Pre-event maneuver, crash, and near-crash.
Pre-event maneuver
Going straight, constant speed
Decelerating in traffic lane
Going straight, accelerating
Turning right
Stopped in traffic lane
Turning left
Starting in traffic lane
Merging
Changing lanes
Entering a parked position
Making U-turn
Maneuvering to avoid a vehicle
Backing up (not parking)
Leaving a parked position
Unknown
Negotiating a curve

Crash
Frequency
15
15
7
7
5
4
3
3
2
2
2
1
1
1
1
0

Crash
Percent
21.7
21.7
10.1
10.1
7.3
5.8
4.4
4.4
2.9
2.9
2.9
1.5
1.5
1.5
1.5
0.0

Near-Crash
Frequency
331
155
120
8
24
18
14
10
60
0
0
1
0
0
0
20

Near-Crash
Percent
43.5
20.4
15.8
1.1
3.2
2.4
1.8
1.3
7.9
0.0
0.0
0.1
0.0
0.0
0.0
2.6

Avoidance Maneuvers
Table 5.10 lists the different avoidance maneuvers used by the drivers. In 27 percent of the
crashes there was no reaction; that is, the driver did not execute any avoidance maneuver. Only
4 percent of near-crashes had no reaction. Braking alone without lockup was the most common
avoidance maneuver for near-crashes (45%) and crashes (25%). However, it was 20 percent
more likely for near-crashes than crashes. Fifteen percent of drivers steered left as the avoidance
maneuver in a crash. Only 6 percent of the near-crashes used this maneuver. The near-crashes
(33%) were twice as likely to brake and steer as an avoidance maneuver as compared to the
crashes (16%).
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Table 5.10. Drivers’ avoidance maneuver, crash, and near-crash.
No
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13

Avoidance maneuver
No reaction
Braking(no lockup)
Steered to left
Braked and steered left
Braked and steered right
Braking(lockup unknown)
Unknown if action was attempted
Steering to right
Other actions
Braking(lockup)
Accelerating and steering right
Accelerating
Accelerating and steering left

Crash
Frequency
19
17
10
7
4
4
3
2
2
1

Crash
Percent
27.5
24.6
14.5
10.1
5.8
5.8
4.4
2.9
2.9
1.5

Near-crash
Frequency
30
342
44
112
138
42

Near-crash
Percent
3.9
44.9
5.8
14.7
18.1
5.5

32
5
6
4
3
3

4.2
0.7
0.8
0.5
0.4
0.4

Willful Behavior
As shown in Table 5.11, aggressive driving (16%) contributed slightly more for crashes than for
near-crashes (13%).
Table 5.11. Driver’s willful behavior, crash, and near-crash.
No
1
2

Willful_Behavior
No willful behavior
Aggressive driving

Crash
Frequency
58
11

Crash
Percent
84.1
15.9

Near-Crash
Frequency
658
103

Near-Crash
Percent
86.5
13.4

Driver Impairments
As shown in Table 5.12, a total of 17 percent of crashes and 13 percent of near-crashes occurred
with driver impairment as a contributing factor. Drowsiness was the most common impairment
with 14 percent of the crashes and 11 percent of the near-crashes. Drugs or alcohol contributed
to 2 percent of crashes.
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Table 5.12. Driver impairments, crash, and near-crash.
No
1
2
3
4
5
6
7

Driver_Impairments
None apparent
Unknown
Drowsy, sleepy, asleep
Drugs, alcohol
Other
Angry
Other emotional state

Crash
Frequency
23
36
8
1
1
0
0

Crash
Percent
39.0
52.2
13.6
1.7
1.7
0.0
0.0

Near-Crash
Frequency
400
268
79
0
0
10
4

Near-Crash
Percent
54.4
35.2
10.7
0.0
0.0
1.4
0.5

Driver Proficiency
When comparing crashes and near-crashes, the driver proficiency error factor contributed to
fewer crashes (28%) than near-crashes (43%). It is not clear why this 15 percent difference was
present (Table 5.13).
Table 5.13. Driver proficiency error, crash, and near-crash.
No

Driver Proficiency
None
Driver proficiency error

1
2

Crash
Frequency
50
19

Crash
Percent
72.5
27.5

Near-Crash
Frequency
437
324

Near-Crash
Percent
57.4
42.6

Driver’s Hands on Wheel
For the top associated factor, driving with left hand only, the percentages of crashes (30%) and
near-crashes (32%) were similar (Table 5.14). When comparing crashes and near-crashes for
hands-on-wheel categories, they were in the same ranked order. These three associated factors
account for 41 percent of crashes and 53 percent of near-crashes. For the third factor, 25 percent
of crashes occurred when subject vehicle drivers were driving with both hands. The percentage
of near-crashes (35%) was higher than that of crashes for this factor. The percentage of nearcrashes (16%) with right hand only was slightly higher than that of crashes (12%). The fifth
factor, when subject vehicle drivers were driving with no hands on the wheel, was slightly more
representative for crashes (5%) than near-crashes (3%).
Table 5.14. Hands on wheel, crash, and near-crash.
No
1
2
3
4
5

Hands on wheel
Left hand only
Unknown
Both hands
Right hand only
No hands on wheel

Crash
Frequency
21
20
17
8
3
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Crash
Percent
30.4
29.0
24.6
11.6
4.4

Near-Crash
Frequency
241
115
267
118
20

Near-Crash
Percent
31.7
15.1
35.1
15.5
2.6
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Driver Secondary Task Distraction and Inattention to Forward Roadway
For the distraction contributing factors shown in Table 5.15, more than one factor could be
identified for each event. Therefore, the driver could be distracted both by talking on the cell
phone and adjusting the radio during the event. For the purpose of this analysis, all the
distractions were counted even if there were two for event. There were 2 distractions identified
in 3 of the crashes and in 27 of the near misses. Distraction was not present in 39 percent of the
crashes or in 61 percent of the near-crashes. This 22 percent difference may be why similar
events became crashes instead of near-crashes.
Driving-related inattention to the forward roadway was a contributing factor in 14 percent of the
crashes and 7 percent of the near-crashes. The largest portion of these crashes (10%) and nearcrashes (3%) was attributable to looking out the left window.
The highest secondary task inattention to the forward roadway for crashes was drivers
talking/listening cell phone (8%). Talking on a cell phone was the second highest distraction for
near-crashes (4.8%). There were no crashes when drivers were either dialing a hand-held cell
phone locating, reaching for, or answering a cell phone, operating a PDA, or performing other
cell phone operations. On the other hand, over 3 percent of the near-crashes were due to these
activities.
A passenger in the adjacent seat was the second highest crash secondary task contributing factor
(7%) and the highest near-crash secondary task factor (6%). When passengers were seated in
rear seats, drivers were involved in 1 percent of crashes and one near-crash. With a child in the
rear seat there were no crashes and only one near-crash.
Animals or objects in the vehicle contributed to crashes (7%) as much as passengers in the
adjacent seat. However, only 1 percent of the near-crashes were contributed to by this factor.
An additional 3 percent of the crash inattention and 1 percent of the near-crash inattention was
due to reaching for an object. For a more in depth discussion of distraction in crashes and nearcrashes, read Chapter 7, Goal 3 or Chapter 11, Goal 7.
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Table 5.15. Inattention to forward roadway, crash, and near-crash.

Not distracted
Left window
Talking/listening
Passenger in adjacent seat
No data
Animal/Object in Vehicle – Other
Reaching for object (not cell phone)
Cognitive – Other
Drinking from open container
Eating without utensils
Center mirror
Right window
Talking/singing
Other external distraction
Left mirror
Lost in thought
Moving object in vehicle
Passenger in rear seat
In-vehicle controls – Other
Dialing hand-held cell phone
Adjusting radio
Reading
Cell phone – Other
Other personal hygiene
Adjusting other devices integral to vehicle
Applying makeup
Dancing
Locating/reaching/answering cell phone
Looked but did not see
Right mirror
Child in rear seat
Combing or fixing hair
Drinking
Eating
Insect in vehicle
Inserting/retrieving CD
Looking at an object
Looking at pedestrian
Looking at previous crash or incident
Operating PDA
Smoking cigar/cigarette

Crash
Frequency
28
7
6
5
5
5
2
2
2
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
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Crash
Percent
38.9
9.7
8.3
6.9
6.9
6.9
2.8
2.8
2.8
1.4
1.4
1.4
1.4
1.4
1.4
1.4
1.4
1.4
1.4
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0

Near-Crash
Frequency
481
25
38
48
12
9
10
5
1
15
14
14
11
10
9
5
2
1
0
14
10
10
7
7
5
5
3
2
2
2
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1

Near-Crash
Percent
61.0
3.2
4.8
6.1
1.5
1.1
1.3
0.6
0.1
1.9
1.8
1.8
1.4
1.3
1.1
0.6
0.3
0.1
0.0
1.8
1.3
1.3
0.9
0.9
0.6
0.6
0.4
0.3
0.3
0.3
0.1
0.1
0.1
0.1
0.1
0.1
0.1
0.1
0.1
0.1
0.1
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Visual Obstructions
The visual obstructions category included factors that contributed in some way to the crashes or
near-crashes. Not surprisingly most of the crashes (86%) and near-crashes (89%) had no visual
obstruction. Only 7 total crashes had visual obstruction contributing factors. Reflected glare
contributed to two crashes but did not seem to contribute near-crashes. On the other hand 5
percent of the near-crashes had sunlight as a contributing factor, but only one of the near-crashes
did. Moving and parked vehicle visual obstructions were similarly representative between
crashes and near-crashes (Table 5.16).
Table 5.16. Visual obstruction, crash, and near-crash.
No
1
2
3
4
5
6
7

Visual obstructions
No obstruction
Reflected glare
Sunlight glare
Moving vehicle
Parked vehicle
Other obstruction
Trees, crops, vegetation

8

Crash
Frequency
59
2
1
1
1
1
1

Crash
Percent
85.5
2.9
1.4
1.4
1.4
1.4
1.4

Near-Crash
Frequency
675
2
39
18
9
3
0

Near-Crash
Percent
88.7
0.3
5.1
2.4
1.2
0.4
0.0

0

0.0

4

0.5

0
0
0
3

0.0
0.0
0.0
4.3

3
2
1
5

0.4
0.3
0.1
0.7

Rain, snow, fog, smoke, sand, dust
Roadway infrastructure such as building,
billboard, signs, embankments, etc.
Curve/hill
Headlight glare
Unknown

9
10
11
12

Road Surface Condition
When comparing crashes and near-crashes on different surface conditions, the top four factors
have the same ranked order for both crashes and near-crashes in the 100-Car Study database and
GES database. Not surprisingly, dry surface conditions were the most common associated
factor, with fewer crashes in both the 100-Car Study database (74%) and GES database (76%)
than near-crashes (86%). In the wet, snowy, and icy conditions, there were more crashes, both
100-Car Study and GES, in each factor than near-crashes. Even though these were not
necessarily classified as contributing factors, it seems that the reduced traction from non-dry
roads may have contributed to these events becoming crashes instead of remaining near-crashes
(Table 5.17).
Table 5.17. Surface condition, crash, and near-crash.
No
1
2
3
4
5

Surface
condition
Dry
Wet
Snowy
Icy
Unknown

Crash
Frequency
51
13
4
1
0

Crash
Percent
73.9
18.8
5.8
1.5
0.0

Near-Crash
Frequency
654
98
4
4
1
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Near-Crash
Percent
85.9
12.9
0.5
0.5
0.1

GES Crash
Frequency
45171
10039
1766
1347
692

GES Crash
Percent
76.4
17.0
3.0
2.3
1.2
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Relation to Junction
When comparing crashes and near-crashes for relation to junction, note that the general
relationship between all variables is the same for 100 Crashes, GES crashes, and 100-Car Study
near-crashes is similar. The top 5 factors have the same ranked order for crashes in both 100-Car
Study and GES database and 100-Car Study near-crashes (Table 5.18). The 5 associated factors
account for 96 percent of 100-Car Study crashes, 93 percent of GES crashes, and 97 percent of
near-crashes. For the biggest factor, non-junction, the percentage of near-crashes (60%) was
one-half times higher than 100-Car Study crashes (38%) and slightly less than one-half than the
GES crashes (47%). Intersection crashes in both 100-Car Study (25%) and GES (23.5%), the
second highest factor, was more representative than near-crashes (20%). The intersection-related
events, the third highest factor accounted for 100-Car Study crashes (16%) and GES crashes
(15%), was one and one-half times higher than near-crashes (10%). For the fourth highest factor,
the entrance or exit ramp 100-Car Study crashes (9%) and GES crashes (0.2%) did not match but
100-Car Study crashes were more similar to near-crashes (5%). In parking lots, the percentage
of 100-Car Study crashes (9%) and GES crashes (8%) was four times higher than that of nearcrashes (2%). Note that GES had a relatively high percentage of crashes on interchanges that the
100-Car Study database did not. This could be due, in part, to difficulty in determining whether
the vehicle was in an “interchange” using video only.
Table 5.18. Relation to junction, crash, and near-crash.
No
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9

Relation to Junction
Non-junction
Intersection
Intersection-related
Entrance/exit ramp
Parking lot
Driveway, alley access,
etc.
Other
Interchange area
Unknown

37.7
24.6
15.9
8.7
8.7

NearCrash
Frequency
456
149
76
40
14

NearCrash
Percent
59.9
19.6
10
5.3
1.8

GES
Crash
Frequency
27498
13904
8989
133
4437

GES
Crash
Percent
46.5
23.5
15.2
0.2
7.5

2.9
1.5
0.0
0.0

8
1
16
1

1.1
0.1
2.1
0.1

0
759
2907
529

0.0
1.3
4.9
0.9

Crash
Frequency

Crash
Percent

26
17
11
6
6
2
1
0
0

Roadway Alignment
As expected, straight, level roads and curved, level roads accounted for the majority of 100-Car
Study crashes (94%) and near-crashes (97%) but only 49 percent of GES crashes. This is due
primarily to lack of GES information as 35 percent of all GES crashes, alignment is unknown.
Further comparisons of GES to 100-Car Study data will not be made for the roadway alignment
category. The straight, level roads factor for near-crashes (84%) was slightly higher than for
100-Car Study crashes (75%), whereas the curve level for 100-Car Study crashes (19%) was
slightly higher than for near-crashes (13%). The curve grade was also higher for crashes (4%)
than for near-crashes (one%). Although not a strong association, it is interesting that curves
were more associated with crashes than with near-crashes (Table 5.19).
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Table 5.19. Road alignment/road profile, crash, and near-crash.
No.
1
2
3
4
5
6

Road alignment/road
profile

Crash
Frequency

Crash
Percent

Near-crash
Frequency

52
13
3
1
0
0

75.4
18.8
4.4
1.5
0.0
0.0

638
99
7
15
1
1

Straight level
Curve level
Curve grade
Straight grade
Unknown
Straight hillcrest

NearCrash
Percent
83.8
13
0.9
2
0.1
0.1

GES Crash
Frequency
26265
2898
3048
5582
20460
594

GES
Crash
Percent
44.4
4.9
5.2
9.4
34.6
1.0

Locality of Event
The “locality of event” variable was adopted from the Virginia State Police Accident Report, not
the GES database; therefore, no GES data will be presented for this variable. When comparing
crashes and near-crashes in different localities, the top two factors are very similar. These two
factors account for 64 percent of crashes and 62 percent of near-crashes. The business or
industrial area was the most common location for both crashes (45%) and near-crashes (44%).
The business or industrial area is likely a common driving environment in the northern Virginia
area, and these large percentages are not surprising. The second highest factor, driving on open
country roads, was the same between crashes (18%) and near-crashes (18%). The percentage of
crashes (16%) in residential areas was twice the percentage of near-crashes (8%). On the other
hand, the near-crashes (28%) that occurred on interstate roads were more representative than
crashes (12%). This difference between crashes and near-crashes is likely due to the higher
percentage of rear-end near-crashes as compared to crashes (Table 5.20). These rear-end nearcrashes are likely to be more associated with interstate driving.
Table 5.20. Locality, crash, and near-crash.
No
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8

Locality
Business/industrial
Open Country
Residential
Interstate
Other
Construction zone
Church
Unknown

Crash
Frequency
31
13
11
8
5
1
0
0

Crash
Percent
44.9
18.8
15.9
11.6
7.3
1.5
0.0
0.0

Near-Crash
Frequency
335
138
60
212
3
11
1
1

Near-Crash
Percent
44.0
18.1
7.9
27.9
0.4
1.5
0.1
0.1

Lighting
As shown in Table 5.21, the top two lighting factors are ranked in the same order for 100-Car
Study crashes, GES crashes, and 100-Car Study near-crashes. These two factors account for 87
percent of 100-Car Study crashes, 84 percent of GES crashes, and 83 percent of near-crashes.
Most 100-Car Study crashes (62%), GES crashes (67%) and near-crashes (66%) occurred during
day or daylight conditions. Driving in darkness with lighted conditions was more representative
for 100-Car Study crashes (25%) than GES crashes (17%) or near-crashes (17%). The unlit
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darkness factor was similar between crashes (7%) and near-crashes (7%) but was almost twice as
high for GES crashes (12%). For the dusk factor the percentage of near-crashes (9%) was twice
as high as the percentage of crashes (4%) and even more for GES crashes (2%).
Table 5.21. Lighting, crash, and near-crash.
Lighting

Crash
Frequency

Crash
Percent

Near-crash
Frequency

Daylight
Darkness lighted
Darkness not lighted
Dusk
Dawn

43
17
5
3
1

62.3
24.6
7.3
4.4
1.5

502
126
54
65
14

No
1
2
3
4
5

Nearcrash
Percent
66
16.6
7.1
8.5
1.8

GES
Crash
Frequency
39526
9930
7040
1302
932

GES
Crash
Percent
66.8
16.8
11.9
2.2
1.6

Weather
In the weather category, the clear weather factor was associated with the same percentage of
100-Car Study crashes (78%), GES crashes (83%), and near-crashes (78%). The second most
associated weather factor was rain. When raining, the drivers had a slightly higher percentage of
crashes (12%) than near-crashes (8%). The 100-Car Study crash percentage (12%) and GES
crash percentage (11%) are similar. When comparing the 100-Car Study crashes and GES
crashes to near-crashes, the differences may be due to the potentially reduced traction and
visibility associated rain playing a role in drivers’ inability to avoid a crash. Snow followed a
similar pattern, however only one 100-Car Study crash occurred with snow as an associated
factor. Cloudy weather was associated with more near-crashes (13%) than crashes (9%) (Table
5.22).
Table 5.22. Weather, crash, and near-crash.
No

Weather
1
2
3
4
5
6
7

Clear
Raining
Cloudy
Snowing
Fog
Mist
Unknown

Crash
Frequency

Crash
Percent

Near-crash
Frequency

Near-crash
Percent

54
8
6
1
0
0
0

78.3
11.6
8.7
1.5
0.0
0.0
0.0

599
57
99
3
1
1
1

78.7
7.5
13
0.4
0.1
0.1
0.1

GES
Crash
Frequency
49107
6616
0
1915
218
0
835

GES
Crash
Percent
83.0
11.2
0.0
3.2
0.4
0.0
1.4

Trafficway Flow
Not surprisingly, the majority of crashes in the 100-Car Study, GES crashes, and near-crashes
occurred on divided or non-divided trafficways because these are the most common types of
roadways. As shown in Table 15, the non-divided trafficway was associated with more 100-Car
Study crashes (46%) and GES crashes (49%) than the near-crashes (36%). On the other hand
more near-crashes (59%) were associated with divided roadways than 100-Car Study crashes
(42%) or GES crashes (32%). The third highest associated factor (one-way traffic flow)
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accounted for 9 percent of 100-Car Study crashes, only 5 percent of GES crashes, and 3 percent
of the near-crashes. For the fourth factor, when the subject vehicle drivers were driving in traffic
with no lanes, the percentage of crashes (three%) was three times higher than the percentage of
near-crashes (one%). Please note that 15 percent of all GES crashes, the trafficway flow variable
is unknown (Figure 5.23).
Table 5.23. Trafficway flow, crash, and near-crash.
Trafficway_Flow

Crash
Frequency

Crash
Percent

Not divided
Divided (median strip or barrier)
One-way traffic
No lanes
Unknown

32
29
6
2
0

46.4
42
8.7
2.9
0.0

No
1
2
3
4
5

Nearcrash
Frequency
277
449
26
8
1

Nearcrash
Percent
36.4
59
3.4
1.1
0.1

GES
Crash
Frequency
29,001
18,609
2,925
0
8,621

GES
Crash
Percent
49.0
31.5
4.9
0.0
14.6

Traffic Density
The traffic density variable (Level of Service variable) is also not used in the GES database;
therefore, no GES comparisons will be discussed. When comparing crashes and near-crashes for
the traffic density, all seven factors are the same rank order for both crashes and near-crashes
(Table 5.24). All these factors account for 100 percent of crashes and 100 percent of nearcrashes. Free flow was the top associated factor, with crashes (60%) being almost twice as
represented as near-crashes (32%). This difference between crashes and near-crashes is likely
due to the higher percentage of rear-end near-crashes as compared to crashes. These rear-end
near-crashes are likely to be more associated with flow restrictions. The higher percentage of
near-crashes as compared to crashes is shown for the first four flow restrictions. It is also
interesting that these first 5 flow restrictions are also ranked in Table 5.24 with each consecutive
factor being more restrictive.
Table 5.24. Traffic density, crash, and near-crash.
No
1
2
3
4
5
6
7

Traffic density
Free flow
Flow with some restrictions
Stable flow, maneuverability and speed
more restricted
Unstable flow, temporary restrictions
slow driver
Flow is unstable, vehicles are unable to
pass temporary stoppages, etc.
Forced traffic flow condition with low
speeds and traffic volumes that are
below capacity
Unknown

Crash
Frequency
41
14

Crash
Percent
59.4
20.3

Near-Crash
Frequency
244
233

Near-Crash
Percent
32.1
30.6

7

10.1

191

25.1

4

5.8

64

8.4

2

2.9

26

3.4

1
0

1.5
0.0

2
1

0.3
0.1
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Traffic Control Devices
Almost twice as many crashes (46%) in the 100-Car Study had traffic control devices than did
near-crashes (24%) (Table 5.25). GES crashes were not similar to either 100-Car Study crashes
or near-crashes as 33 percent of all GES crashes occurred in the presence of a traffic control
device. Traffic signals were the most common traffic control device for 100-Car Study crashes
(28%), GES crashes (20%), and near-crashes (17%). The remaining traffic control devices were
similar between 100-Car Study crashes than near-crashes. The stop signs accounted for three
times more 100-Car Study crashes (6%) and 5 times more for GES crashes (10%) than the nearcrashes (2%). When comparing the crashes and near-crashes for traffic control device, the
fourth, fifth, and sixth factors in Table 5.24 are the same rank order for 100-Car Study crashes,
GES crashes, and near-crashes. These three factors account for 10 percent of the crashes 3
percent of GES crashes and 5 percent of the near-crashes. These three factors were: traffic lanes
marked; other; and yield signs. Note that for 4 percent of GES crashes, the presence of a traffic
control device is unknown.
Table 5.25. Traffic control device, crash and near-crash.
Traffic Control
Device

Crash
Frequency

Crash
Percent

Near-crash
Frequency

None
Traffic signal
Stop sign
Traffic lanes marked
Other
Yield sign
Officer or watchman
Unknown
Slow or warning sign

37
19
4
3
2
2
2
0
0

53.6
27.5
5.8
4.4
2.9
2.9
2.9
0.0
0.0

574
130
16
20
9
8
1
2
1

No
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9

Nearcrash
Percent
75.4
17.1
2.1
2.6
1.2
1.1
0.1
0.3
0.1

GES Crash
Frequency
36,506
11,709
5,954
0
1,179
637
119
2,456
596

GES
Crash
Percent
61.7
19.8
10.1
0.0
2.0
1.1
0.2
4.2
1.0

Vehicle Factors
For vehicle factors, some unknown factor contributed to 2 percent of crashes and even smaller
percentage of near-crashes (0.1%). Due to the small numbers in the 100-Car Study database, no
comparisons will be made between the two databases (Table 5.26).
Table 5.26. Vehicle factors, crash and near-crash.
No
1
2

Vehicle_factors
None
Unknown

Crash
Frequency
68
1

Crash
Percent
98.6
1.5

Near-crash
Frequency
760
1

Nearcrash
Percent
99.9
0.1

Infrastructure
This infrastructure variable was adopted from the Light Vehicle/Heavy Vehicle technical report
(Hanowski, et al, 2000). GES does not use this variable; therefore no comparisons can be made.
With infrastructure, the majority of crashes (80%) and the majority of near-crashes had no
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infrastructure contributing factor (Table 5.27). When comparing the crashes and near-crashes,
the top two contributing factors for each were in the same rank order. These two factors
(roadway geometry and delineation) accounted for 15 percent of crashes and 3 percent of nearcrashes. The roadway sight distance factor was not representative of crashes, and it contributed
to less than 1 percent of near-crashes.
Table 5.27. Infrastructure, crash and near-crash.
No
1
2
3
4
5
6

Infrastructure
None
Roadway geometry
Roadway delineation
Traffic control device
Roadway sight distance
Unknown

Crash
Frequency
55
5
5
1
0
3

Crash
Percent
79.7
7.3
7.3
1.5
0.0
4.4

Near-Crash
Frequency
727
17
7
1
4
5

Near-Crash
Percent
95.5
2.2
0.9
0.1
0.5
0.7

Question 3. What are the dynamic reconstructions of each crash and near-crash, and what
are the stimulus-response times associated with each?
In addition to the analysis of coded data relevant to near-crashes and crashes, dynamic
reconstructions and animated representations of the events accompany this document. The
reconstructions span the period from 10 seconds prior to impact (or successful crash avoidance)
to 2 seconds after impact or avoidance. A scenario timeline is provided that captures vehicle
pre-event actions, driver actions, speeds, ranges, range rates, braking, steering (if applicable),
and trajectories.
By way of a brief description for the crashes, Table 5.28 is provided. This table includes event
nature, crash number, a narrative description, and a graphical depiction of each crash. These 33
crashes include all level I, II, and III crashes for which video was available (level IV crashes
were not included).
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CHAPTER 6: GOAL 2, OPERATIONALLY DEFINE A NEAR-CRASH USING
QUANTITATIVE MEASURES
DATA ANALYSIS OVERVIEW
For this study, near-crashes and crashes were operationally defined based upon the a priori
criteria described below:
• Crash: Any contact with an object, either moving or fixed, at any speed in which kinetic
energy is measurably transferred or dissipated. Includes other vehicles, roadside barriers
(curbs and tire strikes), objects on or off of the roadway, pedestrians, cyclists, or animals.
• Near-Crash: Any circumstance that requires a rapid, evasive maneuver by the subject
vehicle, or by any other vehicle, pedestrian, cyclist, or animal, to avoid a crash. A rapid,
evasive maneuver is defined as steering, braking, accelerating, or any combination of control
inputs that approaches the limits of the vehicle capabilities. As a guide, a subject vehicle
braking greater than 0.5 g or steering input that results in a lateral acceleration greater than
0.4 g to avoid a crash, constitutes a rapid maneuver.
As shown, while these criteria were based somewhat upon quantitative kinematic criteria, they
were subjective in nature. While such definitions were useful for purposes such as classifying
video data, they were not useful for precisely defining events or as criteria for other purposes,
such as warning algorithms. Therefore, a goal of the 100-Car Study, given that it contains more
crash, near-crash, and incident data than ever before collected, was to explore the feasibility of
creating more useful operational definitions of near-crash events.
Near-crashes can be defined quantitatively based upon time-to-collision, acceleration, or
proximity criteria. However, the results of this and other studies have shown that there is
inherent “noise” present in such criteria. Thus, there are inherent difficulties associated with
both quantitative and qualitative approaches. For example, the qualitative definitions required
explanations in quantitative terms (How rapid is a “rapid maneuver”?), and the quantitative
definitions at some level must be based upon a subjective assessment (Does a TTC of 0.1 s
second constitute a near-crash when such values occur regularly on interstates at rush hour?).
Indeed, all attempts to quantify events strictly on the basis of somewhat simple quantitative
kinematic criteria for this study led to a number of false positives. As described in more detail as
part of Chapter 13, Goal 9, there were many instances in which a sensor provided a data
signature that was misinterpreted by an algorithm. In addition, there were many instances in
which a “normal” driving maneuver by a participant produced a kinematic signature that was
virtually identical to the criteria used to identify a near-crash.
The most common example of a false sensor signature was a misinterpreted radar target. Despite
considerable time and effort spent attempting to filter radar data, there were many occasions in
which the identified target was not in the vehicle travel lane due to road geometry or other
factors. While such events could be readily identified as being “false positives” upon video
review of the event, filtering based upon objective kinematic data alone was more problematic.
This finding and some of the methods used to help alleviate the problem are discussed in more
detail below.
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The most common example of a driver behavior that mimicked a near-crash signature was a
“flying pass.” A typical “flying pass” event occurred when a driver rapidly approached a string
of stopped vehicles and made a planned lane change into a right/left dedicated turning lane.
From the perspective of reviewing near-crash signatures, this scenario produced a very high
range rate and a very short range, as would a near-crash event. However, upon video review it
could be readily seen that the driver is fully alert, making a planned maneuver and taking very
little risk, particularly when the lead vehicle had completely stopped and the range could be
accurately gauged.
Consequently, the experience of this study was that qualitative and quantitative criteria were
dependent upon one another to some degree. A qualitative criterion must incorporate both
quantitative criteria as well as crash risk. Similarly, a quantitative criterion alone will not suffice
without qualitative information regarding the validity of the near-crash based upon context
information such as the presence of a planned versus an unplanned maneuver. Use of both
quantitative and qualitative criteria led to the creation of a database of “valid” and “invalid”
(i.e., false positive for reasons of sensor or behavior) events that could be used to test and refine
classification criteria to quantitatively define and capture near-crashes.
Several recent studies (e.g., Smith, Najm, and Lam, 2003) have attempted to quantify safety
surrogates including near-crash and less severe events using quantitative criteria, such as range
and range rate to create near-crash and conflict boundaries. Some of these approaches used
range/range rate trajectories, while others used a single-point approach that represented the
greatest crash threat in a trajectory. For the purposes of this analysis, we did not distinguish
between the two approaches mathematically since the greatest threat in a range/range rate
trajectory would drive the categorization of an event. We did, however, include graphs depicting
both approaches for two reasons: (1) more sophisticated analysis can be employed using the
trajectories (e.g., by requiring some degree of sample continuity to filter radar data), and, as a
result, it may be useful to see the trace data; and (2) trace data are sometimes hard to follow
graphically and the point data often aids in visualization.
Data Included in the Analyses
The data included in this section and used for the analyses to define near-crashes represents only
conflicts with lead and following vehicles and not the other conflict types. There were two
reasons for this: radar data for all 100 cars was only available for the front and rear of the
vehicle, and it proved to be very difficult to discriminate between valid and invalid events for
dynamically complex events. A dynamically complex near-crash has been operationally defined
for this analysis as an event in which the kinematic data is incomplete or unclear due to sensor
availability or signal quality. An example of a dynamically complex near-crash would be an
event for which the driver is making a lane change in stop-and-go traffic. A dynamically simple
near-crash is one for which the kinematic data is complete and clear (e.g., a rear-end striking
conflict for which the range-range/rate information and video is present for the duration of the
conflict). In other words, what was defined as simple or complex was an artifact of the vehicle
sensor suite and system capabilities.
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The range/range rate quantification approach analyzed lead and following-vehicle conflicts
separately. We assessed the threat points and trajectories for the valid crashes and near-crashes
as well as all of the invalid events. The data were constrained in the following manner:
1) The most relevant (closest range) target was used to compute time-to-collision using a
constant acceleration equation.
2) The lead or following vehicle had a range that was less than 50 meters at some point in
the trajectory.
3) The range rate became negative for at least one frame (1/10 second).
For the lead-vehicle conflict case, the resulting dataset contained 11 valid crash events and 290
valid near-crash events for a total of 309 valid events. Also used in the lead-vehicle analysis
were 6,186 invalid events. For the following-vehicle conflict case, the data contained 9 crash
events and 52 near-crash events for a total of 61 valid events. There were 157 invalid events
used in the following-vehicle analysis.
Question 1. What kinematic variables best predict the occurrence of crashes and nearcrashes?
Conflicts with Lead vehicles
Using the range/range rate approach, the valid and invalid events were categorized based upon a
number of criteria. First, crash and near-crash boundaries were estimated in terms of
range/range-rate based on a forward collision warning project conducted by the Collision
Avoidance Metrics Partnership (CAMP) (Kiefer et al., 2003). Since the boundary equations
were not provided in the cited paper, these boundaries were estimated from graphs shown in the
paper. The approximations were:
Warning Boundary: Range = -RangeRate * 3.5
Conflict Boundary: Range = -RangeRate * 4 + 10
It is important to note that while these were good approximations, they do not represent the exact
curves provided in the paper. This is particularly true of the conflict boundary equation, which
appeared to have a second order term.
The purpose of the boundaries described above was to provide criteria for forward crash
warnings for drivers. As such, they necessarily must weight the cost of a “miss” (i.e., no
warning provided when a threat is present) much higher than a false alarm (i.e., a warning is
provided in which there is no imminent threat).
Another purpose of creating quantitative criteria for a near-crash was for the potential detection
of near-crash events in large naturalistic driving databases. In this case, the detection criteria did
not need to be weighted so heavily toward very few misses. However, missing near-crash or
crash events is also not desirable in naturalistic data collection, even though it does not have the
safety implications present in forward crash warning systems. Thus, a third boundary was
calculated that attempted to minimize the overall error rate (i.e., misses + false alarms) to show
what might be possible for this application. The equation used for this boundary condition for
the lead-vehicle conflict case was:
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Minimum Error Boundary: Range = -RangeRate*1.3x + 0.5
Note that more sophisticated multivariate modeling to discriminate between valid crash and nearcrashes as well as invalid events for the purposes of triggering event data collection for a largescale study is included as part of Chapter 13, Goal 9, Determine Rear-End Contributing Factors
and Dynamic Conditions.
A separate analysis was also conducted as part of this goal to determine the degree to which the
three criteria described above could capture the crash events collected in the 100-Car Study. For
this analysis, the crash trajectories were stopped 2.0 seconds prior to the crash event to determine
whether or not the trajectory had crossed each of the boundaries. This provided some insight
into the validity of the various approaches for detecting crash events in sufficient time to warn a
driver.
The analysis of the lead-vehicle conflict case using the approaches described above is shown in
Table 6.1. The data used in this analysis included: 11 valid crash events, 290 valid near-crash
events, and 6,186 invalid events. It is important to understand the nature of an invalid event in
this context. An invalid event is an event that was triggered by a signature associated with a
possible lead-vehicle event. These event triggers included short time-to-collisions, high
longitudinal decelerations, or some combination of the two. As described above in Chapter 2,
trained analysts reviewed each of these events and determined that a conflict was not present.
However, these events should not be construed as “normal” driving cases and instead represented
the most difficult cases for discrimination purposes since they themselves represented the
extremes of range and range rate from the roughly 43,000 hours of data collected for this study.
Table 6.1. Percentage of hits and false alarms for each boundary model for a conflict with
a lead vehicle.
Conflict with
Forward Vehicle
Minimum Error
~Warning
~Conflict

Valid crash + near-crash hit
rate
74%
90%
97%

Invalid false alarm
rate
20%
73%
97%

Diff
54%
17%
0%

Crash hit rate
10 / 11
10 / 11
11 / 11

Some of the lead- and following-vehicle crashes and near-crashes used in the calculations shown
in Table 6.1 were discovered using triggers other than those based upon time-to-collision. This
was because in some cases the radar did not correctly identify the crash/near-crash target that
constituted the greatest threat. Thus, some of the events were captured by deceleration (or other)
triggers. In these cases, the points may have been misclassified based on range/range rate
calculations and therefore were not accurate depictions of the actual threat. Although the exact
number of these points was not currently known, it was estimated to be in the range of 10
percent.
As shown in Table 6.1, the approximations of the CAMP warning and conflict boundaries
provided very high hit rates for both crash and near-crash events and detected all of the crashes
with the exception of one case. However, the false alarm rate was also very high, which
indicated difficulty in discriminating valid versus invalid events as defined here. In contrast, the
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minimum error boundary had a much lower false alarm rate, but at the expense of a 26 percent
miss rate.
The results in Table 6.1 are depicted graphically in Figure 6.1. Each point on the graph
represents the point of greatest threat with the lead vehicle, which is defined as the moment at
which the two vehicles are closest during the event as determined by the radar signature. The red
points represent a random sample of the invalid events and the blue points are valid crash and
near-crash events. The area above each boundary line indicates events that would not be
triggered using the kinematic equation represented by each boundary. Alternatively, the area
below each boundary line indicates events that would be triggered. The red points above a
boundary represent correct rejections. The red points below the line are false alarms. Likewise,
the blue points above a boundary line represent misses, while blue points below a line would
indicate a hit (correctly providing a warning).

Invalid
Valid
Minimum Error
Warning
Conflict

50
45
40
35

Range (m)
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25
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5
0
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-2

0

Range Rate (m/s)

Figure 6.1. Point of greatest threat with lead vehicle for all crashes and near-crashes, and a
random sample of invalid events. The boundaries shown are approximations of the
warning and conflict boundaries used as part of the forward collision warning algorithm
(Kiefer et al., 2003) and a minimum error boundary calculated for this dataset.
As another means to visualize the data, Figure 6.2 shows the trajectories of the selected events.
Trajectories show the timeline of a vehicle for up to 8 seconds prior to the trigger. The point at
which the trajectory crosses a boundary is the point of a hypothetical warning. As before, the
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color blue indicates a valid event and the color red indicates an invalid event. A blue line
crossing the boundary would be considered a correctly identified valid event. A red trajectory
crossing a boundary would be a false alarm. Blue trajectories that do not cross a boundary are
misses. To enhance data visualization, Figure 6.3 provides a random sample of the trajectories.
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Figure 6.2. Range/range rate trajectories of vehicles approaching a lead vehicle including
crashes and near-crashes, and a random sample of invalid events. The boundaries shown
are approximations of the warning and conflict boundaries used as part of the forward
collision warning algorithm (Kiefer et al., 2003) and a minimum error boundary calculated
for this dataset.
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Figure 6.3. Range/range rate trajectories of vehicles approaching a lead vehicle. This data
includes a random sample of crashes and near-crashes, and invalid events to improve
visualization. The boundaries shown are approximations of the warning and conflict
boundaries used as part of the forward collision warning algorithm (Kiefer et al., 2003) and
a minimum error boundary calculated for this dataset.

With regard to warning timing, Figure 6.4 provides range/range rate trajectories for the crash
events. The large blue points on each trajectory represent the time during the trajectory that was
at least 2 seconds prior to the collision and during which the crash could have been predicted.
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Figure 6.4. Range/range rate trajectories for all crashes. Trajectories include the data
points up to 2 seconds prior to the crash. The boundaries shown are approximations of the
warning and conflict boundaries used as part of the forward collision warning algorithm
(Kiefer et al., 2003) and a minimum error boundary calculated for this dataset.
Figure 6.4 also provides some insight into the utility of the radar signature. If a crash occurred,
one would expect that the range value of the trajectory would end at zero. However, noise in the
data precluded this from happening. For example, the left most trajectory in the graph represents
a case in which a driver, in order to attempt to avoid the vehicle in front of her, swerved off the
road and ran into a telephone pole. She actually clipped the right corner of vehicle in front of
her, but at the point of impact, the vehicle was heading to the right of the lead vehicle such that
the radar on the front of the vehicle did not have the lead vehicle in its field of view. In addition,
the telephone pole was not detected by the radar in a timely manner. For these reasons, the
range/range rate never got to zero in the data stream.
Therefore, the limitations of currently available (and affordable) radar, in addition to complex
lead-vehicle scenarios, caused considerable noise in the data. The result was somewhat
unreliable data classification, regardless of the ultimate use of the data.
Attempts were also made to classify the crash trajectory data further out than 2 seconds from the
ultimate crash event. As shown in Table 6.2, the ability of any of the boundary equations to
accurately classify the event as a crash decreased dramatically. This finding created some
difficulty with regard to the development of collision warning systems. Drivers must be
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provided the warning with sufficient time to perceive the warning, assess the threat, and respond
accordingly. In some lower range/higher range rate scenarios there was little time available for
such a driver response.
Table 6.2. Number of lead-vehicle crashes detected by each crash boundary based upon
the number of seconds prior to the crash.

Minimum Error
Warning
Conflict
All in scenario

0
10
10
11
11

Seconds Prior To Crash
1
2
6
0
9
4
10
7
10
7

3
0
2
5
6

4
0
0
3
3

Following Vehicle Conflicts
For following-vehicle conflicts, there were 9 crash and 52 near-crash events comprising the 61
valid events. For analysis purposes, 157 invalid events that met the criteria discussed previously
were included. Note that there were fewer following-vehicle events compared to lead-vehicle
events. This was due to the differences in the radar signatures for a forward versus a rear-facing
radar. Essentially, a forward-facing radar had many more objects to discern since gaining range
on any static object could potentially be a threat. Alternatively, a rear-facing radar only needed
to produce a signature for objects moving toward the vehicle since all other targets were
increasing in range as the vehicle moved forward.
Therefore, a boundary for following-vehicle events was calculated in an attempt to minimize the
overall error rate (i.e., misses + false alarms). The crash boundary for Following Vehicle
conflicts was:
Minimum Error Boundary: y = -0.9x + 0.7
Table 6.3 provides the hit and false alarm rates for the minimum error boundary. Once again, the
minimum error boundary provided some discrimination between valid and invalid events, but at
the cost of missing two crashes.
Table 6.3. Percentage of hits and false alarms for each boundary model for a conflict with
a following vehicle.
Conflict with
Following Vehicle
Minimum Error

Valid crash + near-crash hit
rate
67%

Invalid false alarm
rate
33%

Diff

Crash hit rate

34%

7/9

Figure 6.5 represents the point of greatest threat with the Following Vehicle for the valid events
and a random sample of invalid events. The boundary shown is the minimum error boundary
calculated for this dataset.
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0
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Figure 6.5. Point of greatest threat with Following Vehicle for all crashes and nearcrashes, and a random sample of invalid events. The boundary shown is the minimum
error boundary calculated for this dataset.
Figure 6.6 shows the trajectories of the Following Vehicle conflict data. As shown previously
with Lead-Vehicle conflicts, trajectories show the timeline of a vehicle for up to 8 seconds prior
to the trigger. The point at which the trajectory crossed the boundary was the point of
discrimination. As before, the color blue indicates a valid event and the color red indicates an
invalid event. A blue line crossing the boundary would be considered a correctly identified valid
event. A red trajectory crossing a boundary would be a false alarm. Blue trajectories that do not
cross a boundary are misses.
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Valid
Minimum Error
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Figure 6.6. Range/range rate trajectories for following vehicles including crashes and nearcrashes, and a random sample of invalid events. The boundary shown is a minimum error
boundary calculated for this dataset.
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To enhance the visualization, Figure 6.7 provides a random sample of the trajectories in Figure
6.6. An interesting note with regard to the signature of many of the trajectories in Figure 6.7 is
that the signature of the valid and the invalid events are very similar.
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Valid
Minimum Error

20

Range (m)

15

10

5

0
-12

-10

-8

-6

-4

-2

0

Range Rate (m/s)

Figure 6.7. Range/range rate trajectories for following vehicles including a random sample
of crashes and near-crashes, and invalid events. The boundary shown is the minimum
error boundary calculated for this dataset.
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As with lead-vehicle conflicts, the efficacy of providing a following-vehicle pre-crash prediction
based upon the minimum error boundary is discussed. Figure 6.8 provides range/range rate
trajectories for the crash events. The blue points on each trajectory represent that time during the
trajectory that was at least 2 seconds prior to the collision and during which the crash could be
predicted. Intuitively, one could deduce that 2 seconds is not sufficient time to evade a following
vehicle that is rapidly closing in.
25

Crashes
Crash Prediction
Minimum Error

20

Range (m)

15

10

5

0
-12

-10

-8

-6

-4

-2

0

Range Rate (m/s)

Figure 6.8. Range/range rate trajectories for all following-vehicle crash events. The crash
prediction trajectory shown includes the data points up to 2 seconds prior to the crash.
The boundary shown is a minimum error boundary calculated for this dataset.
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Establishing a Speed Threshold
Another aspect of a quantitative crash/near-crash boundary is the role of vehicle speed on the
correct classification of radar signatures. A speed threshold is often established to reduce the
number of false alarms; that is, sensor data acquired below a speed criterion is disregarded. As
shown in Table 6.4 the difference between correct classifications of invalid and valid events did
not improve for lead-vehicle events with the inclusion of a speed threshold. In fact, these
numbers generally decreased for the Minimum Error Boundary, held fairly steady for the
approximated Warning threshold, and slightly improved for the Conflict boundary.
Note that the data in Table 6.4 indicate that a speed threshold greatly reduced the number of
captured crash events. One issue that becomes apparent is that many rear-end crashes in the 100Car Study occurred at low speed. While one could argue that these crashes are much less
important since the likelihood of an injury is very low, they may be more important from driver
acceptance, property damage, and crash-caused delay points of view.
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Table 6.4. The number and percentage of events that would be correctly classified with the
addition of a speed threshold for each boundary equation for lead-vehicle conflicts.
Speed Threshold
by Boundary
Types

Speed = 0
Min error
Warn
Conflict
All in scenario
Speed = 5
Min error
Warn
Conflict
All in scenario
Speed = 10
Min error
Warn
Conflict
All in scenario
Speed = 15
Min error
Warn
Conflict
All in scenario
Speed = 20
Min error
Warn
Conflict
All in scenario

Boundary
Equation

Number of Events

Percent

-m

b

invalid

valid

crash

invalid

valid

diff

crash

1.3
3.5
4
0

0.5
0
10
50

1,272
4,540
5,985
6,186

224
270
292
301

10
10
11
11

20.56
73.39
96.75
100.00

74.42
89.70
97.01
100.00

53.86
16.31
0.26
0.00

90.91
90.91
100.00
100.00

1.3
3.5
4
0

0.5
0
10
50

1,260
4,513
5,929
6,121

217
263
287
296

6
6
8
8

20.37
72.96
95.85
98.95

72.09
87.38
95.35
98.34

51.72
14.42
-0.50
-0.61

54.55
54.55
72.73
72.73

1.3
3.5
4
0

0.5
0
10
50

1,141
4,280
5,696
5,890

200
248
268
277

4
4
5
5

18.44
69.19
92.08
95.22

66.45
82.39
89.04
92.03

48.00
13.20
-3.04
-3.19

36.36
36.36
45.45
45.45

1.3
3.5
4
0

0.5
0
10
50

952
3,805
5,240
5,445

172
226
250
259

3
3
4
4

15.39
61.51
84.71
88.02

57.14
75.08
83.06
86.05

41.75
13.57
-1.65
-1.97

27.27
27.27
36.36
36.36

1.3
3.5
4
0

0.5
0
10
50

752
3,159
4,551
4,767

135
194
215
226

3
3
3
3

12.16
51.07
73.57
77.06

44.85
64.45
71.43
75.08

32.69
13.38
-2.14
-1.98

27.27
27.27
27.27
27.27
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Establishing a Deceleration Threshold
Another method for potentially filtering this data is to establish a filter that removes the data for
events in which the driver did not exceed a pre-specified longitudinal deceleration. The logic
here is that lead-vehicle conflicts generally are associated with higher longitudinal decelerations.
Therefore the filtering of lower decelerations may reduce the noise present without eliminating
many of the valid events of interest. The results are shown in Table 6.5 for deceleration
thresholds greater than 0.0, 0.2, 0.3, 0.4, and 0.5g. The threshold eliminated only those events in
which the driver held a constant speed or accelerated throughout the event. Therefore only a
limited number of cases were available for elimination..
As shown in Table 6.5, increasing the deceleration filtering threshold did reduce the number of
false alarms in some cases, particularly for the minimum error threshold. In all cases, the
deceleration filtering above 0.5 g reduced the number of false alarms. However, this gain was
made at the cost of eliminating a number of crash and near-crash cases of interest.
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Table 6.5. The number and percentage of events that would be correctly classified with the
addition of a deceleration threshold for each boundary equation for lead-vehicle conflicts.
Deceleration
Threshold by
Boundary Types

Boundary
Equation

Number of Events

Percent

-m

b

invalid

valid

crash

invalid

valid

diff

crash

Decel > 0g
Min error
Warn
Conflict
All in scenario

1.3
3.5
4
0

0.5
0
10
50

1,054
4,240
5,640
5,842

214
260
279
288

8
9
10
10

17.04
68.54
91.17
94.44

71.10
86.38
92.69
95.68

54.06
17.83
1.52
1.24

72.73
81.82
90.91
90.91

Decel > 0.2g
Min error
Warn
Conflict
All in scenario

1.3
3.5
4
0

0.5
0
10
50

691
3,587
4,909
5,093

192
232
248
255

8
8
9
9

11.17
57.99
79.36
82.33

63.79
77.08
82.39
84.72

52.62
19.09
3.04
2.39

72.73
72.73
81.82
81.82

Decel > 0.3g
Min error
Warn
Conflict
All in scenario

1.3
3.5
4
0

0.5
0
10
50

542
3,152
4,388
4,566

185
225
240
245

7
7
8
8

8.76
50.95
70.93
73.81

61.46
74.75
79.73
81.40

52.70
23.80
8.80
7.58

63.64
63.64
72.73
72.73

Decel > 0.4g
Min error
Warn
Conflict
All in scenario

1.3
3.5
4
0

0.5
0
10
50

344
2,464
3,547
3,713

178
217
229
233

6
6
7
7

5.56
39.83
57.34
60.02

59.14
72.09
76.08
77.41

53.58
32.26
18.74
17.39

54.55
54.55
63.64
63.64

Decel > 0.5g
Min error
Warn
Conflict
All in scenario

1.3
3.5
4
0

0.5
0
10
50

71
431
588
620

156
189
197
199

5
5
5
5

1.15
6.97
9.51
10.02

51.83
62.79
65.45
66.11

50.68
55.82
55.94
56.09

45.45
45.45
45.45
45.45

DISCUSSION
Throughout this chapter, several reasons were noted for why the crash boundary methods did not
perform perfectly. One reason was simply noise in the sensor data. In some cases, radar units
missed the critical target. In the example given previously of the driver who swerved, clipped a
lead vehicle, then hit a telephone pole, the lead vehicle at the point of impact and the telephone
pole never appeared as targets. Alternatively, radar units detected non-critical targets, such as
guardrails, when the road geometry was off angle. For these cases, more sophisticated
technology and algorithms would reduce the current level of false alarms and misses.
Despite potentially correctable imperfections in the radar sensor, this data clearly showed that
development of purely quantitative near-crash criteria (i.e., not requiring at least some degree of
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verification by a human analyst) is not currently feasible for most cases. A primary reason for
this was that the kinematic signatures associated with near-crash events were virtually identical
to many common driving situations that were not indicative of crash risk. Thus, qualitative and
quantitative criteria are dependent upon one another to some degree. A qualitative criterion must
be based on quantitative criteria that are based on crash risk. Similarly, a quantitative criterion
alone will not suffice without qualitative information regarding the validity of the near-crash
based upon context information such as the presence of a planned versus an unplanned
maneuver.
The implication for large naturalistic data collection is that to ensure proper identification of
valid and invalid events there will likely be a need, at least in the foreseeable future, for video
data verification of dynamically triggered events. However, as discussed in the report Goal 10:
Evaluation of the Performance of the 100-Car Naturalistic Driving Study Data Reduction Plan,
Triggering Methods, and Data Analysis (separate report), given current video technology, such
verification is neither difficult nor expensive relative to the overall collection effort of such
large-scale field tests. It is important to understand in reviewing these results that from a largescale naturalistic study perspective, crash detection is reasonably straightforward since there is
often a greater than 1.0g peak deceleration when the crash occurs. More problematic is the
elimination of near-crash cases. However, depending on the size of the study, it may be
reasonable to make an a priori decision to capture about of 70 percent of 25,000 or 30,000 nearcrash events if the false alarm rate can be reduced to the 10 percent range. Alternatively, as will
be discussed in greater detail in the Goal 10 Report (separate report), the cost of a false alarm is
fairly low given the capability of the data reduction tools used in this study. Specifically, a
trained reductionist can sort between the presence or absence of a valid conflict using video data
at the rate of about 50 per hour.
The implications of these results also highlight the difficulties for deploying forward crash
warning systems in the near term. Admittedly, the analysis presented is cursory and the
boundary equations simplistic. Nevertheless, the sheer number of misclassified events and the
relative range/range rate position of valid and invalid events indicates that a feasible, beneficial
and acceptable countermeasure system might require more sophisticated information (e.g.,
whether or not the driver is looking forward) or possibly braking authority instead of a simple
warning.
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CHAPTER 7: GOAL 3, CHARACTERIZATION OF DRIVER INATTENTION AS IT
RELATES TO INCIDENTS, NEAR-CRASHES, AND CRASHES
DATA ANALYSIS OVERVIEW
Secondary task distraction and other sources of inattention have been issues in driving for many
years. More recently, the increased use of cellular telephones (cell phones) and personal digital
assistants (PDAs) by drivers has again raised the issue of tasks that can be safely performed in an
automobile while driving. While data collected in controlled settings such as test tracks and
simulators suggest that driving while performing many tasks, including cell phones, can degrade
driving performance, other research suggests that driving performance when dialing a cell phone
is less affected than driving performance when talking to passengers, eating, or looking for an
object in the vehicle (Stutts, et al., 2003).
This chapter addresses four types of driving inattention, which have been operationally defined
as:
•

•

•
•

Secondary task distraction – driver behavior that diverts the driver’s attention away
from the driving task. This may include talking/listening to cell phone, eating, talking
to a passenger, etc. A complete list of all secondary task distractions is provided in
Appendix D.
Driving-related inattention to the forward roadway – driver behavior that is directly
related to the driving task but diverts driver’s attention away from the forward field of
view. This includes such items as checking the speedometer, checking blind spots,
observing adjacent traffic prior to or during a lane change, looking for a parking spot,
and checking mirrors.
Drowsiness – driver behavior that included eye closures, minimal body/eye
movement, repeated yawning, and/or other behaviors based upon those defined by
Wierwille and Ellsworth (1994).
Nonspecific eyeglance away from the forward roadway -- cases in which the driver
glances, usually momentarily, away from the roadway, but at no discernable object or
person. Eyeglance reduction and analysis of these cases was accomplished for crash
and near-crash events only.

A two-step data reduction process was conducted to create a database for the data described
above. First, the data reductionists assessed whether inattention was a contributing factor to the
presence or severity of the event in question. This assessment required the presence of two
separate criteria: (1) The reductionists looked for instances in which the presence of driver
inattention occurred within 3 seconds of the onset of the conflict or at the onset of the conflict,
and (2) The reductionists assessed whether the presence of the inattention contributed to the
presence or severity of the event. This was accomplished by assessing factors such as driver
reaction time to determine whether the driver’s initial performance or subsequent response was
consistent with the inattention in question. Examples of some of the most common situations
include: an inopportune glance away from the roadway to check a blind spot at the precise
moment of an unexpected forward event, an inappropriate level of secondary task engagement
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leading to a lane tracking error in the presence of other traffic, or a case of drowsiness resulting
in a delayed reaction time.
A second data reduction process occurred using eyeglance analysis for all near-crash and crash
events. For this analysis, eyeglances away from the forward roadway were reduced to determine
driver eyeglance location and duration. These cases also included inattention analysis regardless
of whether inattention was judged to be a contributing factor in the analysis described above.
This was accomplished because there were a number of cases of short glances away from the
forward roadway that probably contributed to the presence or severity of events that were not
apparent during the initial review process. For this analysis, the last eyeglance location away
from the forward roadway that occurred during a window of 3 seconds prior and 1 second after
the onset of the conflict was used for classification. If the eyeglance was to a specified location
(rear-view mirror, toward passenger, or toward cell phone), the eyeglance is categorized as either
driving-related inattention or secondary task distraction as defined above. If the eyeglance is
toward an internal or external location and the source is unknown, then the eyeglance is
categorized as “non specific.”
Driver Data Included in the Analyses
As discussed in Chapter 2, Method, 109 primary drivers were recruited to participate in this
study; however, data reduction was effectively conducted on 241 participants since many of the
primary drivers allowed family members and friends to drive their vehicles. There was no
unobtrusive, feasible method of determining driver identification in the raw data, so driver
identification was performed during data reduction. Demographic information for the additional
drivers was not obtained.
For data analyses that do not consider driver age, gender, or vehicle miles traveled (VMT), data
from all 241 participants was used in the analyses. For data analyses that included age and
gender, the 109 primary drivers were used (those with fewer than 1,000 VMT were excluded,
leaving 98 drivers in the analyses).
VMT per driver was estimated only for primary drivers. Estimates were calculated based on
video reduction during which reductionists viewed a sample of 100 trip files for each vehicle and
recorded whether the primary driver was operating the vehicle. The proportion of trip files that
the primary driver was behind the wheel was multiplied by the total VMT for that vehicle to
arrive at a VMT estimate for each primary driver. VMT was not calculated for secondary drivers
since speed sensor data for this group indicated that they drove fewer than 1,000 miles for the
year.
Overall Rate of Events by Driver
Figure 7.1 provides an overview of the total number of events per driver per vehicle mile
traveled. Rate is calculated with the frequency of events for each driver divided by their VMT.
To obtain the rate of events per million vehicle miles traveled (MVMT), the total of events was
multiplied by 1,000,000. As shown in Figure 7.1, the rate of events per driver was highly
variable. It is important to consider this variability in considering the analyses described in this
section.
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Frequency of Events per MVMT
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Figure 7.1. Number of events per MVMT (N=98).
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Frequency of Inattention Events per MVMT

Figure 7.2 below shows the subject variability in the rate of inattention-related event
occurrences. In each of the events below, the driver was either labeled by data reductionists to
be engaging in a secondary task, inattentive to the forward roadway, drowsy, or looked away
from the forward roadway at a nonspecific object or person (for crashes and near-crashes only).
The range in variability, while still very high, is somewhat reduced from the overall subject
variability rate of occurrence of total events.
20000
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12000
10000
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4000
2000
0
1 5

9 13 17 21 25 29 33 37 41 45 49 53 57 61 65 69 73 77 81 85 89
Drivers

Figure 7.2. Frequency of inattention-related events per MVMT in which inattention is due
to: (1) drowsiness, (2) inattention to the forward roadway, (3) secondary task, (4) specific
eyeglance away from forward roadway (for crashes and near-crashes only) or (5)
nonspecific eyeglance away from forward roadway (for crashes and near-crashes only).
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Question 1. What is the relative frequency of events for which driver inattention was a
contributing factor? What is the relative frequency of occurrence of driver inattention
events versus non-driver inattention events for incidents, near-crashes, and crashes?
Figure 7.3 shows the total frequency of crashes, near-crashes, and incidents for which drivers
were inattentive versus those events for which the driver was attentive. Note that the frequency
of incidents is two orders of magnitude higher than the frequency of crashes; percentages of total
crashes and near-crashes will be used when appropriate for the remainder of this chapter to aid in
readability.
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Frequency of Events
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Inattentive
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2421

Attentive
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1000
0

54

15

Crash

497

264

Near Crash

Incident

Severity of Events

Figure 7.3. Frequency of crashes, near-crashes, and incidents for which drivers were
inattentive versus attentive (Driver N = 241).
Percentage of Attentive versus Inattentive-Related Events by Severity Level
It was determined that the relative frequency of events for which driver inattention was a
contributing factor versus the relative frequency of events for which driver inattention was not a
contributing factor. Inattentive events included those cases for which the reductionists identified
the driver as being in one of the four categories of inattention: secondary task; driver-related
inattention to the forward roadway; drowsiness; or nonspecific eyeglance away from the forward
roadway (crashes and near-crashes only). Attentive drivers were not engaged in these behaviors.
The percentage of events of differing severities identified in the 100-Car Study database as
having driver inattention listed as a contributing factor is shown in Figure 7.4 (i.e., The crashes
that were marked as inattentive plus the crashes that were marked attentive is equal to total
number of crashes). The overall percentage of driver inattention-related events decreased with
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decreasing event severity. For the least severe, incident category, the majority of events (i.e.,
71%) did not involve inattention. An important finding that will be discussed in several sections
of this report is that the most severe events generally had multiple factors associated with them.
As indicated in Figure 7.4, the majority of the crash and near-crash cases involved a combination
of factors that included a precipitating event (which was commonly present) in conjunction with
some form of driver inattention to the forward roadway. Conversely, incidents often occurred
after a precipitating event, but while the driver was attentive. Thus, these results indicate that
inattention often leads to increased incident severity, leading to more near-crash and crash
circumstances. It also indicates that there is at least one important conceptual difference between
incidents versus near-crashes/crashes. Specifically, incidents may not be as predictive of the
combinations of factors that lead to crashes, but may be more predictive of the presence of
precipitating events.
An important finding of this report is that almost 80 percent of all crashes and 65 percent of all
near-crashes involved the driver looking away from the forward roadway just prior to the onset
of the conflict. Further analyses of eyeglances for incidents are underway and will be reported in
a follow-up report.
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Figure 7.4. Percentage of events that drivers were inattentive versus attentive by severity
level (Driver N = 241).
Percentage of Events for which Inattention was a Contributing Factor
As stated previously, the majority of crashes and near-crashes identified in the 100-Car Study
database had at least one type of driver inattention listed as a contributing factor. Obtaining the
frequency of events was conducted by calculating the frequency of each category of inattention
as well as each combination of attention types as there were many crashes, near-crashes, and
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incidents that contained more than one type of inattention (e.g., one crash had drowsiness listed
as a contributing factor as well as driving-related inattention to the forward roadway). Given that
this is the first dataset where it is possible to determine a single or multiple sources of driving
inattention, all combinations will be presented and discussed.
Figure 7.5 shows the frequency of each inattention type for crashes and near-crashes. Note that
combinations of factors are also presented. As shown, secondary task distraction was associated
with the highest percentage of crash and near-crash events followed by driving-related
inattention to the forward roadway. It is important to note that these data represent percentages
derived from raw frequencies, thus exposure is not accounted for. Specifically, one needs to
determine the frequency and duration with which each of these categories of inattention are
present during normal, non-event, driving in order to make judgments about relative risk. As of
this writing, an additional analysis is underway that will establish exposure and make such
relative risk comparisons.
Figure 7.5 and Figure 7.6 also show that for the inattention-related events, that there is a
significant component of drowsiness. Over 10 percent of the inattention-related crashes and
near-crashes had driver drowsiness as a contributing factor. An interesting additional
observation for these cases is that the majority of the events occurred during the day, many
during the morning commute.
Nonspecific eyeglances also contributed to a relatively high number of crash and near-crashes.
Figure 7.6 shows that almost 10 percent of the inattention-related crashes and almost 20 percent
of the inattention-related near-crashes involved cases where the driver looked away from the
forward roadway, but not to any apparent location.
An important aspect of the data shown in Figure 7.6 is the degree to which the crash percentages
mirror the near-crash percentages. In fact the three highest single-case categories, secondary
task distraction, driving-related inattention and drowsiness, are all very close in this regard. The
case where crash and near-crash percentages differ the most is the nonspecific eyeglance
category (Figure 7.6). One possibility is that the level of inattention associated with this
category is somewhat lower than some of the other inattention categories (either singly or in
combination) perhaps resulting in a higher percentage of successful evasive maneuvers.
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*The values for these types of inattention were < 1.0 percent.

Figure 7.5. The frequency of crashes and near-crashes in which these types of inattention
were identified as a contributing factor.
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Figure 7.6. The percentage of crashes and near-crashes in which these types of inattention
were identified as a contributing factor.
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Figure 7.7 shows the breakdown of the types of inattention to the forward roadway for incidents.
As was discussed previously, no eyeglance analysis was conducted for the incidents as part of
this study, so the nonspecific eyeglance categories are not provided. Note that the majority of
the inattention-related incidents involved secondary task engagement, followed by drowsiness,
and driving-related inattention to the forward roadway.
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Figure 7.7. The frequency of incidents in which these types of inattention were identified as
a contributing factor.
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Rate of Events for Severity Level by Attention
The number of events for each driver was divided by their VMT to account for exposure. This
number was then averaged across drivers and multiplied by 1,000,000 to determine rates per
MVMT.
Please note that the rate of inattention-related events is higher for both crashes and near-crashes,
but as discussed previously, only 29 percent of the incidents have inattention listed as a
contributing factor. Again, the nonspecific eyeglance data is not included in the incident
category since these data were not reduced as part of the scope of this project. However, it is
hypothesized that the number of incidents with inattention as a contributing factor will be higher
once it is possible to include these events. Regardless, the results shown in Figure 7.8
demonstrate that inattention affects a higher proportion of crashes and near-crashes than
incidents.
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Figure 7.8. Comparison of inattention and attention-related events by severity level per
MVMT (Driver N = 98).
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Rate of Events per MVMT for Age by Attention
The rate of events for each age group was calculated in a similar manner as the rate of events by
each level of severity level (Figure 7.9). The rate of attentive events is higher for all age groups,
however, the overall rate of event occurrence as well as the rate of occurrence of inattentive
events is significantly higher for the 18- to 20-year-old age group than for any other age group, F
(5,91) = 4.44, p < 0.01. This finding is not surprising as it is a well-documented finding that
younger drivers are involved in more crashes than are in age groups. It is also not surprising that
the younger age group was involved in more inattentive events as Stutts et al. (2003) reported
that younger drivers were more distracted by participants in the vehicle than other age groups as
well as by other types of secondary tasks.
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The rate of attentive vs. inattentive incidents per MVMT
by age group.

Figure 7.9. The rate of inattentive versus attentive events per MVMT by age group.
The rates of attentive versus inattentive drivers by age are also shown for crash (Figure 7.10) and
near-crash (Figure 7.11) events. As shown, the rate of inattention-related crash and near-crash
events decreases dramatically with age, with the rate being as much as four times higher for the
18- to 20-year-old age group relative to some of the older driver groups. This again supports the
need to develop countermeasures that limit distractions and perhaps educate younger drivers of
the hazards associated with inattention to the forward roadway form all of the sources shown in
the section.
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Figure 7.10. The rate of inattentive versus attentive crashes per MVMT by age group.
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Figure 7.11. The rate of inattentive versus attentive near-crashes per MVMT by age
group.
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Question 2. What is the relative frequency of types of inattention involved in incidents,
near-crashes, and crashes? Do some types of inattention result in more severe driving
events?
To address Question 2, the frequencies and percentages will be presented for “occurrences”
instead of by “events.” As was shown in the prior section, more than one category of inattention
was sometimes classified for a single event. To account for this, we included the inattention
classification in both categories instead of presenting combinations (i.e., for readability due to
the number of categories) or prioritizing one classification over another. Thus, the total number
of occurrences, as depicted in the following figures, will exceed the total number of events
depicted in the figures presented up to this point.
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The analyses for Question 2 used the data from all of the drivers (driver N = 241). Figure 7.12
shows the frequency of each type of secondary task inattention-related occurrence. Note that
wireless devices, including primarily cell phones and personal digital assistants (PDAs), account
for the highest frequency of inattention-related occurrences, while passenger-related inattention
was the next most frequent secondary task.

Secondary Task Type

Figure 7.12. Comparison of the number of occurrences of the presence distracting agent as
a contributing factor (Driver N = 241).
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Figure 7.13 shows the secondary task distraction types broken out for crash and near-crash
events. As shown, the most frequent secondary tasks contributing to crashes were internal
distractions, wireless devices, and passengers. The most frequent types of inattention for nearcrashes and incidents were wireless devices and passenger-related tasks.

Secondary Task Type

Figure 7.13. Comparison of crashes and near-crashes the frequency of occurrences of the
presence, either alone or in combination, of the distracting agent as a contributing factor
(Driver N = 241).
Figure 7.14 shows the frequency of driving-related inattention occurrences involving glances
away from the forward roadway for each level of severity. Left window and right window
glances were the most frequent contributors to the total number of inattention-related incidents.
However, center mirror glances occurred most frequently during near-crash events and left
window glances occurred the most during driving-related inattention crash events. As was stated
previously, it is important to note that these numbers represent raw frequencies and do not
account for exposure in terms of frequency of glances in non-event driving.
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Figure 7.14. Frequency of occurrence of driving-related inattention to forward roadway,
alone or in combination, by level of severity (Driver N = 241).
Frequency of Secondary Tasks
Figures depicting the numbers of occurrences for each type of secondary task are presented in
the following section. Please note that a few of the figures may exceed the y-axis. These bars
contain an “explosion mark” with the frequency shown in numerical form. This was done to
improve the readability of some of the lower frequency occurrences.
Wireless Devices. Figure 7.15 shows a frequency distribution of all the wireless device tasks
recorded by the data reductionists. The categories were all defined by name except for the cell
phone – other category. This category was added to include all the events for which the driver
was clearly not dialing or talking on the cell phone but rather looking at the display as if
screening phone calls or reading text messages. Talking/listening on a cell phone was most
frequently cited as a contributing factor to conflicts while dialing or answering the cell phone
was the second most frequent contributing factor. While this finding could be an artifact of task
duration or exposure, a considerable body of research suggests that dialing degrades driving
performance more than talking or having a conversation (Jenness, et al., 2002). While this may
be true, these results suggest that drivers are involved in more traffic conflicts while engaged in
cell phone conversations than while dialing.
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Figure 7.15. Frequency of occurrences in which the contributing factor was wireless device
use (Driver N = 241).
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In-Vehicle-System-Related Secondary Tasks. Figure 7.16 shows the distribution of in-vehiclesystem-related secondary tasks. This category was a compilation of events directly related to the
operation of in-vehicle system devices (i.e., radio or HVAC system). The category adjusting
other in-vehicle system operations included events for which the reductionists could either: (1)
not distinguish whether the driver was adjusting either the radio or the HVAC system; or (2) the
driver was adjusting an added in-vehicle system component. Drivers were involved in more
near-crashes and incidents while adjusting the radio than any other in-vehicle system operation,
including inserting cassettes or compact discs. Only one crash occurred while the driver was
either adjusting the radio or the HVAC system.
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Figure 7.16. Frequency of occurrences for which the contributing factor was a vehiclerelated task.
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Passenger-Related Secondary Tasks. As shown previously (figures 7.12 and 7.13), passengerrelated secondary tasks were the second most frequent cause of inattention associated with
crashes, near-crashes, and incidents. The breakdown of the type (i.e., adult or child) and location
of the passengers is shown in Figure 7.17. While it was somewhat difficult to ascertain, due to
camera views, whether there were passengers, it was often possible to observe a hand reach
across the camera views or view a leg in the passenger’s seat in the over-the-shoulder camera
view. It was also possible at times to identify the strong possibility of a passenger if the driver
was clearly speaking/gesturing and looking towards the passenger seat. When this was possible,
the reductionists marked passenger in the adjacent seat as the cause of inattention. If the driver
was clearly vocalizing but did not frequently glance over at the passenger seat or in the rear seat
of the vehicle, reductionists would mark this talking/singing. Therefore, in the talking/singing
category, it is unknown whether or not there was a passenger in the vehicle. It was sometimes
difficult to determine if there were children in the back seat, so some of the general
talking/singing may fall into this category.
The frequency of events for which there was a passenger in the adjacent seat was by far the most
common for all levels of severity. Other studies have found that children in the rear passenger
seats are a frequent distracter (Stutts, et al., 2003). Since many of the subjects in this study were
younger and because it was difficult to ascertain whether a child was in the rear seat, these
factors may have contributed to the low occurrence of events for this category.
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Figure 7.17. Frequency of occurrences in which the contributing factor was passengerrelated secondary tasks. (Driver N = 241).
There was only one crash that occurred while the driver was vocalizing with no apparent
passenger present, however there were 100 incidents and 12 near-crashes that occurred (Figure
7.18). Again, while a passenger may have been present in these events as well, it was sometimes
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difficult to ascertain this during reduction. Please recall, as discussed in the Chapter 2: Method
for Phase II Field Test that due to the IRB and Certificate of Confidentiality requirements, no
other passengers could be captured on video to maintain the anonymity of uninformed
participants.
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Figure 7.18. Frequency of occurrences in which the contributing factor was
talking/singing: no passenger apparent secondary tasks. (Driver N = 241).
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External Secondary Tasks. External secondary tasks involved drivers who became interested in
something outside the vehicle such as a crash or a construction zone. Appendix D lists
descriptions for each of the tasks listed in Figure 7.19. Note that one crash and 10 near-crashes
were listed under other external distraction meaning that the reductionists could not determine
what the driver was observing outside the vehicle. Generally, this category was identified in a
relatively low number of events, which contradicts other studies of this type (e.g., Stutts et al.,
2003). This may have been partly due to the difficulty in determining whether the driver was
observing something specific outside the vehicle or randomly gazing out the window. However,
even when considering the external nonspecific eyeglance locations for crash and near-crash
events, this category is still lower than other studies have indicated.
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Figure 7.19. Frequency of occurrences in which the contributing factor was an external
secondary task (Driver N = 241).
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Internal Secondary Tasks: Not Vehicle or Passenger-Related. The internal secondary task
category involved the drivers manipulating or locating miscellaneous objects in the vehicle that
were not related to in-vehicle systems, other passengers, wireless devices, or specified secondary
tasks (such as eating or smoking, which are located under dining and smoking categories). The
task types under this category were less frequent compared to other categories (i.e., well under
100 occurrences for each type). All of these categories are defined in Appendix D. Note that
both reaching for an object having an object or animal in the vehicle, and moving object in
vehicle contributed to crashes. The first two of these categories, plus reading, were the primary
contributors to near-crashes (Figure 7.20).
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Figure 7.20. The frequency of occurrences in which the contributing factor was internal
secondary tasks (Driver N = 241).
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Personal Hygiene. This category of secondary tasks pertained to the driver engaging in any
grooming, cleaning, or attending to themselves as opposed to being attentive to a miscellaneous
object. Again, note that all of the personal hygiene categories are defined in Appendix D. While
the overall frequency for this type of secondary task is not as high as other categories, this
category is of interest when determining whether drivers are remembering that they are in an
instrumented vehicle. No crashes occurred while drivers were engaged in personal hygiene, but
a number of near-crashes occurred (Figure 7.21).
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Figure 7.21. Frequency of occurrences in which the contributing factor was a personal
hygiene task (Driver N = 241).
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Dining. For the secondary task category of dining, a distinction was made between drinking out
of a covered versus open container (i.e., with or without a lid) and eating with or without
utensils. Note that in Figure 7.22, eating without utensils and drinking from an open container
both contributed to more crashes and near-crashes than drinking from covered containers or
eating with utensils. It is intuitive that drinking from an open container would contribute to more
overall events since it is a more difficult task than drinking from a container with a lid.
However, it also makes intuitive sense that eating with utensils would be more difficult than
eating without utensils, and yet the frequencies show more higher-severity events when eating
without utensils. Given that most meals in a vehicle are eaten without utensils, there are
probably different levels of exposure for these two tasks.
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Figure 7.22. Frequency of occurrences in which the contributing factor was a dining task
(Driver N = 241).
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Smoking. Few occurrences listed smoking as a contributing factor (Figure 7.23). Note that the
act of smoking was a contributing factor more often than lighting or reaching for a cigar or
cigarette. Incidentally, one rear-end struck collision was caused by a driver in the other vehicle
who was lighting a pipe. The driver admitted this to the police officer; however, that event is not
recorded here as all events are based upon the instrumented vehicle driver. For the one nearcrash that occurred, the driver was smoking a cigar/cigarette and looked away from the forward
roadway prior to the onset of the conflict.
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Figure 7.23. Frequency of occurrences in which the contributing factor was a smoking task
(Driver N = 241).
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Daydreaming. Figure 7.24 shows the number of occurrences for which the reductionists
believed the driver was either lost in thought or looked in the direction of but did not observe the
conflict (see Appendix D for more detailed definitions of these categories). The low frequency
counts reflected the difficulty in assessing whether a driver was daydreaming by simply
examining the video. Therefore, the true frequency of daydreaming is probably higher than
shown in Figure 7.24.
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Figure 7.24. Frequency of occurrences in which the contributing factor was a daydreaming
task (Driver N = 241).
Question 3. For the incidents, near-crashes, and crashes for which inattention was a
contributing factor, what is the prevalence of other driving behaviors occurring such as
willful behavior, driver impairment, or drowsiness?
This analysis was conducted to determine if the occurrence of any particular driver (e.g.,
aggressive driving) behavior tended to increase the level of severity of the event. Also, did the
occurrence of inattention plus aggressive driving lead to a near-crash or crash event? For this
analysis, percentage values were calculated based upon the total number of events (regardless of
attention level).
Data reductionists identified those events for which the driver was demonstrating willful
behavior, which was one or a combination of several of the following: aggressive driving, willful
violation of traffic laws, or use of vehicle for purposes of intimidation. Driver proficiency was
recorded by data reductionists when they observed drivers violating traffic laws or controlling
the vehicle in a manner such that it was assumed that the driver lacked knowledge. Examples
included consistently driving in an unsafe manner (i.e., stopping or braking suddenly without
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cause) and attempting to perform maneuvers for which the vehicle was not designed (i.e.,
attempting a U-turn without enough available roadway). Driver drowsiness was briefly
discussed previously, but is also discussed in this section in conjunction with driver
physical/mental impairment. Driver physical/mental impairment, similar to GES variable D3,
Driver Physical/Mental Condition, was recorded by reductionists to include drowsiness as well
as anger, other emotional states, drug or alcohol use, etc. Reductionists only specified drug or
alcohol use when it was explicit or when the driver admitted to the behavior during the
debriefing process.
Figure 7.25 shows the frequency of willful behavior, driver impairment, and driver proficiency
events. The figure shows that driver proficiency appeared to be more problematic than
aggressive driving or driver impairment for all levels of severity.
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Figure 7.25. Frequency of driver inattention, willful behavior, and driver impairment on
the total number of crashes, near-crashes, and incidents in the 100-Car Study database.
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Figure 7.26 shows the frequency of the various levels of driver impairment. Please note that
drowsiness generally accounted for 22 percent of all events whereas the rest of the impairments
were fairly infrequently identified. Without actual interviews for each event, this type of
information was difficult to obtain via video reduction.

Driver Physical/Mental Impairment

Figure 7.26. Frequency of the driver physical/mental impairment categories listed as a
contributing factor.
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Figure 7.27 shows the frequency of inattention plus driver behavior for crashes, near-crashes,
and incidents. While inattention and driving proficiency were paired together frequently,
inattention and willful behavior or driver impairment were less so, although 5 crashes were
attributed to the combination of inattention and willful behavior.
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Figure 7.27. The percentage of events that included both inattention and willful behavior,
driver proficiency, or driver impairment.
Question 4. Do drivers conversing on cell phones exhibit poorer driving performance than
drivers not using cell phones?
While comparisons could potentially be made of drivers on the cell phone to an estimated
baseline dataset, it would be more appropriate to address this question using actual baseline
driving data. Baseline driving data will be identified and reduced as part of a follow-on effort.
Specifically, events will be reduced for which no conflicts occurred and reductionists will record
whether the driver is or is not talking on a cell phone.
DISCUSSION
Historically, driver distraction, as well as possibly driver drowsiness, has been typically
discussed as a secondary task engagement. In this paper the definition of driver distraction has
been expanded to a more encompassing “driver inattention” construct by including three new
categories, “driving-related inattention to the forward roadway,” and “nonspecific eyeglance’.
“Driver-related inattention to the forward roadway” involves the driver checking rear-view
mirrors or their blind spots. This new category was added after viewing multiple crashes, nearcrashes, and incidents for which the driver was clearly paying attention to the driving task, but
was not paying attention to the critical aspect of the driving task (i.e., forward roadway).
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A second analysis of the crashes and near-crashes in the 100-Car Study database was also
conducted using the eyeglance analysis performed manually by data reductionists. The “non
specific eyeglance away from forward roadway” describes cases in which the driver glances,
usually momentarily, away from the roadway at a non-discernable object. Cases where the
object could be identified were classified as either driving-related inattention to the forward
roadway or secondary task distraction depending on what the driver was looking at. For this
project, eyeglance reduction was accomplished for crash and near-crash events, so this category
can only be used for the more severe categories. This analysis suggested that driver’s glances
away from the forward roadway potentially contribute to a much greater percentage of events
than the first three categories of inattention suggest.
Thus, with the addition of these two categories, driver inattention has been operationally defined
as including drowsiness, engagement in secondary tasks, driving-related inattention to the
forward roadway (checking blind spots), and nonspecific eyeglance way from the forward
roadway. All of these events were identified by reductionists viewing the driver’s behavior
surrounding the onset of the event.
It is important to note that the data presented in this section represents raw frequencies or
percentages derived from raw frequencies, thus exposure is not accounted for. Specifically, one
needs to determine the frequency and duration with which each of these categories of inattention
are present during normal, non-event, driving in order to make judgments about relative risk. As
of this writing, an additional analysis is underway that will establish exposure and make such
relative risk comparisons.
Several very important results were identified as part of this analysis.
•

For the crashes and near-crashes, the driver looked away from the forward roadway at
least once in a 4 seconds window surrounding the events (3 seconds prior and 1 second
post-event onset) in almost 80 percent of the crash cases and 65 percent of the near-crash
cases.

•

The rate of inattention-related crash and near-crash events decreases dramatically with
age, with the rate being as much as four times higher for the 18- to 20-year-old age group
relative to some of the older driver groups (i.e., 35 and up).

•

The use of hand-held wireless devices (primarily cell phones but including a small
presence of PDA use) was associated with the highest frequency of secondary task
inattention-related events. This was true for both events of lower severity (i.e., critical
incidents) and for events of higher severity (i.e., near-crashes). Wireless devices were
also among the categories associated with the highest frequencies of crashes and minor
collisions, along with looking/reaching for an object in vehicle and passenger-related
secondary tasks.

•

Drowsiness and driving-related inattention to forward roadway were also listed among
the most frequent contributors to crashes and near-crashes. The driving-related
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inattention to the forward roadway category: looking out the left window was associated
with the highest number of events for this classification. Both of these categories were
higher than expected based upon previous research or conventional wisdom.
Driver inattention did not appear to combine meaningfully with driver mental/physical
impairment, willful behavior, or driver proficiency to contribute to events, although these
behaviors on their own did contribute to many of the events in the 100-Car Study database.
A few issues should be noted when interpreting the above results. Secondary tasks, drowsiness,
and inattention to forward roadway were recorded by reductionists as objectively as possible.
For example, passenger in vehicle was recorded when a reductionist observed the presence of a
passenger in conjunction with the driver reacting either late or in an inappropriate manner.
Therefore, the fact that an event occurred with a passenger in the vehicle cannot be interpreted as
a cause of the event; instead, the presence of a passenger can only correlated with an event. This
is true for every secondary task, including the use of a cell phone. These correlations will be
further analyzed in follow-on work. Driver performance during inattention and baseline events
will be used to perform statistical tests for which inferences can then be discussed.
Eyeglance analysis, while manually performed by reductionists, is an objective task that is
somewhat less prone to human error. Nevertheless, a driver’s glance direction, even if focused
on the onset of an event, provides no guarantee that the driver will see or perceive the situation
appropriately. While human error cannot be entirely removed from this type of data collection,
reductionists determination of inattention and eyeglance data are both required to shed light on
the problem of driving inattention.
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CHAPTER 8: GOAL 4, DRIVER PERFORMANCE IN INSTRUMENTED VEHICLES
OVER TIME: OVER THE FIRST FEW HOURS, OVER THE FIRST YEAR, AND
OVER ONE MONTH FOR SAME DRIVER IN PRIVATE VERSUS LEASED
VEHICLES
DATA ANALYSIS OVERVIEW
The questions addressed in Chapter 8, Goal 4 were intended to explore issues of whether driver
behavior in an instrumented vehicle changed over time. The units of time used were weeks
(weeks 1 through 50) and hours (the first 50 hours). The issues explored were driver behavior in
a newly instrumented leased vehicle in the first weeks as compared to driver behavior in the first
few hours of driving, and driver behavior for the same driver in four weeks of leased vehicle
driving and four weeks of private vehicle driving by the end of the study.
The analyses discussed in this chapter were conducted using epidemiological methods. The
definitions and formulas presented are from Greenberg et al. (1993). Some of the terms and
assumptions have been modified to fit the current dataset and analyses. The 100-Car Study was
deemed to most closely fit the definition of a cohort study, in which investigators identify an
initial population and determined their initial exposure status. Groups were then exposed to
different conditions and tracked over time. So in the case of the 100-Car Study, the initial cohort
was the group of drivers who agreed to participate. If the exposure of interest was exposure to a
leased vehicle (as opposed to the private vehicles they had all been driving up to this time), then
some of the drivers would be exposed to a leased vehicle while others would remain in their
private vehicles. Driving behavior would then be tracked over time.
According to Greenberg et al. (1993), the appropriate analysis for this type of study is the risk
ratio (sometimes called relative risk; it will be referred to as RR in this report). This requires the
data to be put into the form shown in Table 8.1.
Table 8.1. Example data matrix for calculating risk ratio. A, B, C, and D are the numbers
of cases satisfying each criteria.
Outcome
Week of Interest
Control Week
Total

Exposed
A
C
A+C

Unexposed
B
D
B+D
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The formula for calculating RR is:
R( exposed )
RR =
R( unexposed )

Eq. 1

in which R(exposed) = the risk of an outcome for an exposed person and R(unexposed) = the risk of an
outcome for an unexposed person. The formula for calculating these risks takes the form:

R( exposed ) =

A
A+C

Eq. 2

in which A and C are obtained from Table 8.1. The formula for calculating RR can thus be
expressed as:

RR =

A /( A + C )
B /( B + D)

Eq. 3

For each RR calculated in this way, the 95th percentage confidence intervals can then be
calculated using the following formula:
95%CI = exp± 1.96

1 − A /( A + C ) 1 − B /( B + D)
+
A
B

Eq. 4

These confidence intervals tend to be asymmetric for RR calculations (with a lower bound of 0
and no upper bound).
For the 100-Car Study dataset, one of the primary questions in calculating RR was the decision
regarding which period(s) of time to use as a control period for each question of interest. A
preliminary examination showed that the data were rather noisy over time, so a decision was
made to use an average of the final 10 time periods for each dataset as the control period. For
the analyses performed by week, weeks 41-50 were used, while for the analyses by hour, hours
41-50 were used.
With regard to the research questions for Chapter 8, Goal 4, the first set of three questions
attempts to characterize these differences based on raw numbers (actual numbers of valid events,
without regard to exposure), while the second set of three questions does the same on a per mile
basis (attempting to control for exposure).
Data Included in the Analyses

The analyses for Chapter 8, Goal 4 included incidents recorded for all primary drivers of
vehicles. There were 109 primary vehicle drivers, but due to data outages, the number of drivers
available for any given week ranged from a high of 107 in week 1 to a low of 60 in week 49.
There were 64 drivers in week 50. Altogether, there were 8,229 events available for the weekly
analyses (weeks 1 through 50). Of these, 7,472 were incidents, 696 were near-crashes, and 61
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were crashes. For the hourly analyses, there were 974 events available in hours 1 through 50.
Of these, 845 were incidents, 118 were near-crashes, and 11 were crashes.
Relevant variables used during the analyses included: age (younger and older, in which younger
is 30 or younger and older is older than 30); leased vehicle versus private vehicle, switch driver
versus non-switch driver (in which a switch driver is a private vehicle driver who was given a
leased vehicle for four to eight weeks at the end of the study); and event severity (crashes, nearcrashes, and incidents, defined as usual in this report).
Question 1. Based on the number and type of valid events, is there a significant difference
in the relative risk of driving over the course of a year for drivers in a familiar vehicle with
instrumentation installed (leased and private vehicles)?

The purpose of this question is to investigate the driver adaptation process for leased vehicles
and privately owned vehicles with instrumentation over the course of the study. It was desired
that the control time period be near the end of the study, when drivers would have become most
adapted to their vehicles. Thus, relative risk was calculated using an average of weeks 41-50 as
the control time period.
Figure 8.1 shows the mean number of incidents for private versus leased vehicles for the entire
time period of interest in this analysis (weeks 1-50). It was originally proposed that weeks 1, 4,
12, and 26 be used as the weeks of interest for the RR analysis for this research question.
However, as shown in Figure 8.1, the data is quite noisy and the patterns shown by such an
analysis will vary depend on which weeks are chosen. For example, Figure 8.2 shows the RR for
weeks 1, 4, 12, 26, and 49, with week 50 as the control week. Figure 8.2 can be compared to
Figures 8.3 and 8.4 in which different comparison weeks were chosen. The patterns are quite
different in the three cases. Therefore, some smoothing of the data was desired for this analysis.
The following time periods were thus selected for subsequent analysis and graphing: Week 1;
Week 2; Week 3; Week 4; Weeks 1-4; Weeks 5-8; Weeks 9-12; Weeks 13-16; Weeks 17-20;
Weeks 21-24; Weeks 25-28; Weeks 29-32; Weeks 33-36; Weeks 37-40; Weeks 41-44; Weeks
45-48; and baseline weeks 41-50. Weeks 1 through 4 were examined individually, as well as
averaged, so that the effect of vehicle adaptation to a strange vehicle would not be masked, if
such an effect were indeed present.
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Mean Number of Events/Vehicle
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Figure 8.1. Mean number of events per vehicle for weeks 1-50 for leased and private
vehicles.
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Figure 8.2. Comparison of RR using the originally proposed comparison weeks of 1, 4, 12,
26, and 49 using week 50 as a control week.
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Figure 8.3. Comparison of RR using weeks of 3, 7, 18, 27, and 49 using week 50 as a
control week and showing a strong downward trend.
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Figure 8.4. Comparison of RR using weeks of 1, 5, 13, 33, and 49 using week 50 as a
control time period and showing an upward trend followed by a downward trend.

An examination of Figure 8.1 above shows some interesting features. For example, up to around
week 23, the leased vehicles had about twice the mean rate as the private vehicles. Upon first
glance, one might be tempted to interpret this as some sort of seasonal variation. However, it
should be noted that the week denoted in the dataset referred to that driver/vehicle combination’s
week of driving since entering the study. This eliminated seasonal variations. For example, if
the Washington, DC, area experienced a snowstorm on January 12, and there was an unusually
high number of incidents noted during that time frame, this should not appear in the graphs
organized by week. That is, January 12 may have been part of week 1 for driver 45, week 17 for
driver 32, and week 26 for driver 65. This method should also have eliminated any other
possible systematic variations that could have occurred over time.
At about week 23, the private vehicles began to experience a higher mean rate, which continued
through the remainder of the study. The leased vehicles also began experiencing higher mean
rates at about that time, but the increase was not quite of the same magnitude as for the private
vehicles. The most interesting thing about Figure 8.1, however, is the consistency of the
difference between the leased vehicle mean rate and the private vehicle mean rate. This pattern
would indicate that leased vehicles would have a high risk ratio when they are compared to
private vehicles.
Table 8.2 presents the mean number of events for private and leased vehicles for the time periods
of interest as described previously. The mean number of events was calculated by dividing the
number of events for time period of interest by the number of drivers for same time period so
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that the lower number of leased vehicles as compared to private vehicles is accounted for in the
calculation.
Table 8.2. Mean number of events per vehicle per time period for leased and private
vehicles; calculated relative risk for those time periods; 95th percentage confidence
intervals based on RR.
Time Period
Week 1
Week 2
Week 3
Week 4
Weeks 1-4
Weeks 5-8
Weeks 9-12
Weeks 13-16
Weeks 17-20
Weeks 21-24
Weeks 25-28
Weeks 29-32
Weeks 33-36
Weeks 37-40
Weeks 41-44
Weeks 45-48
Baseline Weeks 41-50

Leased
Average
2.57
3.19
2.95
2.66
2.83
2.07
2.90
2.29
3.01
2.42
3.09
3.35
5.09
3.10
2.93
3.93
3.37

Private
Average
1.61
1.57
1.08
1.15
1.36
1.09
1.22
1.07
1.33
1.72
2.16
1.86
1.96
1.90
1.76
1.87
1.86

Relative
Risk
0.93
1.06
1.27
1.15
1.08
1.03
1.17
1.11
1.13
0.87
0.89
1.00
1.17
0.95
0.96
1.07
1.00

In examining Table 8.2, note that there is a large discrepancy between the mean number of
events for the baseline leased (3.37) and private (1.86) vehicles. When the RR is calculated
using quite different numbers for the baseline (control) part of the equation, the RR is artificially
lower than it should be, based on the individual differences for each time period. The idea
behind using the relative risk technique in epidemiological studies is that you would not expect
to find differences between the groups of interest for the control time period. Based on this
principle, we might expect that if we were to transfer the leased vehicle drivers into their own
private vehicles in which they would be responsible for repairs, insurance, etc., that their incident
levels would drop to the same levels shown for private vehicle drivers. For the remainder of
these analyses, the baseline time period for the relative risk calculation was thus set equal to the
value for the private vehicles during the same time period. This had the effect of raising the RR
to more realistic levels based on the graphs of mean events. Table 8.3 presents the revised mean
number of events for private and leased vehicles for the time periods of interest as described
previously. Note that the RR is now greater than 1 for every time period, in which it was less
than 1 for about half of the time periods in the original Table 8.2. The 95th percentage upper and
lower confidence intervals for weeks 1-50 are presented at the end of the table. The mean
number of events for private and leased vehicles for these time periods is presented in Figure 8.5,
while the RR for these time periods is shown in Figure 8.6. The 95th percentage confidence
intervals are overlaid on top of the RR graph in Figure 8.7. Note that when placed in the context
of 95th percentage confidence intervals as in Figure 8.7, the variation in the RR itself is shown to
be quite small, although larger than it would be if calculated with the initial baseline time period.
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Table 8.3. Mean number of events per vehicle per time period for leased and private
vehicles; calculated relative risk for that time period. The baseline leased vehicle mean is
now set equal to the private vehicle baseline.
Leased
Time Period
Average
Week 1
2.57
Week 2
3.19
Week 3
2.95
Week 4
2.66
Weeks 1-4
2.83
Weeks 5-8
2.07
Weeks 9-12
2.90
Weeks 13-16
2.29
Weeks 17-20
3.01
Weeks 21-24
2.42
Weeks 25-28
3.09
Weeks 29-32
3.35
Weeks 33-36
5.09
Weeks 37-40
3.10
Weeks 41-44
2.93
Weeks 45-48
3.93
Baseline Weeks 141-50
1.86
Weeks 1-50
2.95
Weeks 1-50 95% CI: Upper, Lower

Private
Average
1.61
1.57
1.08
1.15
1.36
1.09
1.22
1.07
1.33
1.72
2.16
1.86
1.96
1.90
1.76
1.87
1.86
1.60
5.06

Relative
Risk
1.25
1.38
1.67
1.54
1.43
1.42
1.54
1.51
1.48
1.18
1.16
1.29
1.43
1.23
1.26
1.35
1.00
1.33
0.35
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Figure 8.5. Mean number of events per vehicle for leased and private vehicles for time
periods of interest over weeks 1-50 of the study.
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Figure 8.6. Relative risk for leased versus private vehicles for time periods of interest over
weeks 1-50 of the study.
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Figure 8.7. Relative risk and 95th percentage confidence intervals for leased versus private
vehicles for time periods of interest over weeks 1-50 of the study.
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It should be noted that one possible explanation for the higher rates of events for leased vehicles
was that there was a large age discrepancy between the two groups of drivers. As discussed in
the introductory chapters, none of the leased vehicle drivers were over the age of 30. The mean
age of the leased vehicle drivers was 22.3 years (SD = 3.2), while it was 40.7 years (SD = 13.5)
for the private vehicle drivers. The age difference may be the most logical explanation for the
observed differences in event rate between leased and private vehicles.
Given the possible age-related explanation, the RRs were calculated to all of the older drivers
(here considered to be those over age 30, since none of the leased vehicle drivers was over 30)
and younger drivers (30 and under), again using weeks 41-50 as the control time period. The
data for this age analysis is shown in Table 8.4, including the RR. Figure 8.8 presents the mean
number of incidents for younger and older drivers, Figure 8.9 shows the RR for each time period,
and Figure 8.10 provides the confidence interval overlay for the RR.
Table 8.4. Mean number of events per vehicle per time period for leased and private
vehicles; calculated relative risk for those time periods; 95th percentage confidence
intervals based on RR.
Younger
Average
Time Period
Week 1
2.63
Week 2
2.53
Week 3
1.94
Week 4
1.98
Weeks 1-4
2.28
Weeks 5-8
1.63
Weeks 9-12
2.36
Weeks 13-16
1.79
Weeks 17-20
2.38
Weeks 21-24
2.35
Weeks 25-28
2.72
Weeks 29-32
2.38
Weeks 33-36
3.72
Weeks 37-40
2.58
Weeks 41-44
2.16
Weeks 45-48
2.66
Baseline Weeks 141-50
1.97
Weeks 1-50
2.38
Weeks 1-50 95% CI: Upper, Lower
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Older
Average
1.82
2.17
1.81
1.69
1.87
1.47
1.27
1.13
1.30
1.49
2.11
2.06
1.89
1.88
1.92
2.08
1.97
1.69
4.67

Relative
Risk
1.19
1.07
1.04
1.08
1.10
1.06
1.39
1.31
1.38
1.26
1.12
1.07
1.33
1.16
1.06
1.12
1.00
1.18
0.30
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Figure 8.8. Mean number of events per vehicle for younger and older drivers for time
periods of interest over weeks 1-50 of the study.
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Figure 8.9. Relative risk for younger versus older drivers for time periods of interest over
weeks 1-50 of the study.
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Figure 8.10. Relative risk and 95th percentile confidence intervals for leased versus private
vehicles for time periods of interest over weeks 1-50 of the study.

When Figures 8.5 and 8.8 are compared, the patterns for mean number of events or leased versus
private vehicles and younger versus older drivers is seen to be quite similar, with younger drivers
and leased vehicle having a typically higher average number of events for every time period.
However, the magnitude of the difference is larger for leased versus private vehicles than for
older versus younger drivers.
The next analysis attempted to eliminate the age factor from the leased versus private vehicle
analysis. Since none of the leased vehicle drivers was over 30 (except for switch drivers, but this
will be conducted as a separate analysis within Chapter 8, Goal 4), the data were examined to see
whether there were enough younger drivers to conduct a valid leased versus private vehicle
comparison with only the younger drivers. Table 8.5 shows the number of young drivers
available in each of these categories for weeks 1-50. Table 8.6 shows the number of drivers for
each age from 18-30 for the younger drivers. Taken together, these tables show that the younger
drivers were fairly evenly divided in terms of leased versus private vehicles and that the ages
were fairly evenly distributed among the leased and private groups. Altogether there were 27
younger leased vehicle drivers and 25 private vehicle drivers. Switch drivers were only counted
in the private vehicle column (i.e., they were not double counted when they switched to a leased
vehicle at the end of the study).
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Table 8.5. Number of leased and private vehicles available for weeks 1-50 for younger
drivers only.
Week
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25

Leased
Vehicles
27
25
25
26
24
25
27
25
26
26
26
26
25
24
24
25
24
23
22
21
19
19
17
17
17

Private
Vehicles
25
24
24
22
22
22
22
21
20
19
19
21
22
21
20
21
22
21
21
20
20
22
21
23
22

Total
52
49
49
48
46
47
49
46
46
45
45
47
47
45
44
46
46
44
43
41
39
41
38
40
39
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Week
26
27
28
29
30
31
32
33
34
35
36
37
38
39
40
41
42
43
44
45
46
47
48
49
50

Leased
Vehicles
18
20
19
17
16
16
19
17
16
15
13
14
16
15
14
12
13
13
13
13
14
13
14
10
11

Private
Vehicles
22
21
21
21
22
22
20
16
16
16
17
17
18
17
17
19
19
17
16
17
17
17
18
18
19

Total
40
41
40
38
38
38
39
33
32
31
30
31
34
32
31
31
32
30
29
30
31
30
32
28
30
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Table 8.6. Number of younger drivers of each age for leased and private vehicles.
Age
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30
Total Drivers
Mean Age
St. Dev. of Age

Leased
2
5
3
1
2
6
3
1
2
0
0
1
1
27
22.30
3.16

Private
1
2
3
0
1
6
2
0
0
3
1
6
0
25
24.28
3.74

Total
3
7
6
1
3
12
5
1
2
3
1
7
1
52
23.25
3.56

Given that the numbers and ages were a reasonable matched set, a comparison of leased versus
private vehicles was performed including only the younger drivers. Table 8.7 shows the means
and RR for each time period of interest. Figure 8.11 shows the mean number of events for each
time period, while Figure 8.12 shows the RR and Figure 8.13 shows the RR with the 95th
percentage upper and lower confidence intervals overlaid.
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Table 8.7. Mean number of events for younger drivers only per time period for leased and
private vehicles; calculated RR for those time periods. Leased vehicle values do not include
leased portion of switch drivers.
Leased
Time Period
Average
Week 1
2.67
Week 2
2.80
Week 3
2.32
Week 4
1.92
Weeks 1-4
2.43
Weeks 5-8
2.18
Weeks 9-12
3.10
Weeks 13-16
2.49
Weeks 17-20
3.39
Weeks 21-24
2.56
Weeks 25-28
3.26
Weeks 29-32
3.54
Weeks 33-36
5.43
Weeks 37-40
3.31
Weeks 41-44
3.16
Weeks 45-48
4.22
Baseline Weeks 141-50
1.65
Weeks 1-50
3.14
Weeks 1-50 95% CI: Upper, Lower
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Private
Average
2.12
1.46
0.96
1.05
1.41
0.97
1.18
0.92
1.37
2.19
2.26
1.45
2.12
1.96
1.45
1.43
1.65
1.58
4.87

Relative
Risk
1.10
1.34
1.59
1.39
1.29
1.54
1.57
1.68
1.48
1.07
1.15
1.46
1.36
1.23
1.40
1.55
1.00
1.34
0.37
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Figure 8.11. Mean number of events for younger drivers for leased and private vehicles for
time periods of interest over weeks 1-50 of the study.
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Figure 8.12. Relative risk for younger driver leased versus private vehicles for time periods
of interest over weeks 1-50 of the study.
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Figure 8.13. Relative risk and 95th percentage confidence intervals for younger driver
leased versus private vehicles for time periods of interest over weeks 1-50 of the study.

Looking back at Figure 8.11 for the mean number of events, it is apparent that the leased versus
private vehicle differences persist even when age is as carefully controlled as possible. This
could indicate that there is a true difference in the relative risk between leased and private
vehicles, and that it may have more to do with a lack of ownership of the vehicle than with age.
Perhaps the participants were simply driving more recklessly with the leased vehicles because
they would not have to pay for any scratches and dings that resulted from their carelessness. If
this is true, you might expect that the difference would abate when only crashes and near-crashes
are examined, because it seems unlikely that the drivers would be willing to put themselves in
harm’s way (as opposed to putting the vehicle in harm’s way for an incident). In order to
examine this hypothesis, the crashes and near-crashes were examined for the younger drivers of
leased and private vehicles (again, controlling for age to the degree possible). Table 8.8 presents
the means and RR for this younger driver near-crash analysis. Figure 8.14 presents the mean
number of near-crashes for leased and private vehicles, Figure 8.15 presents the RR for nearcrashes, and Figure 8.16 provides the confidence interval overlays.
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Table 8.8. Mean number of near-crashes for younger drivers only per time period for
leased and private vehicles; calculated RR for those time periods. Leased vehicle values do
not include leased portion of switch drivers.
Leased
Time Period
Average
Week 1
0.59
Week 2
0.48
Week 3
0.40
Week 4
0.15
Weeks 1-4
0.41
Weeks 5-8
0.24
Weeks 9-12
0.19
Weeks 13-16
0.24
Weeks 17-20
0.18
Weeks 21-24
0.25
Weeks 25-28
0.32
Weeks 29-32
0.34
Weeks 33-36
0.44
Weeks 37-40
0.24
Weeks 41-44
0.20
Weeks 45-48
0.31
Baseline Weeks 41-50
0.07
Weeks 1-50
0.28
Weeks 1-50 95% CI: Upper, Lower
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Private
Average
0.08
0.21
0.13
0.09
0.13
0.11
0.11
0.07
0.12
0.17
0.27
0.07
0.23
0.12
0.10
0.07
0.07
0.13
52.07

Relative
Risk
1.71
1.17
1.34
1.22
1.34
1.26
1.18
1.56
1.14
1.10
1.04
1.68
1.13
1.25
1.27
1.63
1.00
1.25
0.030
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Figure 8.14. Mean number of near-crashes for younger drivers for leased and private
vehicles for time periods of interest over weeks 1-50 of the study.
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Figure 8.15. Relative risk for near-crashes for younger drivers leased versus private
vehicles for time periods of interest over weeks 1-50 of the study.
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Figure 8.16. Relative risk and 95th percentage confidence intervals for near-crashes for
younger drivers leased versus private vehicles for time periods of interest over weeks 1-50.

The hypothesis that leased vehicle drivers would not have a higher number of near-crashes was
not borne out in this analysis. Note that the overall pattern for the mean number of near-crashes
is still the same. The leased vehicles had a consistently higher number of near-crashes than the
private vehicles. It is worth noting that the mean number of near-crashes was much higher for
leased vehicles than for private vehicles in the first week of participation (0.59 and 0.08,
respectively). This could be because the leased vehicle drivers were at greater risk because they
were in an unfamiliar vehicle. This theme will be explored further in the hourly analyses.
The same sort of analysis was completed for the crashes as for the near-crashes, with the thought
that even if the younger leased vehicle participants placed their vehicles in harm’s way more
often than private vehicle drivers, they might still have shown enough restraint to avoid getting
in crashes. Table 8.9 shows the statistics for the crash analysis, while Figure 8.17 shows the
mean number of crashes and Figure 8.18 shows the RR for crashes for leased versus private
vehicles. The confidence intervals for crashes are now too large to include graphically.
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Table 8.9. Mean number of crashes for younger drivers only per time period for leased
and private vehicles; calculated RR for those time periods. Leased vehicle values do not
include leased portion of switch drivers.
Leased
Time Period
Average
Week 1
0.04
Week 2
0.04
Week 3
0.04
Week 4
0.04
Weeks1-4
0.04
Weeks 5-8
0.05
Weeks 9-12
0.03
Weeks 13-16
0.01
Weeks 17-20
0.01
Weeks 21-24
0.03
Weeks 25-28
0.00
Weeks 29-32
0.04
Weeks 33-36
0.08
Weeks 37-40
0.02
Weeks 41-44
0.00
Weeks 45-48
0.00
Baseline Weeks 41-50
0.01
Weeks 1-50
0.03
Weeks 1-50 95% CI: Upper, Lower
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Private
Average
0.04
0.00
0.00
0.05
0.02
0.02
0.01
0.00
0.02
0.01
0.03
0.00
0.06
0.01
0.01
0.00
0.01
0.02
94,968

Relative
Risk
0.95
NA
NA
0.90
1.55
1.75
2.02
NA
0.56
2.01
0.00
NA
1.16
1.14
0.00
NA
1.00
1.35
0.00002
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Figure 8.17. Mean number of crashes for younger drivers for leased and private vehicles
for time periods of interest over weeks 1-50 of the study.
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Figure 8.18. Relative risk for crashes for younger driver leased versus private vehicles for
time periods of interest over weeks 1-50 of the study.
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It can be seen in Figures 8.17 and 8.18 that the hypothesis regarding crash risk for leased
vehicles does seem to hold true for crashes. Leased vehicle drivers seem to be willing to put
their vehicles in harm’s way, but not themselves. Based on these results, we might expect that if
we were to transfer the leased vehicle drivers into their own private vehicles in which they would
be responsible for repairs, insurance, etc., that their incident levels would drop to the same levels
shown for private vehicle drivers. This question will be explored further in Questions 3 and 6 of
Chapter 8, Goal 4. Altogether, there were 25 crashes for younger drivers in leased vehicles and
18 crashes for younger drivers in private vehicles in weeks 1 through 50. The next question will
explore the hypothesis that drivers in a newly instrumented vehicle may experience a lower rate
of events in their first hours of driving such a vehicle, which would then level off as they become
used to the idea of instrumentation.
Question 2. Based on the number and type of valid events, is there a significant difference
in the relative risk of driving over the first 50 hours for drivers in a vehicle with a newly
installed instrumentation system?

Question 2 was designed to get at the idea of whether drivers experience an increase in valid
events over the first few hours of driving a newly instrumented vehicle. The hypothesis was that
drivers would not act naturally when they first began using an instrumented vehicle, and that
they will begin to act more naturally as time goes on and they forget about the cameras and
computers. It was hypothesized that the drivers would drive more carefully and experience
fewer events when they were aware of the cameras, and that they would loosen their guard as
time went on. If there were a point at which drivers adapted and began acting more naturally,
this would be useful information for future instrumented vehicle studies of naturalistic driving.
Previous experience at VTTI has indicated that drivers adapt amazingly quickly to the
instrumented vehicle, but the question has never been empirically analyzed as will be attempted
here. As seen in Question 1, we might expect to find differences in events between leased and
private vehicles, even with a matched set of drivers, so these two groups of drivers will be
explored, as they were in Question 1.
The time periods to be used in these analyses were hours 1, 2, 3, 4, and 5 (to check for
differences in the first few hours), and hours 1-5, 6-10, 11-15, 16-20, 21-25, 26-30, 31-35, 36-40,
41-45, and 46-50. Hours 41-50 were averaged and used as the baseline time period. Note that
there were 11 crashes in the first 50 hours of driving. In examining the weekly data, it was seen
that there were 11 crashes in the first 5 weeks of driving. Therefore, 50 hours of driving was
roughly equivalent to 5 weeks of driving, for an average of 10 hours of driving per week per
driver. If the drivers did nearly all driving in 5 days, that would be an equivalent of 2 hours per
day. If the 10 hours were spread over 7 days, the average amount of driving was 1.4 hours per
day per driver.
The first question to be explored was whether there was a general downward trend in events
across all drivers over the first 50 hours of driving. Figure 8.19 illustrates the mean number of
events per hour for every hour, regardless of vehicle type or age. As can be seen, no clear trend
was evident for all 974 events in the dataset. However, the lowest point was in the first hour,
which gives some indication that there may be some differences between the first hour and the
remaining hours.
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Figure 8.19. Overall trend of events over the first 50 hours of driving a newly instrumented
vehicle.

The next analysis compares leased and private vehicles over the first 50 hours of driving, using
the time periods of interest previously defined. Table 8.10 presents the means and RRs for these
time periods. Figure 8.20 presents the mean number of events for private and leased vehicles,
while Figure 8.21 shows the RR for these time periods. Due to the smaller number of events, the
confidence intervals were larger, and were overlaid on any of the graphs in this section.
It can be seen in Figure 20 that the lowest mean numbers of events for private and leased
vehicles were in hours 1 and 4. For every other time period, the leased vehicle mean exceeded
the private vehicle mean, with no apparent trend for either vehicle type (alternating up and down,
with an overall flat trend). This lends some credence to the hypothesis that drivers of both
vehicle types were careful of the instrumentation system in the first hours, but very quickly
acclimated and resumed a natural driving behavior.
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Table 8.10. Mean number of events for per time period for leased and private vehicles;
calculated RR for those time periods.
Leased
Time Period
Average
Hour 1
0.07
Hour 2
0.36
Hour 3
0.38
Hour 4
0.08
Hour 5
0.30
Hours 1-5
0.23
Hours 6-10
0.33
Hours 11-15
0.22
Hours 16-20
0.32
Hours 21-25
0.22
Hours 26-30
0.25
Hours 31-35
0.24
Hours 36-40
0.35
Hours 41-45
0.22
Hours 46-50
0.22
Baseline Hours 41-50
0.16
Hours 1-50
0.26
Hours 1-50 95% CI: Upper, Lower
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Private
Average
0.09
0.14
0.20
0.12
0.18
0.15
0.18
0.13
0.11
0.13
0.14
0.14
0.14
0.16
0.13
0.16
0.14
115

Relative
Risk
0.87
1.46
1.26
0.77
1.23
1.24
1.26
1.28
1.61
1.27
1.29
1.28
1.48
1.16
1.31
1.00
1.31
0.015
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Figure 8.20. Mean number of events per vehicle for leased and private vehicles for time
periods of interest over hours 1-50 of the study.
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Figure 8.21. Leased versus private vehicle relative risk for time periods of interest over
hours 1-50 of the study.
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The next analysis used the matched set of younger drivers of leased and private vehicles in the
same way that was done for Question 1. In this case, only overall events and near-crashes will
be presented (there were only 5 leased vehicle younger driver crashes in the first 50 hours, and
only 3 private vehicle crashes; the time periods for the crashes did not match up, so no RR
analysis was possible for crashes). Table 8.11 presents the statistics, while Figure 8.22 shows
the mean number of events and Figure 8.23 shows the RR for this analysis.
As before, even when controlling for age to the degree possible, leased vehicles experienced a
greater mean number of events for nearly every time period studied. The only exceptions are
hours 1 and 4, in which the leased and private vehicles experienced nearly identical mean
numbers of events. Again, it appears that drivers of both vehicle types were being very careful
during the first hour with a newly instrumented vehicle. Although not shown here, the age
analysis had the same trend -- both younger and older drivers experienced their lowest mean rate
of events in the first hour of driving, and both then leveled off to about the same levels seen in
the weekly analysis.
Table 8.11. Mean number of events per time period for younger driver leased and private
vehicles; calculated RR for those time periods.
Leased
Average
Time Period
Hour 1
0.07
Hour 2
0.36
Hour 3
0.38
Hour 4
0.08
Hour 5
0.30
Hours 1-5
0.23
Hours 6-10
0.33
Hours 11-15
0.22
Hours 16-20
0.32
Hours 21-25
0.22
Hours 26-30
0.25
Hours 31-35
0.24
Hours 36-40
0.35
Hours 41-45
0.22
Hours 46-50
0.22
Baseline Hours 41-50
0.16
Hours 1-50
0.26
Hours 1-50 95% CI: Upper, Lower
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Private
Average
0.09
0.14
0.20
0.12
0.18
0.15
0.18
0.13
0.11
0.13
0.14
0.14
0.14
0.16
0.13
0.16
0.14
92

Relative
Risk
0.87
1.46
1.26
0.77
1.23
1.24
1.26
1.28
1.61
1.27
1.29
1.28
1.48
1.16
1.31
1.00
1.31
0.020
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Figure 8.22. Mean number of events per vehicle for younger drivers for leased and private
vehicles for time periods of interest over hours 1-50 of the study.
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Figure 8.23. Younger driver leased versus private vehicle relative risk for time periods of
interest over hours 1-50 of the study.
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The final analysis was for near-crashes. There were 45 leased vehicle near-crashes and 22
private vehicle near-crashes for younger drivers in the first 50 hours of driving. The pattern was
pretty much the familiar one, although there did seem to be an overall decline in near-crashes for
leased vehicle drivers over the first 50 hours of driving, while the private vehicle driver nearcrash levels remained nearly flat over the 50 hours. For nearly every time period, however, there
were a greater mean number of near-crashes for the leased vehicle drivers as compared to the
private vehicle drivers, even in this matched set of younger drivers. Table 8.12 presents the
statistics, while Figure 8.24 shows the mean number of events and Figure 8.25 shows the RR for
this analysis.
Table 8.12. Mean number of near-crashes per time period for younger driver leased and
private vehicles; calculated RR for those time periods.
Leased
Average
Time Period
Hour 1
0.02
Hour 2
0.05
Hour 3
0.05
Hour 4
0.00
Hour 5
0.08
Hours 1-5
0.04
Hours 6-10
0.06
Hours 11-15
0.02
Hours 16-20
0.02
Hours 21-25
0.02
Hours 26-30
0.03
Hours 31-35
0.01
Hours 36-40
0.02
Hours 41-45
0.02
Hours 46-50
0.02
Baseline Hours 41-50
0.00
Hours 1-50
0.03
Hours 1-50 95% CI: Upper, Lower
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Private
Average
0.01
0.01
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.01
0.00
0.01
0.01
0.01
0.00
0.01
0.01
0.01
0.00
0.00
0.01
92

Relative
Risk
1.14
1.24
NA
NA
NA
1.69
2.44
1.30
1.37
1.11
2.28
1.11
1.24
1.47
2.16
1.00
1.50
0.020
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Figure 8.24. Mean number of near-crashes per vehicle for younger drivers for leased and
private vehicles for time periods of interest over hours 1-50 of the study.
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Figure 8.25. Younger driver leased versus private vehicle near-crash relative risk for time
periods of interest over hours 1-50 of the study.
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The analyses provided in this section provided some support for the thesis that drivers were more
careful when first using an instrumented vehicle. The effect appears to wear off after the first
hour. The dataset did not provide a breakdown by minutes, so it was not possible to tell whether
this occurred within the first 5 minutes, the first half hour, or whether the adaptation did indeed
happen after exactly one hour.
Question 3. Based on the number and type of valid events, is there a significant difference
in the relative risk of driving for the same driver for weeks 1 through 4 of driving a
privately owned vehicle and weeks 1 through 4 of driving a leased vehicle?

The purpose of this question was to investigate the driver adaptation process for the same driver
in a leased vehicle versus a privately owned vehicle (both instrumented). Table 8.13 presents the
data available for these analyses in terms of number of drivers and number of events. Only
switch drivers for whom matched data were available for each week were used. For example, if
there were no data for Driver 405 for Week 2 of leased vehicle driving, then the private vehicle
driving for Driver 405 for Week 2 was also discarded. This resulted in a perfectly matched set of
drivers for each week. The average number of events as well as the RR is also presented in
Table 8.13. Weeks 2 through 4 were used as baseline for the RR calculations, and the leased
average was set equal to the baseline average to provide for a control condition as was done in
previous analyses. Figure 8.26 shows the mean number of events for leased and private vehicle
driving for weeks 1-4, while Figure 8.27 presents the RR for these time periods. Figure 8.28
provides the 95th percentage confidence intervals for the RR. As shown in Figure 8.26, there
were a greater mean number of events for leased vehicle driving on a week-by-week basis, even
with a perfectly matched set of leased vehicle drivers.
Table 8.13. Statistics for a matched set of all switch drivers for weeks 1-4.

Week

Leased
Drivers

Leased
Events

Leased
Average

Private
Drivers

Private
Events

Private
Average

RR

Week 1

13

36

2.77

13

24

1.85

1.26

Week 2

11

48

4.36

11

32

2.91

1.21

Week 3

10

28

2.80

10

22

2.20

1.14

Week 4
Weeks 2-4
Baseline

9

37

4.11

9

13

1.44

1.78

30

113

3.03

30

91

3.03

1.00
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Figure 8.26. Matched set of switch drivers leased versus private vehicle mean number of
events for weeks 1-4.
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Figure 8.27. Matched set of switch drivers leased versus private vehicle relative risk for
weeks 1-4.
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Figure 8.28. Matched set of switch drivers leased versus private vehicle relative risk for
weeks 1-4 shown with 95th percentage upper and lower confidence intervals.

The relative risk for a matched set of younger switch drivers was examined next. Table 8.14
presents the statistics for the younger drivers. Figure 8.29 provides the mean values, Figure 8.30
shows the RR, and Figure 8.31 shows the RR with the confidence interval overlay. For the
younger switch drivers, it appears that there was a slight downward trend for both the leased and
private vehicles, but for every week, the leased vehicle driving had a higher mean rate of events
than for private vehicle driving.
Table 8.14. Statistics for a matched set of all younger switch drivers for weeks 1-4.

Week

Leased
Drivers

Leased
Events

Leased
Average

Private
Drivers

Private
Events

Private
Average

RR

Week 1

4

12

3.00

4

9

2.25

1.10

Week 2

4

19

4.75

4

4

1.00

1.79

Week 3

4

14

3.50

4

6

1.50

1.36

Week 4
Weeks 2-4
Baseline

3

10

3.33

3

4

1.33

1.41

11

43

1.27

11

14

1.27

1.00
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Figure 8.29. Matched set of younger switch drivers: leased versus private vehicle mean
number of events for weeks 1-4.
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Figure 8.30. Matched set of younger switch drivers: leased versus private vehicle relative
risk for weeks 1 -4.
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Figure 8.31. Matched set of younger switch drivers: leased versus private vehicle relative
risk for weeks 1-4 shown with 95th percentage upper and lower confidence intervals.

The final analysis for Question 3 examines the matched set of older switch drivers. Table 8.15
provides the statistics, with the mean number of events for leased and private vehicles shown in
Figure 8.32. Figure 8.33 illustrates the RR and Figure 8.34 provides the confidence intervals
overlaid on the RR. This analysis was the first to show a clear break from the pattern seen up to
this point − older switch drivers appeared to have virtually the same mean number of events for
weeks 1 through 3, and then the usual difference between leased and private vehicles appeared.
Table 8.15. Statistics for a matched set of all older switch drivers for weeks 1-4.

Week

Leased
Drivers

Leased
Events

Leased
Average

Private
Drivers

Private
Events

Private
Average

RR

Week 1

9

24

2.67

9

15

1.67

1.31

Week 2

7

29

4.14

7

28

4.00

1.01

Week 3

6

14

2.33

6

16

2.67

0.93

Week 4
Weeks 2-4
Baseline

6

27

4.50

6

9

1.50

1.77

19

70

2.79

19

53

2.79

1.00
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Figure 8.32. Matched set of older switch drivers: leased versus private vehicle mean
number of events for weeks 1-4.
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Figure 8.33. Matched set of older switch drivers: leased versus private vehicle relative risk
for weeks 1-4.
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Figure 8.34. Matched set of older switch drivers: leased versus private vehicle relative risk
for weeks 1-4 shown with 95th percentage upper and lower confidence intervals.

The analyses using perfectly matched sets of switch drivers had similar results to the previous
analyses. Even when the same driver was switched from a private vehicle to a leased vehicle,
there were still more events in the leased vehicle than in the private vehicle. There was some
indication that older switch drivers might not fit this profile for weeks 1 through 3, but by week
4, the difference in the mean number of events between leased and private vehicles was back at
the usual level. If the increased number of events in leased vehicle driving for the same driver
was due to vehicle unfamiliarity, this effect was not extinguished over the first four weeks.
There were only 25 near-crashes among the switch drivers in the first 4 weeks of driving, so no
near-crash analyses were attempted for this question. The 25 near-crashes would have been split
amongst the cells representing weeks 1 through 4 and leased and private driving, leaving very
few data points in any given cell. Likewise, there were only 2 crashes in the dataset for this
question.
As distinguished from the raw numbers used in Questions 1, 2, and 3, similar analyses will be
performed to examine driver adaptation from the perspective of rate of valid events per mile
driven for Questions 4, 5, and 6.
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Question 4. Based on the rate of valid events per mile driven, is there a significant
difference in the relative risk of driving over the course of a year for drivers in a familiar
vehicle with instrumentation installed (leased and private vehicles)?

The purpose of this question was to investigate the driver adaptation process for leased vehicles
and privately owned vehicles with newly installed instrumentation over the course of the study,
while accounting for exposure by analyzing the number of events per mile driven. As before for
weekly analysis, an average of weeks 41-50 was used as the control time period. Events per mile
were calculated by dividing the number of valid events per week by the number of miles driven
for that week. Table 8.16 presents the mean number of events per mile for private and leased
vehicles for the time periods of interest as described previously. The mean number of events for
private and leased vehicles for these time periods is presented in Figure 8.35, while the RR for
these time periods is shown in Figure 8.36. As can be seen, the previous finding of a greater
mean number of events for leased vehicles was continued even when corrected for exposure,
although there was a slight upward trend for both leased and private vehicles. Because the
magnitude of the difference between leased and private vehicles stayed nearly the same
throughout the 50 weeks, the RR stayed close to 1 and fairly flat over the time periods of interest.
Table 8.16. Mean number of events per vehicle per mile for leased and private vehicles;
calculated relative risk for that time period.
Time Period
Week 1
Week 2
Week 3
Week 4
Weeks1-4
Weeks 5-8
Weeks 9-12
Weeks 13-16
Weeks 17-20
Weeks 21-24
Weeks 25-28
Weeks 29-32
Weeks 33-36
Weeks 37-40
Weeks 41-44
Weeks 45-48
Baseline Weeks 141-50
Weeks 1-50

Leased
Average
0.0033
0.0044
0.0042
0.0048
0.0041
0.0036
0.0042
0.0042
0.0038
0.0040
0.0049
0.0060
0.0052
0.0047
0.0041
0.0071
0.0055
0.0045
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Private
Average
0.0028
0.0034
0.0026
0.0027
0.0029
0.0027
0.0029
0.0026
0.0027
0.0033
0.0036
0.0037
0.0038
0.0046
0.0041
0.0041
0.0043
0.0034

Relative
Risk
1.11
1.15
1.33
1.35
1.22
1.18
1.23
1.30
1.22
1.12
1.17
1.26
1.17
1.02
1.00
1.28
1.00
1.15
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Figure 8.35. Mean number of events per mile for leased and private vehicles for time
periods of interest over weeks 1-50 of the study.
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Figure 8.36. Events per mile relative risk for leased versus private vehicles for time periods
of interest over weeks 1-50 of the study.
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Given the slight upward trend of events per mile for leased and private vehicles, a matched set of
younger drivers was used to determine whether this trend continued with a more controlled
group of participants. Given that the numbers and ages were a reasonable matched set as shown
in Question 1, a comparison of leased versus private vehicles was performed including only the
younger drivers. Table 8.17 shows the means and RR for each time period of interest. Figure
8.37 shows the mean number of events per mile for each time period, while Figure 8.38 shows
the RR for these time periods. As can be seen in Figure 8.37, the upward trend was even more
pronounced for the matched set of younger drivers. In examining the miles and event raw data,
it was apparent that fewer miles were driven (or recorded) as time went on, and that there was a
less steep downward decline in the number of events over time. These two factors combined to
create the increase in events per mile over time. Whether the decline in miles driven over time is
accurate was difficult to determine, so this result may be an artifact of the data reduction process.
Table 8.17. Mean number of events per mile for younger drivers only for leased and
private vehicles; calculated RR for those time periods. Leased vehicle values do not include
leased portion of switch drivers.
Time Period
Week 1
Week 2
Week 3
Week 4
Weeks1-4
Weeks 5-8
Weeks 9-12
Weeks 13-16
Weeks 17-20
Weeks 21-24
Weeks 25-28
Weeks 29-32
Weeks 33-36
Weeks 37-40
Weeks 41-44
Weeks 45-48
Baseline Weeks 141-50
Weeks 1-50

Leased
Average
0.0028
0.0034
0.0035
0.0040
0.0034
0.0032
0.0043
0.0043
0.0040
0.0041
0.0049
0.0060
0.0053
0.0048
0.0046
0.0071
0.0054
0.0047
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Private
Average
0.0030
0.0032
0.0021
0.0027
0.0028
0.0024
0.0029
0.0025
0.0028
0.0034
0.0036
0.0040
0.0047
0.0048
0.0039
0.0048
0.0054
0.0038

Relative
Risk
0.95
1.05
1.39
1.28
1.15
1.21
1.26
1.39
1.24
1.12
1.19
1.25
1.06
1.01
1.09
1.20
1.00
1.13
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Figure 8.37. Mean number of events per mile for younger drivers for leased and private
vehicles for time periods of interest over weeks 1-50 of the study.
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Figure 8.38. Relative risk for younger driver leased versus private vehicles for time periods
of interest over weeks 1-50 of the study.
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Question 5. Based on the number of valid events per mile, is there a significant difference
in the relative risk of driving over the first 50 hours for drivers in a vehicle with a newly
installed instrumentation system?

Question 5 was designed to get at the idea of whether drivers experienced an increase in valid
events over the first few hours of driving a newly instrumented vehicle when exposure was
controlled by examining the data on a per mile basis. The hypothesis was that drivers would not
act naturally when they first began using an instrumented vehicle, and that they would begin to
act more naturally as time went on and they would forget about the cameras and computers. It is
hypothesized that the drivers would drive more carefully and experience fewer events when they
were aware of the cameras, and that they would loosen their guard as time goes on. As with
previous questions, we might expect to find differences in events between leased and private
vehicles, even with a matched set of drivers, so these two groups of drivers will be explored.
The next analysis compared leased and private vehicles over the first 50 hours of driving, using
the time periods of interest previously defined and calculating events per mile in the same way.
Table 8.18 presents the means and RRs for these time periods. Figure 8.39 presents the mean
number of events for private and leased vehicles, while Figure 8.40 shows the RR for these time
periods.
It can be seen in Figure 8.39 that the data followed almost the exact same pattern as for Question
2. The first hour provided the lowest mean rate of events, and leased and personal vehicles were
similar for the hours 1 and 4. Other than hours 1 and 4, the leased vehicle event per mile rate
was higher than the rate for private vehicles for all other time periods. The magnitude of the
difference was about the same as seen in previous analyses. This lends some credence to the
hypothesis that drivers of both vehicle types were careful of the instrumentation system in the
first hours, but very quickly acclimated and resumed a natural driving behavior.
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Table 8.18. Mean number of events for per mile for leased and private vehicles; calculated
RR for those time periods.
Leased
Average
0.0022
0.0131
0.0124
0.0031
0.0115
0.0082
0.0129
0.0077
0.0112
0.0095
0.0102
0.0100
0.0137
0.0096
0.0091
0.0067
0.0101

Time Period
Hour 1
Hour 2
Hour 3
Hour 4
Hour 5
Hours 1-5
Hours 6-10
Hours 11-15
Hours 16-20
Hours 21-25
Hours 26-30
Hours 31-35
Hours 36-40
Hours 41-45
Hours 46-50
Baseline Hours 41-50
Hours 1-50
0.016

Private
Average
0.0030
0.0064
0.0091
0.0049
0.0077
0.0060
0.0081
0.0058
0.0050
0.0060
0.0062
0.0060
0.0059
0.0067
0.0053
0.0067
0.0061

Relative
Risk
0.80
1.36
1.12
0.75
1.18
1.17
1.20
1.16
1.46
1.25
1.25
1.27
1.44
1.18
1.31
1.00
1.26
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Figure 8.39. Mean number of events per mile for leased and private vehicles for time
periods of interest over hours 1-50 of the study.
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Figure 8.40. Events per mile leased versus private vehicle relative risk for time periods of
interest over hours 1-50 of the study.
Question 6. Based on the number and type of valid events per mile driven, is there a
significant difference in the relative risk of driving for the same driver for weeks 1 through
4 of driving a privately owned vehicle and weeks 1 through 4 of driving a leased vehicle?

The purpose of this question was to investigate the driver adaptation process for the same driver
in a leased vehicle versus a privately owned vehicle (both instrumented) on a per mile basis so
that any exposure differences between leased vehicle driving and private vehicle driving could
be taken into account. Table 8.19 presents the data available for these analyses in terms of the
mean number of events per mile and the RR for each of weeks 1 through 4. Only switch drivers
for whom matched data were available for each week were used. For example, if there were no
data for Driver 405 for Week 2 of leased vehicle driving, then the private vehicle driving for
Driver 405 for Week 2 was also discarded. This resulted in a perfectly matched set of drivers for
each week. Weeks 2 through 4 were used as baseline for the RR calculations, and the leased
average was set equal to the baseline average to provide for a control condition as was done in
previous analyses. Figure 8.41 shows the mean number of events for leased and private vehicle
driving for weeks 1-4, while Figure 8.42 presents the RR for these time periods.
As shown in Figure 8.41, there were a greater mean number of events per mile for leased vehicle
driving for three of the four weeks, even with a perfectly matched set of leased vehicle drivers.
The results of the per mile analysis were in close agreement with Question 3 for younger and
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older drivers, so those results are not shown here. The most important finding of this analysis is
that even when the same driver was switched from a private vehicle to a leased vehicle, there
were still more events per mile in the leased vehicle than in the private vehicle. If the increased
number of events in leased vehicle driving for the same driver was due to vehicle unfamiliarity,
this effect was not extinguished over the first four weeks, even when exposure was taken into
account.
Table 8.19. Events per mile statistics for a matched set of all switch drivers for weeks 1-4.
Week

Leased
Events/Mile

Private
Events/Mile

RR

Week 1

0.0062

0.0045

1.13

Week 2

0.0083

0.0039

1.33

Week 3

0.0037

0.0031

1.09

Week 4
Weeks 2-4
Baseline

0.0071

0.0030

1.44

0.0033

0.0033

1.00

0.008
Leased Vehicles
Private Vehicles

Average Number of Events/Mile

0.006
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0.002

0.000
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Figure 8.41. Matched set of switch drivers leased versus private vehicle mean events per
mile for weeks 1-4.
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Figure 8.42. Matched set of switch drivers leased versus private vehicle relative risk per
mile for weeks 1-4.

The analysis to date for switch drivers has examined only weekly data. However, it was also
possible to look at switch drivers in the first hours of driving each vehicle type, using the hourly
dataset prepared for Questions 2 and 4. An examination of the hourly data provided some
evidence to support the theory that individual younger drivers may have had trouble adapting to
a new vehicle. The switch driver data were examined to find drivers for whom 10 hours of data
were available for both the private vehicle portion of their driving and the leased vehicle portion.
Six of the switch drivers met this criterion. Altogether, these drivers experienced 9 events in the
first 10 hours of driving their own private vehicle, and 18 events in the first 10 hours after
switching over to a leased vehicle (Figure 8.43). Note that there were no events in the first hour
of driving for either leased or private vehicle driving.
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Figure 8.43. Number of events for leased and private vehicle driving in the first 10 hours of
driving for a matched set of 6 switch drivers.

When the data was examined in detail, it was discovered that the two older switch drivers
experienced 3 events in their private vehicles and none in the leased vehicles, while the 4
younger drivers experienced 6 events in the private vehicles and 18 in the leased vehicle. Figure
8.44 shows the number of events for the 4 younger drivers. Of the 6 events in the private
vehicles, there were no near-crashes and 1 crash (a younger driver). Of the 18 events in the
leased vehicles, there were 2 near-crashes (both younger drivers) and no crashes. The same
pattern held true when events were corrected for exposure (events per mile). Figure 8.45 shows
the events per mile for the set of 6 drivers, while Figure 8.46 shows the same thing for the 4
younger drivers only.
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Figure 8.44. Number of events for leased and private vehicle driving in the first 10 hours of
driving for a matched set of 4 younger switch drivers.
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Figure 8.45. Events per mile for leased and private vehicle driving in the first 10 hours of
driving for a matched set of 6 switch drivers.
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Figure 8.46. Events per mile for leased and private vehicle driving in the first 10 hours of
driving for a matched set of 4 younger switch drivers.

The relative risk was then calculated for this rather small dataset using an average of weeks 1-3
as the exposure period and weeks 4-10 as the baseline. The events per mile RR calculated using
the same methods described previously is 1.14 for all drivers for weeks 1-3 as compared to
weeks 4-10, and 1.20 for the younger drivers for the same time periods.
DISCUSSION

The questions addressed in Chapter 8, Goal 4 were intended to explore issues of whether driver
behavior in an instrumented vehicle changed over time. The units of time used were weeks
(weeks 1 through 50) and hours (the first 50 hours). The issues explored were: (1) driver
behavior in a newly instrumented leased vehicle in the first weeks as compared to by the end of
the study; (2) driver behavior in the first few hours of driving; and (3) driver behavior for the
same driver in four weeks of leased vehicle driving versus four weeks of private vehicle driving.
The relative risk analysis technique was borrowed from the field of epidemiology, and required
that there be both an exposed and unexposed condition and a comparison and baseline time
period. The relative risk of an event for the exposed condition for a given time period can then
be calculated as compared to the unexposed condition for that time period. For these questions,
the exposed condition was the leased vehicle and the unexposed condition was the private
vehicle, since the private vehicle drivers kept driving their usual vehicles while the leased
vehicle drivers were exposed to a new vehicle. The baseline time periods were an average of
weeks 41-50 for the yearly comparison, hours 41-50 for the hourly comparison, and weeks 2-4
for the leased versus private vehicle comparisons.
In answering Question 1 for driver behavior over the first year of the study, a potential confound
between leased vehicles and age was discovered. None of the leased vehicle drivers were over
the age of 30, so any results from the leased vehicle analyses may have been confounded by age.
An age analysis confirmed that there was indeed an effect of age, but that it was not as large as
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the effect for leased versus private vehicles. The next analysis examined whether there were
enough younger private vehicle drivers to make a comparison of leased versus private vehicle
driving using a matched set of younger drivers. There were approximately 25 younger drivers of
both leased and private vehicles. The age distributions of these two groups were quite similar, so
these approximately 50 drivers were used for Questions 1, 3, 4, and 6. For Questions 2 and 5,
matched sets of switch drivers were used (those who moved from a private vehicle to a leased
vehicle at the end of the study).
Question 1 and Question 4: Driving behavior over the year

The purpose of these questions was to investigate the driver adaptation process for leased
vehicles and privately owned vehicles with instrumentation over the course of the study. It was
expected that drivers would be most adapted to their vehicles and to the instrumentation by the
end of the study, so weeks 41-50 were used as the baseline time period. Question 1 explored this
issue in terms of the average number of events per vehicle for private and leased vehicles (thus
controlling for the different numbers of private and leased vehicles), while Question 4 used
events per mile to account for exposure differences in terms of miles driven.
As discussed, a matched set of younger drivers was used to explore these questions. When
events were examined, it became obvious that although there was not any appreciable change in
driving behavior over the course of a year, there was a consistently higher risk for leased vehicle
drivers as compared to private vehicle drivers, even when using a matched set of younger
drivers. It was then hypothesized that leased vehicle drivers may be willing to take risks with
these vehicles, since they were not responsible for insurance or repairs, and had no ownership
interest in the vehicles. If this were the case, it was then hypothesized that the same difference
might not occur for crashes and near-crashes, because drivers might be more willing to put a
vehicle in harm’s way (indicated by a higher number of incidents) but not willing to themselves
at risk (as exemplified in the number of crashes and near-crashes). An examination of the nearcrash data did not support this hypothesis -- the leased vehicles were still at a higher risk of nearcrashes. It was only when the crash data were examined that the hypothesis was supported. The
relative risk of crashes over time for this matched set of drivers was relatively low when leased
vehicles were compared to private vehicles. Question 4 explored the same issues, except that the
data were corrected for exposure in terms of miles driven. The same basic findings appeared
when the data were examined in this way. Based on these results, we might expect that if we
were to transfer the leased vehicle drivers into their own private vehicles in which they would be
responsible for repairs, insurance, etc., that their incident levels would drop to the same levels
shown for private vehicle drivers.
Question 2 and Question 5: Driving behavior over the first 50 hours

Questions 2 and 5 were designed to determine whether drivers experienced an increase in valid
events over the first few hours of driving a newly instrumented vehicle. The hypothesis was that
drivers would not act “naturally” when they first began using an instrumented vehicle, and that
they would begin to act more naturally as time went on and they would forget about the cameras
and computers. It was hypothesized that the drivers would drive more carefully and experience
fewer events when they were aware of the cameras, and that they would revert to normal
behavior as time went on. If a point in time can be identified at which drivers adapted and began
acting more naturally, this would be useful information for future instrumented vehicle studies of
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naturalistic driving. Previous experience at VTTI has indicated that drivers adapt amazingly
quickly to the instrumented vehicle (perhaps within minutes, even in an unfamiliar vehicle), but
the question has never been empirically analyzed as was attempted here. As seen in Questions 1
and 4, we might expect to find differences in events between leased and private vehicles, even
with a matched set of younger drivers, so these two groups of drivers were explored as they were
in Questions 1 and 4.
As before, even when controlling for age to the degree possible, leased vehicles experienced a
greater mean number of events for nearly every time period studied. The only exceptions were
hours 1 and 4, in which the leased and private vehicles experienced nearly identical mean
numbers of events. It did appear that drivers of both vehicle types were being very careful
during the first hour with a newly instrumented vehicle. The age analysis had the same trend.
Both younger and older drivers experienced their lowest mean rate of events in the first hour of
driving, and both then leveled off to about the same levels seen in the weekly analysis.
An analysis of near-crashes was also performed. There were 45 leased vehicle near-crashes and
22 private vehicle near-crashes for younger drivers in the first 50 hours of driving. The pattern
was the same one seen in the weekly analysis, although there did seem to be an overall decline in
near-crashes for leased vehicle drivers over the first 50 hours of driving, while the private vehicle
driver near-crash levels remained nearly flat over the 50 hours. For nearly every time period,
however, there were a greater mean number of near-crashes for the leased vehicle drivers as
compared to the private vehicle drivers, even in this matched set of younger drivers. The results
for both overall events and near-crashes were quite similar when controlling for exposure in the
per mile analyses in Question 5.
Questions 2 and 5 provided support for the thesis that drivers are more careful when first using
an instrumented vehicle. The effect appears to wear off after the first hour. The dataset did not
provide a breakdown by minutes, so it was not possible to tell whether this occurred within the
first 5 minutes, the first half hour, or whether the adaptation did indeed happen after exactly one
hour.
Question 3 and Question 6: Same driver for four weeks in private and leased vehicles

The purpose of questions 3 and 6 was to investigate the driver adaptation process to an
unfamiliar vehicle for the same driver in a leased vehicle versus a privately owned vehicle (both
instrumented). The analyses for Questions 1, 2, 4, and 5 made it apparent that there was a real
increased risk for drivers in leased vehicles as compared to private vehicles, so Questions 3 and 6
were also seen as being useful in further examining this risk. Only switch drivers for whom
matched data were available for each week were used. For example, if there were no data for
Driver 405 for Week 2 of leased vehicle driving, then the private vehicle driving for Driver 405
for Week 2 was also discarded. This resulted in a perfectly matched set of drivers for each week.
The data did not indicate any clear trend of adaptation to a new vehicle. When examining the
leased versus private vehicle question, however, the analyses using perfectly matched sets of
switch drivers had similar results to the previous analyses. Even when the same driver was
switched from a private vehicle to a leased vehicle, there were still more events in the leased
vehicle than in the private vehicle. There was some indication that older switch drivers might
not fit this profile for weeks 1 through 3, but by week 4, the difference in the mean number of
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events between leased and private vehicles was back at the usual level. If the increased number
of events in leased vehicle driving for the same driver was due to vehicle unfamiliarity, this
effect was not extinguished over the first four weeks, and based on the yearly results, the higher
numbers for leased vehicles likely had very little to do with adaptation, since after 50 weeks
there were still clearly more vents and more near-crashes for leased vehicles as compared to
private vehicles. The results of the per mile analysis for Question 6 were in close agreement
with Question 3 for younger and older drivers. The most important finding from these analysis
was that even when the same driver was switched from a private vehicle to a leased vehicle,
there were still more events per mile in the leased vehicle than in the private vehicle. If there
was an effect of adaptation, it was extinguished before the first week was out.
In order to further explore the issue of adaptation to a new vehicle, the hourly dataset prepared
for Questions 2 and 4 was examined over the first 10 hours (representing approximately one
weeks’ worth of data). The switch driver data were examined to find drivers for whom 10 hours
of data were available for both the private vehicle portion of their driving and the leased vehicle
portion. Six of the switch drivers met this criterion. There were no events in the first hour of
driving for either leased or private vehicle driving for these 6 drivers, providing support for
drivers being more careful during the first hour after beginning to drive an instrumented vehicle,
but not providing real support for adaptation to a new vehicle.
Altogether, these 6 drivers experienced 9 events in the first 10 hours of driving their own private
vehicle and 18 events in the first 10 hours after switching over to a leased vehicle. When only
the 4 younger drivers were considered, there were 6 events in the first 10 hours for private
vehicles and 18 events for leased vehicles. This trend held true even when the per mile analysis
was conducted to control for exposure. This provided some evidence to support the theory that
individual younger drivers may have trouble adapting to a new vehicle, while there was no
evidence that this was true for older drivers.
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CHAPTER 9: GOAL 5, DETERMINE REAR-END CRASH CONTRIBUTING
FACTORS AND DYNAMIC CONDITIONS
DATA ANALYSIS OVERVIEW

For the analyses associated with Chapter 9, Goal 5, four lead-vehicle conditions were originally
slated for evaluation:
• Lead vehicle stopped less than or equal to 2 seconds
• Lead vehicle stopped greater than 2 seconds
• Lead vehicle decelerating
• Lead vehicle moving at a slower constant speed
Upon examination of the events in the 100-Car Study reduced data, a fifth lead-vehicle condition
was added:
• Lead vehicle accelerating
Since the vehicles were instrumented with a rear-facing radar system, following-vehicle events
(for which the subject vehicle was the lead vehicle) are also included in these analyses. For this
chapter, we will examine the frequency and rate of lead and following-vehicle events, then the
relation of the events to driver characteristics, contributing factors, and drivers’ corrective
actions.
Data Included in the Analyses

An important note for these analyses is that, since relative rates of events between groups were
of interest, the rate of events was initially calculated at an individual level, and then averages
were calculated for the group level. This is in contrast to analyses conducted for Chapter 12,
Goal 8, which calculated rates based upon total mileage collected in the study.
Therefore, to arrive at the number of million vehicle miles traveled (MVMT) for the rate data,
estimates were calculated based upon video reduction during which reductionists viewed a
sample of 100 trip files for each vehicle and recorded whether the primary driver was behind the
wheel. The percentage of trip files that each of 109 primary drivers were behind the wheel was
multiplied by the total vehicle miles traveled for that vehicle (based on the odometer readings) to
arrive at a VMT for each primary driver. This was then multiplied by 1,000,000 to provide a
MVMT estimate for each driver. Each rate analysis went back to the driver level to determine
the rate of events per MVMT based on the drivers involved in those events. Drivers who were
not included in a certain cell (with none of the event type shown in that cell) were assigned a
zero for MVMT.
From the dataset of 109 primary drivers, 5 had traveled less than 1,000 miles and 9 did not have
any lead or following-vehicle conflicts, so they were eliminated from consideration for these
analyses. This left a total of 95 drivers in these analyses.
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Question 1. What are the relative frequencies of these 5 RE scenarios, and the rates of
driver involvement in these scenarios per MVMT?

The frequency of lead-vehicle and following-vehicle events by level of severity was determined
for the driver data included in the analyses (Figure 9.1). For the lead-vehicle conflict case, the
resulting dataset contained 13 crash events, 268 near-crash events, and 4,747 incidents. For the
following-vehicle conflict case, the resulting dataset contained three crash events, 10 near-crash
events, and 130 incidents.
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130
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Near Crash
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3
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Figure 9.1. Frequency of lead- and following-vehicle events by level of severity.

Note that there were fewer following-vehicle events compared to lead-vehicle events in this
dataset. This was due to the differences in the radar signatures for a forward versus a rear-facing
radar system. Essentially, a forward-facing radar system has more objects to discern since
gaining range on any static object indicates a potential threat. Alternatively, a rear-facing radar
system only needs to produce a signature for objects moving toward the vehicle since all other
targets are increasing in range as the vehicle moves forward.
Additionally, it was easier to validate triggers for a lead-vehicle scenario versus a followingvehicle scenario. For lead-vehicle conflicts, the radar signatures gave reductionists better data
for the rate of deceleration, forward time-to-collision (TTC), and forward range, which could be
verified readily using the subject vehicle accelerometer and the forward camera. However, the
rear radar did not supply a direct measure of rate of deceleration or speed. For following-vehicle
conflicts, the rate of deceleration was much harder to calculate and more difficult to assess by the
reductionists with the rear-facing camera. Therefore, verifying conflicts with following vehicles
was a more difficult process and only the most severe events were likely to be validated. Based
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on the event data available for lead and following vehicles, the event rate per MVMT was
calculated for each level of severity (Figure 9.2). Data for Lead-vehicle and Following-Vehicle
will be discussed separately in this section.
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Figure 9.2. The rate of lead- and following-vehicle conflicts by level of severity.

Lead-vehicle (LV) Data
The frequency of lead-vehicle events for each of 5 lead-vehicle scenarios is shown in Table 9.1.
It can be seen that the most common scenario for incidents was LV decelerating, followed by LV
stopped >2 s. For near-crashes, the most common scenario was again LV decelerating, followed
this time by LV stopped <2 s. It is noteworthy that although LV decelerating was the most
common scenario for incidents and near-crashes, there were no crashes for this scenario. All of
the crashes occurred in circumstances for which the LV was stopped when the crash occurred,
either more than 2 seconds (6 crashes) or 2 seconds or less (7 crashes). This means that none of
the lead vehicles were still moving at the time the subject vehicle struck them. There were a
fairly small number of incidents and near-crashes for LVs moving at a slower, constant speed.
There were only 8 incidents for LV accelerating, and no crashes or near-crashes for this scenario.
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Table 9.1. Frequencies for the 5 RE lead-vehicle scenarios by event severity

Severity
Incident
Near-Crash
Crash

LV
accelerating
8
0
0

LV moving
slower,
constant
speed
119
5
0

LV
decelerating
2,436
148
0

LV stopped
≤2s
989
74
7

LV Stopped
>2s
1,195
41
6

As can be seen in Table 9.2, the overall data pattern remained the same, even when controlled for
exposure by calculating rates per MVMT. The rate calculation resulted in no change in the most
common scenarios. Tables from this point on will be presented in rate per MVMT format.
Table 9.2. Rate of events per MVMT for the 5 RE lead-vehicle scenarios by event severity

Severity
Incident
Near-Crash
Crash

LV
accelerating
7.35
0
0

LV moving
slower,
constant speed
83.10
3.68
0

LV
decelerating
2,011.38
144.75
0

LV stopped
≤2s
838.17
67.24
5.49

LV Stopped
>2s
1,051.96
38.80
4.45

The rate of events per MVMT by age grouping and severity for each of the 5 scenarios is shown
in Table 9.3. The only distinct trend in the data was that 18- to 20-year-olds had the greatest rate
of incidents and near-crashes for each of the 5 scenarios. The rates were fairly constant across
each of the other age categories for each scenario type for incidents and near-crashes. The 18- to
20-year-olds did have the highest rate of crashes for LV stopped < 2 s. For LV stopped > 2
seconds crashes, 35-44-year-olds had the highest rate per MVMT.
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Table 9.3. Rate of events per MVMT for the 5 RE lead-vehicle scenarios for each age
group by event severity
Incident

Subject Age
18-20
21-24
25-34
35-44
45-54
55+

Subject Age
18-20
21-24
25-34
35-44
45-54
55+

Subject Age
18-20
21-24
25-34
35-44
45-54
55+

LV
accelerating
13.11
9.82
10.27
5.67
4.04
0

LV moving
slower,
constant
speed
195.52
77.96
48.96
92.98
54.41
33.48

LV
decelerating
4,674.44
1,740.10
1,315.16
2,167.65
1,330.93
1,019.87

LV
stopped
≤2s
1,814.74
679.49
732.51
672.16
860.34
310.58

LV
Stopped
>2s
2,621.40
1,017.61
694.25
918.96
741.80
406.21

LV
accelerating
0
0
0
0
0
0

Near-Crash
LV moving
slower,
constant
LV
speed
decelerating
10.21
471.38
0
137.48
0
58.66
6.15
125.94
6.04
56.39
0
45.97

LV
stopped
≤2s
154.62
36.91
70.03
78.55
42.46
26.54

LV
Stopped
>2s
128.92
28.33
34.36
17.23
20.43
13.32

LV
accelerating
0
0
0
0
0
0

Crash
LV moving
slower,
constant
speed
0
0
0
0
0
0

LV
stopped
≤2s
15.07
2.78
8.41
0
3.64
4.97

LV
Stopped
>2s
5.10
2.78
6.43
11.14
0
0

LV
decelerating
0
0
0
0
0
0

The next set of analyses provided a further breakdown of rate of RE lead-vehicle scenarios by
both age and gender. Age groups were combined into three groups for these analyses (ages 1824, 25-44, and 45+). The first analysis examined the rate of incidents for the 5 RE lead-vehicle
scenarios by age and gender as shown in Table 9.4. For LV decelerating (the most common
category in terms of frequency), females experienced a higher rate of incidents than males in the
all three age groups. For LV stopped < 2 seconds and LV stopped > 2 s, females had a higher
rate in the 18-24 and 45+ categories, while males had a higher rate in the 25- to 44 category. In
the LV moving at slower constant speed category, males had a higher incident rate than females
for all three categories. The age and gender rates for near-crashes from Table 9.4 were examined
next. Females had a higher rate of near-crashes than males in the all three age groups for the
three most common scenarios: LV decelerating, LV stopped < 2 s, and LV stopped > 2 s. For
crash rates, age and gender comparison were only possible for two groupings, both in the LV
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decelerating scenario. The crash rate for 18- to 24-year-old females exceeded that of males by
3.5 to 1, while 25- to 44-year-old females exceeded the male rate by 7.2 to 1.
Table 9.4. Rate of events per MVMT for the 5 RE lead-vehicle scenarios by severity, age
group, and gender
Incident
Subject
Age

18-24
25-44
45+

Subject
Gender

LV
accelerating

LV moving
slower,
constant
speed

LV
decelerating

LV stopped
≤2s

LV Stopped
>2s

Female
Male
Female
Male
Female
Male

6.54
16.78
22.51
2.17
0.00
3.66

99.45
163.32
41.21
83.45
27.62
55.76

3,668.34
2,233.31
2,097.59
1,616.70
1,429.87
1,067.02

1,476.74
8,10.01
631.62
729.03
935.84
450.70

1,937.92
1,444.34
525.74
920.95
679.49
553.68

Near-Crash
Subject
Age

18-24
25-44
45+

Subject
Gender

LV
accelerating

LV moving
slower,
constant
speed

LV
decelerating

LV stopped
≤2s

LV Stopped
>2s

Female
Male
Female
Male
Female
Male

0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00

0.00
9.61
0.00
4.39
0.00
5.47

299.01
261.70
198.98
51.59
62.20
46.13

92.60
82.17
101.74
63.66
58.37
22.76

86.68
54.35
32.81
22.73
26.58
12.17

Crash
Subject
Age

18-24
25-44
45+

Subject
Gender

LV
accelerating

LV moving
slower,
constant
speed

LV
decelerating

LV stopped
≤2s

LV Stopped
>2s

Female
Male
Female
Male
Female
Male

0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00

0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00

0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00

12.06
3.44
10.74
1.49
0.00
6.61

0.00
8.24
0.00
12.32
0.00
0.00
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Following Vehicle Data
As was true for the lead-vehicle scenarios, the following-vehicle events were concentrated in the
SV decelerating scenario. The next most common scenarios of SV stopped < 2 seconds and SV
stopped > 2 seconds were nearly equal to one another in terms of frequency. Recall that for this
scenario, the 100-Car Study subject vehicle (SV) was considered to be the lead vehicle and was
struck from behind by a following vehicle. Table 9.5 presents the overall number of followingvehicle events. Table 9.6 presents the same information in rate per MVMT, and the pattern is
much the same as for the frequency data. As before, the remainder of tables in this section will
be presented for event rate per MVMT.
Table 9.5. Frequencies for the 5 RE following-vehicle scenarios by event severity

Severity
Incident
Near-Crash
Crash

SV
accelerating
1
1
0

SV moving
slower,
constant
speed
21
0
0

SV
decelerating
207
26
4

SV stopped
≤2s
48
15
2

SV Stopped
>2s
63
0
4

Table 9.6. Rate of events per MVMT for the 5 RE following-vehicle scenarios by event
severity

Severity
Incident
Near-Crash
Crash

SV
accelerating
1.04
0.50
0.00

SV moving
slower,
constant speed
14.90
0.00
0.00

SV
decelerating
184.23
22.74
5.70

SV stopped
≤2s
37.32
11.12
2.00

SV Stopped
>2s
51.84
0.00
2.15

The rate of events by age grouping and severity for each of the 5 scenarios is shown in Table 9.7.
Since we only have data for the instrumented vehicle, the driver variables in this case refer to the
driver of the lead (struck) vehicle. For the SV decelerating scenario, there was a clear decreasing
trend for incidents with increasing age. The SV stopped > 2 seconds scenario, although less
common, also exhibited a trend for decreasing incident rates with increasing age, while the other
three scenarios did not show a clear trend. There were few data points in the near-crash and
crash data, and no obvious trends or patterns were noted. The only data point that pops out is the
crash rate for SV decelerating for 25- to 34-year-olds, which was more than three times as high
as any of the other crash rates for this table.
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Table 9.7. Rate of events per MVMT for the 5 RE following-vehicle scenarios for each age
group by event severity
Incident
Subject
Age
18-20
21-24
25-34
35-44
45-54
55+

Subject
Age
18-20
21-24
25-34
35-44
45-54
55+

SV
accelerating
0.00
0.00
0.00
5.67
0.00
0.00

SV moving
slower,
constant speed
26.45
24.13
14.13
7.66
4.39
13.51

SV
decelerating
373.32
220.13
210.92
163.57
91.81
32.98

SV stopped
≤2s
46.25
34.54
61.18
48.91
13.88
14.14

SV Stopped
>2s
151.04
34.63
59.61
36.30
23.00
15.08

SV
accelerating
0.00
0.00
0.00
2.75
0.00
0.00

Near-crash
SV moving
slower,
SV
constant speed
decelerating
0.00
29.78
0.00
45.09
0.00
3.20
0.00
28.23
0.00
20.14
0.00
3.38

SV stopped
≤2s
21.77
5.00
12.63
12.31
0.00
19.49

SV Stopped
>2s
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00

SV
accelerating
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00

SV moving
slower,
constant speed
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00

SV stopped
≤2s
0.00
5.14
0.00
0.00
0.00
7.88

SV Stopped
>2s
0.00
3.65
5.40
2.75
0.00
0.00

Crash
Subject
Age
18-20
21-24
25-34
35-44
45-54
55+

SV
decelerating
0.00
4.92
23.82
0.00
3.47
0.00

The next analyses considered the following-vehicle scenarios by both age and gender, presented
in Table 9.8. The most meaningful result for the SV decelerating scenario was that the 25- to 44year-old males had over two times the incident rate as female drivers. In contrast, 18- to 24year-old female drivers had an incident rate that was three times as high as male drivers for the
LV stopped >2 seconds scenario. When other age and gender comparisons are possible for
incidents, there is no obvious pattern. For some age groups, for some scenarios, females
exhibited a higher rate, while for others, males exhibited a higher rate. The 45+ female group
had higher incident rates than males for every scenario, but the differences were mostly small.
The near-crash rate data from Table 9.8 shows that 18- to 24-year-old females had five times the
rate as males for the LV decelerating scenario. There were not enough crash data to provide for
meaningful age and gender comparisons.
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Table 9.8. Rate of events per MVMT for the 5 RE following-vehicle scenarios by severity,
age group, and gender

Subject
Age
18-24
25-44
45+

Subject
Age
18-24
25-44
45+

Subject
Age
18-24
25-44
45+

Subject
Gender
Female
Male
Female
Male
Female
Male

Subject
Gender
Female
Male
Female
Male
Female
Male

Subject
Gender
Female
Male
Female
Male
Female
Male

SV
accelerating
0.00
0.00
10.30
0.00
0.00
0.00

Incident
SV moving
slower,
constant
SV
speed
decelerating
26.00
310.47
24.11
258.02
13.28
101.88
9.85
219.93
15.76
80.48
3.97
59.06

SV stopped
≤2s
30.10
50.79
60.01
52.88
18.33
11.51

SV Stopped
>2s
124.76
38.16
30.91
54.23
26.57
15.68

SV
accelerating
0.00
0.00
0.00
1.96
0.00
0.00

Near-Crash
SV moving
slower,
constant
SV
speed
decelerating
0.00
60.80
0.00
12.20
0.00
10.30
0.00
18.29
0.00
8.13
0.00
15.83

SV stopped
≤2s
16.79
6.91
16.27
10.97
0.00
12.99

SV Stopped
>2s
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00

SV
accelerating
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00

Crash
SV moving
slower,
constant
SV
speed
decelerating
0.00
5.16
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
16.16
0.00
0.00
0.00
3.14

SV stopped
≤2s
5.40
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
5.25

SV Stopped
>2s
3.83
0.00
0.00
5.63
0.00
0.00
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Question 2. What are the kinematic conditions associated with the above 5 RE scenarios?

The kinematic conditions examined for Question 2 include subject vehicle speed at onset of
precipitating factor (7 categories) and time headway (four categories) at onset of precipitating
factor. These are considered separately for the lead vehicle and following-vehicle scenarios. As
for Question 1, the rate of events per MVMT will be presented and analyzed.
Lead-vehicle Data
Recall that the most common LV scenario was LV decelerating, with about twice the incident
rate as either of the next two most common scenarios (LV stopped < 2 seconds and LV stopped >
2 s). For this scenario, the highest incident rates were in the 21-30 and 31-40 mph bins (Table
9.9). For LV stopped < 2 seconds the 11-20 and 21-30 mph bins showed the highest incident
rates. The LV stopped > 2 seconds scenario exhibited the highest rate with onset speeds of 21-30
and 31-40 mph. These high rates for the moderate speed ranges likely reflect the prevailing
speed limits and high traffic density present in the northern Virginia area in which the study was
conducted. For near-crashes, the moderate speed ranges of 21-30 and 31-40 also exhibited the
highest rates for all three of the most common scenarios. All of the 13 crashes fell into just four
scenarios by speed bins. The LV stopped < 2 seconds scenario had rate data for the 0-10, 11-20,
and 31-40 mph bins, while the LV stopped > 2 seconds scenario had rate data for the 0-10 mph
bin. The low vehicle speeds for crashes as opposed to near-crashes may be an indicator that
traffic density was extremely high for these crashes, and the driver made some error in closing
rate judgment that led to the crash.
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Table 9.9. Rate of events per MVMT for the 5 RE lead-vehicle scenarios for each vehicle
speed category by event severity

Subject
Vehicle
Speed
(MPH)
0-10
11-20
21-30
31-40
41-50
51-60
60+

Subject
Vehicle
Speed
(MPH)
0-10
11-20
21-30
31-40
41-50
51-60
60+

Subject
Vehicle
Speed
(MPH)
0-10
11-20
21-30
31-40
41-50
51-60
60+

LV
accelerating
1.23
0.00
0.00
2.94
2.45
0.72
0.00

Incident
LV
moving
slower,
constant
LV
speed
decelerating
2.19
34.26
13.85
247.92
20.91
636.61
21.78
657.04
8.76
271.85
8.05
111.69
7.57
49.57

LV
stopped
≤2s
68.55
246.74
330.42
159.12
25.33
3.47
4.53

LV
Stopped
>2s
35.95
139.55
501.84
304.33
47.78
15.48
6.61

LV
accelerating
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00

Near-crash
LV
moving
slower,
constant
LV
speed
decelerating
0.75
2.74
0.65
21.21
0.00
36.68
0.00
48.62
0.00
20.60
1.15
9.14
1.13
5.76

LV
stopped
≤2s
9.06
10.93
26.36
18.39
1.51
0.00
0.00

LV
Stopped
>2s
6.68
5.39
8.22
14.58
3.16
0.77
0.00

LV
accelerating
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00

Crash
LV
moving
slower,
constant
LV
speed
decelerating
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00

LV
stopped
≤2s
1.81
1.49
0.00
2.19
0.00
0.00
0.00

LV
Stopped
>2s
3.89
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00

Table 9.10 presents the rate data for subject vehicle headway to the lead-vehicle. For the two LV
stopped scenarios, the rates for headway < 1 second were much lower than the rates for the other
headways (by factors of as much as 7 to 1). For near-crashes, the data for headway at
precipitating factor onset shows no clear pattern. The rate data were fairly evenly distributed
among the four headway categories of < 1 s, 1-1.99 s, 2-2.99 s, and > 3 s. No clear pattern was
discernible for the crash data.
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Table 9.10. Rate of events per MVMT for the 5 RE lead-vehicle scenarios for each vehicle
headway category by event severity.

Subject Vehicle
Headway (s)
<1
1-1.99
2-2.99
>3

Subject Vehicle
Headway (s)
<1
1-1.99
2-2.99
>3

Subject Vehicle
Headway (s)
<1
1-1.99
2-2.99
>3

LV
accelerating
0.70
1.50
0.00
2.93

Incidents
LV moving
slower,
constant
LV
speed
decelerating
14.50
444.72
21.45
552.29
14.47
273.42
21.19
484.55

LV
stopped
≤2s
94.84
280.90
118.08
234.12

LV Stopped
>2s
38.27
245.41
267.01
307.04

LV
accelerating
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00

Near-crashes
LV moving
slower,
constant
LV
speed
decelerating
0.00
33.74
2.93
23.67
0.00
24.45
0.00
23.90

LV
stopped
≤2s
13.27
14.97
4.74
20.68

LV Stopped
>2s
3.19
13.13
5.11
10.82

LV
accelerating
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00

Crashes
LV moving
slower,
constant
LV
speed
decelerating
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00

LV
stopped
≤2s
0.00
3.23
1.72
0.54

LV Stopped
>2s
0.00
0.00
0.96
2.39

Following Vehicle Data

For the most common following-vehicle scenario of SV decelerating, the speed ranges of 11-20
and 21-30 mph had the highest rates of incidents as seen in Table 9.11. This is somewhat lower
than was found for the lead-vehicle incidents. For near-crashes, the speed ranges for the LV
decelerating scenario with the highest rates were 21-30 and 31-40 mph, which may be an
indicator that increasing event onset speed results in increased event severity. For the SV
stopped < 2 seconds scenario, the highest near-crash rates were found at 0-20 mph. The
differences between the near-crash rates for these scenarios point out that the following-vehicle
driver may have had difficulty in noticing the difference between a decelerating and stopped
vehicle, even when the initial speed was lower for the stopped vehicle scenario. The crash data
did not show any discernible pattern, given that the few crash events were distributed among so
many scenario and speed cells.
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Table 9.11. Rate of events per MVMT for the 5 RE following-vehicle scenarios for each
vehicle speed category by event severity

Subject
Vehicle
Speed
(MPH)
0-10
11-20
21-30
31-40
41-50
51-60
60+

Subject
Vehicle
Speed
(MPH)
0-10
11-20
21-30
31-40
41-50
51-60
60+

Subject
Vehicle
Speed
(MPH)
0-10
11-20
21-30
31-40
41-50
51-60
60+

SV
accelerating
1.04
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00

Incident
SV
moving
slower,
constant
SV
speed
decelerating
1.67
10.99
0.50
54.23
0.88
59.38
2.00
32.93
2.91
16.28
4.86
8.80
2.09
0.40

SV
stopped
≤2s
6.88
16.39
5.93
6.74
0.82
0.00
0.56

SV
Stopped
>2s
14.07
12.04
13.58
6.00
2.75
0.43
0.00

SV
accelerating
0.00
0.00
0.50
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00

Near-crash
SV
moving
slower,
constant
SV
speed
decelerating
0.00
0.00
0.00
1.21
0.00
5.29
0.00
5.34
0.00
4.12
0.00
4.43
0.00
2.35

SV
stopped
≤2s
4.67
2.51
2.32
1.20
0.43
0.00
0.00

SV
Stopped
>2s
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00

SV
accelerating
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00

Crash
SV
moving
slower,
constant
SV
speed
decelerating
0.00
0.95
0.00
0.99
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
3.77
0.00
0.00

SV
stopped
≤2s
0.00
0.00
0.00
2.00
0.00
0.00
0.00

SV
Stopped
>2s
1.59
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00

Table 9.12 presents the rate of following-vehicle events by the headway categories for each
following-vehicle scenario. For incidents, the highest rates were observed at less than 2 seconds
headway. For near-crashes, the SV decelerating scenario had the highest rate of incidents for the
< 1 second headway category, as was also true for the lead-vehicle cases. No clear patterns or
trends were present for the crashes.
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Table 9.12. Rate of events per MVMT for the 5 RE following-vehicle scenarios for each
vehicle headway category by event severity

Subject
Vehicle
Headway
(sec)
<1
1-1.99
2-2.99
>3

Subject
Vehicle
Headway
(sec)
<1
1-1.99
2-2.99
>3

Subject
Vehicle
Headway
(sec)
<1
1-1.99
2-2.99
>3

SV
accelerating
1.04
0.00
0.00
0.00

Incidents
SV
moving
slower,
constant
SV
speed
decelerating
9.05
75.49
2.75
60.01
0.00
16.79
3.11
30.73

SV
stopped
≤2s
10.91
12.55
2.33
11.54

SV
Stopped
>2s
16.70
17.12
6.93
8.12

SV
accelerating
0.50
0.00
0.00
0.00

Near-crash
SV
moving
slower,
constant
SV
speed
decelerating
0.00
17.38
0.00
4.11
0.00
0.40
0.00
0.85

SV
stopped
≤2s
5.11
2.08
1.63
2.30

SV
Stopped
>2s
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00

SV
accelerating
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00

Crash
SV
moving
slower,
constant
SV
speed
decelerating
0.00
5.70
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00

SV
stopped
≤2s
2.00
0.00
0.00
0.00

SV
Stopped
>2s
0.89
0.00
0.00
0.70
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Question 3. What are the contributing and associated factors for RE crashes for the above
5 RE scenarios?

Question 3 examined the contributing and associated factors for RE crashes. As for previous
analyses in this chapter, the rate per MVMT data was examined. Two types of contributing
factors were considered.
Driver factors considered in these analyses included:
• Driver Physical/Mental Impairment
• Driver 1 Distracted By
• Willful Behavior
• Driver Proficiency
• Roadway Infrastructure
• Driver 1 Vision Obscured by
Environmental and roadway factors considered included:
• Relation to junction
• Traffic control (counted if traffic control present)
• Roadway Alignment (counted if anything other then straight)
• Weather (counted if anything but sunny)
• Surface Condition (counted if anything but dry)
• Light (counted if anything other then day)
• Traffic density (counted if anything other than free flow)
As for the previous questions, lead-vehicle and following-vehicle events will be considered
separately.
Lead-vehicle Data

The rate per MVMT data for the lead-vehicle RE driver factors is shown in Table 9.13. Note
that more than one driver factor could be selected for each incident, crash, and near-crash.
Overall, the driver contributing factor with the highest rate for incidents was driver proficiency.
Referring back to the frequency data for this factor, 64 percent of incidents were coded as being
related to driver proficiency. This appeared to serve as a catchall category for nearly two-thirds
of incidents. Driver distraction had the next highest rate, and 25 percent of incidents were coded
with this factor. For the most common category (LV decelerating), the factor with the third
highest rating was willful behavior, while for LV stopped < 2 s and LV stopped > 2 s, the third
highest rating was for driver physical/mental impairment. For near-crashes, driver proficiency
also had the highest rate (from the frequency data, 59 percent of near-crashes were coded with
this factor). The overall pattern of data for driver contributing factors for near-crashes was very
similar to that observed for the incident data. For the crash data (13 crashes) the factor with the
highest rate was driver distraction, followed by driver proficiency and driver mental/physical
impairment.
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Table 9.13. Rate of events per MVMT for the 5 RE lead-vehicle scenarios for each driver
contributing factor by event severity
Incidents

Driver Factors
Driver Physical/Mental Impairment
Driver Distracted By
Willful Behavior
Driver Proficiency
Roadway Infrastructure
Driver Vision Obscured by

LV
accelerating
0.00
3.90
1.04
4.35
0.00
0.00

LV
moving
slower,
constant
speed
4.30
13.06
40.09
24.14
0.71
7.00

LV
decelerating
191.42
542.55
215.51
1,260.53
32.49
156.19

LV
stopped
≤2s
63.25
226.62
41.49
542.85
8.52
51.08

LV
Stopped
>2s
97.42
297.12
74.43
683.68
9.86
73.11

Driver Factors
Driver Physical/Mental Impairment
Driver Distracted By
Willful Behavior
Driver Proficiency
Roadway Infrastructure
Driver Vision Obscured by

Near-Crashes
LV
moving
slower,
LV
constant
accelerating
speed
0.00
0.75
0.00
1.80
0.00
1.88
0.00
1.80
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00

LV
decelerating
16.20
68.06
22.24
93.62
1.16
14.64

LV
stopped
≤2s
11.37
35.52
5.87
37.60
0.00
9.20

LV
Stopped
>2s
0.86
19.49
3.29
25.02
0.55
5.97

LV
decelerating
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00

LV
stopped
≤2s
0.00
5.49
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00

LV
Stopped
>2s
1.10
3.35
0.00
1.62
0.00
0.00

Crashes

Driver Factors
Driver Physical/Mental Impairment
Driver Distracted By
Willful Behavior
Driver Proficiency
Roadway Infrastructure
Driver Vision Obscured by

LV
accelerating
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
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moving
slower,
constant
speed
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0.00
0.00
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0.00
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Table 9.14 presents the environmental and roadway contributing factor rate data for lead-vehicle
RE events. Multiple environmental and roadway contributing factors could be selected for each
incident, near-crash, and crash. Traffic density had the highest incident rate by far of any of the
environmental and roadway contributing factors for all 5 RE lead-vehicle scenarios. Relation to
junction had the next highest rate for all 5 scenarios, followed by traffic control, light, and then
weather. The relative rank of rates within each scenario was very consistent. For near-crashes,
traffic density again had the highest rate, followed by light and then relation to junction. Again,
the relative rank between scenarios was quite consistent. For the 2 scenarios with crashes, all
environmental and roadway factors were listed as contributing factors, with very similar rates
across the factors and scenarios.
Table 9.14. Rate of events per MVMT for the 5 RE lead-vehicle scenarios for each
environmental and roadway contributing factor by event severity

Environmental and
Roadway Factors
Relation to Junction
Traffic Control
Roadway Alignment
Weather
Surface Condition
Light
Traffic Density

Environmental and
Roadway Factors
Relation to Junction
Traffic Control
Roadway Alignment
Weather
Surface Condition
Light
Traffic Density

Environmental and
Roadway Factors
Relation to Junction
Traffic Control
Roadway Alignment
Weather
Surface Condition
Light
Traffic Density

LV
accelerating
4.81
4.11
2.19
0.00
0.00
4.98
6.79

Incidents
LV moving
slower,
constant
speed
21.94
19.38
7.62
8.03
6.19
17.25
73.17

LV
decelerating
696.16
435.32
181.69
244.31
154.61
489.33
1,861.01

LV stopped
≤2s
362.22
321.03
60.91
102.05
84.88
227.36
790.56

LV Stopped
>2s
563.99
520.27
102.01
107.46
72.19
261.48
932.07

LV
accelerating
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00

Near-crashes
LV moving
slower,
constant
LV
speed
decelerating
0.65
32.35
0.65
21.40
0.00
22.78
0.00
35.69
0.00
23.91
1.88
54.09
1.80
120.96

LV stopped
≤2s
29.85
23.54
13.17
12.88
11.28
29.88
55.59

LV Stopped
>2s
11.08
9.14
1.41
2.98
2.23
7.88
33.77

LV
accelerating
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00

Crashes
LV moving
slower,
constant
speed
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00

LV stopped
≤2s
2.03
2.03
1.11
1.49
1.49
0.54
4.00

LV Stopped
>2s
2.39
2.39
1.08
2.08
2.08
1.29
2.08
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Following Vehicle Data

Please recall that the SV decelerating scenario was the most common scenario for the RE
Following Events (Table 9.15). Note also that the driver factors refer to the driver of the subject
vehicle (i.e., the struck vehicle). This implies that the struck driver contributed in some way to
the event, which is contrary to the common perception of RE crashes (e.g., the striking vehicle is
almost always ticketed). However, the video made it clear that drivers who behaved in
unexpected ways might indeed contribute to a RE crash in which they were struck. For example,
one driver would unexpectedly brake hard (0.5-0.6g) on the freeway approximately 300 feet
behind a slower moving lead vehicle.
For SV decelerating incidents, the driver factors with the highest rate were driver proficiency,
driver distraction, and physical/mental impairment, the same order as for lead-vehicle incidents.
Driver vision obscured was also a prominent factor, which may indicate why the SV driver
performed an unexpected maneuver. Near-crash rates were consistent with the incident rates for
cells with data. For crashes, driver proficiency for the SV decelerating scenario was the factor
with the lowest rate; the highest rates were observed for willful behavior and roadway
infrastructure.
The roadway and infrastructure contributing factor with the highest incident rate was again
traffic density for the SV decelerating scenario, followed by relation to junction and traffic
control (Table 9.16). The same pattern was observed for 2 other scenarios. Traffic density was
also the dominating factor for near-crashes for the SV decelerating scenario and the SV stopped
< 2 seconds scenario. There was no clear dominating contributing factor for the rate of crashes
for any of the scenarios.
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Table 9.15. Rate of events per MVMT for the 5 RE following-vehicle scenarios for each
driver contributing factor by event severity

Driver Factors
Driver Physical/Mental
Impairment
Driver 1 Distracted By
Willful Behavior
Driver Proficiency
Roadway Infrastructure
Drier 1 Vision Obscured by

Driver Factors
Driver Physical/Mental
Impairment
Driver 1 Distracted By
Willful Behavior
Driver Proficiency
Roadway Infrastructure
Drier 1 Vision Obscured by

Driver Factors
Driver Physical/Mental
Impairment
Driver 1 Distracted By
Willful Behavior
Driver Proficiency
Roadway Infrastructure
Drier 1 Vision Obscured by

SV
accelerating

Incident
SV moving
slower,
constant
speed

SV
decelerating

SV stopped
≤2s

SV
Stopped
>2s

1.04
0.00
0.00
1.04
0.00
0.00

2.26
0.56
2.88
1.09
0.00
0.76

16.82
27.38
9.93
73.31
4.76
6.96

1.08
2.12
1.84
8.59
0.00
4.85

1.37
9.00
0.50
21.88
1.45
5.73

SV
decelerating

SV stopped
≤2s

SV
Stopped
>2s

Near-crash
SV moving
slower,
constant
SV
accelerating
speed
0.00
0.00
0.50
0.00
0.00
0.00

0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00

2.81
7.37
1.67
9.56
0.96
2.44

2.03
3.37
1.08
4.74
0.00
0.00

0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00

SV
accelerating

Crash
SV moving
slower,
constant
speed

SV
decelerating

SV stopped
≤2s

SV
Stopped
>2s

0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00

0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00

0.00
1.55
3.77
0.95
3.77
0.00

0.99
0.00
0.00
2.00
0.00
0.00

0.00
1.21
0.00
0.50
0.00
0.00
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Table 9.16. Rate of events per MVMT for the 5 RE following-vehicle scenarios for each
environmental and roadway contributing factor by event severity

Environmental and Roadway
Factors
Relation to Junction
Traffic Control
Roadway Alignment
Weather
Surface Condition
Light
Traffic Density

Environmental and Roadway
Factors
Relation to Junction
Traffic Control
Roadway Alignment
Weather
Surface Condition
Light
Traffic Density

Environmental and Roadway
Factors
Relation to Junction
Traffic Control
Roadway Alignment
Weather
Surface Condition
Light
Traffic Density

SV
accelerating
1.04
1.04
0.00
1.04
1.04
0.00
1.04

Incident
SV moving
slower,
constant
speed
0.90
0.90
0.00
4.09
2.11
2.88
13.11

SV
decelerating
66.20
57.79
19.86
28.06
9.43
37.14
164.26

SV stopped
≤2s
21.54
20.85
3.20
3.58
1.20
9.59
32.28

SV Stopped
>2s
28.54
23.96
3.58
6.35
1.52
4.77
41.92

LV
accelerating
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.50
0.00
0.50
0.50

Near-crash
LV moving
slower,
constant
speed
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00

LV
decelerating
5.15
3.94
3.99
6.45
3.06
3.47
18.66

LV stopped
≤2s
6.13
5.05
1.41
1.76
1.76
1.57
10.14

LV Stopped
>2s
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00

LV
accelerating
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00

Crash
LV moving
slower,
constant
speed
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00

LV
decelerating
1.94
1.94
0.95
4.15
0.38
0.00
4.76

LV stopped
≤2s
2.00
2.00
1.01
0.99
0.00
0.00
2.00

LV Stopped
>2s
1.59
1.59
1.59
0.38
0.38
1.06
1.26
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Question 4. What are the corrective actions associated with the 5 RE scenarios above?

The corrective actions (avoidance maneuvers) considered to answer Question 4 included:
• No avoidance maneuver
• Braking (no lockup)
• Braking (lockup)
• Braking (lockup unknown)
• Releasing brakes
• Steered to left
• Steered to right
• Braked and steered to left
• Braked and steered to right
• Accelerated
• Accelerated and steered to left
• Accelerated and steered to right
• Other actions
• Unknown if driver attempted any corrective action
Because there were so many categories of corrective action, the events were grouped together in
terms of severity (incidents + near-crashes + crashes). The avoidance maneuver rate data were
considered first, followed by an age and gender analysis.
Lead-vehicle Data
Table 9.17 presents the lead-vehicle corrective action rates for all events. For the LV
decelerating and stopped scenarios, the braking (no lockup) dominated the rate data by factors of
around 10 to 1. The next highest rates were for braked and steered to right, braked and steered to
left, and braking (lockup unknown). When the LV in a RE event was stopped, the SV response
almost always involved some sort of braking activity which was rarely accompanied by steering.
For LV decelerating, steering left and steering right also had fairly high rates, although the
overwhelming choice was still braking. For LV moving at slower constant speed, a quite
different kinematic situation, braking (no lockup) still had the highest rate, but it was nearly
equaled by braked and steered to right and no avoidance maneuver. For LV accelerating, also
quite different kinematically, steered left and braking (no lockup) had the highest rates.
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Table 9.17. Rate of events per MVMT for the 5 RE lead-vehicle scenarios for each
corrective action category.

Maneuver
No avoidance maneuver
Braking (no lockup)
Braking (lockup)
Braking (lockup unknown)
Releasing brakes
Steered Left
Steered to right
Braked and steered to left
Braked and steered to right
Accelerated
Accelerated and steered to left
Accelerated and steered to right
Other action
Unknown if driver attempted
any corrective action

LV
accelerating
0.00
106.44
0.00
0.00
0.00
113.33
76.81
78.97
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00

LV moving
slower,
constant
speed
110.73
148.53
0.00
0.00
0.00
78.13
89.27
90.16
116.58
0.00
74.41
62.33
0.00

LV
decelerating
0.00
2,257.70
120.90
128.52
54.94
156.06
150.47
248.17
275.30
0.00
136.47
144.86
0.00

LV stopped
≤2s
93.49
1,073.67
48.97
127.92
0.00
100.23
74.38
102.55
152.78
0.00
58.20
48.04
0.00

LV Stopped
>2s
80.01
1,337.90
71.37
146.29
0.00
92.08
119.53
148.04
159.22
0
76.39
64.97
55.51

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

81.67

The corrective action rates per MVMT for lead-vehicle RE scenarios are presented in Table 9.18.
The rate of braking (no lockup) was higher than for females in every age category. Females also
had a higher rate for braked and steered to left for every age category. Older drivers (45+) had a
clearly lower rate of braking and steering to the right or left than did the younger age groups.
There were no other notable age or gender rate differences.
Table 9.18. Rate of events per MVMT for RE lead-vehicle scenarios by age and gender for
each corrective action category.
Maneuver
No avoidance maneuver
Braking (no lockup)
Braking (lockup)
Braking (lockup unknown)
Releasing brakes
Steered Left
Steered to right
Braked and steered to left
Braked and steered to right
Accelerated
Accelerated and steered to left
Accelerated and steered to right
Other action
Unknown if driver attempted any
corrective action

18-24
M
F
0.00
115.66
4,354.69 7,875.62
0.00
71.49
139.90
169.98
0.00
0.00
154.86
253.12
236.73
233.10
248.68
451.61
585.53
440.83
0.00
0.00
163.91
115.31
294.84
82.04
0.00
0.00
81.67

0.00
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25-44
M
F
70.43
118.18
3,389.60 4,136.37
74.11
0.00
200.38
197.49
54.94
0.00
151.41
408.77
169.68
172.41
238.24
838.92
358.95
674.58
0.00
0.00
122.53
0.00
78.54
113.33
55.51
0.00
0.00

0.00

45+
M
F
0.00
0.00
2,198.70 3,871.41
62.95
164.74
100.97
285.71
0.00
0.00
108.32
106.69
125.68
82.89
136.90
181.62
138.79
200.78
0.00
0.00
94.06
122.43
64.80
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00

0.00
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Following Vehicle Data
The corrective action rate data for the following-vehicle scenarios was quite different than that
observed for the lead-vehicle scenarios, most likely owing to the fact that it was the lead
vehicle’s (subject vehicle) response to the threat from behind that was coded. For the most
common category of LV decelerating, the response with the highest rate was accelerated and
steered to right, followed by braked and steered to left, braking (no lockup), and no avoidance
maneuver (Table 9.19). Overall, accelerating and no avoidance maneuvers were quite common
responses to following-vehicle situations, whereas they were quite uncommon for lead-vehicle
situations. Again, this indicates that the SV was either unaware of the threat from behind (no
action taken) or that they were aware and were trying to increase the distance between vehicles
(acceleration). For cases in which the lead vehicle braked or braked and steered, there may also
have been a LV threat that the SV driver perceived as more urgent. The other 3 scenarios with
rate data followed the same general pattern.
Table 9.19. Rate of events per MVMT for the 5 RE following-vehicle scenarios for each
corrective action category.

Maneuver
No avoidance maneuver
Braking (no lockup)
Braking (lockup)
Braking (lockup unknown)
Releasing brakes
Steered Left
Steered to right
Braked and steered to left
Braked and steered to right
Accelerated
Accelerated and steered to left
Accelerated and steered to right
Other action
Unknown if driver attempted
any corrective action

SV
accelerating
113.33
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
54.94
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00

SV moving
slower,
constant
speed
105.09
82.45
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
75.51
68.94
0.00
0.00
0.00

SV
decelerating
154.46
322.71
89.51
83.61
0.00
54.94
0.00
222.10
92.06
64.84
0.00
410.85
0.00

SV stopped
≤2s
122.22
127.89
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
113.33
60.88
0.00
59.03
117.91
0.00

SV Stopped
>2s
114.63
164.29
0.00
0.00
108.04
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
74.26
0.00
0.00
0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

There were no obvious age and gender rate patterns observed for following-vehicle events (Table
9.20). For those cells for which age and gender comparisons were possible, the rates were fairly
constant across both age and gender. One exception was in the 25- to 44-year-old age group, in
which males had a rate that was about twice as high for females for braked and steered left, while
the female rate for braked and steered right was nearly twice as high as for males. There is no
ready explanation for this finding, however. Another interesting finding was all of the drivers in
the 45+ age group exhibited only three responses: braking (no lockup), no avoidance maneuver,
and accelerating. Finally, 18- to 24-year-old males had a rate of braked and steered to right that
was nearly twice that of females in this age group, while the reverse was true for the braking (no
lockup) avoidance maneuver.
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Table 9.20. Rate of events per MVMT for RE following-vehicle scenarios by age and
gender for each corrective action category.
Maneuver
No avoidance maneuver
Braking (no lockup)
Braking (lockup)
Braking (lockup unknown)
Releasing brakes
Steered Left
Steered to right
Braked and steered to left
Braked and steered to right
Accelerated
Accelerated and steered to left
Accelerated and steered to right
Other action
Unknown if driver attempted any
corrective action

18-24
M
F
216.49
204.24
359.95
639.57
63.34
0.00
0.00
57.37
0.00
108.04
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
150.88
0.00
91.16
46.37
80.32
76.62
59.03
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00

0.00

25-44
M
F
239.56
243.01
396.77
368.33
115.67
0.00
96.73
0.00
0.00
0.00
54.94
0.00
0.00
0.00
190.13
113.33
60.86
115.75
54.63
0.00
0.00
0.00
264.38
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00

0.00

45+
M
142.22
142.64
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
69.55
0.00
0.00
0.00

F
131.13
203.73
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00

0.00

0.00

DISCUSSION

The frequency of lead-vehicle and following-vehicle events by level of severity was determined
for the driver data included in the analyses. For the lead-vehicle conflict case, the resulting
dataset contained 13 crashes, 268 near-crashes, and 4,747 incidents. For the following-vehicle
conflict case, the resulting dataset contained 9 crashes, 30 near-crashes, and 239 incidents.
There were fewer following-vehicle events compared to lead-vehicle events in this dataset. This
was due to the differences in the radar signatures for a forward versus a rear-facing radar system.
Essentially, a forward-facing radar system has many more objects to discern since gaining range
on any static object indicates a potential threat. Alternatively, a rear-facing radar system only
needs to produce a signature for objects moving toward the vehicle since all other targets are
increasing in range as the vehicle moves forward.
Additionally, it was easier to validate triggers for a lead-vehicle scenario versus a followingvehicle scenario. For lead-vehicle conflicts, the radar signatures gave reductionists better data
for the rate of deceleration, forward TTC, and forward range, which could be verified readily
using the subject vehicle accelerometer and the forward camera. However, the rear radar did not
supply a direct measure of rate of deceleration or speed. For following-vehicle conflicts, the rate
of deceleration was much harder to calculate and more difficult to assess by the reductionists
with the rear-facing camera. Therefore, verifying conflicts with following vehicles was a more
difficult process and only the most severe events were likely to be validated.
The four questions answered for this goal addressed driver characteristics, kinematic
characteristics, contributing factors, and corrective action for RE events. All data were presented
in the form of event rate per million vehicle miles traveled (MVMT). The 5 RE scenarios
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considered were LV accelerating, LV moving at slower constant speed, LV decelerating, LV
stopped < 2 s, and LV stopped > 2 s.
Driver characteristics examined the role of age and gender for lead-vehicle and following-vehicle
events. The only distinct trend in the lead-vehicle age data was that 18- to 20-year-olds had the
highest rate of incidents and near-crashes for each of the 5 scenarios. When age and gender were
considered for LV decelerating (the most common category in terms of frequency), females
experienced a higher rate of incidents than males in the all three age groups. For LV stopped < 2
seconds and LV stopped > 2 s, females had a higher rate in the 18- to 24 and 45+ categories,
while males had a higher rate in the 25- to 44 category. In the LV moving at slower constant
speed category, males had a higher incident rate than females for all three categories. Nearcrashes were examined next. Females had a higher rate of near-crashes than males in the all
three age groups for the three most common scenarios: LV decelerating, LV stopped < 2 s, and
LV stopped > 2 s. No conclusions could be drawn with regard to crash rates.
As was true for the lead-vehicle scenarios, the following-vehicle events were concentrated in the
SV decelerating scenario. The next most common scenarios of SV stopped < 2 seconds and SV
stopped > 2 seconds were nearly equal to one another in terms of frequency. For the SV
decelerating scenario, there was a clear decreasing trend for incidents with increasing age. The
SV stopped > 2 seconds scenario, although less common, also exhibited a trend for decreasing
incident rates with increasing age, while the other three scenarios did not show a clear trend.
There were few data points in the near-crash and crash data, and no obvious trends or patterns
were noted. The next analyses considered the following-vehicle scenarios by both age and
gender. The most meaningful result for the SV decelerating scenario was that the 25- to 44-yearold males had over two times the incident rate as female drivers. In contrast, 18- to 24-year-old
female drivers had an incident rate that was three times as high as male drivers for the LV
stopped >2 seconds scenario. When other age and gender comparisons are possible for
incidents, there is no obvious pattern. The near-crash rate data shows that 18- to 24-year-old
females had five times the rate as males for the LV decelerating scenario.
The next analyses considered the kinematic conditions for RE lead-vehicle events. For leadvehicle events, incidents and near-crashes had the highest rates for moderate speeds of 21-40
mph, while crashes had the highest rates at lower speeds of 0-20 mph. The high incident and
near-crash rates for the moderate speed ranges likely reflect the prevailing speed limits and high
traffic density present in the northern Virginia area where the study was conducted. The low
vehicle speeds for crashes as opposed to near-crashes may be an indicator that traffic density was
extremely high for these crashes, and that the driver made some error in closing rate judgment
that led to the crash. For the two LV stopped scenarios, the rates for headway < 1 second were
much lower than the rates for the other headways (by factors of as much as 7 to 1). For nearcrashes, the data for headway at precipitating factor onset shows no clear pattern. The rate data
were fairly evenly distributed among the four headway categories of < 1 s, 1-1.99 s, 2-2.99 s, and
> 3s. No clear pattern was discernible for the crash data.
For the most common following-vehicle scenario of SV decelerating, the speed ranges of 11-20
and 21-30 mph had the highest rates of incidents. This is a somewhat lower speed range than
was found for the lead-vehicle incidents. For near-crashes, the speed ranges for the LV
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decelerating scenario with the highest rates were 21-30 and 31-40 mph, which may be an
indicator that increasing event onset speed results in increased event severity. For the SV
stopped < 2 seconds scenario, the highest near-crash rates were found at 0-20 mph. The
differences between the near-crash rates for these scenarios point out that the following-vehicle
driver may have had difficulty in noticing the difference between a decelerating and stopped
vehicle, even when the initial onset speed was lower for the stopped vehicle scenario. The crash
data did not show any discernible pattern, given that the few crash events were distributed among
so many scenario and speed cells. For headway, the highest incident rates were observed at less
than 2 seconds headway. For near-crashes, the SV decelerating scenario had the highest rate of
incidents for the < 1 second headway category, as was also true for the lead-vehicle cases. No
clear patterns or trends were present for the crashes.
Overall, the driver contributing factor with the highest rate for lead-vehicle incidents was driver
proficiency. This appeared to serve as a catchall category for nearly two-thirds of incidents.
Driver distraction had the next highest rate. For the most common category (LV decelerating),
the factor with the third highest rating was willful behavior, while for LV stopped < 2 seconds
and LV stopped > 2 seconds the third highest rating was for driver physical/mental impairment.
For near-crashes, driver proficiency also had the highest rate. The overall pattern of data for
driver contributing factors for near-crashes was very similar to that observed for the incident
data. For the crash data (13 crashes), the factor with the highest rate was driver distraction,
followed by driver proficiency and then driver mental/physical impairment.
For following-vehicle events, the driver factors refer to the driver of the subject vehicle (i.e., the
struck vehicle). This implies that the struck driver contributed in some way to the event, which
is contrary to the common perception of RE crashes (e.g., the striking vehicle is almost always
ticketed). However, the video made it clear that drivers who behaved in unexpected ways might
indeed contribute to a RE crash in which they were struck. For example, the video showed
drivers who were distracted, did not realize traffic was slowing or stopping, and had to brake
hard to avoid a rear-end striking collision. This, in turn, made it more difficult for the followingvehicle driver to stop in time which sometimes led to a rear-end struck collision. For SV
decelerating incidents, the factors with the highest rate were driver proficiency, driver
distraction, and physical/mental impairment, the same order as for lead-vehicle incidents. Driver
vision obscured was also a prominent factor, which may indicate why the SV driver performed
an unexpected maneuver. Near-crash rates were consistent with the incident rates for cells with
data. For crashes, driver proficiency for the SV decelerating scenario was the factor with the
lowest rate; the highest rates were observed for willful behavior and roadway infrastructure.
The environmental and roadway contributing factors for lead-vehicle RE events was considered
next. Traffic density had the highest incident rate by far of any of the environmental and
roadway contributing factors for all 5 RE lead-vehicle scenarios. Relation to junction had the
next highest rate for all five scenarios, followed by traffic control, light, and then weather. The
relative rank of rates within each scenario was very consistent. For near-crashes, traffic density
again had the highest rate, followed by light and then relation to junction. Again, the relative
rank between scenarios was quite consistent. The following vehicle roadway and infrastructure
contributing factor with the highest incident rate was again traffic density for the SV decelerating
scenario, followed by relation to junction and traffic control. The same pattern was observed for
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two of the other scenarios. Traffic density was also the dominating factor for near-crashes for
the SV decelerating scenario and the SV stopped < 2 seconds scenario. There was no clear
dominating contributing factor for the rate of crashes for any of the scenarios.
Corrective actions for lead-vehicle events were considered next. For the lead-vehicle LV
decelerating and stopped scenarios, braking (no lockup) dominated the rate data by factors of
around 10 to 1. The next highest rates were for braked and steered to right, braked and steered to
left, and braking (lockup unknown). When the LV in a RE event was stopped, the SV response
overwhelmingly involved some sort of braking activity, usually without steering. For LV
decelerating, steering left and steering right also had fairly high rates, although the
overwhelming choice was still braking. For LV moving at slower constant speed, a quite
different kinematic situation, braking (no lockup) still had the highest rate, but it was nearly
equaled by braked and steered to right and no avoidance maneuver. For LV accelerating, also
quite different kinematically, steered left and braking (no lockup) had the highest rates. When
age and gender were considered, the rate of braking (no lockup) was higher for females than for
males in every age category. Females also had a higher rate for braked and steered to left for
every age category. Older drivers (45+) had a clearly lower rate of “braking and steering” (either
to the right or left) than did the younger age groups.
The corrective action rate data for the following-vehicle scenarios was quite different than that
observed for the lead-vehicle scenarios, most likely owing to the fact that it was the lead
vehicle’s (subject vehicle) response to the threat from behind that was coded. For the most
common category of LV decelerating, the response with the highest rate was accelerated and
steered to right, followed by braked and steered to left, braking (no lockup), and no avoidance
maneuver. Overall, accelerating and no avoidance maneuvers were quite common responses to
following-vehicle situations, whereas they were quite uncommon for lead-vehicle situations.
Again, this indicates that the SV was either unaware of the threat from behind (no action taken)
or that they were aware and were trying to increase the distance between vehicles (acceleration).
For cases in which the lead vehicle braked or braked and steered, there may also have been a LV
threat that the SV driver perceived as more urgent. The other three scenarios with rate data
followed the same general pattern. For the following-vehicle events for which age and gender
comparisons were possible, the rates were fairly constant across both age and gender. One
exception was in the 25- to 44-year-old age group, in which males had a rate that was about
twice as high for females for braked and steered left, while the female rate for braked and steered
right was nearly twice as high as for males. Another interesting finding was all of the drivers in
the 45+ age group exhibited only three responses: braking (no lockup), no avoidance maneuver,
and accelerating. Finally, 18- to 24-year-old males had a rate of braked and steered to right that
was nearly twice that of females in this age group, while the reverse pattern was seen for the
braking (no lockup) avoidance maneuver.
Additional insight into RE events can be found in Chapter 10, Goal 6 and Chapter 11, Goal 7.
The relationships between the relative frequency of crashes, near-crashes, and incidents for RE
events are explored in Chapter 12, Goal 8 using Heinrich’s Triangles.
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CHAPTER 10: GOAL 6, DETERMINE LANE CHANGE CONTRIBUTING FACTORS
AND DYNAMIC CONDITIONS
BACKGROUND

A primary overall goal for the 100-Car Study was to determine the causes and contributing
factors associated with rear-end crashes. An important aspect of fully understanding the rear-end
crash problem is understanding the pre-event maneuvers and precipitating factors that, in
conjunction with other contributing factors, lead to rear-end crashes.
The purpose of the analyses for Chapter 10, Goal 6 is to understand the degree to which lane
change events, such as cut-ins, lead to rear-end conflicts. This has important implications for the
design of future forward collision warning systems, since a cut-in vehicle may not provide a
radar signature until very late in a conflict scenario.
DATA ANALYSIS OVERVIEW

To begin to understand this issue, the RE conflict data was analyzed for both lead-vehicle (i.e.,
subject vehicle as following vehicle) and following-vehicle (i.e., subject vehicle as lead-vehicle)
scenarios. This research objective analyzed the frequency and rate distributions for the following
type of conflicts:
• Rear-end conflicts, both striking and struck.
• Rear-end conflicts resulting from a lane change by other lead-vehicle driver or subject
vehicle driver.
• The corrective actions that were taken for all of the above type of scenarios.
Frequency distributions were generated to allow calculation of the rate of occurrence of these
types of scenarios per MVMT, the initial kinematic conditions that occurred for each, and the
contributing factors that played a role for each type of scenario.
Data Included in the Analyses

Questions 1 and 2 were answered with the same set of data. For the descriptive statistics
reported in this chapter, data from 95 drivers were used. We arrived at this dataset by starting
with the 109 primary drivers. Of those, 5 had traveled less than 1,000 miles and 9 did not have
any lead- or following-vehicle conflicts.
To arrive at the number of MVMT, estimates were calculated based on video reduction during
which reductionists viewed a sample of 100 trip files for each vehicle and recorded whether the
primary driver was behind the wheel. The percentage of trip files that the primary driver was
behind the wheel was multiplied by the total vehicle miles traveled for that vehicle (based on the
odometer readings) to arrive at a VMT for each primary driver. The resulting number was then
multiplied by 1,000,000 to arrive at MVMT.
For Question 3, data from the side sensors were analyzed. During the course of the 100-Car
Study data collection, 20 of the leased vehicles were retrofitted with side sensors. Since more
than one driver operated many of the leased vehicles, data from 37 drivers were included. The
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side-sensor-equipped vehicles generated 412 weeks of data from the 4,534 total weeks for the
study. In addition, sideswipe lane change events were also included to give a complete picture of
the lane change conflicts.
Question 1. What was the frequency and rate per MVMT for RE conflicts with lanechange-related initial conditions (same travel lane, LV changed in front of subject vehicle,
SV changed in front of following vehicle, SV changed lanes behind LV, following vehicle
changes lanes behind SV)?

The breakdown of the frequencies and rates per MVMT of lead- and following-vehicle conflicts
for different lane change maneuvers is shown in Tables 10.1 and 10.2. For the lead-vehicle
conflicts (i.e., subject vehicle in conflict with a lead vehicle), the vast majority of rear-end events
in all levels of severity occurred when no lane change was present. No crashes occurred when
there was a lane change as a precipitating factor in front of the subject vehicle or when there was
a lane change behind the subject vehicle. There were, however, 64 near-crashes and 324
incidents that occurred when there was a “cut in” to the lane in front of the subject vehicle as
compared to only 4 near-crashes and 77 incidents when the SV changed behind a lead vehicle.
As will be described in a later section, the subject vehicle drivers were judged to be impaired (30
events more), distracted (44 events more) and make proficiency-related errors (e.g.,
inappropriate reaction -- 55 events more) more often in the cases when they were cut-off than
when the subject vehicle performed a close lane change in front of another vehicle. This seems
to support what has been found throughout this report. At least two elements are required for a
conflict to occur and it most often requires a precipitating maneuver plus another contributing
factor (often driver state-related). This was primarily true because the drivers were presumably
alert and attentive when they were actively performing the lane change maneuver. This logic
holds true when looking at the struck vehicle (i.e., subject vehicle conflicts with following
vehicles) in Table 10.1, since there were many more cases in which a conflict occurred when the
subject vehicle cut-in, creating a rear conflict with the other vehicle.
Table 10.1. Frequencies of conflicts with lead vehicles and conflict with following-vehicle
conflicts associated with different lane change maneuvers.
SV Striking

Incident
Near-Crash
Crash

SV lane
change
behind LV

LV lane
change in
front of SV

77
4
0

324
64
0

SV Struck
Non-lane
change
SV/LV
conflicts
4,856
280
14
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FV lane
change
behind SV

SV lane
change in
front of FV

Non-lane
change FV/
SV conflicts

7
0
0

307
15
0

362
44
10
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Table 10.2. Rates per MVMT of conflicts with lead vehicles and conflicts with following
vehicles associated with different lane change maneuvers.
SV Struck

SV Striking

Incident
Near-crash
Crash

SV lane
change
behind
vehicle
65.97
2.38
0.00

LV lane
change in
front of SV
266.79
54.31
0.00

Non-lane
change
SV strikes

FV lane
change
behind SV

SV lane
change in
front of FV

Non-lane
change
struck SV

4,081.80
267.49
10.95

5.81
0.00
0.00

241.49
13.80
0.00

310.22
36.16
9.86

An interesting aspect of Tables 10.1 and 10.2 is the difference between the subject vehicle (SV)
striking (conflict with lead vehicle) and SV struck (conflict with following vehicle) numbers. As
described in Chapter 2, Method, the trigger criteria for the forward radar were easier to filter due
to the presence of the on-board accelerometers in the subject vehicle. Therefore, to avoid a large
number of false positives toward the rear, the radar-based criteria were set much more
stringently. This explains the large overall difference between the left and right sides of Table
10.1. Note, however, the large number of events, compared to the other cells for SV Struck, in
which the subject vehicle changed lanes in front of another vehicle. All radar and other issues
aside, this supports the hypothesis (implied in the previous paragraph) that the most significant
issue in lane change maneuvering is a lead-vehicle cut-in when the following driver is required
to make a timely reaction.
SV Striking Data
The next analyses examined the rate per MVMT of SV striking events for lane change
maneuvers by the driver, characteristic of age. Figure 10.1 provides the rate data for incidents.
The no lane change category dominates, as discussed previously, but will be ignored in this
discussion since these events are explored more fully in Chapter 9, Goal 5. For lane change
events, the 18- to 20-year-olds had the highest rate for LV lane change in front of SV, while the
other age categories had fairly equal rates for this scenario. For the LV lane change behind SV
scenario, the 21- to 24-year-olds had the highest rate, although the rates were fairly even across
age groupings. Near-crashes are considered in Figure 10.2. Again, 18- to 20-year-olds had the
highest rate for the LV lane change in front of SV scenario by a factor of 2 to 1 over the next
highest age group, 35-44-year-olds. The SV lane change behind LV scenario had too few cases
to show any clear age trends. Since there were no lane change crashes, the crash data will not be
shown or discussed in this chapter. The driver characteristics for all crashes and RE crashes are
explored further in other chapters of this report.
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9522

4000
Event Rate per MVMT

SV lane
change
behind LV

3944
3638
3013

2881

3000

1806

2000

1000

0

496
61
18-20

208
97
21-24

347

244
89

58
25-34

35-44

Non-lane
change SV
strikes

243

100
52

LV lane
change in
front of SV

22

45-54

55+

Age Group (years)

Figure 10.1. Rate per MVMT for SV striking by age and lane change maneuver for
incidents.
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Event Rate per MVMT

218
192

200

SV lane
change behind
LV

135

133

100

77

5
18-20

44

41

31
0

92

0

0

9

21-24

25-34

35-44

0

10
45-54

LV lane
change in
front of SV
Non-lane
change SV
strikes

0
55+

Age Group (years)

Figure 10.2. Rate per MVMT for SV striking by age and lane change maneuver for nearcrashes.
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Figure 10.3 presents the rate data for SV striking incidents by both age and gender. In order to
simplify the presentation of results and the discussion, age categories were combined to make a
total of three age groupings: 18-24; 25-44 and; 45+. The only clear pattern that emerges from
this figure is for the 45+ age grouping. The male drivers in this age group had a rate that was
more than twice as high as that for female drivers for both lane change scenarios (SV lane
change behind LV and LV lane change in front of SV). The gender comparisons were fairly even
across the other age groupings. Almost all of the near-crashes were of the LV lane change in
front of SV type (Figure 10.4). Males had a noticeably higher near-crash rate than females for
this scenario in the 18-to-24 and 45+ age groups, while females had a higher rate in the 25- to-44
age group.
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Figure 10.3. Rate per MVMT for SV striking by age and by gender by lane change
maneuver for incidents.
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Figure 10.4. Rate per MVMT for SV striking by age and gender by lane change maneuver
for near-crashes.

SV Struck Data
Incident rates by age group for SV struck incidents are shown in Figure 10.5 by age group.
Nearly all of the lane change incidents were of the SV lane change in front of FV type. Three
age categories (18-20, 25-34, and 35-44) had incident rates that were 1.5 to 3.5 times as high as
the other three age groups. Except for the 21- to 24-year-olds, there was a downward trend with
increasing age. For near-crashes, shown in Figure 10.6, the three younger age groups had rates
1.5 to 4 times as high as the three older age groups.
Age and gender were considered next for the SV struck events. Again, only the SV lane change
in front of FV scenario will be considered, as nearly all the incidents and near-crashes were of
this type. As seen in Figure 10.7, females had nearly twice the rate as males for each of the three
age groups. A similar pattern was observed for near-crashes, except that the 18- to 24-year-old
males and females had virtually identical rates and the remaining differences for the other age
groups were by at least a 4 to 1 margin (females higher than males).
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Figure 10.5. Rate per MVMT for struck SV by age and lane change maneuver for
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Figure 10.6. Rate per MVMT for struck SV by age and lane change maneuver for nearcrashes.
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Question 2. What are the primary contributing factors associated with these RE conflicts
associated with the lane-change-related initial conditions?

Question 2 examined the contributing factors for lane change conflicts. As for previous analyses
in this chapter, rate per MVMT was examined. Two types of contributing factors were
considered.
Driver factors considered in these analyses included:
• Driver Physical/Mental Impairment
• Driver 1 Distracted By
• Willful Behavior
• Driver Proficiency
• Driver 1 Vision Obscured by
Environmental and roadway factors considered included:
• Roadway Infrastructure
• Relation to junction
• Traffic control (counted if traffic control present)
• Roadway Alignment (counted if anything other than straight)
• Weather (counted if anything but sunny)
• Surface Condition (counted if anything but dry)
• Light (counted if anything other than day)
• Traffic density (counted if anything other than free flow)
As before, only incidents and near-crashes will be presented and discussed, since there were no
lane-change-related crashes. Rate data per MVMT will be used in all cases. Environmental and
roadway factors will be discussed first, followed by driver factors.
Environmental and Roadway Factors
When the incident data were analyzed (Table 10.3), traffic density was the factor with the highest
rate for all four lane-change-related scenarios, by a factor of at least four, in all but one case.
Going back to the frequency data, 90 percent of all lane change-related incidents were coded
with traffic density as a contributing factor. Light, traffic control, and relation to junction were
second, third, or fourth most important for all four scenarios. For the non-lane-related incidents,
the highest rates were observed for traffic density, relation to junction, traffic control, and then
light, quite a different pattern than was seen for the lane change-related incidents.
When the near-crash data were considered, as shown in Table 10.4, the lane-change-related
scenarios followed similar patterns as they did for incidents. For near-crashes, the non-lanerelated rate pattern was more closely aligned to the lane-change-related near-crash data than to
the non-lane-related incident data.
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Table 10.3. Rate of incidents per MVMT for SV struck and SV striking environmental and
roadway factors.
SV Striking

Environmental and
Roadway Factors
Relation to Junction
Traffic Control
Roadway
Alignment
Weather
Surface Condition
Light
Traffic Density

SV Struck

SV lane
change
behind LV
11.18
10.21

LV lane
change in
front of
SV
79.06
49.91

Non-lane
change SV
strikes
1,702.26
1,333.21

FV lane
change
behind SV
3.82
2.08

SV lane
change in
front of
FV
47.44
35.12

Non-lane
change
struck SV
127.39
110.32

9.53
11.22
2.13
19.85
61.90

24.02
34.99
33.57
75.02
248.72

362.00
476.10
330.74
1,020.39
3,742.11

0.51
0.51
0.51
1.04
5.81

9.57
31.35
21.10
73.64
214.81

27.41
45.50
17.23
62.28
270.47

Table 10.4. Rate of near-crashes per MVMT for SV struck and SV striking environmental
and roadway factors.
SV Striking

Environmental and
Roadway Factors
Relation to Junction
Traffic Control
Roadway
Alignment
Weather
Surface Condition
Light
Traffic Density

SV Struck

SV lane
change
behind LV
1.25
1.25

LV lane
change in
front of
SV
15.45
6.96

Non-lane
change SV
strikes
82.98
61.45

FV lane
change
behind SV
0.00
0.00

SV lane
change in
front of
FV
2.68
1.08

Non-lane
change
struck SV
11.99
9.70

0.50
1.25
0.75
0.50
2.38

12.54
11.75
2.95
13.28
38.73

37.36
54.87
42.06
102.19
215.91

0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00

0.72
4.88
2.54
7.37
10.05

5.40
8.71
4.82
6.25
29.30

Driver Factors
The driver factors referred to the driver of the SV, whether the SV was in the role of the striking
or stuck vehicle. Driver factors such as willful behavior and driver proficiency were coded for
lane change-related incidents such as when the driver braked abruptly for no apparent reason.
Another example of SV behavior putting the SV at greater risk of becoming the struck vehicle
was leaving an insufficient gap when changing lanes. This sort of behavior could violate the
expectations of other drivers and create conflicts with the following vehicle. The driver factors
for all lane change-related incidents are shown in Table 10.5. Driver proficiency showed up as a
prominent factor for the SV struck scenarios (higher than the next highest driver factor rate by 4
to 1). For the SV striking scenarios, the incidents rates for driver factors were fairly even within
each scenario. Here, driver proficiency was the second highest for the SV lane change behind LV
scenario (the highest rated factor was willful behavior). When the near-crash rates in Table 10.6
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were examined, driver proficiency and driver distraction were also the factors with the highest
rates.
Table 10.5. Rate of incidents per MVMT for SV struck and SV striking driver factors.
SV Striking

Driver Factors
Driver Physical/Mental
Impairment
SV Driver Distracted By
Willful Behavior
Driver Proficiency
SV Driver Vision
Obscured By

SV Struck

SV lane
change
behind
LV

LV lane
change in
front of
SV

Non-lane
change
SV
strikes

FV lane
change
behind
SV

SV lane
change in
front of
FV

Non-lane
change
struck SV

1.79
10.55
31.20
27.89

22.89
43.82
24.33
66.76

435.58
1,033.03
443.47
2,496.71

0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00

4.51
21.26
40.05
162.13

28.03
40.69
20.35
115.87

4.31

14.12

365.39

0.00

12.37

21.68

Table 10.6. Rate of near-crashes per MVMT for SV struck and SV striking driver factors.
SV Striking

Driver Factors
Driver Physical/Mental
Impairment
SV Driver Distracted By
Willful Behavior
Driver Proficiency
SV Driver Vision
Obscured By

SV Struck

SV lane
change
behind
LV

LV lane
change in
front of
SV

Non-lane
change
SV
strikes

FV lane
change
behind
SV

SV lane
change in
front of
FV

Non-lane
change
struck SV

1.12
0.50
2.38
0.75

5.50
4.48
7.73
4.47

40.54
123.56
40.85
155.24

0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00

0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00

4.84
11.44
4.34
15.00

1.01

1.06

40.70

0.00

0.00

2.44

Question 3. What are the frequencies of lane change conflicts for side-sensor--equipped
vehicles and what were the dynamic conditions (vehicle traveling in blind spot,
approaching vehicle in adjacent lane) associated with these conditions?

As stated earlier in the chapter, 20 of the leased vehicles were retrofitted with side sensors for the
last six months of the study. For the side-sensor-equipped vehicles, data were triggered as
follows:
• Side Cutoff: For this trigger, vehicle speed had to be greater than 8.9 m/s (20 mph)
and a lane change occurred in front of another car located within 15.2 m (50 ft) of the
subject vehicle. Events validated for this trigger were successful lane changes in
which a vehicle traveling in the adjacent lane at the beginning of the maneuver was
cut off by the SV.
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•

•

•

Turn signal: This trigger occurred when an object was detected by the side radar
within +/- 1 second of any instance in which the turn signal light was active. Vehicle
speed also had to be higher than 6.7 m/s (15 mph) for the trigger to occur. Events
validated for this trigger were lane change aborts (SV driver obviously wanted to
change lanes, but was prevented from doing so by the presence of a vehicle in the
adjacent blind spot).
Side Blind Spot: This trigger occurred only for vehicle speeds greater than 8.9 m/s
(20 mph) when a lane abort maneuver (as detected by the lane tracker) occurred while
an object was detected by the side radar. Events validated for this trigger were lane
change aborts as defined above.
Side Yaw: The trigger criterion for yaw rate was any set of values that went from
neutral (i.e., ~0) yaw rate to +2 degrees/sec, oscillated back to -2 degrees/sec (or vice
versa: -2 to +2), and then returned to neutral within a 3-second time window. A
minimum speed of 6.7 m/s (15 mph) was required for the trigger to activate. In
addition, the side radar had to be detecting an object for the trigger to occur. Events
validated for this trigger were lane change aborts as defined above.

These triggers helped identify a total of 19 lane change abort events (vehicle traveling in blind
spot) and 261 lane change cutoff events (vehicle traveling in the adjacent lane at the beginning of
the maneuver was cut off by the SV) as shown in Table 10.7. The ratio of successful cutoff lane
changes to lane change aborts was 13.8 to 1. With 20 vehicles and 6 months of data collection,
there were 120 months of side radar data collected, resulting in 2.3 lane change events identified
per vehicle-month (an average of 14 conflicts identified for each leased vehicle over the sixmonth time frame). Four events are not presented in Table 10.7. In two cases, there were threats
from both the left and right (a quick swerve around a stopped vehicle with oncoming traffic
present). I n the other two cases, the threat was from a guardrail rather than another vehicle; both
occurred when the SV was traveling too fast on an exit ramp curve and went over the lane line
towards the guardrail such that it was perceived by the side radar as a threat.
Table 10.7. Lane change conflict frequencies by direction and type for side sensorequipped vehicles.
Type of Lane Change Conflict
Lane change aborts
Cutoff vehicle in adjacent lane

Left
9
166

Right
10
95

Figure 10.9 shows a scatterplot of range and range-rate for cutoff lane change conflicts. All
cutoff events but one occurred with an initial range of less than 15.5 m (51 feet). Events of the
left half of the graph (negative range rate) indicate cases in which the SV was initially traveling
slower than the cutoff vehicle. Note that distances are generally longer for these cases. That is,
if the SV had a negative range rate in relation to the cutoff vehicle, it would be considered a valid
event at a greater distance than would be true for the same event with a positive range rate. For
some events with a positive range rate (SV pulling away from the cutoff vehicle), there was also
a forward threat that the SV was closing on; some of the longer range events on the right side of
the graph fell into this category. That is, even though the SV was pulling away from the cutoff
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vehicle and was a decent distance from the cutoff vehicle, there was another threat (e.g., lead
vehicle) that made this a valid event.
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Figure 10.9. Range and range-rate values for cutoff lane change conflicts.

DISCUSSION

A primary overall goal for the 100-Car Study was to determine the causes and contributing
factors associated with RE crashes. An important aspect of fully understanding the rear-end
crash problem is understanding the pre-event maneuvers and precipitating factors that, in
conjunction with other contributing factors, lead to RE crashes. The purpose of the analyses for
Chapter 10, Goal 6 was to understand the degree to which lane change events, such as cut-ins,
lead to rear-end conflicts. This has important implications for the design of future forward
collision warning systems, since a cut-in vehicle may not provide a radar signature until very late
in a conflict scenario. To begin to understand this issue, the RE conflict data were analyzed for
both lead-vehicle (i.e., subject vehicle as following vehicle) and following-vehicle (i.e., subject
vehicle as lead vehicle) scenarios. Frequency distributions were generated to identify the rate
that these types of scenarios occurred per MVMT, the initial kinematic conditions that occurred
for each, and the contributing factors that played a role for each type of scenario.
No crashes occurred when there was a lane change as a precipitating factor in front of the subject
vehicle or when there was a lane change behind the subject vehicle. There were, however, 64
near-crashes and 324 incidents that occurred when there was a cut-in to the lane in front of the
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subject vehicle as compared to only 4 near-crashes and 77 incidents when the SV changed
behind a lead vehicle. As will be described in Chapter 11, Goal 7, the subject vehicle drivers
were judged to more often be impaired (30 incidents more), distracted (44 incidents more) and
make proficiency-related errors (e.g., inappropriate reaction; 55 more) in the cases when they
were cut-off. This seems to support what has been found throughout this report. At least two
elements are required for a conflict to occur and most often requires a precipitating maneuver
plus another contributing factor (often driver state-related) for an event to occur. In this case,
there were fewer events when the subject vehicle was the cut-in vehicle because the drivers were
presumably alert and attentive when they were actively performing the lane change maneuver.
The lane-change-related SV striking events were analyzed according to age grouping. For lane
change incidents, the 18- to 20-year-olds had the highest rate for SV lane change behind LV,
while the other age categories had fairly equal rates for this scenario. For the LV lane change in
front of SV scenario, the 21- to 24-year-olds had the highest rate, although the rates were fairly
even across age groupings. For near-crashes, 18- to 20-year-olds again had the highest rate for
the SV lane change behind LV scenario by a factor of 2 to 1 over the next highest age group (3544-year-olds). Rate data for SV striking events by both age and gender were considered next.
The only clear pattern that emerged from this figure was for the 45+ age grouping. The male
drivers in this age group had a rate that was more than twice as high as that for female drivers for
both lane change scenarios (SV lane change behind LV and LV lane change in front of SV). The
gender comparisons were fairly even across the other age groupings. Almost all of the nearcrashes were of the LV lane change in front of SV type (Figure 10.4). Males had a noticeably
higher near-crash rate than females for this scenario in the 18- to 24 and 45+ age groups, while
females had a higher rate in the 25- to 44 age group.
For lane-change-related SV struck events, three age categories (18-20, 25-34, and 35-44) had
incident rates that were 1.5 to 3.5 times as high as the other three age groups. Except for the 21to 24-year-olds, there was also a downward trend in events with increasing age. For nearcrashes, the three younger age groups had rates 1.5 to 4 times as high as the three older age
groups. When both age and gender were considered, females had at least twice the rate as males
for each of the three age groups. A similar pattern was observed for near-crashes, except that the
18- to 24-year-old males and females had virtually identical rates and the remaining differences
for the other age groups were by at least a 4 to 1 margin (females higher than males).
Roadway and infrastructure factors were considered next. Traffic density was the factor with the
highest incident rate for all 4 lane-change-related scenarios, by a factor of at least four in all but
one case. Going back to the frequency data, 90 percent of all lane-change-related incidents were
coded with traffic density as a contributing factor. Light, traffic control, and relation to junction
were second, third, or fourth most important for all 4 scenarios. For the non-lane-related
incidents, the highest rates were observed for traffic density, relation to junction, traffic control,
and then light, quite a different pattern than was seen for the lane-change-related incidents.
When the near-crash data were examined, the lane-change-related scenarios followed similar
patterns as for incidents. For near-crashes, the non-lane-related rate pattern was more closely
aligned to the lane-change-related near-crash data than to the non-lane-related incident data.
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Driver contributing factors were also examined. Driver proficiency showed up as a prominent
factor for the SV struck incident scenarios (higher than the next highest driver factor rate by 4 to
1). For the SV striking scenarios, the incident rates for driver factors were fairly even within
each scenario, and driver proficiency was not even the top factor for the SV lane change behind
LV scenario (the highest rated factor was willful behavior). When the near-crash rates were
examined, driver proficiency and driver distraction also had the highest rates.
Twenty of the leased vehicles were retrofitted with side sensors for the last six months of the
study. Four triggers based on the side radar and turn signal, the lane tracker, and the yaw sensor
helped identify a total of 280 lane change abort (vehicle traveling in blind spot) and lane change
cutoff (vehicle traveling in the adjacent lane at the beginning of the maneuver was cut off by the
SV) events. The ratio of successful cutoff lane changes to lane change aborts was 13.8 to 1. All
cutoff events but one occurred with an initial range of less than 15.5 m (51 feet). Events with an
initial negative range rate indicated cases in which the SV was initially traveling slower than the
cutoff vehicle; ranges were generally longer for these cases. That is, if the SV had a negative
range rate in relation to the cutoff vehicle, it would be considered a valid event at a greater
distance than would be true for the same event with a positive range rate. For some events with a
positive range rate (SV pulling away from the cutoff vehicle), there was also a forward threat
that the SV was closing on. That is, even though the SV was pulling away from the cutoff
vehicle and was a decent distance from the cutoff vehicle, there was another threat present that
made this a valid event.
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CHAPTER 11: GOAL 7, DETERMINE THE DISTRIBUTION OF INATTENTION FOR
EACH REAR-END LEAD-VEHICLE SCENARIO
DATA ANALYSIS OVERVIEW

The purpose of this goal is to analyze the impact of driving inattention on rear-end striking
crashes, near-crashes, and incidents. For a more general treatment of driver inattention, refer to
Chapter 7, Goal 3. For both this chapter and Chapter 7, Goal 3, driver inattention is
operationally defined somewhat differently for crashes, near-crashes, and incidents. For crashes
and near-crashes, inattention is considered to be present when drowsiness, driving-related
inattention to forward roadway, secondary task performance, or nonspecific eyeglance away
from the forward roadway was identified as a contributing factor either during the initial data
reduction or during the eyeglance data reduction. For incidents, inattention is present when
drowsiness, driving-related inattention to forward roadway, or secondary task performance was
identified as a contributing factor during initial data reduction. These separate definitions were
necessary because project resources did not allow eyeglance data reduction for the large number
of incidents analyzed for this study.
Recall from Chapter 7, Goal 3 that reductionists recorded drowsiness as a contributing factor for
drivers who exhibited drowsy behaviors, including slow eyelid closures (Wierwille and
Ellsworth, 1994). These events represent moderate to severe drowsiness, and are grouped under
the general heading of driver inattention since they are unable to devote a “safe” level of
attention to driving due to eyelid closures or the general effects of drowsiness. Driving-related
inattention to the forward roadway included those events when the driver was performing a
driving-relevant task (i.e., checking the speedometer, checking rear-view mirrors, blind spots, or
looking 90 deg to check for cross traffic), but was not looking at the forward roadway.
Secondary tasks were recorded by the data reductionists when drivers were engaging in specified
behaviors within 3 seconds of the onset of the precipitating factor for each event (see Appendix
D for a list of these behaviors). Finally, nonspecific eyeglance away from the forward roadway
was noted for instances when the driver had at least one glance from the roadway just prior to, or
during the onset of, the precipitating factor. A nonspecific eyeglance included a glance at a
location that was toward a non-discernable object either inside or outside the vehicle. Events for
this category of inattention were derived from the eyeglance analysis and are thus available only
for the crashes and near-crashes. In addition, more than one type of inattention was listed for
some events; therefore, combinations of inattention types will be listed for some of the figures in
this chapter.
Five different lead-vehicle kinematic scenarios identified during data reduction were found to
describe a majority of the lead-vehicle conflicts. These scenarios are as follows:
• Lead vehicle stopped greater than 2 seconds.
• Lead vehicle stopped less than or equal to 2 seconds.
• Lead vehicle decelerating.
• Lead vehicle moving at a slower, constant speed.
• Lead vehicle accelerating, but traveling at a slower rate.
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Data Included in the Analyses

For the following analyses, all 241 drivers were used in the frequency counts, since the focus of
this research goal was to evaluate all inattention-related lead-vehicle events by the 5 kinematic
scenarios. With the data reduced to this level of detail, age and gender analyses resulted in many
empty cells. Therefore, all drivers (both primary and secondary) were used, and no reduction by
age, gender, or vehicle miles traveled was conducted for this research objective. Please note that
only the lead-vehicle conflicts where the precipitating event was one of the 5 kinematic scenarios
listed above were used in these analyses.
Question 1. What is the frequency of each RE scenario for which inattention was a factor
as compared to those instances for which inattention was not a factor?

The purpose of this question is to examine the effect of inattention on lead-vehicle conflicts and
compare the occurrence of inattention to those conflicts when the driver remained attentive.
Event severity (crash, near-crash, or incident) is compared for each lead-vehicle scenario. Note
that the information presented below counts the number of events when at least one type of
inattention occurred. If multiple inattention tasks occurred in the same event, the combinations
of inattention are shown. Also note that evaluating the data at this level resulted in many cells
with missing values, therefore, only frequencies and percentages are presented.
Figure 11.1 shows the total number of crashes, near-crashes, and incidents associated with at
least one of the four types of inattention versus those crashes, near-crashes and incidents where
the driver remained attentive to the forward roadway. For crashes, those marked as inattentive
outnumbered those with an attentive driver by 13 to 1. For near-crashes, the ratio is reduced to
approximately 2 to 1. For incidents, this trend is reversed and attentive incidents outnumbered
inattentive incidents by 2 to 1.
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Figure 11.1. Frequency of crashes, near-crashes, and incidents where inattention was a
factor.

Since there were many more incidents than crashes, Figure 11.2 shows these data in terms of
percentage for each severity level in order to bring out the interaction between inattention and
event severity (i.e., percentage of LV crashes marked as inattentive plus the percentage of LV
crashes marked as inattention is equal to the total number of LV crashes). Note that
approximately one-third of the incidents have inattention listed as a contributing factor whereas
93 percent of the crashes are inattention-related. The effect is nearly perfectly linear, and seems
to indicate a strong correlation between inattention and increased severity for lead-vehicle RE
conflicts.
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Figure 11.2. Percentage of lead-vehicle crashes, near-crashes, and incidents for which
inattention was listed as a contributing factor.

Figure 11.3 shows the total number of crashes and near-crashes associated with the four
inattention categories as well as the combinations of inattention categories. Two items are worth
noting. First, combinations of different types of inattention are generally low in number, except
for secondary task + nonspecific eyeglance away from the forward roadway. Second,
eyeglances away from the forward roadway contributed to four of the 5 most frequent types of
inattention for both crashes and near-crashes (driving-related inattention to the forward
roadway, secondary task + nonspecific eyeglance, drowsiness, and nonspecific eyeglance away
from the forward roadway).
Figure 11.4 shows the percentage of the inattention categories for crashes and near-crashes. An
important finding of this research is that inopportune eyeglances (those that are close in time to
the precipitating factor) are a primary contributing factor for crashes and near-crashes.
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Figure 11.3. The frequency of inattention categories for crashes and near-crashes.
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Figure 11.4. The percentage of inattention categories for crashes and near-crashes.

Figure 11.5 shows the number of incidents associated with each type of inattention. Once again,
the combinations of inattention types comprised a small number of the total number of incidents.
The most frequent type of inattention was secondary task engagement, followed by drowsiness
and driving-related inattention to the forward roadway. Future reports will incorporate the
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Frequency of Inattention-Related Lead Vehicle
Conflict Incidents

eyeglance analyses (nonspecific eyeglance away from the forward roadway) for incidents, thus
providing greater comparability to the crash and near-crash numbers.
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Figure 11.5. Frequency of inattention-related lead-vehicle conflict incidents by type of
inattention or combination of types of inattention.

Lead-Vehicle Scenario Analysis

The following analysis discusses the effect of inattention on all lead-vehicle conflicts and
demonstrates whether inattention may have affected the severity of the events. For these figures,
events with at least one type of inattention are included in the frequency count. Therefore,
regardless of how many types of inattention may have contributed to these events, each event is
only counted once.
Figure 11.6 shows lead-vehicle crashes by lead-vehicle scenario type. Crashes only occurred for
the two stopped LV scenarios (LV stopped > 2 s and LV stopped < 2 s). Of the 14 crashes
shown, inattention was marked as a contributing factor for 13 of lead-vehicle crashes (93%).
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Figure 11.6. Frequency of crashes by driver attention and lead-vehicle kinematic scenario.

Figure 11.7 presents the lead-vehicle near-crashes by lead-vehicle scenario type and level of
attention. For near-crashes, inattention was a factor almost 70 percent of the time, although this
varied to some extent by LV scenario. For example, inattention was a factor in 59 percent of LV
stopped > 2s, 73 percent of LV stopped < 2s, and 68 percent of LV decelerating near-crashes.
These results indicate that the role of inattention in near-crashes may vary according to the LV
scenario.
Figure 11.8 presents the lead-vehicle incidents by lead-vehicle scenario type and level of
attention. Overall, inattention was a factor more than 34 percent of the time for incidents. This
percentage stayed fairly constant (at about 32 to 36%) for each LV scenario examined.
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Figure 11.7. Frequency of near-crashes by driver attention level and LV scenario.
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Figure 11.8. Frequency of incidents by driver attention level and LV scenario.
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The previous two figures indicate that the most events overall occurred in the lead-vehicle
decelerating case, however, no crashes occurred for this scenario. All of the lead-vehicle
conflict crashes were categorized as either LV stopped > 2 s or LV stopped < 2 s. In the LV
stopped < 2 s case, this suggests that the driver’s expectation regarding LV behavior in the near
future may have been violated. That is, drivers might assume that a moving LV is unlikely to
rapidly decelerate to a stop (expectation based on prior experience). In some of the LV stopped
> 2 s crashes, an inopportune glance away from the roadway appeared to significantly delay the
processing of and response to the rapid closure rate. This may be due to an interruption in the
continuity of the “looming” cue that occurs when approaching a stopped lead vehicle. These
hypotheses should be tested further, although the data clearly suggest that such analyses would
be appropriate.
Question 2. For each RE-Lead-vehicle scenario event involving inattention, what is the
frequency of each inattentive behavior?

The purpose of this question is to understand how various sources of inattention contribute to
events in each of the lead-vehicle kinematic scenarios described above. Please note that for all
of the following figures, the number of events with any form of inattention listed as a
contributing factor was counted as often as it was deemed a contributing factor. Therefore the
emphasis is looking at the frequency of which particular types of inattention were present (e.g.,
drowsiness) rather than the total number of inattention-related crashes, near-crashes, or incidents.
For a complete description of the secondary tasks and all subcategories, please refer to Appendix
D.
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Lead-vehicle Conflict Overview
Figure 11.9 shows the frequency of each source of inattention for all secondary task categories.
This allows comparison of the actual contribution of each of these sources of inattention to leadvehicle conflicts. Wireless devices (primarily cell phones, but including a few PDAs) were the
most frequent contributing factors for lead-vehicle events, followed by passenger-related
secondary tasks.
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Figure 11.9. Total frequency of secondary task inattention sources for lead-vehicle events.
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Figure 11.10 shows the frequency of each secondary task by severity. Note that more leadvehicle crashes occurred while drivers were engaged in internal distractions and dining, whereas
many more lead-vehicle near-crashes and incidents occurred while the drivers were engaging in
using wireless devices or passenger-related tasks.
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Figure 11.10. Total frequency of secondary task type by severity.
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Figure 11.11 shows the contribution of drowsiness to lead-vehicle crashes, near-crashes, and
incidents. Note that only one lead-vehicle crash and 33 lead-vehicle near-crashes had drowsiness
listed as a contributing factor.
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Figure 11.11. Contribution of drowsiness to the overall number of inattention-related leadvehicle crashes, near-crashes, and incidents.
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Figure 11.12 shows the location of drivers’ glances for the inattention category, driving-related
inattention to the forward roadway. For all of the lead-vehicle crashes (3) in this inattention
category, drivers were looking out of the left window, thus degrading their peripheral view of the
forward roadway. Left window was also the most common category for incidents, however,
center mirror glances were most frequent category for near-crashes. Again, the drivers’
peripheral view of the forward roadway would be degraded most often by the right and left
window glances. This indicates a slight tendency for an increasing event severity level as the
glance location becomes more off-roadway-center.
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Figure 11.12. Frequency of glance locations for lead-vehicle events categorized as drivingrelated inattention.
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Frequency of Crashes and Near Crashes

Figure 11.13 presents the crash and near-crash events for nonspecific glances away from the
forward roadway. The frequencies presented below represent 23 percent of all inattentionrelated lead-vehicle crashes and 21 percent of all inattention-related near-crashes. Most
nonspecific eyeglances are at unidentified objects internal to the vehicle. Internal distractions
were also the most frequent type of secondary inattention for crashes. This finding may indicate
that an eyeglance into the vehicle may reduce peripheral vision of the forward roadway, thus
leading to more crashes.
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Figure 11.13. Frequency of crash and near-crash events for which a glance to a nonspecific
location was present.

Analyses of Inattention-Related Events by Lead-vehicle Kinematic Scenario
In these analyses, four figures will be presented for each lead-vehicle kinematic scenario to
better understand how inattention impacts each. The initial figure will show the frequency
contributions of each inattention category or combined category for crashes and near-crashes. A
second figure will present the frequency of each inattention category for incidents. The final
figure will break down the secondary task category (the most frequent type of inattention) into
the high level secondary task categories. For this final figure, some events are represented more
than once, as multiple types of secondary tasks occurred in some events.
LV Stopped Greater Than 2 s. For this scenario, secondary tasks are the most common source of
inattention by a 2 to 1 margin for crashes and a 6 to 1 margin for near-crashes, (Figure 11.14).
For incidents, secondary tasks are again more frequent than drowsiness by a margin of 3 to 1 and
more frequent than driving-related inattention by 6 to 1 (Figure 11.15).
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Figure 11.14. Frequency of LV stopped >2 s inattention-related events by inattention source
and event severity.
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Figure 11.15. Frequency of LV stopped >2 s inattention-related incidents by inattention.
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Figure 11.16 presents the frequencies for each of the secondary task sources of inattention for
crashes, near-crashes, and incidents. If a single crash, near-crash, or incident contained multiple
secondary tasks as contributing factors, all sources are presented in the figure below. The types
of secondary tasks that were contributing factors to the crashes in this scenario are distributed
over internal distraction, dining, and other. Internal distraction and wireless devices were the
most frequent sources of secondary task inattention for near-crashes. Wireless device tasks
occurred more frequently than other types of distractions by over 2 to 1 for incidents.
Passenger-related tasks and internal distraction tasks were also large contributors to incidents.
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Figure 11.16. Frequency of secondary task inattention sources for LV stopped >2 s events
by event severity.

LV stopped less than 2 seconds. The inattention-related events that fell under this kinematic
scenario were also due primarily to secondary tasks (Figure 11.17). This was true for crashes,
near-crashes, and incidents. Note also that driving-related inattention and secondary task + non
specific eyeglance accounted for nearly 66 percent of all inattention-related lead-vehicle stopped
<2 s. This may suggest that, again, the driver’s eyes being off the forward roadway was a
significant contributing factor to these crashes. Drowsiness and driving-related inattention to the
forward roadway were the next most frequent categories for near-crashes. For incidents,
drowsiness contributed to more incidents than did driving-related inattention to the forward
roadway (Figure 11.18).
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Figure 11.17. Frequency of LV stopped < 2 s inattention-related crashes and near-crashes
by event severity.
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Figure 11.18. Frequency of LV stopped < 2 s inattention-related incidents by inattention
source.
For the secondary task types, wireless device use was once again the most frequent source of
inattention for incidents by a factor of 2 over the next most frequent category of passenger-
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related inattention and internal distractions (Figure 11.19). For near-crashes, wireless devices,
internal distractions, and passenger-related distractions were the most frequent sources of
inattention. For crashes, the types of secondary distraction were equally spread across 5 different
sources with one case each.
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Figure 11.19. Frequency of secondary task inattention sources for LV stopped < 2 s events
by event severity.

LV decelerating. This lead-vehicle scenario constituted a majority of the conflicts, however no
crashes occurred for this kinematic scenario (Figures 11.20 and 11.21). For near-crashes,
secondary tasks were still most common, but by a smaller margin than for incidents, and the
second most common category for near-crashes was driving-related inattention. For incidents,
secondary tasks outnumbered drowsiness by over 3 to 1 and for near crashes, outnumbered
drowsiness by a factor of 4 to 1. Figure 11.22 shows the frequency of secondary tasks for this
kinematic scenario. For incidents, wireless device use is the most frequent source of secondary
task inattention by about 3: 1. For near-crashes, the most frequent source of secondary
distraction was passenger-related inattention.
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Figure 11.20. Frequency of LV decelerating inattention-related near-crashes. Note: There
were no crashes in this category.
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Figure 11.21. Frequency of LV decelerating inattention-related incidents.
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Figure 11.22. Frequency of secondary task inattention sources for LV decelerating events
by event severity.

LV moving at a slower constant speed. Secondary tasks again contributed to more incidents for
this scenario than did drowsiness for incidents (Figures 11.23 and 11.24). However, the most
frequent source for near-crashes was driving-related inattention to the forward roadway
(although there were only 5 near-crash events for this scenario). The secondary task distribution
presented in Figure 11.25 shows that cell phone use contributed to the only near-crash that
occurred for this category. For incidents, passenger-related tasks outnumbered wireless devices
and personal hygiene.
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Figure 11.24. Frequency of LV traveling at a slower, constant speed inattention-related
incidents.
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Figure 11.25. Frequency of secondary task inattention sources for LV moving at slower
constant speed events by event severity.

Lead-vehicle accelerating. There were only 3 cases of lead-vehicle conflicts in which the lead
vehicle was accelerating and the SV driver was engaged in an inattention-related task. Each of
these events involved a different distraction task: wireless device, personal hygiene, and internal
distraction. No drowsiness or driving-related inattention sources were identified as contributing
factors for this type of lead-vehicle conflict.
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Analysis of the Most Frequent Secondary Tasks
Wireless device analysis. There were no lead-vehicle crashes attributed to wireless device tasks;
however, a large percentage of the near-crashes and incidents involved wireless devices,
especially cell phones. As shown in Figure 11.26, wireless device use appeared to affect more of
the incidents and near-crashes in which the lead vehicle was stopped or decelerating, suggesting
that drivers may have experienced difficulty judging closing rates to the lead vehicle while using
these devices.
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Figure 11.26. Frequency of LV events for wireless devices by scenario and severity.
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Passenger-related inattention analysis. Only one crash was attributed to the passenger-related
inattention secondary task category (Figure 11.27). More of the near-crashes and incidents
occurred for the decelerating and stopping categories, which again suggests that drivers may
have experienced difficulty in judging time-to-collision while engaging in conversation.
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Figure 11.27. Frequency of LV events for passenger-related inattention by scenario and
severity.
DISCUSSION

One of the most significant findings of the Chapter 11, Goal 7 analyses is that 93 percent of all
lead-vehicle crashes occurred when the driver was inattentive. All crashes occurred when the
lead vehicle was stopped greater than 2 seconds or lead vehicle was stopped less than or equal
to 2 s, however, lead-vehicle decelerating was the most frequently occurring kinematic scenario
for near-crashes and incidents.
Of particular interest was that glances away from the forward roadway contributed to 4 of the 5
most frequent types of inattention for both crashes and near-crashes. An important finding of
this research is that inopportune eyeglances (those close in time to the precipitating factor) are a
significant contributing factor to crashes and near-crashes.
Secondary tasks generally contributed to the greatest number of lead-vehicle events (65%), while
drowsiness contributed to 22 percent and driving-related inattention contributed to 12 percent of
these events. Cell phone operations and passenger-related distractions were the two most
frequently occurring secondary task sources. While cell phone use was a much more frequent
contributor to incidents and near-crashes than any other secondary task, it did not contribute to
any lead-vehicle conflict crashes. However, cell phone use did contribute to several crashes of
other types, as reported in other chapters of this report.
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CHAPTER 12: GOAL 8, CHARACTERIZE EACH OF THE 4 RE SCENARIOS IN
RELATION TO HEINRICH’S TRIANGLE
BACKGROUND

Many industrial safety researchers face similar challenges to those experienced by transportation
researchers when attempting to obtain a measure of safety or predict the probability that an
accident will occur given certain circumstances. In most settings, accidents leading to injury or
death are rare events. Therefore, a paradox is present in that any method that relies on the
collection of sufficient accident (or crash) data is reactive and not proactive. Alternatively, any
method that relies on indirect indicators of accident (or crash) risk is often not predictive of
accidents (or crashes).
Heinrich, Petersen, and Roos (1980) developed a hazard analysis technique based on the
underlying premise that for every injury accident, there were many similar accidents in which no
injury occurred. Variations of the hazard analysis technique have been developed for use in
transportation research and specifically on instrumented vehicles. This modification involves
cameras being strategically placed on a vehicle to determine the number of safety-related events
(crash, near-crash, or incident) for a particular driver (Mollenhauer, 1998; Hanowski et al., 2000;
Dingus et al., 2001; Wierwille et al., 2002). Hanowski et al. (2000) and Dingus et al. (2001)
used this modified version of the hazard analysis technique by videotaping commercial vehicle
drivers and the surrounding driving environment to identify incidents, near-crashes, and crashes.
This technique proved useful in identifying the effects of drowsiness in truck driving and in
determining the prevalence of drowsiness among these commercial truck drivers.
For the 100-Car Study, cameras placed in 100 vehicles ultimately recorded 241 drivers during
the course of one year. Previous studies have used this technique, but did not collect sufficient
crash data to investigate the relationships between incidents, near-crashes, and crashes. An
argument can be made that the current study did not collect enough crash data to make relevant
comparisons between crashes, near-crashes, and incidents for all event types, but it does present
a landmark study in that events of each type were present from the same drivers in the same
database. Moreover, for rear-end crashes, a sufficient number of crashes, near-crashes, and
incidents were present such that comparisons can be discussed.
DATA ANALYSIS OVERVIEW

This analysis was performed for subject vehicles in the striking vehicle role for conflict with
lead-vehicle events. It should be noted that although 15 crash events will be used throughout this
analysis, information on 16 events was recorded. In one case, a data system failure prevented
collection of relevant information. The driver did report the event and post-event information
was collected. However, due to the lack of data regarding precipitating factor, this event was not
considered in the following analysis. The frequency counts of the various rear-end conflict types
for the three event severity levels were calculated and are discussed in relation to the levels of
Heinrich’s Triangle.
Frequency counts were also modeled using the Poisson distribution, which has been used to
model rare events (i.e., crashes). This distribution is often employed to model cases in which a
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number of events occur in a unit of density. For example, the number of crashes can be modeled
per MVMT. The Poisson distribution has a single parameter, often called the intensity or rate,
which was estimated for the RE scenarios. This was accomplished using the number of events
and the estimates for vehicle miles traveled. In addition, estimates of variability and 95 percent
confidence intervals were calculated for each of these parameter estimates. Following Tijerina
(2004), the 95 percent confidence intervals were based on large sample normal approximations.
These confidence intervals are further used to determine the relevance of the near-crash to crash
ratios.
Data Included in the Analysis

Lead-vehicle conflict data were used for all 241 drivers who participated in the study and rates
were calculated based on the mileage collected in the 100-Car Study.
It may be noted that the exposure for MVMT is different for crashes than for near-crashes and
incidents. In the study, 1.84 million vehicle miles were calculated based on odometer readings.
Due to various component failures, it was not possible to determine the incidents and nearcrashes for 0.43 MVMT, leaving 1.37 MVMT. Nevertheless, when crashes occurred, drivers
reported them, thereby allowing use of the 1.84 MVMT.
Note that analyses were not conducted for following-vehicle events because there were far fewer
following-vehicle events as compared to lead-vehicle events. One reason was the difference in
the radar signatures for a forward versus rear-facing radar. Essentially, forward-facing radar has
many more objects to discern since any static object being approached represents a potential
threat. Alternatively, rear-facing radar only needs to produce a signature for objects moving
toward the vehicle since all other targets are increasing in range as the vehicle moves forward. A
second reason was that video confirmation of following-vehicle events was difficult due to rear
camera placement and angle. Simply put, the rear-facing camera did not create a natural
viewpoint from which to judge following events.
Question 1. What is the relative frequency of each RE lead-vehicle scenario resulting in a
crash, near-crash, or incident?

Heinrich’s Triangle for All Lead-vehicle Conflict Types
Figure 12.1 shows the Heinrich’s Triangle for all lead-vehicle conflict types. The ratio of
incidents to near-crashes is approximately 18:1 and approximately 18:1 for near-crashes to
crashes.
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Figure 12.1. Heinrich’s Triangle showing the relative occurrence of lead-vehicle conflict
events by severity.

The estimates of the Poisson rate per MVMT, variance, and 95 percent confidence intervals are
shown in Table 12.1. Each type of RE conflict will be discussed, and comparisons will be made
to the overall ratios and rate.
Table 12.1. Lead-vehicle conflicts modeled using Poisson distribution to determine event
rate per MVMT, variance, and 95 percent confidence intervals.

RE Crashes
RE Near-Crashes
RE Incidents

Count
16
293
5,236

Exposure
per
MVMT
1.84
1.37
1.37

Rate
per
MVMT
8.7
213.87
3,821.90

Variance
(rate)
4.73
156.11
2,789.71

STD
(rate)
2.17
12.49
52.82

Lower 95%
CI for
rate/MVMT
4.43
189.38
3,718.38

Upper 95%
CI for
rate/MVMT
12.96
238.36
3,925.42

These calculations suggest that lead-vehicle crashes occur at a rate of approximately 9 per
MVMT within an approximate confidence interval of 4 to 12. This study observed 16 leadvehicle crashes, which seems reasonable as the number of vehicle miles traveled is approaching
2 million miles.
Heinrich’s Triangles by Lead-vehicle Conflict Type
The following figures show the resulting Heinrich’s Triangles for each lead-vehicle scenario.
Note that Figure 12.1 represents all of the lead-vehicle conflict types, with a total of 15 crashes.
However, one of the crashes had a precipitating factor other that differed from the RE conflicts.
Therefore, only 14 crashes were available for the following analyses, and the Heinrich’s
Triangles that follow do not sum to the Triangle presented above.
LV stopped > 2 s. Reductionists identified approximately 1,305 LV stopped > 2 seconds events
(Figure 12.2). The ratios between the two levels were 30:1 for incidents to near-crashes and 6:1
for near-crashes to crashes. It is interesting to note that the ratio drops dramatically as the
severity of the event increases, which was not the case for overall lead-vehicle conflicts.
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Figure 12.2. Heinrich’s Triangle showing the relative occurrence of LV stopped >2 s events
by severity.

Using a Poisson distribution, the event rate per MVMT, variance, and 95 percent confidence
intervals are shown in Table 12.2. LV stopped >2 s crashes occur at a rate of approximately 4
per MVMT within a confidence interval of approximately one to 7 crashes per MVMT.
Table 12.2. LV stopped >2 s data modeled using Poisson distribution to determine event
rate per MVMT, variance, and 95 percent confidence intervals.

RE Crashes
RE Near-Crashes
RE Incidents

Count
7
44
1305

Exposure
per
MVMT
1.84
1.37
1.37

Rate
per
MVMT
3.80
32.12
952.55

Variance
(rate)
2.07
23.44
695.30

STD
(rate)
1.44
4.84
26.37

Lower 95%
CI for
rate/MVMT
0.99
22.63
900.87

Upper 95%
CI for
rate/MVMT
6.62
41.61
1004.24

LV stopped ≤2 s. This scenario type was the third most frequent of the lead-vehicle scenario
types and was the only other lead-vehicle scenario with crashes. The ratio of critical incidents to
near-crashes is 13:1 and approximately 12:1 for near-crashes to crashes (Figure 12.3). For
overall conflicts, the ratios of incidents to near-crashes and of near-crashes to crashes were very
similar to those seen for this scenario.

Figure 12.3. Heinrich’s Triangle showing the relative occurrence of LV stopped < 2 s events
by severity.

Using a Poisson distribution, the event rate per MVMT, variance, and 95 percent confidence
intervals are shown in Table 12.3. LV stopped < 2 s crashes occur at a rate of approximately 4
per MVMT within a confidence interval of approximately 1 to 7. For crashes, this rate is
essentially the same as for LV stopped > 2 s.
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Table 12.3. LV stopped < 2 s data modeled using Poisson distribution to determine event
rate per MVMT, variance, and 95 percent confidence intervals.

RE Crashes
RE Near-Crashes
RE Incidents

Count
7
83
1081

Exposure
per
MVMT
1.84
1.37
1.37

Rate
per
MVMT
3.80
60.58
789.05

Variance
(rate)
2.07
44.22
575.95

STD
(rate)
1.44
6.65
24.00

Lower 95%
CI for
rate/MVMT
0.99
47.55
742.01

Upper 95%
CI for
rate/MVMT
6.62
73.62
836.09

LV decelerating. While this lead-vehicle scenario type was the second most frequently
occurring, no crashes of this type were reported or identified in the database (Figure 12.4).
Evidently, while this type of kinematic scenario is a relatively common occurrence, it does not
appear to pose as great a crash risk as the LV stopped scenarios. The ratio between incidents and
near-crashes for the LV decelerating events is 17:1 and is fairly similar to the overall leadvehicle conflict ratio as well as LV stopped < 2 s.

Figure 12.4. Heinrich’s Triangle showing the relative occurrence of LV decelerating events
by severity.

Using a Poisson distribution, the event rate per MVMT, variance, and 95 percent confidence
intervals are shown in Table 12.4.
Table 12.4. LV decelerating data modeled using Poisson distribution to determine event
rate per MVMT, variance, and 95 percent confidence intervals.

RE Crashes
RE Near-Crashes
RE Incidents

Count
0
160
2713

Exposure
per
MVMT
1.84
1.37
1.37

Rate
per
MVMT
0.00
116.79
1980.29

Variance
(rate)
0.00
85.25
1445.47

STD
(rate)
9.23
38.02

Lower 95%
CI for
rate/MVMT
98.69
1905.78

Upper 95%
CI for
rate/MVMT
134.88
2054.81

LV Moving at a Slower Constant Speed. Very few valid events were identified in the database
as lead-vehicle conflicts during which the lead vehicle was moving at a slower, constant speed as
compared to the subject vehicle (Figure 12.5). None of crashes identified by reductionists or
reported by drivers had a slower moving lead vehicle as the precipitating factor. The ratio of
incidents to near-crashes (21:1) is slightly higher than the ratio for all lead-vehicle scenarios.
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However, it would appear that this kinematic condition is not as common and does not pose a
serious crash threat.

Figure 12.5. Heinrich’s Triangle showing the relative occurrence of LV moving at a slower
constant speed event by severity.

Using a Poisson distribution, the event rate per MVMT, variance, and 95 percent confidence
intervals are shown in Table 12.5.
Table 12.5. LV moving at slower constant speed data modeled using Poisson distribution to
determine event rate per MVMT, variance, and 95 percent confidence intervals.

RE Crashes
RE Near-Crashes
RE Incidents

Count
0
6
126

Exposure
per
MVMT
1.84
1.37
1.37

Rate
per
MVMT
0.00
4.38
91.97

Variance
(rate)
0.00
3.20
67.13

STD
(rate)
1.79
8.19

Lower 95%
CI for
rate/MVMT
0.88
75.91

Upper 95%
CI for
rate/MVMT
7.88
108.03

LV Accelerating. This type of scenario was identified only infrequently by reductionists as
resulting in valid events (Figure 12.6). None of the crashes or near-crashes identified by
reductionists or reported by drivers had an accelerating lead-vehicle. The low frequency of
occurrence, as well as no crash data, suggests that this type of kinematic scenario is uncommon
and not a high crash risk for drivers.

Figure 12.6. Heinrich’s Triangle showing the relative occurrence of LV accelerating events
by severity.

Using a Poisson distribution, the incident rate per MVMT, variance, and 95 percent confidence
intervals for incidents are shown in Table 12.6.
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Table 12.6. LV accelerating data modeled using Poisson distribution to determine event
rate per MVMT, variance, and 95 percent confidence intervals

RE Crashes
RE Near-Crashes
RE Incidents

Count
0
0
11

Exposure
per
MVMT
1.84
1.37
1.37

Rate
per
MVMT
0.00
0.00
8.03

Variance
(rate)
0.00
0.00
5.86

STD
(rate)
2.42

Lower 95%
CI for
rate/MVMT
3.28

Upper 95%
CI for
rate/MVMT
12.77

DISCUSSION

When reviewing the frequencies for each lead-vehicle conflict type by severity, an interesting
finding is that the frequency of incidents for LV decelerating conflicts is roughly twice the
frequency for LV stopped >2 s and LV stopped <2 s. Nonetheless, the crash rate for LV
decelerating conflicts is zero versus 7 for each of the other conflict types.
One possible reason for this result is based on vehicle kinematics. Since the lead vehicle is still
moving in the LV decelerating conflicts, the following-vehicle driver has more time to perceive
the closing rate and adjust vehicle speed accordingly. A second reason for the result, and one
that most likely plays a major role, is that drivers are simply better at perceiving the distance of a
moving vehicle versus a stationary vehicle. In the case of the LV stopped <2 s, drivers do not
appear to be particularly adept at judging the point at which the lead vehicle came to a complete
stop. Another potential explanation is that drivers are not adept at judging very slow moving
lead vehicles just prior to stopping.
With rear-signaling systems, the implication for design is that following drivers need information
to help them discriminate between lead vehicles that are moving slowly, moving very slowly
(i.e., rolling without use of the accelerator), and stopped. Additional analysis of the RE conflicts
should be conducted to examine the relationship between each of these lead-vehicle kinematic
conditions and the resulting driver response. Furthermore, the relationship of variables such as
traffic density, presence of a junction, and others should be evaluated.
The types of analyses applied in this chapter were also conducted by Tijerina (2004) in his
application of the hazard analysis technique to data collected in the ADVANCE study (Dingus,
1997; Dingus et al., 1995). Tijerina’s application of the technique was unsuccessful; however,
there are a few reasons for this lack of success. First, as noted by Tijerina, the estimation of
exposure was weak, since the ADVANCE database contained only 487 vehicle miles of data
while the 100-Car Study collected 1.84 million vehicle miles.
Second, the crash data used in the analysis by Tijerina were taken from archival records for the
preceding year based on 75.5 million vehicle miles. This is in contrast to the 487 vehicle miles
for the near-crash and incident data. For the analyses in this chapter, the event data were taken
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from the same database using the same drivers; therefore, the rates from the 100-Car Study are
less prone to error. This inference seems to be confirmed through inspection of the confidence
intervals for each rate estimate. As opposed to the Tijerina example, no rate estimates for which
events were observed have confidence intervals that span zero.
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CHAPTER 13: GOAL 9, EVALUATE THE PERFORMANCE OF THE HARDWARE,
SENSORS, AND DATA COLLECTION SYSTEM USED IN PHASE II
DATA ANALYSIS OVERVIEW

The 100-Car Study was originally planned as a pilot test to prepare for a Phase IV large-scale
naturalistic data collection effort. As such, the purpose of Chapter, 13, Goal 9 is to evaluate the
hardware, sensors, and data collection systems used in the 100-Car Study and, based on system
performance and results, determine the best data collection configuration for a large-scale effort.
The definition of what constitutes a large-scale effort has not yet been precisely defined, but, for
the purpose of these analyses, the assumption is that 5,000 vehicles will be on the road for a
period of two years each.
When reviewing this chapter, it is important to note that the results are very closely tied with the
results of the Goal 10 Report (separate report) in making suggestions for a future Phase IV
effort. This research goal describes hardware, sensor, and data collection system performance
throughout the data collection effort in terms of its reliability, maintainability, and sensitivity to
event detection. In other words, this research goal focuses on the aspects of data collection that
are important to a large-scale study while the Goal 10 Report (separate report) focuses on the
aspects of data reduction important to a large-scale study.
For Chapter 13, Goal 9, different analyses were used to address each of the three questions. To
address Question 1, which included the assessment of hardware failure rates, frequencies of
equipment failures were tallied based on repair records. Downtime for these failures was also
estimated to determine failure rates for different system components.
Question 2, which assessed cost/benefit issues, was addressed by determining the net benefit of
valid triggers obtained versus all of the cost factors associated with the triggers (including sensor
costs, installation time, etc.) in a large-scale study.
Question 3 focused on determination of the criteria for data triggers in a large-scale effort. The
assumption was made that it will not be possible to collect continuous data for 5,000 vehicles as
was possible with 100 vehicles. Therefore, a scheme must be developed to trigger data
collection for a large-scale effort that minimizes misses and false alarms in the dataset. To
address this issue, discriminant analyses and logistic regression were used to determine logical
trigger settings that contributed maximum event detection without incurring a large number of
invalid events. Within the discriminant analysis approach, various techniques were tried,
including stepwise selection of variables and the use of costs for particular classification errors.
Data Included in the Analyses

The analyses described in this chapter used data from vehicle repair logs to determine system
and component downtime. In addition, the database of reduced events was used to obtain the
efficacy of the various sensors and to determine suitable sensors and their corresponding trigger
settings for inclusion in a future large-scale data collection effort.
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Question 1. What were the failure rates for each sensor type and/or hardware equipment?

There are several pieces of information needed to address failure rate for each piece of hardware,
including:
• When was each vehicle on the road?
• What lessons were learned during the data collection period that improved detection
and repair time and when were these lessons learned?
• What kind of failures occurred?
• When did failures occur?
• When were failures detected?
• What were repair times for failures as well as the failure rate for components?
The answers to these questions are not independent. For example, the repair time for each failure
was greatly dependent on the lessons learned during the data collection period that improved the
efficiency with which repairs were detected and made. The time to make a repair changed
depending on when it occurred during the course of the study. In addition, other factors affected
the estimation of reliability since, for example, a failure was not detected the moment it occurred.
Instead, a failure was detected via three different methods that occurred at different times during
data collection. Thus, reliability must be estimated and the questions that were considered to
make reasonable reliability estimates are considered in more detail below.
When was Each Vehicle on the Road?
The first vehicle was put on the road during January 2003. From that point on, vehicles were
phased into the study until June 2003. At this point, all 100 vehicles were on the road collecting
data. In January 2004, the phase-out process began with the vehicles that had been in service for
one year. The phase-out process concluded in July 2004, after private vehicles had been on the
road for a minimum of one year and leased vehicles had been on the road for a minimum of 13
months. The following table shows the number of vehicles on the road for each month from
January 2003 to July 2004.
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Table 13.1. Number of vehicles on the road for each month of the study.
Month

Cars on the Road
(@ end of month)

January, 2003
February, 2003
March, 2003
April, 2003
May, 2003
June, 2003
July, 2003
August, 2003
September, 2003
October, 2003
November, 2003
December, 2003
January, 2004
February, 2004
March, 2004
April, 2004
May, 2004
June, 2004
July, 2004

6
12
33
65
100
100
98
100
100
99
98
95
96
91
85
67
50
26
0

What Lessons Were Learned During the Data Collection Period That Improved Detection and
Repair Time and When Were These Lessons Learned?
A very important factor in determining the severity of a particular hardware failure is the amount
of total downtime for the failure. The total downtime is a function of:
1) The time it took to detect the failure;
2) The time to obtain a replacement part(s); and
3) The time to actually perform the repair needed within the vehicle.
Throughout the 100-Car Study, lessons were learned that reduced these times and made data
collection more efficient. The lessons learned to reduce the time to obtain a replacement part
and to perform repairs are presented in this subsection. Efforts to reduce the time it took to
detect a failure are discussed in a different subsection (see the subsequent question in this section
called “When were failures detected?”).
For the three times affecting a failure described above, the greatest variable tended to be the time
required to perform the repair. This timeliness factor was considered an important area in
reducing downtime throughout the data collection effort, and was therefore the focus of many
timesaving measures. The time to acquire repair parts was also minimized to the extent possible
within the study. The lessons learned while developing these timesaving measures were initially
discussed in Chapter 4, Lessons Learned, but are expanded here to provide a more detailed
framework to support the assumptions made later in the section to calculate estimated failure
rates for various components.
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A lesson learned from the beginning of the study was that an effective way to minimize repair
time was to have replacement parts on-hand at all times. A key lesson learned, however, was the
number of spare parts needed in inventory. For example, it was not anticipated that a larger
number of radar antennas would be needed due to damage in rear-end crashes. Throughout the
study, the time required to acquire a part was eliminated by having a sufficient number of spare
parts and/or spare systems available when they were needed. Throughout the data collection
effort, there was not a single repair instance in which downtime was increased due to the
unavailability of a particular part.
The replacement time was the most variable and lengthy aspect of the failure downtime. For an
estimated 50 percent of the duration of the study, the downtime for failures was approximately 2
weeks, since bi-monthly trips were scheduled for technicians to travel from Blacksburg to
northern Virginia to fix all failures that had been identified up to that point in time. This
downtime period applied to all failures types: catastrophic, major, and minor. During this time
period, methods to increase cost-effectiveness, decrease replacement downtime, and reduce the
number of active service requests were being explored.
For the remainder of the study, two important measures were taken to reduce the replacement
time for inoperative hardware. First, chase vehicle drivers (or data “downloaders”) who were
already in close contact with the cars were trained to perform minor maintenance procedures
after gaining access to the car. Up to this point, the downloaders were only required to notify
any perceived faults with the equipment. While effective for fault detection, it was felt that this
approach was time-inefficient and under-used downloader abilities. Therefore, for the second
half of the study, downloaders were also required to watch video from each vehicle when they
downloaded it and fix any cameras that were inoperative. This approach reduced the response
time to minor failures from 2 weeks, up until that point, to a maximum of 1 week. Second, an
on-site (i.e., a northern Virginia area) technician was hired to respond to any catastrophic or
major failures. In addition, the on-site technician was supplied with replacement systems that
could be “line-replaced” to decrease overall system downtime. These actions reduced the
response time to catastrophic and major failures from two weeks to a maximum of 1 week for the
second half of the study.
A logical question is why these lessons took several months to be implemented. Recall that
vehicles were phased into the study from January 2003 to June 2003. Until most of the vehicles
were on the road, it was possible to make repairs quickly. However, once most of the vehicles
were on the road, the full burden of repairs became apparent. It was at this time that new
measures to address repairs were adopted.
These lessons learned can be used to estimate system downtime. For approximately the first half
of the study, the maximum system downtime (combining fault detection and repair) was less
than three weeks. For the final part of the study, the maximum system downtime was reduced to
less than two weeks. These downtime distributions will be considered when estimating failure
rates for the DAS hardware.
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What Kind of Failures Occurred?
Components of the data collection system can be classified into two general categories: data
gathering and data storage (in-vehicle). Both of these functions had several distinct hardware
items contained within the data acquisition system. For example, each sensor component had
three parts: the sensor itself, its associated cable, and the component inside the system box that
controlled its data collection (see Chapter 2, Method). The failure of any of these components
resulted in a sensor failure. All of these hardware components were subject to failure within the
data collection period. However, the failure of a particular hardware component was only as
significant as the type of data that was lost due to the failure.
Based on the type of data lost, three different classifications for the observed failure can be
considered: catastrophic, major, or minor. Catastrophic failures resulted in the loss of data
already stored within the system and the cessation of further data collection. Major failures
caused the loss of a substantial number of data streams without loss of data already stored within
the system. For example, the system stopped collecting video due to a malfunction in the video
board. However, other data (e.g., throttle position, radar) continued to be collected. Finally,
minor failures caused the loss of a small number of data streams without loss of data already
stored within the system. For example, the face camera view was not acquired, but the
remaining camera views were available within the data stream.
There were no catastrophic and major failures requiring a complete system overhaul or
replacement of the DAS during the course of the study. Without exception, these failures were
repaired through the replacement of one or two parts of the DAS, which was then put into service
again. System remove/replace operations to fix these failures occurred in 45 instances. The
replacement process entailed the removal of the data acquisition system from the vehicle and
installation of a different DAS. The malfunctioning part within the unit was then repaired offline
and the refurbished unit was subsequently used as a replacement.
Based on repair logs and communications between technicians, it is estimated that approximately
45 catastrophic or major failures occurred within the data collection period. Causal factors for
each of these failures are presented in Table 13.2, along with the sensor or subsystem affected
and the frequency of occurrence. Note that the frequencies add to more than 45 because in many
instances failures occurred on more than one sensor or subsystem at the same time.
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Table 13.2. Causal factors for catastrophic and major failures.
Failure

Instances

Sensor/Subsystem Affected
Power Control
Battery Backup

System fuse blown

5

Car battery draining
Car failed to start
System fuse pulled to prevent battery drainage

28

Power Control
Battery Backup

System shuts down during a trip
Empty data files

34

Acquisition Software

33

Acquisition Software

17

Remote Download

22

Real-time Video

Hard drive failure
Hard drive becomes corrupt
Download cable failures resulting in incomplete
downloads
Video problems – No video

Minor failures were, for the most part, constrained to sensors, since loss of data acquisition
capability entailed a catastrophic or major failure. A total of 268 minor failures were recorded in
repair logs or communications between technicians. These failures, their corresponding sensor
or subsystem, and their number of occurrences, are listed in Table 13.3.
Table 13.3. Causal factors for minor failures.
Failure
Improper camera orientation
Cameras falling from mount
Video problems – Single view (other views
available)
VORAD – Radar unit
VORAD – Board / Cable
Network box
Lane tracker
Cell phone antenna
Other cables

Instances
34
21

Sensor/Subsystem Affected
Real-time Video
Real-time Video

42

Real-time Video

8
37
43
46
8
3

Headway Detection
Headway Detection
Vehicle Network
Lane Tracker
Remote Vehicle Tracking
--Power Control
Battery Backup
---

Internal (backup) battery

6

Broken License Plates

20

When did Failures Occur?
Extensive logs detailing the timing of fault detection and fault repair were maintained throughout
the study. Assuming that fault detection took a set amount of time (i.e., a week), these logs can
help establish the timing of the repairs. No particular differences between catastrophic and
major or minor failures were observed in terms of timing. Table 13.4 shows the relative number
of failures detected during each month of the study. The first failures were detected in March,
2003, and the last failures were detected a year later. The month with the largest percentage of
failures was October 2003. Also note that the percentages increased initially as the number of
vehicles on the road ramped-up, and decreased as the vehicles were removed from the road after
January 2004.
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Table 13.4. Percentage of failures for each month of the study.
Month
March, 2003
April, 2003
May, 2003
June, 2003
July, 2003
August, 2003
September, 2003
October, 2003
November, 2003
December, 2003
January, 2004
February, 2004
March, 2004

Percentage of failures
2.3
3.6
6.6
9.1
8.4
7.9
9.1
19.5
7.9
13.7
4.6
3.8
3.6

When were Failures Detected?
The time needed to detect a failure was reduced by requesting this information from various
sources. Data downloaders were required to identify, via a checklist, any aspects of the
installation that were visually askew as they downloaded data from the vehicle. Furthermore,
participants were also instructed throughout the study to call the study contact person when they
believed problems existed with any part of the data acquisition system or with the system’s
interaction with their vehicle. In addition, as data was downloaded and transferred to the storage
server, a data reductionist was required to observe a subset of the data and point out any
problems noted. It is estimated that these three failure identification methods resulted in a failure
occurrence to a failure identification average lag time of one week. Once the problem was
identified, total downtime became a function of the availability of replacement parts and the
replacement time.
What was the Repair Time for Failures and the Failure Rate for Components?
Out of the 45 estimated catastrophic or major failures outlined above, it is estimated that 20
occurred during the first half of the study (response time less than three weeks) and 25 during the
second half (response time less than two weeks). Throughout the study, a total of 4,554 vehicleweeks were collected from a total of 102 vehicles. Thus, the first half of the study resulted in 60
vehicle-weeks of downtime (20 instances X 3 weeks downtime) while the second half resulted in
50 vehicle-weeks (25 instances X 2 weeks downtime). As a result, the total data collection
downtime due to catastrophic or major failures was 110 vehicle-weeks. This represents an
overall catastrophic of major failure rate of 2.4 percent (110 vehicle-weeks downtime / 4,554
total vehicle-weeks). The 110 vehicle-weeks of downtime represent, based on an assumed
weekly mileage rate for the study of 404.0 miles/vehicle-week (assuming 1.84 million VMT for
the study and 4,554 vehicle-weeks), a total of 44,444.4 miles of data that were not collected due
to catastrophic or major failures.
Catastrophic and major failure rates per sensor or subsystem were derived from Table 13.2 and
are shown in Table 13.5. Sensors and subsystems not mentioned in the table did not exhibit any
catastrophic or major failures. A total of 4,554 vehicle-weeks of data collection were used in the
calculations. In addition, three weeks of downtime is assumed. This assumption is based on
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adding estimates for the time required to detect a failure (~1 week) and estimates for the time to
perform a repair (~2 weeks). This estimate is somewhat conservative, since in many instances it
took fewer than 3 weeks to detect and repair a fault, especially in the latter part of the study.
Thus, the failure rates presented in this section represent a ceiling for the hardware used in the
study.
Table 13.5. Catastrophic or major failure rates by sensor or subsystem.
Failing Sensor/Subsystem
Power Control
Battery Backup
Acquisition Software
Remote Download
Real-time Video

Instances

Failure Rate (%)

33

2.2

67
17
22

4.4
1.1
1.4

Minor failure rates per sensor or subsystem, compiled from Table 13.3, are shown in Table 13.6.
An assumption of three weeks downtime is used, along with a total data collection period of
4,554 vehicle-weeks. These 268 minor failures represent 804 vehicle-weeks of incomplete data.
This means the overall minor failure rate (assuming independent failures and the downtime
assumptions used before) was 17.7 percent. A total of 324,816.0 miles of data were incomplete,
based on the assumed weekly mileage rate for the study of 404.0 miles/vehicle-week. In some
cases, this data could still be used in data reduction because a redundant source of data was
available.
Table 13.6. Minor failure rates by sensor or subsystem.
Failing Sensor/Subsystem
Power Control
Battery Backup
Real-time Video
Headway Detection
Vehicle Network
Lane Tracker
Remote Vehicle Tracking

Instances

Failure Rate (%)

6

0.4

97
45
43
46
8

6.4
3.0
2.8
3.0
0.5

Overall, all failure rates were relatively low. None of the component specific rates were larger
than 10 percent and the majority of the rates were smaller than 5 percent. In addition, many
subsystems (i.e., accelerometer, critical incident button, gyroscope, GPS) had overall failure
rates of zero.
Assuming that all failures resulted in loss of data, the maximum number of miles lost due to
failures would have been near 370,000 miles (the sum of miles lost due to all types of failure).
There are data for 1.37 million miles, with an estimated total number of miles of possible data
available equal to 1.80 million, a difference of approximately 430,000 miles. The difference
between the miles lost due to failure (370,000) and the estimated total miles lost (430,000) is
60,000 miles. This discrepancy is probably due to log discrepancies and a few outlier cases in
which the failure detection took an inordinately long time for one reason or another. Overall,
however, this comparison justifies the validity of the rates calculated in this section and serves as
an error check for any repairs that might have been missed in the logs. While it is possible that
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some repairs were never entered, the agreement between miles calculated using different
approaches supports that the number of these missing repairs would be relatively small (i.e.,
60,000/1,800,000 x 100 = 3.3%).
It is important to note that minor failures were also assumed to result in loss of data. However,
certain types of failures, such as vehicle network or network box problems, resulted in data that
were not analyzed because the trigger criteria relied upon the data generated (e.g., speed). This
means that a significant portion of this data can potentially be recovered in the future by
estimating the associated parameters post hoc.
The failure rates discussed in this section can now be combined with the benefits that would be
expected from each of the subsystems within a large-scale naturalistic study. These benefits are
discussed in Questions 2 and 3 from two different perspectives. Question 2 discusses the
benefits that could be expected from different sensors, hardware components, and data collection
components when compared to their failure rates. Question 3 addresses how these systems can
be optimized so that the least amount of hardware produces the best possible results.
Question 2. What is the relative cost/benefit for each sensor type and/or hardware
component?

A large naturalistic study with 5,000 cars on the road for two years would raise a series of unique
and important issues. The larger scale of the project makes many of the support mechanisms
available during the 100-Car Study not feasible due to: (1) the large geographical area in which a
study like this would need to be conducted, and (2) the sheer number of vehicles and drivers that
would have to be tracked.
Perhaps the most important of these issues is that chase cars with downloaders would not be
feasible. Maintaining a fleet of chase cars and hiring the personnel required would be too costly
and time-consuming. Thus, it is foreseen that cars would be released on the road for a period of
six months. At the end of six months of data collection, vehicles would return to have the data
collection system removed. At that time, the data stored on the vehicle during the data collection
period would be downloaded and backed up. Note that there would be an exception to this
scheme when a crash was detected. It is envisioned that automated crash detection would be
available as part of a 5,000-car system and when a crash was detected, the data would be
immediately downloaded.
This approach poses several challenges. First, the DAS within the car must be highly reliable
and resistant to data corruption. Otherwise, it would be highly possible that data from many
vehicles would be lost due to system failure. Second, the sensors and hardware associated with
the system must have low failure rates to increase the opportunity of acquiring the most data
possible during the study period. If any of the sensors is failure-prone, then it will be more likely
to fail during the course of the study. Since there would be no interaction with the DAS for sixmonth intervals, sensor failures would not be detected and any events occurring after the sensor
failure would be lost permanently. Third, the number of sensors and other hardware components
should be reduced to the largest extent possible in order to minimize failure rates and in-vehicle
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data storage needs. A greater number of sensors would increase the likelihood that the DAS
would run out of in-vehicle storage space before the end of the data collection period.
In-vehicle data storage capacity needs can also be addressed by considering the amount of data
that are actually collected. Since it was considered to be a pilot study, the 100-Car Study used
continuous data collection. In this case, continuous collection was needed to observe all driving
behaviors and actions in order to determine which of those actions merited more detailed
consideration from a traffic safety perspective. For a large-scale study, this would not be
feasible or needed. Thus, data collection would only occur with specific triggers. The
development of these triggers and their effectiveness is the focus of Question 3 of this goal and
discussion of this issue will be deferred until then. The effectiveness of the sensors and
hardware suggested for use on a large-scale study at the end of this section have been verified by
the results presented in Question 3.
The number of sensors and other hardware should also be reduced to decrease system failure
rates and installation requirements. It is logical to expect that the fewer sensors and other
hardware components that are needed, the fewer opportunities there will be for the system to
break down and stop collecting data. In addition, fewer hardware components also imply fewer
wires and fewer control boards within the DAS, which implies easier installation and perhaps
even a smaller DAS form factor. Fewer hardware components also mean that installation might
be possible on a larger variety of vehicle makes and models, an essential aspect of a 5,000vehicle study.
DAS components can be split into three categories for this discussion: in-vehicle data storage,
sensing, and other hardware (e.g., video). The benefits for each of these components have to be
considered separately. In some cases, the benefits can only be presented subjectively, while in
other cases, quantification of the benefits is possible.
In-vehicle data storage was an essential part of the 100-Car Study and would also be a central
aspect of any large-scale study. The goal of any of these studies is to obtain data from drivers in
a naturalistic setting. If these data are lost, the study has been unsuccessful. Thus, the benefits
of data storage are quite large, albeit difficult to quantify, and efforts should be directed toward
improving the reliability of this system to the degree possible. For the 100-Car Study,
catastrophic and major failures occurred at a rate of 2.4 percent. For a 5,000 vehicle study, this
would imply that 120 cars would lose their ability to collect or store data throughout the study.
Thus, improvement in this figure is probably desirable.
The next important component of any large-scale DAS is the array of sensors included within the
system. The benefit for each of these sensors relies on the number of triggers that the sensor is
able to support, as well as the effectiveness of these triggers. Maximizing these aspects of the
DAS is the focus of Question 3; however, these aspects are initially discussed here because they
are directly relevant to determining the benefit provided by each of the sensors that could be used
on a large-scale naturalistic study.
Each of the events (i.e., crashes, near-crashes, and incidents) that were collected for the 100-Car
Study was selected as a function of one or more triggers. These triggers, in turn, depended on
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the sensors or subsystems that collected the data against which the triggers were contrasted. This
section examines the effectiveness of each trigger type (and thus each underlying sensor or
subsystem type) in correctly identifying a valid event. More details about each of the triggers
can be found in the discussion for Question 3.
The database of reduced events included 69 crashes, 761 near-crashes, and 8,295 incidents.
Table 13.7 lists each of the sensors or subsystems used in the data acquisition system and the
percentage, by severity, of the valid events detected by each trigger. These parameters are
indicative of the first measure of benefit for a trigger, which is the proportion of valid events that
would be detected. In a large-scale study without continuous data collection, a failure of a
trigger to activate for an event would mean the loss of the event. Thus, the higher the percentage
of valid events that a trigger captures, the better that particular trigger is considered to be. Note
that each sensor is independent in the number of events that are detected, meaning that the
percentages are not additive for any column.
Table 13.7. Sensor or subsystem benefits in terms of valid events captured.
Severity
Valid Events
Detected*
%
Sensor/Subsystem
(Severe
Instances)
(All instances)
3.5%
Accelerometer
18.8%
3.2%
0.6%
(85)
(Lateral)
(13)
(24)
(48)
(316)
44.7%
Accelerometer
58.0%
61.9%
37.6%
(3,600)
(Long.)
(40)
(471)
(3,089)
(4,078)
8.4%
Critical Incident
18.8%
16.0%
5.2%
(569)
Button
(13)
(122)
(434)
(762)
56.5%
Range/Range Rate
24.6%
42.8%
57.5%
(5,111)
Detection – Fwd.
(17)
(326)
(4,768)
(5,158)
4.6%
Range/Range Rate
2.9%
7.6%
4.4%
(423)
Detection – Rear
(2)
(58)
(363)
(424)
21.7%
Gyroscope (Yaw
24.6%
25.0%
17.2%
(1,630)
Rate)
(17)
(190)
(1,423)
(1,983)
0.6%
0.0%
0.5%
0.1%
Lane Tracker
(9)
(0)
(4)
(5)
(82)
3.1%
0.0%
0.3%
3.0%
Radar – Side
(253)
(0)
(2)
(251)
(280)
*
Severe instances include crashes, near-crashes, and incidents. All instances also include nonconflict incidents. The percentage provided is based on all instances.
Crashes
Detected
%
(Instances)

Near-crashes
Detected
%
(Instances)
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Only the forward headway detection sensor was able to identify more than 50 percent of the
valid events (56.5%), with the longitudinal acceleration sensor identifying the second largest
percentage of valid events (44.7%). When event severities are considered, some could be
predicted more than 50 percent of the time by the data from some sensors. The longitudinal
accelerometer sensor performed best in crashes, correctly marking as an event 58.0 percent of all
of the crashes in the dataset. This sensor was also the most effective in identifying valid nearcrash events (61.9%). The forward headway detection sensor correctly triggered for 57.5 percent
of all incidents. Finally, all three severity levels had reasonably high detection rates triggered
from the gyroscope sensor.
It is important to note that the lane tracker and side radars are not fairly represented in Table
13.7. The side radars were only present on one fifth of the fleet (20 leased vehicles) for 6
months. Thus, their rate should be less than 10 percent of any of the other sensors. However,
the inclusion of side radars for a full-scale 5,000 vehicle fleet would probably be impractical due
to cost and installation requirements.
However, the lane tracker may present a different case. The lane tracker is software-based and
uses the same forward camera already present for the study. While it does increase computer
processing requirements, the cost is fairly minimal. In addition, due to the focus of the current
study on rear-end crashes, there was not a great deal of effort made to determine the feasibility of
using the lane tracker as a trigger. Early attempts did show that the lane tracker signal was noisy
both for reasons of road marking visibility and driver behavior (i.e., many drivers exceeded lane
boundaries on purpose or relaxed standards in the absence of other traffic). Therefore, a lane
tracker may turn out to be a very valuable addition to a study that is more broadly focused and
when more time and resources are available to improve the signal filtering.
Another measure of benefit from a trigger relates to its ability to capture only valid events, which
in turn indicates the level of noise (i.e., invalid events) that will exist within the stored data in a
large-scale study. Triggers that perform poorly in this regard will overload the in-vehicle data
storage equipment with useless data and could compromise the capacity of the system to store
important events occurring after the in-vehicle data storage unit is full. Table 13.8 shows the rate
at which invalid events were found for each trigger. A lower rate indicates better trigger
performance for this measure. In addition, the catastrophic/major and minor failure rates were
noted. Note that each sensor is independent regarding the number of events detected; thus, the
percentages are not additive for any column. Also note that for the side radar, the same failure
rates used for headway detection are used, given that the same technology was applied.
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Table 13.8. Sensor or subsystem benefits in terms of proportion of invalid events.
Sensor/Subsystem
Accelerometer (Lateral)
Accelerometer (Long.)
Critical Incident Button
Headway Detection – Fwd.
Headway Detection – Rear
Gyroscope (Yaw Rate)
Lane Tracker
Radar – Side

Invalid Events
Detected %
(Instances)
91.3%
(3,325)
66.4%
(8,047)
69.9%
(1,773)
83.4%
(25,833)
59.9%
(633)
91.1%
(20,217)
96.1%
(2,532)
96.5%
(13,808)

Failure Rate (%)
(Catastrophic &
Major / Minor)
0/0
0/0
0/0
0 / 3.0
0 / 3.0
0/0
0 / 3.0
0 / 3.0

These higher sensitivities to valid events were not necessarily accompanied by good negative
predictive ability. The forward headway detection sensor had a rate of invalid events of 83.4
percent, near the top of the list for this category. The longitudinal acceleration sensor fared
better, with 69.9 percent of all the events that it triggered being classified invalid (second from
the bottom of the list for this category). The rear headway detection sensor had the lowest rate of
invalid events, at 59.9 percent.
Perhaps the single most important sensor present in the 100-Car Study data collection system
was video. The benefit and value of video is very large, given the aid it provides to data
reductionists in determining the validity of triggered events. Given that invalid events seem
unavoidable based on current sensor technology (see the discussion for Question 3 for more on
this issue), it seems that some video views would be absolutely necessary in a large-scale
naturalistic study to aid in the data reduction process. This issue is discussed in more detail
under the Goal 10 Report (separate report). However, note that even with a failure rate of 6.4
percent, video is considered an important piece of hardware to be included on a large-scale study
due to its data validation benefit. A logical concern would be that with this relatively high
failure rate, video might become problematic to include in a large-scale study. While this
concern is justified, the failure rate can be reduced by including only camera views that are
absolutely necessary (which may also reduce in-vehicle data storage requirements).
Justifications for the elimination of certain camera views are presented in the Goal 10 Report .
Other subsystems not shown in Tables 13.7 or 13.8 were not used to collect any trigger
information or validate events. Rather, they served to support the data collection function or the
remote vehicle tracking function. These functions contributed to the success of the overall
system and their absence in this analysis simply indicates that they had no direct bearing on the
selection of particular events for further analysis, which is the main source of benefit
information. For example, RF and glare sensors were installed in vehicles, but their data were
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not considered essential or useful in triggering for events. These sensors are part of a category
that can be deemed optional, whose use depends on the specificity of the data desired within any
larger-scale study. Their usefulness and corresponding benefit lies in providing the ability to
characterize events better than by simply looking at a video. However, this ability has to be
weighed against their cost, expected effectiveness, and required maintenance. Whereas the
effectiveness for the sensors considered above in this section can be determined based on their
performance, the effectiveness of optional sensors is more subjective, and depends on the value
of the information to the stakeholders for a particular data collection effort. Costs of
maintenance did not seem to be high, based on their absence from repair logs. However, some of
these sensors can be noisy, and care should be taken in ensuring that the quality of data from any
of them included in a large-scale study is sufficient to justify their expense in terms of cost and
of in-vehicle data storage.
The data available for all of these in-vehicle data storage components, sensors, and hardware
components are limited in terms of benefits, since most of the benefit gathered from the
components is difficult to quantify. The costs, in terms of failure rate (i.e., required maintenance
and repairs), in-vehicle data storage needs, and classification effectiveness, while somewhat
more quantifiable, are also subject to some degree of interpretation.
When benefits and costs are observed as a whole, several technologies stand out for inclusion in
a large-scale naturalistic study. Accelerometers, yaw rate sensors, and range/range rate sensors
(particularly forward) seem essential to the real-time classification of valid events for a largerscale study using a trigger-based data collection system. Video is also necessary to allow for
screening the invalid events that will inevitably be collected. If these technologies are combined
using algorithms that aggregate their data (as discussed in Question 3), they should be able to
collect an acceptable number of valid events while minimizing the number of invalid events that
are stored and have to be eliminated manually.
Question 3. Based on data collection in Phase II, what are the optimum sensor values that
should be used for a triggered data collection system?

As discussed in Question 2, an important aspect of a large-scale naturalistic data collection effort
would be its trigger-based nature. While the 100-Car Study collected data continuously, a largerscale study would not likely have the storage and data management support structure that the
100-Car Study had. Question 2 already evaluated the sensors and equipment needed to create
these triggers in terms of their individual contributions to the event detection task. More
information on that process is presented here and augmented with techniques to aggregate the
data from various sensors in order to further improve event classification accuracy.
Thus, the goal of this sensitivity analysis was to determine an array of sensor and/or sensor
thresholds that could be used to identify the largest possible number of crashes and near-crashes
while minimizing the number of invalid events that are misclassified. As has been discussed
elsewhere, equipment within the car was able to measure lateral and longitudinal acceleration,
yaw rate, forward time-to-collision, rear time-to-collision, headway, and lane busts. Each of
these measures was foreseen as a possible indicator of a crash or near-crash under particular
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circumstances, but the appropriateness of this sensor suite and potential threshold settings had to
be determined using the empirical data available.
This section also describes, when feasible, trigger performance as a function of crashes, nearcrashes, and incidents. Note that a large number of incidents were recorded and compared to the
number of crashes and near-crashes obtained in the study. It is possible that incidents would not
be desired in a large-scale study in order to reduce the total number of events (valid and invalid)
for which data are collected. This issue is also explored within this question.
Trigger-Based Sensitivity Analysis
Initial work to address this question leveraged on the activities performed to define the set of
trigger settings used to select the events that were reduced by analysts. These activities involved
the creation and testing, within a limited initial dataset, of several trigger settings. The goal of
these initial analyses was to minimize the number of missed events with less regard for the
number of invalid events that were selected. These analyses provided substantial insight into the
arrangement of the data and had important implications for the methods used to carry out the
sensitivity analysis for the larger subset of the data.
The results of these analyses were used to synthesize a set of triggers that are described in Table
13.9. These triggers were used for the detection of events within the full dataset. Each table
entry also presents, broadly, the characteristics of other less effective iterations of the triggers,
based on the initial testing performed within a limited dataset. Unless otherwise noted, triggers
were only recorded when the vehicle was moving (speed greater than 0.0 m/s). The
effectiveness obtained from each of these triggers is repeated here and it was also addressed in
Question 2. These effectiveness values, initially discussed in Question 2, represent reasonable
estimates of the maximum effectiveness that can be obtained with each trigger. They also serve
as an upper limit on the effectiveness that can be obtained from considering sensor outputs
independently.
Unfortunately, the effectiveness numbers for each trigger are substantially lower than the 90
percent valid event retention and 5 percent invalid event retention that were originally proposed
as goals for a large-scale study. Fortunately, as will be discussed in the next section on data
reduction, a larger percentage of invalid triggers add only marginal cost to a large-scale effort.
The downfall of simple, highly effective trigger criteria is the amount of individual variability
present in light vehicle driving. (Prior studies, such as Dingus et al., 2002, had greater success
with heavy vehicles.) This variability proved to be too large to be handled by set triggers based
on a relatively simple logic. Statistical methods to improve these classification accuracies by
using aggregate sensor data are discussed in the next section.
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Table 13.9. Trigger characteristics for the 100-Car Study.
Trigger Type

1. Lateral
Acceleration

2. Longitudinal
Acceleration

3. Event Button

4. Forward Timeto-Collision

Description
• Trigger setting had to be set very high
to avoid the misclassification of a large
number of invalid events.
• The final trigger criterion was set at ±
0.7 g
• Suitability of this trigger might
improve with the presence of side
sensors that aid in identifying adjacent
vehicles in lane change or merge
events (see Side Sensor Triggers
section below).
• Vehicle’s longitudinal acceleration
reached a value <-0.52 g at any single
point in time, with other levels of
acceleration contributing to a trigger
depending on data from other sensors
(see the discussion for the Forward
TTC).
• This trigger occurred whenever
participants pushed a button within the
cabin. The trigger depended on driver
willingness to inform the researchers
about the occurrence of an incident,
and could be noisy due to drivers
abusing of the feature to point out
irrelevant events.
• Forward TTC value was based on the
standard TTC equation using range,
range rate, and acceleration
• Filtered to exclude:
o Any approaching object.
o Any triggers that had a
corresponding yaw signal that was
>4 degrees per seconds and

Unsuccessful Alternative Trigger
Setting Tried
• Data filtering
• Smaller threshold values

• Data filtering
• Less extreme thresholds (e.g., -0.3
g)
• Using acceleration measured over a
larger sample (e.g., 5 samples)

Valid Events Detected
(%)

Rate of Invalid Events
within the Trigger (%)

3.5

91.3

44.7

66.4

8.4

69.9

56.5

86.4

• N/A

• Speed dependent TTC boundary
line.
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5. Rear Time-toCollision

6. Yaw rate

occurred simultaneously (within 3 s)
with the Forward TTC trigger while
the vehicle was traveling at 8.9 m/s
(20 mph) or less (i.e., indicating
vehicle turning).
o Any signal from the radar that did
not maintain a consistent signature
for a minimum of 7 frames.
o If an initial positive Forward TTC
trigger was observed, the peak
longitudinal acceleration was
determined across a 6 seconds time
sample, 3 seconds prior to and
following the Forward TTC trigger.
o All peak longitudinal accelerations
smaller than -0.5 g that were
coupled with a Forward TTC of 4
seconds or less represented a
trigger.
o All longitudinal accelerations
between
-0.4 g and -0.5 g represented a
trigger provided that the Forward
TTC value was <4 seconds and that
the corresponding forward range
value at the minimum Forward TTC
was < 30.5 m (100 ft).
• Calculated using range, range rate, and
acceleration
• Ignored targets with a speed >44.7 m/s
(100 mph)
• Used a trigger value of two seconds or
less, as long as the corresponding rear
range was <15.2 m (50 ft) and the peak
longitudinal acceleration of the
following vehicle was <-0.4 g. The
peak longitudinal acceleration of the
following vehicle was sampled at +/- 2
seconds around the TTC trigger.
• Used to identify a change in heading

• Considering Rear TTC values by
themselves, without consideration
of the following vehicle
deceleration or speed.

• Speed dependent boundary line.
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that was immediately followed by a
return to the same general heading.
• This filter was suitable for determining
when the driver performed a sudden
steering maneuver and not a cornering
maneuver.
• The trigger criterion for yaw rate was
any set of values that went from neutral
(i.e., ~0) yaw rate to +4 degrees/s,
oscillated back to -4 degrees/s (or vice
versa: -4 to +4), and then returned to
neutral within a 3-second time window.
Thus, the vehicle was required to return
to the same general direction of travel
within the 3-second window.
• A minimum speed of 6.7 m/s (15 mph)
was required for the trigger to activate.
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The triggers in Table 13.9 represent the best performing triggers, but there were other triggers
that resulted in detection of very large numbers of invalid events, or for which only a limited
amount of data were collected. These triggers included criteria from the lane tracker and the side
radars.
The lane tracker resulted in valuable data used during the data reduction process to understand
both the type and severity of the events. In addition, triggers were attempted to capture lane
abort and lane bust events. A lane bust occurred when the vehicle crossed a solid lane line. This
trigger was set to occur when the vehicle moved a minimum of 3 ft outside of a lane boundary
while traveling at a speed >20.1 m/s (45 mph) and underwent several unsuccessful revisions.
The lane abort trigger was activated when a vehicle crossed a dashed line and returned to the
original position. This trigger also underwent several revisions that failed to improve its
performance. The lane abort trigger was set to occur when the vehicle moved a minimum of 3 ft
outside of a lane boundary (60 in from center of lane) while traveling at a speed >20.1 m/s (45
mph) and the vehicle did not complete the lane change. Altogether, these triggers correctly
classified 0.6 percent of all valid events. A total of 96.1 percent of all events captured by this
trigger were invalid.
The vehicles that were instrumented with side sensors allowed the establishment of additional
triggers that provided more detailed information on side conflicts. Four separate triggers were
developed based on the data for these sensors:
• Turn Signal Light: This trigger occurred when an object was detected by the side
radar within +/- 1 second of any instance in which the turn signal was active. Vehicle
speed also had to be higher than 6.7 m/s (15 mph) for the trigger to occur.
• Side Cutoff: This trigger was only activated when vehicle speed was faster than 8.9
m/s (20 mph) and a lane change occurred in front of another car located within 15.2
m (50 ft) of the vehicle.
• Side Blind Spot: This trigger occurred only for vehicle speeds >8.9 m/s (20 mph)
when a lane abort maneuver (as detected by the lane tracker) occurred while an object
was detected by the side radar.
• Side Yaw: The trigger criterion for yaw rate was any set of values that went from
neutral (i.e., ~0) yaw rate to +2 degrees/s, oscillated back to -2 degrees/s (or vice
versa: -2 to +2), and then returned to neutral within a 3-second time window. A
minimum speed of 6.7 m/s (15 mph) was required for the trigger to activate. In
addition, the side radar had to detect an object for the trigger to occur.
Altogether, these triggers correctly classified 3.1 percent of all valid events. A total of 96.5
percent of all events captured by this trigger were invalid.
Multivariate Statistical Sensitivity Analysis
Given that the univariate (albeit multiple, sequentially filtered) triggers did not yield the desired
levels of identification performance, multivariate statistical approaches were tried. These
approaches exploited the relationship between the variables of interest to make classification
decisions. These decisions are not dependent on a single pass/fail value for a particular sensor
(or combination thereof), but consider the overall contribution of each sensor available in
determining the likelihood of identifying a crash or near-crash. In simple terms, these
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approaches build complex classification matrices by mathematically synthesizing the data that
are available. This complexity also hinders their ease of understanding. While it is easy to
imagine that there is a high probability that an event occurred if a longitudinal acceleration
greater than 0.9 g is observed, it is less intuitive to understand that a longitudinal acceleration of
0.3 g might indicate an event if the forward time to collision is less than 0.7 seconds, the speed is
less than 15.6 m/s (35 mph), and the lateral acceleration is lower than 0.2 g. These complex ifthen relationships are synthesized by these statistical approaches and put into the forms of simple
linear equations producing the desired classification results.
All of the crashes and near-crashes, as well as a portion of the triggered events that were found to
be invalid, were selected for use in these multivariate statistical analyses. Two approaches were
considered, based on their adequacy for the problem of interest: logistic regression and
discriminant analysis. Both of these approaches are able to take a large number of variables and
use them to either classify observations (discriminant analysis) or determine the probability of
group membership for any observation (logistic regression). The main difference between these
two techniques is that discriminant analysis provides classification for continuous dependent
variables that preferably fit a multivariate normal distribution. Logistic regression can use
continuous or discrete variables and makes no multivariate normality assumption.
Initial analysis approaches considered the full dataset of valid events, without filtering, by event
severity. A random sample of invalid events was also included within the analysis dataset. The
sample consisted of 17,625 invalid triggers, representing 12.9 percent of the overall number of
invalid triggers in the study.
The dataset included 8 seconds of data per event (valid or invalid), centered around the instant in
which the first trigger for the event occurred. Thus 4s of the data for each event occurred before
the trigger and 4s occurred after the trigger. If a valid event had more than one positive trigger,
the data for the event was centered on the first trigger in the time sequence.
From the 8 seconds of data per event, a series of dependent variables were calculated for
inclusion in subsequent analyses. Unless otherwise noted, all of these variables were used in
each of the analyses. These variables included:
• Forward TTC considering lead-vehicle acceleration – minimum through the 8
seconds of data for the event.
• Forward TTC without considering lead-vehicle acceleration – minimum through the 8
seconds of data for the event.
• Range at the minimum Forward TTC (not considering lead-vehicle acceleration).
• Rear TTC considering following-vehicle acceleration – minimum through the 8
seconds of data for the event.
• Rear TTC without considering following-vehicle acceleration – minimum through the
8 seconds of data for the event.
• Range at the minimum Rear TTC (not considering following-vehicle acceleration).
• Maximum difference between yaw rates – calculated between the maximum and
minimum values obtained for the 8 seconds of data.
• Time between maximum and minimum yaw rates – for the 8 seconds of data for the
event.
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•
•
•
•

Yaw variance – for the 8 seconds of data for the event.
Longitudinal acceleration – mean, minimum (recall that a deceleration is negative),
and variance for the 8 seconds of data.
Absolute lateral acceleration – mean, maximum, and variance for the eight seconds of
data.
Speed – mean and variance for the 8 seconds of data.

Discriminant Analysis. Discriminant analysis is descriptive of a particular statistical process
with a large number of associated options. The discriminant analyses discussed are the end
product of a large number of trial runs exploring the options that could best be used to model the
data at hand. For example, an important parameter for discriminant analysis is the rule used.
The analyses in this section employed a quadratic discriminant rule. For many of the analyses
discussed, other rule options, including a linear discriminant rule and nearest neighbor rule
(which does not depend on multivariate normality) were tried. No cases were found in which
their performance was better than the quadratic discriminant rule.
Since the lack of multivariate normality in the data was a source of concern when applying this
procedure, transformations of the variables were also attempted to attain multivariate normality.
These transformations did not result in any improvements to the classification accuracy of the
discriminant analysis.
Another discriminant analysis option is the method used to estimate the probabilities of
misclassification. The analyses in this section employed the cross-validation method because
this approach produced nearly unbiased estimates of the true probabilities of correct and
incorrect classifications.
Finally, discriminant analysis also allowed the introduction of expected probabilities of events
within the dataset. These probabilities, as will be shown later in this section, could have a large
effects on the classification accuracies of the procedure. Unless otherwise noted, the analyses
discussed assume no knowledge of prior probability, and allow the analysis to use the
probabilities that it detected within the dataset as the expected classifier probability.
Some manipulation of the available data also occurred. Since the variables being used were
kinematic in nature, it was considered necessary to initially split the data between compact and
mid-size automobiles (“cars”) and sport-utility vehicles (“SUVs”). These two vehicle types can
have differing kinematic behaviors and differing driver responses to control them. Thus, this
additional source of variability within the data was isolated by the data split.
The initial discriminant analyses, considering cars and SUVs separately, included all variables
except yaw variance, longitudinal acceleration variance, and lateral acceleration variance. These
variables were added to later analyses to attempt, unsuccessfully, to improve classification
accuracy. For this set of analyses, events of all severities were included as valid events.
Results here and throughout this section are shown in terms of a confusion matrix. The rows in
the matrix indicate the correct classification for the event. The columns in the matrix indicate
the classification provided by the discriminant analysis. The numbers within the matrix cells
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indicate the percentage of observations for a row that were classified in each particular category.
The percentages total 100 percent for each row. The table’s diagonal (starting at the upper left
corner) is bold-faced to indicate correct classifications. Results for the discriminant analysis on
data for passenger cars are shown in Table 13.10.
Table 13.10. Confusion matrix for passenger cars.

Event was:

Event classified as:
Invalid
Valid
23.6
76.4
54.6
45.4

Invalid
Valid

Results for the discriminant analysis on the data for SUVs are shown in Table 13.11.
Table 13.11. Trigger Confusion matrix for SUVs

Event was:

Event classified as:
Invalid
Valid
18.7
81.3
41.2
58.8

Invalid
Valid

These numbers were discouraging, as less than 60 percent of valid events could be detected.
Perhaps even more discouraging, even at this high miss rate, was that more than 15 percent of all
invalid events would have to be reduced, because the system would collect them as valid data.
Given the overwhelming presence of invalid events in the data (i.e., in which at least one of the
triggers was active in a situation when no event occurred), this would result in a large number of
invalid events that would have to be reduced for each valid event (approximately 15:1).
However, given the broadness of the data, it was thought that variability due to the nature of the
event could be influencing the results. The kinematic conditions for a conflict with a lead
vehicle that was a near-crash, for example, could be different from the kinematic conditions for a
conflict with a following vehicle that was a near-crash. Forcing the discriminant analysis to
lump these two categories into the same general classification (i.e., valid event) could hinder the
overall classification ability.
Initial support for this hypothesis was obtained from graphs of the dependent variables for
crashes, with crashes grouped by nature. Some differences in vehicle kinematics could be
observed as a function of event nature. To determine whether these observations could translate
into a better classification scheme, a discriminant analysis was created to classify events based
on their nature. Five different nature categories were collapsed from the broader set of
categories employed by data reductionists:
1. Conflict with a lead vehicle (CLV).
2. Conflict with a following vehicle (CFV).
3. Side conflict (CS).
4. Conflict with non-vehicle or parked vehicle (CNV).
5. Single vehicle conflict (SVC).
In addition, a sixth category was included that grouped invalid events (INV). This analysis only
considered crashes and near-crashes. Any separation in kinematics that might be useful for
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classification would be intensified on these event severities (when compared to incidents, the
remaining type of valid event). If the analysis showed good classification performance for
crashes and near-crashes, it could be extended to include incidents. This philosophy was
maintained for the remainder of the analyses in this section.
This analysis also considered both cars and SUVs through the use of an artificial variable within
the set of predictors. Thus, possible variance due to vehicle type was accounted for without the
need for separate discriminant analyses for each vehicle type.
As for the previous analysis, yaw variance, longitudinal acceleration variance, and lateral
acceleration variance were not included. These variables were added on later analyses to
attempt, unsuccessfully, to improve classification accuracy. To simplify the matrix, counts are
not provided. Table 13.12 shows the results for this discriminant analysis.
Table 13.12. Confusion matrix for different event types.

Event was:

CFV
INV
CLV
CNV
CS
SVC

CFV
1.3
1.0
1.6
2.7
2.0
1.5

Event classified as:
INV
CLV CNV
CS
76.6
10.4
0.0
7.8
2.8
0.3
1.8
92.7
82.3
1.6
3.4
10.3
75.7
13.5
0.0
2.7
72.6
5.6
1.0
15.7
61.8
0.0
2.9
10.3

SVC
3.9
1.5
0.8
5.4
2.9
23.5

While the approach classified a large number of invalid events correctly, it also tended to classify
the majority of all other types of events as invalid. Thus, while the number of invalid events that
would be observed by data reductionists would be smaller, a large number of valid events would
be missed.
At this point, it was possible that prediction of the discriminant analysis could perform better for
crashes than near-crashes, so these two severities were separated. In addition, the yaw variance,
longitudinal acceleration variance, and lateral acceleration variables were added to the analysis
to attempt improving the classification accuracy. As for the previous analysis, cars and SUVs
were both included in the analysis via an artificial variable. For this table, the total number of
crashes expected was 69 and the total number of near-crashes expected was 761. Results for this
discriminant analysis are shown in Table 13.13.
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Table 13.13. Confusion matrix for different event severities.

Event was:

Crash
Invalid
Near-crashes

Event classified as:
Near
Crash
Invalid
Crash
60.0
25.0
15.0
2.5
3.2
94.3
4.6
64.8
30.6

Thus, the discriminant function classified near-crashes two times more accurately than crashes.
However, both crashes and near-crashes were classified as invalid close to 60 percent of the
time. The difference in classification accuracy between crashes and near-crashes was due to
crashes being classified as near-crashes.
For some discriminant analyses, stepwise selection of variables can help by eliminating variables
from the analysis that are either not contributing to the discrimination, or that are contributing the
same information as other variables. At this stage of the analysis, a stepwise discriminant
analysis was performed to determine if this was a possibility with the dataset. The stepwise
discriminant analysis retained all of the original variables.
The conclusion from these efforts was that it might be useful to separate and analyze events
according to their event nature. These analyses were performed only for conflict with lead
vehicle and conflict with following vehicle, as these were the two most frequent categories of
valid events. Remaining categories occurred less frequently by a factor of at least two. Again,
SUVs and cars were considered within the same analysis via an artificial variable. Results of the
discriminant analysis for conflict with lead vehicle are shown on Table 13.14.
Table 13.14. Confusion matrix for conflict with lead-vehicle events.

Event was:

Event classified as:
Invalid
Valid
10.3
89.7
44.3
55.7

Invalid
Valid

Results for conflict with following vehicle are shown on Table 13.15.
Table 13.15. Confusion matrix for conflict with following-vehicle events.

Event was:

Event classified as:
Invalid
Valid
0.8
99.2
94.9
5.1

Invalid
Valid

While the percentages of correct invalid classifications are large, the percentages of incorrect
invalid classifications are small, at 55.7 percent for conflicts with lead vehicles and 5.1 percent
for conflicts with following vehicle.
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A final option to improve the performance of the discriminant analysis was to modify the
expected probabilities of valid and invalid events within the dataset. Until this stage, those
probabilities were being calculated from the data used. Given that some knowledge of these
probabilities was possible, it was foreseeable that they could be set instead of calculated. The
analyses that follow consider only conflicts with lead vehicles, as they are exploratory in nature.
Similar levels of performance could be obtained for conflicts with following vehicles, if needed,
by using slightly different expected probabilities.
These analyses include SUVs and cars via the inclusion of an artificial variable within the
analysis. Results of the discriminant analysis for conflict with lead vehicle with equal
probability of valid and invalid events are shown on Table 13.16.
Table 13.16. Confusion matrix for conflict with lead-vehicle events, equal event
probability.

Event was:

Event classified as:
Invalid
Valid
58.9
41.1
11.1
88.9

Invalid
Valid

In this case, 76.9 percent and 89.3 percent of crashes and near-crashes are classified correctly. If
the expected probability of an invalid event is increased to 0.7 (from 0.5 in the previous
analysis), the results are shown on Table 13.17.
Table 13.17. Confusion matrix for conflict with lead-vehicle events, 0.7 invalid event
probability.

Event was:

Event classified as:
Invalid
Valid
49.2
50.8
15.1
84.9

Invalid
Valid

Now, 76.9 percent and 85.2 percent of crashes and near-crashes are classified correctly. Note
that the adjustment in cost did not affect the classification accuracy of crashes. The percentage
of correctly classified invalid events increased. If the expected probability of an invalid event is
further increased to 0.9 (from 0.7 in the previous analysis), the results are shown on Table 13.18.
Table 13.18. Confusion matrix for conflict with lead-vehicle events, 0.9 invalid event
probability.

Event was:

Event classified as:
Invalid
Valid
27.8
72.2
23.9
76.1

Invalid
Valid

Crashes are still being classified correctly 76.9 percent of the time, but near-crash correct
classification now drops to 76.1 percent. However, the percentage of invalid events classified
correctly increases to 72.2 percent.
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Overall, these analyses suggest that expected probabilities can be used to tradeoff missed valid
events with a sufficiently small number of invalid events that will be included in the dataset.
This concept was then combined with additional filtering of the data that personalized the
analysis for each participant, as discussed below.
The purpose of these filters was to invalidate data before the discriminant analysis process. To
limit the scope of the analysis, only conflicts with lead and following vehicles were considered
(see rationale above). However, results suggested that the filtering approach hindered the
performance of the analyses for conflicts with following vehicles. Thus, results for that
particular set of analyses are not presented here; instead, only results for conflict with lead
vehicle are shown. In addition, the personalization created by a portion of the filtering process
required that only primary drivers were used in the analysis.
The initial filter was applied to the data to attempt to reduce the number of invalid events
considered. This filter required any valid triggers to have a minimum Forward TTC of less than
10s, with a maximum range of 50 m (164 ft) and at least one observation when the range rate
was negative. This filter was applied to data across participants, and reduced the number of valid
events by 36.0 percent and the number of invalid events by 30.1 percent. In raw numbers for the
samples used, however, this translates to 131 lost valid events (out of 364) versus 5,100 invalid
events that would be correctly ignored (out of 16,927), a large practical difference.
The second filter, which was implemented in addition to the Forward TTC filter described above,
attempted to account for some of the individual differences between drivers before the
discriminant analysis was performed. This approach assumes that a DAS used in a large-scale
study would have some sort of learning capability that would tailor the triggers to each driver.
The idea for this approach comes from experimental observations discussed elsewhere in this
report. What was normal driving for some drivers represented a critical incident or near-crash for
others. This variability increases the noise in a discriminant analysis that is examining aggregate
data.
The personalized filter consisted of eliminating from consideration observations that exceeded
preset longitudinal deceleration thresholds for each driver. Table 13.19 lists the effects of the
filter depending on the deceleration threshold selected. Even when the percentile threshold was
set as high as 50 percent, a small number of additional valid events were lost (22 when compared
to those lost due to the Forward TTC filter by itself) when compared to the 2,913 additional
invalid events that would not have to be reduced.
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Table 13.19. Valid events remaining as a function of deceleration threshold selected for
pre-discriminant analysis filter.
Deceleration
Threshold
(Calculated for
Each Driver)
10th percentile
20th percentile
30th percentile
40th percentile
50th percentile

Number of Valid
Events Evaluated

Percentage of Valid
Events Lost (%)

Number of Invalid
Events Evaluated

231
229
223
217
211

36.5
37.1
38.7
40.4
42.0

10,511
10,268
9,941
9,481
8,914

Percentage of
Invalid Events
Correctly Rejected
(%)
37.9
39.3
41.3
44.0
47.3

These filtering processes also had, as expected, some positive effects on the results from the
discriminant analyses. Table 13.20 combines the 40th and 50th percentiles filters with different
values for expected probabilities. Classification accuracies can be improved by manipulating
these probabilities, as was shown before. The improvements followed similar patterns for both
percentile threshold settings. Results also improved when compared to the pre-filtering numbers,
previously presented. While the percentage of correct invalid events tended to be larger than it
was for the pre-filtered data, this was mainly due to the large number of invalid events that were
removed by the filtering procedure. There are a fewer number of incorrectly classified invalid
events for the filtering approach than for the approach that did not filter the data.
Table 13.20. Discriminant analysis classification results as a function of expected
probability and percentile threshold.
50th Percentile Threshold
Probability of
Valid/Probability of
Invalid
Based on Sample
0.1 / 0.9
0.2 / 0.8
0.3 / 0.7
0.4 / 0.6
0.5 / 0.5

Invalid
Classified as
Invalid (%)
79.5
56.8
46.9
41.8
37.7
34.5

Valid
Classified as
Valid (%)
72.5
82.5
87.2
88.1
89.6
90.5

40th Percentile Threshold
Invalid
Classified as
Invalid (%)
79.8
58.9
49.4
43.7
39.8
36.4

Valid
Classified as
Valid (%)
71.9
82.5
86.2
87.6
87.6
90.8

Results for the analyses described in this section point to several conclusions that are relevant for
a large-scale naturalistic data collection effort. First, crashes and near-crashes should be the
focus of such an effort. Incidents are observed at a much higher rate than crashes and nearcrashes; a total of 90.9 percent of all valid events were classified as incidents. Including
incidents would likely overwhelm any data reduction effort for a large-scale study. Incidents are
also closer in terms of kinematic signature to many invalid events than are crashes and nearcrashes, making their discrimination more difficult.
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Second, assuming that crashes and near-crashes are the focus of a large-scale study, tradeoffs
concerning loss of valid events should focus on losing a minimal number of near-crashes. Based
on the results of the discriminant analyses, changes in the sensitivity of the analysis had minimal
effects on the number of crashes detected, but affected to a larger extent the number of nearcrashes detected. Maximizing the number of near-crashes detected while minimizing the number
of invalid events also tends to maximize the number of crashes detected.
Third, it seems that tailoring the triggering algorithms to particular individuals is a feasible
partial solution to minimizing the number of invalid triggers collected, when it is combined with
appropriately selected expected probabilities. In the analyses above, this process was very
effective in reducing the number of invalid events detected. Assuming that the 40th percentile
longitudinal acceleration threshold is used along with expected probabilities based on our current
sample, only 20.2 percent of invalid events would be kept, compared to 71.9 percent of the valid
events, as shown on Table 13.21.
Table 13.21. Confusion matrix for conflict with lead-vehicle events, 40th percentile
longitudinal acceleration, probabilities based on sample.

Event was:

Event classified as:
Invalid
Valid
20.2
79.8
28.1
71.9

Invalid
Valid

It would also be expected that the majority of the valid events lost would be near-crashes, rather
than crashes, given particular aspects of the crash event severity (e.g., longitudinal acceleration
spikes) that make them easy to identify.
Achieving this tailoring process in a large-scale study would require some initial data collection
on each participant’s driving habits that would then be used to tailor the triggers for that driver,
which should always be the primary driver for the vehicle. This data collection period might be
as short as a week, based on the data obtained for this study. While a small additional
investment would be required to achieve this goal, the benefit gained by shortening the data
reduction effort seems attractive.
Table 13.21 represents a reasonable tradeoff between missing valid events and avoiding
numerous invalid events. As shown throughout this section, various settings can produce drastic
changes in the composition of the table. The percentage of valid events collected can reach 90
percent in some cases (40th percentile threshold, 0.5/0.5 expected probabilities), but this occurs at
a considerable cost in terms of the percentage of invalid events that have to be reduced (~60%).
Compared to Table 13.21, this implies that an additional 40 percent of invalid events would have
to be reduced to gain less than 20 percent for the number of valid events detected. Therefore,
tradeoffs can be made, depending on the goal of a large-scale data collection effort. However,
provided the large number of cars that would be on the road in such a case (~5,000), losing a
relatively small percentage of near-crash events seems a reasonable cost to substantially reduce
the data reduction effort. Chapter 14, Goal 10 (separate report) presents a sample data reduction
savings calculation based on the percentages suggested in Table 13.21.
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Logistic Regression. Logistic regression was explored as an alternative to discriminant analysis.
Recall that discriminant analysis has an implicit requirement of multivariate normality, which
was not always present within the predictor variables used. Logistic regression relaxes this
requirement.
Regardless of this advantage, logistic regression performed poorly on all the prediction trials for
which it was used. While it was run on different sets of data, similar to those discussed for
discriminant analysis, logistic regression always performed much more poorly than discriminant
analysis. For example, for events of a conflict with lead-vehicle nature, considering SUVs and
cars, and classifying events as either valid or invalid, the results are summarized in the following
confusion matrix:
Table 13.22. Confusion matrix for conflict with lead-vehicle events using the logistic
regression approach.

Event was:

Event classified as:
Invalid
Valid
0.1
99.9
92.7
7.3

Invalid
Valid

This result was typical of the logistic regression approach. Invalid events were classified
correctly a large percentage of the time, but valid events were predicted correctly a very small
percentage of the time (7.3%).
Summary
Overall, using the aggregate sensor data produced higher levels of performance than data from
any one sensor. This was not surprising, given that different events had different natures. Each
of these event natures had a particular set of kinematic characteristics that best identified it. For
example, conflicts with lead vehicles can be expected to exhibit larger longitudinal decelerations
than conflicts with side vehicles, when the lateral acceleration is expected to be higher. Any
method that aggregates the data from the different sensors should therefore be able to
discriminate better than data from a single sensor.
The tradeoff between collecting events of various severities is also important. Incidents occurred
at a much higher rate than crashes and near-crashes, and they were not considered in many of the
analyses of this section. For a large-scale naturalistic data collection effort, it seems that the
number of incidents, if collected, would be higher than necessary and would place an undue
burden on any data reduction capabilities. They also exhibit closer kinematic profiles to invalid
events, making discrimination much more difficult. This is a lesser problem with near-crashes
and a much smaller problem for crashes. As evidence, note the stability in the number of crashes
correctly classified by the discriminant analysis, even when expected probabilities for the events
were changed. This stability was reduced for near-crashes and would be expected to be further
reduced for incidents.
It is important to note that the presence of a crash was typically indicated by a variety of sources
for this study and this would also likely be true in the next study. These sources included:
subject self-reports, notations from data downloaders, and greater-than 1.0g acceleration spikes
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in the data stream. Thus, the classification problem for a large-scale study would primarily be
one of correct identification of near-crash events.
Based on the results of the best classification scheme obtained, it seems that the acceleration,
forward headway, and yaw rate sensors resulted in the most effective classification performance
when considered independently. Their performance is increased by aggregating their
information. It seems that a suite of these sensors and the appropriate signal processing (i.e.,
filtering and combining sensor inputs) could yield a system that collects a relatively high
percentage of valid events and a comparatively small percentage of invalid events. Data
reduction would still be needed, but reductionists would have to sift through a smaller number of
invalid events for each valid event found. This is particularly true when an algorithm can be
tuned for an individual driver using their first week of driving data to increase or reduce
sensitivity to likely near-crash event signatures.
Based on the initial multivariate discriminant algorithms described above, (which are fairly
consistent with the kinematic “minimum error” criteria discussed in Chapter 6, Goal 2), one
could expect to capture virtually all of the crashes and at least 72 percent of the near-crash events
in a large-scale study while rejecting 80 percent of the invalid events. For a 5,000 vehicle,
10,000 driving-year large-scale study, this would result in a database of roughly 2,400
crashes/collisions (of all severities as defined here) and almost 50,000 (out of 65,000 total) nearcrash events, excluding any sampling of other incidents, specific circumstances of interest, or
baseline events.
DISCUSSION

The DAS used in this study purposefully contained a large number of sensors, some of which
were redundant, with the goal of maximizing the level of redundancy within the system and
obtaining a dataset that represented a nearly best-case scenario of data availability. This large
number of sensors may not be needed for a larger-scale study. The events of interest may be
more narrowly targeted or the magnitude of the data large enough that missing a few valid events
is not as important as minimizing the number of invalid events that contaminate the dataset and
increase the data reduction effort.
A larger-scale study would also magnify any system repair and/or maintenance needs. Thus,
reducing the number of sensors and selecting sensors with low associated failure rates would be
an important aspect of such an effort. Most of the sensors used in the data collection effort
reported herein had very low failure rates, which will likely be even lower as technology
progresses. The most problem-prone sensors were video and radar.
Given the advantages of video, however, it seems that its place as a sensor in a larger-scale study
is necessary, albeit a smaller number of cameras might be acceptable (see the Goal 10 Report for
further discussion of this issue). While the performance of the sensors in discriminating between
valid and invalid events can be increased by data analysis methods, this increase is not large
enough to warrant the elimination of the only method available for event verification.
The failure rate for radar was lower than for video. While there are problems with radar data, the
radar units have to be carefully installed, and they are usually damaged in crashes, the relative
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position and speed of leading traffic are important factors to consider for triggering to obtain
valid events. Thus, despite the failure rate, the technology would be needed for a larger-scale
study. Of course, if other technologies could sense the same data with a lower failure rate, they
should be considered. At this time, however, no such technology exists at a reasonable price.
Other sensors, including accelerometers and gyros (for yaw rate), had negligible failure rates,
undetectable for the current study. These sensors also provided data that proved very useful for
valid event discrimination, as discussed in Question 3. These sensors should be included in the
sensor suite for a large-scale study.
The triggers used in such an array of sensors would likely take values similar to those discussed
in this goal, and the discrimination process using aggregate data would likely be equivalent.
However, some of these triggers may become more stringent if higher accuracy sensors are used
or if the data collection rate for some of the sensors is increased. Thus, the numbers suggested in
this section for future use represent good starting values and their performance should be tested
within the final system in which they are included.
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CHAPTER 14: GENERAL CONCLUSIONS

The 100-Car Naturalistic Driving Study is the first instrumented vehicle study undertaken with
the primary purpose of collecting large-scale naturalistic driving data. Two hundred forty-one
participants between the ages of 18 and 73 drove for a total of over 2.1 MVMT and 42,300 hours
over an 18-month data collection period. Drivers were given no special instructions, no
experimenter was present, and the data collection instrumentation was unobtrusive. In addition,
the majority of the drivers drove their own vehicle (78 out of 100 vehicles). As described
throughout this document, there is every indication that the drivers rapidly disregarded the
presence of the instrumentation. Thus, the resulting database contains many extreme cases of
driving behavior and performance including extreme drowsiness, impairment, judgment error,
risk taking, willingness to engage in secondary tasks, aggressive driving, and traffic violations,
among others, that have been heretofore greatly attenuated by other empirical techniques.
ADVANTAGES TO THE NATURALISTIC APPROACH

Five channels of digitally compressed video and numerous electronic sensors including radars
and accelerometers comprised the data collection system. A variety of data reduction and
analysis tools were created to allow for efficient utilization of the resulting six-terabyte raw
database. Using both the video and electronic sensor data, an “event” database consisting of
crash, near-crash and crash-relevant conflict events was created. This database, consisting of
almost 10,000 such events, was used to address 10 specific objectives ranging from the factors
that contribute to rear-end and lane change events, to the prevalence of distraction and
drowsiness in crashes and near-crashes, to precise analysis of the factors leading up to a crash or
near-crash event. The specific results and conclusions associated with these 10 objectives are
described in Chapters 4 through 13 of this report. In addition, these results are summarized in
the Report Overview presented at the beginning of this document.
A real strength of this approach is that the event database can be potentially for years to come, to
address a multitude of additional research questions beyond those originally conceptualized. As
of this writing, the database is being expanded to answer additional research objectives. This
expansion includes the development of a statistically valid baseline to assess exposure for
evaluation of findings. This first baseline includes 20,000 random samples of segments of
driving behavior.
Another significant advantage of this approach over existing approaches is that the video allows
direct viewing of all of the pre-event and during-event parameters, including the pre-event
driver behaviors such as distraction, drowsiness, error, and so forth. In addition, this technique
allows the precise calculation of parameters such as vehicle speed, vehicle headway, time-tocollision, and driver reaction time.
Naturalistic methods have the potential to fill a void in our existing driving safety research.
Specifically, it provides much more detailed and accurate information regarding near-crash, precrash, and crash events than is currently available, even after a detailed crash investigation.
Police reports and crash investigations rely on eyewitness accounts. Such data have been shown
to be limited in accuracy. For example, drivers often do not remember specific details that occur
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very rapidly as a crash or near-crash scenario unfolds. This is exacerbated by cases in which the
drivers or passengers have been dazed in a crash event, or are trying to hide the details of what
occurred due to reasons of embarrassment or fear of prosecution.
Furthermore, the data provides much greater external validity relative to the larger context of
driving when compared to empirical methods such as test tracks or simulators. Unlike empirical
methods, naturalistic studies allow the consideration of many factors simultaneously including
questions such as, “How do drivers modify their risk to situations where they choose to engage
in a potentially distracting task?” “Do drivers increase headway, reduce speed, or wait for a
straight stretch of road thereby mitigating their crash risk?” “When they do exhibit such
adaptation behavior, do drivers tend to over- or under-compensate for a given situation?” These
questions cannot be effectively addressed using conventional empirical methods. This has
always limited our ability to fully understand the relationship between surrogate measures of
safety, such as lane keeping performance or eyeglance behavior, and crash risk. Furthermore, as
demonstrated repeatedly in the 100-Car Study, the absence of an experimenter avoids potential
modification of drivers’ performance and behavior that may occur in contrived empirical
circumstances.
For the first time, we are collecting detailed information on large numbers of near-crash events.
These events were operationally defined for this study as having the presence of identical
elements to a crash scenario, with the exception of the presence of a successful evasive
maneuver. These types of events have two important features that crash data do not. First, they
occur much more frequently (e.g., 15 times more than crashes). Second, near-crash events are
cases where a driver successfully performed an evasive maneuver. Understanding these cases
may give additional insight into the factors that allow drivers to be effective defensive drivers, as
well as potential countermeasures to aid these drivers.
IMPLICATIONS FOR A LARGE-SCALE EFFORT

Despite the massive scope of the current effort, it was designed to also serve as a pilot to a much
larger future study. From an epidemiological viewpoint, the study was small with the presence
of 15 police-reported and 82 total crashes and minor collisions. Furthermore, drivers were
recruited from only one area of the country (Northern Virginia/Washington, DC, metro area).
One purpose of a larger-scale study would be to have a statistically representative sample of
crashes (perhaps 2,000) and a more representative subject/environment sample.
Since a primary purpose of the 100-Car Study was to serve as a pilot for a larger-scale (e.g., a
5,000-car) study, a goal was to evaluate the process and results of the 100-Car Study to assess
the feasibility of such an undertaking. Based upon the results of the evaluations conducted, it is
believed that a large-scale database would be an enormous asset and would be used by
transportation researchers for many years. Such an undertaking would allow researchers to gain
insight and understanding into a wide array of driving behavior issues and potentially serve as a
basis for decision making and program development within both the government and business
sectors. This belief is based upon the robustness of these pilot results and the anticipation that
these data will continue to be analyzed and the results made available, from a variety of
researchers and research organizations for, at least, the next 5 to 10 years. Clearly, these data
can provide unique insights into issues that have eluded the highway safety community.
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SUMMARY

It is believed that the database that has resulted from this study can be useful for a variety of
purposes for a number of years. In addition, the initial event database described above can be
continually enhanced, since all of the video and electronic data for the entire study have been
archived. The current project specified 10 objectives or goals that would be addressed through
the initial analysis of the event database. This report addresses these 10 goals. Some of most
important findings addressed as part of the analysis of these 10 goals are presented below:
•

This study allowed, perhaps for the first time, the capture of crash and collision events
that included minor, non-property-damage contact. These low-severity collisions provide
very valuable information and occur much more frequently than more severe crashes. As
a result, crash/collision-involvement was much higher than expected in that 82 total
crashes/collisions were reported in this study, while only 15 of these crashes were
reported to the police. For urban/suburban settings, this suggests that total crash/collision
involvement may be over five times higher than police-reported crashes.

•

Almost 80 percent of all crashes and 65 percent of all near-crashes involved the driver
looking away from the forward roadway just prior to the onset of the conflict. Prior
estimates related to “distraction” as a contributing factor have been in the range of 25
percent.

•

Inattention, which was operationally defined as including: (1) secondary task distraction,
(2) driving-related inattention to the forward roadway (e.g., blind spot checks), (3)
moderate to extreme drowsiness, and (4) other non-driving-related eyeglances, was a
contributing factor for 93 percent of the conflict with lead vehicle crashes and minor
collisions. In 86 percent of the lead vehicle crashes/collisions, the headway at the onset
of the event was greater than 2.0 seconds.

•

For scenarios involving conflict with a lead vehicle, the most frequent cases of lower
severity conflicts (i.e., incidents and near-crashes) occurred in lead-vehicle moving
scenarios, while 100 percent of the crashes (14 total) occurred when the lead vehicle was
stopped. This indicates that drivers have sufficient awareness and ability to perform
evasive maneuvers when closing rates are lower and/or expectancies about the flow of
traffic are not violated.

•

The rate of inattention-related crash and near-crash events decreases dramatically with
age, with the rate being as much as four times higher for the 18- to 20-year-old age group
relative to some of the older driver groups (i.e., 35 and up).

•

The use of hand-held wireless devices (primarily cell phones but including a small
amount of PDA use) was associated with the highest frequency of secondary-task
distraction-related events. This was true for both events of lower severity (i.e., incidents)
and for events of higher severity (i.e., near-crashes). Wireless devices were also among
the categories associated with the highest frequencies of crashes and minor collisions,
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along with looking at/reaching for an object in vehicle and passenger-related secondary
tasks.
•

Drowsiness also appears to affect crashes and collisions at much higher rates than is
reported using existing crash databases. Drowsiness was a contributing factor in 12
percent of all crashes and 10 percent of near-crashes, while most current database
estimates place drowsiness-related crashes at approximately 2 percent to 4 percent of
total crashes.

•

The lead-vehicle crash and near-crash data clearly show that development of purely
quantitative near-crash criteria (i.e., not requiring at least some degree of verification by a
human analyst) is not currently feasible. A primary reason for this was that vehicle
kinematics associated with near-crashes were virtually identical to common driving
situations that were not indicative of crash risk. Thus, qualitative and quantitative criteria
are dependent upon one another to some degree. Fortunately, advances in digital video
compression and storage technology, and the advancement of data reduction software,
have made video verification feasible for large numbers of events.

•

Results from the analysis investigating driver adaptation to instrumented vehicles
indicates that even when the same driver was switched from a private vehicle to a leased
vehicle, there were still more events per mile in the leased vehicle than in the private
vehicle. If there was an effect of adaptation, it was extinguished before the first week of
driving was completed. In addition, drivers appeared to adapt to the presence of the
unobtrusive instrumentation within the first hour of driving.

In addition to the 10 high-priority goals addressed as part of this report, there are 3 additional
research contracts in place to perform further data reduction and analysis efforts for the purpose
of addressing another 8 goals. There is also considerable interest in using the data for even more
purposes from researchers in several disciplines. Progressing toward this potential for a multipurpose, highly flexible and adaptable tool for driving safety may be the most important aspect
of this study.
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Visual Acuity Test
Snellen Eye Chart:
Right Eye: ___________________
Left Eye: ___________________
Ishihara’s Test for Color Deficiency:
Plate 1: _________

Plate 8: _________

Plate 2: _________

Plate 9: _________

Plate 3: _________

Plate 10: ________

Plate 4: _________

Plate 11: ________

Plate 5: _________

Plate 12: ________

Plate 6: _________

Plate 13: ________

Plate 7: _________

Plate 14: ________

Comments:______________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________
Contrast Sensitivity Test:
Left Eye:

Right Eye:

Row A: _______________

Row A: _______________

Row B: _______________

Row B: _______________

Row C: _______________

Row C: _______________

Row D: _______________

Row D: _______________

Row E: _______________

Row E: _______________

Comments:________________________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________________________________
____________________________________
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Audiogram Air Conduction Test
Check all that apply
____Known hearing loss

____Right

____Left

____Uses hearing aids

____Right

____Left

____History of ear problems

____Right

____Left

____Ear surgery

____Right

____Left

____Tinnitus (ringing)

____Right

____Left

____Fullness feeling in the ears

____Right

____Left

____Ear wax buildup

____Right

____Left

____Ear pain

____Right

____Left

____Ear drainage problems

____Right

____Left

____Diabetes

____Right

____Left

____Kidney problems

____Right

____Left

____Noise exposure
____work

____military ____hobby

____other

____Vertigo/dizziness
____Head injury/loss of consciousness
____High blood pressure
____Family history of hearing loss
____Family members with hearing loss

Comments:
__________________________________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________________________________
____________________________________
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Hearing Test

Audiometer: Welch Allyn AM 232 Manual Audiometer
Last acoustical calibrations:________________
Tester:_______________
Date of Testing:_______________
BASELINE HEARING TEST
LEFT EAR
125

250

500

750

1000

1500

2000

3000

4000

6000

8000

Comments:________________________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________________________________
____________________________________

RIGHT EAR
125

250

500

750

1000

1500

2000

3000

4000

6000

8000

Comments:________________________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________________________________
____________________________________
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Medical Health Assessment
To the Participant: Please note that your responses to the following questions will in no way affect your ability
to participate in the study. Your honest answers are appreciated
1. Do you have a history of any of the following?
a. Stroke
b. Brain tumor
c. Head injury
d. Epileptic seizures
e. Respiratory disorders
f. Motion sickness
g. Inner ear problems
h. Dizziness, vertigo, or other balance problems
i. Diabetes
j. Migraine, tension headaches
k. Depression
l. Anxiety
m. Other psychiatric disorders
n. Arthritis
o. Auto-immune disorders
p. High blood pressure
q. Heart arrhythmias
r. Chronic fatigue syndrome
s. Chronic stress

Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y

N
N
N
N
N
N
N
N
N
N
N
N
N
N
N
N
N
N
N

If yes to any of the above, please explain?
____________________________________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________________________________
____________
2. Are you currently taking any medications on a regular basis? Y N
If yes, please list them.
____________________________________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________________________________
______________________________
3. (Females only) Are you currently pregnant?
4. Height __________
5. Weight __________lbs.

Y N
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Walter Reed Army Institute of Research Preliminary Sleep Questionnaire
Using the following rating scale, to what extent do you currently experience the following?
None

Moderate

Severe

Daytime sleepiness

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

Snoring

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

Difficulty falling asleep

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

Difficulty staying asleep

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

Difficulty waking up

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

Daytime sleepiness

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

Obtain too little sleep

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

Read through the following questions carefully, answer each as accurately as possible
1. When you are working:
what time do you go to bed ____:____ a.m./p.m. and wake up ____:____ a.m./p.m.
2. When you are not working:
what time do you go to bed ____:____ a.m./p.m. and wake up ____:____ a.m./p.m.
3. Do you keep a fairly regular sleep schedule? Yes_____

No_____

4. How many hours of actual sleep do you usually get? ________
5. Do you consider yourself a light, normal, or heavy sleeper? _______________
6. Do you feel uncomfortably sleepy during the day? Never_____ every day_____
more than once per week_____
once per week _____ a few times a month _____
once a month or less_____
7. Do you ever have an irresistible urge to sleep or find that you fall asleep in unusual/
inappropriate situations? Never_____
every day_____ more than once per week_____
once per week _____
a few times a month _____
once a month or less_____
8. Do you usually nap during the day (or between major sleep periods)?
Yes_____ No_____
9. Do you drink caffeinated beverages (coffee, tea, Coca Cola, Mountain Dew, Jolt Cola)?
Yes_____ No_____
18. If yes, how many cups/glasses per day? __________________
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19. How often do you drink alcohol? Never_____ every day_____
more than once per week_____ once per week _____ once a month or less_____
22. Do you smoke cigarettes, cigars, pipe or chew or snuff tobacco? Yes_____ No_____
23. If yes, how often? __________________________
PRIMARY SLEEP DISORDERS

24. Have you ever been diagnosed with or suffer from any of the following sleep disorders?
Narcolepsy

Yes

No

Sleep apnea

Yes

No

Periodic limb movement

Yes

No

Restless leg syndrome
Insomnia

Yes

No
Yes

No
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Dula Dangerous Driving Index
Please answer each of the following items as honestly as possible. Please read each item carefully and then
circle the answer you choose on the form. If none of the choices seem to be your ideal answer, then select the
answer that comes closest. THERE ARE NO RIGHT OR WRONG ANSWERS. Select your answers quickly
and do not spend too much time analyzing your answers. If you change an answer, erase the first one well.
1. I drive when I am angry or upset.
A. Never

B. Rarely

C. Sometimes

D. Often

E. Always

C. Sometimes

D. Often

E. Always

2. I lose my temper when driving.
A. Never

B. Rarely

3. I consider the actions of other drivers to be inappropriate or “stupid.”
A. Never

B. Rarely

C. Sometimes

D. Often

E. Always

D. Often

E. Always

4. I flash my headlights when I am annoyed by another driver.
A. Never

B. Rarely

C. Sometimes

5. I make rude gestures (e.g., giving “the finger”; yelling curse words) toward drivers
who annoy me.
A. Never

B. Rarely

C. Sometimes

D. Often

E. Always

D. Often

E. Always

6. I verbally insult drivers who annoy me.
A. Never

B. Rarely

C. Sometimes

7. I deliberately use my car/truck to block drivers who tailgate me.
A. Never

B. Rarely

C. Sometimes

D. Often

E. Always

D. Often

E. Always

D. Often

E. Always

D. Often

E. Always

8. I would tailgate a driver who annoys me.
A. Never

B. Rarely

C. Sometimes

9. I “drag race” other drivers at stop lights to get out front.
A. Never

B. Rarely

C. Sometimes

10. I will illegally pass a car/truck that is going too slowly.
A. Never

B. Rarely

C. Sometimes

11. I feel it is my right to strike back in some way, if I feel another driver has been aggressive toward me.
A. Never

B. Rarely

C. Sometimes

D. Often

E. Always

D. Often

E. Always

D. Often

E. Always

D. Often

E. Always

12. When I get stuck in a traffic jam I get very irritated.
A. Never

B. Rarely

C. Sometimes

13. I will race a slow moving train to a railroad crossing.
A. Never

B. Rarely

C. Sometimes

14. I will weave in and out of slower traffic.
A. Never

B. Rarely

C. Sometimes
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15. I will drive if I am only mildly intoxicated or buzzed.
A. Never

B. Rarely

C. Sometimes

D. Often

E. Always

D. Often

E. Always

16. When someone cuts me off, I feel I should punish him/her.
A. Never

B. Rarely

C. Sometimes

17. I get impatient and/or upset when I fall behind schedule when I am driving.
A. Never

B. Rarely

C. Sometimes

D. Often

E. Always

D. Often

E. Always

18. Passengers in my car/truck tell me to calm down.
A. Never

B. Rarely

C. Sometimes

19. I get irritated when a car/truck in front of me slows down for no reason.
A. Never

B. Rarely

C. Sometimes

D. Often

E. Always

20. I will cross double yellow lines to see if I can pass a slow moving car/truck.
A. Never

B. Rarely

C. Sometimes

D. Often

E. Always

21. I feel it is my right to get where I need to go as quickly as possible.
A. Never

B. Rarely

C. Sometimes

D. Often

E. Always

22. I feel that passive drivers should learn how to drive or stay home.
A. Never

B. Rarely

C. Sometimes

D. Often

E. Always

23. I will drive in the shoulder lane or median to get around a traffic jam.
A. Never

B. Rarely

C. Sometimes

D. Often

E. Always

24. When passing a car/truck on a 2-lane road, I will barely miss on-coming cars.
A. Never

B. Rarely

C. Sometimes

D. Often

E. Always

C. Sometimes

D. Often

E. Always

25. I will drive when I am drunk.
A. Never

B. Rarely

26. I feel that I may lose my temper if I have to confront another driver.
A. Never

B. Rarely

C. Sometimes

D. Often

E. Always

C. Sometimes

D. Often

E. Always

27. I consider myself to be a risk-taker.
A. Never

B. Rarely

28. I feel that most traffic “laws” could be considered as suggestions.
A. Never

B. Rarely

C. Sometimes

D. Often

E. Always
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Driver Stress Inventory
Please answer the following questions on the basis of your usual or typical feelings about driving. Each
question asks you to answer according to how strongly you agree with one of two alternative answers. Please
read each of the two alternatives carefully before answering. To answer, circle the number which expresses
your answer most accurately.
Example: Are you a confident driver?
1
2
3
4
5
Not at all

6

7

8

9

10
Very Much

1. Does it worry you to drive in bad weather?
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
Very Much

8

9

10
Not at all

2. I am disturbed by thoughts of having an accident or the car breaking down.
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
Very Rarely
Very Often
3. Do you lose your temper when another driver does something silly?
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
Not at all
Very much
4. Do you think you have enough experience and training to deal with risky situations on the road safely?
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
Not at all
Very much
5. I find myself worrying about my mistakes and the things I do badly when driving.
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
Very rarely
Very often
6. I would like to risk my life as a racing driver.
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
Not at all

8

9

10
Very much

7. My driving would be worse than usual in an unfamiliar rental car.
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
Not at all
Very much
8. I sometimes like to frighten myself a little while driving.
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
Very much

9

10
Not at all

9. I get a real thrill out of driving fast.
1
2
3
4
5
6
Very much

9

10
Not at all

7

8
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10. I make a point of carefully checking every side road I pass for emerging vehicles.
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
Very Much
Not at all
11. Driving brings out the worst in people.
1
2
3
4
5
6
Not at all

7

8

12. Do you think it is worthwhile taking risks on the road?
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
Very much

9

10
Very much

9

10
Not at all

13. At times, I feel like I really dislike other drivers who cause problems for me.
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
Very much
Not at all
14. Advice on driving from a passenger is generally:
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
Useful

8

9

10
Unnecessary

15. I like to raise my adrenaline levels while driving.
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
Not at all

8

9

10
Very much

16. It’s important to show other drivers that they can’t take advantage of you.
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
Not at all
Very much
17. Do you feel confident in your ability to avoid an accident?
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
Not at all

10
Very much

18. Do you usually make an effort to look for potential hazards when driving?
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
Not at all
Very much
19. Other drivers are generally to blame for any difficulties I have on the road.
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
Not at all
Very much
20. I would enjoy driving a sports car on a road with no speed limit.
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
Very much
Not at all
21. Do you find it difficult to control your temper when driving?
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
Very much

10
Not at all
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22. When driving on an unfamiliar road do you become more tense than usual?
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
Very much
Not at all
23. I make a special effort to be alert even on roads I know well.
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
Very much

10
Not at all

24. I enjoy the sensation of accelerating rapidly.
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
Not at all

10
Very much

8

9

25. If I make a minor mistake when driving, I feel it’s something I should be concerned about
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
Very much
Not at all
26. I always keep an eye on parked cars in case somebody gets out of them, or there are pedestrians behind
them.
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
Not at all
Very much
27. I feel more anxious than usual when I have a passenger in the car.
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
Not at all
Very much
28. I become annoyed if another car follows very close behind mine for some distance
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
Very much
Not at all
29. I make an effort to see what’s happening on the road a long way ahead of me.
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
Not at all
Very much
30. I try very hard to look out for hazards even when it’s not strictly necessary.
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
Not at all
Very much
31. Are you usually patient during the rush hour?
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
Very much

8

9

10
Not at all

32. When you pass another vehicle do you feel in command of the situation?
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
Not at all
Very much
33. When you pass another vehicle do you feel tense or nervous?
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
Not at all

10
Very much
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34. Does it annoy you to drive behind a slow moving vehicle?
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
Very much

10
Not at all

35. When you’re in a hurry, other drivers usually get in your way.
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
Not at all

10
Very much

36. When I come to negotiate a difficult stretch of road, I am on the alert.
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
Very much
Not at all
37. Do you feel more anxious than usual when driving in heavy traffic?
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
Not at all
Very much
38. I enjoy cornering at high speeds.
1
2
3
4
5
Not at all

6

7

8

9

10
Very much

39. Are you annoyed when the traffic lights change to red when you approach them?
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
Very much
Not at all
40. Does driving, usually make you feel aggressive?
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
Very much

8

9

10
Not at all

41. Think about how you feel when you have to drive for several hours, with few or no breaks from driving.
How do your feelings change during the course of the drive?
a) More uncomfortable
physically (e.g. headache
or muscle pains)

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10 No change

b) More drowsy or sleepy

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10 No change

c) Maintain speed of reaction

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10 Reactions to other traffic
becomes increasingly slower

d) Maintain attention to road
signs

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10 Become increasingly
inattentive to road signs

e) Normal vision

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10 Vision becomes less clear

f) Increasingly difficult to
judge your speed

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10 Normal judgment of speed
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g) Interest in driving does not
change

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10 Increasingly bored and fed up

h) Passing becomes increasing- 1
ly risky and dangerous

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10 No change
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Life Stress Inventory
Please read through the following events carefully. Mark each event which occurred within the
past year.
____ Death of spouse or parent
____ Son or daughter leaves
____ Divorce
____ Trouble with in-laws/partner’s family
____ Marital separation or separation from
living partner

____ Outstanding personal achievement

____ Jail term

____ Mate begins or stops work

____ Death of close family member

____ Change in living conditions

____ Personal injury or illness

____ Marriage/establishing life partner

____ Fired from job

____ Change in personal habit

____ Marital or relationship reconciliation

____ Trouble with boss

____ Retirement

____ Change in work hours or conditions

____ Change in health of family member

____ Change in residence

____ Pregnancy

____ Change in schools

____ Sex difficulties

____ Change in church activities

____ Gain of new family member

____ Change in recreation

____ Business readjustment

____ Change in social activities

____ Change in financial state

____ Minor loan (car, TV, etc)

____ Death of close friend

____ Change in sleeping habits

____ Change to different line of work or
study

____ Change in number of family gettogethers

____ Change in number of arguments with
spouse or partner

____ Change in eating habits
____ Vacation

____ Mortgage or loan for major purchase
(home, etc.)
____ Foreclosure of mortgage or loan
____ Change in responsibilities at work

____ Christmas (if approaching)
____ Minor violation of the law
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[Part 8 of this appendix is a PDF, which goes here]
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WayPoint Test
Test Name: WayPoint
Objective: Used to identify drivers who are at high risk of being in a crash.
Description/Procedure: Measures the speed of information processing and a person's
vigilance. The test is done by computer and consists of 4 different levels of sequential
"connect-the-dots" type activities. The subject is required to start at 1 then find A, then 2,
then B, and so on. The different levels get consecutively harder, in the last level
distracters are add to test the subject’s response to a novel situation. The subjects risk
level is measured by using their reaction times from the 4 activities to gauge his/her
channel capacity and situational awareness level.
Rationale: WayPoint has been administered and used is several validation trials to
measure its accuracy rate for over-the-road trucks, transit buses, Army enlisted personnel
automobile drivers, and teenage drivers. In a study sponsored by NHTSA, WayPoint's
predictive value was tested on elderly drivers. The report states that WayPoint's hit rate
(identifying high-risk drivers) is 62.2% and its false-alarm rate (mistakenly identifying
low risk drivers as high risk) is 19.9%
Comments: Based on its validity and hit rate, this could be a useful tool during the
subject screening or in-processing process.
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Useful-Field-of-View Test
Test Name: Useful Field of View (UFOV)
Objective: Used to measure a driver's risk for accident involvement
Description/Procedure: The UFOV is a computer based test that measures central vision
and processing speed, divided attention, and selective attention. The participant is
required to select rapidly presented target objects that are flesh on the computer screen
while simultaneously attending to other stimuli. The program then prints out a report that
assigns a crash risk level for the participant.
Rationale: UFOV has been used in many studies of older drivers and has been shown to
be a good measure of visual processing and attention. As reported by the NIH, a driver’s
risk rises 16 percent for every 10 points of visual reduction in the driver's useful field of
view for drivers 55 and older.
Comments: Most studies using this measure are conducted on those 55 and older,
however, this test may be a useful tool to help predict and classify which participants
have a higher risk of accident, near-crash, and critical incident involvement. Although
this test is usually used on the elderly it is also used on those that have concerns about
their driving due to multiple accident involvement, head trauma, and memory disorders.
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Debriefing Questionnaire
Driver # _________
Please answer the following questions as accurately as possible. You may need to take
some time to think about each question for a few minutes. Remember, all responses are
completely confidential.
1a.
___
___
___
___
___
___
___

Over the past year, how often were you very or extremely fatigued while driving?
Never (if the answer is never, skip to question 2)
Once or twice over the year
3 or 4 times over the year
Monthly
Once per week
More than once per week
Almost daily or daily

1b.
When you drive very or extremely fatigued, is the fatigue due to (select all that
apply):
___ Too little sleep the night before
___ A chronic problem of too little sleep
___ Driving after a long day (so that it is late at night)
___ Stress at home or work
___ Illness
___ Drugs/alcohol/partying
___ Other (explain)
___________________________________________________________
1c.
When you drive very or extremely fatigued, how often do have you fallen asleep
at the wheel?
___ Once or twice over the year
___ 3 or 4 times over the year
___ Monthly
___ Once per week
___ More than once per week
___ Almost daily or daily
1d.
During times you have driven very or extremely fatigued, in all of your
experience driving, how many times have you had a crash or hit something with your
car?
___ 0
___ 1
___ 2
___ 3
___ 4
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1e.
How many times have you driven very or extremely fatigued during this study
and had a crash or hit something with your car?
___ 0
___ 1
___ 2
___ 3
___ 4
1f.
During times you have driven very or extremely fatigued, in all of your
experience driving, how many times have you had a near-crash or close call? For
example, running off the road or drifting into an oncoming lane.
___ 0
___ 1
___ 2
___ 3
___ 4
1g.
How many times have you driven very or extremely fatigued during this study
and had a near-crash or close call?
___ 0
___ 1
___ 2
___ 3
___ 4
___ more
1h.
How dangerous or risky would you say it is to drive while very or extremely
fatigued?
________________________________________________________________________
________
│
│
│
│
│
│
│
│
│
Not
Slightly
Moderately
Very
Extremely
risky
risky
risky
risky
risky
2a.
Over the past year, how often were you under the influence of drugs or alcohol
while driving?
___ Never (if the answer is never, skip to question 3)
___ Once or twice over the year
___ 3 or 4 times over the year
___ Monthly
___ Once per week
___ More than once per week
___ Almost daily or daily
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2b.
When you drive under the influence of drugs or alcohol, is this due to (select all
that apply):
___ You believed that you were still a safe driver
___ You were too intoxicated to know better
___ You did not care
___ You did not have a designated driver and needed to be someplace
___ Other (explain)
_____________________________________________________________
2c.
During times you have driven under the influence, in all of your experience
driving, how many times have you had a crash or hit something with your car?
___ 0
___ 1
___ 2
___ 3
___ 4
2d.
How many times have you driven under the influence during this study and had
a crash or hit something with your car?
___ 0
___ 1
___ 2
___ 3
___ 4
2e.
During times you have driven under the influence, in all of your experience
driving, how many times have you had a near-crash or close call? For example,
running off the road or drifting into an oncoming lane.
___ 0
___ 1
___ 2
___ 3
___ 4
2f.
How many times have you driven under the influence during this study and had
a near-crash or close call?
___ 0
___ 1
___ 2
___ 3
___ 4
___ more
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2g.
How dangerous or risky would you say it is to drive while under the influence of
drugs or alcohol?
________________________________________________________________________
________
│
│
│
│
│
│
│
│
│
Not
Slightly
Moderately
Very
Extremely
risky
risky
risky
risky
risky
2h.
How dangerous or risky would you say it is to drive while using a cell phone?
__________
(where Not Risky = 0, Slightly Risky = 1, Moderately Risky = 2, Very Risky = 3,
and Extremely Risky = 4)
(if you fall somewhere in between, it is appropriate to respond with a .5
designation following your ranking).
________________________________________________________________________
________
│
│
│
│
│
│
│
│
│
Not
Slightly
Moderately
Very
Extremely
risky
risky
risky
risky
risky
2i.

How many times have you driven while talking on your cell phone?

_____
_____
_____
_____
_____
_____

Never
Once per month
More than once per month
Once per week
More than once per week
Almost daily or daily

3a.
___
___
___
___
___

How often do you wear your safety belt when driving?
Never
Rarely
Occasionally
Usually
Always, I never drive without my safety belt on

3b.
Why do you think this is your pattern of safety belt use?
________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________
__________________
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3c.
If your answer was other than always, what do you think it would take to get you
to wear your safety belt more often?
________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________
__________________
3d.
___
___
___
___
___
4a.

Why do you not always wear your safety belt? (Check all that apply)
I don’t believe it makes me safer
I am concerned about getting trapped in a crash
It is inconvenient
It is uncomfortable
I forget to put it on
On average, how much stress did you feel during the last year?

________________________________________________________________________
________
│
│
│
│
│
│
│
│
│
Not
Slightly
Moderately
Very
Extremely
stressed
stressed
stressed
stressed
stressed
4b.

How much is your driving affected by stress?

________________________________________________________________________
________
│
│
│
│
│
│
│
│
│
Not
Slightly
Moderately
Very
Extremely
affected
affected
affected
affected
affected
5a.
To what degree do you think your driving was altered or different because you
were participating in this study and your driving was monitored?
________________________________________________________________________
________
│
│
│
│
│
│
│
│
│
Not
Slightly
Moderately
Very
Extremely
altered
altered
altered
altered
altered

5b.
How would you rate how safely you drove in the past year compared to all of
your previous years of driving?
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________________________________________________________________________
________
│
│
│
│
│
│
│
│
│
Not
Slightly
Moderately
Very
Extremely
safe
safe
safe
safe
safe
5c.

How would you rate your driving compared to other drivers?

________________________________________________________________________
________
│
│
│
│
│
│
│
│
│
Not
Slightly
Moderately
Very
Extremely
better
better
better
better
better
5d.
For drivers of leased vehicles, to what degree do you think your driving was
altered or different because you were driving a vehicle that was not your own?
________________________________________________________________________
________
│
│
│
│
│
│
│
│
│
Not
Slightly
Moderately
Very
Extremely
altered
altered
altered
altered
altered
6a.
Is there any event or incident that happened in the past year that you would like to
report at this time?
Approximate date: _______________________ Approximate time:
_____________________
Description:
________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________
__________________
7a.
Is there any event or incident that happened in the past year where you pushed the
critical incident button that you would like to tell me about?
Approximate date: _______________________ Approximate time:
_____________________
Description:
________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________
__________________
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8a.

How favorably would you rate your experience of participating in this study?

________________________________________________________________________
________
│
│
│
│
│
│
│
│
│
Not
Slightly
Moderate
Very
Extreme
favorabl
favorabl
ly
favorabl
ly
y
y
favorably
y
favorabl
y
8b.
Is there anything in particular that you would like to bring to our attention?
________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________
________________________
9a.
For drivers of private vehicles, how would you rate your experience with
Hurleys?
________________________________________________________________________
________
│
│
│
│
│
│
│
│
│
Not
Slightly
Moderate
Very
Extreme
favorabl
favorabl
ly
favorabl
ly
y
y
favorably
y
favorabl
y
9b.
Is there anything in particular that you would like to bring to our attention?
________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________
________________________
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Driver Demographic Information
Subject ID # ___________
Please answer each of the following items.
1. What is your age in years: _________
2. Gender: _____ Male

_____ Female

3. What is your highest level of education?
a. Didn’t complete high school
b. High school graduate
c. Some college
d. 2-year college degree/trade school
e. 4-year college degree
f. Masters degree
g. Professional degree
h. Doctorate degree
4. What is your occupation: ____________________
5. What group do you identify yourself with
a. Latino/Latina
b. African-American
c. Caucasian
d. Middle Eastern
e. Pacific Islander
f. Asian
g. Other ________________
6. How many years have you been driving? ______________
7. What type of driving do you usually do? (please indicate all that apply)
a. Around town driving
b. Commuting on freeways
c. Commuting on other main roads
d. Short distance travel (50-200 mile round trip)
e. Middle distance travel (201-500 mile round trip)
f. Long distance travel (>500 mile round trip)
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Driving History – Subject Interview
In the past year, how many moving or traffic violations have you had? ___________
What type of violation was it?
(1). ____________________
(2). ____________________
(3). ____________________
(4). ____________________
(5). ____________________
In the past year how many accidents have you been in? ________________
For each accident indicate the severity of the crash (select highest)
a. Injury
b. Tow-away (any vehicle)
c. Police-reported
d. Damage (any), but no police report
Using the diagram indicate each of the following: Category, Configuration, Accident type

Accident
1

Accident
2

Accident
3

Accident
4

Accident
5

Accident
Severity
Accident
Category
Accident
Configuration
Accident
Type

Comments: ______________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________
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Post-Crash Interview Form
100-Car Crash Variables
Subject No.______________________
Interviewer _______________________
Date ____________
Driver’s description of crash:
1. List the most Severe Injury in Crash
0 = No injury (O)
1 = Fatal (K)
2 = Visible signs of injury; e.g., bleeding wound or distorted member, or carried
from scene (A).
3 = Other visible injury as bruises, abrasions, swelling, limping, etc. (B)
4 = No visible injury but complaint of pain or momentary unconsciousness (C)

2. What other vehicles/non-motorists were involved
1 = 1 vehicle (Subject vehicle only)
2 = 2 vehicles
3 = 3 vehicles
4 = 4 or more vehicles
5 = Subject vehicle + pedestrian
6 = Subject vehicle + pedalcyclist
7 = Subject vehicle + animal
8 = Other, specify

6.

Date of crash

7.

Day of week of crash

8.

Time of crash

10.

Jurisdiction where crash occurred
1 = Virginia
2 = Maryland
3 = DC
4 = other
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11.

Traffic control device present?
1 = No traffic control
2 = Officer or watchman
3 = Traffic signal
4 = Stop sign
5 = Slow or warning sign
6 = Traffic lanes marked
7 = No passing signs
8 = Yield sign
9 = One way road or street
10 = Railroad crossing with markings or signs
11 = Railroad crossing with signals
12 = Railroad crossing with gate and signals
13 = Other

12.

Alignment of roadway at the scene?
1 = Straight level
2 = Curve level
3 = Grade straight
4 = Grade curve
5 = Hillcrest straight
6 = Hillcrest curve
7 = Dip straight
8 = Up curve [need definition]
9 = Other

13.

Weather at the time of crash?
1 = Clear
2 = Cloudy
3 = Fog
4 = Mist
5 = Raining
6 = Snowing
7 = Sleeting
8 = Smoke [or?] dust
9 = Other

14.

Surface condition of the roadway at the time of crash?
1 = Dry
2 = Wet
3 = Snowy
4 = Icy
5 = Muddy
6 = Oily
7 = Other

15.

Light level at the time of the crash?
1 = Dawn
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2 = Daylight
3 = Dusk
4 = Darkness, lighted
5 = Darkness, not lighted
16.

Kind of locality at the crash scene?
1 = School
2 = Church
3 = Playground
4 = Open country
5 = Business/industrial
6 = Residential
7 = Interstate
8 = Other
9= Construction zone [Added][?]

17.

Where in relation to a junction did the crash occur?
Non-Interchange Area
00 = Non-Junction
01 = Intersection
02 = Intersection-related
03 = Driveway, alley access, etc.
04 = Entrance/exit ramp
05 = Rail grade crossing
06 = On a bridge
07 = Crossover related
08 = Other, non-interchange area
09 = Unknown, non-interchange
20 = Parking lot [Added]
Interchange Area
10 = Non-Junction
11 = Intersection
12 = Intersection-related
13 = Driveway, alley access, etc.
14 = Entrance/exit ramp
16 = On a bridge
17 = Crossover-related
18 = Other location in interchange area
19 = Unknown, interchange area
99 = Unknown if interchange

18.

What was the trafficway flow at the time of the crash?
1 = Not divided
2 = Divided (median strip or barrier)
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3 = One-way traffic
19.

What was the number of travel lanes at the time of the crash?
1=1
2=2
3=3
4=4
5=5
6=6
7=7
8 = 8+

21.

What was the type of collision
1 = Rear-end (striking)
1b = Rear-end (struck)
2 = Angle
3 = Head-on
4 = Sideswipe, same direction
5 = Sideswipe, opposite direction
6 = Fixed object in road
7 = Train
8 = Noncollision
9 = Fixed object – off road
10 = Deer
11 = Other animal
12 = Pedestrian
13 = Bicyclist
14 = Motorcyclist
15 = Backed into
16 = Other

Driver/Vehicle 1 File
4.
6.

How many occcupants in your vehicle?
What were you (driver) doing prior to the crash?
1 = Going straight ahead, constant speed
2 = Making right turn
3 = Making left turn
4 = Making U-turn
5 = Slowing or stopping
6 = Starting in traffic lane
7 = Starting from parked position
8 = Stopped in traffic lane]
9 = Ran off road right
10 = Ran off road left
11 = Parked
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12 = Backing
13a = Passing left
13b = Passing right
14 = Changing lanes
15 = Other
16 = Accelerating in traffic lane
17 = Entering a parked position
18 = Negotiating a curve
19a = Merging left
19b = Merging right
9.
What was the action by you or other driver that started the sequence of
events leading to the crash? (Most likely filled out by Heather based on the driver’s
narrative)
This Vehicle Loss of Control Due to:
001 = Blow-out or flat tire
002 = Stalled engine
003 = Disabling vehicle failure (e.g., wheel fell off)
004 = Minor vehicle failure
005 = Poor road conditions (puddle, pothole, ice, etc.)
006 = Excessive speed
007 = Other or unknown reason
008 = Other cause of control loss
009 = Unknown cause of control loss
This Vehicle Traveling:
XXX = Ahead, stopped on roadway more than 2 seconds
XXX = Ahead, decelerated and stopped on roadway 2 seconds or less
XXX = Ahead, traveling in same direction and decelerating
XXX = Ahead, traveling in same direction and accelerating
XXX = Ahead, traveling in same direction with slower constant speed
XXX = Behind, traveling in same direction and accelerating
XXX = Behind, traveling in same direction with higher constant speed
XXX = Behind, stopped on roadway
010 = Over the lane line on the left side of travel lane
011 = Over the lane line on right side of travel lane
012 = Over left edge of roadway
013 = Over right edge of roadway
014 = Unknown which edge
015 = End departure
016 = Turning left at intersection
017 = Turning right at intersection
018 = Crossing over (passing through) intersection
018 = This vehicle decelerating
019 = Unknown travel direction
020a = From adjacent lane (same direction), over left lane line behind lead
vehicle, rear-end crash threat
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020b = From adjacent lane (same direction), over right lane line behind lead
vehicle, rear-end crash threat
Other Vehicle in Lane:
030 = Ahead, stopped on roadway more than 2 seconds
031 = Ahead, decelerated and stopped on roadway 2 seconds or less
032 = Ahead, traveling in same direction and decelerating
033 = Ahead, traveling in same direction and accelerating
034 = Ahead, traveling in same direction with slower constant speed
035 = Behind, traveling in same direction and accelerating
036 = Behind, traveling in same direction with higher constant speed
037 = Behind, stopped on roadway
050 = Stopped on roadway
051 = Traveling in same direction with lower steady speed
052 = Traveling in same direction while decelerating
053 = Traveling in same direction with higher speed
054 = Traveling in opposite direction
055 = In crossover
056 = Backing
057 = Unknown travel direction of the other motor vehicle
Another Vehicle Encroaching into This Vehicle’s Lane:
060a = From adjacent lane (same direction), over left lane line in front of this
vehicle, rear-end crash threat
060b = From adjacent lane (same direction), over left lane line behind this
vehicle, rear-end crash threat
060c = From adjacent lane (same direction), over left lane line, sideswipe threat
060d = From adjacent lane (same direction), over right lane line, sideswipe
threat
060e = From adjacent lane (same direction), other
061a = From adjacent lane (same direction), over right lane line in front of this
vehicle, rear-end crash threat
061b = From adjacent lane (same direction), over right lane line behind this
vehicle, rear-end crash threat
061c = From adjacent lane (same direction), other
062 = From opposite direction over left lane line.
063 = From opposite direction over right lane line
064 = From parallel/diagonal parking lane
065 = Entering intersection—turning in same direction
066 = Entering intersection—straight across path
067 = Entering intersection – turning into opposite direction
068 = Entering intersection—intended path unknown
070 = From driveway, alley access, etc – turning into same direction
071 = From driveway, alley access, etc – straight across path
072 = From driveway, alley access, etc – turning into opposite direction
073 = From driveway, alley access, etc – intended path unknown
074 = From entrance to limited access highway
078 = Encroaching details unknown
Pedestrian, Pedalcyclist, or other Nonmotorist:
080 = Pedestrian in roadway
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081 = Pedestrian approaching roadway
082 = Pedestrian in unknown location
083 = Pedalcyclist/other nonmotorist in roadway
084 = Pedalcyclist/other nonmotorist approaching roadway
085 = Pedalcyclist/or other nonmotorist unknown location
086 = Pedestrian/pedalcyclist/other nonmotorist—unknown location
Object or Animal:
087 = Animal in roadway
088 = Animal approaching roadway
089 = Animal unknown location
090 = Object in roadway
091 = Object approaching roadway
092 = Object unknown location
Other:
098 = Other event/not applicable
099 = Unknown critical event
10.

What corrective action did you attempt to make prior to the crash?
0 = No driver present
1 = No avoidance maneuver
2 = Braking (no lockup)
3 = Braking (lockup)
4 = Braking (lockup unknown)
5 = Releasing brakes
6 = Steered to left
7 = Steered to right
8 = Braked and steered to left
9 = Braked and steered to right
10 = Accelerated
11 = Accelerated and steered to left
12 = Accelerated and steered to right
98 = Other actions
99 = Unknown if driver attempted any corrective action
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Did your vehicle successfully respond to this corrective action or was this
vehicular control maintained?
0 = No driver present
1 = Vehicle control maintained after corrective action
2 = Vehicle rotated (yawed) clockwise
3 = Vehicle rotated (yawed) counter-clockwise
4 = Vehicle slid/skid longitudinally – no rotation
5 = Vehicle slid/skid laterally – no rotation
9 = Vehicle rotated (yawed) unknown direction
20 = Combination of 2-9
94 = More than two vehicles involved
98 = Other or unknown type of vehicle control was lost after corrective action
99 = Unknown if vehicle control was lost after corrective action.

14.

Were you physically or mentally impaired?
0 = None apparent
1 = Drowsy, sleepy, asleep, fatigued
2 = Ill, blackout
3a = Angry
3b = Other emotional state
4a = Drugs-medication
4b = Drugs-alcohol
5 = Other drugs (marijuana, cocaine, etc.)
6 = Restricted to wheelchair
7 = Impaired due to previous injury
8 = Deaf
50 = Hit-and-run vehicle
97 = Physical/mental impairment – no details
98 = Other physical/mental impairment
99 = Unknown physical/mental condition

21.

Did you (driver) consume any alcohol prior to crash?
0 = None
1 = In vehicle without overt effects on driving
2 = In vehicle with overt effects on driving
3 = Reported by police
4 = Use not observed or reported, but suspected based on driver behavior.

22.

Was your vision obscured by any obstacle prior to the crash?
0 = No obstruction
1 = Rain, snow, fog, smoke, sand, dust
2a = Reflected glare
2b = Sunlight
2c = Headlights
3 = Curve or hill
4 = Building, billboard, or other design features (includes signs, embankment)
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5 = Trees, crops, vegetation
6 = Moving vehicle (including load)
7 = Parked vehicle
8 = Splash or spray of passing vehicle [any other vehicle]
9 = Inadequate defrost or defog system
10 = Inadequate lighting system
11 = Obstruction interior to vehicle
12 = Mirrors
13 = Head restraints
14 = Broken or improperly cleaned windshield
15 = Fog
50 = Hit-and- run vehicle
95 = No driver present
96 = Not reported
97 = Vision obscured – no details
98 = Other obstruction
99 = Unknown whether vision was obstructed
23.

Were you distracted?
1) Cognitive distraction
a. Lost in thought
b. Looked but did not see
2) Passenger in vehicle
a. Passenger in adjacent seat
b. Passenger in rear seat
c. Child in adjacent seat
d. Child in rear seat
3) Object/animal/insect in Vehicle
a. Moving object in vehicle (i.e., object fell off seat when driver stopped
hard at a traffic light)
b. Insect in vehicle
c. Pet in vehicle
d. Object dropped by driver
e. Reaching for object in vehicle (not cell phone)
4) Cell phone operations
a. Locating/reaching/answering cell phone
b. Dialing hand-held cell phone
c. Dialing hand-held cell phone using quick keys
d. Dialing hands-free cell phone using voice-activated software
e. Talking/listening
5) PDA operations
a. Locating/reaching PDA
b. Operating PDA
c. Viewing PDA
6) In-vehicle system operations
a. Adjusting climate control
b. Adjusting the radio
c. Inserting/retrieving cassette
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d. Inserting/retrieving CD
e. Adjusting other devices integral to vehicle (unknown which device)
f. Adjusting other known in-vehicle devices (text box to specify)
7) Dining
a. Eating
b. Drinking
8) Smoking
a. Reaching for cigar/cigarette
b. Lighting cigar/cigarette
c. Smoking cigar/cigarette
d. Extinguishing cigar/cigarette
9) External Distraction
a. Looking at previous crash or highway incident
b. Pedestrian located outside the vehicle
c. Animal located outside the vehicle
d. Object located outside the vehicle
e. Construction zone
24.
Were you engaging any unsafe driving behaviors that may have contributed
to the crash?
Note: Analyst may code up to 3, in order of importance.
0 = None
1 = Exceeded speed limit
2= Inattentive or distracted
3 = Exceeded safe speed but not speed limit
4 = Driving slowly; below speed limit
5 = Driving slowly in relation to other traffic; not below speed limit
6 = Illegal passing (i.e., across double line) 2 = Inattentive or distracted (coded in
previous variable)
7 = Passing on right
8 = Other improper or unsafe passing
9 = Cutting in, too close in front of other vehicle
10 = Cutting in, too close behind other vehicle
11 = Making turn from wrong lane (e.g., across lanes)
12 = Did not see other vehicle during lane change or merge
13 = Driving in other vehicle’s blind zone
14 = Aggressive driving, specific, directed menacing actions
15 = Aggressive driving, other; i.e., reckless driving without directed menacing
actions
16 = Wrong side of road, not overtaking
17 = Following too close
18 = Failed to signal, or improper signal
19 = Improper turn: wide right turn
20 = Improper turn: cut corner on left turn
21 = Other improper turning
22 = Improper backing, did not see
23 = Improper backing, other
24 = Improper start from parked position
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25 = Disregarded officer or watchman
26 = Signal violation, apparently did not see signal
27 = Signal violation, intentionally ran red light
28 = Signal violation, tried to beat signal change
29 = Stop sign violation, apparently did not see stop sign
30 = Stop sign violation, intentionally ran stop sign at speed
31 = Stop sign violation, “rolling stop”
32 = Other sign (e.g., Yield) violation, apparently did not see sign
33 = Other sign (e.g., Yield) violation, intentionally disregarded
34 = Other sign violation
35 = Non-signed crossing violation (e.g., driveway entering roadway)
36 = Right-of-way error in relation to other vehicle or person, apparent recognition
failure (e.g., did not see other vehicle)
37 = Right-of-way error in relation to other vehicle or person, apparent decision
failure (i.e., did see other vehicle prior to action but misjudged gap)
38 = Right-of-way error in relation to other vehicle or person, other or unknown
cause
39 = Sudden or improper stopping on roadway
40 = Parking in improper or dangerous location; e.g., shoulder of Interstate
41 = Failure to signal with other violations or unsafe actions
42 = Failure to signal, without other violations or unsafe actions
43 = Speeding or other unsafe actions in work zone
44 = Failure to dim headlights
45 = Driving without lights or insufficient lights
46 = Avoiding pedestrian
47 = Avoiding other vehicle
48 = Avoiding animal
49 = Apparent unfamiliarity with roadway
50 = Apparent unfamiliarity with vehicle; e.g., displays and controls
51 = Apparent general inexperience driving
52 = Use of cruise control contributed to late braking
53 = Other, specify
25.

Were there any vehicle malfunctions that contributed to the crash?
0 = None
1 = Tires
2 = Brake system
3 = Steering system
4 = Suspension
5 = Power train
6 = Exhaust system
7 = Headlights
8 = Signal lights
9 = Other lights
10 = Wipers
11 = Wheels
12 = Mirrors
13 = Driver seating and controls
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14 = Body, doors
15 = Trailer hitch
50 = Hit-and-run vehicle
97 = Vehicle contributing factors, no details
98 = Other vehicle contributing factors
99 = Unknown if vehicle had contributing factors
26.

Did you have a reason for avoiding, swerving, sliding?
0 = Not avoiding, swerving, or sliding
1 = Severe crosswind
2 = Wind from passing truck
3 = Slippery or loose surface
4 = Tire blow-out or flat
5 = Debris or objects in road
6 = Ruts, holes, bumps in road
7 = Animals in road
8 = Vehicle in road
9 = Phantom vehicle
10 = Pedestrian, pedalcyclist, or other non-motorist in road
11 = Water, snow, oil slick in road
50 = Hit and run vehicle
97 = Avoiding, swerving, or sliding, no details
98 = Other environmental contributing factor
99 = Unknown action

35.

Were you using your cruise control? What speed?
0 = Cruise control off
1-97 = Set speed of cruise control, if activated.
98 = Cruise control activated, unknown set speed
99 = Unknown if cruise control is activated.

36. What was the duration of the latest principal sleep period?

37. How long have you been awake since this principal sleep period?

38.
Did you take a nap prior to crash? What was the duration of nap prior to
collision?

39. How long have you been awake since your nap?

V1 Occupant File
Information on occupants – number, seating position, injuries, etc. – will be
available only for crashes. In-vehicle cameras will not show occupants other than the
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driver, and thus no information regarding these other occupants will be available for nearcrashes, incidents, and baseline epochs.

2.
3.

4.

What were the occupant seating position(s)?
V1 Occupant Sex(C)
1 = Male
2 = Female
3 = Unknown
V1 Occupant Age (C)

5.

V1 Occupant Safety Belt Usage (C)
1 = Lap/shoulder belt
2 = Child safety/booster seat with safety belt
3 = Child safety/booster seat without safety belt
4 = Other safety belt used (describe)
5 = None used
99 = Unknown if used.

6.

V1 Occupant Injury Severity (C)
0 = No injury (O)
1 = Fatal (K)
2 = Visible signs of injury; e.g., bleeding wound or distorted member, or carried
from scene (A).
3 = Other visible injury as bruises, abrasions, swelling, limping, etc. (B)
4 = No visible injury but complaint of pain or momentary unconsciousness (C)

7.

V1 Occupant Injury Narrative (C)
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Driver/Vehicle 2 File
1.

What other type of vehicles were involved in the crash?
1 = Automobile
2 = Van (minivan or standard van)
3 = Pickup truck
4 = Bus (transit or motor coach)
5 = School bus
6 = Single-unit straight truck
7 = Tractor-trailer
8 = Motorcycle or moped
9 = Emergency vehicle (police, fire, EMS) in service
10 = Other vehicle type
11 = Pedestrian
12 = Cyclist
13 = Animal
99 = Unknown vehicle type

2.

What was the other driver(s) gender?
1 = Male
2 = Female
3 = Unknown

3.

What were the other driver/pedestrian age(s)?

4.
What was Vehicle 2 doing prior to the collision? (Repeat for each other
vehicle listed by participant)
1 = Going straight ahead
2 = Making right turn
3 = Making left turn
4 = Making U-turn
5 = Slowing or stopping
6 = Starting in traffic lane
7 = Starting from parked position
8 = Stopped in traffic lane]
9 = Ran off road right
10 = Ran off road left
11 = Parked
12 = Backing
13 = Passing
14 = Changing lanes
15 = Other
16 = Accelerating in traffic lane
17 = Entering a parked position
18 = Negotiating a curve
19 = Merging
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7.
What corrective action was taken by Vehicle 2? (Repeat for all other
vehicles)
0 = No driver present
1 = No avoidance maneuver
2 = Braking (no lockup)
3 = Braking (lockup)
4 = Braking (lockup unknown)
5 = Releasing brakes
6 = Steered to left
7 = Steered to right
8 = Braked and steered to left
9 = Braked and steered to right
10 = Accelerated
11 = Accelerated and steered to left
12 = Accelerated and steered to right
98 = Other actions
99 = Unknown if driver attempted any corrective action
8.
Did you believe that driver 2 was mentally or physically impaired? (Repeat
for other vehicle drivers)
0 = None apparent
1 = Drowsy, sleepy, asleep, fatigued
2 = Ill, blackout
3a = Angry
3b = Other emotional state
4 = Drugs-medication
5 = Other drugs (marijuana, cocaine, etc.)
6 = Restricted to wheelchair
7 = Impaired due to previous injury
8 = Deaf
50 = Hit-and-run vehicle
97 = Physical/mental impairment – no details
98 = Other physical/mental impairment
99 = Unknown physical/mental condition
9.

Do you believe or suspect alcohol use?
0 = None known
1 = Observed or reported by police
2 = Purported (e.g., by Subject Driver)

10. Do you believe that driver 2’s vision was obscured? By what?
0 = No obstruction
1 = Rain, snow, fog, smoke, sand, dust
2a = Reflected glare
2b = Sunlight
2c = Headlights
3 = Curve or hill
4 = Building, billboard, or other design features (includes signs, embankment)
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5 = Trees, crops, vegetation
6 = Moving vehicle (including load)
7 = Parked vehicle\
8 = Splash or spray of passing vehicle [any other vehicle]
9 = Inadequate defrost or defog system
10 = Inadequate lighting system
11 = Obstruction interior to vehicle
12 = Mirrors
13 = Head restraints
14 = Broken or improperly cleaned windshield
15 = Fog
50 = Hit-and-run vehicle
95 = No driver present
96 = Not reported
97 = Vision obscured – no details
98 = Other obstruction
99 = Unknown whether vision was obstructed
11.

Do you believe driver 2 was distracted?
0 = Not distracted
1 = Looked but did not see
2 = NOT USED [for consistency with GES]
3 = By other occupants
4 = By moving object in vehicle
5 = While talking or listening to phone
6 = While dialing phone
7 = While adjusting climate control
8a = While adjusting radio
8b = While adjusting cassette or CD
9 = While using other devices integral to vehicle
10 = While using or reaching for other devices
11 = Drowsy, sleepy, asleep, fatigued
12a = Previous crash or highway incident
12b = Other outside person or object
13a = Eating
13b = Drinking
14 = Smoking related
95 = No driver present
96 = Not reported
97 = Inattentive or lost in thought
98 = Other distraction or inattention
99 = Unknown if distracted

12.

Do you believe that Driver 2 was exhibiting any unsafe actions?
Note: Analyst may code up to 3, in order of importance.
0 = None
1 = Exceeded speed limit
2 = Inattentive or distracted (coded in previous variable)
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3 = Exceeded safe speed but not speed limit
4 = Driving slowly; below speed limit
5 = Driving slowly in relation to other traffic; not below speed limit
6 = Illegal passing (i.e., across double line)
7 = Passing on right
8 = Other improper or unsafe passing
9 = Cutting in, too close in front of other vehicle
10 = Cutting in, too close behind other vehicle
11 = Making turn from wrong lane (e.g., across lanes)
12 = Did not see other vehicle during lane change or merge
13 = Driving in other vehicle’s blind zone
14 = Aggressive driving, specific, directed menacing actions
15 = Aggressive driving, other; i.e., reckless driving without directed menacing
actions
16 = Wrong side of road, not overtaking
17 = Following too close
18 = Failed to signal, or improper signal
19 = Improper turn: wide right turn
20 = Improper turn: cut corner on left turn
21 = Other improper turning
22 = Improper backing, did not see
23 = Improper backing, other
24 = Improper start from parked position
25 = Disregarded officer or watchman
26 = Signal violation, apparently did not see signal
27 = Signal violation, intentionally ran red light
28 = Signal violation, tried to beat signal change
29 = Stop sign violation, apparently did not see stop sign
30 = Stop sign violation, intentionally ran stop sign at speed
31 = Stop sign violation, “rolling stop”
32 = Other sign (e.g., Yield) violation, apparently did not see sign
33 = Other sign (e.g., Yield) violation, intentionally disregarded
34 = Other sign violation
35 = Non-signed crossing violation (e.g., driveway entering roadway)
36 = Right-of-way error in relation to other vehicle or person, apparent recognition
failure (e.g., did not see other vehicle)
37 = Right-of-way error in relation to other vehicle or person, apparent decision
failure (i.e., did see other vehicle prior to action but misjudged gap)
38 = Right-of-way error in relation to other vehicle or person, other or unknown
cause
39 = Sudden or improper stopping on roadway
40 = Parking in improper or dangerous location; e.g., shoulder of Interstate
41 = Failure to signal with other violations or unsafe actions
42 = Failure to signal, without other violations or unsafe actions
43 = Speeding or other unsafe actions in work zone
44 = Failure to dim headlights
45 = Driving without lights or insufficient lights
46 = Avoiding pedestrian
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47 = Avoiding other vehicle
48 = Avoiding animal
49 = Apparent unfamiliarity with roadway
50 = Apparent unfamiliarity with vehicle; e.g., displays and controls
51 = Apparent general inexperience driving
52 = Use of cruise control contributed to late braking
53 = Other, specify
13.
Do you believe that there were any vehicle malfunctions on Vehicle 2 that
contributed to the crash?
0 = None
1 = Tires
2 = Brake system
3 = Steering system
4 = Suspension
5 = Power train
6 = Exhaust system
7 = Headlights
8 = Signal lights
9 = Other lights
10 = Wipers
11 = Wheels
12 = Mirrors
13 = Driver seating and controls
14 = Body, doors
15 = Trailer hitch
50 = Hit-and-run vehicle
97 = Vehicle contributing factors, no details
98 = Other vehicle contributing factors
99 = Unknown if vehicle had contributing factors
14.
Do you believe that Driver 2 was avoiding, swerving, or sliding for a specific
reason?
0 = Not avoiding, swerving, or sliding
1 = Severe crosswind
2 = Wind from passing truck
3 = Slippery or loose surface
4 = Tire blow-out or flat
5 = Debris or objects in road
6 = Ruts, holes, bumps in road
7 = Animals in road
8 = Vehicle in road
9 = Phantom vehicle
10 = Pedestrian, pedalcyclist, or other nonmotorist in road
11 = Water, snow, oil slick in road
50 = Hit and run vehicle
97 = Avoiding, swerving, or sliding, no details
98 = Other environmental contributing factor
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99 = Unknown action

V2 Occupant File
Information on V2 occupants – number, seating position, injuries, etc. – will be
available only for crashes. Subject vehicle cameras will not show occupants of the other
vehicle, and thus no information regarding these other occupants will be available for
near-crashes, incidents, and baseline epochs. Crash PARs, and comparable data collected
for non-police-reported crashes, will be the source of occupant information.
1.

How many occupants in vehicle 2? (Repeat for each vehicle involved)

2.

Where were the occupant seating position(s)?

3.

What was the gender of the occupant(s)??

4.

What was the approximate or specific age of these occupants?

5.

Were the occupants using safety belts?
1 = Lap/shoulder belt
2 = Child safety/booster seat with safety belt
3 = Child safety/booster seat without safety belt
4 = Other safety belt used (describe)
5 = None used
99 = Unknown if used.

6.

Were the occupants injured?
0 = No injury (O)
1 = Fatal (K)
2 = Visible signs of injury; e.g., bleeding wound or distorted member, or carried
from scene (A).
3 = Other visible injury as bruises, abrasions, swelling, limping, etc. (B)
4 = No visible injury but complaint of pain or momentary unconsciousness (C)
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Air Bag Deployment
1. At the time of the accident, what was your body/head position? Were you
leaning forward, back on the head rest, etc.???
2. Did you have radio on? What was the general volume, could you hold a
conversation with it on?
3. Were the windows up or down?
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Safety Belt Questionnaire
1) In general, how often do you use your safety belt?
a. Always use my safety belt
b. Typically use my safety belt, with a few exceptions
c. Occasionally use my safety belt
d. Rarely use my safety belt
e. Never use my safety belt
f. Don’t know
If you answered a or b, please continue with Question 2-4.
If you answered c, d, or e, please skip to Question 5.
2) For how long have you been wearing a safety belt regularly?
a. Started within the last month
b. One to six months
c. Six months to a year
d. 1-3 years
e. More than 3 years
f. Don’t know
3) Was there a particular event that caused you to wear your belt more?
a. No
b. Yes, I had an accident
c. Yes, I was stopped by police for not wearing a belt
d. Yes, I received a lot of pressure from family/friends to do so
e. Yes, other (please specify): ___________________________________
f. Don’t know
4) Since you started wearing your safety belt more often, do passengers wear theirs
more when they ride with you?
a. Yes, because I ask them
b. Yes, they seem to buckle up when I do
c. No
d. About the same as before
e. Don’t know/haven’t paid attention
(full-time/majority users are now finished with safety belt questions)

5) When you don’t use your safety belt why don’t you? (Circle all that apply)
a. Forget
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b.
c.
d.
e.
f.
g.
h.
i.
j.
k.
l.

Uncomfortable/doesn’t fit properly
Messes clothing
Only needed on certain road types
Just a short trip
No safety benefit/won’t do any good
Hassle/annoying to use
Hazardous/more dangerous than not wearing belt
Not using is my choice/doesn’t affect anyone else
When it’s my time to go, it won’t matter whether I have my belt on
Other (please specify) _________________________________________
Don’t know

6) Below are some ways of encouraging people to wear their safety belts more.
Which would be effective in getting you to wear your safety belt?
a. Primary law, where police can pull you over just for not wearing a safety
belt
b. Advanced safety belt reminders, which would include lights and/or a
sound and stay on up to one minute after starting the vehicle or you
fastened your belt
c. Advanced safety belt reminders, which would include lights and/or a
sound and stay on until you fasten your belt
d. Other (please specify): _________________________________________
e. Nothing would get me to wear my belt more
f. Don’t know
7) Of those you chose in Question 6, which would be most effective?

a b c d
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APPENDIX A: INFORMED CONSENT FOR DRIVERS OF LEASED VEHICLES
INFORMED CONSENT FOR PARTICIPANTS IN RESEARCH PROJECTS INVOLVING HUMAN
SUBJECTS
Title of Project:

Naturalistic Driving Study

Research Conducted by: Virginia Tech Transportation Institute (VTT)
Research Sponsored by: National Highway Traffic Safety Administration (NHTSA)
Investigators:

Dr. Tom Dingus, Dr. Vicki Neale, Sheila Klauer, Dr. Ron
Knipling, Heather Foster

I. PURPOSE OF THIS RESEARCH PROJECT
The objective of this study is to collect data on driving behavior. There are no special
tasks for the driver to perform; instead, the driver is requested to merely drive as they
regularly would to their normal destinations. This instrumentation is designed such that it
will in no way interfere with the driving performance of the vehicle and will not obstruct
the driver in any way. Due to the number of vehicles that are being instrumented and the
time period involved, it is likely that crashes and the events leading up to them will be
recorded.
One hundred high-mileage drivers are being recruited to participate in this research. All
age groups and both men and women are being asked to participate. To participate,
drivers must have a valid drivers’ license and own a vehicle of which they are the
primary driver for the experimental period of one year.
II. PROCEDURES AND SUBJECT RESPONSIBILITIES

The following describes procedures for the study and participant responsibilities:
Preparation for study:
1. Review entire study information package.
2. Read this informed consent form carefully; make a note of any questions. You
may call Heather Foster of VTTI (703-538-8447) to discuss any questions.
3. Sign and date this form.
4. Ensure that any person likely to drive the instrumented vehicle has signed this
consent form. (If you wish to add another driver at a later time, an informedconsent form can be obtained from VTTI.)
5. Provide close-up pictures (head-shots) of all consenting drivers.
In-processing (requires two hours):
6. Call Heather Foster of VTTI at 703-538-8447 to schedule an appointment for inprocessing.
In-processing will ordinarily be scheduled for 8-10 a.m. or 4-6 p.m. on selected
weekdays, and 9-11 a.m. on Saturdays, at the VT Northern Virginia Center, 7054
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Haycock Road, Falls Church, VA 22043. (Parking is available in the Visitors Parking
Lot.)
7. Bring the following to the subject in-processing:
Signed informed consent form (this document)
Valid driver’s license
Social Security Number
Two forms of identification
8. Listen to a short overview orientation to the study, and “Q&A” discussion. Sign
remaining administrative forms; a copy of all signed forms will be provided to
you for your records.
9. Review insurance protocol for the leased vehicle.
10. Take a vision exam.
11. Take a hearing exam. (Note: a free hearing exam is available for all prospective
drivers, family members, and other frequent passengers, provided they agree to
the re-testing in the event of an air bag deployment.)
12. Complete surveys regarding your health, sleep hygiene, stress levels, overall
personality, and driving behaviors and practices.
13. Take one or more brief performance tests.
14. Schedule VTTI delivery of the leased vehicle to your home or workplace.
Data collection during driving:
15. Wear your safety belt at all times.
16. Drive your vehicle as you normally would.
17. Do not wear sunglasses unless absolutely necessary.
18. In the event of a safety-related incident, [i.e. a crash, near-crash, driving error, or
unsafe condition involving you vehicle or adjacent vehicles], press the red
incident button located above the rear-view mirror after the incident as soon as it
is safe to do so. For one minute, a microphone (directed toward the driver) will
be activated; during this time, please briefly describe what happened, and why. In
particular, what was the driving error that caused the incident?
Data downloading:
Note: the location of your vehicle will be known to VTTI researchers via a radio
transmitter providing Global Positioning System (GPS) coordinates. This information
will be used to locate vehicles for data downloading.
19. Permit VTTI researchers to access the vehicle (at your home or work location)
every 1-4 weeks to download data. Most data downloads will require a data line
to be plugged into a data port near the vehicle’s rear license plate on the outside of
the vehicle. (No access to the inside of the vehicle is required.) Subject to your
approval, data downloads will be completed between 7 a.m. and 11 p.m.
Equipment and vehicle maintenance:
20. In the event of equipment malfunction or damage, notify VTTI as soon as
possible.
21. Permit a service call at your home or office for repairs (if preferred, vehicle may
be brought to Hurley’s). If repairs cannot be made in a service call, bring the
vehicle to Hurley’s for repairs. VTTI will provide $10 to cover Metro fare or
other transportation needs.
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22. Buy regular, unleaded gasoline for the vehicle. Perform regular safety checks;
e.g., once monthly, check tire pressure, oil level, and other fluids. Have oil
changes and other preventive maintenance performed per a schedule and
instructions provided to you by VTTI.
In the event of a crash: Study Procedures (applies to all collisions, regardless of severity);
23. Contact VTTI as soon as possible after the crash. (Accident reporting instructions
and phone numbers will be left in the glove box of the leased vehicle.)
24. Participate in a short phone interview with VTTI about the crash. In addition,
since you are driving a vehicle owned by the State of Virginia, there are two
reporting requirements following accidents, one for this study and one for the
state (Virginia Tech Motor Pool), which will be explained to you during inprocessing.
25. Schedule an appointment for hearing re-testing, to be conducted as soon as
possible after the crash. Re-testing is conducted at Professional Hearing Services
(6231Leesburg Pike Suite 512 Falls Church, VA 22044 Phone 703-536-1666).
Re-testing results will be provided to you and to VTTI.
26. Encourage all passengers whose hearing has been tested to schedule this retesting.
27. If the crash is police reported, request a copy of the Police Accident Report from
the police, and provide a copy to VTTI. VTTI will remove all personal
identifiers to ensure confidentiality. “Personal identifiers” include names,
addresses, phone numbers, and license plate numbers.
28. Request and provide copies of medical report(s) associated with your crash
injuries and treatment. For some crashes, crash and injury information may
already be available to NHTSA, and thus to this study, in conjunction with other
NHTSA-sponsored studies in the Northern Virginia area.
29. Permit VTTI and/or Hurley’s to check and test the vehicle instrumentation.
In the event of a crash: Virginia Tech Motor Pool Procedures
30. Follow the instructions in the glove compartment.
31. Contact VTTI as soon as possible, we will assist you in filing the Virginia Tech
Motor Pool accident report.
In the event of an air bag deployment:
32. Permit a Special Crash Investigation team from NHTSA to inspect the vehicle.
33. Participate in an in-person interview with the Crash Investigation team.
Vehicle Return:
VTTI will contact you at the end of the 12-month study, to schedule out-processing and
return of the leased vehicle.
34. Bring your leased vehicle to the VT North Virginia Center to return. VTTI will
provide $10 to cover Metro fare or other transportation.
Out-processing/study completion (requires one hour):
35. Complete out-processing administrative paperwork.
36. Complete short questionnaires regarding stress levels, driving behavior and
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performance over the past year, and study evaluation.
Equipment Installation and Data Collection
You are being asked to drive with the instrumentation for approximately one year. The
data on the vehicle will be downloaded via a data port located behind the rear license
plate or via short range wireless communication (if there is no access to the vehicle).
Once the data is downloaded, it will be stored on a project specific data server that will be
accessed only by research staff affiliated with the project.
The data collection system is designed to require no maintenance and will not require you to perform any
maintenance. However, if a diagnostic check of the data confirms a disruption of the data collection, a
hardware engineer will be assigned to correct the problem. To perform the maintenance, VTTI or Hurley’s
will contact you to receive permission to work on the vehicle and schedule the repair. We will try to avoid
interfering with your commuting schedule.
Automobile Insurance
In the Commonwealth of Virginia, responsibility for automobile insurance resides with the owner of the
vehicle.
In the event of an accident or injury in a Virginia Tech automobile, the University will provide automobile
liability coverage for property damage and personal injury. The total policy amount per occurrence is
$2,000,000. This coverage (unless the other party was at fault, which would mean all expense would go to
the insurer of the other party’s vehicle) would apply in case of an accident for all volunteers and would
cover medical expenses up to the policy limit. In the event of an accident, you must notify the police and
the VT Motor Pool (contact information will be left in the glove compartment of the leased vehicle).
VT also carries as a part of its automobile liability insurance a "Med Pay" endorsement that will pay up to
$5,000 in medical expenses, until fault in an accident is determined, at which time all medical expenses
would go to the insurer of the vehicle at fault.
If you are working as an employee for another company, you may be deemed to be driving in the course of
your employment, and your employer's worker's compensation provisions may apply in lieu of the Virginia
Tech and Commonwealth of Virginia insurance provisions, in case of an accident. The particular
circumstances under which worker's compensation would apply are specified in Virginia law. If worker's
compensation provisions do not apply in a particular situation, then Virginia Tech and Commonwealth of
Virginia insurance will provide coverage.

Medical Insurance
Participants in a study are considered volunteers, regardless of whether they receive payment for their
participation; under Commonwealth of Virginia law, workers compensation does not apply to volunteers;
therefore, if not in an automobile, the participants are responsible for their own medical insurance for
bodily injury. Appropriate health insurance is strongly recommended to cover these types of expenses.
If you should become injured in an accident, whether in or out of an automobile, the medical treatment
available to you would be that provided to any person by emergency medical services in the vicinity where
the accident occurs.
A Virginia Tech automobile accident report form is located in the glove compartment of the vehicle you
will be driving and outlines what you should do if you become involved in an accident and are not
incapacitated.

Automatic Collision Notification
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The vehicle will also be equipped with an automatic collision notification system, triggered by collision
impacts. The system is intended to notify VTTI in the event of a collision impact. When serious impacts
are detected by VTTI staff, they will notify local emergency services. However, VTTI cannot guarantee
continuous 24-hour coverage or coverage of all vehicle locations. Therefore, in the event of a crash, you
should not expect an emergency response based on this system. Notify police and emergency services as
you otherwise would following a crash. However, this automatic collision notification system may enable
emergency service to be dispatched to you faster after a crash.

III. RISKS
The risk to you is no more than you would normally incur while driving. All data collection equipment is
mounted such that, to the greatest extent possible, it does not pose a hazard in any foreseeable way. None
of the data collection equipment will interfere with any part of your normal field of view. The addition of
the data collection systems to the vehicle will in no way affect the operating or handling characteristics of
the vehicle.
Please note that you are being asked not to wear sunglasses unless absolutely necessary; however, if at any
time you are suffering from glare problems (e.g., from the sun shining directly into your face) and cannot
see the roadway and your surrounding environment, sunglasses are recommended.

IV. BENEFITS
While there are no direct benefits to you from this research, you may find the experiment interesting. No
promise or guarantee of benefits is being made to encourage participation. Your participation will help to
improve the body of knowledge regarding driving behavior and performance.

V. EXTENT OF ANONYMITY AND CONFIDENTIALITY
Video information will be taken during the course of data collection. The data gathered
in this experiment will be treated with confidentiality. Driver names will be separated
from the collected data. A coding scheme will be employed to identify the data by
subject number only (e.g., Driver No. 3).
While you are driving the vehicle, a camera will record your face and the left exterior
side of vehicle, the right exterior side of the vehicle, the forward view, the rear-view, and
the instrument panel view. This is shown below. Note that no other passengers in the
vehicle will be within the camera view. Also, there is audio recording capability in the
vehicle, but it will only record for one minute when you activate the incident push button.
Please note that the audio microphone is directional and will only record your voice from
the driver’s seat.
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2 cameras
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rear-view mirror
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arms/hands and feet view

The data from this study will be stored in a secured area at the Virginia Tech
Transportation Institute. Access to the data will be under the supervision of Dr. Tom
Dingus, Dr. Vicki Neale, Sheila Klauer, Dr. Ron Knipling, and Heather Foster. Data
reductionists assigned to work on this project will also have access to your data. Data
reduction will consist of examining driving performance under various conditions.
During the course of this study, the video will not be released to anyone other than
individuals working on the project without your written consent. Following the study,
some data may be made available to the contact sponsor, the National Highway Traffic
Safety Administration, for research purposes only. Please note that NHTSA is under the
same obligation to keep your data confidential.
If you are involved in a crash while participating in this study, the data collection
equipment in your vehicle will likely capture the events leading up to the event. The data
collection equipment SHOULD NOT be given to police officers or any other party. You
are under NO LEGAL OBLIGATION to mention that you are participating in this study.
We will do everything we can to keep others from learning about your participation in the
research. To further help us protect your privacy, the investigators have obtained a
Confidentiality Certificate from the Department of Health and Human Services. With
this Certificate, the investigators cannot be forced (for example by court subpoena) to
disclose information that may identify you in any Federal, State, or local civil, criminal,
administrative, legislative, or other proceedings. Disclosure will be necessary, however,
upon request of DHHS for audit or program evaluation purposes.
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You should understand that a Confidentiality Certificate does not prevent you or a
member of your family from voluntarily releasing information about yourself or your
involvement in this research. Note however, that if an insurer, employer, or someone else
learns about your participation, and obtains your consent to receive research information,
then the investigator may not use the Certificate of Confidentiality to withhold this
information. This means that you and your family must also actively protect your own
privacy. In addition to the Confidentiality Certificate, we have also obtained approval
through the NHTSA Human Use Review Panel for your protection.
Finally, you should understand that the investigator is not prevented from taking steps,
including disclosing information to authorities, to prevent serious harm to yourself or
others. For example, if we learned about offenses such as child abuse or habitual driving
under the influence, we would take appropriate action to protect you and someone else,
even though we will still maintain privacy of the data.
VI. COMPENSATION
You will be compensated $125 per month for approximately 12 months of participation
in this study. If you choose to withdraw from participation prior to the 12-month period,
you will be compensated for the proportion of time that you have participated. You will
also receive a $300 study completion bonus at the end of the 12-month period and
equipment de-installation. This bonus will be provided at the out-processing.
In addition to this compensation, you will be given $10 for travel on the days that
instrumentation is installed and removed.
VII. FREEDOM TO WITHDRAW
You are free to withdraw from the study at any time without penalty. If you choose to
withdraw, you will be compensated for the portion of the time of the study.
VTTI has the right to terminate your participation in the study at any time. For example,
VTTI may withdraw you from the study if the quantity or quality of data is insufficient
for study purposes or if you pose a threat to yourself or to others. Subjects withdrawn
from the study will receive pro-rated payment (at $125 per month) and will be required to
schedule equipment de-installation as soon as possible.

VIII. APPROVAL OF RESEARCH
This research project has been approved, as required, by the Institutional Review Board
for Research Involving Human Subjects at Virginia Polytechnic Institute and State
University, by the Virginia Tech Transportation Institute.
_____________________________
IRB Approval Date

_____________________________
Approval Expiration Date
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IX. DRIVER'S RESPONSIBILITIES
I voluntarily agree to participate in this study. I understand the procedures and
responsibilities described above, in particular in Section II, Procedures and Subject
Responsibilities.
X. DRIVER'S PERMISSION
I have read and understand the Informed Consent and conditions of this project. I have
had all my questions answered. I hereby acknowledge the above and give my voluntary
consent:
Signature of Driver: ________________________________________
Date:_____________

Signature of Additional Driver:
_________________________________________________________
_____________
Signature of Legal Guardian if any additional driver is minors:

Date:

_________________________________________________________
_____________

Date:

Signature of Additional Driver:
_________________________________________________________
_____________
Signature of Legal Guardian if any additional driver is minors:

Date:

_________________________________________________________
_____________

Date:

Signature of Additional Driver:
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_________________________________________________________
_____________
Signature of Legal Guardian if any additional driver is minors:

Date:

_________________________________________________________
_____________

Date:

Should I have any questions about this research or its conduct, I may contact:
Heather Foster 703-538-8447 hfoster@vtti.vt.edu
Research Specialist/Northern Virginia Center, Virginia Tech Transportation Institute
Dr. Ronald R. Knipling 703-538-8439 rknipling@vtti.vt.edu
Northern Virginia Site Manager/Falls Church, Virginia Tech Transportation Institute
Dr. Vicki L. Neale 540-231-1514 vneale@vtti.vt.edu
Co- Principal Investigator, Virginia Tech Transportation Institute
Dr. David M. Moore 540-231-4991 moored@vt.edu
Chair, IRB
Office of Research Compliance
Research & Graduate Studies

All drivers must be given a complete copy (or duplicate original) of the signed
Informed Consent.
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[REVISED 10-22-02]
APPENDIX A: INFORMED CONSENT FOR DRIVERS OF PRIVATE
VEHICLES
INFORMED CONSENT FOR PARTICIPANTS IN RESEARCH PROJECTS INVOLVING HUMAN
SUBJECTS
Title of Project:

Naturalistic Driving Study

Research Conducted by: Virginia Tech Transportation Institute (VTTI)
Research Sponsored by: National Highway Traffic Safety Administration (NHTSA)
Investigators:

Dr. Tom Dingus, Dr. Vicki Neale, Sheila Klauer, Dr. Ron
Knipling, Heather Foster

I. PURPOSE OF THIS RESEARCH PROJECT
The objective of this study is to instrument drivers’ personal vehicles to collect data on
driving behavior. There are no special tasks for the driver to perform; instead, the driver
is requested to merely drive as they regularly would to their normal destinations. This
instrumentation is designed such that it will in no way interfere with the driving
performance of the vehicle and will not obstruct the driver in any way. Due to the
number of vehicles that are being instrumented and the time period involved, it is likely
that crashes and the events leading up to them will be recorded.
One hundred high-mileage drivers are being recruited to participate in this research. All
age groups and both men and women are being asked to participate. To participate,
drivers must have a valid drivers’ license and own a vehicle of which they are the
primary driver for the experimental period of one year.
II. PROCEDURES AND SUBJECT RESPONSIBILITIES

The following describes procedures for the study and participant responsibilities:
Preparation for study:
1. Review entire study information package
2. Read this informed consent form carefully; make a note of any questions. You may
call Heather Foster of VTTI (703-538-8447) to discuss any questions.
3. Sign and date this form.
4. Ensure that any person likely to drive the instrumented vehicle has signed this
informed consent form. (If you wish to add another driver at a later time, an
informed consent form can be obtained from VTTI.)
5. Provide close-up pictures (head-shots) of all consenting drivers.
In-processing (requires two hours):
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6. Call Heather Foster of VTTI at 703-538-8447 to schedule an appointment for inprocessing.
In-processing will ordinarily be scheduled for 8-10 a.m. or 4-6 p.m. on weekdays,
and 9-11 a.m. on Saturdays, at the VT Northern Virginia Center, 7054 Haycock Road,
Falls Church, VA 22043. (Parking is available in the Visitors Parking Lot)
7. Bring the following to the subject in-processing:
Signed informed consent form (this document)
Valid driver’s license
Proof of insurance for your vehicle
Vehicle registration
Social Security Number
Two forms of identification
8. Listen to a short overview orientation to the study, and Q&A discussion. Sign
remaining administrative forms; a copy of all signed forms will be provided to you
for your records.
9. Take a vision exam.
10. Take a hearing exam. (Note: A free hearing exam is available for all prospective
drivers, family members, and other frequent passengers, provided they agree to the
re-testing in the event of a crash.)
11. Complete surveys regarding your health, sleep hygiene, stress levels, overall
personality, and driving behaviors and practices.
12. Take one or more brief performance tests.
13. Schedule your vehicle for equipment installation. (see below)
Equipment installation:
14. Bring your vehicle to Hurley’s Auto Audio (1524 Springhill Road, McLean, VA
22102, Phone 703-790-8744) for equipment installation this will require a full day.
We will provide $10 to cover Metro fare or other transportation needs.
Data collection during driving:
15. Wear your safety belt at all times.
16. Drive your vehicle as you normally would.
17. Do not wear sunglasses unless absolutely necessary
18. In the event of a safety-related incident, [i.e. a crash, near-crash, driving error, or
unsafe condition involving your vehicle or adjacent vehicles], press the red incident
button located above the rear-view mirror after the incident as soon as it is safe to
do so. For one minute, a microphone (directed toward the driver) will be activated;
during this time, please briefly describe what happened, and why. In particular,
what was the driving error that caused the incident?
Data downloading:
Note: the location of your vehicle will be known to VTTI researchers via a radio
transmitter providing Global Positioning System coordinates. This information will be
used to locate vehicles for data downloading.
19. Permit VTTI researchers to access your vehicle (at your home or work location)
every 1-4 weeks to download data. Most data downloads will require a data line to
be plugged into a data port near the vehicle license plate on the outside of the
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vehicle. (No access to the inside of the vehicle is required.) Subject to your
approval, data downloads will be completed between 7 a.m. and 11 p.m.
Equipment maintenance:
20. In the event of equipment malfunctioning or damage, notify VTTI as soon as
possible.
21. Permit a service call at your home or office for repairs (if preferred, vehicle may be
brought to Hurley’s). If repairs cannot be made in a service call, bring the vehicle
in to Hurley’s for repairs. We will provide $10 to cover Metro fare or other
transportation needs.
In the event of a crash (applies to all collisions, regardless of severity):
22. Contact VTTI as soon as possible after the crash. (Accident reporting instructions
and phone numbers will be placed in glove box during equipment installation.)
23. Participate in a short phone interview with VTTI about the crash.
24. Schedule an appointment for hearing re-testing, to be conducted as soon as possible
after the crash. Re-testing is conducted at Professional Hearing Services (6231
Leesburg Pike Suite 512 Falls Church, VA 22044 Phone 703-536-1666). Re-testing
results will be provided to you and to VTTI.
25. Encourage all passengers whose hearing has been tested to schedule this re-testing.
26. If the crash is police-reported, request a copy of the Police Accident Report from
the police, and provide a copy to VTTI. VTTI will remove all personal identifiers
to ensure confidentiality. “Personal identifiers” include names, addresses, phone
numbers, and license plate numbers.
27. Request and provide copies of medical report(s) associated with your crash injuries
and treatment. For some crashes, crash and injury information may already be
available to NHTSA, and thus to this study, in conjunction with other NHTSAsponsored studies in the Northern Virginia area.
28. Permit VTTI and/or Hurley’s to check and test the vehicle instrumentation.
In the event of an air bag deployment:
29. Permit a Special Crash Investigation team from NHTSA to inspect the vehicle.
30. Participate in an in-person interview with the Crash Investigation team.
Equipment de-installation:
VTTI will contact you at the end of the 12-month study, to schedule equipment deinstallation and out-processing.
31. Bring your vehicle to Hurley’s Auto Audio for equipment de-installation, which
will require a full day. We will provide $10 to cover Metro fare or other
transportation needs.
32. Inspect your vehicle at Hurley’s and sign form to verify that all recording
equipment has been removed, and that the vehicle has been restored to its original
state. Keep copy for your records.
Out-processing/study completion (requires one hour):
33. Complete out-processing administrative paperwork.
34. Complete short questionnaires regarding stress levels and driving behavior and
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performance over the past year, and study evaluation.
35. Receive final payment for your participation.
Equipment Installation and Data Collection
You are being asked to drive with the instrumentation for approximately one year. No
holes will be drilled into your vehicle to mount equipment. Instead, holes holding
existing apparatus will be used. The data collection system is approximately 8” x 18” x
24.” The computer/data storage system is housed in the back of the trunk and mounted to
the trunk “roof” (not to the trunk lid). A camera module will be mounted above the rearview mirror and an incident push-button will be located on the camera module. This will
be done without drilling holes or making any permanent modifications to the vehicle.
Wires will not be visible.
As part of the data collection system, forward- and rearward-looking radar will be
installed behind the front and rear license plates. For the radar to function, we will need
to replace you state license plate with plastic plates for the duration of the study. You
will be provided with a temporary registration and an authorization letter from the state
DMV for your records. At the end of the study your original license plates will be
reinstalled on the vehicle.
The data on the vehicle will be downloaded via a data port located behind the rear license
plate or via short range wireless communication (if there is no access to the vehicle).
Once the data is downloaded, it will be stored on a project specific data server that will be
accessed only by research staff affiliated with the project.
The data collection system is designed to require no maintenance and will not require you to perform any
maintenance. However, if a diagnostic check of the data confirms a disruption of the data collection, a
technician will be assigned to correct the problem. To perform the maintenance, VTTI or Hurley’s will
contact you to receive permission to work on the vehicle and schedule the repair. We will try to avoid
interfering with your commuting schedule.
Insurance
Please note that since you are driving your own vehicle, Virginia Tech is not liable for the expenses
incurred in any accident you may have. In the event of an accident, you are not responsible for coverage of
the instrumentation in the vehicle.
Participants in a study are considered volunteers, regardless of whether they receive payment for their
participation. Under Commonwealth of Virginia law, workers compensation does not apply to volunteers;
therefore, the participants are responsible for their own medical insurance for bodily injury. Appropriate
health insurance is strongly recommended to cover these types of expenses.
If you should become injured in an accident, whether in or out of an automobile, the medical treatment
available to you would be that provided to any person by emergency medical services in the vicinity where
the accident occurs.
Automatic Collision Notification
The vehicle will also be equipped with an automatic collision notification system, triggered by collision
impacts. The system is intended to notify VTTI in the event of a collision impact. When serious impacts
are detected by VTTI staff, they will notify local emergency services. However, VTTI cannot guarantee
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continuous 24-hour coverage or coverage of all vehicle locations. Therefore, in the event of a crash, you
should not expect an emergency response based on this system. Notify police and emergency services as
you otherwise would following a crash. However, this automatic collision notification system may enable
emergency service to be dispatched to you faster after a crash.
III. RISKS
The risk to you is no more than you would normally incur while driving. All data collection equipment is
mounted such that, to the greatest extent possible, it does not pose a hazard in any foreseeable way. None
of the data collection equipment will interfere with any part of your normal field of view. The addition of
the data collection systems to the vehicle will in no way affect the operating or handling characteristics of
the vehicle.
Please note that you are being asked not to wear sunglasses unless absolutely necessary; however, if at any
time you are suffering from glare problems (e.g., from the sun shining directly into your face) and cannot
see the roadway and your surrounding environment, sunglasses are recommended.

IV. BENEFITS
While there are no direct benefits to you from this research, you may find the experiment interesting. No
promise or guarantee of benefits is being made to encourage participation. Your participation will help to
improve the body of knowledge regarding driving behavior and performance.

V. EXTENT OF ANONYMITY AND CONFIDENTIALITY
Video information will be taken during the course of data collection. The data gathered
in this experiment will be treated with confidentiality. Drivers’ names will be separated
from the collected data. A coding scheme will be employed to identify the data by
subject number only (e.g., Driver No. 3).
While you are driving the vehicle, a camera will record your face and the left exterior
side of vehicle, the right exterior side of the vehicle, the forward view, the rear-view, and
the instrument panel view. This is shown below. Note that no other passengers in the
vehicle will be within the camera view. Also, there is audio recording capability in the
vehicle, but it will only record for one minute when you activate the incident push button.
Please note that the audio microphone is directional and will only record your voice from
the driver’s seat.
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The data from this study will be stored in a secured area at the Virginia Tech
Transportation Institute. Access to the data will be under the supervision of Dr. Tom
Dingus, Dr. Vicki Neale, Sheila Klauer, Dr. Ron Knipling, and Heather Foster. Data
reductionists assigned to work on this project will also have access to your data. Data
reduction will consist of examining driving performance under various conditions.
During the course of this study, the video will not be released to anyone other than
individuals working on the project without your written consent. Following the study,
some data may be made available to the contact sponsor, the National Highway Traffic
Safety Administration (NHTSA), for research purposes only. Please note that NHTSA is
under the same obligation to keep your data confidential.
If you are involved in a crash while participating in this study, the data collection
equipment in your vehicle will likely capture the events leading up to the event. The data
collection equipment SHOULD NOT be given to police officers or any other party. You
are under NO LEGAL OBLIGATION to mention that you are participating in this study.
We will do everything we can to keep others from learning about your participation in the
research. To further help us protect your privacy, the investigators have obtained a
Confidentiality Certificate from the Department of Health and Human Services. With
this Certificate, the investigators cannot be forced (for example by court subpoena) to
disclose information that may identify you in any federal, state, or local civil, criminal,
administrative, legislative, or other proceedings. Disclosure will be necessary, however,
upon request of DHHS for audit or program evaluation purposes.
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You should understand that a Confidentiality Certificate does not prevent you or a
member of your family from voluntarily releasing information about yourself or your
involvement in this research. Note however, that if an insurer, employer, or someone else
learns about your participation, and obtains your consent to receive research information,
then the investigator may not use the Certificate of Confidentiality to withhold this
information. This means that you and your family must also actively protect your own
privacy. In addition to the Confidentiality Certificate, we have also obtained approval
through the NHTSA Human Use Review Panel for your protection.
Finally, you should understand that the investigator is not prevented from taking steps,
including disclosing information to authorities, to prevent serious harm to yourself or
others. For example, if we learned about offenses such as child abuse or habitual driving
under the influence, we would take appropriate action to protect you and someone else,
even though we will still maintain privacy of the data.
VI. COMPENSATION
You will be compensated $125.00 per month for approximately 12 months of
participation in this study. If you choose to withdraw from participation prior to the 12month period, you will be compensated for the proportion of time that you have
participated. You will also receive a $300 study completion bonus at the end of the 12month period and equipment de-installation. This bonus will be provided at the outprocessing.
In addition to this compensation, you will be given $10 for travel on the days that
instrumentation is installed and removed.
VII. FREEDOM TO WITHDRAW
You are free to withdraw from the study at any time without penalty. If you choose to
withdraw, you will be compensated for the portion of the time of the study.
VTTI has the right to terminate your participation in the study at any time. For example,
VTTI may withdraw you from the study if the quantity or quality of data is insufficient
for study purposes or if you pose a threat to yourself or to others. Subjects withdrawn
from the study will receive pro-rated payment (at $125 per month) and will be required to
schedule equipment de-installation as soon as possible.
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VIII. APPROVAL OF RESEARCH
This research project has been approved, as required, by the Institutional Review Board
for Research Involving Human Subjects at Virginia Polytechnic Institute and State
University, by the Virginia Tech Transportation Institute.
_____________________________
IRB Approval Date

_____________________________
Approval Expiration Date

IX. DRIVER'S RESPONSIBILITIES
I voluntarily agree to participate in this study. I understand the procedures and
responsibilities described above, in particular in Section II, Procedures and Subject
Responsibilities.
X. DRIVER'S PERMISSION
I have read and understand the Informed Consent and conditions of this project. I have
had all my questions answered. I hereby acknowledge the above and give my voluntary
consent:
Signature of Driver: _____________________________________Date:_____________

Signature of Additional Driver:
______________________________________________________Date: _____________
Signature of Legal Guardian if any additional driver is minors:
_____________________________________________________ Date: _____________

Signature of Additional Driver:
________________________________________________
Signature of Legal Guardian if any additional driver is minors:

Date: _____________

______________________________________________________Date: _____________
Signature of Additional Driver:
_______________________________________________________Date:____________
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Signature of Legal Guardian if any additional driver is minors:
_____________________________________________________Date: _____________
Should I have any questions about this research or its conduct, I may contact:
Heather Foster 703-538-8447 hfoster@vtti.vt.edu
Research Specialist/Northern Virginia Center, Virginia Tech Transportation Institute
Dr. Ronald R. Knipling 703-538-8439 rknipling@vtti.vt.edu
Northern Virginia Site Manager/Falls Church, Virginia Tech Transportation Institute
Dr. Vicki L. Neale 540-231-1514 vneale@vtti.vt.edu
Co-Principal Investigator, Virginia Tech Transportation Institute
Dr. David M. Moore 540-231-4991 moored@vt.edu
Chair, IRB
Office of Research Compliance
Research & Graduate Studies

All drivers must be given a complete copy (or duplicate original) of the signed
Informed Consent.
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The 100-Car Naturalistic Driving Study
Phase II – Results of the 100-Car Field
Experiment
Appendix B:
Data Reduction Variables

This document is available to the public from the National Technical Information Service, Springfield, Virginia 22161
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APPENDIX B
Data Reduction Variables
1. Vehicle Number
Comment: Each vehicle will be assigned a vehicle number. Information will
originate in the raw data stream.
FORMAT: Integer value.
2. Epoch Number
The Epoch file number is arranged by vehicle identification number, date and time.
The first three numbers represent the vehicle identification number, the next two
numbers represent the year (Ex. 03 for 2003), the next two numbers represents the
month (Ex. 03 for March), the next two numbers represent the day of the month, the
next four numbers represent the time in military time. The last six numbers are the
epoch ID

002 03 02 28 1209 000000
Comment: Each valid driving performance trigger will be assigned to an epoch. An
epoch will consist of 1 minute of video prior and 30 seconds of video after the initial
onset of a trigger. If a second trigger occurs within this 1.5-minute segment, the
epoch will extend to include a full one minute prior to the onset of the initial trigger
and 30 seconds after the onset of the last trigger.
3. Event Severity – A general term referring to all valid triggered occurrences of an
incident, near-crash, or crash that begins at the precipitating event and ends when
the evasive maneuver has been completed.
o Invalid trigger – Any instance where a trigger appears but no safetyrelevant event is present.


Non-subject conflict - Any safety-relevant event captured on video
(incident, near-crash, or crash) that does not involve the driver.

o Non-conflict - Any event that increases the level of risk associated with
driving, but does not result in a crash, near-crash, or incident, as defined
below. Examples include: driver control error without proximal hazards
being present; driver judgment error such as unsafe tailgating or excessive
speed; or cases in which drivers are visually distracted to an unsafe level.
o Proximity Event - Any circumstance resulting in extraordinarily close
proximity of the subject vehicle to any other vehicle, pedestrian, cyclist,
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animal, or fixed object where, due to apparent unawareness on the part of
the driver(s), pedestrians, cyclists or animals, there is no avoidance
maneuver or response. Extraordinarily close proximity is defined as a
clear case where the absence of an avoidance maneuver or response is
inappropriate for the driving circumstances (including speed, sight
distance, etc.).
o Crash-Relevant - Any circumstance that requires a crash avoidance
response on the part of the subject vehicle. Any other vehicle, pedestrian,
cyclist, or animal that is less severe than a rapid evasive maneuver (as
defined above), but greater in severity than a “normal maneuver” to avoid
a crash. A crash avoidance response can include braking, steering,
accelerating, or any combination of control inputs. A “normal maneuver”
for the subject vehicle is defined as a control input that falls inside of the
99% confidence limit for control input as measured for the same subject.
o Near-crash - Any circumstance that requires a rapid, evasive maneuver by
the subject vehicle, or any other vehicle, pedestrian, cyclist, or animal to
avoid a crash. A rapid, evasive maneuver is defined as a steering, braking,
accelerating, or any combination of control inputs that approaches the
limits of the vehicle capabilities. As a guide: subject vehicle braking
greater than 0.5 g, or steering input that results in a lateral acceleration
greater than 0.4 g to avoid a crash, constitutes a rapid maneuver.
o Crash - Any contact with an object, either moving or fixed, at any speed,
in which kinetic energy is measurably transferred or dissipated. Includes
other vehicles, roadside barriers, objects on or off the roadway,
pedestrians, cyclists or animals.
Comment: Initial coding step. Invalid events result in no further coding. Nonsubject and non-conflicts will only result in a brief narrative written, but no other
coding. Other coding choices will determine which specific subset of variables
that will be coded. Specified at early onset of data reduction software.
4. Trigger Type (C-N-I)
The triggers were specific data signatures that were specified during the
sensitivity analysis performed after 10 percent of the data were collected. The
specific data signatures that were used to identify valid events are as follows:
•
•
•

Lateral acceleration - Lateral motion equal or greater than 0.7 g.
Longitudinal acceleration - Acceleration or deceleration equal or
greater than 0.6 g.
CI button – Activated by the driver upon pressing a button located on
the dashboard when an incident occurred that the driver deemed
critical.
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•
•
•

•
•
•

Forward Time To Collision (FTTC) - Acceleration or deceleration
equal to or greater than 0.5 g coupled with a forward TTC of 4 seconds
or less.
All longitudinal decelerations between 0.4 g and 0.5 g coupled with a
forward TTC value of ≤ 4 seconds and that the corresponding forward
range value at the minimum TTC is not greater than 100 ft.
Rear Time To Collision (RTTC) - Any rear TTC trigger value of 2
seconds or less that also has a corresponding rear range distance of ≤
50 ft. AND any rear TTC trigger value where the absolute acceleration
of the following vehicle is greater than 0.3 g.
Side object detection – Detects presence of other vehicles/objects in
the adjacent lane.
Lane change cut-off – Identifies situations in which the subject vehicle
cuts in too close either behind or in front of another vehicle by using
closing speed and forward TTC.
Yaw rate – Any value greater than or equal to a plus AND minus 4
deg change in heading (i.e., vehicle must return to the same general
direction of travel) within a 3-second window of time.

5. Driver Subject Number (C-N-I-B)
All primary drivers’ subject number will be a 3-digit number followed by the letter
“A.” Any secondary drivers should be given the same 3-digit number followed by
the letters “B,” “C,” and so on.
6. Onset of Precipitating Factor
Using video frame numbers, the reductionists will determine the onset of the
precipitating event (i.e., onset of lead vehicle brake lights for a lead vehicle conflict).
7. Resolution of the Event
Using video frame numbers, the reductionists will determine when the evasive
maneuver (or lack thereof) has been executed and the level of danger has returned to
normal.
Event Variables
1. Event Nature (C-N-I)
This variable specified the type of crash, near-crash, or incident that occurred. The
reductionists chose from the following variables that were modified from GES
variables “Manner of Collision” and “Most Harmful Event.”
1=Conflict with a lead vehicle
2=Conflict with a following vehicle
3=Conflict with an oncoming traffic
4=Conflict with a vehicle in adjacent lane
5=Conflict with a merging vehicle
6=Conflict with a vehicle turning across subject vehicle path (same
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Direction)
7=Conflict with a vehicle turning across subject vehicle path (opposite direction)
8=Conflict with a vehicle turning into subject vehicle path (same direction)
9=Conflict with a vehicle turning into subject vehicle path (opposite direction)
10 =Conflict with a vehicle moving across subject vehicle path (through intersection)
11=Conflict with a parked vehicle
12=Conflict with a pedestrian
13=Conflict with a pedal cyclist
14=Conflict with an animal
15=Conflict with an obstacle/object in roadway
16=Single vehicle conflict
17=Other
18=No known conflict (for RF sensor trigger)
99=Unknown conflict
2. Incident Type (Coded for Crashes and Near-Crashes only)
1 = Rear-end, striking
2 = Rear-end, struck
3 = Road departure (left or right)
4 = Road departure (end)
5 = Sideswipe, same direction (left or right)
6 = Opposite direction (head-on or sideswipe)
7 = Violation of stop sign or signal at intersection
8 = Straight crossing path, not involving sign/signal violation
9 = Turn across path
10 = Turn into path (same direction)
11 = Turn into path (opposite direction)
12 = Backing, fixed object
13 = Backing into traffic
14 = Pedestrian
15 = Pedalcyclist
16 = Animal
17 = Other (specify)
99 = Unknown
3. Pre-Event Maneuver (GES Variable Vehicle 1 Maneuver Prior to Event)
This represents the last action that the subject vehicle driver engaged in just prior to
the point that the driver realized impending danger. Note that the variables in italics
are those GES variables that were expanded.
1a = Going straight, constant speed
1b = Going straight ahead, accelerating
1c = Going straight, but with unintentional “drifting” within lane or across lanes
2 = Decelerating in traffic lane
3 = Accelerating in traffic lane
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4 = Starting in traffic lane
5 = Stopped in traffic lane
6 = Passing or overtaking another vehicle
7 = Disabled or parked in travel lane
8 = Leaving a parked position
9 = Entering a parked position
10 = Turning right
11 = Turning left
12 = Making U-turn
13 = Backing up (other than for parking purposes)
14 = Negotiating a curve
15 = Changing lanes
16 = Merging
17 = Successful corrective action to previous action
18a = Maneuvering to avoid an animal
18b = Maneuvering to avoid a pedestrian/pedalcyclist
18c = Maneuvering to avoid an object
18d = Maneuvering to avoid a vehicle
97 = Other
99 = Unknown
Source/comment: GES Variable V21, Movement Prior to Critical Event. Also, very
similar to VA PAR Variable 19/20.
FORMAT: Integer value as listed above.
4. Judgment of Vehicle 1 Maneuver Prior to Event
This variable provided additional information about the pre-event maneuver as to
whether this maneuver was either safe or legal.
1 = Safe and legal
2 = Unsafe but legal
3 = Safe but illegal
4 = Unsafe and illegal
99 = Unknown
5. Precipitating Factor (GES Variable V26, Critical Event)
The driver behavior or state of the environment that begins the event and the
subsequent sequence of actions that result in a crash, near-crash, or incident,
independent of who caused the event (driver at fault). The precipitating factor occurs
outside the vehicle and does not include driver distraction, fatigue, or disciplining
child while driving.
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A. This Vehicle Loss of Control Due to:
001 = Blow-out or flat tire
002 = Stalled engine
003 = Disabling vehicle failure (e.g., wheel fell off)
004 = Minor vehicle failure
005 = Poor road conditions (puddle, pothole, ice, etc.)
006 = Excessive speed
007 = Other or unknown reason
008 = Other cause of control loss
009 = Unknown cause of control loss
B. This Vehicle Traveling:
018a = Ahead, stopped on roadway more than 2 seconds
018b = Ahead, decelerated and stopped on roadway 2 seconds or less
021 = Ahead, traveling in same direction and decelerating
022 = Ahead, traveling in same direction with slower constant speed
010 = Over the lane line on the left side of travel lane
011 = Over the lane line on right side of travel lane
012 = Over left edge of roadway
013 = Over right edge of roadway
014 = End departure
015 = Turning left at intersection
016 = Turning right at intersection
017 = Crossing over (passing through) intersection
019 = Unknown travel direction
020a = From adjacent lane (same direction), over left lane line behind lead
vehicle, rear-end crash threat
020b = From adjacent lane (same direction), over right lane line behind lead
vehicle, rear-end crash threat
C. Other Vehicle in Lane:
050a = Ahead, stopped on roadway more than 2 seconds
050b = Ahead, decelerated and stopped on roadway 2 seconds or less
051 = Ahead, traveling in same direction with slower constant speed
052 = Ahead, traveling in same direction and decelerating
053 = Ahead, traveling in same direction and accelerating
054 = Traveling in opposite direction
055 = In crossover
056 = Backing
059 = Unknown travel direction of the other motor vehicle
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D. Another Vehicle Encroaching into This Vehicle’s Lane:
060a = From adjacent lane (same direction), over left lane line in front of this
vehicle, rear-end crash threat
060b = From adjacent lane (same direction), over left lane line behind this
vehicle, rear-end crash threat
060c = From adjacent lane (same direction), over left lane line, sideswipe threat
060d = From adjacent lane (same direction), over right lane line, sideswipe
threat
060e = From adjacent lane (same direction), other
061a = From adjacent lane (same direction), over right lane line in front of this
vehicle, rear-end crash threat
061b = From adjacent lane (same direction), over right lane line behind this
vehicle, rear-end crash threat
061c = From adjacent lane (same direction), other
062 = From opposite direction over left lane line.
063 = From opposite direction over right lane line
064 = From parallel/diagonal parking lane
065 = Entering intersection—turning in same direction
066 = Entering intersection—straight across path
067 = Entering intersection – turning into opposite direction
068 = Entering intersection—intended path unknown
070 = From driveway, alley access, etc – turning into same direction
071 = From driveway, alley access, etc – straight across path
072 = From driveway, alley access, etc – turning into opposite direction
073 = From driveway, alley access, etc – intended path unknown
074 = From entrance to limited access highway
078 = Encroaching details unknown
E. Pedestrian, Pedalcyclist, or other Non-Motorist:
080 = Pedestrian in roadway
081 = Pedestrian approaching roadway
082 = Pedestrian in unknown location
083 = Pedalcyclist/other non-motorist in roadway
084 = Pedalcyclist/other non-motorist approaching roadway
085 = Pedalcyclist/or other non-motorist unknown location
086 = Pedestrian/pedalcyclist/other non-motorist—unknown location
F. Object or Animal:
087 = Animal in roadway
088 = Animal approaching roadway
089 = Animal unknown location
090 = Object in roadway
091 = Object approaching roadway
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092 = Object unknown location
099 = Unknown critical event
6. Evasive Maneuver (GES Variable V27 Corrective Action Attempted)
The subject vehicle driver’s reaction to the precipitating factor.
0 = No driver present
1 = No avoidance maneuver
2 = Braking (no lockup)
3 = Braking (lockup)
4 = Braking (lockup unknown)
5 = Releasing brakes
6 = Steered to left
7 = Steered to right
8 = Braked and steered to left
9 = Braked and steered to right
10 = Accelerated
11 = Accelerated and steered to left
12 = Accelerated and steered to right
98 = Other actions
99 = Unknown if driver attempted any corrective action
7. Vehicle Control After Corrective Action (GES Variable V28—Coded only
for Near-crashes and crashes):
0 = No driver present
1 = Vehicle control maintained after corrective action
2 = Vehicle rotated (yawed) clockwise
3 = Vehicle rotated (yawed) counter-clockwise
4 = Vehicle slid/skid longitudinally – no rotation
5 = Vehicle slid/skid laterally – no rotation
9 = Vehicle rotated (yawed) unknown direction
20 = Combination of 2-9
94 = More than two vehicles involved
98 = Other or unknown type of vehicle control was lost after corrective action
99 = Unknown if vehicle control was lost after corrective action.
Contributing Factors
1. Driver Behavior: Driver 1 Actions/Factors Relating to the Event (VA PAR
Variable 17/18)
This variable provides a descriptive label to the driver’s actions that may or may not
have contributed to the event.
0 = None
1 = Exceeded speed limit
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2= Inattentive or distracted
3 = Exceeded safe speed but not speed limit
4 = Driving slowly: below speed limit
5 = Driving slowly in relation to other traffic: not below speed limit
6 = Illegal passing (i.e., across double line)
7 = Passing on right
8 = Other improper or unsafe passing
9 = Cutting in, too close in front of other vehicle
10 = Cutting in, too close behind other vehicle
11 = Making turn from wrong lane (e.g., across lanes)
12 = Did not see other vehicle during lane change or merge
13 = Driving in other vehicle’s blind zone
14 = Aggressive driving, specific, directed menacing actions
15 = Aggressive driving, other, i.e., reckless driving without directed menacing
actions
16 = Wrong side of road, not overtaking
17 = Following too close
18 = Failed to signal, or improper signal
19 = Improper turn - wide right turn
20 = Improper turn - cut corner on left turn
21 = Other improper turning
22 = Improper backing, did not see
23 = Improper backing, other
24 = Improper start from parked position
25 = Disregarded officer or watchman
26 = Signal violation, apparently did not see signal
27 = Signal violation, intentionally ran red light
28 = Signal violation, tried to beat signal change
29 = Stop sign violation, apparently did not see stop sign
30 = Stop sign violation, intentionally ran stop sign at speed
31 = Stop sign violation, “rolling stop”
32 = Other sign (e.g., Yield) violation, apparently did not see sign
33 = Other sign (e.g., Yield) violation, intentionally disregarded
34 = Other sign violation
35 = Non-signed crossing violation (e.g., driveway entering roadway)
36 = Right-of-way error in relation to other vehicle or person, apparent
recognition failure (e.g., did not see other vehicle)
37 = Right-of-way error in relation to other vehicle or person, apparent decision
failure (i.e., did see other vehicle prior to action but misjudged gap)
38 = Right-of-way error in relation to other vehicle or person, other or unknown
cause
39 = Sudden or improper stopping on roadway
40 = Parking in improper or dangerous location, e.g., shoulder of Interstate
41 = Failure to signal with other violations or unsafe actions
42 = Failure to signal, without other violations or unsafe actions
43 = Speeding or other unsafe actions in work zone
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44 = Failure to dim headlights
45 = Driving without lights or insufficient lights
46 = Avoiding pedestrian
47 = Avoiding other vehicle
48 = Avoiding animal
49 = Apparent unfamiliarity with roadway
50 = Apparent unfamiliarity with vehicle, e.g., displays and controls
51 = Apparent general inexperience driving
52 = Use of cruise control contributed to late braking
53 = Other, specify
2. Driver 1 Physical/Mental Impairment (GES Variable D3: Driver
Physical/Mental Condition)
0 = None apparent
1 = Drowsy, sleepy, asleep, fatigued
2 = Ill, blackout
3a = Angry
3b = Other emotional state
4a = Drugs-medication
4b = Drugs-Alcohol
5 = Other drugs (marijuana, cocaine, etc.)
6 = Restricted to wheelchair
7 = Impaired due to previous injury
8 = Deaf
50 = Hit and run vehicle
97 = Physical/mental impairment – no details
98 = Other physical/mental impairment
99 = Unknown physical/mental condition
Source: GES D3, Driver Physical/Mental Condition. Element 3 expanded to
separate anger from other emotions. Element 50 not applicable.
Coded in General State Variables: Driver’s General State, Causal/Contributing
Factors, & Precipitating Event.
FORMAT: 16-bit encoded value(s) as listed above.
3. Driver 1 Distracted By (GES Variable D7: Driver Distracted By)
This variable was recorded if the reductionists observed the drivers engaging in
any of the following secondary tasks 5 to 10 seconds prior to the onset of the
precipitating factor. For a complete definition of these tasks, see Appendix D.
00 = Not Distracted
15 = Cognitive distraction
97 = Lost in thought
01 = Looked but did not see
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15a = Reading
15b = Talking/singing without obvious passenger
15c = Dancing to the radio
15d = Reading
03 = Passenger in vehicle
3a = Passenger in adjacent seat
3b = Passenger in rear seat
3c = Child in adjacent seat
3d = Child in rear seat
04 = Object/Animal/Insect in Vehicle
4a = Moving object in vehicle (i.e. object fell off seat when driver stopped
hard at a traffic light)
4b = Insect in vehicle
4c = Pet in vehicle
4d = Object dropped by driver
4e = Reaching for object in vehicle (not cell phone)
5 = Cell phone operations
05a = Talking/listening
06a = Dialing hand-held cell phone
06b = Dialing hand-held cell phone using quick keys
06c = Dialing hands-free cell phone using voice activated software
06d = Locating/reaching/answering cell phone
17 = PDA operations
15a = Locating/reaching PDA
15b = Operating PDA
15c = Viewing PDA
16 = In-vehicle system operations
7 = Adjusting climate control
8a = Adjusting the radio
8b = Inserting/retrieving cassette
8c = Inserting/retrieving CD
9 = Adjusting other devices integral to vehicle (unknown which device)
9a = Adjusting other known in-vehicle devices (text box to specify)
12 = External Distraction
12a = Looking at previous crash or highway incident
12b = Pedestrian located outside the vehicle
12c = Animal located outside the vehicle
12d = Object located outside the vehicle
12e = Construction zone
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13 = Dining
13a = Eating with a utensil
13b = Eating without a utensil
13c = Drinking from a covered container (i.e. straw)
13d = Drinking from an uncovered container
14 = Smoking
14a = Reaching for cigar/cigarette
14b = Lighting cigar/cigarette
14c = Smoking cigar/cigarette
14d = Extinguishing cigar/cigarette
18. Personal Hygiene
18a = Combing/brushing/fixing hair
18b = Applying make-up
18c = Shaving
18d = Brushing/flossing teeth
18e = Biting nails/cuticles
18f = Removing/adjusting jewelry
18g = Removing/inserting contact lenses
18h = Other
19. Inattention to the Forward Roadway
19a = Left window
19b = Left rear-view mirror
19c = Center rear-view mirror
19d = Right rear-view mirror
19e = Right passenger window
3a. Time Distraction Began
Reductionists entered the video frame number corresponding to the time at
which the driver became distracted or began to engage in the distracting
task.
3b. Time Distraction Ended
Reductionists entered the video frame number corresponding to the time at
which the driver disengaged from the distracting task or the driver’s
attention returned to the forward roadway.
3c. Outcome (of Incident) Impacted
Reductionists also marked whether they believed that the secondary task
that was present at the onset of the precipitating factor impacted the
severity or the outcome of the event. Note that all distraction analyses
conducted in this report only used those secondary tasks that were marked
“yes” or “not able to determine.”
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1 = Yes
2 = No
3 = Not able to determine
99 = Unknown
4. Willful Behavior
Reductionists marked this variable when they believed that the driver was aware
or cognizant of their poor behavior. There were 3 options, written in sequential
order of increasingly willful or aggressive behavior.
1 = Aggressive driving
2 = Purposeful violation of traffic laws
3 = Use of vehicle for improper purposes (Intimidation/weapon)
99 = Unknown
Source/comment: This variable came from the Light/Heavy Vehicle Interaction
Study Taxonomy.
5. Driver Proficiency
Reductionists marked this variable when it was believed that the driver was
generally unaware of their poor driving behavior. There are 4 options, written in
order of decreasing levels of proficiency (the last is the most drastic measure of
poor driving proficiency).
1 = Violation of traffic laws
2 = Driving techniques (incompetent to safely perform driving maneuver)
3 = Vehicle kinematics (incompetent handling the vehicle)
4 = Driver capabilities (incompetent on what maneuvers are safe and
appropriate)
Source/comment: This variable came from the Light/Heavy Vehicle Interaction
Study Taxonomy.
6. Driver 1 Drowsiness Rating (Coded for Crashes and Near-Crashes only)
An observer rating of drowsiness will be assigned for the 30 seconds prior to the
event based on review of driver videos. For drowsiness levels above a criterion
level of and ORD of 60 or above, a manual calculation of PERCLOS will be
measured by the analyst. This variable will be coded for all crashes and nearcrashes (Wierwille and Ellsworth, 1994).
7. Driver 1 Vision Obscured by (GES Variable D4: Vision Obscured by)
Reductionists will ascertain to the best of their ability whether the driver’s vision
was obscured by any of the following:
0 = No obstruction
1 = Rain, snow, fog, smoke, sand, dust
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2a = Reflected glare
2b = Sunlight
2c = Headlights
3 = Curve or hill
4 = Building, billboard, or other design features (includes signs,
embankment)
5 = Trees, crops, vegetation
6 = Moving vehicle (including load)
7 = Parked vehicle
8 = Splash or spray of passing vehicle [any other vehicle]
9 = Inadequate defrost or defog system
10 = Inadequate lighting system
11 = Obstruction interior to vehicle
12 = Mirrors
13 = Head restraints
14 = Broken or improperly cleaned windshield
15 = Fog
50 = Hit & run vehicle
95 = No driver present
96 = Not reported
97 = Vision obscured – no details
98 = Other obstruction
99 = Unknown whether vision was obstructed
8. Vehicle Contributing Factors (GES Variable V12, Vehicle contributing
factors)
Reductionists will determine if any of the following contributed to the severity or
the presence of an event.
0 = None
1 = Tires
2 = Brake system
3 = Steering system
4 = Suspension
5 = Power train
6 = Exhaust system
7 = Headlights
8 = Signal lights
9 = Other lights
10 = Wipers
11 = Wheels
12 = Mirrors
13 = Driver seating and controls
14 = Body, doors
15 = Trailer hitch
50 = Hit and run vehicle
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97 = Vehicle contributing factors, no details
98 = Other vehicle contributing factors
99 = Unknown if vehicle had contributing factors
Environmental Factors: Driving Environment
1. Weather (GES Variable A20I, Atmospheric condition and VA PAR Variable
4)
Reductionists will determine the type of weather using the video and record as part
of the data reduction process.
1 = Clear
2 = Cloudy
3 = Fog
4 = Mist
5 = Raining
6 = Snowing
7 = Sleeting
8 = Smoke dust
9 = Other
99 = Unknown
2. Light (GES Variable A19I, Light Condition and VA PAR Variable 7)
Reductionists will determine the type of ambient light conditions are present using
the video and record as part of the data reduction process.
1 = Dawn
2 = Daylight
3 = Dusk
4 = Darkness, lighted
5 = Darkness, not lighted
99 = Unknown
3. Windshield Wiper Activation
Analysts will determine the windshield wiper activation through video reduction.
0 = Off
1 - On
99 = Unknown
4. Surface Condition (VA PAR Variable 5)
Reductionists will determine the type of surface condition at the onset of the
precipitating factor and record as part of the data reduction process.
1 = Dry
2 = Wet
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3 = Snowy
4 = Icy
5 = Muddy
6 = Oily
7 = Other
99 = Unknown
5. Traffic Density (Level of Service)
Reductionists will determine the level of traffic density at the time of the precipitating
factor and record as part of the data reduction process.
1 = LOS A: free flow
2 = LOS B: Flow with some restrictions
3 = LOS C: Stable flow, maneuverability and speed are more restricted
4 = LOS D: Unstable flow – temporary restrictions substantially slow
driver
5 = LOS E: Flow is unstable, vehicles are unable to pass, temporary
stoppages, etc.
6 = LOS F: Forced traffic flow condition with low speeds and traffic
volumes that are below capacity. Queues forming in particular
locations.
99 = Unknown
Driving Environment: Infrastructure
1. Kind of Locality (VA PAR Variable 8)
Reductionists will determine the kind of locality at the onset of the precipitating
factor and record as part of the data reduction process.
1 = School
2 = Church
3 = Playground
4 = Open Country
5 = Business/industrial
6 = Residential
7 = Interstate
8 = Other
9= Construction Zone (Added)
99 = Unknown
2. Relation to Junction (GES Variable A9)
Reductionists will determine the whether the precipitating factor occurred near a
roadway junction and record as part of the data reduction process.
Non-Interchange Area
00 = Non-Junction
01 = Intersection
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02 = Intersection-related
03 = Driveway, alley access, etc.
04 = Entrance/exit ramp
05 = Rail grade crossing
06 = On a bridge
07 = Crossover-related
08 = Other, non-interchange area
09 = Unknown, non-interchange
20 = Parking lot [Added]
FORMAT: Integer value as listed above.
Interchange Area
10 = Non-Junction
11 = Intersection
12 = Intersection-related
13 = Driveway, alley access, etc.
14 = Entrance/exit ramp
16 = On a bridge
17 = Crossover-related
18 = Other location in interchange area
19 = Unknown, interchange area
99 = Unknown if interchange
3. Trafficway Flow (GES Variable A11)
Reductionists will determine the whether the roadway was divided at the time of the
precipitating factor and record as part of the data reduction process.
1 = Not divided
2 = Divided (median strip or barrier)
3 = One-way traffic
99 = Unknown
4. Number of Travel Lanes (GES Variable A12)
Reductionists will determine the number of travel lanes at the time of the
precipitating factor and record as part of the data reduction process.
1=1
2=2
3a = 3 lanes in direction of travel (divided or one-way trafficway)
3b = Undivided highway, 3 lanes total, 2 in direction of travel
3c = Undivided highway, 3 lanes total, 1 in direction of travel
4=4
5=5
6=6
7 = 7+
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99 = Unknown
5. Traffic Control (VA PAR Variable 1)
Reductionists will determine whether there was a traffic control device present and
record as part of the data reduction process.
1 = No traffic control
2 = Officer or watchman
3 = Traffic signal
4 = Stop sign
5 = Slow or warning sign
6 = Traffic lanes marked
7 = No passing signs
8 = Yield sign
9 = One way road or street
10 = Railroad crossing with markings or signs
11 = Railroad crossing with signals
12 = Railroad crossing with gate and signals
13 = Other
99 = Unknown
Source: VA PAR Variable 1.
Coded in General State Variables: Road/Traffic Variables.
FORMAT: Integer value as listed above.
6. Alignment (VA PAR Variable 3)
Reductionists will determine whether there what the road alignment was at the onset
of the precipitating factor and record as part of the data reduction process.
1 = Straight level
2 = Curve level
3 = Grade straight
4 = Grade curve
5 = Hillcrest straight
6 = Hillcrest curve
7 = Dip straight
8 = Up curve [need definition]
9 = Other
99 = Unknown
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Driver State Variables
1. Driver 1 Hands on Wheel (C-N-I-B)
Reductionists will the number of hands the driver had on the steering wheel at the
time of the precipitating factor and record as part of the data reduction process.
0 = None
1 = Left hand only
2 = Both hands
3 = Right hand only
99 = Unknown
2. Occupant Safety Belt Usage (C)
Reductionists will determine whether the driver had a safety belt fastened at the
time of the precipitating factor and record as part of the data reduction process.
1 = Lap/shoulder belt
2 = Lap belt only
3 = Shoulder belt only
5 = None used
99 = Unknown if used.
3. Driver 1 Alcohol Use (GES Variable V92)
Reductionists will determine whether drivers were using alcohol or under the
influence of alcohol at the time of the precipitating factor and record as part of the
data reduction process.
1a = Use observed in vehicle without overt effects on driving
1b = Use observed in vehicle with overt effects on driving
1c = Use not observed but reported by police
1d = Use not observed or reported, but suspected based on driver behavior.
2 = None known
99 = Unknown
4. Fault Assignment
1 = Driver 1 (subject vehicle)
2 = Driver 2
3 = Driver 3
4 = Driver 4
5 = Driver 5
6 = Driver 6
7 = Driver 7
8 = Driver 8
9 = Driver 9
10 = Driver 10
11 = Other (textbox)
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99 = Unknown
5. Average PERCLOS (Percentage Eyes Closed) (C, N)
For crashes and near-crashes where the driver’s observer rating of drowsiness is
above a criterion level an ORD of 60, the average PERCLOS value for the 30-second
pre-event period will be obtained through video reduction.
6. Driver 1 Eye Glance Reconstruction (C-N)
Eye glances for the previous 30 seconds will be classified using the following
categories and described as a timed, narrative sequence of the following numbers:
1 = Center forward
2 = Left forward
3 = Right forward
4 = Left mirror
5 = Right mirror
6 = Left window
7 = Right window
8 = Instrument panel
9 = Passenger
10 = Object
11 = Cell Phone
12 = Other
Comment: The analysis will include a recording of time the driver’s eyes were not
“on the road,” i.e., straight ahead, forward right, or forward left. When possible, eye
glances will be characterized in greater detail than the general directions and areas
listed above, e.g., when known, the specific object of regard will be noted in the
narrative. For the instrument panel, for example, specific components such as the
radio/CD will be noted in the narrative. When applicable and possible, the eye
glance reconstruction will also include an assessment of driver reaction time to a
stimulus, e.g., braking reaction time following a potential crash-precipitating event.
Driver/Vehicle 2
1. Number of other Vehicle/Person (s)
Reductionists will identify the number of vehicles in the immediate environment and
then record the following variables.
2. Location of other Vehicle/Persons
Reductionists will identify the location of vehicles in the immediate environment with
respect to the subject vehicle and then record the following variables.
A = In front of subject vehicle
B = In front and to the immediate right of the subject vehicle
C = On the right side of the subject vehicle, closer to front seat of the vehicle.
D = On the right side of the subject vehicle, closer to rear seat of the vehicle.
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E = Behind and to the immediate right of the subject vehicle.
F = Behind the subject vehicle
G = Behind and to the immediate left of the subject vehicle.
H = On the left side of the subject vehicle, closer to the rear seat of the vehicle.
I = On the left side of the subject vehicle, closer to the front seat of the vehicle.
J = In front and to the immediate left of the subject vehicle.
3. Vehicle/Person 2 Type (Modified version of GES Variable V5, Body Type)
Data reductionists will record what type of vehicles that are in the subject vehicle’s
immediate surroundings.
1 = Automobile
14 = Sport utility vehicles
20 = Van-based truck (minivan or standard van)
30 = Pickup truck
50 = School bus
58a = Transit bus
58b = Greyhound bus
58c = Conversion bus
64a = Single-unit straight truck: Multistop/step van
64b = Single-unit straight truck: Box
64c = Single-unit straight truck: Dump
64d = Single-unit straight truck: Garbage/recycling
64e = Single-unit straight truck: Concrete mixer
64f = Single-unit straight truck: Beverage
64g =Single-unit straight truck: Flatbed
64h =Single-unit straight truck: Tow truck
64i = Single-unit straight truck: Other
64j = Single-unit straight truck: Unknown
64k = Straight Truck + Trailer
66 = Tractor only
66a = Tractor-trailer: Enclosed box
66b = Tractor-trailer: Flatbed
66c = Tractor-trailer: Tank
66d = Tractor-trailer: Car carrier
66e = Tractor-trailer: Livestock
66f = Tractor-trailer: Lowboy trailer
66g = Tractor-trailer: Dump trailer
66h = Tractor-trailer: Multiplel trailers/enclosed box
66i = Tractor-trailer: Multiple trailers/grain
66e = Tractor-trailer: Other
93 = Other Large Construction Equipment
8 = Motorcycle or moped
9a = Ambulance
9b = Fire truck
9c = Police
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10 = Other vehicle type
11 = Pedestrian
12 = Cyclist
13 = Animal
99 = Unknown vehicle type
4. Vehicle 2 Maneuver (GES Variable V21, Movement Prior to Critical Event)
Reductionists will record what the other vehicle’s actions were just prior to the onset
of the precipitating factor.
1 = Going straight ahead
2 = Making right turn
3 = Making left turn
4 = Making U-turn
5 = Slowing or stopping
6 = Starting in traffic lane
7 = Starting from parked position
8 = Stopped in traffic lane]
9 = Ran off road right
10 = Ran off road left
11 = Parked
12 = Backing
13 = Passing
14 = Changing lanes
15 = Other
16 = Accelerating in traffic lane
17 = Entering a parked position
18 = Negotiating a curve
19 = Merging
99 = Unknown
5. Driver/Vehicle 2 Corrective Action Attempted (GES V27, Corrective Action
Attempted)
Reductionists will record the corrective action attempted for each vehicle
immediately surrounding the subject vehicle.
0 = No driver present
1 = No avoidance maneuver
2 = Braking (no lockup)
3 = Braking (lockup)
4 = Braking (lockup unknown)
5 = Releasing brakes
6 = Steered to left
7 = Steered to right
8 = Braked and steered to left
9 = Braked and steered to right
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10 = Accelerated
11 = Accelerated and steered to left
12 = Accelerated and steered to right
98 = Other actions
99 = Unknown if driver attempted any corrective action
Coded: From PAR and/or video.
Source: GES V27, Corrective Action Attempted.
Coded in General State Variables: Driver/Vehicle 2.
FORMAT: Integer value as listed above.
6. Driver/Vehicle 2 Physical/Mental Impairment (GES D3, Driver
Physical/Mental Condition)
Reductionists will mark only for those crashes that a police accident report form is
collected from the subject.
0 = None apparent
1 = Drowsy, sleepy, asleep, fatigued
2 = Ill, blackout
3a = Angry
3b = Other emotional state
4 = Drugs-medication
5 = Other drugs (marijuana, cocaine, etc.)
6 = Restricted to wheelchair
7 = Impaired due to previous injury
8 = Deaf
50 = Hit-and-run vehicle
97 = Physical/mental impairment – no details
98 = Other physical/mental impairment
99 = Unknown physical/mental condition
7. Driver 2 Actions/Factors Relating to Crash/Incident (VA PAR Variable
17/18)
Reductionists will code this for crashes and near-crashes only for each vehicle
immediately surrounding the subject vehicle.
0 = None
1 = Exceeded speed limit
2 = Inattentive or distracted (coded in previous variable)
3 = Exceeded safe speed but not speed limit
4 = Driving slowly: below speed limit
5 = Driving slowly in relation to other traffic: not below speed limit
6 = Illegal passing (i.e., across double line)
7 = Passing on right
8 = Other improper or unsafe passing
9 = Cutting in, too close in front of other vehicle
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10 = Cutting in, too close behind other vehicle
11 = Making turn from wrong lane (e.g., across lanes)
12 = Did not see other vehicle during lane change or merge
13 = Driving in other vehicle’s blind zone
14 = Aggressive driving, specific, directed menacing actions
15 = Aggressive driving, other, i.e., reckless driving without directed
menacing actions
16 = Wrong side of road, not overtaking
17 = Following too close
18 = Failed to signal, or improper signal
19 = Improper turn: wide right turn
20 = Improper turn: cut corner on left turn
21 = Other improper turning
22 = Improper backing, did not see
23 = Improper backing, other
24 = Improper start from parked position
25 = Disregarded officer or watchman
26 = Signal violation, apparently did not see signal
27 = Signal violation, intentionally ran red light
28 = Signal violation, tried to beat signal change
29 = Stop sign violation, apparently did not see stop sign
30 = Stop sign violation, intentionally ran stop sign at speed
31 = Stop sign violation, “rolling stop”
32 = Other sign (e.g., Yield) violation, apparently did not see sign
33 = Other sign (e.g., Yield) violation, intentionally disregarded
34 = Other sign violation
35 = Non-signed crossing violation (e.g., driveway entering roadway)
36 = Right-of-way error in relation to other vehicle or person, apparent
recognition failure (e.g., did not see other vehicle)
37 = Right-of-way error in relation to other vehicle or person, apparent
decision failure (i.e., did see other vehicle prior to action but
misjudged gap)
38 = Right-of-way error in relation to other vehicle or person, other or
unknown cause
39 = Sudden or improper stopping on roadway
40 = Parking in improper or dangerous location, e.g., shoulder of
Interstate
41 = Failure to signal with other violations or unsafe actions
42 = Failure to signal, without other violations or unsafe actions
43 = Speeding or other unsafe actions in work zone
44 = Failure to dim headlights
45 = Driving without lights or insufficient lights
46 = Avoiding pedestrian
47 = Avoiding other vehicle
48 = Avoiding animal
49 = Apparent unfamiliarity with roadway
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50 = Apparent unfamiliarity with vehicle, e.g., displays and controls
51 = Apparent general inexperience driving
52 = Use of cruise control contributed to late braking
53 = Other, specify
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The 100-Car Naturalistic Driving Study
Phase II – Results of the 100-Car Field
Experiment
Appendix C:
Analysis of Reduction Variables by
Conflict Type

This document is available to the public from the National Technical Information Service, Springfield, Virginia 22161
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Conflict with animal crash

CONFLICT WITH ANIMAL
CRASH
(2)

INCIDENT TYPE:

animal
(2) 100%

CRASH

(2)

Pre-event Maneuver
(2) 100%

going straight
constant speed
(2) 100%

Precipitating Factor
(2) 100%

animal in roadway
(2) 100%

Contributing Factors

Associated Vehicle/
Roadway States

Avoidance Maneuver
(2) 100%

Driver Factors

DF

Driving
Environment

DE

Infrastructure/
Driving
Environment
Factors

IF

Infrastructure

I

Vehicle Factors

VF

braking
(no lockup)
(2) 100%

Post Avoidance
Maneuver
(2) 100%

control maintained
(2) 100%

1
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Conflict with animal crash

DF

DRIVER FACTORS
(2)

Willful Behavior

Driver Impairments

Driver Proficiency
Error

none
(2) 100%

none
(2) 100%

none
(2) 100%

2
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Conflict with animal crash

DE

DRIVING ENVIRONMENT
(2)

Surface Condition

Lighting

Traffic Density

Weather

(2) 100%

(2) 100%

(2) 100%

(2) 100%

dry
(2) 100%

darkness
not lighted
(1) 50%

free flow
(2) 100%

clear
(2) 100%

daylight
(1) 50%

3
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Conflict with animal crash

I

INFRASTRUCTURE
(2)

Trafficway Flow
(2) 100%

divided
(1) 50%

Traffic Control
Device
(2) 100%

none
(2) 100%

Locality
(2) 100%

open country
(2) 100%

Road Alignment/
Road Profile

Relation to
Junction

(2) 100%

(2) 100%

straight level
(2) 100%

non-junction
(2) 100%

not-divided
(1) 50%

4
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Conflict with animal crash

VF
VEHICLE FACTORS
(2)

IF
INFRASTRUCTURE/
DRIVING ENVIRONMENT
FACTORS
(2)

none
(2) 100%

Infrastructure
Factors

Visual Obstructions

none
(2) 100%

none
(2) 100%

(2) 100%

(2) 100%

5
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Conflict with animal incident

CONFLICT WITH ANIMAL
INCIDENT
(56)

Pre-event Maneuver

Precipitating Factor
(56) 100%

Contributing Factors

Associated Vehicle/
Roadway States

Driver Factors

Driving
Environment

Avoidance Maneuver
(56) 100%

PM
animal approaching
roadway
(13) 23.2
animal in roadway
(42) 75%
animal in unknown
location
(1) 1.8%

DF

Infrastructure/
Driving
Environment
Factors

IF

Vehicle Factors

VF

Infrastructure

DE

I

braked and
steered left
(7) 12.5%
braked and
steered right
(4) 7.1%
braking
(no lockup)
(36) 64.3%
steered to left
(7) 12.5%
steered to right
(2) 3.6%

1
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Conflict with animal incident

PM

PRE-EVENT MANEUVER
(56) 100%

negotiating a curve
(4) 7.1%

changing lanes
(2) 3.6%

turning right
(1) 1.8%

decelerating
in traffic lane
(1) 1.8%

going straight –
accelerating
(11) 19.6%

going straight –
constant speed
(37) 66.1%

2
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Conflict with animal incident

DF

DRIVER FACTORS
(56)

Willful Behavior

Driver
Impairments

Driver Proficiency
Error

Inattention to
forward roadway
DT

none
(56) 100%

drowsy, sleepy,
fatigued
(7) 12.5%

none
(44) 78.6%

driving proficiency
error
(3) 5.4%
none
(53) 94.6%

unknown
(5) 8.9%

3
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Conflict with animal incident

DT

INATTENTION TO
FORWARD ROADWAY
(56) 100%

Secondary Task

none
(51) 91.1%

(5) 8.9%

PassengerRelated Task
(1) 1.8%

passenger in
adjacent seat
(1) 1.8%

Internal-Not
Vehicle Related
Task

Wireless Devices
(1) 1.8%

(1) 1.8%

reaching for object
(not cell phone)
(1) 1.8%

talking/listening
(1) 1.8%

External
Distraction
(1) 1.8%

other external
distraction
(1) 1.8%

Dining
(1) 1.8%

eating
without utensils
(1) 1.8%

4
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Conflict with animal incident

DE

DRIVING ENVIRONMENT
(56)

Surface Condition

Lighting

Traffic Density

Weather

(56) 100%

(56) 100%

(56) 100%

(56) 100%

dry
(54) 96.4%

daylight
(10) 17.86%

restricted flow
(10) 17.9%

clear
(53) 94.6%

wet
(2) 3.6%

darkness lighted
(9) 16.1%

stable flow
speed restricted
(1) 1.8%

cloudy
(1) 1.8%

free flow
(45) 80.4%

fog
(1) 1.8%

darkness not
lighted
(35) 62.5%
dawn
(1) 1.8%

snowing
(1) 1.8%

dusk
(1) 1.8%

5
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Conflict with animal incident

I

INFRASTRUCTURE
(56)

Trafficway Flow
(56) 100%

Traffic Control
Device
(56) 100%

divided
(11) 19.6%

none
(54) 96.4%

not divided
(40) 71.4%

other
(1) 1.8%

one-way traffic
(3) 5.4%

traffic lanes marked
(1) 1.8%

no lanes
(2) 3.6%

Road Alignment/
Road Profile

Relation to
Junction

(56) 100%

(56) 100%

business/
industrial
(5) 8.9%

straight level
(42) 75%

entrance/exit ramp
(1) 1.8%

interstate
(3) 5.4%

straight grade
(2) 3.6%

interchange area
(1) 1.8%

construction zone
(1) 1.8%

straight hillcrest
(1) 1.8%

intersection
related
(1) 1.8%

curve level
(11) 19.6%

non-junction
(53) 94.6%

Locality
(56) 100%

open country
(33) 58.9%

residential
(12) 21.4%

playground
(1) 1.8%

other
(1) 1.8%

6
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Conflict with animal incident

VF

IF

VEHICLE FACTORS
(56)

DRIVING ENVIRONMENT

INFRASTRUCTURE/
FACTORS
(56)

none
(56) 100%

Infrastructure
Factors

Visual
Obstructions

roadway sight
distance
(1) 1.8%

curve or hill
(1) 1.8%

none
(55) 98.21%

sunlight glare
(1) 1.8%

(56) 100%

(56) 100%

none
(54) 96.4%

7
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Conflict with animal near crash

CONFLICT WITH ANIMAL
NEAR CRASH
(10)

Pre-event Maneuver
(10) 100%

Precipitating Factor
(10) 100%

going straight
accelerating
(1) 10%

animal approaching
roadway
(1) 10%

going straight
constant speed
(7) 70%

animal in roadway
(9) 90%

negotiating a curve
(1) 10%
turning left
(1) 10%

Contributing Factors

Associated Vehicle/
Roadway States

Driver Factors

Driving
Environment

DF

Infrastructure/
Driving
Environment
Factors

IF

Vehicle Factors

VF

Infrastructure

Avoidance Maneuver
(10) 100%

DE

I

braking
(lockup unknown)
(2) 20%

Post Avoidance
Maneuver
(10) 100%

control maintained
(10) 100%

braking
(no lockup)
(8) 80%

1
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Conflict with animal near crash

DF

DRIVER FACTORS
(10)

Willful Behavior

Driver
Impairments

Driver Proficiency
Error

Inattention to
Forward
Roadway
DT

none
(10) 100%

drowsy, sleepy,
fatigued
(4) 40%

none
(10) 100%

none
(3) 30%
unknown
(3) 30%

2
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Conflict with animal near crash

DT

INATTENTION TO FORWARD
ROADWAY
(10) 100%

none
(7) 70%

Secondary Task
(3) 30%

PassengerRelated Task
(2) 20%

passenger in
adjacent seat
(2) 20%

Wireless Devices
(1) 10%

talking/listening
(1) 10%

3
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Conflict with animal near crash

DE

DRIVING ENVIRONMENT
(10)

Surface Condition

Lighting

Traffic Density

Weather

(10) 100%

(10) 100%

(10) 100%

(10) 100%

dry
(10) 100%

daylight
(1) 10%

free flow
(10) 100%

clear
(9) 90%

darkness
lighted
(3) 30%

cloudy
(1) 10%

darkness
not lighted
(6) 60%

4
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Conflict with animal near crash

I

INFRASTRUCTURE
(10)

Trafficway Flow
(10) 100%

divided
(2) 20%

Traffic Control
Device
(10) 100%

none
(10) 100%

Locality
(10) 100%

Road Alignment/
Road Profile
(10) 100%

business/industrial
(1) 10%

straight level
(7) 70%

not divided
(7) 70%

open country
(5) 50%

curve level
(3) 30%

no lanes
(1) 10%

construction zone
(1) 10%

Relation to Junction
(10) 100%

non-junction
(10) 100%

residential
(3) 30%

5
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Conflict with animal near crash

VF

IF

VEHICLE FACTORS
(10)

DRIVING ENVIRONMENT

none
(10) 100%

INFRASTRUCTURE/
FACTORS
(10)

Infrastructure
Factors

Visual Obstructions

none
(10) 100%

curve or hill
(1) 10%

(10) 100%

(10) 100%

none
(9) 90%

6
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Conflict w following vehicle crash

CONFLICT WITH
FOLLOWING VEHICLE
CRASH
(12)

INCIDENT TYPE:

rear end striking
(12) 100%

CRASH
(12)

Pre-event Maneuver

Precipitating Factor
(12) 100%

Associated Vehicle/
Roadway States

Contributing Factors

(12) 100%

Post Avoidance
Maneuver

Avoidance Maneuver

(12) 100%

PM
subject vehicle ahead
slowed and stopped
less than 2 seconds
(3) 25%

Driver Factors

DF

Driving
Environment

DE

no reaction
(7) 58.3%

control maintained
(11) 91.7%

subject ahead but
decelerating
(4) 33.3%

Infrastructure/
Driving
Environment
Factors

IF

Infrastructure

I

braked
and steered left
(1) 8.3%

skidded
longitudinally
(1) 8.3%

subject ahead stopped
on roadway more than 2
seconds
(5) 41.7%

Vehicle Factors

VF

braking
(no lockup)
(4) 33.3%

1
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Conflict w following vehicle crash

PM

PRE-EVENT MANEUVER
(12) 100%

going straight
accelerating
(1) 8.3%

going straight
constant speed
(1) 8.3%

decelerating in
traffic lane
(6) 50%

starting in traffic lane
(1) 8.3%

stopped in a traffic
lane
(2) 16.7%

merging
(1) 8.3%

2
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Conflict w following vehicle crash

DF

DRIVER FACTORS
(12)

Willful Behavior

Driver Impairments

Driver Proficiency
Error

Inattention to
Forward Roadway
DT

aggressive driving
(1) 8.3%

Drowsy, sleepy,
fatigued
(1) 8.3%

driving proficiency
error
(4) 33.3%

none
(11) 91.7%

none
(10) 83.3%

none
(8) 66.7%

unknown
(1) 8.3%

3
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Conflict w following vehicle crash

DT
INATTENTION TO FORWARD
ROADWAY
(12) 100%

none
(8) 66.7%

Secondary Task
(1) 8.3%

Wireless Devices
(1) 8.3%

Driving Related
Inattention
(3) 25%

left window
(2) 16.7%

talking/listening
(1) 8.3%

4
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Conflict w following vehicle crash

DE

DRIVING ENVIRONMENT
(12)

Surface Condition

Lighting

Traffic Density

Weather

(12) 100%

(12) 100%

(12) 100%

(12) 100%

dry
(10) 83.3%

daylight
(10) 83.3%

restricted flow
(4) 33.3%

clear
(8) 66.7%

wet
(2) 16.7%

darkness
lighted
(2) 16.7%

stable flow
speed restricted
(3) 25%

cloudy
(4) 33.3%

unstable flow –
temporary restrictions
slow driver
(1) 8.3%
free flow
(4) 33.3%

5
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Conflict w following vehicle crash

I

INFRASTRUCTURE
(12)

Trafficway Flow
(12) 100%

Traffic Control
Device
(12) 100%

Locality
(12) 100%

Road Alignment/
Road Profile

Relation to
Junction

(12) 100%

(12) 100%

entrance/exit ramp
(2) 16.7%

divided
(9) 75%

stop sign
(2) 16.7%

business/industrial
(10) 83.3%

straight level
(7) 58.3%

not-divided
(1) 8.3%

traffic
signal
(7) 58.3%

interstate
(1) 8.3%

curve level
(5) 41.7%

one-way traffic
(2) 16.7%

yield sign
(1) 8.3%

none
(2) 16.7%

construction zone
(1) 8.3%

intersection
(4) 33.3%

intersection
related
(4) 33.3%

non-junction
(2) 16.7%

6
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Conflict w following vehicle crash

VF

IF

VEHICLE FACTORS
(12)

DRIVING ENVIRONMENT

none
(12) 100%

INFRASTRUCTURE/
FACTORS
(12)

Infrastructure
Factors

Visual
Obstructions

roadway
delineation
(1) 8.3%

none
(11) 91.7%

none
(11) 91.7%

unknown
(1) 8.3%

(12) 100%

(12) 100%

7
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Conflict with following vehicle incident

CONFLICT WITH FOLLOWING
VEHICLE
INCIDENT
(764)

Pre-event Maneuver

Precipitating Factor

PM

PF

Associated Vehicle/
Roadway States

Contributing Factors

Avoidance Maneuver

AM
Driver Factors

DF

Driving
Environment

DE

Infrastructure/
Driving
Environment
Factors

IF

Infrastructure

I

Vehicle Factors

VF

1
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Conflict with following vehicle incident

PM

PRE-EVENT MANEUVER
(764) 100%

changing lanes
(46) 6%

going straight
accelerating
(130) 17%

decelerating
in traffic lane
(240) 31.4%

going straight
constant speed
(301) 39.4%

negotiating a
curve
(10) 1.3%

going straight with
unintentional drift
(1) 0.1%

maneuvering to
avoid a vehicle
(1) 0.1%

turning Left
(1) 0.1%

turning right
(1) 0.1%

merging
(4) 0.5%

starting
in traffic lane
(6) 0.8%

stopped
in traffic lane
(23) 3%

2
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Conflict with following vehicle incident

PF

PRECIPITATING FACTOR
(764) 100%

other vehicle from
parallel/diagonal
parking lane
(1) 0.1%

pedalcyclist or nonmotorist in roadway
(1) 0.1%

unknown
(2) 0.3%

Other Vehicle Entering
Intersection
(3) 0.4%

Other Vehicle is
Changing Lanes
(11) 1.4%

Subject Vehicle is Lead
Vehicle
(263) 34.3%

Subject Vehicle in
Intersection
(7) 0.9%

Subject Vehicle is
Changing Lanes
(350) 45.7%

left turn across
path
(1) 0.1%

left –
behind subject
(2) 0.3%

at slower
constant speed
(23) 3.0%

passing through
(1) 0.1%

left in front of
vehicle
(209) 27.4%

subject over
left lane line
(1) 0.1%

straight across
path
(1) 0.1%

left – other
(1) 0.1%

decelerating
(234) 30.6%

left other
(4) 0.5%

subject over
right lane line
(4) 0.5%

turning into
same direction
(1) 0.1%

right –
in front of subject
(3) 0.4%

slowed and
stopped less
than 2 seconds
(53) 6.9%

right –
behind subject
(5) 0.7%

stopped on
roadway more
than 2 seconds
(73) 9.6%

turning left
(3) 0.4%
turning right
(3) 0.4%

Subject Vehicle off the
Roadway
(5) 0.7%

right behind
vehicle
(1) 0.1%
right in front of
vehicle
(134) 17.5%
right other
(2) 0.3%

accelerating
(1) 0.1%

3
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Conflict with following vehicle incident

AM

AVOIDANCE MANEUVER
(764) 100%

no reaction
(349) 45.7%

other actions
(1) 0.1%

braked and
steered left
(20) 2.6%

released brakes
(1) 0.1%

accelerated
(39) 5.1%

braked and
steered right
(20) 2.6%

braking
(291)

steered to left
(15) 2%

braking
(lockup unknown)
(1) 0.1%

braking
(lockup)
(3) 0.4%

braking
(no lockup)
(285) 37.3%

accelerated and
steered left
(7) 0.9%

accelerated and
steered right
(9) 1.2%

steered to right
(14) 1.8%

4
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Conflict with following vehicle incident

DF

DRIVER FACTORS
(764)

Willful Behavior

Driver Impairments

Driver Proficiency
Error

Inattention to
Forward Roadway
DT

aggressive driving
(75) 9.8%

angry
(8) 1.1%

none
(689) 90.2%

drowsy, sleepy,
fatigued
(33) 4.3%

driving proficiency
error
(374) 49%
none
(390) 50.9%

impaired due to
previous injury
(1) 0.1%
other
(2) 0.3%

none
(640) 83.8%

unknown
(80) 10.5%

5
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Conflict with following vehicle incident

DT
INATTENTION TO FORWARD
ROADWAY
(764) 100%

none
(674) 88%

Secondary Task
(82) 10.7%

Driving Related
Inattention
(8) 1%

ST
center mirror
(2) 0.3%
right window
(5) 0.7%
left window
(1) 0.1%

6
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Conflict with following vehicle incident

ST

SECONDARY TASK
(82) 10.7%

PassengerRelated Task
(30) 3.9%

Internal-Not
Vehicle Related
Task
(5) 0.7%

External
Distraction

Vehicle-Related
Task

(4) 0.5%

(5) 0.7%

Wireless Devices

Dining

(30) 3.9%

(4) 0.5%

Smoking
(2) 0.3%

Personal Hygiene
(2) 0.3%

CP
passenger in
adjacent seat
(18) 2.3%

moving object in
vehicle
(2) 0.3%

other external
distraction
(2) 0.3%

adjusting radio
(2) 0.3%

eating without
utensils
(3) 0.4%

lighting cigar/
cigarette
(1) 0.1%

passenger in
rear seat
(3) 0.4%

reading
(1) 0.1%

distracted by
construction
(1) 0.1%

adjusting other invehicle devices
(1) 0.1%

drinking with lid
and straw
(1) 0.1%

smoking cigar/
cigarette
(1) 0.1%

child in
rear seat
(2) 0.3%

writing - other
(2) 0.3%

looking at
pedestrian
(1) 0.1%

in vehicle controls
- other
(2) 0.3%

other personal
hygiene
(2) 0.3%

talking/singing
(7) 0.9%
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Conflict with following vehicle incident

CP

WIRELESS DEVICES
(30) 3.9%

Cell Phone Operations

PDA Operations

(29) 3.8%

(1) 0.1%

talking/listening
(23) 3%

operating PDA
(1) 0.1%

dialing hand held
cell phone
(5) 0.7%
dialing with quick
keys
(1) 0.1%
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Conflict with following vehicle incident

DE

DRIVING ENVIRONMENT
(764)

Surface Condition

Lighting

Traffic Density

Weather

(764) 100%

(764) 100%

(764) 100%

(764) 100%

unstable flow -temporary
restrictions slow driver
(115) 15%

clear
(668) 87.4%

dry
(708) 92.7%
snowy
(1) 0.1%
wet
(53) 6.9%

unknown
(2) 0.3%

daylight
(570) 74.6%

darkness lighted
(83) 10.9%
darkness not
lighted
(32) 4.2%
dawn
(15) 2%

dusk
(64) 8.4%

restricted flow
(273) 35.7%

stable flow
speed restricted
(262) 34.2%
unstable flow
- temporary stoppages
vehicle unable to pass
(31) 4.1%

cloudy
(57) 7.4%
raining
(36) 4.7%
mist
(1) 0.1%
fog
(2) 0.3%

free flow
(81) 10.6%

unknown
(2) 0.3%

9
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Conflict with following vehicle incident

I

INFRASTRUCTURE
(764)

Trafficway Flow
(764) 100%

Traffic Control
Device
(764) 100%

Locality
(764) 100%

Road Alignment/
Road Profile

Relation to
Junction

(764) 100%

(764) 100%

driveway alley
access
(1) 0.1%

divided
(591) 77.4%

officer/watchman
(1) 0.1%

business/
industrial
(321) 41.9%

straight level
(709) 92.8%

not-divided
(158) 20.7%

other
(5) 0.7%

interstate
(273) 35.7%

straight grade
(10) 1.3%

yield sign
(4) 0.5%

construction zone
(10) 1.3%

stop sign
(16) 2.1%

open country
(79) 10.3%

traffic lanes
marked
(25) 3.3%

residential
(76) 10%

traffic signal
(140) 18.3%

church
(2) 0.3%

one-way traffic
(12) 1.6%
unknown
(3) 0.4%

none
(569) 74.5%

unknown
(3) 0.4%

curve level
(37) 4.8%

curve grade
(5) 0.7%

curve hillcrest
(1) 0.1%

entrance/exit ramp
(35) 4.6%
interchange area
(10) 1.3%
intersection
(89) 11.6%
intersection
related
(91) 11.9%
non-junction
(534) 69.9%

unknown
(2) 0.3%
unknown
(4) 0.5%

unknown
(4) 0.5%
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Conflict with following vehicle incident

IF

VF

VEHICLE FACTORS
(764)

none
(764) 100%

INFRASTRUCTURE/DRIVING
ENVIRONMENT FACTORS
(764)

Infrastructure
Factors

Visual
Obstructions

road geometry
(3) 0.4%

inadequate
roadway lighting
(1) 0.1%

(764) 100%

road delineation
(5) 0.7%

road sight distance
(2) 0.3%

weather, visibility
(3) 0.4%
none
(748) 97.9%
unknown
(3) 0.4%

(764) 100%

moving vehicle
(1) 0.1%
sunlight glare
(33) 4.3%
rain, snow, fog,
smoke, sand, dust
(9) 1.2%
road infrastructure
(1) 0.1%
other obstruction
(2) 0.3%
none
(716) 93.8%
unknown
(1) 0.1%
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Conflict w following vehicle near crash

CONFLICT WITH
FOLLOWING VEHICLE
NEAR CRASH
(70)

Pre-event Maneuver

Precipitating Factor

PM

PF

Contributing Factors

Associated Vehicle/
Roadway States

Avoidance Maneuver

Post Avoidance
Maneuver
(70) 100%

AM
Driver Factors

DF

Driving
Environment

DE

Infrastructure/
Driving
Environment
Factors

IF

Infrastructure

I

Vehicle Factors

VF

control maintained
(70) 100%

1
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Conflict w following vehicle near crash

PM

PRE-EVENT MANEUVER
(70) 100%

decelerating in
traffic lane
(25) 35.7%

changing lanes
(6) 8.6%

negotiating a curve
(1) 1.4%

going straight
accelerating
(6) 8.6%

merging
(3) 4.3%

starting in traffic lane
(2) 2.9%

going straight constant
speed
(24) 34.3%

stopped in traffic lane
(3) 4.3%

2
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Conflict w following vehicle near crash

PF

PRECIPITATING FACTOR
(70) 100%

pedestrian
approaching roadway
(1) 1.4%

Subject Vehicle
is Lead Vehicle
(51) 72.9%

Subject is in
Intersection
(1) 1.4%

Subject Vehicle
is Changing Lanes
(17) 24.3%

decelerating
(32) 28.6%

turning right
(1) 1.4%

left
in front of vehicle
(10) 14.3%

slowed and stopped
less than 2 seconds
(18) 22.9%

right
In front of vehicle
(7) 10%

accelerating
(1) 1.4%

3
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Conflict w following vehicle near crash

AM

AVOIDANCE MANEUVER
(70) 100%

accelerated and
steered right
(1) 1.4%

accelerated
(3) 4.3%

braked and
steered left
(5) 7.1%

no reaction
(21) 30%

braked and
steered right
(4) 5.7%

steered
to right
(2) 2.9%

braking
(34)

braking
(lockup unknown)
(2) 2.9%

braking
(no lockup)
(32) 45.7%

4
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Conflict w following vehicle near crash

DF

DRIVER FACTORS
(70)

Willful Behavior

Driver Impairments

Driver Proficiency
Error

Inattention to
Forward Roadway
DT

aggressive driving
(12) 17.1%

angry
(1) 1.4%

driving proficiency
error
(34) 48.6%

none
(58) 82.9%

Drowsy, sleepy,
fatigued
(9) 12.9%

none
(36) 51.4%

other emotional
(1) 1.4%
none
(41) 58.6%
unknown
(18) 25.7%

5
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Conflict w following vehicle near crash

DT
INATTENTION TO FORWARD
ROADWAY
(70) 100%

none
(50) 71.4%

Secondary Task
(18) 25.7%

Driving Related
Inattention
(2) 2.9%

ST
center mirror
(1) 1.4%
left window
(1) 1.4%

6
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Conflict w following vehicle near crash

ST

SECONDARY TASK
(18) 25.7%

PassengerRelated Task
(4) 5.7%

passenger in
adjacent seat
(4) 5.7%

Internal-Not
Vehicle Related
Task

Wireless Devices
(6) 8.6%

(2) 2.9%

insect in vehicle
(1) 1.4%

talking/listening
(4) 5.7%

writing - other
(1) 1.4%

dialing hand held
cell phone
(1) 1.4%

Vehicle-Related
Task
(1) 1.4%

adjusting radio
(1) 1.4%

Dining
(2) 2.9%

eating
without utensils
(2) 2.9%

Personal Hygiene
(3) 4.3%

applying makeup
(2) 2.9%
other personal
hygiene
(1) 1.4%

locating/reaching/
answering cell phone
(1) 1.4%

7
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Conflict w following vehicle near crash

CP

WIRELESS DEVICES
(6) 8.6%

talking/listening
(4) 5.7%

dialing hand held
cell phone
(1) 1.4%
locating/reaching/
answering cell phone
(1) 1.4%

8
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Conflict w following vehicle near crash

DE

DRIVING ENVIRONMENT
(70)

Surface Condition

Lighting

Traffic Density

Weather

(70) 100%

(70) 100%

(70) 100%

(70) 100%

Clear
(53) 75.7%

Dry
(60) 85.7%

Daylight
(51) 72.9%

Unstable flow temporary restrictions
w slow driver
(9) 12.9%

Wet
(10) 14.3%

Darkness
Lighted
(6) 8.6%

Restricted Flow
(20) 28.6%

Darkness
not Lighted
(3) 4.3%

Dawn
(2) 2.9%

Dusk
(8) 11.4%

Forced Flow with low
speeds and traffic
volumes
(1) 1.4%
Stable Flow
Speed restricted
(19) 27.1%

Cloudy
(8) 11.4%
Raining
(8) 11.4%

Mist
(1) 1.4%

Unstable flow
- temporary stoppages
Vehicle unable to pass
(5) 7.1%
Free Flow
(16) 22.9%

9
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Conflict w following vehicle near crash

I

INFRASTRUCTURE
(70)

Trafficway Flow
(70) 100%

Divided
(45) 64.3%

Not-divided
(21) 30%

Traffic Control
Device
(70) 100%

(70) 100%

Road Alignment/
Road Profile

Relation to
Junction

(70) 100%

(70) 100%

Stop sign
(2) 2.9%

Business/
Industrial
(27) 38.6%

Straight level
(62) 88.6%

Entrance/Exit
Ramp
(4) 5.7%

Traffic
lanes marked
(3) 4.3%

Interstate
(33) 47.1%

Curve Grade
(1) 1.4%

Interchange area
(3) 4.3%

Other
(1) 1.4%

Curve Level
(7) 10%

Intersection
(9) 12.9%

Traffic signal
(12) 17.1%
One-way traffic
(4) 5.7%

Locality

Yield sign
(1) 1.4%
None
(52) 74.3%

Open Country
(6) 8.6%

Residential
(3) 4.3%

Intersection
related
(10) 14.3%
Non-junction
(44) 62.9%
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Conflict w following vehicle near crash

VF

IF

VEHICLE FACTORS
(70)

DRIVING ENVIRONMENT

None
(70) 100%

INFRASTRUCTURE/
FACTORS
(70)

Infrastructure
Factors

Visual
Obstructions

Road sight
distance
(1) 1.4%

Moving Vehicle
(1) 1.4%

None
(69) 98.6%

Sunlight glare
(3) 4.3%

(70) 100%

(70) 100%

Curve or hill
(1) 1.4%
None
(65) 92.9%
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Conflict with lead vehicle incident

CONFLICT WITH LEAD VEHICLE
INCIDENT
(5783)

Pre-event Maneuver

Precipitating Factor

PM

PF

Contributing Factors

Associated Vehicle/
Roadway States

Avoidance Maneuver

AM
Driver Factors

DF

Infrastructure/
Driving
Environment
Factors

IF

Vehicle Factors

VF

Driving
Environment

DE

Infrastructure

I

1
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Conflict with lead vehicle incident

PM

PRE-EVENT MANEUVER
(5783) 100%

unknown
(1) 0%

decelerating
in traffic lane
(1778) 30.8%

other
(1) 0%

starting
in traffic lane
(71) 1.2%

changing lanes
(312) 5.4%

stopped
in traffic lane
(28) 0.5%

merging
(16) 0.3%

going straight –
accelerating
(904) 15.6%

going straight –
constant speed
(2556) 44.2%

turning left
(20) 0.4%

turning right
(12) 0.2%

going straight
unintentional drift
(6) 0.1%

negotiating a curve
(77) 1.3%

maneuvering
to avoid a vehicle
(1) 0%

2
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Conflict with lead vehicle incident

PF

PRECIPITATING FACTOR
(5783) 100%

same direction
changing lanes
(2) 0%

subject vehicle in
intersection –
passing through
(6) 0.1%

Other Vehicle is Lead
Vehicle
(5236) 90.5%

pedestrian in
roadway
(1) 0%

Other Vehicle Entering
Intersection
(29) 0.5%

object in roadway
(1) 0%

Other Vehicle from
Driveway/Another Lane
(15) 0.3%

accelerating
(11) 0.2%

left turn across
path
(5) 0.1%

from driveway straight across path
(1) 0%

at slower
constant speed
(126) 2.2%

straight across
path
(2) 0%

from driveway Intended path
unknown
(2) 0%

decelerating
(2713) 46.9%

turning into
same direction
(17) 0.3%

from driveway –
turning into
same direction
(3) 0.1%

slowed and stopped
less than 2 seconds
(1081) 18.7%

turning onto
opposite direction
(2) 0%

from parallel/
diagonal parking lane
(8) 0.1%

stopped more
than 2 seconds
(1305) 22.6%

intended path
unknown
(3) 0.1%

from another lane
(1) 0%

`

other vehicle backing
(16) 0.3%

Other Vehicle is
Changing Lanes
(362) 6.3%

Subject Vehicle is
Lead Vehicle
(2) 0%

left –
in front of subject
(145) 2.5%

slowed and stopped
less than 2 seconds
(1) 0%

left –
Other
(7) 0.1%

stopped on
roadway more than
2 seconds
(1) 0%

right –
in front of subject
(200) 3.5%
right –
other
(10) 0.2%

none
(1) 0%

unknown
(4) 0.1%

Subject Vehicle is
Changing Lanes
(101) 1.7%

left behind vehicle
(37) 0.6%
left in front of
vehicle
(3) 0.1%
left other
(7) 0.1%

Subject Vehicle Off
the Roadway
(7) 0.1%

subject over
left lane line
(3) 0.1%
subject over
right lane line
(4) 0.1%

right behind
vehicle
(44) 0.8%
right in front of
vehicle
(1) 0%
right other
(9) 0.2%

3
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Conflict with lead vehicle incident

AM

AVOIDANCE MANEUVER
(5783) 100%

no reaction
(29) 0.5%

braked and
steered left
(254) 4.4%

other actions
(7) 0.1%

braked and
steered right
(285) 4.9%

braking
(lockup unknown)
(4) 0.1%

unknown
(1) 0%

braking
(4930)

braking
(lockup)
(10) 0.2%

accelerated and
steered left
(38) 0.7%

released brakes
(1) 0%

accelerated and
steered right
(31) 0.5%

steered to left
(109) 1.9%

steered to right
(98) 1.7%

braking
(no lockup)
(4916) 85%

4
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Conflict with lead vehicle incident

DF

DRIVER FACTORS
(5783)

Willful Behavior

Driver Impairments

Driver Proficiency
Error

Inattention to
Forward
Roadway
DT

aggressive driving
(576) 10%

angry
(21) 0.4%

none
(5201) 89.94%

Drowsy, sleepy,
fatigued
(441) 7.6%

unknown
(6) 0.1%

impaired due to
previous injury
(3) 0.1%

driving proficiency
error
(3526) 61%
none
(2257) 39%

other emotional state
(12) 0.2%
other
(15) 0.3%
none
(3861) 66.8%
unknown
(1430) 24.7%

5
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Conflict with lead vehicle incident

DT

INATTENTION TO FORWARD
ROADWAY
(5783) 100%

none
(4176) 72.2%

Secondary Task
(1379) 23.8%

Driving Related
Inattention
(228) 3.9%

ST
center mirror
(54) 0.9%
left mirror
(14) 0.2%
left window
(90) 1.6%
right mirror
(3) 0.1%
right window
(67) 1.2%

6
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Conflict with lead vehicle incident

ST

SECONDARY TASK

Wireless Devices

(1379) 23.8%

Daydreaming
(9) 0.2%

PassengerRelated Task
(309) 5.3%

Internal-Not
Vehicle Related
Task
(144) 2.5%

(476) 8.2%

Vehicle-Related
Task

External
Distraction

(124) 2.1%

(68) 1.2%

Dining
(97) 1.7%

CP

Smoking
(38) 0.7%

(114) 2%

Applying Makeup
(27) 0.5%

lost in thought
(4) 0.1%

passenger in
adjacent seat
(194) 3.4%

object in vehicle other
(29) 0.5%

adjusting climate
control
(11) 2.1%

looking at previous
crash/incident
(1) 0%

eating with
utensils
(5) 0.1%

reaching cigar
cigarette
(6) 0.1%

looked but
did not see
(5) 0.1%

passenger
in rear seat
(22) 0.4%

insect in vehicle
(2) 0%

adjusting other
devices
(5) 0.1%

other external
distraction
(63) 1.1%

eating without
utensils
(59) 1%

lighting cigar
cigarette
(2) 0%

passenger
in vehicle
(2) 0%

pet in vehicle
(6) 0.1%

adjusting radio
(91) 1.6%

looking at an object
(2) 0%

drinking from open
container
(16) 0.3%

child
in adjacent seat
(1) 0%

reaching object –
not cell phone
(44) 0.8%

in vehicle controls
- other
(15) 0.3%

looking at
pedestrian
(2) 0%

drinking with lid
and straw
(14) 0.2%

child in rear seat
(12) 0.2%

object dropped by
driver
(1) 0%

Inserting retrieving
CD
(1) 0%

talking/singing
(78) 1.3%

moving object in
vehicle
(7) 0.1%

inserting retrieving
cassette
(1) 0%

drinking with lid no
straw
(3) 0.1%

Personal Hygiene

smoking cigar
cigarette
(30) 0.5%

Biting Nails
(10) 0.2%
Brushing
/Flossing Teeth
(1) 0%
Combing
fixing hair
(25) 0.4%
Other Personal
Hygiene
(45) 0.8%
Removing/inserting
contact lenses
(6) 0.1%

writing - other
(23) 0.4%
reading
(32) 0.6%

7
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Conflict with lead vehicle incident

CP

WIRELESS DEVICES
(476) 8.2%

Cell Phone Operations

PDA Operations

(470) 8.1%

(6) 0.1%

talking/listening
(364) 6.3%

viewing PDA
(1) 0%

dialing hand held cell
phone
(67) 1.2%

operating PDA
(4) 0.1%

dialing hand free w
voice activation
(6) 0.1%

other PDA
(1) 0%

dialing with quick keys
(3) 0.1%
locating/reaching/
answering cell phone
(11) 0.2%
cell phone – other
(13) 0.2%

other - cell phone
(6) 0.1%

8
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Conflict with lead vehicle incident

DE
DRIVING ENVIRONMENT
(5783)

Surface Condition

Lighting

Traffic Density

Weather

(5783) 100%

(5783) 100%

(5783) 100%

(5783) 100%

dry
(5314) 91.89%

daylight
(4320) 74.7%

unstable flow temporary restrictions
slow driver
(798) 13.8%

clear
(5094) 88.1%

snowy
(9) 0.16%
wet
(456) 7.89%
other
(1) 0%

unknown
(3) 0.1%

darkness lighted
(779) 13.5%

restricted flow
(2675) 46.3%

darkness not
lighted
(219) 3.8%

forced flow with
low speeds and traffic
volumes
(7) 0.1%

dawn
(66) 1.1%

stable flow speed
restricted
(1598) 27.6%

dusk
(396) 6.9%

unstable flow
- temporary stoppages
vehicle unable to pass
(260) 4.5%

unknown
(3) 0.1%

free flow
(443) 7.7%

unknown
(2) 0%

cloudy
(372) 6.4%
fog
(3) 0.1%
mist
(7) 0.1%

snowing
(1) 0%
other
(1) 0%
raining
(303) 5.2%

unknown
(2) 0%

9
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Conflict with lead vehicle incident
I
INFRASTRUCTURE
(5783)

Trafficway Flow
(5783) 100%

divided
(3814) 66%
not-divided
(1756) 30.4%
one-way traffic
(194) 3.4%
no lanes
(18) 0.3%
unknown
(1) 0%

Traffic Control
Device
(5783) 100%

one way road/street
(2) 0%
no passing sign
(1) 0%
officer/watchman
(2) 0%
other
(30) 0.5%
slow or warning sign
(10) 0.2%
stop sign
(230) 4%
traffic lanes marked
(97) 1.7%
traffic signal
(1263) 21.8%
yield sign
(45) 0.8%
railroad crossing with
markings & signs
(1) 0%
railroad crossing
with gate & signals
(1) 0%
railroad crossing
with Signals
(2) 0%
none
(4091) 70.7%
unknown
(8) 0.1%

Road Alignment/
Road Profile

Relation to
Junction

(5783) 100%

(5783) 100%

business/
industrial
(2763) 47.78%

straight level
(5298) 91.6%

driveway alley
access
(83) 1.4%

interstate
(1386) 24%

straight grade
(54) 0.9%

entrance/exit ramp
(195) 3.4%

construction zone
(89) 1.5%

straight hillcrest
(10) 0.2%

Locality
(5783) 100%

open country
(822) 14.2%

curve level
(394) 6.8%

residential
(692) 12%

curve grade
(24) 0.4%

school
(13) 0.2%

curve hillcrest
(1) 0%

church
(2) 0%

unknown
(2) 0%

other
(12) 0.2%

unknown
(4) 0.1%

interchange area
(44) 0.8%
intersection
(343) 5.9%
intersection
related
(1540) 26.6%
non-junction
(3544) 61.3%

rail grade crossing
(2) 0%

parking lot
(26) 0.5%

other
(4) 0.1%
unknown
(2) 0%
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IF

VF

INFRASTRUCTURE/
VEHICLE FACTORS
(5783)

none
(5777) 99.9%

unknown
(6) 0.1%

DRIVING ENVIRONMENT
FACTORS
(5783)

Infrastructure
Factors
(5783) 100%

road geometry
(32) 0.6%

road delineation
(15) 0.3%

Visual
Obstructions
(5783) 100%

curve or hill
(9) 0.2%
headlight glare
(2) 0%
obstruction interior
to vehicle
(2) 0%
other obstruction
(4) 0.1%

road sight distance
(16) 0.3%

weather, visibility
(12) 0.2%

traffic control device
(3) 0.1%

parked vehicle
(2) 0%
rain/snow/fog/
smoke/sand dust
(46) 0.80%
splash spray
from other vehicle
(1) 0%
reflected glare
(2) 0%
sunlight glare
(338) 5.8%

none
(5693) 98.4%

unknown
(12) 0.2%

moving vehicle
(5) 0.1%
trees crops
vegetation
(2) 0%
none
(5354) 92.6%
unknown
(16) 0.3%
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Conflict w lead vehicle in crash

CONFLICT WITH LEAD
VEHICLE IN
CRASH
(15)
road departure
(left/right)
(1) 6.7%

rear end strike
(14) 93.3%
INCIDENT TYPE:
CRASH
(15)

Pre-event Maneuver

Precipitating Factor
(15) 100%

Contributing Factors

Associated Vehicle/
Roadway States

Avoidance Maneuver

PM

Post Avoidance
Maneuver
(15) 100%

AM
other vehicle lane
change – left other
(1) 6.7%

Driver Factors

other vehicle stopped
on roadway more than
2 seconds
(7) 46.7%

Infrastructure/
Driving
Environment
Factors

other vehicle slowed
and stopped less than
2 seconds
(7) 46.7%

Vehicle Factors

DF

IF

VF

Driving
Environment

Infrastructure

DE

I

vontrol maintained
(13) 86.7%
skidded laterally
and rotated in
unknown direction
(1) 6.7%
skidded longitudinally
(1) 6.7%

1
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Conflict w lead vehicle in crash

PM

PRE-EVENT MANEUVER
(15) 100%

decelerating in
traffic lane
(6) 40%

going straight
accelerating
(2) 13.3%

merging
(2) 13.3%

going straight
constant speed
(2) 13.3%

entering a parked
position
(1) 6.7%

starting
in traffic lane
(1) 6.7%

stopped
in a traffic lane
(1) 6.7%

2
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Conflict w lead vehicle in crash

AM

AVOIDANCE MANEUVER
(15) 100%

no reaction
(7) 46.7%

unknown
(1) 6.7%

braked and
steered left
(1) 6.7%

braking
(lockup unknown)
(1) 6.7%

braking
(6)

braking
(lockup)
(1) 6.7%

braking
(no lockup)
(4) 26.7%

3
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Conflict w lead vehicle in crash

DF

DRIVER FACTORS
(15)

Willful Behavior

Driver Impairments

Driver Proficiency Error

Inattention to
Forward Roadway
DT

none
(15) 100%

drowsy, sleepy,
fatigued
(1) 6.7%

driving
proficiency error
(2) 13.3%

drugs / alcohol
(1) 6.7%

none
(13) 86.7%

none
(11) 73.3%

unknown
(2) 13.3%

4
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Conflict w lead vehicle in crash

DT
INATTENTION TO FORWARD
ROADWAY
(15) 100%

Driving Related
Inattention
(4) 26.7%

Secondary Task
(11) 73.3%

ST
left mirror
(1) 6.7%
left window
(3) 20%

5
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Conflict w lead vehicle in crash

ST

SECONDARY TASK
(11) 73.3%

Daydreaming
(1) 6.7%

lost in thought
(1) 6.7%

PassengerRelated Task
(1) 6.7%

passenger in
adjacent seat
(1) 6.7%

Internal-Not
Vehicle Related
Task
(5) 33.3%
object in vehicle other
(2) 13.3%
reaching for object
(not cell phone)
(2) 13.3%

Vehicle-Related
Task

External
Distraction

(1) 6.7%

(1) 6.7%

in vehicle controls
- other
(1) 6.7%

other external
distraction
(1) 6.7%

Dining
(2) 14%

eating without
utensils
(1) 6.7%
drinking from open
container
(1) 6.7%

writing - other
(1) 6.7%

6
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Conflict w lead vehicle in crash

DE

DRIVING ENVIRONMENT
(15)

Surface Condition

Lighting

Traffic Density

Weather

(15) 100%

(15) 100%

(15) 100%

(15) 100%

dry
(8) 53.3%

darkness
lighted
(2) 13.3%

free flow
(5) 33.3%

clear
(8) 53.3%

darkness
not lighted
(1) 6.7%

restricted flow
(4) 26.7%

cloudy
(1) 6.7%

stable flow
speed restricted
(1) 6.7%

raining
(5) 33.3%

dusk
(1) 6.7%

unstable –
temporary stoppages
vehicle unable to pass
(2) 13.3%

snowing
(1) 6.7%

daylight
(10) 66.7%

unstable -temporary
restrictions with slow
driver
(2) 13.3%

snowy
(1) 6.7%

wet
(6) 40%

dawn
(1) 6.7%

forced flow with low
speeds and traffic
volumes
(1) 6.7%

7
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Conflict w lead vehicle in crash

I

INFRASTRUCTURE

(15)

Trafficway Flow
(15) 100%

Traffic Control
Device
(15) 100%

Locality
(15) 100%

Road Alignment/
Road Profile

Relation to
Junction

(15) 100%

(15) 100%

divided
(8) 53.3%

stop sign
(1) 6.7%

business/industrial
(6) 40%

curve grade
(1) 6.7%

entrance/exit ramp
(3) 20%

not-divided
(6) 40%

traffic lanes marked
(1) 6.7%

interstate
(5) 33.3%

curve Level
(1) 6.7%

intersection
(1) 6.7%

one-way traffic
(1) 6.7%

traffic signal
(4) 26.7%

open country
(3) 20%

straight level
(13) 86.7%

intersection
related
(4) 26.7%

yield sign
(1) 6.7%

residential
(1) 6.7%

non-junction
(7) 46.7%

none
(8) 53.3%

8
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Conflict w lead vehicle in crash

VF

IF

VEHICLE FACTORS
(15)

INFRASTRUCTURE/DRIVING

none
(15) 100%

ENVIRONMENT FACTORS
(15)

Infrastructure
Factors

Visual
Obstructions

none
(14) 93.3%

reflected glare
(1) 6.7%

weather, visibility
(1) 6.7%

none
(14) 93.3%

(15) 100%

(15) 100%

9
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Conflict w lead vehicle in Near Crash

CONFLICT WITH LEAD
VEHICLE IN
NEAR CRASH
(380)

Pre-event Maneuver

Precipitating Factor

PM

PF

Contributing Factors

Associated Vehicle/
Roadway States

Avoidance Maneuver

Post Avoidance
Maneuver

AM

Driver Factors

DF

Infrastructure/
Driving
Environment
Factors

IF

Vehicle Factors

VF

Driving
Environment

Infrastructure

DE

I

control maintained
(374) 98.4%

skidded laterally
(2) 0.5%
skidded
longitudinally
(1) 0.3%
unknown
(3) 0.8%

1
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Conflict w lead vehicle in Near Crash

PM

PRE-EVENT MANEUVER
(380) 100%

decelerating
in traffic lane
(79) 20.8%

going straight –
accelerating
(62) 16.3%

changing lanes
(37) 9.7%

going straight –
constant speed
(177) 46.6%

maneuvering
to avoid a vehicle
(1) 0.3%

starting
in traffic lane
(5) 1.3%

merging
(3) 0.8%

turning left
(4) 1.1%

stopped
in traffic lane
(7) 1.8%

negotiating a curve
(4) 1.1%

turning right
(1) 0.3%

2
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Conflict w lead vehicle in Near Crash

PF

PRECIPITATING FACTOR
(380) 100%

Other Vehicle
is Lead Vehicle
(293) 77.1%

Other Vehicle
Entering Intersection
(7) 1.8%

Other Vehicle
from Another Lane
(3) 0.8%

Other Vehicle
is Changing Lanes
(69) 18.2%

Subject Vehicle
is Changing Lanes
(5) 1.3%

Subject Vehicle
Off the Roadway
(1) 0.3%

at slower constant
speed
(6) 1.6%

left turn across path
(2) 0.5%

from driveway-turning
into same direction
(2) 0.5%

left –
in front of subject
(34) 9%

left behind other
vehicle
(2) 0.5%

subject over
left lane line
(1) 0.3%

decelerating
(160) 42.1%

turning same
direction
(5) 1.3%

from parallel/diagonal
parking lane
(1) 0.3%

right –
in front of subject
(34) 9%

right behind other
vehicle
(3) 0.8%

slowed and stopped
less than 2 seconds
(83) 21.8%

subject vehicle is
lead vehicle but
decelerating
(2) 0.5%

right –
other
(1) 0.3%

stopped more
than 2 seconds
(44) 11.6%

3
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Conflict w lead vehicle in Near Crash

AM

AVOIDANCE MANEUVER
(380) 100%

accelerated and
steered left
(2) 0.5%

braked and
steered left
(36) 9.5%

accelerated and
steered right
(2) 0.5%

braked and
steered right
(68) 17.9%

braking
(lockup unknown)
(33) 8.7%

steered
to left
(5) 1.3%

steered
to right
(2) 0.5%

braking
(265)

braking
(lockup)
(4) 1.1%

braking
(no lockup)
(228) 60%

4
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Conflict w lead vehicle in Near Crash

DF

DRIVER FACTORS
(380)

Willful Behavior

Driver Impairments

Driver Proficiency
Error

Inattention to
Forward Roadway
DT

aggressive driving
(52) 13.7%
none
(328) 86.3%

Drowsy, sleepy,
fatigued
(38) 10%

driving proficiency
error
(182) 48%

angry
(5) 1.3%

none
(198) 52%

other emotional
(2) 0.5%

none
(324) 85.3%

unknown
(11) 3%

5
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Conflict w lead vehicle in Near Crash

DT

INATTENTION TO
FORWARD ROADWAY
(380) 100%

none
(207) 54.5%

Secondary Task
(124) 32.6%

Driving Related
Inattention
(49) 12.9%

ST
center mirror
(12) 3.2%
left mirror
(6) 1.6%

left window
(19) 5%
right mirror
(1) 0.3%
right window
(11) 2.9%

6
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Conflict w lead vehicle in Near Crash

ST

SECONDARY TASK
(124) 32.6%

(24) 6.3%

Internal-Not
Vehicle Related
Task

lost in thought
(4) 1.1%

passenger in
adjacent seat
(16) 4.2%

reaching for object
(not cell phone)
(6) 1.6%

talking/listening
(21) 5.5%

looked
but did not see
(2) 0.5%

child in rear seat
(1) 0.3%

moving object in
vehicle
(2) 0.5%

locating/reaching/
answering cell phone
(1) 0.3%

talking/singing
(7) 1.8%

object in vehicle other
(8) 2.1%

dialing hand held
cell phone
(10) 2.6%

Daydreaming
(6) 1.6%

PassengerRelated Task

Wireless Devices
(36) 9.5%

(22) 5.8%

reading
(4) 1.1%

Vehicle-Related
Task

External
Distraction

(8) 2.1%

(9) 2.4%

adjusting radio
(8) 2.1%

looking at previous
crash/incident
(1) 0.3%

eating
without utensils
(9) 2.4%

applying
makeup
(3) 0.8%

other external
distraction
(8) 2.1%

drinking from
open container
(2) 0.5%

other personal
hygiene
(5) 1.3%

Dining
(11) 2.9%

Personal
Hygiene
(8) 2.1%

cell phone – other
(3) 0.8%

writing - other
(2) 0.5%

7
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Conflict w lead vehicle in Near Crash

CP

WIRELESS DEVICES
(36) 9.5%

Cell Phone
Operations
(35) 9.2%

talking/listening
(21) 5.5%

PDA Operations
(1) 0.3%

operating PDA
(1) 0.3%

locating/reaching/
answering cell phone
(1) 0.3%
dialing hand held
cell phone
(10) 2.6%
cell phone – other
(3) 0.8%

8
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Conflict w lead vehicle in Near Crash

DE

DRIVING ENVIRONMENT
(380)

Surface Condition

Lighting

(380) 100%

(380) 100%

dry
(334) 87.9%

daylight
(242) 63.7%

unstable flow -temporary
restrictions w slow driver
(44) 11.6%

clear
(303) 79.7%

wet
(46) 12.1%

darkness
lighted
(74) 19.5%

restricted flow
(128) 33.7%

cloudy
(48) 12.6%

darkness
not lighted
(24) 6.3%

forced flow with low
speeds & traffic volumes
(1) 0.3%

raining
(28) 7.4%

dawn
(7) 1.8%

stable flow
speed restricted
(113) 29.7%

snowing
(1) 0.3%

dusk
(33) 8.7%

unstable flow
- temporary stoppages
vehicle unable to pass
(16) 4.2%

Traffic Density
(380) 100%

Weather
(380) 100%

free flow
(78) 20.5%

9
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Conflict w lead vehicle in Near Crash

I

INFRASTRUCTURE
(380)

Trafficway Flow
(380) 100%

divided
(252) 66.3%

not-divided
(115) 30.3%

one-way traffic
(11) 2.9%

no lanes
(2) 0.5%

Traffic Control
Device
(380) 100%

Locality
(380) 100%

Road Alignment/
Road Profile

Relation to
Junction

(380) 100%

(380) 100%

driveway alley
access
(4) 1.1%

officer/watchman
(1) 0.3%

business/industrial
(161) 42.4%

curve level
(42) 11.1%

other
(4) 1.1%

interstate
(122) 32.1%

straight level
(329) 86.6%

slow or
warning sign
(1) 0.3%

construction zone
(4) 1.1%

straight grade
(9) 2.4%

entrance/exit ramp
(14) 3.7%
interchange area
(8) 2.1%

open country
(65) 17.1%

intersection
(40) 10.5%

traffic
lanes marked
(8) 2.1%

residential
(27) 7.1%

intersection
related
(43) 11.3%

traffic signal
(56) 14.7%

other
(1) 0.3%

non-junction
(265) 69.7%

stop sign
(7) 1.8%

yield sign
(1) 0.3%
none
(301) 79.2%
unknown
(1) 0.3%

other
(1) 0.3%

parking lot
(5) 1.3%

10
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Conflict w lead vehicle in Near Crash

VF

IF

VEHICLE FACTORS
(380)

DRIVING ENVIRONMENT

other
(1) 0.3%

INFRASTRUCTURE/
FACTORS
(380)

Infrastructure
Factors

Visual
Obstructions

road geometry
(1) 0.3%

moving vehicle
(5) 1.3%

road delineation
(3) 0.8%

sunlight glare
(24) 6.3%

(380) 100%

none
(379) 99.7%

none
(374) 98.4%
unknown
(2) 0.5%

(380) 100%

parked vehicle
(1) 0.3%
rain/snow/rog/
smoke/sand dust
(1) 0.3%
reflected glare
(1) 0.3%

none
(348) 91.6%

11
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Conflict with merging vehicle incident

CONFLICT WITH MERGING
VEHICLE INCIDENT
(18)

Pre-event Maneuver

Precipitating Factor

PM

PF

Contributing Factors

Driver Factors

DF

Infrastructure/
Driving
Environment
Factors

IF

Vehicle Factors

VF

Avoidance Maneuver

Associated Vehicle/
Roadway States

Driving
Environment

(18) 100%

DE

accelerated
(1) 5.6%
braked and
steered left
(2) 11.1%

Infrastructure

I

braking
(no lockup)
(12) 66.7%
no reaction
(1) 5.6%
steered to left
(1) 5.6%
steered to right
(1) 5.6%

1
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Conflict with merging vehicle incident

PM

PRE-EVENT MANEUVER
(18) 100%

changing lanes
(1) 5.6%

decelerating
in traffic lane
(3) 16.7%

negotiating a curve
(2) 11.1%

stopped
in traffic lane
(1) 5.6%

going straight –
accelerating
(4) 22.2%

going straight –
constant speed
(7) 38.9%

2
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Conflict with merging vehicle incident

PF

PRECIPITATING FACTOR
(18) 100%

Other vehicle is
changing lanes
(16) 88.9%

Subject vehicle is
changing lanes
(2) 11.1%

left in front of
subject
(2) 11.1%

left sideswipe
threat
(1) 5.6%

right behind
subject
(1) 5.6%

right sideswipe
threat
(1) 5.6%

right in front of
subject
(9) 50%
right other
(1) 5.6%
right sideswipe
threat
(3) 16.7%

3
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Conflict with merging vehicle incident

DF

DRIVER FACTORS
(18)

Willful Behavior

Driver
Impairments

Driver Proficiency
Error

Inattention to
Forward Roadway
DT

aggressive Driving
(1) 5.6%

none
(13) 76.5%

driver proficiency
error
(6) 33.3%

none
(17) 94.4%

unknown
(5) 27.8%

none
(12) 66.7%

4
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Conflict with merging vehicle incident

DT
INATTENTION TO FORWARD
ROADWAY
(18) 100%

Driving related
inattention

Secondary Task

none
(13) 76.5%

(4) 22.2%

(1) 5.6%

Passenger-Related
Task

Internal-Not Vehicle
Related Task

Wireless Devices

passenger in
adjacent seat
(1) 5.6%

object in vehicle other
(1) 5.6%

talking/Listening
(2) 11.1%

(1) 5.6%

(1) 5.6%

left window
(1) 5.6%

(2) 11.1%

5
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Conflict with merging vehicle incident

DE

DRIVING ENVIRONMENT
(18)

Surface Condition

Lighting

Traffic Density

Weather

(18) 100%

(18) 100%

(18) 100%

(18) 100%

dry
(17) 94.4%

daylight
(12) 66.7%

unstable flow temporary restrictions
slow driver
(2) 11.1%

clear
(15) 83.3%

wet
(1) 5.6%

darkness lighted
(1) 5.6%

restricted flow
(8) 44.4%

cloudy
(2) 11.1%

stable flow
speed restricted
(6) 33.3%

raining
(1) 5.6%

darkness
not Lighted
(1) 5.6%

dusk
(4) 22.2%

free flow
(2) 11.1%

6
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Conflict with merging vehicle incident

I

INFRASTRUCTURE
(18)

Trafficway Flow
(18) 100%

divided
(15) 83.3%
not divided
(2) 11.1%
one-way traffic
(1) 5.6%

Traffic Control
Device
(18) 100%

yield sign
(2) 11.1%

none
(16) 88.9%

Locality
(18) 100%

Road Alignment/
Road Profile
(18) 100%

Relation to
Junction
(18) 100%

business/
industrial
(6) 33.3%

straight level
(16) 88.9%

entrance/exit ramp
(16) 88.9%

interstate
(11) 61.1%

straight grade
(1) 5.6%

intersection
related
(1) 5.6%

open country
(1) 5.6%

curve level
(1) 5.6%

non-junction
(1) 5.6%

7
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Conflict with merging vehicle incident

VF

IF

VEHICLE FACTORS

DRIVING ENVIRONMENT

(18)

none
(18) 100

INFRASTRUCTURE/
FACTORS
(18)

Infrastructure
Factors

Visual
Obstructions

none
(18) 100%

none
(18) 100%

(18) 100%

(18) 100%

8
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Conflict with merging vehicle near crash

CONFLICT WITH MERGING
VEHICLE
NEAR CRASH
(6)

Pre-event Maneuver
(6) 100%

Precipitating Factor
(6) 100%

decelerating in
traffic lane
(1) 16.7%

other vehicle entering
intersection – turning
same direction
(1) 16.7%

going straight
constant speed
(3) 50%

other vehicle lane
change – left in front of
subject
(1) 16.7%

negotiating a curve
(2) 33.3

other vehicle lane
change – right in front of
subject
(2) 33.3%

Contributing Factors

Driver Factors

DF

Infrastructure/
Driving
Environment
Factors

IF

Vehicle Factors

VF

Associated Vehicle/
Roadway States

Driving
Environment

Infrastructure

Avoidance Maneuver
(6) 100%

DE

I

braked and steered
left
(4) 66.7%

Post Avoidance
Maneuver
(6) 100%

control maintained
(6) 100%

braking
(no lockup)
(2) 33.3%

other vehicle lane
change – right
sideswipe threat
(2) 33.3%

1
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Conflict with merging vehicle near crash

DS

DRIVER FACTORS
(6)

Willful Behavior

aggressive driving
(1) 16.7%

none
(5) 83.3%

Driver
Impairments

angry
(1) 16.7%

Driver Proficiency
Error

none
(6) 100%

none
(5) 83.3%

2
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Conflict with merging vehicle near crash

DE

DRIVING ENVIRONMENT

(6)

Surface Condition

Lighting

Traffic Density

Weather

(6) 100%

(6) 100%

(6) 100%

(6) 100%

dry
(6) 100%

daylight
(5) 83.3%
darkness
lighted
(1) 16.7%

restricted flow
(2) 33.3%

clear
(6) 100%

stable flow
speed restricted
(2) 33.3%
free flow
(2) 33.3%

3
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Conflict with merging vehicle near crash

I

INFRASTRUCTURE

(6)

Trafficway Flow
(6) 100%

divided
(6) 100%

Traffic Control
Device
(6) 100%

none
(4) 66.7%

yield sign
(2) 33.3%

Locality
(6) 100%

Road Alignment/
Road Profile
(6) 100%

Relation to
Junction
(6) 100%

business/industrial
(3) 50%

straight level
(3) 50%

entrance/exit ramp
(4) 66.7%

interstate
(2) 33.3%

curve level
(3) 50%

interchange area
(1) 16.7%

open country
(1) 16.7%

intersection
(1) 16.7%

4
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Conflict with merging vehicle near crash

VF

IF

VEHICLE FACTORS
(6)

DRIVING ENVIRONMENT

INFRASTRUCTURE/
FACTORS
(6)

none
(6) 100%

Infrastructure
Factors

Visual
Obstructions

road geometry
(1) 16.7%

sunlight glare
(1) 16.7%

roadway sight
distance
(1) 16.7%

roadway
infrastructure
(1) 16.7%

none
(4) 66.7%

none
(4) 66.7%

(6) 100%

(6) 100%

5
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Conflict with vehicle moving across subject vehicle path through intersection incident

CONFLICT WITH VEHICLE MOVING
ACROSS SUBJECT VEHICLE PATH
THROUGH INTERSECTION INCIDENT
(158)

Pre-event Maneuver

Precipitating Factor

PM

PF

Contributing Factors

Associated Vehicle/
Roadway States

Avoidance Maneuver
AM

Driver Factors

DF

Driving
Environment

DE

Infrastructure/
Driving
Environment
Factors

IF

Infrastructure

I

Vehicle Factors

VF

1
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Conflict with vehicle moving across subject vehicle path through intersection incident

PM

PRE-EVENT MANEUVER
(158) 100%

Changing lanes
(2) 1.3%

Decelerating
in traffic lane
(42) 26.6%

Negotiating a curve
(1) 0.6%

Starting
in traffic lane
(13) 8.2%

Turning left
(11) 7%

Stopped
in traffic lane
(10) 6.3%

Going straight –
accelerating
(23) 14.6%

Turning right
(1) 0.6%

Going Straight –
constant speed
(55) 34.8%

2
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Conflict with vehicle moving across subject vehicle path through intersection incident

PF

Precipitating Factor
(158) 100%

Other vehicle is lead
vehicle
(1) 0.6%

Other vehicle entering
intersection
(142) 89.9%

Stopped on roadway
more than 2 seconds
(1) 0.6%

Intended path
unknown
(11) 7%
Straight across
path
(84) 53.2%
Left turn across
path
(42) 26.6%

Other vehicle from
another lane/driveway
(4) 2.5%

From driveway Intended path
unknown
(1) 0.6%
From driveway –
straight across path
(3) 1.9%

Other vehicle is
changing lanes
(1) 0.6%

Subject vehicle in
intersection
(9) 5.7%

Right other
(1) 0.6%

Turning left
(6) 3.8%

Unknown
(1) 0.6%

Turning right
(1) 0.6%

Passing through
(2) 1.3%

Turning onto
opposite direction
(5) 3.2%

3
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Conflict with vehicle moving across subject vehicle path through intersection incident

AM

AVOIDANCE MANEUVER
(158) 100%

Steered to left
(9) 5.7%

Braked and
steered left
(7) 4.4%

Accelerated and
steered left
(2) 1.3%

Steered to right
(6) 3.8%

Braked and
steered right
(14) 8.9%

Braking
(no lockup)
(112) 70.9%

Accelerated and
steered right
(1) 0.6%

No reaction
(3) 1.9%

Accelerated
(3) 1.9%

Other actions
(1) 0.6%
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Conflict with vehicle moving across subject vehicle path through intersection incident

DF

DRIVER FACTORS
(158) 100%

Willful Behavior

Driver Impairments

Driver Proficiency
Error

Inattention to
Forward Roadway
DT

Aggressive Driving
(9) 5.7%

None
(149) 94.3%

Angry
(3) 1.9%

Driving Proficiency
Error
(60) 38%

Drowsy, sleepy,
fatigued
(11) 7%

None
(98) 62%

Drugs/alcohol
(1) 0.6%
Other emotional
state
(1) 0.6%
Other
(1) 0.6%
None
(115) 73.7%
Unknown
(26) 16.5%

5
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Conflict with vehicle moving across subject vehicle path through intersection incident

DT
INATTENTION TO FORWARD
ROADWAY
(158) 100%

none
(130) 82.3%

Secondary Task
(23) 14.6%

Driving Related
Inattention
(5) 3.2%

ST
left window
(3) 1.9%

right window
(2) 1.3%

6
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Conflict with vehicle moving across subject vehicle path through intersection incident

ST

SECONDARY TASK
(23) 14.6%

Passenger-Related
Task
(9) 5.7%

passenger in
adjacent seat
(7) 4.4%
passenger in rear
seat
(1) 0.6%

Internal-Not Vehicle
Related Task
(1) 0.6%

reaching for object
(not cell phone)
(1) 0.6%

(9) 5.7%

Vehicle-Related
Task

(2) 1.3%

Dining

Personal Hygiene

talking/Listening
(8) 5.1%

adjusting radio
(1) 0.6%

eating without
utensils
(2) 1.3%

biting nails
(1) 0.6%

Wireless Devices

(1) 0.6%

(1) 0.6%

dialing hand held
cell phone
(1) 0.6%

talking/singing
(1) 0.6%

7
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CP

WIRELESS DEVICES
(9) 5.7%

talking/Listening
(8) 5.1%
dialing hand held cell
phone
(1) 0.6%

8
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Conflict with vehicle moving across subject vehicle path through intersection incident

DE

DRIVING ENVIRONMENT
(158)

Surface Condition

Lighting

Traffic Density

(158) 100%

(158) 100%

(158) 100%

(158) 100%

dry
(147) 93%

daylight
(117) 74.1%

unstable flow temporary restrictions
slow driver
(1) 0.6%

clear
(141) 89.2%

darkness lighted
(27) 17.1%

restricted flow
(87) 55.1%

darkness
not Lighted
(2) 1.3%

stable flow
speed restricted
(19) 12%

dawn
(2) 1.3%

free flow
(51) 32.3%

wet
(11) 7%

Weather

cloudy
(8) 5.1%
raining
(9) 5.7%

dusk
(10) 6.3%

9
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Conflict with vehicle moving across subject vehicle path through intersection incident

I

INFRASTRUCTURE
(158)

Trafficway Flow
(158) 100%

Traffic Control
Device
(158) 100%

Locality
(158) 100%

Road Alignment/
Road Profile
(158) 100%

Relation to
Junction
(158) 100%

divided
(63) 39.9%

traffic signal
(45) 28.5%

business/
industrial
(107) 67.7%

straight level
(150) 94.9%

driveway, alley,
access
(7) 4.4%

not divided
(83) 52.5%

traffic lanes marked
(1) 0.6%

construction
zone
(3) 1.9%

straight grade
(1) 0.6%

intersection
(121) 76.6%

no lanes
(6) 3.8%

stop sign
(37) 23.4%

interstate
(1) 0.6%

curve level
(6) 3.8%

intersection
related
(13) 8.2%

one-way traffic
(6) 3.8%

other
(1) 0.6%

open country
(16) 10.1%

slow or warning
sign
(1) 0.6%

residential
(30) 19%

yield sign
(2) 1.3%

curve grade
(1) 0.6%

non-junction
(1) 0.6%
parking lot
(16) 10.1%

other
(1) 0.6%

none
(71) 44.9%
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Conflict with vehicle moving across subject vehicle path through intersection incident

VF

IF

VEHICLE FACTORS

DRIVING ENVIRONMENT

(158)

INFRASTRUCTURE/
FACTORS
(158)

none
(158) 100%

Infrastructure
Factors

Visual
Obstructions

road geometry
(9) 5.7%

sunlight glare
(6) 3.8%

road delineation
(2) 1.3%

trees crops
vegetation
(1) 0.6%

(158) 100%

traffic control
device
(2) 1.3%
none
(145) 91.8%

(158) 100%

parked vehicle
(7) 4.4%
roadway
infrastructure
(1) 0.6%
moving vehicle
(3) 1.9%
other
(1) 0.6%
none
(136) 86.1%
unknown
(3) 1.9%
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Conflict with vehicle moving across subject vehicle path through intersection in near crash

CONFLICT WITH VEHICLE MOVING ACROSS
SUBJECT VEHICLE PATH THROUGH
INTERSECTION
NEAR CRASH
(27)

Pre-event Maneuver
(27) 100%

decelerating in
Traffic lane
(5) 18.5%
going straight
accelerating
(4) 14.8%
going straight
constant speed
(8) 29.6%
turning left
(3) 11.1%
stopped in
traffic lane
(7) 25.9%

Contributing Factors

Associated Vehicle/
Roadway States

other vehicle entering
intersection – left turn
across path
(6) 22.2%

Driver Factors

Driving
Environment

other vehicle entering
intersection – straight
across path
(12) 44.4%

Infrastructure/
Driving
Environment
Factors

IF

Vehicle Factors

VF

Precipitating Factor
(27) 100%

other vehicle entering
intersection – turning
onto opposite direction
(2) 7.4%
other vehicle from
driveway – straight
across path
(1) 3.7%
subject in intersection –
turning left
(5) 18.5%

DF

Infrastructure

(27) 100%

Post Avoidance
Maneuver

braked and
steered left
(3) 11.1%

control
maintained
(27) 100%

Avoidance Maneuver

DE

I

(27) 100%

braked and
steered right
(4) 14.8%
braking (lockup
unknown)
(2) 7.4%
braking
(lockup)
(1) 3.7%
braking
(no lockup)
(16) 59.3%
no reaction
(1) 3.7%

subject in intersection –
turning right
(1) 3.7%

1
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Conflict with vehicle moving across subject vehicle path through intersection in near crash

DF

DRIVER FACTORS
(27)

Driver
Impairments

Driver Proficiency
Error

aggressive Driving
(4) 14.8%

none
(19) 70.4%

driving proficiency
error
(10) 37%

none
(23) 85.2%

unknown
(8) 29.6%

Willful Behavior

Inattention to
Forward
Roadway
DT

none
(17) 63%

2
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Conflict with vehicle moving across subject vehicle path through intersection in near crash

DT
INATTENTION TO FORWARD
ROADWAY
(27) 100%

Secondary Task

none
(17) 63%

(10) 37%

(6) 22.2%

Internal-Not
Vehicle Related
Task

passenger in
adjacent seat
(4) 14.8%

reaching for object
(not cell phone)
(1) 3.7%

PassengerRelated Task

Wireless Devices

Dining

(1) 3.7%

(2) 7.4%

talking/listening
(1) 3.7%

eating without
utensils
(2) 7.4%

(1) 3.7%

talking/Singing
(2) 7.4%

3
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Conflict with vehicle moving across subject vehicle path through intersection in near crash

DE

DRIVING ENVIRONMENT
(27)

Surface Condition

Lighting

Traffic Density

Weather

(27) 100%

(27) 100%

(27) 100%

(27) 100%

dry
(19) 70.4%

daylight
(18) 16.7%

restricted flow
(9) 33.3%

clear
(18) 66.7%

wet
(7) 25.9%

darkness
lighted
(4) 14.8%

stable flow
speed restricted
(6) 22.2%

cloudy
(6) 22.2%

dusk
(4) 14.8%

unstable flow –
temporary restrictions
with slow driver
(1) 3.7%

raining
(4) 14.8%

snowy
(1) 3.7%

dawn
(1) 3.7%

free flow
(11) 40.7%

fog
(4) 14.8%
snowing
(4) 14.8%

4
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Conflict with vehicle moving across subject vehicle path through intersection in near crash

I

INFRASTRUCTURE
(27)

Trafficway Flow
(27) 100%

Traffic Control
Device
(27) 100%

Locality
(27) 100%

Road Alignment/
Road Profile
(27) 100%

Relation to
Junction
(27) 100%

divided
(6) 22.2%

traffic signal
(10) 37%

business/industrial
(20) 74.1%

straight level
(25) 92.6%

driveway, alley,
access
(1) 3.7%

not-divided
(18) 66.7%

stop sign
(5) 18.5%

interstate
(1) 3.7%

curve Level
(2) 7.4%

intersection
(24) 88.9%

one-way traffic
(2) 7.4%

none
(12) 44.4%

no lanes
(1) 3.7%

open country
(4) 14.8%

residential
(2) 7.4%

intersection related
(1) 3.7%
parking lot
(1) 3.7%

5
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Conflict with vehicle moving across subject vehicle path through intersection in near crash

VF

IF

VEHICLE FACTORS
(27)

DRIVING ENVIRONMENT

INFRASTRUCTURE/
FACTORS
(27)

none
(27) 100%

Infrastructure
Factors

Visual
Obstructions

(27) 100%

(27) 100%

road geometry
(1) 3.7%

moving vehicle
(3) 11.1%

roadway
delineation
(1) 3.7%

rain, snow, fog,
smoke, sand, dust
(1) 3.7%

traffic control
device
(1) 3.7%
none
(24) 88.9%

parked vehicle
(1) 3.7%
none
(21) 77.8%
unknown
(1) 3.7%

6
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Conflict with obstacle object crash

CONFLICT WITH OBSTACLE
OBJECT IN
CRASH
(9)
backing fixed
object
(1) 11.1%

INCIDENT TYPE:

other
(7) 77.8%

road departure
(left/right)
(1) 11.1%

CRASH
(9)

Pre-event Maneuver
(9) 100%

Precipitating Factor
(9) 100%

backing up
(not parking)
(1) 11.1%

end departure
(1) 11.1%

decelerating in
traffic lane
(2) 22.2%

lost control –
excessive speed
(2) 22.2%

going straight –
constant speed
(3) 33.3%
making u-turn
(1) 11.1%
turning right
(2) 22.2%

subject over right
lane line
(1) 11.1%
object in roadway
(5) 55.6%
other precipitating
event categories
(0) 0%

Associated Vehicle/
Roadway States

Contributing Factors

Driver Factors

DS

Infrastructure/
Driving
Environment
Factors

IF

Vehicle Factors

VF

Driving
Environment

Infrastructure

(9) 100%

Post Avoidance
Maneuver

no reaction
(1) 11.1%

control maintained
(8) 88.9%

braked
and steered left
(2) 22.2%

skidded laterally
(1) 11.1%

Avoidance Maneuver

DE

I

(9) 100%

braking
(lockup unknown)
(2) 22.2%
braking
(no lockup)
(3) 33.3%
other actions
(1) 11.1%

1
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Conflict with obstacle object crash

DF

DRIVER FACTORS
(9)

Willful Behavior

Driver Impairments

Driver Proficiency
Error

Inattention to
Forward Roadway
DT

aggressive driving
(3) 33.3%

Drowsy, sleepy,
fatigued
(1) 11.1%

driving proficiency
error
(4) 44.4%

none
(6) 66.7%

none
(3) 33.3%

none
(5) 55.6%

unknown
(5) 55.6%

2
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Conflict with obstacle object crash

DT
INATTENTION TO FORWARD
ROADWAY
(9) 100%

Driving Related
Inattention

Secondary Task

none
(4) 44.4%

(3) 33.3%

(2) 22.2%

Internal-Not Vehicle
Related Task

Wireless Devices

object in vehicle other
(1) 11.1%

talking/listening
(2) 22.2%

(1) 11.1%

(2) 22.2%

left window
(2) 22.2%

3
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Conflict with obstacle object crash

DE

DRIVING ENVIRONMENT
(9)

Surface Condition

Lighting

Traffic Density

Weather

(9) 100%

(9) 100%

(9) 100%

(9) 100%

dry
(8) 88.9%

darkness
lighted
(5) 55.6%

restricted flow
(3) 33.3%

snowy
(1) 11.1%

darkness
not lighted
(1) 11.1%

free flow
(6) 66.7%

clear
(9) 100%

daylight
(2) 22.2%
dusk
(1) 11.1%
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Conflict with obstacle object crash

I

INFRASTRUCTURE
(9)

Trafficway Flow
(9) 100%

Traffic Control
Device
(9) 100%

divided
(3) 33.3%

officer or watchman
(1) 11.1%

not-divided
(2) 22.2%

traffic lanes marked
(1) 11.1%

one-way traffic
(3) 33.3%

other
(2) 22.2%

no lanes
(1) 11.1%

none
(5) 55.6%

Locality
(9) 100%

business/industrial
(2) 22.2%

interstate
(2) 22.2%
residential
(2) 22.2%
open country
(2) 22.2%

Road Alignment/
Road Profile

Relation to
Junction

(9) 100%

(9) 100%

curve grade
(1) 11.1%

driveway, alley,
access
(1) 11.1%

curve level
(1) 11.1%

parking lot
(3) 33.3%

straight level
(7) 77.8%

other
(1) 11.1%
non-junction
(4) 44.4%

other
(1) 11.1%
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Conflict with obstacle object crash

VF

IF

VEHICLE FACTORS
(9)

DRIVING ENVIRONMENT

none
(9) 100%

INFRASTRUCTURE/
FACTORS
(9)

Infrastructure
Factors

Visual
Obstructions

road geometry
(1) 11.1%

moving vehicle
(1) 11.1%

roadway
delineation
(1) 11.1%

trees, crops,
vegetation
(1) 11.1%

(9) 100%

traffic control
device
(1) 11.1%
none
(6) 66.7%

(9) 100%

none
(5) 55.6%

unknown
(2) 22.2%

6
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Conflict with obstacle object incident

CONFLICT WITH OBSTACLE/
OBJECT IN
INCIDENT
(394)

Pre-event Maneuver

Precipitating Factor

PM

PF

Associated Vehicle/
Roadway States

Contributing Factors

Avoidance Maneuver

AM
Driver State

DF

Driving
Environment

DE

Infrastructure/
Driving
Environment
Factors

IF

Infrastructure

I

Vehicle Factors

VF

1
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Conflict with obstacle object incident

PM

PRE-EVENT MANEUVER
(394) 100%

changing lanes
(6) 1.5%

decelerating
in traffic lane
(76) 19.3%

going straight
accelerating
(88) 22.3%

negotiating a curve
(11) 2.8%

going straight
constant speed
(198) 50.3%

starting
in traffic lane
(4) 1%

merging
(1) 0.3%

turning left
(5) 1.3%

turning right
(5) 1.3%

2
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Conflict with obstacle object incident

PF

PRECIPITATING FACTOR
(394) 100%

Subject Vehicle Lost
Control Due to
(76) 19.3%

object in roadway
(277) 70.3%

object in unknown
location
(39) 9.9%

subject over right lane
line
(1) 0.3%

object approaching
roadway
(1) 0.3%

excessive speed
(3) 0.8%

poor road conditions
(71) 18%

other cause
(1) 0.3%

unknown cause
(1) 0.3%

3
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Conflict with obstacle object incident

AM

AVOIDANCE MANEUVER
(394) 100%

no reaction
(45) 11.4%

other actions
(2) 0.5%

braked and
steered left
(55) 14%

accelerated and
steered left
(4) 1%

unknown
(2) 0.5%

braked and
steered right
(41) 10.4%

braking
(62)

braking
(lockup)
(1) 0.3%

steered to left
(105) 26.7%

accelerated and
steered right
(2) 0.5%

steered to right
(76) 19.3%

braking
(no lockup)
(61) 15.5%

4
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Conflict with obstacle object incident

DF

DRIVER FACTORS
(394)

Willful Behavior

Driver Impairments

Driver Proficiency
Error

Inattention to
Forward Roadway
DT

aggressive
driving
(9) 2.3%

angry
(1) 0.3%

driving proficiency
error
(80) 20.3%

none
(385) 97.7%

drowsy, sleepy,
fatigued
(21) 5.3%

none
(314) 79.7%

drugs, alcohol
(1) 0.3%

none
(309) 78.4%

unknown
(62) 15.7%

5
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Conflict with obstacle object incident

DT
INATTENTION TO FORWARD
ROADWAY
(394) 100%

none
(333) 84.5%

Secondary Task
(54) 13.7%

Driving Related
Inattention
(7) 1.8%

ST
center mirror
(1) 0.3%
right window
(3) 0.8%
left window
(3) 0.8%

6
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Conflict with obstacle object incident

ST

SECONDARY TASK
(54) 13.7%

PassengerRelated Task
(18) 4.6%

Internal-Not
Vehicle Related
Task
(4) 1%

External
Distraction

Vehicle-Related
Task

(3) 0.8%

(3) 0.8%

adjusting radio
(3) 0.8%

passenger in
adjacent seat
(12) 3.1%

object in vehicle other
(2) 0.5%

other external
Distraction
(2) 0.5%

passenger in
rear seat
(2) 0.5%

pet in vehicle
(1) 0.3%

looking at previous
crash or incident
(1) 0.3%

talking/singing
(4) 1%

reading
(1) 0.3%

Dining

Wireless Devices

Personal Hygiene

(3) 0.8%

(20) 5.1%

(3) 0.8%

eating without
utensils
(3) 0.8%

dialing hand held
cell phone
(3) 0.8%

other personal
hygiene
(2) 0.5%

talking/listening
(17) 4.3%

biting nails
(1) 0.3%

7
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Conflict with obstacle object incident

CP

WIRELESS DEVICES
(20) 5.1%

dialing hand held cell
phone
(3) 0.8%

talking/listening
(17) 4.3%

8
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Conflict with obstacle object incident

DE

DRIVING ENVIRONMENT

(394)

Surface
Condition
(394) 100%

dry
(328) 83.3%
snowy
(3) 0.8%
wet
(47) 11.9%

icy
(1) 0.3%
muddy
(1) 0.3%

Lighting

Traffic Density

Weather

(394) 100%

(394) 100%

(394) 100%

daylight
(248) 62.9%

unstable flow temporary restrictions
slow driver
(4) 1%

darkness lighted
(74) 18.8%

restricted flow
(114) 28.9%

darkness not
lighted
(46) 11.7%

stable flow
speed restricted
(23) 5.8%

dawn
(1) 0.3%

dusk
(25) 6.4%

free flow
(249) 63.2%

clear
(337) 85.5%
cloudy
(26) 6.6%

raining
(30) 7.6%
snowing
(1) 0.3%

unknown
(4) 1%

other
(14) 3.6%

9
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Conflict with obstacle object incident
I

INFRASTRUCTURE

(394)

Trafficway Flow
(394) 100%

divided
(126) 32%
not-divided
(239) 60.7%
one-way traffic
(23) 5.8%
no lanes
(6) 1.5%

Traffic Control
Device
(394) 100%

one way road or street
(1) 0.3%
officer/watchman
(2) 0.5%
other
(35) 8.9%
slow or warning sign
(11) 2.8%
stop sign
(1) 0.3%
traffic lanes marked
(10) 2.5%
traffic signal
(29) 7.4%
railroad crossing
with gate and signals
(1) 0.3%
railroad crossing
with markings or signs
(2) 0.5%
none
(302) 76.7%

Road Alignment/
Road Profile

Relation to
Junction

(394) 100%

(394) 100%

business/
industrial
(104) 26.4%

straight level
(341) 86.6%

driveway alley
access
(1) 0.3%

interstate
(50) 12.7%

straight grade
(7) 1.8%

Locality
(394) 100%

construction zone
(28) 7.1%
open country
(109) 27.7%

residential
(98) 24.9%

school
(2) 0.5%

other
(3) 0.8%

dip straight
(3) 0.8%

curve grade
(5) 1.3%

curve level
(38) 9.6%

entrance/exit ramp
(16) 4%
interchange area
(3) 0.8%
intersection
(28) 7.1%
intersection
related
(13) 3.3%
non-junction
(317) 80.5%
other
(2) 0.5%
parking lot
(12) 3.1%
rail grade crossing
(2) 0.5%
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VF
VEHICLE FACTORS
(394)

none
(394) 100%

IF
INFRASTRUCTURE/DRIVING
ENVIRONMENT FACTORS
(394)

Infrastructure
Factors

Visual
Obstructions

road geometry
(27) 6.9%

rain/snow/fog/
smoke/sand dust
(3) 0.8%

(394) 100%

road delineation
(97) 24.6%

weather, visibility
(3) 0.8%
traffic control
device
(3) 0.8%
none
(264) 67%

(394) 100%

sunlight glare
(7) 1.8%
headlight glare
(1) 0.3%
moving vehicle
(1) 0.3%
trees, crops,
vegetation
(2) 0.5%
inadequate
roadway lighting
(3) 0.8%
none
(373) 94.7%
unknown
(4) 1%
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Conflict with obstacle object near crash

CONFLICT WITH OBSTACLE/
OBJECT NEAR CRASH
(6)

Pre-event Maneuver
(6) 100%

Precipitating Factor
(6) 100%

decelerating in
traffic lane
(1) 16.7%

object in roadway
(5) 83.3%

going straight
constant speed
(5) 83.3%

object in unknown
location
(1) 16.7%

Contributing Factors

Associated Vehicle/
Roadway States

Driver Factors

Driving
Environment

DF

Infrastructure/
Driving
Environment
Factors

IF

Vehicle Factors

VF

Infrastructure

Avoidance Maneuver
(6) 100%

DE

I

braked and
steered left
(3) 50%

Post Avoidance
Maneuver
(6) 100%

control maintained
(6) 100%

braked and
steered right
(2) 33.3%
braking
(no lockup)
(1) 16.7%

1
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Conflict with obstacle object near crash

DF

DRIVER FACTORS
(6)

Driver Impairments

Driver Proficiency
Error

aggressive driving
(2) 33.3%

none
(4) 66.7%

driving proficiency
error
(1) 16.7%

none
(4) 66.7%

unknown
(2) 33.3%

none
(5) 83.3%

Willful Behavior

Inattention to
Forward Roadway
DT

2
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Conflict with obstacle object near crash

DT
INATTENTION TO FORWARD
ROADWAY
(6) 100%

none
(4) 66.7%

Secondary Task
(2) 33.3%

PassengerRelated Task
(1) 16.7%

passenger in
adjacent seat
(1) 16.7%

Dining
(1) 16.7%

eating
without utensils
(1) 16.7%

3
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Conflict with obstacle object near crash

DE

DRIVING ENVIRONMENT
(6)

Surface Condition

Lighting

(6) 100%

(6) 100%

dry
(6) 100%

daylight
(5) 83.3%
darkness
not lighted
(1) 16.7%

Traffic Density
(6) 100%

restricted flow
(3) 50%

Weather
(6) 100%

clear
(6) 100%

stable flow
speed restricted
(2) 33.3%
free flow
(1) 16.7%

4
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Conflict with obstacle object near crash

I

INFRASTRUCTURE
(6)

Trafficway Flow
(6) 100%

Traffic Control
Device
(6) 100%

divided
(5) 83.3%

other
(2) 33.3%

one-way traffic
(1) 16.7%

none
(4) 66.7%

Locality
(6) 100%

business/industrial
(1) 16.7%

Road Alignment/
Road Profile

Relation to
Junction

(6) 100%

(6) 100%

straight level
(6) 100%

non-junction
(6) 100%

interstate
(2) 33.3%

construction zone
(3) 50%

5
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Conflict with obstacle object near crash

IF

VF

INFRASTRUCTURE/
VEHICLE FACTORS
(6)

none
(6) 100%

DRIVING ENVIRONMENT
FACTORS
(6)

Infrastructure
Factors

Visual
Obstructions

(6) 100%

(6) 100%

road geometry
(1) 16.7%

sunlight glare
(1) 16.7%

roadway
delineation
(1) 16.7%

none
(5) 83.3%

none
(4) 66.7%

6
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Conflict with oncoming traffic incident

CONFLICT WITH ONCOMING
TRAFFIC
INCIDENT
(184)

Pre-event Maneuver

Precipitating Factor

PM

PF

Contributing Factors

Associated Vehicle/
Roadway States

Avoidance Maneuver

AM
Driver Factors

DF

Driving
Environment

DE

Infrastructure/
Driving
Environment
Factors

IF

Infrastructure

I

Vehicle Factors

VF

1
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Conflict with oncoming traffic incident

PM

PRE-EVENT MANEUVER
(184) 100%

changing lanes
(3) 1.6%

decelerating in
traffic lane
(42) 22.8%

making U-turn
(1) 0.5%

starting in traffic lane
(3) 1.6%

passing or overtaking
another vehicle
(1) 0.5%

stopped in traffic lane
(2) 1.1%

going straight –
accelerating
(20) 10.9%

turning left
(5) 2.7%

going Straight –
constant speed
(84) 45.7%

turning right
(4) 2.2%

negotiating a curve
(9) 4.9%

going straight
unintentional drift
(3) 1.6%

maneuvering to
avoid pedestrian/
cyclist
(1) 0.5%

maneuvering to
avoid a vehicle
(4) 2.2%

maneuvering to
avoid an object
(2) 1.1%

2
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Conflict with oncoming traffic incident

PF

PRECIPITATING FACTOR
(184)

lost control – other
cause
(1) 0.5%

lost control – poor
road conditions
(1) 0.5%

object in roadway
(1) 0.5%

other vehicle
traveling in
opposite direction
(27) 14.7%

other vehicle
backing
(1) 0.5%

unknown
(1) 0.5%

other vehicle
oncoming over left
lane line
(34) 18.5%

other vehicle
oncoming over right
lane line
(1) 0.5%

Other Vehicle is Lead
Vehicle
(16) 8.7%

Other Vehicle Entering
Intersection
(11) 6%

Other Vehicle from
Another Lane
(1) 0.5%

Other Vehicle is
Changing Lanes
(1) 0.5%

Subject Vehicle is in
intersection
(21) 11.4%

Subject Vehicle is
Changing Lanes
(4) 2.2%

Subject Vehicle off the
roadway
(63) 34.2%

at slower
constant speed
(1) 0.5%

straight across
path
(1) 0.5%

from parallel/diagonal
parking lane
(1) 0.5%

left –
sideswipe threat
(1) 0.5%

turning left
(19) 10.3%

left other
(4) 2.2%

subject over
left lane line
(63) 34.2%

decelerating
(3) 1.6%

left turn across
path
(4) 2.2%

stopped more
than 2 seconds
(12) 6.5%

turning right
(2) 1.1%

turning onto
opposite direction
(3) 1.6%
intended path
unknown
(3) 1.6%

3
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Conflict with oncoming traffic incident

AM

AVOIDANCE MANEUVER
(184) 100%

no reaction
(9) 4.9%

braked and
steered left
(13) 7.1%

unknown
(1) 0.5%

braked and
steered right
(57) 31%

accelerated
(1) 0.5%

braking
(no lockup)
(34) 18.5%

steered to left
(5) 2.7%

accelerated and
steered left
(5) 2.7%

accelerated and
steered right
(3) 1.6%

steered to right
(56) 30.4%

4
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Conflict with oncoming traffic incident

DF

DRIVER FACTORS
(184)

Willful Behavior

Driver Impairments

Driver Proficiency
Error

Inattention to
Forward Roadway
DT

aggressive
driving
(25) 13.6%

angry
(2) 1.1%

driving proficiency
error
(67) 36.4%

none
(159) 86.4%

drowsy sleepy
fatigued
(9) 4.9%

none
(117) 63.6%

none
(130) 70.7%
unknown
(43) 23.4%

5
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Conflict with oncoming traffic incident

DT
INATTENTION TO FORWARD
ROADWAY
(184) 100%

none
(137) 74.5%

Secondary Task
(45) 24.5%

Driving Related
Inattention
(2) 1.1%

ST
left window
(1) 0.5%
right window
(1) 0.5%

6
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Conflict with oncoming traffic incident

ST

SECONDARY TASK
(45) 24.5%

PassengerRelated Task
(7) 3.8%

Internal-Not
Vehicle Related
Task
(7) 3.8%

External
Distraction

Vehicle-Related
Task

(7) 3.8%

(4) 2.2%

passenger in
adjacent seat
(5) 2.7%

object in vehicle other
(2) 1.1%

other external
distraction
(5) 2.7%

adjusting radio
(1) 0.5%

talking/singing
(2) 1.1%

reaching object –
not cell phone
(3) 1.6%

looking at an
object
(1) 0.5%

adjusting devices
integral to vehicle
(1) 0.5%

pet in Vehicle
(1) 0.5%

looking at an
object
(1) 0.5%

adjusting climate
control
(1) 0.5%

reading
(1) 0.5%

Wireless Devices

Dining

(16) 8.7%

(2) 1.1%

talking/listening
(14) 7.6%

eating without
utensils
(1) 0.5%

combing or
fixing hair
(1) 0.5%

drinking from open
container
(1) 0.5%

other personal
hygiene
(1) 0.5%

dialing hand held cell
phone
(1) 0.5%

Personal Hygiene
(2) 1.1%

locating/reaching/
answering cell phone
(1) 0.5%

in vehicle controls
- other
(1) 0.5%

7
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Conflict with oncoming traffic incident

CP

WIRELESS DEVICES
(16) 8.7%

talking/listening
(14) 7.6%
dialing hand held cell
phone
(1) 0.5%
locating/reaching/
answering cell phone
(1) 0.5%

8
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Conflict with oncoming traffic incident

DE

DRIVING ENVIRONMENT
(184)

Surface Condition
(184) 100%

dry
(155) 84.2%

Lighting

Traffic Density

Weather

(184) 100%

(184) 100%

(184) 100%

daylight
(138) 75%

unstable flow temporary restrictions
slow driver
(4) 2.2%

clear
(148) 80.4%

snowy
(2) 1.1%

darkness lighted
(25) 13.6%

wet
(26) 14.1%

darkness not
lighted
(10) 5.4%

other
(1) 0.5%

dusk
(11) 6%

restricted flow
(98) 53.3%

stable flow
speed restricted
(25) 13.6%
unstable flow
- temporary stoppages
Vehicle unable to pass
(2) 1.1%

cloudy
(18) 9.8%

raining
(17) 9.2%
snowing
(1) 0.5%

free flow
(55) 29.9%

9
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Conflict with oncoming traffic incident

I

INFRASTRUCTURE
(184)

Trafficway Flow
(184) 100%

Traffic Control
Device
(184) 100%

Locality
(184) 100%

Road Alignment/
Road Profile

Relation to
Junction

(184) 100%

(184) 100%

driveway, alley,
access, etc.
(3) 1.6%

divided
(20) 10.9%

slow or warning
sign
(2) 1.1%

business/
industrial
(58) 31.5%

straight level
(140) 76.1%

not-divided
(152) 82.6%

stop sign
(3) 1.6%

interstate
(3) 1.6%

straight grade
(5) 2.7%

no lanes
(12) 6.5%

traffic lanes
marked
(4) 2.2%

construction zone
(1) 0.5%

dip straight
(1) 0.5%

intersection
related
(11) 6%

traffic signal
(29) 15.8%

open country
(35) 19%

curve level
(32) 17.4%

non-junction
(124) 67.4%

yield sign
(1) 0.5%

residential
(87) 47.3%

curve grade
(5) 2.7%

other
(1) 0.5%

none
(145) 78.8%

other
(1) 0.5%

intersection
(41) 22.3%

parking lot
(4) 2.2%

10
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Conflict with oncoming traffic incident

VF

IF

VEHICLE FACTORS
(184)

DRIVING ENVIRONMENT

INFRASTRUCTURE/

none
(184) 100%

FACTORS
(184)

Infrastructure
Factors

Visual
Obstructions

road geometry
(22) 12%

curve or hill
(2) 1.1%

(184) 100%

road delineation
(11) 6%
roadway sight
distance
(1) 0.5%
weather ,
visibility
(2) 1.1%
none
(148) 80.4%

(184) 100%

sunlight glare
(5) 2.7%
headlight glare
(4) 2.2%
rain/snow/fog/
smoke/sand dust
(2) 1.1%
moving vehicle
(5) 2.7%
none
(160) 87%
unknown
(6) 3.3%

11
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Conflict with oncoming traffic near crash

CONFLICT WITH ONCOMING
TRAFFIC
NEAR CRASH
(27)

Pre-event Maneuver

Precipitating Factor

PM

PF

Contributing Factors

Associated Vehicle/
Roadway States

Avoidance Maneuver

Post Avoidance
Maneuver
(27) 100%

DR

Driver Factors

DF

Driving
Environment

DE

control maintained
(26) 96.3%
unknown
(1) 3.7%

Infrastructure/
Driving
Environment
Factors

IF

Vehicle Factors

VF

Infrastructure

I

1
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Conflict with oncoming traffic near crash

PM

PRE-EVENT MANEUVER
(27) 100%

changing lanes
(2) 7.4%

starting in traffic
lane
(1) 3.7%

decelerating
in traffic lane
(4) 14.8%

turning left
(2) 7.4%

going straight
accelerating
(5) 18.5%

turning right
(2) 7.4%

going straight
constant speed
(10) 37%

negotiating a curve
(1) 3.7%

2
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Conflict with oncoming traffic near crash

PF

PRECIPITATING FACTOR
(27) 100%

subject over left lane
line
(9) 33.3%

other vehicle from
driveway turning into
opposite direction
(1) 3.7%

Lost Control
(2) 7.4%

poor road condition
(1) 3.7%

excessive speed
(1) 3.7%

other vehicle oncoming
– over left lane line
(8) 29.6%

Other Vehicle is lead
vehicle
(1) 3.7%

stopped on roadway
more than 2 seconds
(1) 3.7%

subject in intersection
– turning left
(2) 7.4%

Other Vehicle
entering intersection
(2) 7.4%

unknown
(1) 3.7%

other vehicle traveling
in opposite direction
(1) 3.7%

intended path
unknown
(1) 3.7%
turning into
opposite direction
(1) 3.7%

3
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Conflict with oncoming traffic near crash

AM

AVOIDANCE MANEUVER
(27) 100%

no reaction
(1) 3.7%

steered to right
(6) 22.2%

braked and
steered left
(4) 14.8%

braked and
steered right
(11) 40.7%

braking
(no lockup)
(5) 18.5%

4
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Conflict with oncoming traffic near crash

DF

DRIVER FACTORS
(27)

Willful Behavior

Driver
Impairments

Driver Proficiency
Error

Inattention to
Forward Roadway
DS

aggressive
driving
(3) 11.1%

drowsy, sleepy,
fatigued
(3) 11.1%

driving proficiency
error
(13) 48.1%

none
(24) 88.9%

none
(17) 63%

none
(14) 51.9%

unknown
(7) 25.9%

5
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Conflict with oncoming traffic near crash

DT
INATTENTION TO FORWARD
ROADWAY
(27) 100%

Secondary Task

none
(20) 74.1%

(7) 25.9%

Internal-Not
Vehicle Related
Task
(1) 3.7%

reading
(1) 3.7%

PassengerRelated Task

External
Distraction

Smoking

passenger in
adjacent seat
(2) 7.4%

looking at an
object
(1) 3.7%

smoking cigar/
cigarette
(1) 3.7%

(3) 11.1%

(1) 3.7%

(1) 3.7%

Wireless
Devices
(1) 3.7%

talking/listening
(1) 3.7%

talking/singing
(1) 3.7%

6
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Conflict with oncoming traffic near crash

DE

DRIVING ENVIRONMENT
(27)

(27) 100%

Traffic Density
(27) 100%

Weather

(27) 100%

dry
(17) 63%

daylight
(14) 51.9%

restricted flow
(8) 29.6%

clear
(18) 66.7%

wet
(9) 33.3%

darkness
lighted
(6) 22.2%

stable flow
speed restricted
(4) 14.8%

cloudy
(5) 18.5%

unknown
(1) 3.7%

darkness
not lighted
(4) 14.8%

free flow
(14) 51.9%

raining
(3) 11.1%

Surface Condition

Lighting

dusk
(3) 11.1%

unknown
(1) 3.7%

(27) 100%

unknown
(1) 3.7%

7
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Conflict with oncoming traffic near crash

I

INFRASTRUCTURE
(27)

Trafficway Flow
(27) 100%

Traffic Control
Device
(27) 100%

Locality
(27) 100%

Road Alignment/
Road Profile

Relation to
Junction

(27) 100%

(27) 100%

divided
(1) 3.7%

traffic signal
(4) 14.8%

business/
industrial
(9) 33.3%

curve level
(8) 29.6%

intersection
(6) 22.2%

no lanes
(1) 3.7%

traffic lanes
marked
(1) 3.7%

church
(1) 3.7%

straight hillcrest
(1) 3.7%

intersection
related
(3) 11.1%

yield sign
(1) 3.7%

residential
(5) 18.5%

straight level
(16) 59.3%

non-junction
(16) 59.3%

none
(20) 74.1%

open country
(11) 40.7%

straight grade
(1) 3.7%

parking lot
(1) 3.7%

unknown
(1) 3.7%

unknown
(1) 3.7%

unknown
(1) 3.7%

unknown
(1) 3.7%

not divided
(24) 88.9%
unknown
(1) 3.7%

8
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Conflict with oncoming traffic near crash

VF

IF

VEHICLE FACTORS

DRIVING ENVIRONMENT

(27)

none
(27) 100%

INFRASTRUCTURE/
FACTORS
(27)

Infrastructure
Factors
(27) 100%

Visual
Obstructions
(27) 100%

road geometry
(4) 14.8%

moving vehicle
(1) 3.7%

none
(22) 81.48%

rain/snow/fog/
smoke/sand dust
(1) 3.7%

unknown
(1) 3.7%

headlight glare
(1) 3.7%
parked vehicle
(1) 3.7%
none
(22) 81.5%
unknown
(1) 3.7%

9
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Conflict with other incident

CONFLICT WITH OTHER
INCIDENT
(13)

Pre-event Maneuver

Precipitating Factors

PM

PF

Contributing Factors

Associated Vehicle/
Roadway States

Driver Factors

Driving
Environment

DF

Infrastructure/
Driving
Environment
Factors

IF

Vehicle Factors

VF

Infrastructure

Avoidance Maneuver
(13) 100%

DE

I

accelerated
(1) 7.7%
braked and
steered right
(1) 7.7%
braking
(no lockup)
(10) 76.9%
no reaction
(1) 7.7%

1
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Conflict with other incident

PM

PRE-EVENT MANEUVER
(13) 100%

negotiating a curve
(1) 7.7%

stopped in traffic lane
(2) 15.4%

turning left
(1) 7.7%

turning right
(1) 7.7%

decelerating
in traffic lane
(2) 15.4%

going straight –
accelerating
(4) 30.8%

going Straight –
constant speed
(2) 15.4%

2
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Conflict with other incident

PF

PRECIPITATING FACTOR
(13) 100%

other vehicle
backing
(6) 46.2%

other vehicle ahead
but decelerating
(1) 7.7%

Other vehicle entering
intersection
(1) 7.7%

Other vehicle from
driveway/another lane
(2) 15.4%

Subject vehicle in
intersection
(3) 23.1%

turning into
same direction
(1) 7.7%

from driveway –
straight across path
(1) 7.7%

turning left
(3) 23.1%

from parallel/
diagonal parking lane
(1) 7.7%

3
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Conflict with other incident

DF

DRIVER FACTORS
(13)

Willful Behavior

Driver Impairments

Driver Proficiency
Error

aggressive driving
(1) 7.7%

none
(10) 76.9%

driving proficiency
error
(6) 46.2%

unknown
(3) 23.1%

none
(7) 53.9%

none
(12) 92.3%

Inattention to
Forward Roadway
DS

4
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Conflict with other incident

DT
INATTENTION TO FORWARD
ROADWAY
(13) 100%

Secondary Task

none
(10) 76.9%

(3) 23.1%

Internal-Not Vehicle
Related Task

External
Distraction

(1) 7.7%

(1) 7.7%

moving object in
vehicle
(1) 7.7%

looking at
pedestrian
(1) 7.7%

Wireless Devices
(1) 7.7%

talking/listening
(1) 7.7%

5
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Conflict with other incident

DE

DRIVING ENVIRONMENT
(13)

Surface Condition

Lighting

Traffic Density

Weather

(13) 100%

(13) 100%

(13) 100%

(13) 100%

restricted flow
(4) 30.8%

clear
(11) 84.6%

darkness lighted
(1) 7.7%

stable flow
speed restricted
(1) 7.7%

cloudy
(2) 15.4%

dusk
(1) 7.7%

free flow
(7) 53.9%

dry
(13) 100%

daylight
(11) 84.6%

unstable flow
- temporary stoppages
vehicle unable to pass
(1) 7.7%

6
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Conflict with other incident

I

INFRASTRUCTURE
(13)

Trafficway Flow
(13) 100%

Traffic Control
Device
(13) 100%

Locality
(13) 100%

Road Alignment/
Road Profile

Relation to
Junction

(13) 100%

(13) 100%

not divided
(10) 76.9%

stop sign
(2) 15.4%

business/
industrial
(9) 69.2%

straight level
(11) 84.6%

driveway, alley,
access
(2) 15.4%

no lanes
(3) 23.1%

none
(11) 84.6%

open country
(1) 7.7%

curve level
(2) 15.4%

interchange area
(1) 7.7%

residential
(3) 23.1%

intersection
(4) 30.8%

non-junction
(2) 15.4%

parking lot
(4) 30.8%

7
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Conflict with other incident

VF

IF

VEHICLE FACTORS

DRIVING ENVIRONMENT

(13)

none
(13) 100%

INFRASTRUCTURE/
FACTORS
(13)

Infrastructure
Factors
(13) 100%

Visual
Obstructions
(13) 100%

road geometry
(1) 7.7%

curve or hill
(1) 7.7%

none
(12) 92.3%

parked vehicle
(1) 7.7%

none
(11) 84.6%

8
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Conflict with other near crash

CONFLICT WITH OTHER
NEAR CRASH
(2)

Pre-event Maneuver

Precipitating Factor

decelerating in
traffic lane
(1) 50%

lost control excessive speed
(1) 50%

going straight
constant speed
(1) 50%

other vehicle
backing
(1) 50%

(2) 100%

(2) 100%

Contributing Factors

Driver Factors

DF

Associated Vehicle/
Roadway States

Driving
Environment

DE

Driver Reaction

Control Maintained

braking
(no lockup)
(1) 50%

control
maintained
(2) 100%

(2) 100%

(2) 100%

other actions
(1) 50%

Infrastructure/
Driving
Environment
Factors

IF

Vehicle Factors

VF

Infrastructure

I

1
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Conflict with other near crash

DF

DRIVER FACTORS
(2)

Willful Behavior

Driver Impairments

Driver Proficiency
Error

aggressive
driving
(1) 50%

none
(2) 100%

driver proficiency
error
(1) 50%

none
(1) 50%

none
(1) 50%

2
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Conflict with other near crash

DE

DRIVING ENVIRONMENT
(2)

Surface Condition

Lighting

Traffic Density

(2) 100%

(2) 100%

(2) 100%

dry
(2) 100%

daylight
(1) 50%

restricted flow
(1) 50%

dusk
(1) 50%

free flow
(1) 50%

Weather
(2) 100%

clear
(2) 100%

3
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Conflict with other near crash

I

INFRASTRUCTURE
(2)

Trafficway Flow
(2) 100%

divided
(1) 50%
not divided
(1) 50%

Traffic Control
Device
(2) 100%

none
(2) 100%

Locality
(2) 100%

Road Alignment/
Road Profile

Relation to
Junction

(2) 100%

(2) 100%

business/industrial
(1) 50%

straight level
(1) 50%

open country
(1) 50%

curve level
(1) 50%

intersection
(1) 50%

non junction
(1) 50%

4
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Conflict with other near crash

VF

IF

VEHICLE FACTORS

DRIVING ENVIRONMENT

(2)

none
(2) 100%

INFRASTRUCTURE/
FACTORS
(2)

Infrastructure
Factors

Visual
Obstructions

(2) 100%

(2) 100%

none
(2) 100%

parked vehicle
(1) 50%

none
(1) 50%
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Conflict with parked vehicle in crash

CONFLICT WITH PARKED
VEHICLE
CRASH
(4)
backing fixed object
(2) 50%

backing into traffic
(1) 25%

INCIDENT TYPE:

sideswipe same
direction
(1) 25%

CRASH

(4)

Pre-event Maneuver
(4) 100%

leaving a parked
position
(1) 25%
starting in traffic
lane
(1) 25%
stopped in traffic
lane
(2) 50%

Precipitating Factor
(4) 100%

Contributing Factors

end departure
(1) 25%

Driver Factors

other vehicle from
driveway-intended
path unknown
(1) 25%

Infrastructure/
Driving
Environment
Factors

IF

Vehicle Factors

VF

subject lane change
– right sideswipe
threat
(1) 25%

DF

Associated Vehicle/
Roadway States

Avoidance Maneuver

Driving
Environment

no reaction
(1) 25%

Infrastructure

(4) 100%

DE

I

Post Avoidance
Maneuver
(4) 100%

control maintained
(4) 100%

other actions
(1) 25%
braking
(no lockup)
(2) 50%

subject over left
edge of road
(1) 25%

1
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Conflict with parked vehicle in crash

DF

DRIVER FACTORS
(4)

Willful Behavior

Driver Impairments

Driver Proficiency
Error

Inattention to
Forward Roadway
DT

aggressive driving
(1) 25%

none
(2) 50%

driving proficiency
error
(1) 25%

none
(3) 75%

unknown
(2) 50%

none
(3) 75%

2
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Conflict with parked vehicle in crash

DT
INATTENTION TO FORWARD
ROADWAY
(4) 100%

Secondary Task

none
(2) 50%

(2) 50%

Internal-Not
Vehicle Related
Task
(1) 25%

writing - other
(1) 25%

PassengerRelated Task
(1) 25%

passenger in
adjacent seat
(1) 25%

3
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Conflict with parked vehicle in crash

DE

DRIVING ENVIRONMENT
(4)

Surface
Condition
(4) 100%

dry
(4) 100%

Lighting
(4) 100%

Traffic Density
(4) 100%

daylight
(2) 50%

free flow
(3) 75%

darkness lighted
(1) 25%

unstable flowtemporary restrictions
slow driver
(1) 25%

dusk
(1) 25%

Weather
(4) 100%

clear
(4) 100%
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Conflict with parked vehicle in crash

I

INFRASTRUCTURE
(4)

(4) 100%

Traffic Control
Device

Locality

no lanes
(1) 25%

traffic signal
(1) 25%

business/
industrial
(1) 25%

not-divided
(3) 75%

none
(3) 75%

Trafficway Flow

(4) 100%

(4) 100%

residential
(2) 50%

other
(1) 25%

Road Alignment/
Road Profile

Relation to
Junction

(4) 100%

(4) 100%

straight level
(4) 100%

driveway, alley,
access
(1) 25%
parking lot
(1) 25%
intersection
related
(1) 25%
non-junction
(1) 25%
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Conflict with parked vehicle in crash

VF

IF

VEHICLE FACTORS
(4)

DRIVING ENVIRONMENT

INFRASTRUCTURE/

none
(4) 100%

FACTORS
(4)

Infrastructure
Factors
(4) 100%

Visual
Obstructions
(4) 100%

roadway
delineation
(1) 25%

parked vehicle
(1) 25%

none
(3) 75%

no obstruction
(3) 75%
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Conflict with parked vehicle incident

CONFLICT WITH PARKED
VEHICLE
INCIDENT
(83)

Pre-event Maneuver

Precipitating Factor

PM

PF

Contributing Factors

Associated Vehicle/
Roadway States

Avoidance Maneuver

AM
Driver Factors

DF

Driving
Environment

DE

Infrastructure/
Driving
Environment
Factors

IF

Infrastructure

I

Vehicle Factors

VF

1
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Conflict with parked vehicle incident

PM

PRE-EVENT MANEUVER
(83) 100%

changing lanes
(3) 3.6%

decelerating
in traffic lane
(10) 12.1%

going straight
accelerating
(19) 22.9%

negotiating a curve
(5) 6%

passing or overtaking
another vehicle
(1) 1.2%

turning left
(4) 4.8%

going straight
constant speed
(37) 44.6%

turning right
(4) 4.8%

2
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Conflict with parked vehicle incident

PF

PRECIPITATING FACTOR
(83) 100%

Lost Control
(4) 4.8%

Other Vehicle
(23) 27.7%

poor road
conditions
(1) 1.2%

backing
(4) 4.8%

other cause
(3) 3.6%

traveling in
opposite direction
(2) 2.4%
from parallel diagonal
parking lane
(14) 16.9%

Other Vehicle is Lead
Vehicle
(38) 45.8%

stopped on roadway
more than 2 seconds
(38) 45.8%

Other Vehicle Entering
Intersection
(1) 1.2%

Other Vehicle is
Changing Lanes
(1) 1.2%

Subject Vehicle in
Intersection
(4) 4.8%

Subject Vehicle Off
the Roadway
(12) 14.4%

intended path
unknown
(1) 1.2%

right sideswipe
threat
(1) 1.2%

turning left
(3) 3.6%

subject over
left lane line
(6) 7.2%

turning right
(1) 1.2%

subject over
left edge of road
(1) 1.2%
subject over
right lane line
(5) 6%

oncoming over
left line
(2) 2.4%
from driveway
Intended path unknown
(1) 1.2%

3
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Conflict with parked vehicle incident

AM

AVOIDANCE MANEUVER
(83) 100%

no reaction
(2) 2.4%

braked and
steered left
(19) 22.9%

accelerated and
steered left
(3) 3.6%

other actions
(2) 2.4%

braked and
steered right
(5) 6%

braking
(no lockup)
(15) 18.1%

steered to left
(30) 36.1%

accelerated and
steered right
(1) 1.2%

steered to right
(6) 7.2%

4
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Conflict with parked vehicle incident

DF

DRIVER FACTORS
(83)

Willful Behavior

Driver Impairments

aggressive driving
(13) 15.7%

drowsy, sleepy,
fatigued
(4) 4.8%

none
(70) 84.3%

none
(58) 69.9%

Driver Proficiency
Error

Inattention to
forward roadway
DT

driving proficiency
error
(32) 38.6%
none
(51) 61.5%

unknown
(21) 25.3%

5
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Conflict with parked vehicle incident

DT
INATTENTION TO FORWARD
ROADWAY
(83) 100%

none
(62) 74.7%

Secondary Task
(18) 21.7%

Driving Related
Inattention
(3) 3.6%

ST
left window
(1) 1.2%
right window
(2) 2.4%

6
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Conflict with parked vehicle incident

ST

SECONDARY TASK
(18) 21.7%

Daydreaming
(1) 1.2%

lost in thought
(1) 1.2%

PassengerRelated Task
(3) 3.6%

passenger in
adjacent seat
(3) 3.6%

Internal-Not
Vehicle Related
Task
(2) 2.4%
reaching object –
not cell phone
(2) 2.4%

External
Distraction
(2) 2.4%

Wireless Devices
(9) 10.8%

other external
distraction
(1) 1.2%

dialing hand
held cell phone
(2) 2.4%

looking at
pedestrian
(1) 1.2%

talking/listening
(7) 8.4%

Personal Hygiene
(1) 1.2%

other personal
hygiene
(1) 1.2%

7
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Conflict with parked vehicle incident

CP

WIRELESS DEVICES
(9) 10.8%

dialing hand held cell
phone
(2) 2.4%
talking/listening
(7) 8.4%

8
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Conflict with parked vehicle incident

DE

DRIVING ENVIRONMENT
(83)

Surface Condition

Lighting

Traffic Density

Weather

(83) 100%

(83) 100%

(83) 100%

(83) 100%

dry
(75) 90.4%
snowy
(1) 1.2%
wet
(7) 8.4%

daylight
(59) 71.1%
darkness lighted
(16) 19.3%
darkness not
lighted
(3) 3.6%
dawn
(2) 2.4%
dusk
(3) 3.6%

unstable flow temporary restrictions
slow driver
(1) 1.2%

clear
(73) 88%

restricted flow
(42) 50.6%

cloudy
(8) 9.6%

stable flow
speed restricted
(4) 4.8%

raining
(2) 2.4%

free flow
(36) 43.4%

9
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Conflict with parked vehicle incident

I

INFRASTRUCTURE
(83)

Trafficway Flow
(83) 100%

divided
(8) 9.6%

not divided
(66) 79.5%

one-way traffic
(4) 4.8%

no lanes
(5) 6%

Traffic Control
Device
(83) 100%

stop sign
(1) 1.2%

traffic signal
(1) 1.2%

Road Alignment/
Road Profile

Relation to
Junction

(83) 100%

(83) 100%

business/
industrial
(28) 33.7%

straight level
(71) 85.5%

driveway alley
access
(2) 2.4%

interstate
(1) 1.2%

curve Level
(12) 14.5%

Locality
(83) 100%

construction zone
(2) 2.4%
none
(81) 97.6%

open country
(4) 4.8%

residential
(47) 56.6%

other
(1) 1.2%

entrance/exit ramp
(1) 1.2%
intersection
(3) 3.6%
intersection
related
(2) 2.4%
non-junction
(69) 83.1%
parking lot
(6) 7.2%

10
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Conflict with parked vehicle incident

IF

VF

INFRASTRUCTURE/
VEHICLE FACTORS
(83)

none
(82) 98.8%

DRIVING ENVIRONMENT
FACTORS
(83)

Infrastructure
Factors

Visual
Obstructions

road geometry
(5) 6%

rain/snow/fog/
smoke/sand, dust
(2) 2.4%

road delineation
(7) 8.4%

sunlight glare
(2) 2.4%

roadway sight
distance
(1) 1.2%

inadequate
roadway lighting
(1) 1.2%

none
(70) 84.3%

trees, crops,
vegetation
(1) 1.2%

(83) 100%

unknown
(1) 1.2%

(83) 100%

none
(77) 92.8%

11
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Conflict with parked vehicle in near crash

CONFLICT WITH PARKED
VEHICLE
NEAR CRASH
(5)

Pre-event Maneuver
(5) 100%

decelerating in
traffic lane
(2) 40%
going straight
accelerating
(2) 40%
turning right
(1) 20%

Precipitating Factor
(5) 100%

other vehicle backing
(2) 40%
other vehicle ahead
stopped on roadway
more than 2 seconds
(1) 20%
other vehicle from
parallel diagonal
parking lane
(1) 20%

Contributing Factors

Associated Vehicle/
Roadway States

Driver Factors

Driving
Environment

DF

Infrastructure/
Driving
Environment
Factors

IF

Vehicle Factors

VF

Infrastructure

Avoidance Maneuver
(5) 100%

DE

I

braked and
steered left
(2) 40%

Post Avoidance
Maneuver
(5) 100%

control maintained
(5) 100%

braking
(no lockup)
(2) 40%
steered to left
(1) 20%

pedestrians
approaching roadway
(1) 20%

1
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Conflict with parked vehicle in near crash

DF
DRIVER FACTORS
(5)

Willful Behavior

Driver Impairments

Driver Proficiency
Error

Inattention to
Forward Roadway
DT

none
(5) 100%

none
(2) 40%

none
(5) 100%

unknown
(3) 60%

2
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Conflict with parked vehicle in near crash

DT
INATTENTION TO FORWARD
ROADWAY
(5) 100%

none
(2) 40%

Secondary Task
(1) 20%

External
Distraction

Driving Related
Inattention
(2) 40%

left mirror
(1) 20%

(1) 20%
right window
(1) 20%
looking at
pedestrian
(1) 20%

3
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Conflict with parked vehicle in near crash

DE

DRIVING ENVIRONMENT
(5)

Surface Condition

Lighting

dry
(5) 100%

daylight
(4) 80%

restricted flow
(2) 40%

darkness
lighted
(1) 20%

free flow
(3) 60%

(5) 100%

(5) 100%

Traffic Density
(5) 100%

Weather
(5) 100%

clear
(5) 100%

4
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Conflict with parked vehicle in near crash

I

INFRASTRUCTURE
(5)

(5) 100%

Traffic Control
Device

not divided
(4) 80%

none
(5) 100%

Trafficway Flow

no lanes
(1) 20%

(5) 100%

Road Alignment/
Road Profile

Relation to Junction

business/industrial
(4) 80%

straight grade
(1) 20%

parking lot
(2) 40%

residential
(1) 20%

straight level
(4) 80%

non-junction
(3) 60%

Locality
(5) 100%

(5) 100%

(5) 100%

5
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Conflict with parked vehicle in near crash

IF

VF
VEHICLE FACTORS
(5)

none
(5) 100%

INFRASTRUCTURE/DRIVING
ENVIRONMENT FACTORS
(5)

Infrastructure
Factors

Visual
Obstructions

none
(5) 100%

none
(5) 100%

(5) 100%

(5) 100%

6
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Conflict with pedalcyclist incident

CONFLICT WITH PEDALCYCLIST
INCIDENT
(16)

Pre-event Maneuver

Precipitating Factor

decelerating in
traffic lane
(6) 37.5%

other vehicle is lead
vehicle – but at slower
constant speed
(1) 6.3%

(16) 100%

going straight
accelerating
(3) 18.8%
going straight
constant speed
(5) 31.3%
turning left
(1) 6.3%
turning right
(1) 6.3%

(16) 100%

pedalcyclist or nonmotorist approaching
roadway
(3) 18.8%
pedalcyclist or nonmotorist in roadway
(9) 56.3%

Contributing Factors

Driver Factors

DF

Associated Vehicle/
Roadway States

Driving
Environment

Avoidance Maneuver
(16) 100%

DE

braked and
steered left
(4) 25%
braked and
steered right
(3) 18.8%

Infrastructure/
Driving
Environment
Factors

IF

Vehicle Factors

VF

Infrastructure

I

braking
(no lockup)
(7) 43.8%
steered to left
(2) 12.5%

pedestrian in roadway
(3) 18.8%

1
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Conflict with pedalcyclist incident

DF

DRIVER FACTORS
(16)

Willful Behavior

Driver Impairments

Driver Proficiency
Error

Inattention to
Forward Roadway
DT

none
(16) 100%

none
(15) 93.8%

driving Proficiency
Error
(5) 31.3%

unknown
(1) 6.3%

none
(11) 68.8%

2
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Conflict with pedalcyclist incident

DT
INATTENTION TO FORWARD
ROADWAY
(16) 100%

none
(15) 93.8%

Secondary Task
(1) 6.3%

Wireless Devices
(1) 6.3%

Talking/Listening
(1) 6.3%

3
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Conflict with pedalcyclist incident

DE

DRIVING ENVIRONMENT
(16)

Surface
Condition
(16) 100%

Lighting

Traffic Density

Weather

(16) 100%

(16) 100%

(16) 100%

dry
(15) 93.8%

daylight
(13) 81.3%

restricted flow
(9) 56.3%

clear
(15) 93.8%

wet
(1) 6.3%

darkness lighted
(2) 12.5%

stable flow
speed restricted
(1) 6.3%

raining
(1) 6.3%

dusk
(1) 6.3%

free flow
(6) 37.5%

4
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Conflict with pedalcyclist incident

I

INFRASTRUCTURE
(16)

Trafficway Flow
(16) 100%

Traffic Control
Device
(16) 100%

Locality
(16) 100%

Road Alignment/
Road Profile
(16) 100%

divided
(5) 31.3%

traffic signal
(4) 25%

business/
industrial
(10) 62.5%

straight level
(13) 81.3%

not divided
(9) 56.3%

traffic lanes marked
(1) 6.3%

open country
(2) 12.5%

curve Level
(3) 18.8%

one-way traffic
(2) 12.5%

other
(1) 6.3%

residential
(4) 25%

Relation to
Junction
(16) 100%

intersection
(5) 31.3%
intersection
related
(1) 6.3%
non-junction
(10) 62.5%

none
(10) 62.5%

5
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Conflict with pedalcyclist incident

IF

VF
VEHICLE FACTORS
(16)

none
(16) 100%

INFRASTRUCTURE/DRIVING
ENVIRONMENT FACTORS
(16)

Infrastructure
Factors

Visual
Obstructions

(16) 100%

(16) 100%

none
(15) 93.8%

curve or hill
(1) 6.3%

roadway sight
distance
(1) 6.3%

parked vehicle
(1) 6.3%

sunlight glare
(1) 6.3%

none
(13) 81.3%

6
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Conflict with pedestrian incident

CONFLICT WITH PEDESTRIAN
INCIDENT
(108)

Pre-event Maneuver

Precipitating Factor

PM

PF

Contributing Factors

Associated Vehicle/
Roadway States

Avoidance Maneuver

AM
Driver Factors

DF

Driving
Environment

DE

Infrastructure/
Driving
Environment
Factors

IF

Infrastructure

I

Vehicle Factors

VF

1
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Conflict with pedestrian incident

PM

PRE-EVENT MANEUVER
(108) 100%

backing up –
not parking
(1) 0.9%

starting in traffic lane
(2) 1.9%

stopped in traffic lane
(3) 2.8%

negotiating a curve
(4) 3.7%

decelerating
in traffic lane
(31) 28.7%

turning left
(5) 4.6%

going straight –
accelerating
(17) 15.7%

turning right
(2) 1.9%

going Straight –
constant speed
(42) 38.9%

going straight –
with unintentional drift
(1) 0.9%

2
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Conflict with pedestrian incident

PF

PRECIPITATING FACTOR
(108) 100%

other vehicle is lead
vehicle – but
decelerating
(1) 0.9%

pedestrian
approaching roadway
(16) 14.8%

pedestrian
in roadway
(89) 82.4%

pedestrian
in unknown location
(1) 0.9%

subject vehicle
over left edge of road
(1) 0.9%

3
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Conflict with pedestrian incident

AM

AVOIDANCE MANEUVER
(108) 100%

no reaction
(2) 1.9%

braked and
steered left
(9) 8.3%

accelerated and
steered left
(1) 0.9%

other actions
(1) 0.9%

braked and
steered right
(7) 6.5%

braking
(no lockup)
(67) 62%

steered to left
(19) 17.6%

steered to right
(2) 1.9%

4
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Conflict with pedestrian incident

DF

DRIVER FACTORS
(108)

Driver
Impairments

Driver Proficiency
Error

aggressive
driving
(7) 6.5%

angry
(2) 1.9%

driving proficiency
error
(43) 39.8%

none
(101) 93.5%

drowsy, sleepy,
fatigued
(8) 7.4%

none
(65) 60.2%

Willful Behavior

Inattention to
Forward Roadway
DT

other emotional
state
(2) 1.9%
none
(76) 70.4%

unknown
(20) 18.5%

5
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Conflict with pedestrian incident

DT
INATTENTION TO FORWARD
ROADWAY
(108) 100%

none
(88) 81.5%

Secondary Task
(18) 16.7%

Driving Related
Inattention
(2) 1.9%

ST
left window
(2) 1.9%

6
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Conflict with pedestrian incident

ST

SECONDARY TASK
(18) 16.7%

(9) 8.3%

Internal-Not
Vehicle Related
Task

passenger in
adjacent seat
(6) 5.6%

reaching object –
not cell phone
(1) 0.9%

passenger in
rear seat
(1) 0.9%

writing other
(1) 0.9%

PassengerRelated Task

(2) 1.9%

Vehicle-Related
Task
(1) 0.9%

adjusting radio
(1) 0.9%

Wireless Devices

Dining

(5) 4.6%

(1) 0.9%

talking/listening
(3) 2.8%

eating without
utensils
(1) 0.9%

dialing hand held
cell phone
(2) 1.9%

talking/singing
(2) 1.9%

7
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Conflict with pedestrian incident

CP

WIRELESS DEVICES
(5) 4.6%

talking/listening
(3) 2.8%
dialing hand held cell
phone
(2) 1.9%

8
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Conflict with pedestrian incident

DE

DRIVING ENVIRONMENT
(108)

Surface Condition
(108) 100%

dry
(95) 88%
wet
(12) 11.1%
snowy
(1) 0.9%

Lighting

Traffic Density

Weather

(108) 100%

(108) 100%

(108) 100%

daylight
(69) 63.9%

unstable flow temporary restrictions
slow driver
(4) 3.7%

clear
(97) 89.8%

darkness lighted
(33) 30.6%

restricted Flow
(35) 32.4%

cloudy
(4) 3.7%

stable flow
speed restricted
(17) 15.7%

raining
(6) 5.6%

darkness not
lighted
(4) 3.7%
dawn
(1) 0.9%

dusk
(1) 0.9%

free flow
(51) 47.2%

fog
(1) 0.9%

unstable flow
- temporary stoppages
vehicle unable to pass
(1) 0.9%

9
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Conflict with pedestrian incident

I

INFRASTRUCTURE
(108)

Trafficway Flow
(108) 100%

divided
(14) 13%
not-divided
(83) 76.9%

one-way traffic
(7) 6.5%

no lanes
(4) 3.7%

Traffic Control
Device
(108) 100%

officer/watchman
(1) 0.9%
stop sign
(7) 6.5%
traffic lanes marked
(4) 3.7%
traffic signal
(15) 13.9%
yield sign
(1) 0.9%

Road Alignment/
Road Profile

Relation to
Junction

(108) 100%

(108) 100%

business/
industrial
(60) 55.6%

straight level
(95) 88%

entrance/exit ramp
(1) 0.9%

interstate
(2) 1.9%

straight grade
(3) 2.8%

intersection
(28) 25.9%

curve level
(10) 9.3%

intersection
related
(8) 7.4%

Locality
(108) 100%

construction zone
(4) 3.7%
open country
(12) 11.1%

residential
(29) 26.9%

other
(6) 5.6%
none
(74) 68.5%

school
(1) 0.9%

non-junction
(63) 58.3%

parking lot
(7) 6.5%

other
(1) 0.9%
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Conflict with pedestrian incident

IF

VF
VEHICLE FACTORS
(108)

none
(108) 100%

INFRASTRUCTURE/DRIVING
ENVIRONMENT FACTORS
(108)

Infrastructure
Factors

Visual
Obstructions

road geometry
(4) 3.7%

moving vehicle
(5) 4.6%

road delineation
(3) 2.8%

sunlight glare
(2) 1.9%

roadway sight
distance
(1) 0.9%

headlight glare
(3) 2.8%

(108) 100%

weather, visibility
(1) 0.9%

none
(99) 91.7%

(108) 100%

inadequate
roadway lighting
(1) 0.9%
parked vehicle
(1) 0.9%
rain snow fog
smoke san dust
(2) 1.9%
none
(92) 85.2%

unknown
(2) 1.9%

11
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Conflict with pedestrian near crash

CONFLICT WITH PEDESTRIAN
NEAR CRASH
(6)

Pre-event Maneuver

Precipitating Factor

(6) 100%

(6) 100%

starting
in traffic lane
(1) 16.7%

pedestrian
approaching roadway
(1) 16.7%

stopped in
traffic lane
(1) 16.7%

pedestrian
in roadway
(5) 83.33%

going straight
accelerating
(2) 33.3%
going straight
constant speed
(2) 33.3%

Contributing Factors

Driver Factors

DF

Infrastructure/
Driving
Environment
Factors

IF

Vehicle Factors

VF

Associated Vehicle/
Roadway States

Driving
Environment

Infrastructure

Avoidance Maneuver
(6) 100%

DE

I

braked and
steered left
(1) 16.7%

Post Avoidance
Maneuver
(6) 100%

control
maintained
(6) 100%

braking
(lockup unknown)
(1) 16.7%
braking
(no lockup)
(3) 50%
steered to left
(1) 16.7%

1
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Conflict with pedestrian near crash

DF

DRIVER FACTORS
(6)

Willful Behavior

Driver
Impairments

Driver Proficiency
Error

Inattention to
Forward Roadway
DT

aggressive driving
(2) 33.3%

angry
(1) 16.7%

none
(4) 66.7%

none
(2) 33.3%

driver proficiency
error
(1) 16.7%

none
(5) 83.3%

unknown
(3) 50%

2
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Conflict with pedestrian near crash

DT
INATTENTION TO FORWARD
ROADWAY
(6) 100%

Driving Related
Inattention

Secondary Task

none
(2) 33.3%

(2) 33.3%

(2) 33.3%

Passenger-Related
Task

Wireless Devices

passenger in
adjacent seat
(1) 16.7%

cell phone - other
(1) 16.7%

(1) 16.7%

left window
(2) 33.3%

(1) 16.7%

3
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Conflict with pedestrian near crash

DE

DRIVING ENVIRONMENT
(6)

Surface Condition

Lighting

(6) 100%

(6) 100%

Traffic Density

Weather

dry
(5) 83.3%

daylight
(4) 66.7%

restricted flow
(1) 16.7%

clear
(5) 83.3%

wet
(1) 16.7%

darkness
lighted
(2) 33.3%

free flow
(4) 66.67%

(6) 100%

(6) 100%

cloudy
(1) 16.7%

unstable flow temporary restrictions
slow driver
(1) 16.7%

4
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Conflict with pedestrian near crash

I

INFRASTRUCTURE
(6)

Trafficway Flow
(6) 100%

Traffic Control
Device
(6) 100%

Locality
(6) 100%

divided
(1) 16.7%

traffic signal
(2) 33.3%

business/industrial
(4) 66.7%

not divided
(4) 66.67%

traffic lanes marked
(1) 16.7%

residential
(2) 33.3%

one-way traffic
(1) 16.7%

none
(3) 50%

Road Alignment/
Road Profile
(6) 100%

straight level
(6) 100%

Relation to
Junction
(6) 100%

intersection
(3) 50%

non-junction
(3) 50%

5
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Conflict with pedestrian near crash

VF

IF

VEHICLE FACTORS
(6)

DRIVING ENVIRONMENT

INFRASTRUCTURE/
FACTORS
(6)

none
(6) 100%

Infrastructure
Factors

Visual
Obstructions

none
(6) 100%

moving vehicle
(1) 16.7%

(6)

(6) 100%

parked vehicle
(1) 16.7%

reflected glare
(1) 16.7%

none
(3) 50%
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Single vehicle conflict in crash

SINGLE-VEHICLE CONFLICT
CRASH
(24)

other
(2) 8.3%
INCIDENT TYPE:

road departure
(left or right)
(22) 91.7%

CRASH
(24)

Pre-event Maneuver

Precipitating Factor
(24) 100%

Contributing Factors

Associated Vehicle/
Roadway States

Avoidance Maneuver

PM

Post Avoidance
Maneuver
(24) 100%

AM
lost control
- excessive speed
(2) 8.3%
lost control - poor
road conditions
(4) 16.7%
subject over
left edge of road
(4) 16.7%
subject over right
edge of road
(14) 58.3%

Driver Factors

DF

Infrastructure/
Driving
Environment
Factors

IF

Vehicle Factors

VF

Driving
Environment

Infrastructure

DE

I

skidded laterally
and rotated in
unknown direction
(1) 4.2%
control maintained
(17) 70.8%
rotated counterclockwise
(1) 4.2%
skidded laterally
(5) 20.8%

1
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Single vehicle conflict in crash

PM

PRE-EVENT MANEUVER
(24) 100%

changing lanes
(1) 4.2%

decelerating
in traffic lane
(1) 4.2%

maneuvering to
avoid a vehicle
(1) 4.2%

entering a parked
position
(1) 4.2%

making u-turn
(1) 4.2%

going straight
accelerating
(4) 16.7%

going straight
constant speed
(6) 25%

turning left
(4) 16.7%

unknown
(1) 4.2%

turning right
(4) 16.7%

2
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Single vehicle conflict in crash

AM

AVOIDANCE MANEUVER
(24) 100%

steered to left
(10) 41.7%

steered to right
(2) 8.3%

no reaction
(2) 8.3%

braked
and steered left
(3) 12.5%

braked
and steered right
(3) 12.5%

braking
(2)

braking
(lockup unknown)
(1) 4.2%

unknown
(2) 8.3%

braking
(no lockup)
(1) 4.2%

3
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Single vehicle conflict in crash

DF

DRIVER FACTORS
(24)

Willful Behavior

Driver Impairments

Driver Proficiency Error

Inattention to Forward
Roadway
DT

aggressive driving
(5) 20.8%

drowsy, sleepy,
fatigued
(5) 20.8%

driving
proficiency error
(8) 33.3%

none
(19) 79.2%

none
(5) 20.8%

none
(16) 66.7%

unknown
(14) 58.3%

4
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Single vehicle conflict in crash

DT
INATTENTION TO FORWARD
ROADWAY
(24) 100%

none
(13) 54.1%

Secondary Task
(11) 45.9%

ST

5
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Single vehicle conflict in crash

ST

SECONDARY TASK
(11) 45.9%

Passenger-Related
Task

Internal-Not Vehicle
Related Task

(4) 16.7%

(3) 12.5%

passenger in
adjacent seat
(2) 8.3%

object in vehicle other
(2) 8.3%

passenger in
rear seat
(1) 4.2%

moving object in
vehicle
(1) 4.2%

Wireless Devices

Dining

(3) 12.5%

(1) 4.2%

talking/listening
(3) 12.5%

drinking from open
container
(1) 4.2%

talking/singing
(1) 4.2%

6
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Single vehicle conflict in crash

DE

DRIVING ENVIRONMENT
(24)

Surface Condition

Lighting

Traffic Density

Weather

(24) 100%

(24) 100%

(24) 100%

(24) 100%

dry
(17) 70.8%

darkness
lighted
(6) 25%

free flow
(20) 83.3%

clear
(21) 87.5%

snowy
(2) 8.3%

darkness
not lighted
(2) 8.3%

restricted flow
(3) 12.5%

cloudy
(1) 4.2%

wet
(4) 16.7%

daylight
(16) 66.7%

stable flow
speed restricted
(1) 4.2%

raining
(2) 8.3%

icy
(1) 4.2%

7
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Single vehicle conflict in crash

I

INFRASTRUCTURE
(24)

Road Alignment/
Road Profile

Relation to
Junction

(24) 100%

(24) 100%

business/industrial
(9) 37.5%

curve grade
(1) 4.2%

entrance/exit ramp
(1) 4.2%

other
(3) 12.5%

curve Level
(6) 25%

intersection
(9) 37.5%

straight grade
(1) 4.2%

intersection
related
(2) 8.3%

straight level
(16) 66.7%

non-junction
(10) 41.7%

Trafficway Flow

Traffic Control Device

Locality

(24) 100%

(24) 100%

(24) 100%

divided
(8) 33.3%

stop sign
(1) 4.2%

not-divided
(16) 66.7%

traffic lanes marked
(1) 4.2%

traffic signal
(5) 20.8%

officer/watchman
(1) 4.2%

open country
(6) 25%

residential
(6) 25%

parking lot
(2) 8.3%

none
(16) 66.7%

8
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Single vehicle conflict in crash

VF

IF

VEHICLE FACTORS
(24)

DRIVING ENVIRONMENT

INFRASTRUCTURE/
FACTORS
(24)

none
(23) 95.8%

Infrastructure
Factors

Visual
Obstructions

road geometry
(3) 12.5%

sunlight glare
(1) 4.2%

roadway delineation
(2) 8.3%

reflected glare
(1) 4.2%

weather, visibility
(2) 8.3%

none
(21) 87.5%

none
(17) 70.8%

other
obstruction
(1) 4.2%

(24) 100%

unknown
(1) 4.2%

(24) 100%
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Single Vehicle Conflict in Incident

SINGLE VEHICLE CONFLICT
INCIDENT
(191)

Pre-event Maneuver

Precipitating Factor

PM

PF

Contributing Factors

Associated Vehicle/
Roadway States

Avoidance Maneuver

AM
Driver Factors

DF

Driving
Environment

DE

Infrastructure/
Driving
Environment
Factors

IF

Infrastructrue

I

Vehicle Factors

VF

1
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Single Vehicle Conflict in Incident

PM

PRE-EVENT MANEUVER
(191) 100%

negotiating a
curve
(18) 9.4%

changing lanes
(1) 0.5%

going straight
accelerating
(24) 12.6%

decelerating
in traffic lane
(30) 15.7%

going straight
constant speed
(83) 43.5%

leaving a parked
position
(1) 0.5%

making u-turn
(3) 1.6%

going straight with
unintentional drift
(11) 5.8%

turning left
(5) 2.6%

turning right
(5) 2.6%

maneuvering to
avoid a vehicle
(1) 0.5%

starting
in traffic lane
(5) 2.6%

merging
(1) 0.5%

stopped
in traffic lane
(3) 1.6%

2
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Single Vehicle Conflict in Incident

PF

PRECIPITATING FACTOR
(191)

object in roadway
(1) 0.5%

no precipitating event
(3) 1.6%

unknown
(1) 0.5%

Lost Control
(79) 41.3%

Subject Vehicle is Lead
Vehicle
(3) 1.5%

Subject Vehicle in
Intersection
(19) 9.9%

Subject Vehicle is
Changing Lanes
(4) 2.1%

Subject Vehicle Off
the Roadway
(81) 42.5%

excessive speed
(16) 8.4%

decelerating
(1) 0.5%

passing through
(1) 0.5%

left other
(1) 0.5%

subject over
left edge of road
(12) 6.3%

other cause
(27) 14.1%

slowed and stopped
less than 2 seconds
(1) 0.5%

turning left
(9) 4.7%

right other
(3) 1.6%

subject over
left lane line
(17) 8.9%

poor road
conditions
(31) 16.2%
unknown
(5) 2.6%

stopped on road
more than 2 seconds
(1) 0.5%

turning right
(9) 4.7%

subject over
right edge of road
(33) 17.3%
subject over
right lane line
(19) 10%

3
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Single Vehicle Conflict in Incident

AM

AVOIDANCE MANEUVER
(191) 100%

no reaction
(18) 9.4%

other actions
(13) 6.8%

braked and
steered left
(16) 8.4%

unknown
(5) 2.6%

braked and
steered right
(25) 13.1%

accelerated
(1) 0.5%

braking
(no lockup)
(17) 8.9%

steered to left
(64) 33.5%

accelerated and
steered left
(4) 2.1%

accelerated and
steered right
(2) 1.1%

steered to right
(30) 15.7%

4
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Single Vehicle Conflict in Incident

DF

DRIVER FACTORS
(191)

Willful Behavior

Driver Impairments

Driver Proficiency
Error

Inattention to
Forward Roadway
DT

aggressive driving
(30) 15.7%

drugs/alcohol
(1) 0.5%

none
(161) 84.3%

drowsy, sleepy,
fatigued
(30) 15.7%

driving proficiency
error
(121) 63.4%
none
(70) 36.6%

other
(1) 0.5%
none
(90) 47.1%
unknown
(69) 36.1%

5
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Single Vehicle Conflict in Incident

DT
INATTENTION TO FORWARD
ROADWAY
(191) 100%

none
(126) 66%

Secondary Task
(64) 33.5%

Driving Related
Inattention
(1) 0.5%

ST
left mirror
(1) 0.5%
left window
(5) 2.6%
right window
(3) 1.6%

6
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Single Vehicle Conflict in Incident

ST

SECONDARY TASK
(64) 33.5%

Daydreaming
(2) 1.0%

looked but
did not see
(2) 1.1%

PassengerRelated Task
(15) 7.9%%

passenger in
adjacent seat
(13) 6.8%
passenger in
rear seat
(1) 0.5%
talking/singing
(1) 0.5%

Internal-Not Vehicle
Related Task

Vehicle-Related
Task

(11) 5.8%%

(8) 4.2%

object in vehicle other
(2) 1.1%

adjusting radio
(5) 2.6%

moving object in
vehicle
(1) 0.5%
reaching object –
not cell phone
(5) 2.6%

in vehicle controls
- other
(3) 1.6%

External
Distraction
(7) 3.7%

other external
distraction
(7) 3.7%

Dining

Wireless Devices

Personal Hygiene

(4) 2.1%

(15) 7.9%

eating without
utensils
(2) 1.1%

talking/listening
(8) 4.2%

applying makeup
(1) 0.5%

drinking from open
container
(2) 1.1%

dialing hand
held cell phone
(4) 2.1%

combing
fixing hair
(1) 0.5%

cell phone – other
(3) 1.6%

other personal
hygiene
(1) 0.5%

(3) 1.6%

reading
(1) 0.5%

writing - other
(2) 1.1%

7
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Single Vehicle Conflict in Incident

CP

WIRELESS DEVICES
(15) 7.9%

talking/listening
(8) 4.2%
dialing hand
held cell phone
(4) 2.1%
cell phone – other
(3) 1.6%

8
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Single Vehicle Conflict in Incident

DE

DRIVING ENVIRONMENT
(191)

Surface Condition

Lighting

(191) 100%

(191) 100%

dry
(158) 82.7%
snowy
(8) 4.2%
wet
(11) 5.8%

icy
(14) 7.3%

daylight
(109) 57.1%

Traffic Density
(191) 100%

restricted flow
(51) 26.7%

darkness lighted
(46) 24.1%

free flow
(138) 72.3%

darkness not
lighted
(25) 13.1%

stable flow with
speed restricted
(2) 1.1%

dawn
(2) 1.1%

dusk
(9) 4.7%

Weather
(191) 100%

clear
(160) 83.8%
cloudy
(12) 6.3%
raining
(8) 4.2%
snowing
(10) 5.2%
sleeting
(1) 0.5%
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Single Vehicle Conflict in Incident

I

INFRASTRUCTURE
(191)

(191) 100%

Traffic Control
Device

divided
(105) 55%

stop sign
(7) 3.7%

business/
industrial
(65) 34%

not-divided
(76) 39.8%

traffic lanes
marked
(3) 1.6%

interstate
(20) 10.5%

one-way traffic
(8) 4.2%

yield sign
(4) 2.1%

construction zone
(3) 1.6%

traffic signal
(25) 13.1%

open country
(59) 30.9%

none
(151) 79.1%

residential
(44) 23%

Trafficway Flow

no lanes
(2) 1.1%

(191) 100%

unknown
(1) 0.5%

Locality

(191) 100%

Road Alignment/
Road Profile

Relation to
Junction

(191) 100%

(191) 100%

straight level
(137) 71.7%

driveway alley
access
(1) 0.5%

straight grade
(3) 1.6%

curve level
(44) 23%

curve grade
(4) 2.1%

curve hillcrest
(3) 1.6%

entrance/exit ramp
(7) 3.7%
interchange area
(2) 1.1%
intersection
(47) 24.6%
intersection
related
(12) 6.3%
non-junction
(120) 62.8%

parking lot
(2) 1.1%
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Single Vehicle Conflict in Incident

VF

IF

VEHICLE FACTORS
(191)

DRIVING ENVIRONMENT

INFRASTRUCTURE/

other
(1) 0.5%

FACTORS
(191)

Infrastructure
Factors

Visual
Obstructions

road geometry
(2) 1.1%

curve or hill
(1) 0.5%

road delineation
(12) 6.3%

headlight glare
(2) 1.1%

(191) 100%

(191) 100%

none
(190) 99.5%

road sight
distance
(1) 0.5%
weather, visibility
(4) 2.1%

sunlight glare
(5) 2.6%

none
(183) 95.8%

none
(172) 90.1%
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Single vehicle conflict near crash

SINGLE VEHICLE CONFLICT IN
NEAR CRASH
(48)

Pre-event Maneuver
(48) 100%

Precipitating Factor

Contributing Factors

Associated Vehicle/
Roadway States

Avoidance Maneuver

PF
decelerating in
traffic lane
(7) 14.6%
going straight
accelerating
(6) 12.5%
going straight –
constant speed
(24) 50%

Post Avoidance
Maneuver
(48) 100%

AM
Driver Factors

DF

Infrastructure/
Driving
Environment
Factors

IF

Vehicle Factors

VF

Driving
Environment

Infrastructure

DE

I

control maintained
(46) 95.8%
rotated clockwise
(1) 2.1%
rotated counterclockwise
(1) 2.1%

negotiating a
curve
(8) 16.7%
turning left
(3) 6.3%

1
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Single vehicle conflict near crash

PF

PRECIPITATING FACTOR
(48) 100%

Lost Control
(8) 16.7%

other cause
(1) 2.1%

poor road
conditions
(7) 14.6%

Subject Vehicle
is Changing Lanes
(1) 2.1%

left other
(1) 2.1%

Subject Vehicle
Off the Roadway
(39) 81.3%

subject over
left lane line
(3) 6.3%
subject over left
edge of road
(13) 27.1%
subject over right
lane line
(2) 4.2%
subject over right
edge of road
(21) 43.8%

2
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Single vehicle conflict near crash

AM

AVOIDANCE MANEUVER
(48) 100%

no reaction
(1) 2.1%

other actions
(4) 8.3%

braked and
steered left
(7) 14.6%

steered
to left
(19) 39.6%

steered
to right
(11) 22.9%

braked and
steered right
(6) 12.5%

3
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Single vehicle conflict near crash

DF

DRIVER FACTORS
(48)

Willful Behavior

Driver Impairments

Driver Proficiency
Error

Inattention to
Forward Roadway
DT

aggressive driving
(2) 4.2%

drowsy, sleepy,
fatigued
(11) 22.9%

none
(46) 95.8%

other emotional
(1) 2.1%

driving proficiency error
(24) 50%

none
(24) 50%

none
(12) 25%

unknown
(24) 50%

4
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Single vehicle conflict near crash

DT
INATTENTION TO FORWARD
ROADWAY
(48) 100%

none
(21) 43.8%

Secondary Task
(26) 54.2%

Driving Related
Inattention
(1) 2.1%

ST
left window
(1) 2.1%

5
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Single vehicle conflict near crash

ST

SECONDARY TASK
(26) 54.2%

Daydreaming
(1) 2.1%

lost in thought
(1) 2.1%

PassengerRelated Task

Internal-Not
Vehicle Related

(4) 8.3%

(5) 10.4%

Wireless Devices
(7) 14.6%

Vehicle-Related
Task

External
Distraction

(5) 10.4%

(2) 4.2%

passenger in
adjacent seat
(2) 4.2%

reaching for object
(not cell phone)
(2) 4.2%

talking/listening
(2) 4.2%

adjusting radio
(3) 6.3%

talking/singing
(2) 4.2%

object in vehicle
- other
(1) 2.1%

dialing hand held
cell phone
(2) 4.2%

adjusting other
devices in vehicle
(1) 2.1%

reading
(2) 4.2%

cell phone – other
(3) 6.3%

inserting/
retrieving CD
(1) 2.1%

other external
distraction
(2) 4.2%

Dining

Personal Hygiene

(1) 2.1%

(1) 2.1%

eating
without utensils
(1) 2.1%

other personal
hygiene
(1) 2.1%

6
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Single vehicle conflict near crash

CP

WIRELESS DEVICES
(7) 14.6%

talking/listening
(2) 4.2%
dialing hand held
cell phone
(2) 4.2%
cell phone – other
(3) 6.3%
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Single vehicle conflict near crash

DE

DRIVING ENVIRONMENT
(48)

Surface Condition

Lighting

Traffic Density

Weather

(48) 100%

(48) 100%

(48) 100%

(48) 100%

dry
(39) 81.3%

daylight
(26) 54.2%

restricted flow
(3) 6.3%

clear
(35) 72.9%

wet
(4) 8.3%

darkness
lighted
(5) 10.4%

stable flow
speed restricted
(3) 6.3%

cloudy
(10) 20.8%

icy
(3) 6.3%

darkness
not lighted
(11) 22.9%

free flow
(42) 87.5%

snowy
(2) 4.2%

dawn
(1) 2.1%

raining
(2) 4.2%

snowing
(1) 2.1%

dusk
(5) 10.4%
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Single vehicle conflict near crash

I

INFRASTRUCTURE
(48)

Trafficway Flow
(48) 100%

Traffic Control
Device
(48) 100%

Locality
(48) 100%

Road Alignment/
Road Profile

Relation to
Junction

(48) 100%

(48) 100%

divided
(26) 54.2%

other
(1) 2.1%

business/industrial
(9) 18.8%

curve grade
(3) 6.3%

entrance/exit ramp
(3) 6.3%

not-divided
(20) 41.7%

traffic
lanes marked
(1) 2.1%

interstate
(4) 8.3%

curve Level
(19) 39.6%

interchange area
(2) 4.2%

open country
(26) 54.2%

straight level
(26) 54.2%

intersection
(10) 20.8%

one-way traffic
(2) 4.2%

traffic signal
(7) 14.6%

none
(39) 81.3%

residential
(8) 16.7%

intersection
related
(1) 2.1%

construction zone
(1) 2.1%

non-junction
(32) 66.7%

9
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Single vehicle conflict near crash

VF

IF

VEHICLE FACTORS
(48)

DRIVING ENVIRONMENT

none
(48) 100%

INFRASTRUCTURE/
FACTORS
(48)

Infrastructure
Factors
(48) 100%

road sight
distance
(1) 2.1%
road geometry
(8) 16.7%

weather, visibility
(2) 4.2%

none
(37) 77.1%

Visual
Obstructions
(48) 100%

sunlight glare
(2) 4.2%

other obstruction
(1) 2.1%

none
(44) 91.7%

unknown
(1) 2.1%

10
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Conflict with vehicle turning across subject vehicle path in opposite direction crash

CONFLICT WITH VEHICLE
TURNING ACROSS SUBJECT
VEHICLE PATH IN OPPOSITE
DIRECTION
CRASH
opposite direction –
head on or sideswipe
(1) 50%

INCIDENT TYPE:

turn across path
(1) 50%

CRASH
(2)

Pre-event Maneuver
(2) 100%

going straight
constant speed
(1) 50%
turning left
(1) 50%

Precipitating Factor
(2) 100%

other vehicle entering
intersection – left turn
across path
(1) 50%
subject in intersection
– turning left
(1) 50%

Contributing Factors

Associated Vehicle/
Roadway States

Driver Factors

Driving
Environment

DF

(2) 100%

Post Avoidance
Maneuver

no reaction
(1) 50%

control maintained
(2) 100%

Avoidance Maneuver

DE

(2) 100%

braking
(no lockup)
(1) 50%

Infrastructure/
Driving
Environment
Factors

IF

Vehicle Factors

VF

Infrastructure

I

1
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Conflict with vehicle turning across subject vehicle path in opposite direction crash

DF

DRIVER FACTORS
(2)

Willful Behavior

Driver Impairments

Driver Proficiency
Error

Inattention to
Forward Roadway
DT

none
(2) 100%

unknown
(2) 100%

none
(2) 100%

2
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Conflict with vehicle turning across subject vehicle path in opposite direction crash

DT
INATTENTION TO FORWARD
ROADWAY
(2) 100%

Secondary Task
(1) 50%

PassengerRelated Task

Driving Related
Inattention
(1) 50%

right window
(1) 50%

passenger in
adjacent seat
(1) 50%

3
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Conflict with vehicle turning across subject vehicle path in opposite direction crash

DE

DRIVING ENVIRONMENT
(2)

Surface
Condition
(2) 100%

dry
(1) 50%
wet
(1) 50%

Lighting

Traffic Density

Weather

(2) 100%

(2) 100%

(2) 100%

darkness
lighted
(1) 50%

free flow
(1) 50%

clear
(1) 50%

daylight
(1) 50%

stable flow
speed restricted
(1) 50%

raining
(1) 50%

4
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Conflict with vehicle turning across subject vehicle path in opposite direction crash

I

INFRASTRUCTURE
(2)

Trafficway Flow
(2) 100%

not-divided
(2) 100%

Traffic Control
Device
(2) 100%

traffic signal
(1) 50%

Locality
(2) 100%

business/
industrial
(2) 100%

Road Alignment/
Road Profile

Relation to
Junction

(2) 100%

(2) 100%

straight level
(2) 100%

intersection
(2) 100%

none
(1) 50%

5
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Conflict with vehicle turning across subject vehicle path in opposite direction crash

IF

VF
VEHICLE FACTORS
(2)

none
(2) 100%

INFRASTRUCTURE/DRIVING
ENVIRONMENT FACTORS
(2)

Infrastructure
Factors

Visual
Obstructions

road geometry
(1) 50%

none
(2) 100%

(2) 100%

(2) 100%

none
(1) 50%

6
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Conflict with Vehicle turning across subject vehicle path in opposite direction incident

CONFLICT WITH VEHICLE TURNING
ACROSS SUBJECT VEHICLE PATH IN
OPPOSITE DIRECTION
INCIDENT
(79)

Pre-event Maneuver

Precipitating Factors

PM

PF

Contributing Factors

Avoidance
Maneuver

Associated Vehicle/
Roadway States

AM

Driver Factors

DF

Driving
Environment

DE

Infrastructure/
Driving
Environment
Factors

IF

Infrastructure

I

Vehicle Factors

VF

1
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Conflict with Vehicle turning across subject vehicle path in opposite direction incident

PM

PRE-EVENT MANEUVER
(79) 100%

starting
in traffic lane
(2) 2.5%

decelerating
in traffic lane
(11) 13.9%

stopped
in traffic lane
(3) 3.8%

changing lanes
(3) 3.8%

going straight –
accelerating
(18) 22.8%

negotiating a curve
(3) 3.8%

going straight –
constant speed
(38) 48.1%

turning right
(1) 1.3%

2
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Conflict with Vehicle turning across subject vehicle path in opposite direction incident

PF

PRECIPITATING FACTOR
(79) 100%

Other
Vehicle Entering
Intersection
(64) 81.01%

Other Vehicle is Lead
Vehicle
(1) 1.3%

Intended path
unknown
(1) 1.3%

stopped on roadway
more than 2 seconds
(1) 1.3%

left turn across
path
(44) 55.7%

Other Vehicle from
Driveway
(13) 16.4%

intended path
unknown
(2) 2.5%

Subject Vehicle in
Intersection
(1) 1.3%

passing through
(1) 1.3%

turning into
opposite direction
(11) 13.9%

turning into
opposite direction
(19) 24.1%

3
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Conflict with Vehicle turning across subject vehicle path in opposite direction incident

AM

AVOIDANCE MANEUVER
(79) 100%

braked and
steered left
(12) 15.2%

no reaction
(1) 1.3%

braked and
steered right
(11) 13.9%

other actions
(1) 1.3%

braking
(no lockup)
(46) 58.2%

steered to left
(3) 3.8%

steered to right
(4) 5.1%

4
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Conflict with Vehicle turning across subject vehicle path in opposite direction incident

DF
DRIVER FACTORS
(79)

Willful Behavior

Driver Impairments

Driver Proficiency
Error

Inattention to
Forward Roadway
DT

aggressive driving
(2) 2.5%

angry
(1) 1.3%

driving proficiency
error
(14) 17.7%

none
(77) 97.5%

drowsy, sleepy,
fatigued
(3) 3.8%

none
(65) 82.3%

other
(1) 1.3%
none
(60) 75.9%
unknown
(14) 17.7%

5
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Conflict with Vehicle turning across subject vehicle path in opposite direction incident

DT
INATTENTION TO FORWARD
ROADWAY
(79) 100%

none
(64) 81%

Secondary Task
(13) 16.5%

Driving Related
Inattention
(2) 2.5%

ST
left Window
(2) 2.5%

6
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Conflict with Vehicle turning across subject vehicle path in opposite direction incident

ST

SECONDARY TASK
(13) 16.5%

Passenger-Related
Task
(6) 7.6%

External Distraction
(1) 1.3%

Wireless Devices
(5) 6.3%

Personal Hygiene
(1) 1.3%

CP
passenger in
adjacent seat
(4) 5.1%

other external
distraction
(1) 1.3%

combing or
fixing hair
(1) 1.3%

talking/singing
(2) 2.5%

7
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Conflict with Vehicle turning across subject vehicle path in opposite direction incident

CP

WIRELESS DEVICES
(5) 6.3%

dialing hand held cell
phone
(1) 1.3%

talking/listening
(4) 5.1%

8
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Conflict with Vehicle turning across subject vehicle path in opposite direction incident

DE

DRIVING ENVIRONMENT
(79)

Surface Condition

Lighting

Traffic Density

Weather

(79) 100%

(79) 100%

(79) 100%

(79) 100%

dry
(72) 91.1%

daylight
(53) 67.1%

snowy
(1) 1.3%
wet
(6) 7.6%

darkness lighted
(18) 22.8%
darkness
not lighted
(2) 2.5%
dawn
(1) 1.3%

unstable flow temporary restrictions
slow driver
(1) 1.3%

clear
(72) 91.1%

restricted flow
(40) 50.6%

cloudy
(1) 1.3%

stable flow
speed restricted
(11) 13.9%

raining
(5) 6.3%

free flow
(27) 34.2%

other
(1) 1.3%

dusk
(5) 6.3%

9
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Conflict with Vehicle turning across subject vehicle path in opposite direction incident

I

INFRASTRUCTURE
(79)

Trafficway Flow
(79) 100%

Traffic Control
Device
(79) 100%

Locality
(79) 100%

Road Alignment/
Road Profile
(79) 100%

Relation to
Junction
(79) 100%
driveway, alley,
access
(12) 15.2%

divided
(26) 32.9%

traffic signal
(20) 25.3%

business/
industrial
(56) 70.9%

straight level
(73) 92.4%

not divided
(51) 64.6%

stop sign
(8) 10.1%

interstate
(1) 1.3%

straight grade
(1) 1.3%

no lanes
(2) 2.5%

other
(1) 1.3%

none
(50) 63.3%

open country
(6) 7.6%

residential
(16) 20.3%

Curve level
(5) 6.3%

intersection
(49) 62%
intersection
related
(9) 11.4%
non-junction
(3) 3.8%
parking lot
(6) 7.6%

10
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Conflict with Vehicle turning across subject vehicle path in opposite direction incident

IF

VF
VEHICLE FACTORS
(79)

none
(79) 100%

INFRASTRUCTURE/DRIVING
ENVIRONMENT FACTORS
(79)

Infrastructure
Factors

Visual Obstructions

road geometry
(3) 3.8%

sunlight glare
(3) 3.8%

road sight distance
(2) 2.5%

parked vehicle
(2) 2.5%

(79) 100%

none
(74) 93.7%

(79) 100%

trees, crops,
vegetation
(2) 2.5%
none
(72) 91.1%

11
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Conflict with vehicle turning across subject vehicle path in opposite direction near crash

CONFLICT WITH VEHICLE TURNING
ACROSS SUBJECT VEHICLE PATH IN
OPPOSITE DIRECTION IN
NEAR CRASH
(27)

Pre-event Maneuver
(27) 100%

Precipitating Factor
(27) 100%

Contributing Factors

Associated Vehicle/
Roadway States

Avoidance Maneuver

Post Avoidance
Maneuver
(27) 100%

AM
decelerating in
traffic lane
(6) 22.2%
going straight
accelerating
(5) 18.5%
going straight
constant speed
(9) 33.3%
negotiating a
curve
(1) 3.7%
starting in traffic
lane
(1) 3.7%

other vehicle entering
intersection – left turn
across path
(20) 74.1%

Driver Factors

DF

Driving
Environment

DE

control maintained
(26) 96.3%

other vehicle entering
intersection – turning
onto opposite direction
(5) 18.5%

Infrastructure/
Driving
Environment
Factors

IF

Infrastructure

I

skidded laterally
(1) 3.7%

subject in intersection –
passing through
(1) 3.7%

Vehicle Factors

VF

subject lane change –
right other
(1) 3.7%

stopped in traffic
lane
(4) 14.8%
turning right
(1) 3.7%

1
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Conflict with vehicle turning across subject vehicle path in opposite direction near crash

AM

AVOIDANCE MANEUVER
(27) 100%

Accelerated and
steered left
(1) 3.7%

Braked and
steered left
(3) 11.1%

Steered to left
(1) 3.7%

Braked and
steered right
(7) 25.9%

Braking
(lockup unknown)
(1) 3.7%

Steered to right
(1) 3.7%

Braking
(14)

Braking
(lockup)
(1) 3.7%

Braking
(no lockup)
(12) 44.4%

2
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Conflict with vehicle turning across subject vehicle path in opposite direction near crash

DF

DRIVER FACTORS
(27)

Willful Behavior

Driver
Impairments

Driver Proficiency
Error

Inattention to
forward roadway
DT

Aggressive Driving
(3) 11.1%

Drowsy sleepy
asleep fatigued
(3) 11.1%

None
(24) 88.9%

None
(17) 62.96%

Driving proficiency
error
(7) 25.9%
None
(20) 74.1%

Unknown
(7) 25.9%

3
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Conflict with vehicle turning across subject vehicle path in opposite direction near crash

DT
INATTENTION TO FORWARD
ROADWAY
(27) 100%

Driving Related
Inattention

Secondary Task

None
(4) 74.1%

(5) 18.5%

(2) 7.4%

Left window
(1) 3.7%

PassengerRelated Task

Vehicle-Related
Task

(3) 3.7%

(2) 7.4%

Passenger in
adjacent seat
(2) 7.4%

Adjusting radio
(2) 7.4%

Wireless Devices
(1) 3.7%

Right window
(1) 3.7%

Talking/Listening
(1) 3.7%

Talking/Singing
(1) 3.7%

4
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Conflict with vehicle turning across subject vehicle path in opposite direction near crash

DE

DRIVING ENVIRONMENT
(27)

Surface Condition

Lighting

Traffic Density

Weather

(27) 100%

(27) 100%

(27) 100%

(27) 100%

Dry
(22) 81.5%

Daylight
(17) 63%

Restricted Flow
(9) 33.3%

Clear
(22) 81.5%

Wet
(5) 18.5%

Darkness
Lighted
(7) 25.9%

Stable Flow
Speed restricted
(6) 22.2%

Cloudy
(1) 3.7%

Darkness
not Lighted
(1) 3.7%

Free Flow
(12) 44.4%

Raining
(4) 14.8%

Dawn
(1) 3.7%

Dusk
(1) 3.7%

5
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Conflict with vehicle turning across subject vehicle path in opposite direction near crash

I

INFRASTRUCTURE

(27)

Trafficway Flow
(27) 100%

Traffic Control
Device
(27) 100%

Locality
(27) 100%

Road Alignment/
Road Profile
(27) 100%

Relation to
Junction
(27) 100%

Divided
(5) 18.5%

Traffic signal
(10) 37%

Business/
Industrial
(20) 74.1%

Straight level
(23) 85.19%

Driveway, alley,
access
(1) 3.7%

Not-Divided
(21) 77.8%

Traffic lanes
marked
(1) 3.7%

Interstate
(1) 3.7%

Straight grade
(1) 3.7%

Intersection
(23) 85.2%

One-way traffic
(1) 3.7%

Stop Sign
(1) 3.7%

Open country
(2) 7.4%

Curve Level
(3) 11.1%

Parking lot
(3) 11.1%

None
(15) 55.6%

Other
(1) 3.7%

Residential
(3) 11.1%

6
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Conflict with vehicle turning across subject vehicle path in opposite direction near crash

IF

VF
VEHICLE FACTORS
(27)

None
(27) 100%

INFRASTRUCTURE/DRIVING
ENVIRONMENT FACTORS
(27)

Infrastructure
Factors

Visual
Obstructions

Roadway sight
distance
(1) 3.7%

Sunlight glare
(1) 3.7%

None
(26) 96.3%

Moving Vehicle
(3) 11.1%

(27) 100%

(27) 100%

Parked Vehicle
(2) 7.4%
Other obstruction
(1) 3.7%
None
(19) 70.4%
Unknown
(1) 3.7%

7
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Conflict with vehicle turning across subject vehicle path in same direction incident

CONFLICT WITH VEHICLE TURNING
ACROSS SUBJECT VEHICLE PATH IN
SAME DIRECTION
INCIDENT
(10)

Contributing Factors

Associated Vehicle/
Roadway States

other vehicle entering
intersection – turning
into same direction
(6) 60%

Driver Factors

Driving
Environment

other vehicle from
driveway – turning onto
same direction
(3) 30%

Infrastructure/
Driving
Environment
Factors

IF

other vehicle lane
change – left in front of
subject
(1) 10%

Vehicle Factors

VF

Pre-event Maneuver

Precipitating Factor

decelerating in
traffic lane
(3) 30%

(10) 100%

going straight –
accelerating
(2) 20%
going straight
constant speed
(4) 40%
turning right
(1) 10%

(10) 100%

DF

Infrastructure

Avoidance Maneuver
(10) 100%

DE

I

braking
(no lockup)
(8) 80%
steered to right
(2) 20%

1
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Conflict with vehicle turning across subject vehicle path in same direction incident

DF

DRIVER FACTORS
(10) 100%

Willful Behavior

Driver
Impairments

Driver Proficiency
Error

none
(10) 100%

none
(10) 100%

none
(10) 100%

2
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Conflict with vehicle turning across subject vehicle path in same direction incident

DE

DRIVING ENVIRONMENT
(10)

Surface Condition

Lighting

Traffic Density

Weather

(10) 100%

(10) 100%

(10) 100%

(10) 100%

dry
(9) 90%

daylight
(9) 90%

restricted flow
(2) 20%

clear
(8) 80%

stable flow with
speed restricted
(5) 50%

cloudy
(1) 10%

free flow
(3) 30%

raining
(1) 10%

wet
(1) 10%

dusk
(1) 10%

3
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Conflict with vehicle turning across subject vehicle path in same direction incident

I

INFRASTRUCTURE
(10)

Trafficway Flow
(10) 100%

Traffic Control
Device
(10) 100%

divided
(5) 50%

traffic signal
(2) 20%

not divided
(4) 40%

none
(8) 80%

no lanes
(1) 10%

Locality
(10) 100%

business/industrial
(9) 90%

open country
(1) 10%

Road Alignment/
Road Profile
(10) 100%

Relation to
Junction
(10) 100%

straight level
(9) 90%

driveway, alley,
access
(3) 30%

curve level
(1) 10%

intersection
(3) 30%
intersection
related
(1) 10%
non-junction
(1) 10%

parking lot
(2) 20%
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Conflict with vehicle turning across subject vehicle path in same direction incident

IF

VF

INFRASTRUCTURE/
VEHICLE FACTORS
(10)

none
(10) 100%

DRIVING ENVIRONMENT
FACTORS
(10)

Infrastructure
Factors
(10) 100%

noad geometry
(1) 10%

Visual
Obstructions
(10) 100%

none
(10) 100%

none
(9) 90%

5
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Conflict with vehicle turning across subject vehicle path in same direction in near crash

CONFLICT WITH VEHICLE TURNING
ACROSS SUBJECT VEHICLE PATH IN
SAME DIRECTION
NEAR CRASH
(3)

Pre-event Maneuver
(3) 100%

going straight
constant speed
(2) 66.7%
negotiating a
curve
(1) 33.3%

Precipitating Factors
(3) 100%

other vehicle entering
intersection – straight
across path
(1) 33.3%
other vehicle entering
intersection – turning
onto same direction
(2) 66.7%

Contributing Factors

Driver Factors

DF

Associated Vehicle/
Roadway States

Driving
Environment

Avoidance Maneuver
(3) 100%

DE

braking
(no lockup)
(2) 66.7%

Post Avoidance
Maneuver
(3) 100%

control maintained
(3) 100%

steered to right
(1) 33.3%

Infrastructure/
Driving
Environment
Factors

IF

Vehicle Factors

VF

Infrastructure

I

1
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Conflict with vehicle turning across subject vehicle path in same direction in near crash

DF

DRIVER FACTORS

Willful Behavior

Driver
Impairments

Driver Proficiency
Error

none
(3) 100%

drowsy, sleepy,
fatigued
(1) 33.3%

none
(3) 100%

none
(2) 66.7%

2
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Conflict with vehicle turning across subject vehicle path in same direction in near crash

DE

DRIVING ENVIRONMENT

(3)

Surface Condition

Lighting

Traffic Density

Weather

(3) 100%

(3) 100%

(3) 100%

(3) 100%

dry
(3) 100%

daylight
(2) 66.7%

restricted flow
(1) 33.3%

clear
(3) 100%

darkness
lighted
(1) 33.3%

free flow
(2) 66.7%

3
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Conflict with vehicle turning across subject vehicle path in same direction in near crash

I

INFRASTRUCTURE
(3)

Trafficway Flow
(3) 100%

no lanes
(2) 66.7%
not-divided
(1) 33.3%

Traffic Control
Device
(3) 100%

none
(3) 100%

Locality
(3) 100%

business/
industrial
(3) 100%

Road Alignment/
Road Profile
(3) 100%

straight level
(2) 66.7%
curve level
(1) 33.3%

Relation to
Junction
(3) 100%

intersection
(1) 33.3%
parking lot
(2) 66.7%

4
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Conflict with vehicle turning across subject vehicle path in same direction in near crash

IF

VF

INFRASTRUCTURE/
VEHICLE FACTORS

DRIVING ENVIRONMENT
FACTORS

(3)

none
(3) 100%

(3)

Infrastructure
Factors
(3) 100%

none
(3) 100%

Visual
Obstructions
(3) 100%

none
(2) 66.7%
parked vehicle
(1) 33.3%

5
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Conflict with vehicle turning into subject vehicle path in opposite direction incident

CONFLICT WITH VEHICLE TURNING
INTO SUBJECT VEHICLE PATH IN
OPPOSITE DIRECTION INCIDENT
(1)

Pre-event Maneuver

Precipitating Factor

decelerating in
traffic lane
(1) 100%

other vehicle from
driveway- turning into
opposite direction
(1) 100%

(1) 100%

(1) 100%

Contributing Factors

Associated Vehicle/
Roadway States

Avoidance Maneuver

Driver Factors

DF

Driving
Environment

DE

Infrastructure/
Driving
Environment
Factors

IF

Infrastructure

I

Vehicle Factors

VF

(1) 100%

braking
(no lockup)
(1) 100%

1
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Conflict with vehicle turning into subject vehicle path in opposite direction incident

DF

DRIVER FACTORS
(1)

Willful Behavior

Driver
Impairments

none
(1) 100%

none
(1) 100%

Driver Proficiency
Error

none
(1) 100%

2
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Conflict with vehicle turning into subject vehicle path in opposite direction incident

DE

DRIVING ENVIRONMENT
(1)

Surface Condition

Lighting

Traffic Density

Weather

(1) 100%

(1) 100%

(1) 100%

(1) 100%

dry
(1) 100%

darkness lighted
(1) 100%

restricted flow
(1) 100%

clear
(1) 100%

3
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Conflict with vehicle turning into subject vehicle path in opposite direction incident

I

INFRASTRUCTURE
(1)

Trafficway Flow
(1) 100%

no lanes
(1) 100%

Traffic Control
Device
(1) 100%

stop sign
(1) 100%

Locality
(1) 100%

other
(1) 100%

Road Alignment/
Road Profile
(1) 100%

straight level
(1) 100%

Relation to
Junction
(1) 100%

intersection
related
(1) 100%

4
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Conflict with vehicle turning into subject vehicle path in opposite direction incident

VF

IF

VEHICLE FACTORS
(1)

DRIVING ENVIRONMENT

INFRASTRUCTURE/

none
(1) 100%

FACTORS

(1)

Infrastructure
Factors

Visual
Obstructions

(1) 100%

(1) 100%

none
(1) 100%

none
(1) 100%
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Conflict with vehicle turning into subject vehicle path in same direction incident

CONFLICT WITH VEHICLE TURNING
INTO SUBJECT VEHICLE PATH IN
SAME DIRECTION IN INCIDENT
(90)

Pre event Maneuver

Precipitating Factor

PM

PF

Contributing Factors

Associated Vehicle/
Roadway States

Avoidance Maneuver
AM

Driver Factors

DF

Driving
Environment

DE

Infrastructure/
Driving
Environment
Factors

IF

Infrastructure

I

Vehicle Factors

VF

1
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Conflict with vehicle turning into subject vehicle path in same direction incident

PM

PRE-EVENT MANEUVER
(90) 100%

changing lanes
(2) 2.2%

decelerating
in traffic lane
(20) 22.2%

negotiating a curve
(1) 1.1%

starting
in traffic lane
(1) 1.1%

turning left
(4) 4.4%

stopped
in traffic lane
(3) 3.3%

going straight –
accelerating
(15) 16.7%

turning right
(1) 1.1%

going Straight –
constant speed
(43) 47.8%

2
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Conflict with vehicle turning into subject vehicle path in same direction incident

PF

PRECIPITATING FACTOR
(90) 100%

Other vehicle is lead
vehicle
(1) 1.1%

Other vehicle entering
intersection
(63) 70%

slowed and stopped
less than 2 seconds
(1) 1.1%

left turn across
path
(2) 2.2%
turning into
same direction
(61) 67.8%

Other vehicle from
another lane/driveway
(23) 25.6%

from driveway Intended path
unknown
(1) 1.1%

Subject vehicle in
intersection
(1) 1.1%

turning left
(1) 1.1%

Subject vehicle is
changing lanes
(1) 1.1%

right other
(1) 1.1%

Subject vehicle off
roadway
(1) 1.1%

over right
lane line
(2) 2.2%

from driveway Turning into same
direction
(21) 23.3%
from parallel diagonal
parking lane
(1) 1.1%

3
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Conflict with vehicle turning into subject vehicle path in same direction incident

AM

AVOIDANCE MANEUVER
(90) 100%

accelerated and
steered left
(1) 1.1%

accelerated and
steered right
(1) 1.1%

steered to left
(5) 5.6%

steered to right
(1) 1.1%

braked and
steered left
(18) 20%

braked and
steered right
(5) 5.6%

braking
(no lockup)
(56) 62.2%

no reaction
(3) 3.3%

4
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Conflict with vehicle turning into subject vehicle path in same direction incident

DF
DRIVER FACTORS
(90)

Driver
Impairments

Driver Proficiency
Error

aggressive driving
(6) 6.7%

angry
(1) 1.1%

driving proficiency
Error
(17) 18.9%

none
(84) 93.3%

drowsy, sleepy,
fatigued
(4) 4.4%

none
(73) 81.1%

Willful Behavior

Inattention to
Forward
Roadway
DT

other emotional
state
(1) 1.1%
other
(2) 2.2%
none
(75) 83.3%

unknown
(7) 7.8%

5
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Conflict with vehicle turning into subject vehicle path in same direction incident

DT
INATTENTION TO FORWARD
ROADWAY
(90) 100%

Secondary Task

none
(84) 83.3%

(6) 6.7%

Wireless Devices
(3) 3.3%

(1) 1.1%

Dining

Personal Hygiene

talking/listening
(3) 3.3%

drinking with lid
no straw
(1) 1.1%

biting nails
(1) 1.1%

(2) 2.2%

other personal
hygiene
(1) 1.1%

6
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Conflict with vehicle turning into subject vehicle path in same direction incident

DE

DRIVING ENVIRONMENT
(90)

Surface Condition

Lighting

Traffic Density

(90) 100%

(90) 100%

(90) 100%

dry
(79) 87.8%

daylight
(67) 74.4%

unstable flow temporary restrictions
slow driver
(4) 4.4%

clear
(77) 85.6%

wet
(11) 12.2%

darkness lighted
(9) 10%

restricted flow
(46) 51.1%

cloudy
(6) 6.7%

darkness
not Lighted
(2) 2.2%

stable flow
speed restricted
(7) 7.8%

raining
(7) 7.8%

dawn
(1) 1.1%

free flow
(33) 36.7%

Weather
(90) 100%

dusk
(11) 12.2%

7
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Conflict with vehicle turning into subject vehicle path in same direction incident

I

INFRASTRUCTURE
(90)

Trafficway Flow
(90) 100%

Traffic Control
Device
(90) 100%

Locality
(90) 100%

Road Alignment/
Road Profile
(90) 100%

Relation to
Junction
(90) 100%

divided
(46) 51.1%

traffic signal
(29) 32.2%

business/
industrial
(61) 67.8%

straight level
(79) 87.8%

driveway, alley,
access
(18) 20%

not divided
(40) 44.4%

traffic lanes
marked
(1) 1.1%

interstate
(1) 1.1%

straight grade
(1) 1.1%

intersection
(52) 57.8%

curve level
(10) 11.1%

intersection
related
(12) 13.3%

no lanes
(2) 2.2%

one-way traffic
(2) 2.2%

stop sign
(5) 5.6%

none
(55) 61.1%

open country
(13) 14.4%
residential
(14) 15.6%

school
(1) 1.1%

non-junction
(6) 6.7%
parking lot
(2) 2.2%

8
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Conflict with vehicle turning into subject vehicle path in same direction incident

VF

IF

VEHICLE FACTORS
(90)

DRIVING ENVIRONMENT

INFRASTRUCTURE/
FACTORS
(90)

none
(90) 100%

Infrastructure
Factors

Visual
Obstructions

road geometry
(1) 1.1%

sunlight glare
(4) 4.4%

(90) 100%

road delineation
(1) 1.1%
traffic control
device
(1) 1.1%
none
(87) 96.7%

(90) 100%

reflected glare
(1) 1.1%
parked vehicle
(2) 2.2%
curve or hill
(1) 1.1%
moving vehicle
(1) 1.1%
rain, snow, fog,
smoke, sand, dust
(2) 2.2%
roadway
infrastructure
(1) 1.1%
none
(78) 86.7%

9
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Conflict with vehicle turning into subject vehicle path in same direction near crash

CONFLICT WITH VEHICLE TURNING
INTO SUBJECT VEHICLE PATH IN
SAME DIRECTION
NEAR CRASH
(28)

Pre-event Maneuver
(28) 100%

Precipitating Factor
(28) 100%

Contributing Factors

Associated Vehicle/
Roadway States

Avoidance Maneuver
(28) 100%

Post Avoidance
Maneuver
(28) 100%

changing lanes
(1) 3.6%

other vehicle entering
intersection – left turn
across path
(1) 3.6%

Driver Factors

Driving
Environment

braked and
steered left
(8) 28.6%

control maintained
(28) 100%

other vehicle entering
intersection – turning
onto opposite direction
(24) 85.7%

Infrastructure/
Driving
Environment
Factors

IF

Vehicle Factors

VF

decelerating in
traffic lanes
(4) 14.3%
going straight
accelerating
(7) 25%
going straight
constant speed
(15) 53.6%
turning right
(1) 3.6%

other vehicle from
driveway – turning into
same direction
(2) 7.1%
subject in intersection
– turning left
(1) 3.6%

DF

Infrastructure

DE

I

braked and
steered right
(7) 25%
braking
(no lockup)
(8) 28.6%
steered to left
(4) 14.3%
steered to right
(1) 3.6%

1
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Conflict with vehicle turning into subject vehicle path in same direction near crash

DF

DRIVER FACTORS
(28)

Driver
Impairments

Driver Proficiency
Error

aggressive driving
(3) 10.7%

angry
(1) 3.6%

driving proficiency
error
(2) 7.1%

none
(25) 89.3%

drowsy, sleepy,
fatigued
(3) 10.7%

none
(26) 92.9%

Willful Behavior

Inattention to
Forward
Roadway
DS

none
(18) 64.3%

unknown
(1) 3.6%

2
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Conflict with vehicle turning into subject vehicle path in same direction near crash

DT
INATTENTION TO FORWARD
ROADWAY
(28) 100%

Secondary Task

none
(22) 78.6%

(5) 17.9%

Internal-Not
Vehicle Related
Task
(2) 7.1%

reading
(1) 3.6%

Driving Related
Inattention
(1) 3.6%

PassengerRelated Task

left window
(1) 3.6%

(3) 10.7%

passenger in
adjacent seat
(3) 10.7%

writing - other
(1) 3.6%

3
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Conflict with vehicle turning into subject vehicle path in same direction near crash

DE

DRIVING ENVIRONMENT
(28)

Surface Condition

Lighting

(28) 100%

(28) 100%

dry
(26) 92.9%
wet
(2) 7.1%

Traffic Density

Weather

(28) 100%

(28) 100%

daylight
(21) 75%

restricted flow
(9) 32.1%

clear
(24) 85.7%

darkness
lighted
(5) 17.9%

stable flow
speed restricted
(3) 10.7%

cloudy
(2) 7.1%

dawn
(1) 3.6%

free flow
(16) 57.1%

raining
(2) 7.1%

dusk
(1) 3.6%

4
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Conflict with vehicle turning into subject vehicle path in same direction near crash

I

INFRASTRUCTURE
(28)

Trafficway Flow
(28) 100%

divided
(15) 53.6%

not-divided
(12) 42.9%
one-way traffic
(1) 3.6%

Traffic Control
Device
(28) 100%

traffic signal
(11) 39.3%

none
(17) 60.7%

Locality
(28) 100%

Road Alignment/
Road Profile
(28) 100%

Relation to
Junction
(28) 100%

business/
industrial
(18) 64.3%

straight level
(26) 92.9%

driveway/alley
access
(1) 3.6%

interstate
(1) 3.6%

curve grade
(1) 3.6%

interchange area
(1) 3.6%

open country
(6) 21.4%

curve Level
(1) 3.6%

intersection
(20) 71.4%

residential
(3) 10.7%

intersection
related
(4) 14.3%
non junction
(2) 7.1%

5
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Conflict with vehicle turning into subject vehicle path in same direction near crash

VF

IF

VEHICLE FACTORS

DRIVING ENVIRONMENT

(28)

FACTORS

INFRASTRUCTURE/

(28)

none
(28) 100%

Infrastructure
Factors

Visual
Obstructions

(28) 100%

(28) 100%

none
(28) 100%

sunlight glare
(2) 7.1%

moving vehicle
(3) 10.7%
parked vehicle
(1) 3.6%
no obstruction
(22) 78.6%

6
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Conflict with unknown incident

CONFLICT WITH UNKNOWN
INCIDENT
(3)

Pre-event Maneuver

Precipitating Factor

going straight
accelerating
(1) 33.3%

lost control –
unknown cause
(1) 33.3%

going straight
constant speed
(1) 33.3%

object in unknown
location
(2) 66.7%

(3) 100%

turning left
(1) 33.3%

(3) 100%

Contributing Factors

Associated Vehicle/
Roadway States

Avoidance Maneuver

Driver Factors

Driving
Environment

steered to left
(1) 33.3%

DF

Infrastructure/
Driving
Environment
Factors

IF

Vehicle Factors

VF

Infrastructure

(3) 100%

DE

I

steered to right
(2) 66.7%

1
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Conflict with unknown incident

DF

DRIVER FACTORS
(3)

Willful Behavior

Driver Impairments

Driver Proficiency
Error

Inattention to
Forward Roadway
DT

none
(3) 100%

drowsy, sleepy,
fatigued
(1) 33.3%

driver proficiency
error
(1) 33.3%

none
(1) 33.3%

none
(2) 66.7%

unknown
(1) 33.3%

2
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Conflict with unknown incident

DT
INATTENTION TO FORWARD
ROADWAY
(3) 100%

none
(1) 33.3%

Secondary Task
(2) 66.7%

PassengerRelated Task

External
Distraction

(1) 33.3%

(1) 33.3%

passenger in
adjacent seat
(1) 33.3%

other external
distraction
(1) 33.3%

3
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Conflict with unknown incident

DE

DRIVING ENVIRONMENT
(3)

Surface Condition

Lighting

Traffic Density

Weather

(3) 100%

(3) 100%

(3) 100%

(3) 100%

dry
(3) 100%

daylight
(1) 33.3%

free flow
(3) 100%

clear
(3) 100%

darkness lighted
(1) 33.3%

dusk
(1) 33.3%

4
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Conflict with unknown incident

I

INFRASTRUCTURE
(3)

Trafficway Flow
(3) 100%

divided
(2) 66.7%
not divided
(1) 33.3%

Traffic Control
Device
(3) 100%

none
(3) 100%

Road Alignment/
Road Profile

Relation to
Junction

(3) 100%

(3) 100%

business/
industrial
(1) 33.3%

straight level
(2) 66.7%

non-junction
(3) 100%

interstate
(1) 33.3%

curve Level
(1) 33.3%

Locality
(3) 100%

residential
(1) 33.3%

5
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Conflict with unknown incident

VF

IF

VEHICLE FACTORS

DRIVING ENVIRONMENT

(3)

none
(3) 100%

INFRASTRUCTURE/
FACTORS
(3)

Infrastructure
Factors

Visual
Obstructions

none
(3) 100%

none
(3) 100%

(3) 100%

(3) 100%

6
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Conflict with unknown near crash

CONFLICT WITH UNKNOWN
NEAR CRASH
(1)

Pre-event Maneuver
(1) 100%

going straight
constant speed
(1) 100%

Precipitating Factor
(1) 100%

object in unknown
location
(1) 100%

Contributing Factors

Associated Vehicle/
Roadway States

Driver Factors

DF

Driving
Environment

DE

Infrastructure/
Driving
Environment
Factors

IF

Infrastructure

I

Vehicle Factors

VF

Avoidance Maneuver
(1) 100%

braked and
steered right
(1) 100%

Post Avoidance
Maneuver
(1) 100%

control maintained
(1) 100%

1
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Conflict with unknown near crash

DF

DRIVER FACTORS
(1)

Willful Behavior

Driver Impairments

Driver Proficiency
Error

Inattention to
Forward Roadway
DT

none
(1) 100%

unknown
(1) 100%

driver proficiency
error
(1) 100%

2
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Conflict with unknown near crash

DT
INATTENTION TO FORWARD
ROADWAY
(1) 100%

Driving Related
Inattention
(1) 100%

left window
(1) 100%

3
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Conflict with unknown near crash

DE

DRIVING ENVIRONMENT
(1)

Surface Condition

Lighting

Traffic Density

Weather

(1) 100%

(1) 100%

(1) 100%

(1) 100%

dry
(1) 100%

daylight
(1) 100%

restricted flow
(1) 100%

clear
(1) 100%

4
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Conflict with unknown near crash

I

INFRASTRUCTURE
(1)

Trafficway Flow
(1) 100%

divided
(1) 100%

Traffic Control
Device
(1) 100%

none
(1) 100%

Locality
(1) 100%

open country
(1) 100%

Road Alignment/
Road Profile

Relation to
Junction

(1) 100%

(1) 100%

straight level
(1) 100%

non junction
(1) 100%

5
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Conflict with unknown near crash

VF

IF

Vehicle Factors

Infrastructure/Driving
Environment Factors

(1)

none
(1) 100%

(1)

Infrastructure
Factors

Visual
Obstructions

none
(1) 100%

none
(1) 100%

(1) 100%

(1) 100%

6
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Conflict with vehicle in adjacent lane crash

CONFLICT WITH VEHICLE IN
ADJACENT LANE
CRASH
sideswipe –
same direction
(1) 100%

INCIDENT TYPE:
CRASH

(1)

Pre-event Maneuver
(1) 100%

changing lanes
(1) 100%

Precipitating Factor
(1) 100%

subject lane change –
left sideswipe threat
(1) 100%

Contributing Factors

Associated Vehicle/
Roadway States

Avoidance Maneuver
(1) 100%

Driver Factors

DF

Driving
Environment

DE

Infrastructure/
Driving
Environment
Factors

IF

Infrastructure

I

Vehicle Factors

VF

braked and
steered right
(1) 100%

Post Avoidance
Maneuver
(1) 100%

control maintained
(1) 100%

1
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Conflict with vehicle in adjacent lane crash

DF

DRIVER FACTORS
(1)

Willful Behavior

Driver Impairments

Driver Proficiency
Error

aggressive driving
(1) 100%

none
(1) 100%

none
(1) 100%

2
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Conflict with vehicle in adjacent lane crash

DE

DRIVING ENVIRONMENT
(1)

Surface
Condition
(1) 100%

dry
(1) 100%

Lighting

Traffic Density

Weather

(1) 100%

(1) 100%

(1) 100%

daylight
(1) 100%

stable flow speed
more restricted
(1) 100%

clear
(1) 100%

3
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Conflict with vehicle in adjacent lane crash

I

INFRASTRUCTURE
(1)

Traffic Flow

Traffic control

Locality

Road Alignment

(1) 100%

(1) 100%

(1) 100%

(1) 100%

not-divided
(1) 100%

traffic signal
(1) 100%

business/industrial
(1) 100%

straight level
(1) 100%

Relation to
Junction
(1) 100%

intersection
(1) 100%

4
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Conflict with vehicle in adjacent lane crash

IF

VF

INFRASTRUCTURE/
VEHICLE FACTORS

DRIVING ENVIRONMENT
FACTORS

(1)

none
(1) 100%

(1)

Infrastructure
Factors
(1) 100%

none
(1) 100%

Visual
Obstructions
(1) 100%

none
(1) 100%

5
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Conflict with vehicle in adjacent lane incident

CONFLICT WITH VEHICLE IN
ADJACENT LANE
INCIDENT
(342)

Pre-event Maneuver

Precipitating Factor

PM

PF

Associated Vehicle/
Roadway States

Contributing Factors

Avoidance Maneuver

AM

Driver Factors

DF

Driving
Environment

DE

Infrastructure/
Driving
Environment
Factors

IF

Infrastructure

I

Vehicle Factors

VF

1
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Conflict with vehicle in adjacent lane incident

PM

PRE-EVENT MANEUVER
(342) 100%

leaving a parked
position
(1) 0.3%

changing lanes
(23) 6.7%

decelerating in traffic
lane
(51) 14.9%

starting in traffic lane
(12) 3.5%

merging
(10) 2.9%

stopped in traffic lane
(11) 3.2%

going straight –
accelerating
(53) 15.5%

turning left
(6) 1.8%

turning right
(5) 1.5%

negotiating a curve
(16) 4.7%

going straight constant speed
(151) 44.2%

going straight
unintentional drift
(2) 0.6%

maneuvering to avoid
a vehicle
(1) 0.3%

2
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Conflict with vehicle in adjacent lane incident

PF

PRECIPITATING FACTOR
(342) 100%

lost control –
other cause
(1) 0.3%

lost control – poor
road conditions
(1) 0.3%

object in roadway
(2) 0.6%

Other Vehicle is Lead
Vehicle
(18) 5.3%

Other Vehicle Entering
Intersection
(4) 1.2%

Other Vehicle from
Another Lane
(10) 2.9%

at slower
constant speed
(5) 1.5%

straight across
path
(1) 0.3%

from driveway –
intended path
unknown
(1) 0.3%

left –
behind subject
(1) 0.3%

decelerating
(8) 2.3%

turning into
same direction
(2) 0.6%

from driveway turning into same
direction
(2) 0.60%

stopped more
than 2 seconds
(5) 1.5%

intended path
unknown
(1) 0.3%

from parallel/diagonal
parking lane
(7) 2.1%

Other Vehicle is
Changing Lanes
(150) 43.9%

no precipitating
event
(2) 0.6%

Subject Vehicle is in
Intersection
(12) 3.5%

Subject Vehicle is
Changing Lanes
(116) 33.9%

Subject Vehicle Off
the Roadway
(26) 7.6%

passing through
(9) 2.6%

left behind
vehicle
(5) 1.5%

subject over left
edge of road
(1) 0.3%

left –
in front of subject
(18) 5.3%

turning left
(1) 0.3%

left in front of
vehicle
(9) 2.6%

left –
other
(8) 2.3%

turning right
(2) 0.6%

left other
(9) 2.6%

left –
sideswipe threat
(57) 16.7%
right –
in front of subject
(20) 5.9%
right – other
(6) 1.8%
right - sideswipe
threat
(40) 11.7%

left sideswipe
threat
(45) 13.2%

subject over
left lane line
(9) 2.6%
subject over
right lane line
(16) 4.7%

right behind
vehicle
(8) 2.3%
right in front of
vehicle
(3) 0.9%
right other
(5) 1.5%
right sideswipe
threat
(32) 9.4%

3
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Conflict with vehicle in adjacent lane incident

AM

AVOIDANCE MANEUVER
(342) 100%

no reaction
(27) 7.9%

unknown
(1) 0.3%

braked and
steered left
(44) 12.9%

other actions
(1) 0.3%

braked and
steered right
(50) 14.6%

steered to left
(58) 17%

braking
(112)

braking
(lockup)
(1) 0.3%

accelerated and
steered left
(6) 1.8%

accelerated
(3) 0.9%

accelerated and
steered right
(4) 1.2%

steered to right
(36) 10.5%

braking
(no lockup)
(111) 32.5%

4
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Conflict with vehicle in adjacent lane incident

DF

DRIVER FACTORS
(342)

Willful Behavior

Driver Impairments

Driver Proficiency
Error

aggressive
driving
(53) 15.5%

drowsy, sleepy,
fatigued
(22) 6.4%

driving
proficiency error
(114) 33.3%

none
(289) 84.5%

angry
(1) 0.3%

none
(228) 66.7%

other
(2) 0.6%
other emotional
state
(2) 0.6%
none
(260) 76%
unknown
(55) 16.1%

5
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Conflict with vehicle in adjacent lane incident

DT
INATTENTION TO FORWARD
ROADWAY
(342) 100%

none
(283) 82.8%

Secondary Task
(50) 14.6%

Driving Related
Inattention
(9) 2.6%

ST
center mirror
(2) 0.6%
right window
(3) 0.9%
left window
(4) 1.2%

6
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Conflict with vehicle in adjacent lane incident

ST

SECONDARY TASK
(50) 14.6%

Daydreaming
(3) 0.9%

looked but
did not see
(3) 0.9%

(14) 4.1%

Internal-Not
Vehicle Related
Task

passenger in
adjacent seat
(11) 3.2%

object - other
(1) 0.3%

other external
distraction
(3) 0.9%

child in
rear seat
(1) 0.3%

reaching object –
not cell phone
(5) 1.5%

looking at an
object
(1) 0.3%

talking/singing
(2) 0.6%

moving object in
vehicle
(1) 0.3%

PassengerRelated Task

(9) 2.6%

External
Distraction

Vehicle-Related
Task

(4) 1.2%

(4) 1.2%

adjusting radio
(4) 1.2%

Dining
(1) 0.3%

eating without
utensils
(1) 0.3%

Smoking
(2) 0.6%

smoking cigar
cigarette
(2) 0.6%

Wireless
Devices
(13) 3.8%

talking/listening
(12) 3.5%
dialing hand held
cell phone
(1) 0.3%

reading
(1) 0.3%

writing - other
(1) 0.3%
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Conflict with vehicle in adjacent lane incident

CP

WIRELESS DEVICES
(13) 3.8%

talking/listening
(12) 3.5%
dialing hand held cell
phone
(1) 0.3%
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Conflict with vehicle in adjacent lane incident

DE

DRIVING ENVIRONMENT
(342)

Surface
Condition
(342) 100%

dry
(294) 86%
snowy
(1) 0.3%
wet
(47) 13.7%

Lighting

Traffic Density

Weather

(342) 100%

(342) 100%

(342) 100%

daylight
(263) 76.9%

unstable flow temporary restrictions
slow driver
(36) 10.5%

clear
(280) 81.9%

restricted flow
(140) 40.9%

cloudy
(28) 8.2%

forced flow with low
speeds and traffic
volumes
(1) 0.3%

fog
(1) 0.3%

darkness lighted
(41) 12%
darkness not
lighted
(13) 3.8%
dawn
(5) 1.5%
dusk
(20) 5.9%

stable flow
speed restricted
(108) 31.6%

raining
(32) 9.4%

unstable flow
- temporary stoppages
Vehicle unable to pass
(15) 4.4%

snowing
(1) 0.3%

free flow
(42) 12.3%
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Conflict with vehicle in adjacent lane incident

I
INFRASTRUCTURE
(342)

Trafficway Flow
(342) 100%

divided
(260) 76%

not-divided
(62) 18.1%

one-way traffic
(19) 5.6%

no lanes
(1) 0.3%

Traffic Control
Device

Locality

Road Alignment/
Road Profile

(342) 100%

(342) 100%

officer/watchman
(1) 0.3%

business/
industrial
(160) 46.8%

straight level
(288) 84.2%

one way road or
street
(1) 0.3%

interstate
(129) 37.7%

straight grade
(6) 1.8%

stop sign
(2) 0.60%
other
(3) 0.9%
slow or warning sign
(1) 0.3%
traffic lanes marked
(8) 2.3%
traffic signal
(61) 17.8%
yield sign
(3) 0.9%
none
(261) 76.3%
unknown
(1) 0.3%

construction zone
(6) 1.8%
open country
(26) 7.6%

residential
(20) 5.9%

other
(1) 0.3%

(342) 100%

curve level
(40) 11.7%
curve grade
(8) 2.3%

unknown
(1) 0.3%

Relation to
Junction
(342) 100%

driveway, alley,
access
(5) 1.5%
entrance/exit ramp
(39) 11.4%
interchange area
(10) 2.9%
intersection
(45) 13.2%
intersection
related
(25) 7.3%
non-junction
(213) 62.3%

other
(2) 0.6%

parking lot
(3) 0.9%
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Conflict with vehicle in adjacent lane incident

VF

IF

VEHICLE FACTORS

DRIVING ENVIRONMENT

INFRASTRUCTURE/
FACTORS

(342)

none
(342) 100%

(342)

Infrastructure
Factors
(342) 100%

road geometry
(16) 4.7%
road delineation
(6) 1.8%

Visual
Obstructions
(342) 100%

moving vehicle
(2) 0.6%
sunlight glare
(13) 3.8%

weather, visibility
(3) 0.9%

rain/snow/fog/
smoke/sand, dust
(1) 0.3%

traffic control
device
(2) 0.6%

other obstruction
(1) 0.3%

none
(315) 92.1%

none
(325) 95%
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Conflict with vehicle in adjacent lane near crash

CONFLICT WITH VEHICLE IN
ADJACENT LANE
NEAR CRASH
(115)

Pre-event Maneuver

Precipitating Factor

PM

PF

Contributing Factors

Associated Vehicle/
Roadway States

Avoidance Maneuver

Post Avoidance
Maneuver

AM

Driver Factors

DF

Infrastructure/
Driving
Environment
Factors

IF

Vehicle Factors

VF

Driving
Environment

Infrastructure

DE

I

control maintained
(113) 98.3%
rotated counterclockwise
(1) 0.9%
unknown
(1) 0.9%

1
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Conflict with vehicle in adjacent lane near crash

PM

PRE EVENT MANEUVER
(115) 100%

changing lanes
(14) 12.2%

starting in traffic lane
(4) 3.5%

decelerating in
traffic lane
(20) 17.4%

stopped in traffic
lane
(2) 1.7%

going straight
accelerating
(20) 17.4%

turning left
(5) 4.4%

going straight
constant speed
(43) 37.4%

turning right
(2) 1.7%

merging
(4) 3.5%

negotiating a curve
(1) 0.9%

2
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Conflict with vehicle in adjacent lane near crash

PF

PRECIPITATING FACTOR
(115) 100%

Lost Control
(2) 1.7%

Other Vehicle is Lead
Vehicle
(4) 3.5%

Other Vehicle
Entering Intersection
(1) 0.9%

Other Vehicle
is Changing Lanes
(55) 47.8%

Subject Vehicle
is Changing Lanes
(43) 37.4%

Subject Vehicle
Off the Roadway
(10) 8.7%

poor road condition
(1) 0.9%

decelerating
(3) 2.6%

left turn
across path
(1) 0.9%

left in front of subject
(3) 2.6%

left in front of
vehicle
(2) 1.7%

subject over
left edge of road
(1) 0.9%

unknown
(1) 0.9%

at slower
constant speed
(1) 0.9%

left other
(1) 0.9%

subject over
left lane line
(3) 2.6%

left sideswipe threat
(16) 13.9%
right in front of
subject
(6) 5.2%
right sideswipe threat
(30) 26.1%

left sideswipe
threat
(22) 19.1%
right behind
vehicle
(1) 0.9%

subject over right
lane line
(6) 5.2%

right other
(1) 0.9%
right sideswipe
threat
(16) 13.9%
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Conflict with vehicle in adjacent lane near crash

AM

AVOIDANCE MANEUVER
(115) 100%

no reaction
(6) 5.2%

accelerated and
steered right
(1) 0.9%

steered to left
(13) 11.3%

braked and
steered left
(36) 31.3%

steered to right
(8) 7%

braked and
steered right
(28) 24.4%

braking
(23)

braking
(lockup unknown)
(1) 0.9%

braking
(no lockup)
(22) 19.1%
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Conflict with vehicle in adjacent lane near crash

DF

DRIVER FACTORS
(115)

Willful Behavior

Driver
Impairments

Driver Proficiency
Error

Inattention to
Forward
Roadway
DT

aggressive driving
(18) 15.7%

angry
(1) 0.9%

driving proficiency
error
(48) 41.7%

none
(97) 84.4%

drowsy, sleepy,
fatigued
(7) 6.1%

none
(67) 58.3%

none
(80) 72.1%

unknown
(27) 23.5%

5
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Conflict with vehicle in adjacent lane near crash

DT
INATTENTION TO FORWARD
ROADWAY
(115) 100%

none

(85) 73.9%

Secondary Task
(26) 22.6%

Driving Related
Inattention
(4) 3.5%

ST
center mirror
(1) 0.9%
right window
(2) 1.7%
left window
(1) 0.9%
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Conflict with vehicle in adjacent lane near crash

ST

SECONDARY TASK
(26) 22.6%

PassengerRelated Task
(13) 11.3%

Internal-Not
Vehicle Related
Task

Dining

Wireless Devices

Personal Hygiene

(1) 0.9%

(8) 7%

(1) 0.9%

dialing hand held
cell phone
(1) 0.9%

combing or fixing
hair
(1) 0.9%

(3) 2.6%

passenger in
adjacent seat
(11) 9.6%

reaching for object
- not cell phone
(1) 0.9%

passenger in
rear seat
(1) 0.9%

reading
(1) 0.9%

talking/singing
(1) 0.9%

writing - other
(1) 0.9%

eating
(1) 0.9%

talking/listening
(7) 6.1%
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Conflict with vehicle in adjacent lane near crash

CP

WIRELESS DEVICES
(8) 7%

dialing hand held cell
phone
(1) 0.9%

talking/listening
(7) 6.1%
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Conflict with vehicle in adjacent lane near crash

DE

DRIVING ENVIRONMENT
(115)

Surface Condition

Lighting

Traffic Density

(115) 100%

(115) 100%

dry
(99) 86.1%

daylight
(90) 78.3%

restricted flow
(36) 31.3%

icy
(1) 0.9%

darkness
lighted
(11) 9.6%

stable flow
speed restricted
(33) 28.7%

snowy
(1) 0.9%

darkness
not lighted
(4) 3.5%

free flow
(32) 27.8%

wet
(14) 12.2%

dawn
(1) 0.9%
dusk
(9) 7.8%

(115) 100%

Weather
(115) 100%

clear
(89) 77.4%
cloudy
(17) 14.8%
raining
(9) 7.8%

unstable Flow
- temporary stoppages
Vehicle unable to pass
(5) 4.4%
unstable flow temporary restrictions
slow driver
(9) 7.8%
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Conflict with vehicle in adjacent lane near crash

I

INFRASTRUCTURE
(115)

Trafficway Flow
(115) 100%

Traffic Control
Device
(115) 100%

Locality
(115) 100%

divided
(83) 72.2%

traffic signal
(18) 15.7%

business/
industrial
(54) 47%

not divided
(29) 25.2%

traffic lanes
marked
(5) 4.4%

interstate
(46) 40%

one-way traffic
(3) 2.6%

stop sign
(1) 0.9%
other
(2) 1.7%
yield sign
(3) 2.6%
none
(86) 74.8%

construction zone
(2) 1.7%

open country
(10) 8.7%

residential
(3) 2.6%

Road Alignment/
Road Profile

Relation to
Junction

(115) 100%

(115) 100%

curve level
(9) 7.8%

driveway, alley,
access
(1) 0.9%

curve grade
(2) 1.7%

entrance/exit
ramp
(15) 13%

straight level
(101) 87.8%
straight grade
(3) 2.6%

interchange area
(1) 0.9%
intersection
(11) 9.6%
intersection
related
(14) 12.2%
non-junction
(73) 63.5%
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Conflict with vehicle in adjacent lane near crash

VF

IF

VEHICLE FACTORS
(115)

DRIVING ENVIRONMENT

none
(115) 100%

INFRASTRUCTURE/
FACTORS
(115)

Infrastructure
Factors

Visual
Obstructions

road geometry
(1) 0.9%

moving vehicle
(1) 0.9%

(115) 100%

roadway
delineation
(2) 1.7%
none
(112) 97.4%

(115) 100%

other obstruction
(1) 0.9%
rain/snow/fog/
smoke/sand/ dust
(1) 0.9%
roadway
infrastructure
(2) 1.7%
sunlight glare
(5) 4.3%
none
(104) 90.4%
unknown
(1) 0.9%
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The 100-Car Naturalistic Driving Study
Phase II – Results of the 100-Car Field
Experiment
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Secondary Tasks Recorded During
Data Reduction
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APPENDIX D

Table D-1. Secondary Tasks Recorded During Data Reduction.
Secondary Task Distraction Type
Passenger-Related Secondary Task
Passenger in adjacent seat

Description

Driver is talking to a passenger sitting in adjacent seat that
can be identified by the person encroaching into the camera
view or the driver is clearly looking and talking to the
passenger.
Passenger in rear seat
Driver is talking to a passenger sitting in rear seat that can be
identified by the person encroaching into the camera view or
the driver is clearly looking and talking to the passenger
seated in the rear.
Child in adjacent seat
Driver is talking to a child sitting in the adjacent seat who
can be identified by the child encroaching into the camera
view or the driver is clearly looking and talking to the child.
Child in rear seat
Driver is talking to a child sitting in the rear seat who can be
identified by the child or child-related paraphernalia
encroaching into the camera view or the driver is clearly
looking and talking to the passenger seated in the rear.
Talking/Singing: No Passenger Apparent
Talking/Singing/Dancing
Driver appears to be vocalizing either to an unknown
passenger, to self, or singing to the radio. Also, in this
category are instances where the driver exhibits dancing
behavior.
Internal Distraction: Not vehicle or passenger related.
Reading
Driver is reading papers, a magazine, a book, or a map
Moving object in vehicle
Driver is distracted by stationary objects suddenly in motion
due to hard braking, accelerating, or turning corner.
Object dropped by driver
Driver dropped an object and is now looking for it or
reaching for it.
Reaching for object in vehicle (not Driver is attempting to locate an object while driving.
cell phone)
Insect in vehicle
Driver is distracted by a flying insect that is in the cabin of
the vehicle.
Pet in vehicle
Driver is distracted by a pet that is in the cabin of the
vehicle.
Wireless Device
Talking/Listening
Driver is clearly conversing on the cell phone.
Head-set on/conversation
Driver has a hands-free head-set on but the conversation is
unknown
unknown
Dialing hand-held cell phone
Driver is attempting to dial a hand-held cell phone while the
vehicle is in gear.
Dialing hand-held cell phone
Driver is attempting to use quick keys to dial a hand-held
using quick keys
cell phone while the vehicle is in gear.
Dialing hands-free cell phone
Driver is attempting to dial a hands-free cell phone using
using voice activated software
voice activation while the vehicle is in gear.
Locating/reaching/answering cell
Driver is attempting to locate the cell phone by reaching for
phone
it in order to use it or answer it while the vehicle is in gear.
Cell Phone: Other
Any other activity associated with a cell phone i.e. looking at
a cell phone for time, or screening calls but not dialing, or
talking while the vehicle is in gear.
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Locating/Reaching for PDA
Operating PDA
Viewing PDA
Vehicle-Related Secondary Task
Adjusting Climate Control
Adjusting the radio
Inserting/Retrieving cassette
Inserting/Retrieving CD
Adjusting other devices integral to
vehicle
Adjusting other known in-vehicle
devices
Dining
Eating with a utensil
Eating without a utensil
Drinking with a covered/ straw
Drinking out of open cup/
container
Smoking
Reaching for cigar/cigarette
Lighting cigar/cigarette
Smoking cigar/cigarette
Extinguishing cigar/cigarette
Daydreaming
Lost in thought
Looked but did not see

External Distraction
Looking at previous crash or
highway incident
Pedestrian located outside the
vehicle
Animal located outside the vehicle
Object located outside the vehicle

Driver is attempting to locate a PDA by reaching for it in
order to use it or to answer it while the vehicle is in gear.
Driver is using (looking at, using stylus, or pressing buttons)
while the vehicle is in gear.
Driver is only looking at a PDA, no stylus or button presses,
while the vehicle is in gear.
Driver is looking at and/or reaching to adjust the HVAC
system while the vehicle is in gear.
Driver is looking at and/or reaching to adjust the radio/stereo
system while the vehicle is in gear.
Driver is inserting or retrieving a cassette while the vehicle is
in gear.
Driver is inserting or retrieving a compact disc while the
vehicle is in gear.
Driver is looking at and/or reaching to adjust another in-dash
system while the vehicle is in gear.
Driver is looking at and/or reaching to adjust another invehicle system (i.e., XM Radio) while the vehicle is in gear.
Driver is eating food with a utensil while the vehicle is in
gear.
Driver is eating food without utensil while the vehicle is in
gear.
Driver is drinking out of a covered container (travel mug) or
covered container with a straw while the vehicle is in gear.
Driver is drinking out of an open cup or container that can be
easily spilled while the vehicle is in gear.
Driver is reaching for cigar/cigarette/pipe while the vehicle
is in gear.
Driver is lighting the cigar/cigarette/pipe while the vehicle is
in gear.
Driver is smoking the cigar/cigarette/pipe while the vehicle
is in gear.
Driver is putting the cigar/cigarette out in an ashtray while
the vehicle is in gear.
Driver is haphazardly looking around but not at any single
distraction.
Driver is looking in the direction of a conflict but does not
react in a timely manner. Driver may also exhibit a surprised
look at the moment of realization.
Driver is looking out of the vehicle at a collision or a
highway incident that has happened recently.
Driver is looking out of the vehicle at a pedestrian who may
or may not pose a safety hazard (generally not in the forward
roadway).
Driver is looking out of the vehicle at an animal that may or
may not pose a safety hazard (generally not in the forward
roadway).
Driver is looking out of the vehicle at an object of interest
that may or may not pose a safety hazard. Objects may or
may not be in the forward roadway.
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Construction zone
Personal Hygiene
Combing/brushing/fixing hair

Driver is looking out of the vehicle at construction
equipment that may or may not pose a safety hazard.

Driver is grooming or styling hair while the vehicle is in
gear. Driver may or may not be looking in a mirror.
Applying make-up
Driver is applying makeup while the vehicle is in gear.
Driver may or may not be looking in a mirror.
Shaving
Driver is shaving facial hair while the vehicle is in gear.
Driver may or may not be looking in a mirror.
Brushing/flossing teeth
Driver is brushing or flossing teeth while the vehicle is in
gear. Driver may or may not be looking in a mirror.
Biting nails/cuticles
Driver is biting nails and/or cuticles. Driver may or may not
be looking at nails and/or cuticles.
Removing/adjusting jewelry
Driver is removing/adjusting/putting on jewelry while the
vehicle is in gear.
Removing/inserting contact lenses Driver is attempting to remove or insert contact lenses while
the vehicle is in gear.
Other
Driver is cleaning/adjusting/altering something on their
person while the vehicle is in gear.
Driving-related Inattention to Forward Roadway
Checking center rear-view mirror
Driver is observing traffic in rear-view mirror while moving
forward or stopped, but the vehicle is in gear (i.e. stopped at
an intersection).
Looking out left side of
Driver is looking out the left side of the windshield while the
windshield (not in direction in
vehicle is either moving forward or stopped, but is in gear.
motion)
This is not marked if the driver is making a left turn.
Looking out right side of
Driver is looking out the right side of the windshield while
windshield (not in direction in
the vehicle is either moving forward or stopped, but is in
motion)
gear. This is not marked if the driver is making a right turn.
Checking left rear-view mirror
Driver is observing traffic in left rear-view mirror while
moving forward or stopped, but the vehicle is in gear (i.e.
stopped at an intersection).
Looking out left window
Driver is observing traffic in left window while moving
forward or stopped, but the vehicle is in gear (i.e. stopped at
an intersection).
Checking right rear-view mirror
Driver is observing traffic in right rear-view mirror while
moving forward or stopped, but the vehicle is in gear (i.e.
stopped at an intersection).
Looking out right window
Driver is observing traffic in right window while moving
forward or stopped, but the vehicle is in gear (i.e. stopped at
an intersection).
Looking at instrument panel
Driver is checking vehicle speed/temperature/RPMs while
vehicle is moving or stopped, but is in gear.
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FOREWORD
The Highway Beautification Act of 1965 outlined control of outdoor advertising, including
removal of certain types of advertising signs, along the Interstate Highway System and the
existing Federal-aid primary roadway system. Since that time, most States have evolved a body
of legislation and/or regulations to control off-premise outdoor advertising (billboards), and
many local governments have developed similar rules.
The advent of new electronic billboard technologies, in particular the digital Light-Emitting
Diode (LED) billboard, has necessitated a reevaluation of current legislation and regulation for
controlling outdoor advertising. In this case, one of the concerns is possible driver distraction.
In the context of the present report, outdoor advertising signs employing this new advertising
technology are referred to as Commercial Electronic Variable Message Signs (CEVMS). They
are also commonly referred to as Digital Billboards (DBB) and Electronic Billboards (EBB).
The present report reviews research concerning the possible effects of CEVMS used for outdoor
advertising on driver safety, including possible attention and distraction effects. The report
consists of an update of earlier published work, an investigation of applicable research methods
and techniques, recommendations for future research, and an extensive bibliography. The report
should be of interest to highway engineers, traffic engineers, highway safety specialists, the
outdoor advertising industry, environmental advocates, Federal policy makers, and State and
local regulators of outdoor advertising.

Michael F. Trentacoste
Director, Office of Safety
Research and Development

Gerald Solomon
Director, Office of Real Estate
Services

Notice
This document is disseminated under the sponsorship of the U.S. Department of Transportation
in the interest of information exchange. The U.S. Government assumes no liability for the use of
the information contained in this document.
The U.S. Government does not endorse products or manufacturers. Trademarks or
manufacturers’ names appear in this report only because they are considered essential to the
objective of the document.
Quality Assurance Statement
The Federal Highway Administration (FHWA) provides high-quality information to serve
Government, industry, and the public in a manner that promotes public understanding. Standards
and policies are used to ensure and maximize the quality, objectivity, utility, and integrity of its
information. FHWA periodically reviews quality issues and adjusts its programs and processes to
ensure continuous quality improvement.
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SI* (MODERN METRIC) CONVERSION FACTORS
APPROXIMATE CONVERSIONS TO SI UNITS
Symbol

When You Know

in
ft
yd
mi

inches
feet
yards
miles

2

Multiply By
LENGTH
25.4
0.305
0.914
1.61

To Find

Symbol

millimeters
meters
meters
kilometers

mm
m
m
km

square millimeters
square meters
square meters
hectares
square kilometers

mm
2
m
m2
ha
2
km

AREA

in
2
ft
yd2
ac
2
mi

square inches
square feet
square yard
acres
square miles

645.2
0.093
0.836
0.405
2.59

fl oz
gal
ft3
3
yd

fluid ounces
gallons
cubic feet
cubic yards

oz
lb
T

ounces
pounds
short tons (2000 lb)

o

Fahrenheit

2

VOLUME
29.57
milliliters
3.785
liters
0.028
cubic meters
0.765
cubic meters
3
NOTE: volumes greater than 1000 L shall be shown in m

mL
L
m3
3
m

MASS
28.35
0.454
0.907

grams
kilograms
megagrams (or "metric ton")

TEMPERATURE (exact degrees)
F

5 (F-32)/9
or (F-32)/1.8

g
kg
Mg (or "t")

Celsius

o

lux
2
candela/m

lx
2
cd/m

C

ILLUMINATION
fc
fl

foot-candles
foot-Lamberts

10.76
3.426

lbf
lbf/in2

poundforce
poundforce per square inch

FORCE and PRESSURE or STRESS
4.45
6.89

newtons
kilopascals

N
kPa

APPROXIMATE CONVERSIONS FROM SI UNITS
Symbol

When You Know

Multiply By
LENGTH

mm
m
m
km

millimeters
meters
meters
kilometers

mm2
2
m
2
m
ha
2
km

square millimeters
square meters
square meters
hectares
square kilometers

mL
L
m3
3
m

milliliters
liters
cubic meters
cubic meters

g
kg
Mg (or "t")

grams
kilograms
megagrams (or "metric ton")

o

Celsius

0.039
3.28
1.09
0.621

To Find

Symbol

inches
feet
yards
miles

in
ft
yd
mi

square inches
square feet
square yards
acres
square miles

in2
2
ft
2
yd
ac
2
mi

fluid ounces
gallons
cubic feet
cubic yards

fl oz
gal
ft3
3
yd

ounces
pounds
short tons (2000 lb)

oz
lb
T

AREA
0.0016
10.764
1.195
2.47
0.386

VOLUME
0.034
0.264
35.314
1.307

MASS
0.035
2.202
1.103

TEMPERATURE (exact degrees)
C

1.8C+32

Fahrenheit

o

foot-candles
foot-Lamberts

fc
fl

F

ILLUMINATION
lx
2
cd/m

lux
2
candela/m

N
kPa

newtons
kilopascals

0.0929
0.2919

FORCE and PRESSURE or STRESS
0.225
0.145

poundforce
poundforce per square inch

lbf
2
lbf/in

*SI is the symbol for the International System of Units. Appropriate rounding should be made to comply with Section 4 of ASTM E380.
(Revised March 2003)
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1.0 INTRODUCTION
The present report reviews research concerning the possible effects of Commercial Electronic
Variable Message Signs (CEVMS) used for outdoor advertising on driving safety. The report
consists of an update of earlier published work by Farbry et al., which consists of an investigation
of applicable research methods and techniques, recommendations for future research, and an
extensive bibliography.(1) The Federal Highway Administration (FHWA) has evaluated possible
safety effects of CEVMS in two previous studies. The first study was completed in 1980 and the
second in 2001.(1,2) Since then, CEVMS technology has evolved, in particular the expanded use
of digital Light Emitting Diode (LED) arrays, as well as the implementation of new
programmable formats and messages. The present report concentrates on identifying potential
factors that may contribute to determining whether there are any significant safety concerns or
distraction effects with regards to CEVMS used for outdoor advertising. Throughout the present
report, the acronym CEVMS will be employed to refer to both the singular and plural case.
1.1 BASIC RESEARCH QUESTION
The basic research question being addressed in this report is whether the presence of CEVMS
along the roadway is associated with a reduction in driving safety for the public. Increases in
vehicle crashes along a certain portion of the roadway are generally regarded as an indication of
a possible safety concern. Thus, the measurement of crash rates in the vicinity of CEVMS in
comparison with crash rates at matched control locations without CEVMS is one possible way to
determine possible safety impacts. But, the crashes are rare multicausal events which are difficult
to measure. Therefore, measurements of driving behavior in near-crash situations are sometimes
taken as a substitute for crashes. These safety surrogate measures may then be generalized to
other driving behaviors that represent possible precursors of crashes—like sudden braking, sharp
swerving, or traffic conflicts—even though no crash occurs. Usually, because these safety
surrogate measures are more frequent and easier to measure, they are often employed instead of
or in addition to crashes. Thus, determining the frequency of occurrence of certain relevant
safety surrogate driving behaviors in the vicinity of CEVMS in comparison with the frequency of
occurrence of such behaviors at matched control locations without CEVMS is another possible
way to determine possible safety impacts. The validity of using such safety surrogate measures
rests on the assumption that they are related to actual vehicle crashes, which seems intuitively
reasonable but has not been conclusively demonstrated.
There is another approach to determining the possible safety impact of CEVMS. This approach
is based upon the abstract psychological constructs of driver attention and distraction. A driver
must devote a certain amount of attention to the driving task at hand, and sufficient distraction
from that driving task could be associated with the higher risk of a crash. The measurement of
driver eye glance behavior is often taken as an indirect indicator of attention. Thus, the driver’s
eye glances should be concentrated in the region of the roadway ahead, and any frequent or long
eye glances away from this region toward other objects, including CEVMS, could be regarded as
an indication of possible driver distraction. If the eye glances toward a certain object and away
from the roadway ahead are sufficiently frequent or sufficiently long to exceed criteria
established for safe driving, this outcome can be taken as an indication of a possible safety
impact. The validity of using eye glance behavior measures in this manner rests on two
1
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assumptions: that eye glances are related to attention and/or distraction and that there are
generally accepted safety criteria for excessive eye glances away from the roadway ahead. These
assumptions are not universally accepted.
In summary, the basic research question is whether the presence of CEVMS along the roadway is
associated with a reduction in driving safety for the public. The three fundamental methods for
answering this question include if there is an increase in crash rates in the vicinity of CEVMS, if
there is an increase in near-crashes or safety surrogate measures in the vicinity of CEVMS, and if
there are excessive eye glances away from the roadway ahead in the vicinity of CEVMS.
1.2 SCOPE
In this report, a CEVMS will be defined as a self-luminous advertising sign which depicts any
kind of light, color, or message change which ranges from static images to image sequences to
full motion video. The CEVMS may also be referred to as an Electronic Billboard (EBB) or a
Digital Billboard (DBB). The present report concentrates on the possible effects of CEVMS on
driver attention, driver distraction, and roadway safety. The report is divided into 10 sections:
Introduction, Literature Review Update, Key Factors and Measures, Research Strategies, Future
Research Program, Recommended First Stage Study, Conclusions, References, Bibliography,
and Appendices.
Investigating the possible safety effects of CEVMS is sufficiently complex so that no single
experiment will answer all of the relevant scientific and engineering questions. The present
report outlines a top-level broad program of potential future research, and it defines in greater
detail three possible studies, any one of which could serve as a possible first step. After these
discussions, a course of action is recommended. Although off-premise advertising signs
constitute the main focus of FHWA attention, the influence of on-premise advertising signs will
also be considered to create a more comprehensive and consistent research approach.
In parallel with the present project, a related study is being performed under National
Cooperative Highway Research Program (NCHRP) Project 20-7 (256), titled “Safety Impacts of
the Emerging Digital Display Technology for Outdoor Advertising Signs.” Both the present
project and the NCHRP study begin with the understanding that, despite years of research, there
have been no definitive conclusions about the presence or strength of adverse safety impacts
from CEVMS. The two projects differ in three significant ways. First, the NCHRP study is
undertaking a broad, critical review of the research literature in this field. The present project is
more focused on literature update oriented toward the identification of suitable independent and
dependent variables for future research. Second, the NCHRP study is reviewing current
regulations and guidelines for the control of roadside advertising that may exist in foreign
countries to assess their applicability to U.S. highways and streets. Aside from mention in the
literature review update portion, the present report does not directly address regulations and
guidelines. Third, the NCHRP study will synthesize current research results and current
regulations and guidance to recommend how State and local governments might enact reasonable
temporary guidance for the control of CEVMS within their own jurisdictions. Such guidance
may be applicable on an interim basis pending the outcome of future, more conclusive research
outlined in the present project. As a result, such interim guidance may need to change as new
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technical information is developed. The present report does not provide guidance to States on the
control of CEVMS.

3
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2.0 LITERATURE REVIEW UPDATE
2.1 BACKGROUND
The research that addresses the possible safety and distraction effects of outdoor advertising
billboards has been extensive and long standing. Dating back to the 1930s, this research reached
a peak in the 1950s and 1960s. Research continued at low ebb through the 1980s, and then all but
ceased. With the advent of newer billboard technologies (e.g., lamp matrix, rotating disc, trivision, and, most recently, LED) and with the corresponding questions raised by regulators,
safety researchers, and the public, research has increased again since the turn of the century.
These newer billboard technologies, especially the LED technology, ushered in the increasing
use of CEVMS for on-premise and off-premise advertising. The current research focuses on
information that has become available since the publication of the most recent FHWA report, but
it also includes earlier relevant studies not previously identified.(1) The present review is
organized into five major categories according to the research context for the study: post-hoc
crash studies, field investigations, laboratory investigations, previous literature reviews, and
reviews of practice. The categories that contain empirical data have a brief discussion of
potential methodological problems inherent in the types of studies characteristic of that category.
2.2 POST-HOC CRASH STUDIES
Post-hoc crash studies review police traffic collision reports or statistical summaries of such
reports to understand the causes of crashes that have taken place in the vicinity of some change
to the roadside environment. In the present case, the change of concern is the introduction of
CEVMS to the roadside or the replacement of conventional billboards with CEVMS.
A number of studies have been conducted over the years using the crash methodology. Three
such studies were not reviewed in prior FHWA studies. In a study similar to that conducted in
the 1970s in Massachusetts, the Freeway Operations Unit of the Wisconsin Department of
Transportation (WisDOT) analyzed bidirectional crashes on I-94 near an electronic billboard
with a 5.0 s message dwell time.(3,4) Crash rate data were collected for 3 years prior to and
3 years after sign operation began. For eastbound traffic, total crashes increased 36 percent over
the 3 year post operational period compared to the baseline preoperational condition. In addition,
side-swipe crashes increased 8 percent, and rear-end crashes increased 21 percent. For
westbound traffic, total crashes increased 21 percent, sideswipe crashes increased 35 percent,
and rear-end crashes increased 35 percent. The authors of the WisDOT study concluded that, “it
is obvious that the variable message sign has had an effect on traffic, most notably in the increase
of the side-swipe rate” (p. 3).(4)
Stutts et al. conducted an analysis of several crash data reporting systems to identify major
sources of driver distraction and the relative importance of different types of distraction as
contributing factors in motor vehicle crashes.(5) Distraction was described as one form of
inattention, and it has been implicated as a factor in more than half of the police reported
inattention crashes identified by the National Highway Transportation Safety Administration.(6)
In this study, 8.3 percent of drivers involved in police-reported crashes were identified as
distracted, but 35.9 percent of these crashes were coded as “unknown.” For this and other
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reasons, it is believed that the reported percentage of distraction-related crashes substantially
under-represents the true statistics.(5) Among the types of distractions coded in the database, the
largest contributor (29.4 percent) was “outside person, object, or event,” and the second largest
(25.6 percent) was “other.”
Smiley et al. studied the relationship between video advertising signs and motor vehicle crashes
at downtown intersections and on the freeway.(7) Crash data were analyzed from three
intersections before and after the introduction of video advertising signs. When the three
intersections were evaluated individually, two demonstrated increases in both total and rear-end
crashes; the third showed no significant increase in such crashes. The authors believe that the
lack of statistical significance may be due to the small number of crashes identified. For the
freeway environment, crash data on the video approach was compared to crash data for three
non-video approaches, one of which was deemed the most comparable (control) segment. For
this comparison, the authors report a negligible increase in injury collision crash frequencies on
the video approach.
Following the design of their earlier study on conventional billboards, Tantala and Tantala
analyzed police accident reports in the vicinity of seven digital billboards on interstate highways
near Cleveland, OH.(8) Both their current and earlier studies were sponsored by the outdoor
advertising industry. Reported crashes were analyzed for a period of 18 months prior to and after
the conversion of these billboards from conventional to digital. They found essentially no
statistically significant differences in crash rates before and after the conversion.
Unfortunately, all post-hoc crash studies are subject to certain weaknesses, most of which are
difficult to overcome. For example, the vast majority—more than 80 percent in one study—of
accidents are never reported to police; thus, such studies are likely to underreport crashes. Also,
when crashes are caused by factors such as driver distraction or inattention, the involved driver
may be unwilling or unable to report these factors to a police investigator. Another weakness is
that police, under time pressure, are rarely able to investigate the true root causes of crashes
unless they involve serious injury, death, or extensive property damage. Furthermore, to have
confidence in the results, researchers need to collect comparable data in such studies before and
after the change and in the after phase at equivalent but unaffected roadway sections. Last, since
crashes are infrequent events, data collection needs to span extended periods of time, both before
and after introduction of the change. Few studies are able to obtain such extensive data. For a
more specific analysis of some possible design and methodological concerns with the study by
Tantala and Tantala, see Wachtel.(8,9)
2.3 FIELD INVESTIGATIONS
The spectrum of field investigations related to roadway safety is broad. It includes unobtrusive
observation, naturalistic driving studies, on-road instrumented vehicle investigations, test track
experiments, driver interviews, surveys, and questionnaires. Klauer et al., in one of several
papers to emerge from a National Highway Traffic Safety Administration (NHTSA) project
known as the “100-Car Naturalistic Driving Study,” provides preliminary information about the
role of driver inattention in crashes and near-crashes.(10) Although the study did not specifically
address CEVMS, it represents an important methodology for investigating driver distraction.
Their results show that 78 percent of crashes and 65 percent of near-crashes included driver
6
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inattention and/or distraction as a contributing factor. This contribution from inattention and
distraction is larger, by a factor of three, than previous research has indicated. The authors
believe that the “100-Car Naturalistic Driving Study” provides the first direct link (i.e., without
reliance on crash surrogate measures) showing distraction/inattention as a contributing factor to
motor vehicle crashes. In another variant of the “100-Car Naturalistic Driving Study,” Klauer et
al. identifies four specific unsafe behaviors that contributed to crashes and near-crashes.(11) One
of these, inattention and/or distraction, is of direct relevance to the present project. This term is
operationally defined by Klauer et al. as a driver looking away from the forward roadway for
greater than 2.0 s. Under these conditions, the odds of a crash or near-crash are nearly twice
those than when the driver attends to the forward roadway. The study stresses the importance of
including near-crashes in the database for two reasons. First, the kinematics of crashes and nearcrashes are similar, meaning they involved comparable levels of driver emergency actions, such
as swerving and hard braking. Second, 83 percent of the crashes in this study were not reported
to the police. Thus, the study indicates that relying on crash statistics alone will substantially
underreport crashes due to inattention and/or distraction.
Lee, McElheny, and Gibbons undertook an on-road instrumented vehicle study on interstate and
local roads near Cleveland, OH.(12) The project, conducted on behalf of the outdoor advertising
industry, looked at driver eye glance behavior toward digital billboards, conventional billboards,
comparison sites (sites with buildings and other signs, including digital signs), and control sites
(those without similar signage). Performance measures, such as speed maintenance and lane
keeping, were also recorded. Although the major data collection was done in daylight, a small
pilot study was conducted at night. One of the key questions that the study sought to answer was
whether longer glances consisting of over 1.6 s were associated more with any of the event
types.(12) This question is based on findings from various studies, including the “100-Car
Naturalistic Driving Study,” which indicates that longer glances away from the road are
associated with higher crash rates.(13) In discussing their results, the authors state, “…the
distributions of glance duration were similar across all event types, and there was no obvious
pattern of longer glances being associated with any of the event types” (p. 59).(13) The findings
from the nighttime pilot study led to, “the overall conclusion, supported by both the eye glance
results and the questionnaire results, that the digital billboards seem to attract more attention than
the conventional billboards and baseline sites (as shown by a greater number of spontaneous
comments regarding the digital billboards and by longer glances in the direction of these
billboards” (p. 10).(13) However, in view of the small number of participants, these data were not
analyzed. The authors suggest that at least some of these findings, “would show statistical
significance” if a larger study were to be conducted (p. 64).(13)
Beijer, Smiley, and Eizenman, working on behalf of the Government of Toronto, Canada,
evaluated driver eye glances toward four different types of roadside advertising signs on roads in
the Toronto, Canada area.(14) The study employed an on-road instrumented vehicle approach with
a head-mounted eye-tracking device. Active signs—all but traditional billboards—consistently
received longer glances and more total glances than fixed signs. The study found that 22 percent
of all glances were defined as long or greater than 0.75 s. Since 22 of the 25 subjects made at
least one long glance at an advertising sign, the authors conclude that, “distraction…was not just
an isolated incidence” (p. 101).(14) The authors suggest that active signs may result in greater
distraction than past studies of the effects of commercial signing might indicate.
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After a previous study raised concerns about the number and duration of glances made to video
advertising signs along an expressway in Toronto, Canada, Smiley et al. conducted another study
at the request of the city government.(7,15) Five different measures were taken, including eye
movements, traffic conflicts, traffic speed and headway, crash data, and public surveys. The
crash data results were described earlier. The results from the other measures were mixed. All of
the video signs attracted attention; the probability of a driver’s looking at such a sign upon
approach was nearly 50 percent. The average glance duration was 0.5 s, similar to those for
official traffic signs. However, one-fifth of the video sign glances lasted longer than 0.75 s, and
some lasted as long as 1.47 s, which were considered unsafe amounts of time. About 38 percent
of glances at the video billboards were made when headways were 1.0 s or less, and
25 percent of the glances took place when the signs were more than 20 º off the line-of-sight.
These glances were also considered to be unsafe. According to the study, glances at static
billboards and bus shelter ads were made at even greater angles and shorter headways.
It is noteworthy that the earlier study that led to this research, also evaluating a video billboard
on an expressway in Toronto, Canada, produced dramatically different results. This study found
five times the number of glances per subject and three times the glance duration than did the later
2004 study.(15) Smiley et al. attribute these differences to the longer sight distance available for
the sign in the earlier study, the uninterrupted view, and the location of this sign on a curve.(7)
Smiley et al. also employed safety surrogate measures of conditions which might be precursors
of a possible crash.(7) The study measured these safety surrogate indicators by means of the
unobtrusive observation method. The drivers of the vehicles were not aware that they were being
observed. In this context, the study measured traffic conflicts, vehicle speed, and vehicle
headway. When comparing video and non-video approaches at the same intersection, at one
intersection the authors found no differences in traffic conflicts; however, at the other, they
found a significant increase in drivers who applied their brakes without cause on the video
approach. Given the comparability of sites, they concluded, “the only reason that could be found
for increased braking…was the presence of the video sign” (p. 108).(7) The speed and headway
data were inconclusive.
In addition, Smiley et al. employed a “public” survey method to determine whether video
advertising might be considered to have “a negative effect on traffic safety” (p. 110).(7)
Participants in the survey were approached at three intersection sites which had video
advertising. Of the 152 persons surveyed at the 3 locations, 65 percent felt that video advertising
signs had a negative effect on the ability of a driver to attend to pedestrians and cyclists.
Furthermore, 59 percent of the people said that as drivers, their attention was drawn to such
signs, while 49 percent of those felt that such signs had a negative effect on traffic safety. A
surprisingly large number of people—9 out of 152—stated that they personally had experienced
near-crashes, and 2 had experienced actual rear-end crashes that they associated with video
advertising signs. In addition, 86 percent of the respondents suggested that restrictions should be
placed on those types of signs, such as their locations and brightness.
Three of the field investigations of CEVMS effects mentioned earlier employ indirect measures
of driver attention (eye glances) in the context of an on-road instrumented vehicle experimental
approach. Although CEVMS stimuli are real, the experimental approach suffers from a degree of
artificiality in its implementation. The research participants usually drive in an experimental
8
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vehicle along a route which is contrived for experimental purposes, and the route does not serve
a useful purpose in their daily lives. The research participants sometimes drive with an
experimenter present in the instrumented vehicle, and they sometimes wear a head-mounted eyetracking device. Two of the three studies cited used a somewhat intrusive but more accurate
head-mounted eye-tracking device. One study used a less obtrusive but also less accurate
vehicle-mounted eye-tracking device, where cameras were mounted in the vehicle cab. Although
the research participants were not told the purpose of the investigation, the participants were
definitely aware that they were participating in a driving experiment of some kind, and they may
not have exhibited entirely natural behaviors as a result. Furthermore, eye glance behavior is
difficult to measure, and it is not easy to relate directly to attention and distraction. For a more
specific analysis of some further design and methodological concerns with the Lee et al. study
cited above, see Wachtel.(12,9)
The unobtrusive observation method employed in the field by Smiley et al. to collect safety
surrogate measures of potential crashes (e.g., sudden braking, inadequate headway, etc.) does not
create an artificial environment for the driver.(7) Usually, the sensing devices (loop detectors,
remote cameras, or posted human observers) are hidden in the environment, and they are not
noticed by the drivers. There is no problem of artificiality; the drivers in the study are not even
aware that they are part of a study. However, the safety surrogate variables being measured are
usually infrequent, often multicausal, comparatively subtle, and difficult to measure. For
CEVMS, these variables can also occur over great distances, adding to the difficulty in
accurately and reliably capturing data relating to these variables.
Finally, the public survey method employed by Smiley et al. collected the opinions, attitudes,
and feelings of passersby at intersections with video advertising signs.(7) The results, while
interesting as a measure of public sentiment, are difficult to relate to the basic research question
of determining whether there are any significant distraction effects or concrete safety concerns
with regards to CEVMS used for outdoor advertising.
2.4 LABORATORY INVESTIGATIONS
Laboratory investigations related to roadway safety can be classified into several categories:
driving simulations, non-driving simulator laboratory testing, and focus groups.
For one such investigation, a non-driving simulator laboratory testing environment was used.(16)
For this study, researchers filmed a 27 minute drive and had 200 licensed drivers view the film
while their eye movements were recorded. Billboards generated greater levels of visual attention
than suggested by measures of recall. Billboards were viewed by individuals whether they were
in the “target” audience or not and regardless of whether the billboard was of high or low
interest. In addition, billboards located close to official highway signs received more attention
than those that were farther away.
In a driving simulation laboratory, Crundall et al. compared street level advertisements (SLAs),
such as those on bus shelters, to raised level advertisements (RLAs), which include elevated ads
on poles or streetlights.(17) The study was based on the understanding that, in undemanding
situations, drivers have spare attentional capacity; however, when cognitive demands increase,
spare capacity diminishes. As a result, eye movements must focus on the driving task at hand.
9
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Based on their prior research, Crundall et al. believe that if an advertisement is within the
driver’s visual field during a search for hazards, it will attract visual fixations and distract
attention needed to safely perform the driving task.(17) Because the most relevant information for
hazard detection is distributed along a horizontal plane, the authors believe that the majority of
visual fixations will fall within this plane when the driver is looking for driving-relevant
information. Thus, if an advertisement is located within this window, it will receive more
fixations than will advertisements located outside this window. The principal research
hypotheses tested were that during conditions when drivers were looking for hazards, SLAs
would receive the most attention. When spare capacity was greater, the attention given to RLAs
would increase. The results supported these hypotheses. A post-drive survey showed that SLAs
were judged more hazardous than RLAs.
Young and Mahfoud used a driving simulator in which subjects drove three routes in the
presence and absence of billboards.(18) The presence of billboards adversely affected driving
performance in terms of lateral control and crashes. Billboards also had an adverse impact on
driver attention in terms of the number of glances made to them, and they were associated with a
higher subjective mental workload. In addition, the recall of official road signs was adversely
affected by billboards, which the authors interpreted to mean that drivers were attending to
billboards instead of relevant road signs. The authors reached a “persuasive overall conclusion
that advertising has adverse effects on driving performance and driver attention” (p. 18).(18)
In a recent study using a driving simulator, Chan and her colleagues compared the impacts of invehicle versus external-to-vehicle distractors on performance of inexperienced versus
experienced drivers.(19) The authors were particularly concerned with young, novice drivers
because of the elevated crash risk for this segment of the driving population. They were also
concerned because the researchers believed that distraction could adversely affect the novice
drivers’ poorly developed hazard detection and avoidance skills. Chan et al. theorized that
external distraction may be more harmful than internal distraction because when drivers are
looking within the vehicle, it should be obvious to them that they are not processing relevant
roadway information. However, when drivers are looking at sources outside the vehicle, it is
likely that the forward roadway is still somewhere within the field of view. Thus, it may not be
obvious to drivers (particularly inexperienced drivers) that this important information is not
being fully processed since it is peripheral, unattended, or both.
Chan et al. were primarily interested in the longest glances away from the forward roadway since
these have been implicated in prior studies (e.g., Horrey and Wickens(20)) as major contributors
to crashes. Thus, they used as their dependent measure the maximum time that drivers spent
continuously looking away from the forward roadway during a specific distraction task. In terms
of in-vehicle distractors, as hypothesized, inexperienced drivers showed a consistent pattern of
looking away from the roadway for longer periods of time than experienced drivers. However,
the findings about external distractions were quite different and unexpected in two key ways.
There was very little difference in the duration of distraction episodes between the experienced
and inexperienced drivers, and the maximum distraction durations were significantly longer for
the out-of-vehicle tasks than for the in-vehicle tasks. The two experience groups showed little
differences in the percentage of distraction episodes longer than 2.0 s, 2.5 s, and 3.0 s, in all
cases longer for the external than for the in-vehicle distractors. The study also demonstrated that,
“drivers are more willing to make extended glances external to the vehicle than internal to the
10
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vehicle” (p. 17).(19) Chan et al. conclude that, “it is likely that our out-of-vehicle tasks (which not
only engage attention but also draw the eyes and visual attention away from in front of the
vehicle) would have quite significant detrimental effects on processing the roadway in front of
the vehicle” (p. 22).(19)
Three of the laboratory investigations of possible distraction effects mentioned above employ
indirect measures of driver attention (eye glances) in the context of a driving simulation
experimental approach. The interactive driving simulator approach offers considerable
experimental control over stimulus parameters, like the size, number, proximity, and change rate
of CEVMS or other advertising display. The simulator is also well suited for executing
parametric studies of the effects of these variables on possible driver distraction. However, the
approach suffers from all of the sources of artificiality found in the on-road instrumented vehicle
approach for conducting field research mentioned earlier. Also, the approach adds the important
source of virtual driving as opposed to real driving. Although the vehicle cab of the driving
simulator may have certain degrees of motion (pitch, roll, heave, etc.) to enhance the sense of
virtual driving, the vehicle cab does not move down the roadway. The visual scene passes by
while the driver and vehicle remain stationary. This degree of artificiality requires considerable
adaptation on the part of the research participants, most of whom need some amount of training
to become accustomed to the differences between driving in a simulator and driving on a real
road. Moreover, in the case of CEVMS, present driving simulators do not have sufficient visual
dynamic range, image resolution, and contrast ratio capability to produce the compelling visual
effect of a bright, photo-realistic LED-based CEVMS on a natural background scene.
One laboratory investigation had research participants watch films of driving scenes containing
billboards while their eye movements were being recorded.(16) This study represents an example
of a non-driving simulator laboratory method. It suffers from all of the aforementioned
limitations of laboratory CEVMS or billboard research. In addition, it does not measure the
participants’ response while engaged in a driving task.
2.5 PREVIOUS LITERATURE REVIEWS
Garvey summarizes the literature on sign visibility, legibility, and conspicuity on behalf of the
advertising industry.(21) One of his recommendations bears on the issue of distraction from
billboards. He suggests that signs need not be detectable at distances greater than the minimum
required legibility distance. Specifically, he states, “if a sign is detected before it is legible, the
driver will take numerous glances at the sign in attempts to read it” before it becomes legible,
and “these momentary diversions are inefficient and potentially dangerous” (p. 1).(21)
Cairney and Gunatillake, working on behalf of the Government of Victoria, Australia, undertook
a review of the literature with the goal of generating recommendations for guidelines for the
control of outdoor advertising in that State.(22) They cited two prior reviews by Wachtel and
Netherton in the United States and by Andreassen in Australia as the basis of their review.(2,23)
Since these earlier studies, the technology used for the display of roadside advertising and the
addition of in-vehicle distractors has changed. Cairney and Gunatillake conclude that the
principal concern remains the effects that a sign may have on a driver’s visibility of other road
users, the roadway, and traffic control devices, particularly at high-demand locations, such as
interchanges. They suggest several research approaches, including case studies, site
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investigations, and laboratory simulations to address these newer technologies. They conclude
that the best of the studies conducted to date demonstrate that when all confounding variables are
controlled statistically, sites with advertising signs have higher crash rates than sites without
them. However, large, well-controlled studies will be required to detect significant effects
because the effect size is small. They further conclude that changeable message signs may have a
more direct bearing on crash rate than static signs. The findings of the study suggest that
unregulated roadside advertising has the capability of creating a significant safety problem. The
conclusions from their review run counter to Andreassen’s conclusion that, “there is no current
evidence to say that advertising signs, in general, are causing accidents” (p. 4).(23)
On behalf of the Scottish government, Wallace undertook the most extensive and critical
review of the literature since the two earlier FHWA studies.(24) The study concludes that driver
distraction from attention-getting sources can occur even when the driver is concentrating
on the driving task. Furthermore, there is abundant evidence that billboards can function as
distractors, particularly in areas of visual clutter. Billboards can distract in “low information”
settings, and distraction from external factors is likely to be underreported and underrepresented
in crash databases.
The Dutch National Road Safety Research Institute reviewed the recent literature for the Dutch
authorities and emphasized some of the stronger, more consistent points made in other studies,
such as billboards should not be placed near challenging road settings, especially at or near
intersections. Also, they should not resemble official traffic signs in pattern or color.(25)
Furthermore, dynamic signs that display motion or include moving parts should not be permitted.
A key conclusion was that, “precisely in a dangerous situation it is important for the driver to
have his attention on the road; an advertising billboard can slow the driver’s reaction time, which
increases the chance of a crash” (p. 2).(25)
The WisDOT sponsored a study which summarizes available information about the safety
impacts of outdoor electronic billboards and tri-vision signs.(26) Similar to Crundall, et al. and
Wallace, the authors of this study determined that greater visual complexity associated with a
high-volume location, such as intersections, required drivers to search the environment more
than at lower-volume locations.(17,26) The authors stated, “it can be conjectured that additional
visual stimuli such as billboards may add additional demand to driver workload in high-volume
intersections” (p. 6).(26)
Bergeron, on behalf of the Government of Quebec, Canada, re-reviewed many of the studies
originally examined by Wachtel and Netherton and added reviews of several studies conducted
subsequent to 1980.(2,27) His findings and conclusions, similar to those of other researchers,
indicate that attentional resources needed for the driving task are diverted by the irrelevant
information presented on advertising signs. This distraction leads to degradation in oculomotor
performance, which adversely affects reaction time and vehicle control capability. The study
concludes that when the driving task imposes substantial attentional demands that might occur
on a heavily traveled, high-speed urban freeway, billboards can create an attentional overload
that can have an impact on micro and macroperformance requirements of the driving task.
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2.6 REVIEWS OF PRACTICE
Bergeron also performed a site review at a major elevated expressway in Montreal, Canada,
which was proposed for two future billboards.(28) By reviewing the scene and considering various
parameters such as traffic volumes, road geometry, and traffic control devices, Bergeron
concludes that this 1.1 km section was already causing excessive cognitive demands, particularly
for the many unfamiliar drivers. He concluded that the billboards would be inadvisable for
several reasons. First, the location creates a substantial demand on drivers’ mental workloads
because of its complex geometry, heavy traffic, high traffic speeds, merging and diverging
traffic, and the presence of signs and signals that require drivers to make rapid decisions. Also, at
the perceptual level, the billboards would add confusion to the visual environment, thus
impairing drivers’ visual search, tracking, and reaction time. In addition, at an attention level,
billboards could distract drivers. Last, the billboards could add to a driver’s mental workload in a
setting where workload is already quite high. In a road situation such as this one, Bergeron
concludes that the billboard is a “useless drain on limited attentional resources” (p. 5), and it
could lead to reduced performance through inattention errors by overloading the driver’s
information processing abilities.(28)
du Toit and Coetzee address the current regulatory process for advertising signs visible from
national roads.(29) The authors report that the South African government engages in careful
scrutiny of proposed advertising signs before they are approved for use. All applications receive
a desktop review followed by a site visit. If a decision cannot be made at this point, the
authorities evaluate crash statistics for the proposed location to determine that if it is hazardous.
Key questions asked as part of the review include the following:
•

Will the proposed sign obscure the view of an official road sign?

•

Will the sign cause a disruption of information flow to the driver?

•

Will the sign’s location distract the driver’s attention at merge/diverge areas, curves, and
interchanges?

A clear system exists in South Africa that requires certain spacing between road signs,
particularly those that are close to interchanges; proposed advertising signs must fit within the
parameters. This system, as codified in the South African Road Traffic Signs Manual
(SARTSM), is intended, “to allow adequate time for the driver to read, interpret and react on the
information on the road sign” (p. 7).(29) The authors report that for a recent review period,
86.7 percent of all applications were rejected. Of those, 40.8 percent were rejected because the
advertisement was too close to existing road signs, 20 percent were rejected because the sign
disrupted the flow of information to the driver, and 7.5 percent were rejected because the sign
was too close to a ramp gore.
As a result of his work cited immediately above, Coetzee reviewed literature, performed a
regulatory analysis, and recommended changes to regulations for outdoor advertising control in
South Africa.(30) Although superficially similar to regulations in the United States, billboard
control in South Africa goes much further, regulating the design and amount of information (in
bits) that can be displayed on a given sign, as well as the proximity of two or more advertising
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signs to one another and to road features, such as official signs and interchanges. In South
Africa, message sequencing, visual clutter, and sign size are restricted for different display
technologies. This document includes a description of the terms critical event and critical zone,
and it demonstrates how regulations would control advertising signs in these applications.
Coetzee finds support from the earlier work of Ogden and the experiments of Johnston and Cole,
concluding that, whereas drivers may be able to ignore advertisements when the driving task
requires attention, it is possible that an attention-getting sign can assume primary importance and
interfere with not only any spare capacity that a driver might have but also the information
processing capacity reserved for primary task performance.(31,32) The danger arises, according to
Coetzee, when processing the information on the advertisement interferes with the driver’s
principal vehicle control task in situations that demand attention and rapid reactions.(30) The
Coetzee report is the only work in the present review of the literature that has attempted to
establish the parameters of billboard location and content based on theories of information
processing and cognitive demand.
2.7 CONCLUSIONS FROM LITERATURE REVIEW
2.7.1 Basic Research Question
The basic research question being addressed in the present report is whether the presence of
CEVMS used for outdoor advertising is associated with a reduction in driving safety for the
public. When regarded from a scientific perspective, the present literature review does not
provide an adequate answer to this question. The studies reviewed are inconclusive.
The present literature review reveals a disjointed array of isolated studies revealing sometimes
contradictory and inconclusive results. Some studies show statistically significant driver safety
concerns or distraction effects, but not all levels of distraction have negative safety impacts.
Some studies go one step further and compare a statistically significant distraction with a
criterion level of distraction claimed to represent the threshold of negative safety performance.
This approach represents a substantial improvement, but it depends heavily upon the veridicality
of the chosen criterion level of distraction. Other studies show no statistically significant safety
or distraction effects at all, or they show mixed results. Some studies which show no statistically
significant safety or distraction effects have been demonstrated to have serious flaws in their
experimental and/or statistical designs. These studies are often plagued with two intrinsic
methodological problems. First, they may not have sufficient measurement accuracy and
precision to distinguish CEVMS distraction from noise in the data. Second, they may not have
sufficient statistical power to reveal a small but important distraction effect which may really
exist; i.e., they have not sampled enough events, drivers, or conditions to demonstrate an effect
which may be obscured by variability due to sampling. In summary, from the perspective of
strict statistical hypothesis testing, the present literature review is inconclusive with regard to
demonstrating a possible relationship between driver safety and CEVMS exposure. From this
perspective, the more stringent restrictions on the placement of billboards found in other
countries might be regarded as a conservative precautionary measure, erring on the side of
protecting public health from a possible but unproven threat and not as a response to an
established driving safety hazard. That is not to say that such a conservative approach is
inappropriate, but it should be acknowledged as such.
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The present literature review does reveal a preponderance in the number of studies (5:1) which
show some driver safety effects due to traditional billboards and CEVMS in comparison with the
number of studies that show no driver safety effects at all due to these stimuli. In addition, four
other studies show mixed results. Three lists were prepared below to demonstrate this outcome.
These lists included only empirical research studies, regardless of the methodology employed.
Studies that reviewed literature or practice were not included unless they also contained an
original research component. Studies previously reviewed in the earlier FHWA projects were
also not included.
The following research studies reported potential adverse safety effects for all dependent
measures:
•

Wisconsin Department of Transportation.(4)

•

Young.(16)

•

Crundall, et al.(17)

•

Young and Mahfoud.(18)

•

Chan, et al.(19)

The research study by Tantala and Tantala(8) reported no adverse safety effect on any dependent
measure.
The following research studies reported potential adverse safety effects using some dependent
measures and no effects using other dependent measures:
•

Lee, McElheny, and Gibbons.(12)

•

Beijer, Smiley, and Eizenman.(14)

•

Beijer.(15)

•

Smiley et al.(7)

Such an outcome could lead one to conclude that there is more evidence for a possibly
meaningful negative safety impact than evidence against such an impact. This conclusion is not
warranted for at least two reasons. First, a simple tally of the number of studies which support a
given research hypothesis compared with the number of studies which do not support the
hypothesis may be misleading. Such a tally neglects to weight the various studies for their
intrinsic strength of experimental design, statistical power, and care of execution. One strong
landmark study with a robust experimental design and a sufficiently large sample of cases or
drivers can topple a host of weaker investigations with fewer credentials. Yet, credentialing and
weighting studies can become a subtle and subjective matter. It is difficult to judge studies on
their relative strengths because it requires experience and judgment. While it may be relatively
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easy to identify the champion study and give that study a strong weighting, it is more difficult to
evaluate the weaker studies at the middle and bottom of the list.
Second, there is a strong propensity in scientific research to search for differences. The current
Western model of reductionist scientific inquiry, coupled with its reliance on the paradigm of
parametric statistics, is aligned against supporting the null hypothesis. This hypothesis states that
there are no observed differences between two or more different treatments, i.e., that matters
under scientific scrutiny are due to chance. This propensity to search for differences is so strong
that when anticipated results are small or subtle, researchers often seek out conditions in nature
that are worst case examples to find any affect at all. This causes the results to suffer from a lack
of generalization when the entire population becomes the frame of reference. Thus, the present
literature review acknowledges a possible natural and intrinsic bias toward including more
studies that show a possible distraction effect of CEVMS exposure than studies that do not. Once
these two considerations are recognized—a lack of weightings for comparing studies and a
propensity to emphasize differences—the present literature review realigns to its original
inconclusive outcome. In summary, present scientific techniques are not adapted to providing
proof that CEVMS do not distract drivers; they only afford opportunities to demonstrate that they
do distract drivers and possibly to what extent. If the demonstrated extent of distraction is minor
and below the accepted criterion to interfere with safe driving, then the safety impact may be
considered negligible.
2.7.2 Methodological Implications
The inconclusive literature review findings suggest the need for carefully controlled and
methodologically sound investigations of the relationships between CEVMS, driver distraction,
and safety. The review also suggests several factors that need to be considered in future research.
One plausible model posits that drivers often have spare attentional capacity, and they can afford
to divert their visual attention away from the driving task to look at objects irrelevant to the
driving task, such as CEVMS. According to this model, when driving demand increases because
of fixed hazards (such as dangerous roadway geometry or complex interchanges) or transient
hazards (such as slowing traffic, vehicle path intrusion, or adverse weather), spare capacity is
reduced or eliminated, and the driver devotes more capacity to the driving task. In this model,
driver workload emerges as an important issue. By applying this model, in some countries,
outdoor advertisements are not allowed in areas where known fixed hazards exist. Such locations
include, but are not limited to, sharp horizontal or vertical curves and areas where high cognitive
demand is imposed by the roadway, traffic, or environment, like intersections, interchanges, and
locations of merging or diverging traffic. In some countries, billboards are also not allowed
where they might interfere with the processing of important information from official road signs.
These prohibitions do not in themselves prove that distraction is worse in high driver workload
situations. However, they do point to the need to consider conditions of differing driver workload
in an effective future research program on possible safety effects from CEVMS exposure.
When scanning for hazards, drivers’ eye movements tend to fall within a horizontal window
centered on the focus of expansion in the forward view. This focus of expansion is related to the
visual flow of the moving scene where points and objects all emerge from a single point.
Because an attention-getting billboard may be able to attract a driver’s glance even
unintentionally, a CEVMS that falls within this scanning pattern can interrupt the pattern and
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cause a distraction at an inopportune time. Furthermore, research suggests that the distraction
from a roadside billboard may be unconscious. Consequently, drivers may not be aware that they
are being distracted, and they are unable to verbalize that any distraction occurred. Although
where someone’s eyes look may not be the same as where his or her attention is focused, a
theoretical connection may be implied. Through this connection, measurements of eye glance
behavior permit the researcher to gain potential entrance into this realm of unconscious
allocation of attention. This allocation of attention should play an important role in an effective
program for future research.
In addition, it cannot be assumed that all CEVMS are equal, even those of the same size, height,
and LED technology to display their images. The impact of a CEVMS in an undeveloped area
with relatively low levels of nighttime ambient lighting may be quite different from that of a
CEVMS in a more urban context among other buildings and structures in an area with high
nighttime illumination levels. Furthermore, characteristics of the CEVMS displays may, in and
of themselves, lead to measurable differences in distraction, such as information density, colors
of figure and background, character size and font, and message content. These characteristics
cannot be assumed to be equivalent for purposes of comparisons. One possible solution to this
problem may be for future research studies to exercise a certain degree of experimental control
over the CEVMS message itself. This may require a deeper level of cooperation with the
billboard industry than has been encountered in previous studies. Such increased cooperation
could be beneficial in establishing a collaborative research environment among industry,
government, and university stakeholders.
Finally, a frequently changing CEVMS, which can generally be seen long before it can be
read, raises a particular concern for distraction. This is because drivers may continue to
glance at the CEVMS to observe changes in varying content with various sizes of lettering
until the sign content can be read. The implication here is that future studies may need to
embrace longer viewing distances.
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3.0 KEY FACTORS AND MEASURES
The study of possible CEVMS effects on driver safety represents a complex research endeavor.
There are numerous key factors affecting a driver’s response to CEVMS. Many of these
influential factors may be designated as independent research variables in need of specification
or control within a given research design. Likewise, there are numerous inferred measures of
driver safety which may serve as possible dependent variables for observation and measurement.
Depending upon the specific research design, some of these independent and dependent variables
may swap places.
3.1 KEY FACTORS (INDEPENDENT VARIABLES)
For classification purposes, the key factors, or major independent variables, may be categorized
into various types. The list of key factors shown below gives some of the independent variables
which might be considered in the study of possible safety effects of CEVMS. These key
independent variables were selected from a more comprehensive analysis by means of a process
to be described later. This analysis grouped all of the independent variables into five major
categories according to source as follows:
•

Billboard.

•

Roadway.

•

Vehicle.

•

Driver.

•

Environment.

After this initial analysis, a subsequent evaluation selected only the most important, or key,
factors or variables. Each category lists the key independent variables which belong to that
category. The lists below contain independent variables from four of the five above mentioned
categories. The vehicle category is missing because all of the variables belonging to that
category were eliminated in the selection process. For cross reference purposes, the decimal
number shown in brackets to the right of each variable gives the outline number from the more
detailed analysis upon which the selection was based (see table 1 in appendix A). In parentheses
to the right of certain variables are given some examples and explanations which serve to clarify
that particular variable.
The following are the key factors relating to the billboard:
•

Location [1.1] (lat./long., GPS, mile marker, survey location, reference location).

•

Sight distance [1.1.3].

•

Resolution [1.2.3] (dpi, LEDs/inch, crispness).
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•

Luminance [1.2.4] (brightness).

•

Contrast ratio [1.2.4].

•

Day/night settings [1.2.4].

•

Change rate [1.3.2] (image changes).

•

Dwell time [1.3.2].

•

Change time [1.3.2].

•

Sequencing [1.3.2] (apparent motion).

•

Full motion video [1.3.4].

•

Engagement value [1.3.5] (ability to hold attention).

•

Message [1.4].

The following are the key factors relating to the roadway:
•

Category [2.1.1] (two-lane rural, collector, arterial, freeway).

•

Geometry [2.2.2] (curve radius: horizontal, vertical).

•

Intersection [2.2.3] (signalized, stop controlled).

•

Interchange [2.2.4].

•

Exit [2.2.4].

•

Entrance [2.2.4].

•

Merge [2.2.4].

•

Gore [2.2.4].

•

Traffic [2.3] (average daily traffic, peak traffic, level of service).

The following are the key factors relating to the driver:
•

Age [4.1].

•

Gender [4.1].

•

Demographics [4.1].
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•

Years driving [4.2].

•

Route familiarity [4.2].

•

State [4.3] (alert, fatigue, alcohol, drugs).

The following are the key factors relating to the environment:
•

Visual clutter [5.1.1].

•

Nearby billboards [5.1.1].

•

Ambient lighting [5.1.1].

•

Official signs [5.2] (illuminated, luminous (VMS), retro-reflective).

•

On-premise signs [5.3] (conventional, tri-vision, digital, full motion video).

The combined list of key factors given above represents a subset of the most influential
independent variables in terms of importance to a future program of research. This subset of
variables was selected from a more extensive list of the major independent variables which
might play a role. As mentioned previously, the list of all major independent variables may
be found in outline form in table 1 in appendix A. The bracketed decimal numbers in the list
of key factors refer to the corresponding outline numbers in table 1. In addition, the table cites
some of the advantages and disadvantages of employing that particular variable. The combined
list of key factors presents the 32 variables which were judged to be the most influential
variables from table 1.
The more comprehensive and detailed analysis represented in table 1 identifies considerably
more possible independent variables. The approximately 60 types of variables listed in the table
are further broken down into 185 specific subtypes or levels of independent variables which
could play an important role in studying the possible effects of CEVMS on driver distraction and
roadway safety. It is encouraged to carefully examine the many independent variables and their
advantages and disadvantages, as described in table 1 in appendix A, to gain a greater
appreciation of the complexity of the research problem. With such a profusion of important
factors affecting the study of CEVMS effects, no single experiment could possibly answer all of
the relevant scientific or engineering questions.
The key independent variables were selected from the expanded list represented in table 1 by
three senior research psychologists, all coauthors of the present report and familiar with CEVMS
research. The criterion for selection was the importance of that factor in conducting research on
CEVMS effects. Thus, the list of key factors indicates critical independent variables which need
to be considered in any proposed program of research. The brightness and crispness, or photo
realism, of the CEVMS images are extremely important. Any image changes, apparent motion or
video motion in the CEVMS, and location parameters are also critical factors. The next level of
importance relates to environmental factors. Two distinct classes of variables must be taken into
account: general visual clutter and the presence of other off-premise commercial CEVMS
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(nearby billboards). In particular, compelling information from CEVMS used for advertising
may conflict with important roadway safety information conveyed by nearby traffic control
devices (official signs). The question should also be raised concerning possible enhanced
distraction caused by the urgency of Amber Alerts and other public safety messages displayed on
CEVMS. Any contextual links among the messages from several sequential CEVMS, as well as
any specific user interactions with the CEVMS must be taken into account. Factors to consider
for drivers include their familiarity with the driving route and the expected presence or absence
of CEVMS. Lastly, the complexity of the roadway geometry and the volume of traffic are likely
to play significant roles.
3.2 KEY MEASURES (DEPENDENT VARIABLES)
The study of driver safety is a complex area of investigation. There are numerous objective,
inferred, and subjective measures of driver behavior which might serve as dependent variables in
a program of proposed research on the possible safety effects of CEVMS. As demonstrated in the
discussion concerning independent variables, the key measures or dependent variables may be
categorized into types. The list of key measures shown below gives 28 key measures, or
dependent variables, which might be considered possible safety effects of CEVMS. As was the
case for the list of key factors (independent variables), the list of key measures represents a down
selection from a more extensive list of the major dependent variables of interest (see table 2 in
appendix A). The dependent variables are grouped into the following four major categories:
•

Vehicle behavior.

•

Driver and vehicle interactions.

•

Driver attention and distraction.

•

Crashes.

The structure of the list of key measures for dependent variables is similar to that for the list of
key factors for independent variables. In the case of dependent variables, the major variable
categories of driver and vehicle interactions and crashes found in table 2 are missing from the list
of key measures below because all of the variables belonging to these two categories were
eliminated in the selection process.
Key measures relating to vehicle behavior are as follows:
•

Speed [1.1] (continuous, exceeding speed, speed variance).

•

Lane position [1.2] (continuous, lane excursions, lane variance).

•

Acceleration [1.3] (longitudinal, lateral, heave).

•

Other vehicle interactions [1.4].

•

Headway [1.4.1] (time to collision).
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•

Gap acceptance [1.4.2] (merge, passing).

•

Conflicts [1.4.3] (near-crashes).

•

Violations [1.4.4] (red light running, failure to yield, failure to stop).

•

Errors [1.4.5] (missed exit, wrong lane).

•

Timing [1.4.6] (late movements, premature movements).

•

Infrastructure interactions [1.5].

•

Response to roadway geometry [1.5.1] (swerves, sudden braking).

•

Response to traffic control devices [1.5.2] (misses, delays).

•

Pedestrian interactions [1.5.3] (yields).

Key measures relating to driver attention/distraction are as follows:
•

Eye glance behavior [3.1.1] (number and duration of glances, glance object).

•

Distractor performance [3.1.2] (secondary task).

•

Visual occlusion [3.1.3].

•

Feature detection [3.1.4].

•

Feature recognition [3.1.5].

•

Driver workload [3.1.6] (task performance).

•

Head turning [3.1.7].

•

Driver errors [3.1.8].

•

Reaction time [3.1.9] (perception-reaction time).

•

Surprise [3.2.1] (orienting response).

•

Conspicuity [3.2.2] (attention grabbing).

•

Search patterns [3.2.3].

•

Capacity [3.2.4] (self-regulated attention, spare capacity).

•

Subjective measures [3.3].
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As mentioned above, the more detailed analysis underlying the combined list of key measures
shown above may be found in table 2 in appendix A. Table 2 for the dependent variables
has the same general structure as table 1 for the independent variables. The approximately 65
types of dependent variables listed in table 2 are further broken down into 105 specific subtypes
or levels of variables which could play an important role in measuring the possible effects of
CEVMS on driver distraction. As noted before, it is encouraged to carefully examine the
many dependent variables and their advantages and disadvantages, as described in table 2 in
appendix A, to gain a greater appreciation of the wide variety of ways that driver safety can
be measured as they relate to possible influences from CEVMS. With so many potential
measurement techniques available, care must be taken in selecting appropriate dependent
variables for any proposed program of research.
Only the key dependent variables are listed in the combined list of 28 key measures given above.
They were selected by the same process used to select the key independent variables in the list of
key factors. As indicated before, the criterion for selection was importance in conducting
research on CEVMS effects. Thus, the list of key measures indicates critical measures which
need to be considered in future research. Eye glance behavior can serve as a particularly
important potential indicator of specific visual distractions. The concept of self-regulated
attention is very important for establishing excessive levels of distraction, despite difficulties in
establishing a criterion threshold. This concept refers to attention that is under the driver’s
conscious control, as opposed to involuntary attention, which may compel the driver to glance
away from the road for an excessive amount of time. Increases in driving conflicts and errors are
likewise effective measures of safety. The next level of importance relates to other observations
of vehicle behaviors, including determinations of acceleration, lane position, and speed.
Similarly important infrastructure interactions, such as driver responses to roadway geometry
and traffic control devices, need to be considered.
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4.0 RESEARCH STRATEGIES
To successfully investigate the potential safety effects of CEVMS, the key factors (independent
variables) and key measures (dependent variables) described in the previous section need to be
selected, combined, and integrated into an effective research strategy. There are a number of
possible research strategies that could address the basic research question. The list of
recommended research strategies shown below lists eight key research approaches that might be
considered. This list was generated from a more comprehensive and detailed analysis of the
research strategies which might be of interest. This comprehensive analysis of research strategies
was divided into six major groups (see table 3 in appendix A). The first group focuses on
observing or counting actual motor vehicle crashes as they might occur or have occurred in the
field. This field portion includes retrospective crash data base studies. The second group entails
observing motor vehicle crashes as they might occur in a driving simulator. The third group
involves observing safety surrogate measures as they might actually occur in the field. The
fourth group focuses on observing safety surrogate measures as they might occur in a driving
simulator. The fifth and sixth groups relate to social surveys and analytical studies. In this
instance, the down-selection process eliminated all research strategies concerning crashes, social
surveys, and analytical studies. Within the parentheses next to each strategy are some selected
advantages and disadvantages associated with using that type of strategy in conducting research.
Only the key strategies are shown in the list of recommended research strategies. They were
selected by the same process used to select the key independent and dependent variables, with
one important exception. This exception involves the incorporation of several assumptions which
were derived from the antecedent analysis of potential independent and dependent variables.
First, the brightness, sharpness, photo realism, and visual context of the CEVMS are extremely
important. Since these characteristics are difficult to reproduce in a laboratory, laboratory
methods tended to be judged low. In addition, certain participant-related variables, in particular
eye glance behavior, are highly effective measures of distraction and workload. Any research
method that supported the measurement of such variables tended to be judged high. Last, crash
data involve rare events with multiple causal factors, making them difficult to measure. The
CEVMS technology is too new to have an adequate crash heritage. In general, crash estimation
methods tended to be judged low.
After incorporation of the above assumptions, the following final list of recommended research
strategies was developed. This final list included strategies from only two of the original six
groups of strategies.
The recommended research strategies for the safety surrogate field group include the following:
•

Unobtrusive observation [3.1] (natural driving context/no eye glance data, expensive).

•

Naturalistic driving [3.2] (natural driving context/insensitive eye glance data, expensive).

•

On-road instrumented vehicle [3.3] (experimental control, sensitive eye glance data,
efficient, cost effective/artificial drive purpose).
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•

Closed-course test track [3.4] (stimulus control, efficient, cost effective/out of context
driving).

•

Commentary driving [3.5] (easy/artificial response, interfere with driving).

•

Non-vehicle based field testing [3.6] (easy/artificial, out of context).

The recommended research strategies for the safety surrogate laboratory group include the
following:
•

Driving simulator [4.1] (experimental control, sensitive eye glance data, efficient/limited
stimulus, artificial).

•

Non-simulator laboratory [4.2] (relatively easy/artificial, out of context).

The more detailed analysis underlying the above combined list of recommended research
strategies may be found in table 3 in appendix A. In the table, the more comprehensive analysis
of research strategies is further broken down into approximately 55 specific categories and
165 subtypes or levels of these categories. The reader is encouraged to carefully examine the
many strategies and their advantages and disadvantages, as described in the table, to gain a
greater appreciation of the wide variety of potentially relevant research methods which might be
employed to study possible CEVMS effects.
Table 3 can be used to discriminate among potential candidate research strategies. Certain
research strategies can be eliminated from further consideration. Analytical studies cannot fill
knowledge gaps and consequently often fall prey to reliance on unfounded assumptions. Social
surveys are based on memory and opinion, and they are generally administered far from the
event of interest both in terms of time and space. Crash rates, whether observed in the field or in
the laboratory, represent extremely rare events, which are often the result of multiple complex
causes and thereby difficult to evaluate. CEVMS technology has not been deployed long enough
to accumulate a sufficient number of proximal motor vehicle crashes to make reliable estimates
concerning population crash statistics in the field. Driving simulators used to measure safety
surrogates have the advantage of careful control over stimulus parameters and testing conditions,
but they suffer the disadvantage of being unnatural and artificial. More importantly, driving
simulators have difficulty reproducing the luminance contrast and bright photorealism of the new
CEVMS technology. In a similar manner, the closed-course test track and non-vehicle based
field testing techniques represent a comparatively artificial and out-of-context experimental
environment even though they are conducted in the field. Finally, commentary driving also
affords natural billboard stimuli, but the driving task becomes somewhat artificial.
The three research strategies which were judged to be the most effective were the on-road
instrumented vehicle, the naturalistic driving, and the unobtrusive observation method, which
were all used to measure driver distraction and safety surrogates. Thus, the outcome of the
present investigation of research strategies recommends three primary candidates for
consideration in any program of future research to study the possible effects of CEVMS on
driver distraction and roadway safety. Each of the three study methods represented has its own
unique advantages and disadvantages. All three of these top candidate research strategies should
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be considered in developing any future research program on CEVMS effects. They provide the
basis for selecting a recommended first stage study in such a program.
This is not to say that other research strategies do not have a significant role to play in a
comprehensive research program directed toward a common goal. For example, if significant
negative CEVMS safety effects have already been found using one of the primary research
strategies, subsequent driving simulator experiments might be employed to systematically vary
certain billboard location, timing, or spacing parameters in a controlled and consistent manner to
establish billboard placement guidance. In addition, combinations of research strategies can
result in synergistic efficiency. For example, both the unobtrusive observation and the
naturalistic driving methods naturally support the simultaneous collection of crash, near-crash, or
safety surrogate data. The analysis of crash data will also be needed to relate measures of driver
distraction to more direct determinants of roadway safety.
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5.0 FUTURE RESEARCH PROGRAM
As stated previously, it is not possible to answer all of the critical questions concerning possible
attention, distraction, and safety impacts from CEVMS in a single experiment. Instead, a
carefully crafted program of research needs to be conceived and implemented to embrace a series
of interrelated experiments and studies directed at answering different facets of this complex
issue. This section describes the important elements of a recommended research program. This
research program is broadly defined to provide a background and context for more concrete
alternative first stage studies outlined in section 6.0. This section describes a long-range
multistudy research program covering a number of years. Section 6.0 will outline three methods
for implementing the first stage of that program.
5.1 STAGES
The proposed research program would have the following three stages:
•

Stage 1—The attention and distraction effects of CEVMS would be investigated to
determine whether any observed or measured distractions due to CEVMS is sufficient to
interfere with attentional criteria for safe driving. This stage is directed at discovering
whether or not distraction from CEVMS represents a potential driving hazard. Initial
CEVMS parameters must be chosen carefully so as not to bias the result from the outset.

•

Stage 2—If potential interfering distraction is observed, it would be necessary to
investigate the relationship between the observed distraction and various CEVMS
parameters (e.g., luminance, change rate, distance, CEVMS spacing, engagement level of
sign content, and road geometry) to determine possible limitations on CEVMS
deployment and operation which might reduce distraction to noninterfering levels. This
stage is directed at developing empirical data to support the development of possible
restrictions or regulation of CEVMS to reduce potential driving hazards.

•

Stage 3—As related to CEVMS, researchers would have to investigate the relationship
between distraction, defined in terms of eye glance behavior and safety surrogate
measures (driving conflicts, errors, etc.), and safety, defined more directly in terms of
crashes, fatalities, injuries, and property damage. This stage focuses on validating the eye
glance and safety surrogate measures used to infer attention and distraction effects of
CEVMS through the primary safety criterion of protecting life, health, and property.

The above stages of the proposed research program are to be pursued sequentially. The initial
stage is directed at determining whether or not a potentially harmful CEVMS distraction effect
exists. To demonstrate such a distraction effect, an independent and objective threshold criterion
of excessive distraction must be employed. If no potentially harmful distraction is shown, at least
as far as driving safety is concerned, there would be little need to pursue the second stage of
developing a basis for regulating CEVMS or the third stage of relating CEVMS distraction to
more direct measures of safety (crashes). If potentially harmful distraction is shown in the first
stage, the second and third stages would be implemented in order. The order of the last two
stages may appear to be reversed. Normally, it would seem desirable to establish a relationship
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between CEVMS distraction and crashes before developing a basis for regulation. However, in
this instance, the LED-based digital CEVMS technology is so new that it will not be possible to
reliably measure crashes for some time. Meanwhile, if possible distraction is shown, the
community of practitioners engaged in outdoor advertising control will need near-term technical
information on the luminance, contrast, change rates, and spacing of CEVMS to minimize that
distraction. For this reason, the stages have been proposed in the order given above.
5.2 APPROACH
The literature review update in section 2.0 points to some important principles that should be
incorporated into the proposed program of research to enhance the probability that the program
can successfully achieve its goals. These principles can be regarded as lessons learned from the
experience of previous research. First, empirical studies should employ CEVMS stimuli, as well
as a variety of comparison stimuli, including standard (non-digital) billboards, built objects of
casual visual interest (e.g., houses, barns), and natural background control scenery (e.g., trees,
fields). This principle establishes a relevant visual context against which to contrast CEVMS
stimuli. Next, empirical studies should be constructed so as to compare the effects of CEVMS
and the effects of the various comparison stimuli. This principle implies that some measurable
(statistically significant) effect should be demonstrated for as many of the comparison stimuli as
possible, at least for the standard billboards. It is necessary to show some distraction effect for
both CEVMS and standard billboards relative to a baseline to be sure that the study is not just
measuring random noise in the data. In addition, for the case of distraction and safety surrogate
performance measures, the measured effects of CEVMS and standard billboards need to be
compared with each other and with an independently determined criterion of potentially harmful
consequences. The application of this criterion needs to incorporate the concept of self-regulated
attention, as indicated in section 3.0. Last, to the degree possible, direct experimental control
should be exerted over the CEVMS stimuli. In the first stage of determining a meaningful
distraction effect, this control can be limited to turning the CEVMS on and off for predetermined
periods according to a strict experimental protocol. In the second stage of establishing possible
parameter limitations, this control may need to be expanded to changing the luminance, message
change rate, or some other CEVMS characteristic according to an experimental protocol.
These four principles define the basic approach for implementing the proposed research
program. They provide guidance and direction to the proposed program. It should be emphasized
that only a systematic multiyear broad program of research can adequately answer the important
questions posed by the community interested in outdoor advertising control concerning the
possible distraction effects and safety implications of CEVMS. No single experiment can
provide the solution. It should also be emphasized that all stages of the research program must be
sensitive to the practical needs of the outdoor advertising community, which includes highway
engineers, traffic engineers, the outdoor advertising industry, environmental advocates, and
outdoor advertising regulators. Even though the second stage is where most of these practical
needs are addressed, at all stages of the research, investigators need to try to provide practical
information on the luminance, contrast, change rate, display size, display spacing, or other
parameters over which the outdoor advertising community could possibly exert some control.
Administrators concerned with issuing permits for billboards need practical engineering results
to assist them in there daily jobs.
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5.3 STRUCTURE
As outlined above, the proposed research program consists of three stages. The first stage
focuses on determining the potential existence of harmful distraction effects due to CEVMS. The
second stage involves determining limitations or restrictions to CEVMS parameters which could
reduce or eliminate the implied potentially harmful distracting effects. The third stage focuses on
relating the reduction in implied potentially harmful distraction to actual safety benefits of
decreasing crashes, fatalities, injuries, and property damage on the roadway. The sections below
describe these stages in more detail.
5.3.1 Stage 1—Determination of Distraction
The first stage, to determine the potential existence of harmful CEVMS distraction, may be
implemented in many different ways. According to the analysis of research strategies in
section 4.0, the three most effective approaches are the on-road instrumented vehicle, the
naturalistic driving, and the unobtrusive observation methods.
The on-road instrumented vehicle method is sensitive to a wide range of variables, including
accurate eye glance measurements. It affords the opportunity to ensure that the test participants
drive by many CEVMS and comparison sites in a structured and reproducible manner.
The naturalistic driving method is similar to the on-road instrumented vehicle technique, but it
has less control since the test participants drive their own vehicles according to their own
personal daily schedules. As a result, the participants may pass few, if any, billboards.
Furthermore, the naturalistic driving method has difficulty supporting accurate eye glance
measurements, and it requires considerably more effort and expense. However, the naturalistic
driving method is less artificial and has a high degree of face validity.
Although the unobtrusive observation method also involves considerable effort and expense, the
data collected are based on the observation of vehicles rather than individual drivers. The
unobtrusive observation method is the least artificial of the three because with this technique,
research participants are generally unaware of being observed.
This first stage of the research program would employ one or more of these study approaches as
a first step. A single method could be selected, or more than one approach could be combined.
For example, the on-road instrumented vehicle and the unobtrusive observation method could
make an effective combination, but the cost would be high. In either case, this first stage should
also be designed to answer, at least in a preliminary manner to whatever degree possible, some of
the practical questions of interest to the community concerned with outdoor advertising control.
5.3.2 Stage 2—Basis for Regulation
If the results of the first stage reveal a CEVMS driver distraction effect sufficient for public
concern, then the second stage of the proposed research program would be implemented to
provide an initial technical basis for possible regulation. This stage would consist of a series of
eye glance and safety surrogate evaluations in the field and in the laboratory designed to
investigate the various parameters of CEVMS which contribute to driver distraction. Although
field methods can capture the realism of the CEVMS stimulus, they do not allow the researcher
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to independently vary a variety of CEVMS parameters one at a time so as to isolate the effect of
that variable, as some of the laboratory techniques would. For example, this second stage might
begin with attempts to estimate the gross effects of certain salient CEVMS parameters in the
field. Throughout this section, the brightness of the CEVMS will be used as an example, but the
approach can be adapted to many other relevant CEVMS characteristics. For example, many
current CEVMS displays adjust their brightness for day and night. If the outdoor advertising
industry would agree to adjust the brightness of several installations both during the day and at
night for the purposes of experimentation, partial estimates of the effects of brightness on eye
glance behavior might be elaborated for selected luminance levels.
To obtain a more complete functional relationship between eye glance distraction and CEVMS
luminance, a test track or driving simulator experiment might be devised. If it were possible to
erect an experimental CEVMS installation at a test track location, the test track experiment
would have realistic brightness and contrast levels, as well as controlled exposure conditions.
However, it would suffer from a highly constrained and unnatural driving environment. The
driving simulator experiment could easily portray a wide variety of driving environments with
realistic contexts, but it would suffer from a severely restricted range of luminance and contrast
ratios. Nonetheless, to overcome these disadvantages, correction factors or transformations might
be applied to the test track data to account for discrepancies in level of attention and to the
driving simulator data to account for photometric discrepancies. The incorporation of such
correction factors or transformations to relate test track and laboratory data to driving data on
real roads underscores the necessity of conducting a combination of field and laboratory testing
environments in this stage of the proposed research program. Some degree of field validation
needs to be a part of any laboratory component of the research during this stage.
This second stage of the research program must be designed to answer, to the degree possible,
the practical questions of the community interested in outdoor advertising control. This is the
stage of research which addresses functional relationships regarding the effects of CEVMS
luminance (brightness), change rates, size, display spacing, and other variables on driver
distraction and roadway safety. These functional relationships could subsequently be translated
by outdoor advertising administrators and regulators into concrete rules which protect the safety
of the driving public while at the same time allowing commercial growth and the rights of the
outdoor advertising industry. To be fully successful, this stage of the research program must be
pursued with active participation from all stakeholders, which include industry,
environmentalists, researchers, and regulators alike.
5.3.3 Stage 3—Relationship to Crashes
The third stage of the proposed research program relates changes in potentially harmful
distraction effects due to various CEVMS parameters to changes in actual roadway safety
(crashes and their consequent fatalities, injuries, and property damage). This stage is directed at
validating the earlier findings with regard to CEVMS distraction based on eye glance and safety
surrogate measures in the context of retrospective crash data. This stage of the program would
likely employ the Empirical Bayes, or Bayesian, method of analyzing crash statistics. The
Bayesian approach formally incorporates prior knowledge into the process of current research,
and it translates probabilistic calculations into statements of belief concerning statistical
hypotheses in place of the classical confidence interval concept employed in parametric
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statistics. The Empirical Bayes method also incorporates the crash history of other control sites
with similar traits to account for extraneous factors which may be influencing the crash data at
the site of interest. In short, the Empirical Bayes method possesses distinct statistical advantages
over the naïve before/after technique and even the before/after technique with a simple control.
The Empirical Bayes method is well suited for the task of estimating vehicle crash rates along
different stretches of roadway, including those stretches with CEVMS. The prediction of
baseline crash rates, and their potential increase or decrease with the introduction of CEVMS, is
essential to this final stage of the proposed research program. This final stage should also be
designed to answer, to whatever degree possible based on crash statistics, some of the practical
questions of interest to the community concerned with outdoor advertising control. Because of
the low numbers of crashes and their susceptibility to multiple determining causes, considerable
effort, time, and expense will likely have to be expended on this final stage.
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6.0 RECOMMENDED FIRST STAGE STUDY
The first stage of the research program, determination of distraction, provides the context for
selecting the recommended next study. The first goal of this stage of the program is to determine
whether any observed or measured distraction due to CEVMS is sufficient to interfere with
attentional criteria for safe driving. The second goal is to provide some preliminary practical
technical information that could be of help to the community interested in outdoor advertising
control. This goal could consist of furnishing initial indications of the possible distraction effects
produced by one or more of the concrete variables over which the community might exert some
control, such as luminance (brightness), change rate, display size, and display spacing.
According to the analysis summarized in section 4.0, to provide an initial answer to these types
of questions, the three most effective research strategies are the on-road instrumented vehicle,
the naturalistic driving, and the unobtrusive observation methods. In the present section, one
possible preliminary study is briefly described using each of these three approaches. A more
detailed description of each study approach is given in appendix B. This detailed description
includes more specific information on the general method, factors and measures employed,
advantages and disadvantages, and budgetary cost. After project initiation, a more
comprehensive work plan and more in-depth budget will need to be developed. That
comprehensive work plan should receive inputs from all of the important stakeholders in
CEVMS research, which include industry, environmentalists, researchers, and regulators alike.
After careful and thorough deliberation, the final details of that comprehensive work plan and
budget may differ considerably from what is suggested in this section or in appendix B.
6.1 SUMMARY OF STUDY APPROACHES
6.1.1 On-Road Instrumented Vehicle
The on-road instrumented vehicle method employs an instrumented vehicle which is brought to
the study site. The study site is a location where there are one or more CEVMS installations
along a public access roadway. Each research participant drives the instrumented vehicle along a
prescribed route, which includes CEVMS installations, standard (non-digital) billboards, objects
of casual visual interest (e.g., houses and barns), and natural background control scenery (e.g.,
trees and fields). Each participant completes several such drives. The instrumented vehicle is
capable of measuring vehicle speed, vehicle lane position, longitudinal acceleration, lateral
acceleration, GPS time and position, and driver eye glance direction and duration. The
instrumented vehicle is also equipped with accurate vehicle-mounted or head-mounted eyetracking equipment, video cameras (forward and cab views), and a voice recorder. The major
independent variable in the study is the presence or absence of CEVMS and other comparison
visual stimuli along the driving path. If possible, the CEVMS should be capable of being turned
off and on or changing along some other dimension like luminance or change rate, according to a
prearranged experimental design. Other important independent variables are the time of day
(day/night), traffic conditions (peak, nonpeak) and driver variables (age, gender, and route
familiarity). The primary dependent variables are the frequency, direction, and duration of driver
eye glances. Secondary dependent measures are safety surrogate indicators associated with driver
errors and other measures of driver performance, such as speed changes, headway, lane
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deviation, and traffic conflicts. A rough budgetary estimate for conducting such an on-road
instrumented vehicle study is between $400,000 and $800,000 (see appendix B for more details).
6.1.2 Naturalistic Driving
The naturalistic driving method employs a standardized instrument package which is installed in
each participant’s own private vehicle or in a vehicle loaned to the participant. The participant’s
vehicle appears and performs as it normally would. Participants drive their vehicles as part of
their daily life routines, making control of CEVMS exposure difficult. The instrument package is
capable of measuring speed, lane position, acceleration, GPS time and position, driver eye glance
frequency, direction, and duration. However, because of the unobtrusive nature of the
experimental technique, this method cannot support the use of accurate head-mounted or vehiclemounted eye-tracking equipment. Once the participant’s vehicle has been instrumented, data are
collected by means of automatic wireless downloads without participant awareness or
involvement. The major independent variable is the presence or absence of CEVMS and other
comparison visual stimuli (standard billboards, buildings, control settings, etc.) along the driven
path. If possible, the CEVMS should be controlled according to a prearranged experimental
protocol. Secondary independent variables could include the type of vehicle (sedan, pickup, or
SUV) and driver characteristics (age, gender, and route familiarity). The primary measures or
dependent variables are the frequency, direction, and duration of the driver’s eye glances.
However, as a result of the lower degree of accuracy in eye movement recording, this study
method depends more heavily on secondary dependent variables. Safety surrogate measures
associated with driver errors and other measures of driver performance (headway, lane deviation,
conflicts, and erratic maneuvers) are of increased importance in this method. Additional
dependent variables may include the time of day (day/night), traffic conditions (peak, nonpeak),
in-vehicle distractions (eating, cell phone use), state of fatigue, etc. A rough budgetary estimate
for conducting such a naturalistic driving study is between $2 million and $4 million (see
appendix B for more details).
6.1.3 Unobtrusive Observation
The unobtrusive observation method employs an array of static cameras or other sensors
mounted near the locations of the CEVMS and other comparison stimuli. The cameras are
capable of recording the behavior of vehicles passing the various relevant visual stimuli as a part
of the natural flow of traffic. The drivers are usually completely unaware that their vehicles are
being observed. Post-hoc analysis of the video recordings from these cameras can yield data
similar to some of that obtained by the on-road instrumented vehicle and naturalistic driving
methods including vehicle speed, lane position, acceleration, and time. However, the data from
distal video cameras are usually far less accurate and reliable than what can be collected by
instruments on board the vehicle. Moreover, with present measurement technology, such video
recordings cannot yield any data concerning driver eye glance movements. The major
independent variable is the presence or absence of CEVMS and other comparison visual stimuli
(standard billboards, buildings, etc.) along the driving path. If possible, the CEVMS should be
controlled according to a prearranged experimental protocol.
Some secondary independent variables might include the time of day (day/night) and traffic
conditions (peak, nonpeak). This study method depends completely on safety surrogate measures
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associated with driver errors and other measures of driver performance (headway, lane deviation,
and erratic maneuvers), and it requires a large camera array over a long distance recording
for extended periods, as well as extensive data analysis. A rough budgetary estimate for
conducting such an unobtrusive observation study is between $1 million and $3 million (see
appendix B for more details).
6.2 COMPARISON OF STUDY ALTERNATIVES
This section has introduced and described three different candidate approaches for the
recommended next study, which include the on-road instrumented vehicle method, the
naturalistic driving method, and the unobtrusive observation method. Each study method would
be capable of addressing the two-part basic research question to determine whether any observed
or measured distraction due to CEVMS is sufficient to interfere with attentional criteria for safe
driving, and to provide some preliminary practical technical information that could be of help to
the community interested in outdoor advertising control. However, each method has certain
advantages and disadvantages with regard to its ability to address these two questions.
The on-road instrumented vehicle method was judged the best, having the advantage of being
sensitive to a wide range of participant variables, including accurate eye glance measurements
with real CEVMS stimuli in natural settings. The degree of experimental control afforded by this
method makes it the most productive of the three. Driving scenarios can be selected with a
number of CEVMS and standard billboard stimuli along a single drive, which can be repeated
both within and across research participants. To the degree that accurate measurements of visual
distraction and eye glance behavior are pivotal dependent variables, the on-road instrumented
vehicle method has the clear advantage. The high degree of experimental control ensures that
exposure to CEVMS and to comparing visual stimuli is uniform and consistent. The on-road
instrumented vehicle approach is the most productive research method for producing quality data
in the shortest amount of time for the least cost.
The naturalistic driving method was judged the second best, offering some similar advantages to
the on-road instrumented vehicle method. However, it suffered from less experimental control
over CEVMS exposure, less ability to capture participant-related variables, and more logistical
complication and expense. Both of these methods are somewhat related from the perspective of
the research participant. In both cases, the research participant is driving in an instrumented
vehicle on a real road. Both allow the determination of driver eye glance behavior to some
degree, but the increased level of experimental control exercised in the on-road instrumented
vehicle method gives this technique a distinct advantage, both in terms of more accurate eye
glance measurements and more consistent driver exposure.
Finally, unobtrusive observation of safety surrogate measures involves no direct contact with the
driver, thus preserving a completely natural driving environment. However, this method is not
sensitive to participant variables. In particular, it is not possible to measure eye glance behavior
with this method. This method depends solely on safety surrogate measures. Furthermore, since
these safety surrogate measures are relatively subtle to detect at a distance, this method can be
costly and time-consuming to implement.
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The on-road instrumented vehicle method has a strong advantage in productivity and efficiency.
The major advantage of the other two methods is the natural and unobtrusive nature of the study
procedure from the perspective of the research participants. However, some degree of artificiality
may be a small price to pay to gain the cost effectiveness of the on-road instrumented vehicle
method. In the final analysis, the present report recommends the on-road instrumented vehicle
method as the best choice for the first stage study. This recommendation is made on the basis of
scientific merit, timeliness of producing a meaningful result, and cost.
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7.0 CONCLUSIONS
The present report reviews the possible safety effects of CEVMS. The report consists of an
update of earlier published work, an investigation of applicable research methods and techniques,
recommendations for future research, and an extensive reference list and bibliography. The
literature review update covers recent post-hoc crash studies, field investigations, laboratory
investigations, previous literature reviews, and reviews of practice. The conclusion of the
literature review is that the current body of knowledge represents an inconclusive scientific result
with regard to demonstrating detrimental driver safety effects due to CEVMS exposure. This
outcome points toward the importance of conducting carefully controlled and methodologically
sound future research on the issue.
The present report also analyzes the key factors or independent variables affecting a driver’s
response to CEVMS and the key measures or dependent variables which serve as indicators of
driver safety. These key factors and measures are selected, combined, and integrated into a set of
optimal research strategies. Based on these strategies, as well as on lessons learned from the
literature review update, a proposed long-term program of research has been developed to
address the problem. This research program consists of three stages, which include determination
of distraction, basis for possible regulation, and relationship of distraction to crashes.
The present report only addresses the first stage of the proposed research program in detail. For
this first stage, three candidate studies, which are an on-road instrumented vehicle study, a
naturalistic driving study, and an unobtrusive observation study, have been introduced and
compared. An analysis of the relative advantages and disadvantages of each study indicate that
the on-road instrumented vehicle study is the best choice as the recommended first stage in
answering the basic research question.
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APPENDIX A—EXPANDED TABLES
A.1 KEY FACTORS (INDEPENDENT VARIABLES)
Table 1. Expanded key factors (independent variables).
Variable

Ref. #

Advantages

Disadvantages

Important to define stimulus;
Easy to measure.

Likely to require travel
expenses.

1.0 Billboard
1.1 Location

8, 129,
38, 15,
44, 32

1.1.1 Lat./long.; GPS; mile
marker; survey location;
reference location; mobile

13, 53,
160

1.1.2 Distance from
roadway; setback

Less important.

1.1.3 Sight distance; visual
occlusions; distance first
detected

13, 53

Determines exposure time.

1.1.4 Orientation; angle to
road; side of road; twosided

144

1.2 Display

144

1.2.1 Type: Conventional;
Digital; Tri-vision

125, 48

Digital type stands out.

Tri-vision likely to disappear.

1.2.2 Size; length; height;
visual angle; mounting
height

129, 32

Off-premise sizes somewhat
standard.

On-premise sizes variable.

1.2.3 Resolution; dpi;
LEDs/in

95, 48,
53

Crispness (sharpness) of
image important.

1.2.4 Luminance; contrast
ratio; day/night settings

48, 53,
144

Brightness (luminance)
extremely important.

1.3 Dynamics

31

Less important.

41

Night setting may depend
upon background
illumination.
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Variable

Ref. #

Advantages

1.3.1 Type: static; changing 158,
129, 26

Changing images extremely
important. Static serves as
control.

1.3.2 Change rate; dwell
time; change time;
sequencing

Change pattern important.
Easy to measure.

48, 50,
158, 94

1.3.3 Special effects: wipe,
dissolve, scintillate
1.3.4 Full motion video

125,
126

1.3.5 Engagement value:
ability to hold attention

Disadvantages

Adds to uniqueness and
conspicuity.

More difficult to measure.

Full motion video extremely
compelling.

Difficult to specify exact
content seen.

Important overall distraction
variable

Difficult to measure; requires
subjective rating.

1.3.6 Sound
1.4 Message

129,
44,
144, 53

1.4.1 Type: text; graphics;
mixed; targeted

32, 31

1.4.2 Text: word count;
font size; color; content;
legibility; affect

32, 48

Many variations. Less
important.

1.4.3 Graphics: size;
complexity; color; content;
affect

31, 50

Difficult to specify. Many
varieties.

Particular message may be
secondary.

1.4.4 Public safety alerts

Social benefit.

1.4.5 Interactive:
encourages driver response

Interactive may require more
attention.

2.0 Roadway
2.1 Type

42

May be more distracting than
advertising.
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Variable

Ref. #

Advantages

Disadvantages

2.1.1 Category: two-lane
rural; collector; arterial;
freeway

13, 15
71, 54

Important determinate of
driver workload.

Many variations even in
single category.

2.1.2 Lanes: number;
width; markings; medians;
shoulders; rumble strips
2.1.3 Speed: posted;
advisory; 85th percentile;
median

Less important.

50

2.1.4 Condition: dry, wet,
ice, rain; oil slick

Changes urgency of correct
driving responses.
Important to driver control
over vehicle.

2.1.5 Traction: coefficient
of friction
2.2 Complexity

15

2.2.1 Tangent: level; grade

Less important.

2.2.2 Curve: horizontal;
vertical

13, 44,
118

May place sudden demand on
driver attention.

2.2.3 Intersection:
signalized; stop controlled

129,
38, 48

Increased driver workload.

2.2.4 Interchange: exit,
entrance, merge, gore

26, 44,
32, 48

Controlled access. More
carefully engineered.

2.2.5 Driveway; entrance

Less important.

2.2.6 Lane change: merge;
diverge; lane drop

May place sudden demand on
driver attention.

2.2.7 Other: bicycle lane;
fire house
2.3 Traffic

Wide variety of intersection
complexities.

Less important.
158,
38, 15,
113,

43
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Variable

Ref. #

Advantages

2.3.1 Average daily traffic;
peak traffic; level of
service

118

Likely to increase driver
workload.

Disadvantages

2.3.2 Traffic mix: cars,
trucks, buses, motorcycles

Less important.

2.3.3 Pedestrians

Mainly only in urban
settings.

3.0 Vehicle

59

3.1 Type: automobile;
SUV; truck; motorcycle

Motorcycle has least
obstructed view.

3.2 Condition: response;
vehicle dynamics

Hard to determine in field.

3.3 Windshield: size;
tinting; field of view

Defines some stimulus
exposure characteristics.

4.0 Driver

10

4.1 Characteristics: age;
gender; demographics

53, 23,
12, 54

4.2 Experience: years
driving; route familiarity

15, 100

Less important.
Route familiarity extremely
important.

4.3 State: alert; fatigue;
alcohol; drugs
4.4 Distractions:
conversation; eating; cell
phone

Difficult to measure.
24, 90,
25

5.0 Environment
5.1 Visual—general

113

5.1.1 Visual clutter; nearby 160,
billboards; ambient lighting 15, 32,
44

Complexity of visual
environment extremely
important.

44

Difficult to specify.
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Variable

Ref. #

Advantages

5.1.2 Day/night viewing:
dawn; dusk; sun-glare

53

Nighttime viewing of bright
images important.

5.1.3 Visual flow

Less important.

5.2 Official signs

160, 2,
26, 100

5.2.1 Type: regulatory,
advisory, navigational

94

Regulatory most important.

5.2.2 Location: left, right,
overhead

44, 15

Billboard can conflict with
sign.

5.2.3 Lighting: illuminated;
luminous (VMS); retroreflective
5.2.4 Density: number in
view, type mix

Disadvantages

Luminous (VMS) signs most
important.
15

5.2.5 Dynamics: change
rate; motion; video

Many variations in urban
settings.
Extremely important point of
possible conflict.

5.2.6 Message: text;
graphics

Motion and video not yet
allowed.
Less important

5.3 On-premise signs
5.3.1 Type: conventional;
Tri-vision; digital; full
motion video

144

5.3.2 Location: left, right,
high, low

144

5.3.3 Lighting: illuminated;
luminous; LED

144

5.3.4 Density: number in
view, type mix
5.3.4 Dynamics: change
rate; motion; video; sound

144

Digital and video most
important.

Tri-vision likely to disappear.

Bright, high resolution very
compelling.

Difficult to measure.

Can add to visual clutter.

Many variations possible.

Extremely important variable.

45
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Variable

Ref. #

5.3.5 Message: text;
graphics; interactive
5.4 Geographic

15

5.4.1 Population: urban;
suburban; rural

13, 71

5.4.2 Terrain: mountain;
valley; desert; hilly; near
water

Advantages

Disadvantages

Interactive important.

Text and graphics less
important.

Can affect visual clutter.

Many variations.

Can affect driver workload.

Many variations.

5.4.3 Area: city; state;
region

Less important.

5.5 Meteorological
5.5.1 Temperature;
humidity; cloud cover

53

5.5.2 Precipitation: rain;
snow; fog; ice; visibility

53

Less important.
Can affect driver workload.

46
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A.2 KEY MEASURES (DEPENDENT VARIABLES)
Table 2. Expanded key measures (dependent variables).
Variable

Ref. #

1.0 Vehicle Behavior

48

1.1 Speed

125, 50

Advantages

Disadvantages

1.1.1 Continuous

More accurate profile.

Large amounts of data.
Expensive.

1.1.2 Discrete locations

Less data.

Cheaper.

1.1.3 Speed exceedances:
high; low

Distraction indicator.

1.1.4 Speed variance

Distraction indicator.

Best with continuous data.

1.2.1 Continuous

More accurate profile.

Large amounts of data.
Expensive.

1.2.2 Discrete locations

Less data.

Cheaper.

Distraction indicator.

More difficult to measure.

Distraction indicator.

Best with continuous data.

1.2 Lane position

1.2.3 Lane excursions:
right; left

161, 48,
54

23

1.2.4 Lane variance
1.3 Acceleration

48, 54

1.3.1 Longitudinal: hard
braking; delayed
acceleration; braking
without cause

Excellent surrogate for
distraction.

1.3.2 Lateral: swerves

39

1.3.3 Heave: bumps

125, 48

1.4 Other vehicle
interactions

39

Good surrogate for
distraction.
Not important.

47
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Variable
1.4.1 Headway (car
following); time to
collision

Ref. #
125, 48,
118

1.4.2 Gap acceptance:
merge; passing
1.4.3 Conflicts; nearcrashes

Advantages
Good surrogate for
distraction.
Good surrogate for
distraction.

125

Disadvantages

Difficult to measure.

Extremely important
measure.

1.4.4 Violations: red light
running; failure to yield;
failure to stop

Low probability events.

1.4.5 Errors: missed exit;
wrong lane

Good surrogate for
distraction.

1.4.6 Timing: late
movements; premature
movements

Difficult to measure.

1.5 Infrastructure
interactions
1.5.1 Response to roadway
geometry: swerves; sudden
braking

118, 15

Surrogate for distraction.

1.5.2 Response to traffic
control devices: misses,
delays

15

Surrogate for distraction.

1.5.3 Pedestrian
interactions; yields

Only in urban settings.

1.6 Signals

39

1.6.1 Brake light

125

Indication of sudden
deceleration.

1.6.2 Turn signals

Less important.

1.6.3 Other: backup lights

Not important.

48
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Variable

Ref. #

Advantages

Disadvantages

2.0 Driver/Vehicle
Interactions
2.1 Steering
2.1.1 Gross movements:
curves; turns
2.1.2 Fine movements: lane
keeping

Surrogate for distraction.
60

Difficult to measure.

2.2 Throttle
2.2.1 Pedal press; pedal
position; duration

Less important.

2.2.2 Pedal release;
duration

Less important.

2.3 Brake

125

2.3.1 Pedal press; duration;
excursion

Surrogate for distraction.

2.3.2 Pedal release

Less important.

2.4 Shift (manual only)
2.4.1 Gear selection (speed)

Not important.

2.4.2 Gear transitions
(shifts)

Not important.

2.5 Displays

154

2.5.1 Speedometer

Secondary visual distractor.

2.5.2 Other: gauges; radio

Less important.

2.6 Other controls

154, 25

2.6.1 Safety: windshield
wipers; instrument lights;
horn; turn signals

54

Less important, except turn
signals.

49
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Variable

Ref. #

Advantages

Disadvantages

2.6.2 Entertainment: radio;
CD player

48, 24,
54

Secondary distractor.

2.6.3 Auditory/vocal: voice
actuated

154

3.0 Driver Attention /
Distraction

79, 113,
32, 146,
145

3.1 Objective measures

129

3.1.1 Eye glance behavior:
eye movements; number of
glances; duration of
glances; glance object

129, 42,
125, 53,
160, 83,
161, 78

Excellent measure of
unconscious attention /
distraction.

Delicate, expensive
equipment. Difficult to
calibrate. Expensive to
analyze data.

3.1.2 Distractor
performance; secondary
task

83, 53

Excellent measure of
distraction.

Can increase risk in field
experiments. Can be
artificial.

3.1.3 Visual occlusion

15

Good measure of
distraction.

Can increase risk in field
experiments. Unnatural
driving task.

3.1.4 Feature detection

48

3.1.5 Feature recognition

48

Good measure.

3.1.6 Driver workload; task
performance

38, 15,
113

Excellent indicator of
distraction.

Complicated to measure.

3.1.7 Head turning

78

Easy to measure.

Less important.

3.1.8 Driver errors

83

Excellent measure of
distraction.

Many varieties. Low
probability of occurrence.

3.1.9 Reaction time;
perception-reaction time

15

Good indicator of
distraction.

Difficult to measure.

Low probability of
occurrence.

3.2 Inferred measures
3.2.1 Surprise; orienting
response

Difficult to measure.

50
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Variable

Ref. #

Advantages

3.2.2 Conspicuity; attention
grabbing

Disadvantages
Difficult to measure.

3.2.3 Search patterns

15

Indicative of visual
hypotheses.

3.2.4 Capacity: selfregulated attention; spare
capacity

15

Extremely important
concept.

Hard to establish criterion
threshold.

3.3 Subjective measures

161

3.3.1 Conversational drive

Good possible method.

Lots of extraneous data.

3.3.2 Rating scale

Inexpensive.

Imprecise.

3.3.3 Questionnaire

Inexpensive.

Imprecise.

Relatively inexpensive.

Sampling frame difficult.

Small sample. Lots of data.

Confounding social
variables.

Very important
discriminator variable.
Related to ultimate goal.

Rare events. Many
contributing factors. Difficult
to estimate statistically.

Important to determine
impact.

Rare events. Many factors.
Difficult to estimate
statistically.

3.3.4 Survey

125

3.3.5 Focus group
4.0 Crashes

158, 125,
26, 44,
128, 161,
95, 121

4.1 Type: head-on;
sideswipe; rear-end;
backing; run-off-road;
pedestrian

39

4.2 Severity: fatal; injury;
property damage;
unreported
4.3 Method of
measurement

Rare events. Hard to
estimate.

4.3.1 Direct observation:
simulator; field camera

42

Best studied in simulator.
No chance of injury.

4.3.2 Before/after study

39, 158

Most common study type.

51

No control site. Regression
toward mean.
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Variable

Ref. #

Advantages

Disadvantages

4.3.3 Before/after with
control

Control adds rigor.

Regression toward mean.

4.3.4 Before/after/before

More convincing causal
effect.

Regression toward mean.

4.3.5 Regression model

Directly account for
multiple factors

Large amounts of data on
many variables

4.3.6 Empirical Bayes

Control for regression
toward mean.

More complicated statistical
model.

4.3.7 Full Bayes

More complete treatment of
conditional probabilities.

Not widely used.

52
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A.3 KEY RESEARCH STRATEGIES
Table 3. Expanded key research strategies.
Method
1.0 Crashes: Field

Ref. #

Advantages

Disadvantages

97, 95,
21

1.1 Unobtrusive observation
1.1.1 Participant: random,
uncontrolled; usually unknown

49

No sampling bias.

Do not know participant sample.

1.1.2 Experimenter: usually
absent; remote observation;
unknown to participant

49

No artificial participant
behaviors due to
experimenter.

1.1.3 Stimuli: natural, ordinary,
in context; variable,
uncontrolled

49

Natural stimuli.

Stimuli not uniform; e.g.,
weather effects.

1.1.4 Responses: crashes;
antecedent vehicle behaviors;
rare; few participant variables

49

Directly related to the safety
goal.

Extremely rare events;
insensitive to participant
variables.

1.1.5 Scenario: natural route
and purpose; uses own vehicle

49

Completely natural
experimental context; uses
own vehicle.

Long-term monitoring required.

1.2.1 Participant: selected,
sampled

79, 78,
42

Know participant sample.

Possible sampling bias.

1.2.2 Experimenter: absent;
remote observation; known to
participant

79, 78,
42

1.2.3 Stimuli: natural, ordinary,
in context; variable,
uncontrolled

79, 78,
64, 42

Natural stimuli.

Stimuli not uniform; e.g.,
weather effects.

1.2.4 Responses: crashes;
antecedent vehicle and
participant behaviors; rare

79, 78,
64, 42

Directly related to ultimate
goal; sensitive to some
participant variables.

Extremely rare events; difficult
to collect adequate sample of
crashes.

1.2 Naturalistic driving

Possible artificial participant
behaviors.

53
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Method

Ref. #

Advantages

Disadvantages

1.2.5 Scenario: natural route
and trip purpose; uses own
vehicle

79, 78,
64, 42

Mostly natural experimental
context; uses own or
borrowed vehicle.

Participant aware of test status;
may be injured or killed; vehicle
may be damaged or destroyed;
expensive.

1.3 Retrospective database:
fatal, injury, property damage

87, 49,
128,
14, 58,

Directly related to ultimate
goal.

Crashes are rare events; difficult
to estimate.

1.3.1 Before-after study

158, 1,
130

Most common study type.

No control site; regression
toward mean.

1.3.2 Before-after study with
control

120

Control adds rigor.

Regression toward mean.

1.3.3 Before-after-before study

More convincing causal
effect.

Regression toward mean.

1.3.4 Regression model

Directly account for multiple
factors.

Large amounts of data on many
variables.

1.3.5 Empirical Bayes

Control for regression toward More complicated statistical
mean.
model.

1.3.6 Full Bayes

More complete treatment of
conditional probabilities.

Not widely used.

2.0 Crashes: Laboratory
2.1 Driving simulator
2.1.1 Participant: selected,
sampled

70

Know participant sample.

Possible sampling bias.

2.1.2 Experimenter: remotely
present, unobtrusive
observation

70

More experimenter control.

Possible artificial participant
behaviors.

2.1.3 Stimuli: simulated,
artificial; consistent, controlled

70

Extremely repeatable
stimulus conditions.

Artificial stimuli; hard to
simulate conspicuity and
legibility.

54
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Method

Ref. #

Advantages

Disadvantages

2.1.4 Responses: programmed
crashes; antecedent participant
and vehicle behaviors; can be
more frequent crashes

70

Some control over crashes;
can program more frequent
crash opportunities.

Lack of negative consequences
can unnaturally alter frequency
of crashes.

2.1.5 Scenario: contrived route,
artificial; unnatural vehicle and
environment; safe from harm

70

Control over driving
scenario; participant safe
from harm.

Unnatural vehicle and
environment; artificial scenario;
simulator sickness.

2.2 Non-simulator laboratory

87

2.2.1 Crash scenarios: movies,
pictures, acting out

Relatively easy; less
resources.

Artificial, out-of-context testing
environment.

2.2.2 Crash reconstructions:
questionnaires, focus groups

Relatively easy; focus groups Artificial, out-of-context testing
more expensive.
environment; focus group social
biases.

3.0 Safety Surrogate: Field

34, 85

3.1 Unobtrusive observation
3.1.1 Participant: random,
uncontrolled; usually unknown

15

No sampling bias.

3.1.2 Experimenter: usually
absent; remote observation;
unknown to participant

15

No artificial participant
behaviors due to
experimenter.

3.1.3 Stimuli: natural, ordinary,
in context; variable,
uncontrolled

15

Natural stimuli.

Stimuli not uniform; e.g.,
weather effects.

3.1.4 Responses: crash
precursors; antecedent vehicle
behaviors; more frequent; few
participant variables

15

More frequent events than
crashes; can collect more
data with less risk.

Crash precursors only indirect
indicators; insensitive to
participant variables.

3.1.5 Scenario: natural route
and trip purpose; uses own
vehicle

15

Completely natural
experimental context; uses
own vehicle.

3.2 Naturalistic driving

55

Do not know participant sample.
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Method

Ref. #

Advantages
Know participant sample.

Disadvantages

3.2.1 Participant: selected,
sampled

79, 78,
42

Possible sampling bias.

3.2.2 Experimenter: absent;
remote observation; known to
participant

79, 78,
42

3.2.3 Stimuli: natural, ordinary,
in context; variable,
uncontrolled

79, 78,
42

Natural stimuli.

Stimuli not uniform; e.g.,
weather effects.

3.2.4 Responses: crash
precursors; antecedent vehicle
and participant behaviors; more
frequent events

79, 78,
42

More frequent events than
crashes; can collect more
data with less risk.

Crash precursors only indirect
indicators.

3.2.5 Scenario: natural route
and trip purpose; uses own
vehicle

79, 78,
118, 42

Mostly natural experimental
context; uses own or longterm borrowed vehicle.

Participant aware of test status;
may be injured or killed; vehicle
may be damaged or destroyed;
expensive.

3.3 On-road instrumented
vehicle

14

3.3.1 Participant: selected,
sampled

54, 18

Know participant sample.

Possible sampling bias.

3.3.2 Experimenter: present;
direct observation and
interaction

83

More experimenter control;
increased experiment safety.

Possible artificial participant
behaviors.

3.3.3 Stimuli: selected; natural,
in context

83, 18

Natural stimuli.

Stimuli not uniform; e.g.,
weather effects.

3.3.4 Responses: crash
precursors; antecedent vehicle
and participant behaviors; more
frequent

54, 18

More frequent events than
crashes; can collect more
data with less risk.

Crash precursors only indirect
indicators.

3.3.5 Scenario: natural route,
artificial trip purpose; uses
experimental vehicle

54, 83,
18

Semi-natural experimental
context; more safe.

Artificial trip purpose;
unfamiliar vehicle.

Possible artificial participant
behaviors.

3.4 Closed-course test track

56
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Method

Ref. #

Advantages

Disadvantages

3.4.1 Participant: selected,
sampled

136

Know participant sample.

Possible sampling bias.

3.4.2 Experimenter: present;
direct observation and
interaction

136

More experimenter control;
increased experiment safety.

Possible artificial participant
behaviors.

3.4.3 Stimuli: selected; out of
context

136

Semi-natural stimuli.

Stimuli not uniform; some
possible control.

3.4.4 Responses: crash
precursors; antecedent vehicle
and participant behaviors; more
frequent

136

More frequent events than
crashes; can collect more
data with less risk.

Crash precursors only indirect
indicators.

3.4.5 Scenario: unnatural route,
artificial trip purpose; uses
experimental vehicle

136

Low probability of harm to
participant or vehicle.

Unnatural experimental context.

3.5.1 Participant: selected,
sampled

36

Know participant sample.

Possible sampling bias.

3.5.2 Experimenter: present;
direct observation; extensive
interaction

36

More experimenter control;
increased experiment safety.

Possible artificial participant
behaviors.

3.5.3 Stimuli: selected; natural,
in context

36

Natural stimuli.

Stimuli not uniform; e.g.,
weather effects.

3.5.4 Responses: extensive
driver commentary; running
verbal description; crash
precursors observable

Collect large amounts of
data; direct observation of
gross attention.

Commentary could interfere
with driving task; artificial task.

3.5.5 Scenario: natural route,
artificial trip purpose

Semi-natural experimental
context; more safe.

Artificial trip purpose.

Relatively easy; less
resources.

Artificial, distal testing
environment.

3.5 Commentary driving

3.6 Non-vehicle based field
testing
3.6.1 Roadside interviews

14,
125, 85

57
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Method

Ref. #

3.6.2 Fuel station, nearby mall
interviews
4.0 Safety Surrogate:
Laboratory

Advantages

Disadvantages

Relatively easy; less
resources.

Artificial, out-of-context testing
environment.

36

4.1 Driving simulator
4.1.1 Participant: selected,
sampled

161, 4,
70, 82

Know participant sample.

Possible sampling bias.

4.1.2 Experimenter: remotely
present, unobtrusive
observation

161, 4,
70, 82

More experimenter control.

Possible artificial participant
behaviors.

4.1.3 Stimuli: simulated,
artificial; consistent, controlled

161, 4,
70, 82

Extremely repeatable
stimulus conditions.

Artificial stimuli; hard to
simulate conspicuity and
legibility.

4.1.4 Responses: programmed
crash precursors; antecedent
participant and vehicle
behaviors; can have more
frequent events

10, 82,
4

Some control over nearcrashes; can program more
frequent near-crash
opportunities.

Lack of negative consequences
can unnaturally alter frequency
of near-crashes.

4.1.5 Scenario: contrived route,
artificial; unnatural vehicle and
environment; safe from harm

161, 4,
70, 82

Control over driving
scenario; participant safe
from harm.

Unnatural vehicle and
environment; artificial scenario;
simulator sickness.

4.2 Non-simulator laboratory

75

4.2.1 Pre-crash scenarios:
movies, pictures, acting out

160, 36

Relatively easy; less
resources.

Artificial, out-of-context testing
environment; weak response
measure.

4.2.2 Pre-crash reconstructions:
questionnaires, focus groups

36

Relatively easy; focus groups Artificial, out-of-context testing
more expensive.
environment; weak response
measure; focus group social
biases.

5.0 Social Survey

14, 125

5.1 Telephone survey

Less resources; personal
interviewer; more flexible.

58

Out of context; opinions only;
more labor intensive; smaller
scale.
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Method

Ref. #

Advantages

Disadvantages

5.2 Mail survey

Less resources; standardized;
larger scale.

Out of context; opinions only.

5.3 E-mail survey

Less resources; standardized;
large scale.

Out of context; opinions only;
internet user bias.

6.0 Analytical Study
6.1 Literature review

53, 38,
26,
129, 52

Benefit from previous
knowledge and mistakes.

Based on old information;
abstract; hard to apply.

6.2 Review of practice

15, 44

Socially oriented, practical,
legal.

Based on old information; not
scientific; possibly misleading.

6.3 Deductive-inductive
reasoning study

26

Less resources; no need for
new data.

Must often make dangerous
assumptions; cannot fill in
knowledge gaps.

59
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APPENDIX B—DETAILED DESCRIPTION OF STUDIES
B.1 ON-ROAD INSTRUMENTED VEHICLE APPROACH
The most effective research strategy to emerge from the analysis undertaken in section 6.0 is the
on-road instrumented vehicle method. The following describes one possible study which might
be conducted using this method.
B.1.1 Method
The on-road instrumented vehicle method employs an instrumented vehicle which is brought to
the study site, along with a crew of about two or three researchers. The study site is a location
where there is at least one CEVMS installation along a public access roadway. Preferably, there
would be several CEVMS installations at the location so that a single test driving scenario might
pass a few different CEVMS in the course of about half an hour of driving. The investigation
should include at least two or three study sites which already have CEVMS in place. At each
study site, approximately 20 to 30 research participants would be recruited from the local area.
Each research participant would drive the instrumented vehicle along a prescribed route, which
includes CEVMS installations, standard (non-digital) billboards, human-constructed objects of
casual visual interest (houses, barns, etc.), and natural background control scenery (trees, fields,
etc.). Each drive takes less than 1 hour (preferably about 30 minutes), and each participant would
return for several drives on different days. Other aspects would vary as well, such as the time of
day, traffic density, and CEVMS conditions (e.g., CEVMS turned on versus CEVMS turned off).
Each participant would complete between three and six such drives. The instrumented vehicle
and crew would usually remain at a given study site for about 1 to 2 months. The crew would
consist of an experimenter and a safety observer, who would both be present in the instrumented
vehicle. The safety observer would also serve as a research assistant or technician. The
instrumented vehicle is capable of measuring vehicle speed, vehicle lane position, longitudinal
acceleration, lateral acceleration, GPS time and position, and driver eye glance direction and
duration. The instrumented vehicle is also equipped with accurate vehicle-mounted or headmounted eye-tracking equipment, video cameras (forward and cab views) and a voice recorder.
B.1.2 Factors and Measures
The major factors or independent variables in the study are the presence or absence of CEVMS
and other comparison visual stimuli (standard billboards, buildings, etc.) along the driving path.
If possible, the CEVMS should be capable of being turned off and on or changed along some
other dimension like luminance or change rate, according to a prearranged experimental design.
The period of time that the CEVMS is off or changed could be kept relatively brief and carefully
controlled since the study will follow a strict protocol. Other important independent variables are
the time of day (day/night), traffic conditions (peak and nonpeak), and driver variables (age,
gender, and route familiarity). One or more of the primary CEVMS variables of interest to the
community concerned with outdoor advertising control should be represented by varying levels
along the driving route (e.g., different degrees of luminance, change rate, or display spacing) as
much as possible. Direct experimental control would be preferable to site selection in this regard.
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The primary measure or dependent variable in this study is the frequency, direction, and duration
of driver eye glances, which serves as an indication of visual attention and distraction. The
fundamental hypothesis is that drivers have limited attention; they self-regulate their attention to
perform demanding tasks. In the case of the driving task, a certain proportion of their attention
needs to be concentrated on the roadway scene ahead. To the degree that eye glance behavior can
serve as a measure of visual attention, eye glances need to be concentrated on the roadway
ahead. If the frequency and duration of eye glances away from the roadway ahead exceed
accepted norms or criteria for keeping a driver’s eyes on the road, then driver safety may be
compromised. Thus, eye glance behavior is the primary dependent variable in the study. Eye
glance behavior has an intuitive connection to visual attention and is sensitive to subtle visual
search strategies, including those which are below the level of conscious awareness (see
section 2.7.2). Depending upon the type of eye glance measuring instrumentation selected, the
act of measuring eye glance behavior may prove to be a more or less significant distraction to the
driver in itself. This experimentally-induced artifact can be controlled by selecting a minimally
intrusive measurement method or by ensuring adequate adaptation to the instrumentation on the
part of the research participant.
This study includes another class of secondary dependent variables. These are safety surrogate
measures associated with driver errors and other measures of driver performance, such as speed
changes, headway, lane deviation, and traffic conflicts. These secondary variables can be
measured by instrumentation in the vehicle in terms of speed, acceleration, and lane position.
These secondary variables can also be directly observed and noted by the experimenter and/or
safety observer in the instrumented vehicle for later analysis in terms of sudden braking,
inadequate headway, swerving, and conflicts. Thus, events indicative of possible driver error or
other maladaptive behavior can be flagged by human observers. Also, for these events, only
objective vehicle performance data needs to be analyzed, saving considerable effort and expense
by eliminating the need to analyze large amounts of continuous vehicle performance data.
B.1.3 Advantages/Disadvantages
One advantage of this method is its ability to implement accurate eye-tracking measurements
which afford the opportunity to observe subtle and often unconscious eye movements. This
ability to measure unconscious eye movements correlates with unconscious distraction facilitates
incorporation of the notion of self-regulated attention into the experimental paradigm. When a
driver is attempting to concentrate on the roadway ahead, a distractor, which unconsciously
diverts attention away from the roadway against the driver’s will, may have a more severe safety
consequence than a distractor which can be maintained under conscious and voluntary control.
Thus, in addition to being able to measure distraction which is both conscious and voluntary,
accurate eye-tracking determinations have the potential to probe other phenomena, such as
unconscious and involuntary distraction as they relate to CEVMS exposure.
Another advantage of this method is the ability to structure driving scenarios to have an
appropriate number of CEVMS, standard billboard, and other visual stimuli all located on a
controlled course, which all research participants drive in a consistent manner. The ability to
choose and structure the test drive assures adequate and uniform exposure to CEVMS and other
relevant visual stimuli. The ability to exert experimental control is a valuable asset to this
method. It facilitates a clean and robust statistical analysis of the data because all of the
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participants are exposed to all of the experimental conditions the same number of times in a
relatively controlled manner. Experimental control ensures a high level of CEVMS exposure,
thereby contributing to the productivity and cost effectiveness of this technique.
However, examined from a different perspective, such a degree of experimental control may also
be regarded as a disadvantage. A certain amount of artificiality is introduced into the driving
situation thereby. Research participants are definitely aware that they are participating in a
controlled experiment, driving someone else’s car on a contrived route which does not serve a
personal purpose related to daily life. In addition, with the experimenter riding along with the
participants in the vehicle, there may be a tendency for the participants to try to please the
experimenter and to drive in some unnatural way. The introduction of eye-tracking equipment
adds to the artificiality of the situation. Wearing head-mounted eye-tracking gear definitely
represents unnatural driving attire. However, most research participants rapidly adapt to the gear
with time, and they often report that they are unaware of its presence after a short drive. Vehiclemounted eye-tracking equipment can be far less intrusive, although the tedious calibration
procedures and the presence of the cameras in the car remind participants that their head and eye
movements are constantly being monitored. These are all valid experimental concerns; however,
none of these interventions is likely to profoundly alter the driving behavior, much less the eye
glance movements, of the research participants, as long as they are not informed of the purpose
of the study. The enhanced experimental efficiency that this approach has to offer far outweighs
its artificiality drawbacks.
B.1.4 Budgetary Cost
A rough budgetary estimate for conducting such an on-road instrumented vehicle study is
between $400,000 and $800,000. The main cost drivers for this method are the eye glance
measuring technology and the crew needed to implement the experiment at the study sites. The
range in this estimate relates to the number of study sites, adequacy of the sites, length of the
experimental drive, number of experimental drives, number of research participants, difficulty in
obtaining research participants, ability to turn the CEVMS off and on, and numerous other
factors which cannot be determined without further planning.
B.2 NATURALISTIC DRIVING APPROACH
The naturalistic driving method is similar to the on-road instrumented vehicle method. The major
difference is that the participants drive their own vehicles (or loaned vehicles) for their own
personal purposes. The method typically employs a large number of such vehicles. The
following describes one possible study which might be conducted using this method.
B.2.1 Method
The naturalistic driving method employs a standardized instrument package which is installed in
the participant’s own private vehicle or in a vehicle loaned to the participant. The installation is
made as unobtrusive as possible so that the participant’s vehicle appears and performs as it
normally would. The instrument package is capable of measuring many of the same variables as
the on-road instrumented vehicle, such as speed, lane position, acceleration, GPS time and
position, driver eye glance frequency, direction, and duration. The instrument package is also
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connected to the vehicle data bus so that additional vehicle-related measures of engine, braking,
and steering performance are also recorded. However, because of the unobtrusive nature of the
experimental technique, this method cannot support the use of extremely accurate head-mounted
or vehicle-mounted eye-tracking equipment. In the present state of technology, these accurate
eye movement instruments involve careful calibration procedures with the driver. With this
method, the eye-tracking system is mounted in the dashboard in a manner which involves little or
no driver interaction. Once the participant’s vehicle has been instrumented, data are collected by
means of automatic wireless downloads without participant awareness or involvement. The
instrumentation is left in the vehicle for a period of 3 to 6 months, during which time the
participant drives the vehicle for normal personal or business use.
The fact that participants drive their own vehicles for their own use reduces control and adds
uncertainty to the study. It is difficult to control where the participants are going to drive and
when. The study site must be selected carefully so that participants are likely to drive by at least
some of the target CEVMS installations. The participants must be selected carefully so that they
are likely to take the selected roadway with some reasonable frequency. As a result of this
increased uncertainty, the number of study sites must be increased to 4 and 5, the number of
research participants selected at each site must be increased to 50 and 75, and the duration of
measurement for each participant must be increased to 3 and 6. In this study, it is even more
important that there are several CEVMS installations at each study site. As was the case for the
on-road instrumented vehicle study, each study site needs to include CEVMS installations,
standard (non-digital) billboards, objects of casual visual interest (houses, barns, etc.), and
natural background control scenery (trees, fields, etc.).
B.2.2 Factors and Measures
As with the on-road instrumented vehicle study, the major factors or independent variables are
the presence or absence of CEVMS and other comparison visual stimuli (standard billboards,
buildings, control settings, etc.) along the driven path. If possible, the CEVMS should be turned
off and on or changed in some other way, according to a prearranged experimental design.
However, in this instance, the CEVMS would have to be turned off or changed for longer periods
of time because it is not certain when the instrumented test vehicles might pass. These are the
primary independent variables. Secondary independent variables could include the type of
vehicle (sedan, pickup, or SUV) and driver characteristics (age, gender, and route familiarity).
In addition, as much as possible, one or more of the primary CEVMS variables of interest to the
community concerned with outdoor advertising control should be represented by varying levels
in the selection of CEVMS stimuli.
As in the on-road instrumented vehicle study, the primary measure or dependent variable is the
frequency, direction, and duration of driver eye glances. The fundamental hypothesis of selfregulated attention which needs to be concentrated on the roadway scene ahead remains the
same. As before, if the frequency and duration of eye glances away from the roadway ahead
exceed accepted norms or criteria, then driver safety is assumed be compromised. Thus, eye
glance behavior is the primary dependent variable in this study, as well. However, the particular
unobtrusive and disengaged dashboard-mounted eye-tracking device may not be capable of
making as accurate measurements of eye-movements as can other more delicate vehicle-mounted
or head-mounted devices which require periodic participant calibration. Consequently, this study
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method depends more heavily on secondary dependent variables. Safety surrogate measures
associated with driver errors and other measures of driver performance (headway, lane deviation,
conflicts, and erratic maneuvers) become increasingly important in this method. Since the
participants will be driving according to their own personal schedules, additional dependent
variables may include the time of day (day/night), traffic conditions (peak and nonpeak), invehicle distractions (eating and/or cell phone use), and state of fatigue.
B.2.3 Advantages/Disadvantages
The naturalistic driving method possesses one major advantage over the on-road instrumented
vehicle method: the driving scenario, driving task, and driving purpose are all completely
natural. The research participants drive their own vehicles (or ones loaned to them) on their own
personal schedules along personally selected routes to meaningful destinations. Although to a
lesser degree, the naturalistic driving method shares another advantage with the on-road
instrumented vehicle method: its ability to implement eye-tracking measurements. In fact, the
dashboard-mounted eye-tracking device is far less intrusive to the driver than the head-mounted
eye-tracking device sometimes employed in the on-road instrumented vehicle method.
Unfortunately, some dashboard-mounted eye-tracking devices may not be as sensitive and
accurate as a head-mounted device. Also, they may not be able to track extensive head
movements or measure subtle eye glances indicative of unconscious distraction. The useful field
of view can also be an issue with certain unobtrusive vehicle-mounted eye-tracking equipment.
Consequently, this experimental method may be less effective in its ability to probe the subtle
phenomena of unconscious and involuntary distraction as they relate to CEVMS exposure.
Another disadvantage of this method is its inherent lack of structured driving scenarios. Since
participants drive whenever and wherever they want, it is difficult to ensure adequate and
uniform exposure to CEVMS and other relevant visual stimuli. This lack of experimental control
and higher degree of uncertainty necessitate an increase in the number of study sites, research
participants, and duration of the study, which negatively impacts the productivity and cost
effectiveness of the technique. For example, this method typically requires the instrumentation of
a relatively large number of vehicles at any given study site instead of the instrumentation of just
one vehicle which is shared by many research participants. Another minor disadvantage is that
research participants are aware that they are participating in an experiment, even if the study is
minimally intrusive in terms of daily life routine.
B.2.4 Budgetary Cost
A rough budgetary estimate for conducting such a naturalistic driving study is between
$2 million and $4 million. The main cost drivers for this method include increasing the number
of study sites, installing instruments in a large number of vehicles at a single site, and collecting
and analyzing data covering a long period of time. The range in this budgetary estimate relates to
the number of study sites, adequacy of the sites, number of vehicles which need to be
instrumented at one time, number of research participants, difficulty in obtaining research
participants, driving patterns of the research participants, length of the study at any given site,
ability to turn the CEVMS off and on, and numerous other factors which cannot be determined
without further planning.
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B.3 UNOBTRUSIVE OBSERVATION APPROACH
The unobtrusive observation method is different from the on-road instrumented vehicle
method and the naturalistic driving method. The major distinction is that no study participants
are selected, and all data are obtained from the natural flow of traffic past the CEVMS and
other comparison stimuli. The following describes one possible study which might be
conducted using this method.
B.3.1 Method
The unobtrusive observation method employs an array of static cameras or other sensors
mounted near the locations of the CEVMS and other comparison stimuli. The other sensors may
include loops, tubes, or radar to measure vehicle passes and driving parameters. The present
report will focus on video recording of traffic. The cameras are capable of recording the behavior
of vehicles passing the various relevant visual stimuli as a part of the natural flow of traffic. The
drivers are usually completely unaware that their vehicles are being observed. Post-hoc analysis
of the video recordings from these cameras can yield data similar to some of that obtained by the
on-road instrumented vehicle and naturalistic driving methods, which include vehicle speed, lane
position, acceleration, and time. However, the data from distal video cameras are usually far less
accurate than what can be collected by instruments onboard the vehicle. Moreover, with present
measurement technology, such video recordings cannot yield any data concerning driver eye
glance frequency, direction, and duration. The camera arrays are usually left in place for a period
of several months to 1 year at each study site. There would typically be three to four such sites in
the study. At each study site, separate camera arrays would need to be installed at the locations
of all selected CEVMS displays, standard (non-digital) billboards, objects of casual visual
interest (houses, barns, etc.), and natural background control scenery (trees, fields, etc.).
B.3.2 Factors and Measures
As in the on-road instrumented vehicle and naturalist driving studies, the major independent
variables are the presence or absence of CEVMS and other comparison visual stimuli (standard
billboards, buildings, etc.) along the driving path. If possible, the CEVMS should be controlled
according to a prearranged experimental protocol. However, in this instance, the CEVMS
would have to be changed for longer durations because it is possible to predict when vehicles
might pass. In addition, one or more of the primary CEVMS variables of interest to the
community concerned with outdoor advertising control should be represented by varying levels
in the selection of CEVMS stimuli. These constitute the primary independent variables. Since
continuous video recording will be employed, the experimenter can decide to select different
times of data collection for further analysis. This capability can provide insight into some
secondary independent variables such as time of day (day/night) and traffic conditions
(peak, nonpeak).
In contrast to the on-road instrumented vehicle and naturalistic driving studies, the primary
dependent variable is not driver eye glance behavior. Instead, this study method depends
completely on safety surrogate measures associated with driver errors and other measures of
driver performance (headway, lane deviation, and erratic maneuvers). These are subtle driving
behaviors to measure by means of distal cameras mounted along the roadway. Unless the
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cameras are mounted very high, multiple vehicle images may occlude each other. For a long
stretch of roadway, such as might required for CEVMS exposure, a relatively large array of
cameras may be needed. Thus, a large amount of data needs to be collected and analyzed in such
a study. Automatic machine vision video analysis algorithms can help in the data analysis
process, but such algorithms are not yet sufficiently sensitive and robust to reliably identify all of
the subtle indicators of driver errors, conflicts, or maladaptive performance which might
accompany CEVMS exposure. The use of other sensors instead of or in addition to cameras may
mitigate some of these data analysis problems to a certain extent.
B.3.3 Advantages/Disadvantages
The unobtrusive observation method possesses one major advantage over the other two methods:
the data are derived from the natural flow of traffic. Other than erecting camouflaged camera
arrays at various locations along the roadway, the experimenter does not disturb the natural flow
of human driving. As opposed to the other two methods, the vast majority of drivers are
completely unaware that they are part of a study depending on how well the camera camouflage
works. Other sensors used for this application can also be hidden and made extremely hard to
detect. This is the major advantage of the unobtrusive observation method. Another strong
advantage is the large number of vehicles which pass by the CEVMS and other comparison
stimuli every day. Sample sizes can be relatively large.
Like the other techniques, the unobtrusive observation method has disadvantages as well. First,
with present technology, it is not possible to implement eye-tracking measurements in such a
study. The inability to measure eye glance behavior makes it difficult to investigate important
constructs, like self-regulated attention and unconscious distraction as they relate to CEVMS
exposure. The method is left to rely on safety surrogate measures, such as driver errors and
maladaptive maneuvers. These relatively subtle pre-crash and near-crash driving behaviors are
difficult to measure by means of distal video cameras. Such driving behaviors also occur very
seldom and need to be observed over great distances, leading to the necessity to collect large
amounts of video data from extended camera arrays over long periods of time. The collection,
reduction and analysis of such large amounts of data tend to make this method time-consuming
and expensive.
B.3.4 Budgetary Cost
A rough budgetary estimate for conducting such an unobtrusive observation study is between
$1 million and $3 million. The main cost drivers for this method include designing camera arrays
which can measure subtle vehicle maneuvers, installing camera arrays to record a large extent of
roadway for all CEVMS and comparison stimuli, and collecting and analyzing data covering a
long period of time. The range in this budgetary estimate relates to the number of study sites,
adequacy of the sites, number and location of cameras in an array, method of recognizing safety
surrogate measures, length of the study at any given site, ability to turn the CEVMS off and on,
and numerous other factors which cannot be determined without further planning.
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A STUDY OF THE RELATIONSHIP
BETWEEN DIGITAL BILLBOARDS
AND TRAFFIC SAFETY
IN ALBUQUERQUE, NM

KEY POINTS
• Seven years of accident data comparison
• 17 digital billboards on local roads with eight second dwell times
• Data shows no statistically significant increase in accident rates
• Driver age (young/elderly) and time of day (daytime/nighttime) are
neutral factors
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Figure 1.
Digital Billboard locations in Albuquerque, NM
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Seven years of data …
… no statistically significant relationship
with the occurrence of accidents …
… age of drivers and time of day are
neutral factors.

OVERVIEW
The purpose of this study is to examine the statistical relationship between digital
billboards and traffic safety in Albuquerque, New Mexico . This study analyzed traffic
and accident data along local roads near 17 existing, digital billboards (see Figure 1)
with traffic volumes on roads collectively representing approximately 240 million
vehicles per year. The study uses official data as collected, complied and recorded
independently by the Police Department of the City of Albuquerque.
The study included seven years of accident data representing approximately 7,000
accidents near seventeen digital billboards. Ten of the seventeen billboards were
converted to digital format circa August, 2006 and the remaining seven were converted
circa November 2007.
Temporal (when and how frequently) and spatial (where and how far) statistics were
summarized near billboards within multiple vicinity ranges from 0.2 to 1.0 miles
upstream and downstream of the billboards. Additionally, subsets of daytime and
nighttime accidents were analyzed for before and after comparisons.
The overall conclusion of the study is that the digital billboards in Albuquerque have no
statistically significant relationship with the occurrence of accidents . This study also
finds that the age of drivers (younger/elderly) and the time of day (daytime/nighttime)
are neutral factors which show no increase in accident rates near the digital billboards in
Albuquerque. This conclusion is based on the Police Department’s own data and an
objective statistical analysis; the data shows no increase in accident rates.

STUDY REGION
The City of Albuquerque was chosen as a study region, because it has multiple digital
billboards in close proximity that were in service for extended periods of time. The
roads adjacent to these billboards are heavily traveled (approximately 665 thousand
vehicles traveled per day on the sections of road near the digital billboards).
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The City of Albuquerque is the largest City in the State of New Mexico, is situated in the
central part of the State straddling the Rio Grande, and had a population of 522
thousand people and 183 thousand households. Albuquerque is ranked as the 34th
largest City and the 6th fastest growing in America. In 2008, there were some 439
thousand licensed drivers in Albuquerque (approximately 84% of the population).
Albuquerque is geographically divided into four quadrants. They are NE (northeast),
NW (northwest), SE (southeast), and SW (southwest). The north-south division line is
Central Avenue (the path that Route 66 took through the city) and the east-west division
line is the Burlington Northern and Santa Fe (BNSF) Railway track line. The City is
generally bisected by the Pan American Freeway (also known as Interstate 25) in the
north-south direction and the Coronado Freeway (also known as Interstate 40).

Digital
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17

Location
Coors NW
Bridge St SW
Lead
Lomas NE
Cesar Chavez
Montano NE
Osuna NE
Osuna NE
Carlisle NE
Paseo Del Norte
San Mateo NE
San Mateo NE
Academy NE
Montgomery NE
Wyoming NE
Lomas NE
Eubank NE

Figure 2.
Digital Billboard locations and streets
in Albuquerque, NM
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The static display on each of these digital
billboards has a "dwell time" of eight
seconds.

BILLBOARD CHARACTERISTICS
Digital billboards display static messages which, when viewed, resemble conventional
painted or printed billboards. With digital technology, a static copy “dwells” and
includes no animation, flashing lights, scrolling, or full-motion video. The static display
on each of these digital billboards has a "dwell time" of eight seconds.
The digital billboards were designed and manufactured by Daktronics, and use red,
green, and blue light-emitting-diode (LED) technology to present text and graphics. The
digital billboards compensate for varying light levels, including day and night viewing, by
automatically monitoring and adjusting overall display brightness and gamma levels. A
photocell is mounted on each of the digital billboards to measure ambient light. The
seventeen digital billboards that were studied are owned and operated by Clear Channel
Outdoor, Inc.
The digital billboards are numbered 1 to 17 and are located along various local roads
throughout the City. The locations of the seventeen billboards in Albuquerque are
shown in Figures 2 and 3 which summarize direction, configuration and other sign
characteristics. The digital boards and their surroundings were observed during day and
night conditions. Each of the seventeen digital billboards is a freestanding, single-pole,
structure with one digital face. Figure 4 summarizes the conversion dates. Ten of the
seventeen billboards were converted to digital format circa August, 2006 and the
remaining seven were converted circa November 2007. This allows for before/after
comparisons of up to 4.3 years (or 52 months) and 7 years (or 84 months) respectively.
Additional billboard-location photos, aerials, and map references for each billboard
number are also included within this report as Figures 5 to 21.
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Billboard
No.

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17

Location

Coors NW
510 ft south of Los Volcanes
Bridge SW
115 ft west of 8th
Lead SE
90 ft west of Broadway
Lomas NE
444 ft east of Edith
Avenida Cesar Chavez SE
0.2 mi west of University
Montano NE
0.15 mi east of Edith
Osuna NE
0.38 mi east of Edith
Osuna NE
0.47 mi east of Edith
Carlisle NE
115 ft south of Menaul
Paseo Del Norte NE
0.25 mi west of Jefferson
San Mateo NE
100 ft north of Prospect
San Mateo NE
174 ft north of Lomas
Academy NE
364 ft west of McKinney
Montgomery NE
135 ft west of Louisiana
Wyoming NE
422 ft north of Lomas
Lomas NE
725 ft west of Easterday
Eubank NE
235 ft north of Candelaria

Digital Face
Facing Size

N

11x22

E

11x22

E

11x22

E

11x22

W

11x22

E

11x22

W

11x22

E

11x22

S

11x22

E

14x28

N

11x22

N

11x22

W

11x22

E

11x22

N

11x22

E

11x22

N

11x22

Configuration

Freestanding,
Vee, Flag
Freestanding,
Vee, Flag
Freestanding,
Center-mount
Freestanding,
Center-mount
Freestanding,
Center-mount
Freestanding,
Superflag, Vee
Freestanding,
Center-mount, Vee
Freestanding,
Center-mount
Freestanding, Vee, Flag
with Eccentric Upright
Freestanding,
Center-mount, Vee
Freestanding,
Flag
Freestanding, Vee, Centermount with Eccentric Upright
Freestanding, Flag with
Eccentric Upright
Freestanding, Center-mount
with Eccentric Upright
Freestanding,
Center-mount
Freestanding,
Vee, Flag
Freestanding,
Flag

Reader
Side

Install / Live
Date

Right Hand

11/19/2007

Cross

11/27/2007

Cross

8/14/2006

Right Hand

8/14/2006

Right Hand

10/4/2006

Cross

8/31/2006

Cross

11/19/2007

Right Hand

8/29/2006

Cross

11/13/2007

Right Hand

11/21/2007

Cross

8/29/2006

Right Hand

11/13/2007

Cross,
Center
Right Hand

8/31/2006
8/17/2006

Right Hand

8/30/2006

Right Hand

11/14/2007

Cross

8/17/2006

Figure 3.
Digital Billboard direction, sizes and other sign characteristics
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7 years of comparison
Digital
No.

Install / Live
Date
2003

2004

2005

2006

2007

2008

1

11/19/2007

prior to conversion

2

11/27/2007

3

8/14/2006

prior to conversion

digital

4

8/14/2006

prior to conversion

digital

5

10/4/2006

digital

6

8/31/2006

7

11/19/2007

8

8/29/2006

9

11/13/2007

10

11/21/2007

11

8/29/2006

12

11/13/2007

13

8/31/2006

14

8/17/2006

15

8/30/2006

16

11/14/2007

17

8/17/2006

prior to conversion

prior to conversion

digital

digital

prior to conversion

digital
prior to conversion

prior to conversion

digital
digital

prior to conversion

digital

prior to conversion
prior to conversion

digital
digital

prior to conversion
prior to conversion

digital
digital

prior to conversion

digital

prior to conversion

digital
prior to conversion

prior to conversion

2009

digital
digital

Figure 4.
Digital billboard conversion dates
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Digital Billboard No. 1 advertises to southbound traffic on Coors Boulevard NW south of
Los Volcanes Road NW. Digital Billboard No. 1 is a right-hand reader and a freestanding, vee, flag configuration. Figure 5a is a photo of the digital face. Figure 5b
shows the location in an oblique aerial. The digital face was converted from a
conventional face on 19Nov07 using the existing structure.

Figure 5. Digital No. 1
(a, left) View on Coors
Boulevard NW, (b, right)
Oblique Aerial of location

th

Digital Billboard No. 2 advertises to westbound traffic on Bridge Street SW west of 8
Street SW. Digital Billboard No. 2 is a cross reader and a free-standing, vee, flag
configuration. Figure 6a is a photo of the digital face. Figure 6b shows the location in
an oblique aerial. The digital face was a new location that was installed and activated
on 27Nov07.

Digital Billboard No. 3 advertises to westbound traffic on Lead Avenue SE west of
Broadway Boulevard SE. Digital Billboard No. 3 is a single-faced, cross reader and a freestanding, center-mount configuration. Figure 7a is a photo of the digital face. Figure 7b
shows the location in an oblique aerial. The digital face was converted from a
conventional face on 14Aug06 using the existing structure.

Digital Billboard No. 4 advertises to westbound traffic on Lomas Boulevard NE east of
Edith Boulevard NE. Digital Billboard No. 4 is a right-hand reader and a free-standing,
center-mount configuration. Figure 8a is a photo of the digital face. Figure 8b shows
the location in an oblique aerial. The digital face was converted from a conventional
face on 14Aug06 using the existing structure.

Digital Billboard No. 5 advertises to westbound traffic on Avenida Cesar Chavez SE west
of University Boulevard SE. Digital Billboard No. 5 is a right-hand reader and a freestanding, center-mount configuration. Figure 9a is a photo of the digital face. Figure 9b
shows the location in an oblique aerial. The digital face was converted from a
conventional face on 4Oct06 using the existing structure.

Figure 6. Digital No. 2
(a, left) View on Bridge Street
SW, (b, right) Oblique Aerial
of location

Figure 7. Digital No. 3
(a, left) View on Lead Avenue
SE, (b, right) Oblique Aerial of
location

Figure 8. Digital No. 4
(a, left) View on Lomas
Boulevard NE, (b, right)
Oblique Aerial of location

Figure 9. Digital No. 5
(a, left) View on Avenida
Cesar Chavez SE, (b, right)
Oblique Aerial of location
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5a

5b

6a

6b

7a

7b

8a

8b

9a

9b
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Digital Billboard No. 6 advertises to westbound traffic on Montano Road NE east of Edith
Boulevard NE. Billboard No. 6 is a cross reader and a free-standing, vee, superflag
configuration. Figure 10a is a photo of the digital face. Figure 10b shows the location in
an oblique aerial. The digital face was converted from a tri-vision face on 31Aug06 using
the existing structure.

Digital Billboard No. 7 advertises to eastbound traffic on Osuna Road NE east of Edith
Boulevard NE. Digital Billboard No. 7 is a cross reader and a free-standing, vee, centermount configuration. Figure 11a is a photo of the digital face. Figure 11b shows the
location in an oblique aerial. The digital face was converted from a conventional face on
19Nov07 using the existing structure.

Digital Billboard No. 8 advertises to westbound traffic on Osuna Road NE east of Edith
Boulevard NE. Digital Billboard No. 8 is a right-hand reader and a free-standing, centermount configuration. Figure 12a is a photo of the digital face. Figure 12b shows the
location in an oblique aerial. The digital face was converted from a conventional face on
29Aug06 using the existing structure.

Digital Billboard No. 9 advertises to northbound traffic on Carlisle Boulevard NE south of
Menaul Boulevard NE. Digital Billboard No. 9 is a cross reader and a free-standing, flag
configuration with an eccentric upright. Figure 13a is a photo of the digital face. Figure
13b shows the location in an oblique aerial. The digital face was converted from a
conventional face on 13Nov07 using the existing structure.

Figure 10. Digital No. 6
(a, left) View on Montano
Road NE, (b, right) Oblique
Aerial of location

Figure 11. Digital No. 7
(a, left) View on Osuna Road
NE, (b, right) Oblique Aerial
of location

Figure 12. Digital No. 8
(a, left) View on Osuna Road
NE, (b, right) Oblique Aerial of
location

Figure 13. Digital No. 9
(a, left) View on Carlisle
Boulevard NE,
(b, right) Oblique Aerial of
location

Digital Billboard No. 10 advertises to westbound traffic on Paseo Del Norte Road NE
west of Jefferson Street NE. Digital Billboard No. 10 is a right-hand reader and a freestanding, center-mount, vee configuration. Figure 14a is a photo of the digital face.
Figure 14b shows the location in an oblique aerial. The digital face was converted from
a larger, 14x48 conventional face on 21Nov07 using the existing structure.
Figure 14. Digital No. 10
(a, left) View on Paseo Del
Norte Road NE, (b, right)
Oblique Aerial of location
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12b

13a

13b

14a

14b
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Digital Billboard No. 11 advertises to southbound traffic on San Mateo Boulevard NE
north of Prospect Avenue NE. Digital Billboard No. 11 is a cross reader and a freestanding, flag configuration. Figure 15a is a photo of the digital face. Figure 15b shows
the location in an oblique aerial. The digital face was converted from a conventional
face on 29Aug06 using the existing structure.
Figure 15. Digital No. 11
(a, left) View on San Mateo
Boulevard NE, (b, right)
Oblique Aerial of location

Digital Billboard No. 12 advertises to southbound traffic on San Mateo Boulevard NE
north of Lomas Boulevard NE. Digital Billboard No. 12 is a right-hand reader and a freestanding, center-mount. vee configuration with an eccentric upright. Figure 16a is a
photo of the digital face. Figure 16b shows the location in an oblique aerial. The digital
face was converted from a conventional face on 13Nov07 using the existing structure.

Digital Billboard No. 13 advertises to eastbound traffic on Academy Road NE west of
McKinney Drive NE. Digital Billboard No. 13 is a cross and center reader and a freestanding, flag configuration with an eccentric upright. Figure 17a is a photo of the
digital face. Figure 17b shows the location in an oblique aerial. The digital face was
converted from a conventional face on 31Aug06 using the existing structure.

Digital Billboard No. 14 advertises to westbound traffic on Montgomery Boulevard NE
west of Louisiana Boulevard NE. Digital Billboard No. 14 is a right-hand reader and a
free-standing, center-mount configuration with an eccentric upright. Figure 18a is a
photo of the digital face. Figure 18b shows the location in an oblique aerial. The digital
face was converted from a tri-vision face on 17Aug06 using the existing structure.

Digital Billboard No. 15 advertises to southbound traffic on Wyoming Boulevard NE
north of Lomas Boulevard NE. Digital Billboard No. 15 is a right-hand reader and a freestanding, center-mount configuration. Figure 19a is a photo of the digital face. Figure
19b shows the location in an oblique aerial. The digital face was converted from a
conventional face on 30Aug06 using the existing structure.

Figure 16. Digital No. 12
(a, left) View on San Mateo
Boulevard NE, (b, right)
Oblique Aerial of location

Figure 17. Digital No. 13
(a, left) View on Academy Road
NE, (b, right) Oblique Aerial of
location

Figure 18. Digital No. 14
(a, left) View on Montgomery
Boulevard NE,
(b, right) Oblique Aerial of
location

Figure 19. Digital No. 15
(a, left) View on Wyoming
Boulevard NE, (b, right)
Oblique Aerial of location
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15a
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15b

16b

17a

17b

18a

18b

19a

19b
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Digital Billboard No. 16 advertises to westbound traffic on Lomas Boulevard NE west of
Easterday Drive NE. Digital Billboard No. 16 is a right-hand reader and a free-standing,
vee, flag configuration. Figure 20a is a photo of the digital face. Figure 20b shows the
location in an oblique aerial. The digital face was converted from a conventional face on
14Nov07 using the existing structure.
Figure 20. Digital No. 16
(a, left) View on Lomas
Boulevard NE, (b, right)
Oblique Aerial of location
Digital Billboard No. 17 advertises to southbound traffic on Eubank Boulevard NE north
of Candelaria Road NE. Digital Billboard No. 17 is a cross reader and a free-standing, flag
configuration. Figure 21a is a photo of the digital face. Figure 21b shows the location in
an oblique aerial. The digital face was converted from a conventional face on 17Aug06
using the existing structure.

Figure 21. Digital No. 17
(a, left) View on Eubank
Boulevard NE, (b, right)
Oblique Aerial of location
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20b

21b
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AADT ranges individually near the
seventeen billboards from 14 to 80
thousand vehicles per day, or equivalently
5 to 29 million vehicles per year.

TRAFFIC VOLUME DATA
Traffic volume data for the City of Albuquerque was obtained from the New Mexico
Department of Transportation (NMDOT) and included the annual average daily traffic
(AADT), which is the average of 24-hour counts collected throughout the year. The
AADT volumes were recorded in Albuquerque between 2002 and 2008.
The AADT values are summarized in Figure 22. AADT ranges individually near the
seventeen digital billboards from 14 to 80 thousand vehicles per day, or equivalently 5
to 29 million vehicles per year. For all seventeen billboards, this collectively represents
approximately 665 thousand vehicles per day or 240 million vehicles per year.

AADT Traffic Volumes
(thousands per day)
near digital billboard locations
Digital 2008 2007 2006 2005 2004 2003 2002
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17

52.7
48.2
14.6
28.6
18.6
38.0
25.7
25.7
29.3
79.5
51.8
50.9
32.9
45.5
45.5
33.5
44.1

46.5
37.9
21.7
22.1
18.7
29.1
19.7
19.7
28.9
65.4
39.7
39.0
35.3
44.5
35.2
25.7
33.3

46.2
40.1
21.0
21.8
16.6
28.7
19.4
19.4
32.9
64.5
39.2
39.3
33.0
43.8
33.5
25.4
33.3

45.9
37.4
19.6
21.6
16.8
28.5
19.3
19.3
29.7
64.1
38.9
40.9
33.3
43.6
36.5
24.6
32.4

44.9
39.9
19.2
21.2
16.2
27.9
18.9
18.9
28.2
59.0
38.8
40.6
33.6
42.6
36.7
24.6
32.4

35.8
33.4
18.7
20.6
15.9
27.2
18.4
28.6
57.5
37.8
40.8
26.5
41.5
35.8
20.9
29.1
29.0

36.1
38.2
19.8
20.3
16.3
26.9
18.5
18.5
26.9
36.4
37.1
41.6
26.7
43.2
33.7
20.5
28.5

2007 AADT values

Figure 22. AADT Volume Data near digital billboard locations in
Albuquerque, NM summarized in a table from 2002 to 2008 (left) and
thematically mapped for 2007 (right)
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ACCIDENT DATA
In Albuquerque, the majority of accident reports are investigated and recorded by the
City of Albuquerque Police Department. Data is maintained by the Police Department.
Law enforcement officials are required to submit reports on crashes they investigate
that meet reporting thresholds provided by statue, which is five hundred dollars or
more in property damage, or that anyone was injured, or killed in the crash. Data
generally conforms to the American National Standards Institute (ANSI) Standard
D16.1 – 1996, Manual on Classification of Motor Vehicle Traffic Accidents.
The accident data set provided by the Police Department of the City of Albuquerque
includes 7,000 accidents over seven years between 2003 and 2009 and near digital
billboard locations. Most of the data is specified by addresses and intersections. Figure
23 shows the geocoded accident locations generally near digital billboards in the City of
Albuquerque.

Figure 23. Traffic Accidents (red dots) near digital billboard locations in
Albuquerque, NM, from 2003 to 2009
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Figure 24 summarizes the traffic accident data for the past seven years generally within
one mile of the digital billboard locations in the City of Albuquerque and shows the
distribution of accidents by year, month, day of week and time of day. This represents a
consistent pattern of data and illustrates that more accidents occur on weekdays and at
rush hour (before and after work).

Figure 24. Histogram of traffic accident data of the past seven years near digital
billboards in the City of Albuquerque and by (A) year, (B) month, (C) day of week digital
and (D) time of day

18
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ANALYSIS
The analysis of this robust data involves an engineering-statistics based approach and
uses a widely accepted method to show what happened when these seventeen digital
billboards were installed in Albuquerque. The analysis has two parts.
The first part is a temporal analysis. The incidence of traffic accidents near the digital
billboards is examined for an equal length of time before and after the digital billboards
were installed and activated. This part is for the purpose of establishing if traffic
accidents occurred more or less frequently in the presence of these digital billboards.
With information collected from police accident reports, the temporal analysis also uses
metrics such as traffic volumes, the accident-rate values, the maximum number of
accidents during any given month, etc.
For comparison, accident statistics were summarized near the digital billboards within
multiple vicinity ranges of 0.2, 0.4, 0.6, 0.8, and 1.0 miles both upstream and
downstream of the billboard. These vicinity ranges also sampled data to include:
(1) accidents along the principal roads to which the digitals directly advertise,
(2) accidents recorded as occurring within the intersection of the primary road and any
cross roads, and (3) for crossroad accidents within a reasonable distance from the
primary road to include drivers turning onto or leaving the primary road. Accident data
for roads to which the digitals do not advertise or are not connected were excluded,
even if they were within the specified vicinity range.
The second part is a spatial analysis. This establishes statistical correlation coefficients
between the digital billboards and accidents. Correlation coefficients are statistical
measures of the “association” between two sets of data. The results are analyzed for
various scenarios accounting for accident density and billboard proximity.
Additionally, subsets of accident data for age of driver and for daytime and nighttime
accidents were analyzed for before and after comparisons. For a more lengthy
discussion of analysis methods, please refer to previous studies (see References 6
and 7).
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The number of accidents and rates of
accidents near the seventeen digital
billboards remained consistent within
all vicinity ranges.

RESULTS
Figure 25 shows a comparison of the accident metrics before and after the conversion
near all seventeen digital billboards studied in Albuquerque. The statistics are
summarized for vicinity ranges of 0.2, 0.4, 0.6, 0.8 and 1.0 miles of the billboard. The
metrics include the total number of accidents, the average number of accidents in any
given month, the peak number of accidents in any given month, etc. Other metrics,
including rates and vehicle-miles traveled, were also analyzed.
The number of accidents and rates of accidents near the seventeen digital billboards
decreased in all vicinity ranges, except in 1.0 miles. The benchmark 0.6 mile vicinity
experienced a 3.3% decrease in accidents over the average seven year span for all signs;
this includes 1.6 fewer accidents per month after conversion. Figure 26 shows the
locations of accidents for each of the seventeen signs and within vicinity ranges within
0.2, 0.4, 0.6, 0.8 and 1.0 miles of the billboards. Figure 27 shows the distributions of the
number of accidents per month near digital billboards between 2003 and 2009 within
vicinity ranges with radii of 0.2, 0.4, 0.6, 0.8 and 1.0 miles and in Albuquerque, NM.
Each blue line shows the approximate conversion date of the first ten and second seven
digitals; the dashed rectangles show equal time periods for months before and after the
conversion dates. Within the 0.6 mile vicinity, the average number of accidents in any
given month decreased from 48.5 to 46.9 collectively for these seventeen signs;
similarly the peak number of accidents in any given month decreased from 88 to 79.
Similar decreases and trends in both averages and peaks were observed for both smaller
and larger vicinity ranges.
A statistical t-test was used to compare whether the average difference between the
two, time periods is really significant or if it is due to random difference. Using a 95%
confidence interval, there is no statistically significant difference in the accident
statistics evaluated between conventional and digital billboards near these digital
locations.
Consistent results were obtained for before and after comparisons of the older set of
ten digital conversions, and for the later set of seven digital conversions, respectively.
Additionally, consistent results were obtained for driver-age comparisons. Low
correlation coefficients were calculated for the spatial analysis. Correlation coefficients
were calculated and indicated a very strong correlation of accident patterns near digital
billboards when compared with the accident patterns prior to conversion.
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Figure 25. Summary accident statistics during seven years within vicinity ranges
of 0.2, 0.4, 0.6, 0.8 and 1.0 miles near seventeen digital billboards locations in
Albuquerque, NM
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Figure 26. Accident location near digital billboards between 2003 and 2009 within vicinity ranges with
radii of 0.2, 0.4, 0.6, 0.8 and 1.0 miles and in Albuquerque, NM.

Figure 27. Stacked distributions of the number of accidents per month near digital billboards between
2003 and 2009 within vicinity ranges with radii of 0.2, 0.4, 0.6, 0.8 and 1.0 miles and in Albuquerque,
NM. Each blue line shows the approximate conversion date of the first ten and second seven digitals;
the dashed rectangles show equal time periods for months before and after the conversion dates.
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Figure 28 summarizes the accident rates that account for variations in traffic volumes
for all digital locations within vicinity ranges. The 0.6 mile benchmark vicinity
experienced a decrease in accident rates over the seven-year span; the change in
accident rates decreased 0.04 accidents per 100,000 vehicles per year. Similar
decreases and trends were observed for both smaller and larger vicinity ranges.

Figure 28. Summary accident rates during seven years within vicinity ranges of
0.2, 0.4, 0.6, 0.8 and 1.0 miles near seventeen digital billboards locations in
Albuquerque, NM
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COMPARISON OF ACCIDENTS BY AGE OF DRIVER

The accident statistics were also analyzed to determine if the age of the drivers involved
in the accidents near digital billboards was a factor. The data was specially studied to
determine if there are increases in the accident rates of young drivers (under 21) or
elderly drivers (65 and older). Figure 29 shows the distribution of accidents by age of
driver for all accidents, by age of female drivers, and by age of male drivers.
Figure 30 shows the distributions of ages of driver for all accidents within a one mile
vicinity before digital conversions (top, left), after digital conversion (top, right) and the
correlation between before and after conversions for the number of accidents for each
age (bottom). Individual accidents may have multiple cars and drivers involved, which is
reflected in the analysis. In comparing the histograms in Figure 30, note the typical
distribution type (shape) and typical average values. The average driver age for
accidents prior to digital conversion is 38.2 years; the average drive age after
conversions is 38.4 years.
Correlation coefficients were calculated and indicated a very strong correlation of
accident patterns for age-of-driver factors. Figure 33 shows a 0.980 (98.0%) correlation
coefficient when comparing accidents before conversion with those after conversion.
Additionally, the accident statistics were also analyzed to determine if the time of day of
accidents near digital billboards was a factor. The data was specially studied to
determine if there are increases in the accident rates during dawn, daylight, dusk and
dark/nighttime conditions near these digital billboards. Correlation coefficients were
calculated and indicated a very strong correlation of accident patterns for time-of-day
factors. There is a 0.976 (97.6%) correlation coefficient when comparing accidents
before conversion with those after conversion.
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Figure 29. Distributions of age of driver for all
accidents, by age of female drivers and by age
of male drivers and for accidents within one
mile of digital billboards in Albuquerque

Figure 30. Distributions of age of driver for all
accidents before digital conversion (top, left
green histogram), after digital conversion
(top, right orange histogram) and the
correlation between before and after of
number of accidents for each age (bottom).
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Simply stated, the data shows no increase
of accident rates near these billboards.

FINDINGS
Albuquerque, New Mexico, was a unique opportunity for this study about the statistical
associations between digital billboards and traffic safety using robust data sets and
analyzing multiple locations for periods of as much as seven years. The overall
conclusion is that the digital billboards in Albuquerque have no statistically significant
relationship with the occurrence of accidents. This conclusion is based on the City of
Albuquerque’s own data and an objective statistical analysis; the data shows no increase
in accident rates. This study also finds that the age of drivers (younger, older) and the
time of day (nighttime, daytime) are neutral factors which show no increase in accident
rates near digital billboards along the local roads in Albuquerque.
The specific conclusions of this study of Albuquerque indicate the following.
• The number and rates of accidents near the seventeen digital billboards show a
3.3% decrease within 0.6 miles of all digital billboards over an average seven years.
Similar decreases and trends in both averages and peaks were observed for both smaller
and larger vicinity ranges.
• The accident statistics and metrics remain consistent , exhibiting statistically
insignificant variations at each of the digital billboards. The metrics include the total
number of accidents in any given month, the average number of accidents over the
52- to 84-month periods, the peak number of accidents in any given month, and the
number of accident-free months. These conclusions account for variations in trafficvolume and other metrics.
• Consistent results were obtained for comparisons of daytime and nighttime
accidents and for young and elderly drivers in accidents . Correlation coefficients were
calculated and indicated a very strong correlation of accident patterns near digital
billboards when compared with the accident patterns near the former, conventionalface billboards.

Simply stated, the data shows no increase of accident rates near these billboards .
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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
The purpose of this study is to examine the statistical relationship between certain digital
billboards and traffic safety, and to determine if any correlation exists. For this study, a
study area was identified, data was collected, and an analysis was made. Specifically,
this study analyzes the traffic and accident data near seven existing, digital billboards on
the 132.07 miles of Interstate routes in Cuyahoga County, Ohio. These seven billboards
are located along Interstate routes I-77, I-90, I-271, and I-480. In July 2005, the seven
billboards were converted to digital from conventional format; a total of 335 million
vehicles drove by these seven billboards in that year.

The analysis has two parts. In the first part, the temporal analysis, the occurrence of
traffic accidents near the digital billboards is examined for an equal length of time before
and after July 2005, for the purpose of establishing if traffic accidents occurred more or
less frequently with the presence of the digital billboards. The second part, the spatial
analysis, establishes statistical correlation coefficients between the digital billboards and
accidents. Correlation coefficients are statistical measures of the “association” between
two sets of data, for example, billboards and traffic accidents. The results are analyzed
for various scenarios between accident density to sign density (the number of billboards),
to Viewer Reaction Distance (the distance from a billboard that a driver is potentially
within the “influence” of a billboard), and to sign proximity (the distance from the
accident to the nearest billboard). In each scenario, this study considers accident data,
with and without the bias from interchanges or known causes.

The conclusions of this study of Cuyahoga County indicate the following.
•

At each of the digital billboards, and for periods of 12 months before and after the
conversion (a total of 24 months), the accident statistics and metrics are consistent,
exhibiting statistically insignificant variations. The same conclusion also applies for
periods of 18 months before and after the conversion (a total of 36 months). The
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metrics include the total number of accidents in any given month, the average number
of accidents over the 12- and 18-month periods, the peak number of accidents in any
given month, and the number of accident-free months. These conclusions account for
variations in traffic-volume and vehicle-miles traveled.
•

The correlation coefficients demonstrate no statistical relationship between vehicular
accidents and billboards (including conventional and the seven, digital billboards).
Also, these correlation coefficients strongly suggest no causal relationship between
the billboards and vehicular accidents.

•

Accidents occur with or without billboards (digital or conventional). The accident
statistics on sections of Interstate routes near billboards are comparable to the
accident statistics on similar sections that have no billboards.

The overall conclusion of this study is that digital billboards have no statistical
relationship with the occurrence of accidents. The frequency of traffic accidents may be
much more likely attributable to, and correlated with, other factors, such as DUIs, deer
hits, adverse weather conditions, excessive speeding, inter alia.
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1.0 GENERAL COMMENTS

Digital billboards are a relatively new technology in outdoor advertising. Digital billboards
display static messages which, when viewed, resemble conventional painted or printed
billboards. With digital technology, a static copy “dwells” for typically eight seconds, and
includes no animation, flashing lights, scrolling, or full-motion video. It is logical to ask what is
the statistical relationship between digital billboards and traffic safety? Are accidents more,
less, or equally likely to occur near digital billboards compared to conventional billboards?

1.1 Purpose.
The purpose of this study is to examine the relationship between certain digital billboards and
traffic safety. For this study, a study area was identified, data was collected, and an analysis was
made of the area’s digital billboards, traffic, and accidents. Specifically, this study analyzes the
traffic and accident data near seven existing, digital billboards on the Interstate routes in
Cuyahoga County, Ohio. These seven billboards are located along four major, Interstate Routes
(I-77, I-90, I-271, and I-480), and were converted in July 2005 to digital billboards from
conventional billboards.

1.2 Study Region.
Cuyahoga County was used as the region for this area, because the county has multiple digital
billboards in service for more than two years in the same market area (5% of the Interstate
billboards in Cuyahoga County are digital), and the Interstate routes adjacent to these billboards
are heavily traveled (approximately 12.6 million vehicle-miles traveled per day on these
Interstate routes).
Cuyahoga County is the most populous county in Ohio with 1.4 million people, with a
population density of 3,040 people per land-square-mile, and with a median age of 37. The
county is south of Lake Erie, and is contiguous with six other counties in Ohio. Cuyahoga
County’s seat is Cleveland City, and is part of the Greater Cleveland metropolitan area.
According to the U.S. Census Bureau, the county has a total area of 1,246 square miles with a
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land area of 458.3 square miles; 36.8% of the total area is land, and the remainder of the county
is mostly Lake Erie. Cuyahoga County has 571,000 households with an average household size
of 2.39 people. In Cuyahoga County, approximately 623,000 workers commute, with a mean
travel time of 24.4 minutes. Cuyahoga County has three commercial airports.
Cuyahoga County’s transportation infrastructure serves 1.2-million registered, motor vehicles of
which 82% are passenger vehicles. The County has 132.07 Interstate-highway miles, 18.90
turnpike miles, 107.21 U.S.-highway miles and 232.56 State-highway miles.

In 2005, the

estimated daily vehicle miles traveled (DVMT) was 28.3 million, of which 12.6 million (44.5%)
was on Interstate routes. In 2005, the number of reported traffic accidents was 37,039, of which
5,400 (14.6%) were on Interstate routes.
Section 2 of this study is a detailed discussion of the seven, digital billboards in Cuyahoga
County. Section 3 includes a discussion of the routes and accidents in the county.

Section 4

discusses the methodology and analyses of this study. Section 5 summarizes the conclusions.

1.3 Overview of Methods and Analysis.
The methods of this study incorporate a unique union of disciplines: engineering, traffic safety
analysis, and applied statistics.
First, the project methodology was formulated. This included a review of research methods,
digital-billboard characteristics, and the study of regional and local details for potential study
areas.
Second, data was collected for the study region. This included the review, acquisition, and
compilation of traffic flow and accident data, transportation geometry, aerial and oblique
imagery, available sign design, specifications and construction documentation, content-history
information, inter alia.

This included on-site confirmation of each digital billboard during

morning, day, and night conditions, for observation of traffic flow, location verification, site
characteristics, etc.
Third, an analysis of the data was conducted. This analysis of the study data included two parts:
a temporal analysis and a spatial analysis. The first part, a temporal analysis, examines the
incidence of traffic accidents at the converted digital billboards and for an equal period of time
both before and after the conversion of the billboards. Metrics analyzed included the traffic
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volume, the accident rates (APV) values and the maximum number of accidents in any given
month. Each part of the analyses accounts for various situations studying the results, with and
without known statistical biases, such as, bias due to interchanges, and bias from known specific,
accident causes (for example, a deer-hit accident as recorded in the police reports). The second
part, a spatial analysis, establishes statistical correlation coefficients between advertising signs
and accidents along the Interstate routes in Cuyahoga County. The results were analyzed for a
variety of scenarios relating accident density to sign density (the number of signs), to Viewer
Reaction Distance (the distance from a billboard that the driver is potentially within the
“influence” of a billboard), and to sign proximity (the distance from the accident is from the
nearest billboard).
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2.0 Digital Billboards

Digital billboards display static messages that resemble conventional painted/printed billboards
when viewed, and include no video animation, no flashing lights, and no scrolling messages. The
digital billboard is very much like its conventional-print counterpart, with a convenient
changeover to the next message.

2.1 Locations
This study focuses on the seven, digital billboards in Cuyahoga County, Ohio, that advertise in
the Cleveland Metropolitan market. These digital billboards are owned by Clear Channel, were
converted from existing conventional billboards, and are located along major Interstate routes
(I-77, I-90, I-271, and I-480). The digital billboards replaced existing conventional billboards
that used printed vinyl stretched across their display faces. The digital-billboard locations are
shown in Figure 2-1, and are listed with location information in Table 2-1.

KEY
Interstate 90
Interstate Route
1

Digital Billboard No. 1

6

23.5 miles

3
5

4

7

2

1

30.3 miles

Figure 2-1. Location of Digital Billboards in Cuyahoga County, Ohio
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BILLBOARD ROUTE
No.

REFERENCE

1

West side of I-271
125 feet South of Solon Road

2

South side of I-480
2 miles East of I-71

DIGITAL APPROXIMATE LATITUDE
LONGITUDE
FACE
STATE
MILEMARKER
North

24.28

81°30'46.784"W
41°23‘05.471"N

East

12.59

81°46'59.516"W
41°25'11.988"N

South

171.78

81°41'15.405"W
41°29'24.147"N

North

160.33

81°39'30.54"W
41°27'49.34"N

West

168.91

81°43'26.526"W
41°28'23.621"N

East

178.07

81°36'43.407"W
41°32'47.13"N

East

24.92

81°34‘05.964"W
41°25'30.594"N

(Clear Channel Location Number 215)

(Clear Channel Location Number 421)

3
4
5
6
7

South side of Innerbelt Freeway
100 feet East of West 3rd Street
(Clear Channel Location Number 456)

West side of I-77
0.3 miles South of Pershing Avenue
(Clear Channel Location Number 461)

South side of I-90
70 feet East of West 55th Street
(Clear Channel Location Number 468)

South side of I-90
0.5 miles West of Eddy Street
(Clear Channel Location Number 489)

North side of I-480
0.5 miles East of Broadway Avenue
(Clear Channel Location Number 493)

Table 2-1. Digital Billboards Location Data along Interstate in Cuyahoga County, Ohio

In addition to the digital billboards, conventional billboard locations along the Interstate routes
were noted, geocoded, and confirmed by aerial imagery and on-site observation. Figure 2-2
shows the locations of the 131 billboards in Cuyahoga County. Most of the conventional
billboards are double faced, have faces that measure 14-feet high and 48-feet wide, are
freestanding structures, and have a parallel-face or Vee configuration. A few billboards are
irregularly faced or stacked.
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KEY
Interstate 90
Interstate Route
Digital Billboard No. 1
Billboard Location
(Conventional or Digital)

Figure 2-2. Location of Conventional and Digital Billboards in Cuyahoga County, Ohio

Interstate Route 71 has 26 conventional billboards; none are digital. Interstate Route 77 has 22
conventional billboards; one is digital. Interstate Route 90 (including the Innerbelt Freeway,
Route 456) has 36 conventional billboards; three are digital. Interstate Route 271 has eight
conventional billboards; one is digital. Interstate Route 480 has 39 conventional billboards; two
are digital. The Interstate routes have many other types of visible signage, to include directional,
informational, regulatory, accessory, inter alia.

2.2 Billboard Characteristics.
Each of the seven digital billboards is a freestanding, single-pole, double-faced structure with
one digital face that measure 14-feet high and 48-feet wide (a face area of 672 square feet).
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Table 2-2 summarizes the digital-billboard, face characteristics. The numbering of the digital
billboards in this study are arbitrary. Table 2-3 summarizes the digital-billboard geometry
characteristics, including overall height, height above grade level (HAGL), distance to nearest
advertising and opposite lanes. Sign-location photos, aerials, and references for each billboard
number are included within this section.
SIGN
CONFIGURATION

DIGITAL FACE
ADVERTISES
TO DIRECTION

FACE
SIZE
(FEET)

READ

1

Free Standing,
Vee Flag
Double Faced

Southbound

14x48

Right Hand
Reader

2

Free Standing,
Parallel Faced
Double Faced

Westbound

14x48

Cross Reader

Eastbound

14x48

3

Free Standing,
Parallel Faced
Double Faced

Right Hand
Reader

4

Free Standing,
Parallel Faced
Double Faced

Southbound

14x48

Right Hand
Reader

Eastbound

14x48

5

Free Standing,
Vee Flag
Double Faced

Right Hand
Reader

Free Standing,
Vee Flag
Double Faced

Westbound

14x48

Cross Reader

6
7

Free Standing,
Vee Flag
Double Faced

Westbound

14x48

Right Hand
Reader

BILLBOARD ROUTE
No.

Table 2-2. Digital Characteristics of Digital Billboards along Interstate
in Cuyahoga County, Ohio
Billboard No. 1 advertises to traffic on the southbound lanes of Interstate route 271 south of the
Solon Road overpass. Billboard No. 1 is a right-hand reader and a vee, flag configuration with
an overall height of 66 feet and an offset distance of 85 feet to the nearest lane to which it
advertises. Figure 2-3 shows the location in an oblique aerial taken 10Apr06. Figure 2-4 is a
photo of the digital face taken on 1May07.
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Interstate
Billboard
Route
No.
No.

Number
of
Lanes

Interstate
Width
Breakdowns

Overall
Height

Height
Distance
Distance
Above
from Upright to
from Upright
Grade
Nearest Lane in
to Nearest
Line
Opposite
Lane
(HAGL)
Direction
(All dimensions in feet ±)

(feet)

1

I-271

6 total
3 NB
3 SB

10-36-4
181
4-36-10

97

83

88.0

304.4

2

I-480

8 total
4 WB
4 EB

10-48-11
4
11-48-10

50

36

106.1

178.7

3

I-90

8 total
4 NB
4 SB

0-52-6
4
6-52-0

180

166

55.4

111.5

4

I-77

6 total
3 NB
3 SB

10-36-4
2
4-36-10

83

69

80.4

126.0

5

I-90

10 total
5 WB
5 EB

10-60-3
70
3-60-10

115

101

144.4

315.0

6

I-90

8 total
4 WB
4 EB

10-48-3
3
3-48-10

65

51

136.1

195.6

7

I-480

8 total
4 WB
4 EB

10-48-6
26
6-48-10

87

73

174.6

246.0

(Note: Interstate width breakdowns include widths in feet of outer shoulder, lanes, inner shoulder, median and
then opposite direction inner shoulder, lanes and outter shoulder.)

Table 2-3. Digital Billboard Geometry Characteristics in Cuyahoga County, Ohio
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Billboard No. 2 advertises to traffic on the westbound lanes of Interstate route 480 about two
miles east of I-271.

Billboard No. 2 is a left-hand cross-reader and has a parallel-faced

configuration with an overall height of 50 feet ± and an offset distance of 178.7 feet to the
nearest lane to which it advertises.

Figure 2-5 shows the location in an oblique aerial taken

9Apr06. Figure 2-6 shows a photo of the digital face taken on 1May07.

Billboard No. 3 advertises to traffic on the eastbound lanes of Interstate route 90, east of West
3rd Street. Billboard No. 3 is a right-hand reader and has a parallel-faced configuration with an
overall height of 180 feet ± and an offset distance of 55.4 feet to the nearest lane to which it
advertises. Figure 2-7 shows the location on an oblique aerial taken 11Apr06. Figure 2-8 shows
a photo of the digital face taken on 1May07.
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Digital Billboard 1 from Direction of Advertising Lanes

Figure 2-3. Oblique Aerial of Digital Billboard No. 1 on I- 271

Figure 2-4. Photo of Digital Billboard No. 1 on I-271
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EAST

WEST

2

2

Digital Billboard 2 from Direction of Advertising Lanes

Figure 2-5. Oblique Aerial of Digital Billboard No. 2 on I-480

Figure 2-6. Photo of Digital Billboard No. 2 Display on I-480
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Billboard
No.

Visible Range from Route
including
Viewer Reaction Zone

Interstate
Route

miles

feet

1

I-271

0.69

3,622

2

I-480

0.33

1,751

3

I-90

0.52

2,753

4

I-77

0.28

1,489

5

I-90

2.15

11,331

6

I-90

0.45

2,387

7

I-480

0.83

4,387

Table 2-3. Visible Range of Billboards along Interstate Routes

Billboard No. 4 advertises to the traffic on southbound lanes of Interstate route 77, south of
Pershing Avenue. Billboard No. 4 is a right-hand reader and has a parallel-faced configuration
with an overall height of 83 feet ± and an offset distance of 80.4 feet to the nearest lane to which
it advertises.

Figure 2-9 shows the location on an oblique aerial taken 11Apr06. Figure 2-10

shows a photo of the digital face taken on 1May07.
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3

Digital Billboard 2 from Direction of Advertising Lanes

Figure 2-7. Oblique Aerial of Digital Billboard No. 3 on I-90

Figure 2-8. Photo of Digital Billboard No. 3 on I-90
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4

4

Digital Billboard 4 from Direction of Advertising Lanes

Figure 2-9. Oblique Aerial of Digital Billboard No. 4 on I-77

Figure 2-10. Photo of Digital Billboard No. 4 on I-77
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Billboard No. 5 advertises to traffic on the eastbound lanes of Interstate route 90, east of West
55th Street. Billboard No. 5 is a right-hand reader and has a vee, flag configuration with an
overall height of 115 feet ± and an offset distance of 144.4 feet to the nearest lane to which it
advertises.

Figure 2-11 shows the location on an oblique aerial taken 13Apr06. Figure 2-12

shows a photo of the digital face taken on 1May07.

Billboard No. 6 advertises to traffic on the westbound lanes of Interstate route 90, west of Eddy
Street. Billboard No. 6 is a left-hand cross-reader and has a vee, flag configuration with an
overall height of 65 feet ± and an offset distance of 195.6 feet to the nearest lane to which it
advertises.

Figure 2-13 shows the location on an oblique aerial taken 13Apr06. Figure 2-14

shows a photo of the digital face taken on 1May07.

Billboard No. 7 advertises to traffic on the westbound lanes of Interstate route 480, east of
Broadway Avenue (Route 14). Billboard No. 7 is a right-hand reader and has a vee, flag
configuration with an overall height of 87 feet ± and an offset distance of 174.6 feet to the
nearest lane to which it advertises.

Figure 2-15 shows the location on an oblique aerial taken

11Apr06. Figure 2-16 shows a photo of the digital face taken on 1May07.

The location of the billboards was confirmed by on-site investigation and GPS recording. The
following were also used to analyze the location and characteristics of the billboards: Ohio
Department of Transportation route straight-line diagrams (SLD), high-resolution orthographic
and oblique aerial photographs, GIS information, and other on-site data.
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5

Digital Billboard 5 from Direction of Advertising Lanes

Figure 2-11. Oblique Aerial of Digital Billboard No. 5 on I-90

Figure 2-12. Photo of Digital Billboard No. 5 on I-90
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6

Digital Billboard 6 from Direction of Advertising Lanes

Figure 2-13. Oblique Aerial of Digital Billboard No. 6 on I-90

Figure 2-14. Photo of Digital Billboard No. 6 on I-90
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7

Digital Billboard 7 from Direction of Advertising Lanes

Figure 2-15. Oblique Aerial of Digital Billboard No. 7 on I-480

Figure 2-16. Photo of Digital Billboard No. 7 Display on I-480
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2.3 Digital Billboard Technology.
The digital billboards were designed and manufactured by Daktronics, are the ProStar® model,
and use red, green, and blue light-emitting-diode (LED) technology to present text and graphics.
The digital billboards feature a 20 mm pitch with a 208 by 720 matrix, and were designed to
compensate for varying light levels, including day and night viewing, by automatically
monitoring and adjusting overall display brightness and gamma levels. A photocell is mounted
on each of the digital billboards to measure ambient light.
monitored and communicated back to the control system.

Light levels are continuously
Temperature sensing and other

diagnostic capabilities are also included within the display systems.

These seven digital

billboards have no animation, flashing lights, scrolling, or full-motion video.

2.4 Copy Information.
The static display on each of these digital billboards has a "dwell time" of eight seconds. The
images which are displayed, are remotely created and downloaded to each digital billboard
remotely through high-speed internet connections. The control system is comprised of a central
V-Net(R) controller located at the Daktronics headquarters in Brookings, South Dakota, with
remote controllers at each display. The V-Net(R) control system is used to create, upload,
display, schedule, and log the content shown on the seven digital billboards. The V-Net(R)
controller offers advanced scheduling and logging features.
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3.0 Routes and Accidents

The United States Interstate system is part of The Dwight D. Eisenhower National System of
Interstate and Defense Highways. Even though Interstate routes have substantial federal funding
and comply with federal standards, they are owned, built, and operated by their state.
Traditionally, east-west highways were assigned even numbers (increasing from south to north),
and north-south highways were assigned odd numbers (increasing from east to west). Traffic
signs and lane markings on Interstates are specified and detailed in the Manual on Uniform
Traffic Control Devices (MUTCD).

Ohio has a highly developed network of Interstate

highways; many major west-east highway corridors go through Ohio. In Ohio, exit numbers
correspond to the mile markers on the Interstates. In Ohio the statutory speed limit, unless
otherwise posted, is 65 mph; trucks have a statutory speed limit of 65 mph on the Ohio Turnpike
and 55 mph on all other freeways. Figure 3-1 shows the Interstate routes and county boundaries
in Ohio; the routes are coded by the amount of daily traffic they carry.

3.1 Interstate Routes in Cuyahoga County.
Cuyahoga County is served by three primary (two-digit) Interstate routes (I-71, I-77, and I-90)
and three (three-digit) auxiliary Interstate routes (I-271, I-480, and I-490). The length of all
Interstate routes within Cuyahoga County total 183.22 miles. Figure 3-2 shows the Interstate
routes in Cuyahoga County; the routes are color coded by annual average daily traffic that they
carry.
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KEY
Interstate Route by AADT
(values in red)

High AADT

Low AADT

Figure 3-2. Counties, Interstate Routes and Traffic
Annual Average Daily Traffic (AADT) in Ohio
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KEY
Interstate Route by AADT
(values in red)
Interstate 90

High AADT

Low AADT

Digital Billboard No. 1
Billboard Location
(Conventional or Digital)

Figure 3-2. Interstate Routes with Traffic Annual Average Daily Traffic (AADT)
within Cuyahoga County
Interstate 71 begins just southwest of the downtown of Cleveland and is the major route from
Cleveland to its airport. I-71 runs through the southwestern suburbs and eventually connects
Cleveland and Columbus. I-71 has a length of 19.12 miles in Cuyahoga County.

Interstate 77 begins in downtown Cleveland and extends due south through the southern suburbs.
I-77 has the lowest traffic count of the three primary Interstates routes, and connects Cleveland
and Akron. I-77 has a length of 15.97 miles in Cuyahoga County.

I-77 largely supplants the
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old U.S. Highway 21 between Cleveland, Ohio, and Columbia, South Carolina, as one of the best
north-south corridors through the middle Appalachians. The northern terminus of I-77 in
Cleveland is at its junction with I-90. I-77 is known as the "Vietnam Veterans Memorial
Highway".

Interstate 90 is the longest Interstate route in the United States. In Cleveland, I-90 connects the
two sides of Cleveland, serves as the Innerbelt at the confluence of the northern termini of I-71
and I-77, and is called the Lakeland Freeway. In Cuyahoga County, I-90 has a length of 30.20
miles. Running due east and west through the west suburbs, I-90 runs northeast at its junction
with I-71 and I-490, and is known as the Innerbelt Freeway through the downtown. At its
junction with the Shoreway, I-90 makes a 90-degree turn, then runs northeastward. Even though
many large directional signs and flashing lights alert motorists to this turn, the turn has a large
number of accidents.

Interstate 271 is a major spur highway in the suburbs of Cleveland and Akron, Ohio, and is
officially designated the Cleveland Outerbelt East, but is rarely referred to by that name. I-271
extends from its junction with I-71 in Weymouth, Ohio, to I-90 in Willoughby Hills, Ohio, and
intersects I-480 (and running jointly with it for a short length). I-271 has a length of 30.00 miles
in Cuyahoga County. The roadway width varies, but is mostly four to six lanes, south of I-480,
and eight to twelve lanes wide north of I-480, where I-271 has express and local lanes. The
I-271 local and express lanes begin at the complex I-480 and U.S. 422 interchange, and
continues northward slightly beyond the terminus of I-271. The northbound express lanes allow
access to all exits (excluding Chagrin Boulevard, Harvard Road, and OH 175). The southbound
express lanes bypass all exits and have only one combined exit for Chagrin Boulevard, Harvard
Road, Richmond Road and the U.S. 422 (west) interchange.

Interstate 480, which enters Cleveland at a few points, is a busy, loop highway that connects the
Ohio Turnpike (I-80) with suburban Cleveland, and is officially designated the Outerbelt South
Freeway, but is rarely referred to by that name. The roadway width varies from four to ten lanes.
I-480 has a length of 30.00 miles in Cuyahoga County.

I-480 provides access to the Cleveland
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Hopkins International Airport via OH 237. I-480 runs concurrent with I-271 for several miles.
I-271 and I-480 are the only two auxiliary (three-digit) interstates in the U.S. to be concurrent
with each other. They run concurrent near Bedford Heights in Cuyahoga County. The most
notable portion of I-480 is the Valley View Bridge which is 212-feet high and spans 4,150 feet
across the Cuyahoga River valley.
Interstate 490 is a 2.43-mile highway in Cleveland. The western terminus is its junction with I-90
and I-71 on Cleveland's west side. After spanning the Cuyahoga River, the eastern terminus is its
junction with East 55th Street, just east of I-77. I-490’s entire length of 2.43 miles is in
Cuyahoga County.
3.2 Interstate Route Characteristics near Digital Billboards.
The location of the digital billboards and the Interstate routes to which they advertise are shown
in Figure 2-1. The geometry, characteristics, and lengths of the sections of Interstates routes near
the digital billboards are summarized in Tables 3-1 and 3-2.
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Interstate
Billboard
Route
No.
No.

Interstate
Number
Breakdown
of
Widths
Lanes
(Feet)

Surface
Type and
Width

Base Type
and Width

Median Recent
Width Project
(Feet)
Year

ODOT Previous
Project Project
No.
Years

1

I-271

6 total
3 NB
3 SB

10-36-4
181
4-36-10

G36 G36' P36' P36'

181

1993

687

1983
1962

2

I-480

8 total
4 WB
4 EB

10-48-11
4
11-48-10

G48' G48' L48' L48'

4

1997

621

1983

3

I-90

8 total
4 NB
4 SB

0-52-6
4
6-52-0

G52' G52' P52' P52'

4

1972

546

-

4

I-77

6 total
3 NB
3 SB

10-36-4
2
4-36-10

G36' G36'

N12',P24'
P24',N12'

2

1993

117

1990
1972

5

I-90

10 total
5 WB
5 EB

10-60-3
70
3-60-10

G60' G60' P60' P60'

70

1999

180

1975

6

I-90

8 total
4 WB
4 EB

10-48-3
3
3-48-10

G48' G48' P48' P48'

3

2002

21

1993
1975

7

I-480

8 total
4 WB
4 EB

10-48-6
26
6-48-10

G48' G48' P48' P48'

26

1999

525

1987
1971

(Note: Interstate width breakdowns include widths in feet of outer shoulder, lanes, inner shoulder, median and
then opposite direction inner shoulder, lanes and outter shoulder. Surface types are denoted as G as bituminous
concrete surface, P as reinforced concrete base and L as plant mix bituminous concrete or penetration macadam
base.)

Table 3-1. Characteristics of Interstate Routes near Digital Billboards
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Digital Billboard No. 1 advertises to a section of the southbound lanes of I-271 and is near the
common underpass of Solon Road, the N&W Railroad, and Metropolitan Park Road. This
billboard is near state log milemarker 24.28 (county log 2.46). The adjacent, Interstate-route has
three lanes (36 feet wide) in each direction, is separated by a 181-foot-wide median, and has a
bituminous concrete surface on a reinforced-concrete base. ODOT reports resurfacing of this
section in 1993 as part of Project No. 687, with previous work in 1983 and 1962.

Length (miles)
Billboard
No.

Interstate
Route

State
Wide

in Cuyahoga
County

Section at
Digital
Billboard

1

I-271

46.06

16.65

0.89

2

I-480

42.97

30.00

0.68

3

I-90

244.75

30.20

0.95

4

I-77

162.00

15.97

1.10

5

I-90

244.75

30.20

0.89

6

I-90

244.75

30.20

2.66

7

I-480

42.77

30.00

0.69

(Note: Section lengths are portions of Interstate with common features
as recorded by the Ohio DOT)

Table 3-2. Lengths of Interstate Routes near Digital Billboards
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Digital Billboard No. 2 advertises to a section of the westbound lanes of I-480 (the Outer South
Freeway). This billboard is east of Ramp BR-2 connecting SR 17, and east of the underpasses
for West 130th Street and the Conrail Railroad line. This billboard is near state log milemarker
12.59 (county log 10.42). The adjacent, Interstate-route section has four lanes (48 feet wide) in
each direction, is separated on a 4-foot-wide median, and has a bituminous concrete surface on a
bituminous-concrete base. ODOT reports resurfacing of this section in 1997 as part of Project
No. 621, with previous work in 1983.

Digital Billboard No. 3 advertises to a section of the eastbound lanes I-90 (the elevated bridge
portion of the Innerbelt Freeway). This billboard is east of the Norfolk Southern Railroad (12
tracks), the Cuyahoga River, and West 3rd Street, and is west of Canal Street. This billboard is
located near state log milemarker 171.78 (county log 15.86). The adjacent, Interstate-route
section has four lanes (52 feet wide) in each direction, is separated by a four-foot-wide median,
and has a bituminous concrete surface on a reinforced-concrete base. ODOT reports resurfacing
of this section in 1972 as part of Project No. 546.

Digital Billboard No. 4 advertises to a section of the southbound lanes of I-77 (the Willow
Freeway).

This section is south of the Pershing Avenue overpass and the Ruffin Street

underpass, and near the W&LE (formerly Norfolk Southern) rail line; this billboard is north of a
pedestrian overpass. This billboard is near state log milemarker 160.33 (county log 13.25). The
adjacent, Interstate-route section has three lanes (36 feet wide) in each direction, is separated by
a two-foot-wide median, and has a bituminous concrete surface on a reinforced-concrete base.
ODOT reports resurfacing of this section in 1993 as part of Project No. 117, with previous work
in 1990 and 1972.

Digital Billboard No. 5 advertises to a section of the eastbound lanes of I-90 (the Northwest
Freeway). This section is east of the West 65th Street overpass and west of the West 53rd Street
underpass. This billboard is near state log milemarker 168.91 (county log 12.99). The adjacent,
Interstate-route section has five lanes (60 feet wide) in each direction, is separated by a 70-footwide median, and has a bituminous concrete surface on a reinforced-concrete base. ODOT
reports resurfacing of this section in 1999 as part of Project No. 180, with previous work in 1975.
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Digital Billboard No. 6 advertises to a section of the westbound lanes of I-90 (the Lakeland
Freeway). This section is east of the East 105th Street underpass, and west of the Eddy Road
underpass. This billboard is near state log milemarker 178.07 (county log 22.15). The adjacent,
Interstate-route section has four lanes (48 feet wide) in each direction, is separated by a threefoot-wide median, and has a bituminous concrete surface on a reinforced-concrete base. ODOT
reports resurfacing of this section in 2002 as part of Project No. 21, with previous work in 1993
and 1975.

Digital Billboard No. 7 advertises to a section of the westbound lanes of I-480 (the Outer South
Freeway). This section is east of the Lee Road underpass, and west of the Camden Road
overpass; further west are ramps for Greenhurst Road and McCracken Road. This billboard is
near state log milemarker 24.92 (county log 22.75). The adjacent, Interstate-route section has
four lanes (48 feet wide) in each direction, is separated by a 26-foot-wide median, and has a
bituminous concrete surface on a reinforced-concrete base. ODOT reports resurfacing of this
section in 1999 as part of Project No. 525, with previous work in 1987 and 1971.

3.3 Traffic-Count Data.
Traffic-count data for Cuyahoga County was obtained from the Ohio Department of
Transportation (DOT) and the County Engineer’s Office.

Traffic-monitoring data includes

vehicle volume, vehicle classification, and weigh-in-motion data. Data was collected using
manual, portable (road tube), permanent Automatic Traffic Recorders (ATR), and Intelligent
Transportation Systems (ITS) methods. The metrics of traffic flow provided by ODOT include
short-term (hourly) traffic counts, annual average daily traffic (AADT), and daily vehicle miles
traveled (DVMT).
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AADT

kDVMT
(thousands DVMT)
on Route Percentage
within of County to
County
State

Billboard
No.

Interstate
Route

Passenger
Vehicles

Truck
Vehicles

Total
on Route
Vehicles within State

1

I-271

110,750
[88.0%]

15,090
[12.0%]

125,840

2,939

2,278

77.5%

2

I-480

116,800
[90.0%]

13,050
[10.1%]

129,850

3,915

3,469

88.6%

3

I-90

118,090
[91.8%]

10,590
[8.2%]

128,680

6,233

3,518

56.4%

4

I-77

113,037
[91.5%]

10,545
[8.5%]

123,582

6,860

1,542

22.5%

5

I-90

108,200
[91.4%]

10,190
[8.61%]

118,390

6,233

3,518

56.4%

6

I-90

125,670
[94.1%]

7,880
[5.9%]

133,550

6,233

3,518

56.4%

7

I-480

145,320
[91.6%]

13,330
[8.4%]

158,650

3,915

3,469

88.6%

Table 3-3. AADT and DVMT values near Digital Billboards
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The annual average daily traffic (AADT) is the total volume of vehicle traffic in both directions
of a highway or road for one year divided by 365 days. AADT is a useful measurement of how
busy the road is, and is sometimes also called "average annual daily traffic". Short-term traffic
counts are adjusted to the Average Daily Traffic (AADT) values by ODOT using seasonal
adjustment factors (by functional classification). Daily vehicle miles traveled (DVMT) is a
measure of how much traffic flows along a roadway during an average 24-hour period. DVDT is
a multiple of the Average Annual Daily Traffic (AADT) and the length of the roadway.

The AADT and DVMT values of the sections of Interstate route adjacent to the digital billboards
are summarized in Table 3-3.

3.4 Accident Records and Data

In Ohio, the majority of Interstate accident reports and crash photos are recorded, and maintained
by the Ohio State Highway Patrol. These crash reports are retained for five years. Ohio uses the
American National Standards Institute’s (ANSI) Standard D16.1 – 1996, Manual on
Classification of Motor Vehicle. The reports are also provided annually to the Ohio Department
of Public Safety, which compiles statistical data on crashes that occur on roads and highways.

Figure 3-3 summarizes the traffic accident data of the past six years in Cuyahoga County,
including the Interstate routes I-71, I-77 and I-90, I-271, I-480, and I-490. Figure 3-4 shows the
distribution of accidents on Interstate routes by day of week and time of day and illustrates that
more accidents occur on weekdays and at rush hour (before and after work).

Figure 3-5 shows the distribution of the age of drivers involved in accidents on Cuyahoga
Interstates (upper) and the distribution over time between 2001 and 2007 of accidents. These
figures show that the median age of drivers involved in an accident are 23 and that the winter
months of 2005 had the most accidents on Interstates.
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A statistical anatomy of Cuyahoga County accidents by Interstate are illustrated in Figures 3-6
through 3-12. Figure 3-6 shows the occurrence of accidents by intersection type; the majority of
interstates accidents occur along the route, relative to ramps and crossings. Figure 3-7 shows the
frequency of accidents by Interstate and light conditions at the time of accident; the majority
occurs during dawn and daylight conditions. Figure 3-8 shows the frequency of Interstate
accidents by weather condition; the majority occurs during clear conditions. Figure 3-9 shows
the frequency of Interstate accidents by the condition of the road; dry road conditions are the
predominate category. Figure 3-10 shows accident frequency by road geometry and Figure 3-11
shows accidents by impact type; most accidents occur on straight and level conditions and are
predominately rear-end collisions.
accidents by specific Interstate route.

Figure 3-12 shows the year and month occurrence of

Number of accidents
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Year
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Figure 3-3. Summary Statistics of Interstate Accidents within Cuyahoga County:
Total by Year (upper), Total by Months aggregated between 2001 and 2006 (lower)

Number of accidents
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Mo

We

Tu

Th

Fr

Sa
Day of Week

12AM
12AM

6 PM
6 PM

12 12
PMPM

66 AM
AM
6 AM

12
1212
AM
AMAM

Number of accidents

Su

Time of Day

Figure 3-4. Summary Statistics of Interstate Accidents within Cuyahoga County:
Total by Day of Week (upper), Total by Time of Day aggregated between 2001 and 2006 (lower)

Number of drivers
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2007

2006

2005

2004

2003

2002

2001

Number of accidents

Age of drivers involved in accidents

Months between 2001 and 2007

Figure 3-5. Summary Statistics of Interstate Accidents within Cuyahoga County:
Total by Age of Drivers involved (upper), Total by Months (lower)
each aggregated between 2001 and 2006
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2006
2005
2004
2003
2002
2001
2006
2005
2004
2003
2002
2001

Not at Intersection
near Local Road Intersection
On Ramp
Off Ramp
Unknown
Unspecified categories

2006
2005
2004
2003
2002
2001
2006
2005
2004
2003
2002
2001
2006
2005
2004
2003
2002
2001
2006
2005
2004
2003
2002
2001
Number of Accidents

Figure 3-6. Summary Statistics of Accidents by Interstate by Year within Cuyahoga County and
Color Stacked by Intersection Type of Accident
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2006
2005
2004
2003
2002
2001
2006
2005
2004
2003
2002
2001

Daylight
Dawn
Dark – Lighted road
Dark – Roadway not lighted
Dark – Unknown Lighting
Glare
Other
Unknown

2006
2005
2004
2003
2002
2001
2006
2005
2004
2003
2002
2001
2006
2005
2004
2003
2002
2001
2006
2005
2004
2003
2002
2001
Number of Accidents

Figure 3-7. Summary Statistics of Accidents by Interstate by Year within Cuyahoga County and
Color Stacked by Light Conditions at Time of Accident
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2006
2005
2004
2003
2002
2001
2006
2005
2004
2003
2002
2001

Clear
Cloudy
Fog
Rain
Sleet
Snow
Blowing, Crosswind
Other
Unknown

2006
2005
2004
2003
2002
2001
2006
2005
2004
2003
2002
2001
2006
2005
2004
2003
2002
2001
2006
2005
2004
2003
2002
2001
Number of Accidents

Figure 3-8. Summary Statistics of Accidents by Interstate by Year within Cuyahoga County and
Color Stacked by Weather Conditions at Time of Accident
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2006
2005
2004
2003
2002
2001
2006
2005
2004
2003
2002
2001

Dry
Wet
Snow
Ice
Mud
Standing Water
Slush
Other
Unknown

2006
2005
2004
2003
2002
2001
2006
2005
2004
2003
2002
2001
2006
2005
2004
2003
2002
2001
2006
2005
2004
2003
2002
2001
Number of Accidents

Figure 3-9. Summary Statistics of Accidents by Interstate by Year within Cuyahoga County and
Color Stacked by Condition of Road at Time of Accident
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2006
2005
2004
2003
2002
2001
2006
2005
2004
2003
2002
2001

Straight Level
Straight Grade
Curved Level
Curved Grade
Unrecorded

2006
2005
2004
2003
2002
2001
2006
2005
2004
2003
2002
2001
2006
2005
2004
2003
2002
2001
2006
2005
2004
2003
2002
2001
Number of Accidents

Figure 3-10. Summary Statistics of Accidents by Interstate by Year within Cuyahoga County
and Color Stacked by Road Contour Geometry at Location of Accident
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2006
2005
2004
2003
2002
2001
2006
2005
2004
2003
2002
2001

Not between 2 vehicles
Rear-End
Head-on
Rear-to-Rear
Backing
Angle
Sideswipe (same)
Sideswipe (opposite)
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Figure 3-11. Summary Statistics of Accidents by Interstate by Year within Cuyahoga County and
Color Stacked by Manner of Impact at Location of Accident
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I-71
I-77
I-90
I-271
I-480
I-490

2006

Month
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2004

2003

2002

2001

Number of Accidents

Number of Accidents

Figure 3-12. Summary Statistics of Accidents by Color Stacked Interstate
within Cuyahoga County and by aggregated Months (left) and by Year (right)
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4.0 ANALYSIS

4.1 Overview.
Evaluation of the relationships between the digital billboards and traffic safety requires careful
study of the interaction of many parameters, to include billboard characteristics (size, height,
illumination), accident characteristics (when, where, weather conditions, contributory causes),
location and geometry, flow (traffic volumes, frequency, speed, seasonal effects), traffic control
measures and devices, viewer reactions (times and distances from signs). The analysis in this
study includes two parts: a temporal analysis and a spatial analysis. Each part of the analyses
accounts for results with and without statistical bias factors, such as, bias from interchanges, bias
from known accident causes (for example, a deer-hit accident as recorded in the police report, or
an accidents caused by a driver under the influence of drugs or alcohol).

The first part is a temporal analysis which examines the incidence of traffic accidents at the
specific and recently converted digital billboards and for a length of time before and after the
conversion of the billboards (using 36 and 24 month “windows”). From information collected
from police accident reports, the temporal analysis uses metrics such as traffic volumes, the
accident rates values (APV) and the maximum number of accidents during any given month.

The second part is a spatial analysis which establishes statistical correlation coefficients between
advertising billboards, and specifically digital billboards, and accidents along the Interstate
routes in Cuyahoga County. The results are analyzed for a variety of scenarios relating accident
density to billboard-density (the number of billboards), to Viewer Reaction Distance (how far
from a billboard that the driver is potentially within the “influence” of a billboard), and to
billboard proximity (how far the accident is from the nearest billboard). Figure 4-1 shows a
conceptual view of the viewer reaction distance zone.
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Figure 4-1. Conceptual View of Sign Accident Range to include Visible Range, and
Viewer Reaction Distance (VRD) zone.

4.2 Methodology: Temporal Analysis.
The objective of the temporal-comparison part of this analysis is to examine the incidence of
traffic accidents at locations of the recently converted, digital billboards, for an equal length of
time before and after the conversion of the billboard, and to determine if traffic accidents
occurred more frequently or less frequently with the presence of the digital billboard. Digital
billboard data are statistically compared using histograms, average accident-per-volume (APV)
ratios, and accidents per vehicle-miles-traveled ratios for one year before the billboard was
converted and for one year after the billboard was converted; a larger 18 month before and 18
month after analysis was also studied. Variations for seasonal traffic flow and vehicle-miles
traveled are accounted for; raw accident counts are weighted by these values. It should be
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emphasized that there were no other, substantial changes at the locations where the digital
billboards are located, other than the conversion of the digital billboards, a slight increase in
traffic volume, and seasonal effects.

The accident data assembled for this part of the study are based on the proximity to the billboard
and on when an accident occurred. To examine how a specific location is impacted by the
conversion of the billboard, comparisons were made of
•

changes in traffic accidents-per-volume (APV) ratios,

•

changes in percentage of traffic accidents-per-million-daily miles traveled (PMDVMT)
ratios,

•

histograms of the accident data on a temporal basis, and

•

similar analysis for a data set excluding known statistical bias effects.

A quantitative measure of comparing traffic safety is to use accidents-per-volume (APV) ratios.
The APV ratio is calculated by
APV =

Number of accidents
Annual Traffic Volume

The Annual Traffic volume is approximated by the AADT multiplied by 365 days. AADT
values include both a single traffic count for both directions in all lanes; flow in lanes in a single
direction is approximated by half of the AADT. Table 4-5 summarizes accidents, annual traffic
volumes and APV ratios for the digital-billboard locations with and without bias for a year after
the billboard was converted. The number of accidents within the seven signs visible ranges for
one year was 174 accidents for an estimated 85 million vehicles that drove by; this represents
one accident for every 481,000 vehicles. If we exclude statistical bias (accidents from known
causes), there are only 53 accident in the year after the seven signs were converted for 85 million
vehicles; this represents one accident for every 1.5 million vehicles. The values per sign suggest
an average of 7 accidents near a digital billboard per year for the same 85 million vehicles; this
represents a rate of one accident per 12 million vehicles per year.
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4.3 Results: Temporal Analysis.
Using the summarized accident-report data, Tables 4-1 through 4-6 and Figures 4-2 through 4-9
shows the summary statistics and composite distribution of accidents before and after the
conversion of the billboards (on or about July 1, 2005) as monthly histograms; these figures
represent 36 and 24 month windows and accidents with and without statistical bias.

A

comparison of the histograms of accidents at the location 18 months before the digital conversion
and 18 months after the digital conversion indicates no substantial change in accident patterns.
Comparing a year before and after, the peak number of accidents on any given month decreased
from 247 to 174, after the introduction of the digital billboard at the location; the peak number on
any given month decreased from 14 to 8. Similar results were obtained for the longer 36-month
windows. Based on the data and analysis, no significant change in accident occurrences can be
attributed to the conversion of these billboards to digital format. It should also be noted that the
winter months had more snowfall in the 18 months prior to the conversion.

For these billboards, the results suggest that digital billboards in and of themselves have no
influence on the occurrence of traffic accidents. The temporal comparison also suggests that
digital billboards are no more likely to increase or decrease the accident frequency than
conventional billboards, or than stretches of the Interstate routes with no billboards. Tables 4-1
and 4-2 summarize the accident count for 36-month and 24-month windows centered on July 1,
2005, the conversion date. Tables 4-3 and 4-4 summarize the same data for 36 and 24 month
windows, and also account for seasonal trends in the County and account for vehicle-miles
traveled during the specific months at the specific sign locations. The most useful measures of
traffic-accident occurrence at any specific location are evaluated and compiled in Tables 4-3 and
4-4; only a 0.6% decrease in accident percent per Route per million vehicle-miles traveled for
both 24 and 36 month windows exists. The number of accidents was relatively steady during the
36 month period centered around the conversion of these billboards. No large increases or
decreases occurred in the values from year to year.

With the exception of the existence of a

digital billboard, there were no notable changes on these routes near the billboards. No new
buildings, changes in lane topography, or zoning were introduced. This analysis reinforces the
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results of the spatial analysis part of this study and further suggests that digital billboards in and
of themselves have no influence on the occurrence of traffic accidents. Accident data was
analyzed using all recorded Interstate accidents; the same analysis was additionally conducted by
also excluded data with known bias. A fair and unbiased comparison of accident data would
exclude accidents from known causes, as recorded in police accident reports. In this subset
analysis of unbiased data, the excluded accidents were those recorded (1) with drivers under the
influence of alcohol or drugs, (2) animal-related accidents (typically drivers hitting deer), (3)
drivers in accidents located at on-ramps and off-ramps (drivers undertaking additional operations
for lane-changes, decelerating), and (4) accidents during adverse weather conditions (specifically
only accidents recorded during snowfall or with icy roads). These bias-exclusion criteria were
used in bias-data subset analyses in this study.
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Digital Bilboard

Difference
(prior to and after conversion)

Digital Billboard
(18 months after conversion)

Conventional Billboard
(18 months prior to conversion)

Digital Billboard
1

2

3

4

5

6

7

All

Total Accidents as
Conventional Billboard

23

31

33

15

135

70

38

345

Average Number of
Accidents in a Month

1.3

1.7

1.8

0.8

7.5

3.9

2.1

2.7

Standard Deviation

1.2

1.0

1.7

0.8

4.0

2.0

1.6

2.9

Peak Number of Accidents in
Any Given Month

4

3

5

2

16

8

5

16

Minimum Number of
Accidents in
Any Given Month

0

0

0

0

3

1

0

0

Total Accidents as Digital
Billboard

21

27

40

14

89

53

27

271

Average Number of
Accidents in a Month

1.2

1.5

2.2

0.8

4.9

2.9

1.5

2.2

Standard Deviation

0.9

1.2

1.4

0.8

2.2

2.1

1.2

2.0

Peak Number of Accidents in
Any Given Month

3

4

5

3

9

7

4

9

Minimum Number of
Accidents in
Any Given Month

0

0

0

0

1

0

0

0

Number of Accidents

-2

-4

7

-1

-46

-17

-11

-74

percent difference

-8.7%

-12.9%

21.2%

-6.7%

-34.1%

-24.3%

-28.9%

-21.4%

Average Per Month

-0.1

-0.2

0.4

-0.1

-2.6

-0.9

-0.6

-0.6

Peak Number of Accidents in
Any Given Month

-1

1

0

1

-7

-1

-1

-7

Minimum Number of
Accidents in
Any Given Month

0

0

0

0

-2

-1

0

0

Table 4-1. Accident Count Data for a 36-Month Window (±18 months prior to and after
conversion to digital billboard) of Accidents within the Viewer Reaction Zone of Digital
Billboards on Interstate Route Sections
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Digital Bilboard

Difference
(prior to and after conversion)

Digital Billboard
(12 months after conversion)

Conventional Billboard
(12 months prior to conversion)

Digital Billboard
1

2

3

4

5

6

7

All

Total Accidents as
Conventional Billboard

15

22

30

12

92

49

27

247

Average Number of
Accidents in a Month

1.2

1.7

2.3

0.9

7.1

3.8

2.1

2.7

Standard Deviation

1.0

0.9

1.7

0.8

3.8

2.0

1.7

2.7

Peak Number of Accidents in
Any Given Month

3

3

5

2

14

8

5

14

Minimum Number of
Accidents in
Any Given Month

0

0

0

0

3

1

0

0

Total Accidents as Digital
Billboard

14

16

27

8

53

37

19

174

Average Number of
Accidents in a Month

1.2

1.3

2.3

0.7

4.4

3.1

1.6

2.1

Standard Deviation

1.0

1.2

1.4

0.9

1.7

2.2

1.3

1.8

Peak Number of Accidents in
Any Given Month

3

4

4

3

8

7

4

8

Minimum Number of
Accidents in
Any Given Month

0

0

0

0

2

0

0

0

Number of Accidents

-1

-6

-3

-4

-39

-12

-8

-73

percent difference

-6.7%

-27.3%

-10.0%

-33.3%

-42.4%

-24.5%

-29.6%

-29.6%

Average Per Month

0.0

-0.4

-0.1

-0.3

-2.7

-0.7

-0.5

-0.6

Peak Number of Accidents in
Any Given Month

0

1

-1

1

-6

-1

-1

-6

Minimum Number of
Accidents in
Any Given Month

0

0

0

0

-1

-1

0

0

Table 4-2. Accident Count Data for a 24-Month Window (±12 months prior to and after
conversion to digital billboard) of Accidents within the Viewer Reaction Zone of Digital
Billboards on Interstate Route Sections
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Digital Billboard

Difference
(prior to and after conversion)

Digital Billboard
(18 months after conversion)

Conventional Billboard
(18 months prior to conversion)

Digital Billboard
1

2

3

4

5

6

7

0.073

0.154

0.027

0.171

0.171

0.089

0.280

Standard Deviation

0.067

0.090

0.026

0.089

0.089

0.047

0.215

Peak PMDVMT
in Any Given Month

0.226

0.288

0.072

0.341

0.341

0.171

0.702

Minimum PMDVMT
in Any Given Month

0.000

0.000

0.000

0.064

0.064

0.021

0.000

0.076

0.162

0.030

0.132

0.132

0.078

0.243

Standard Deviation

0.060

0.120

0.031

0.060

0.060

0.055

0.201

Peak PMDVMT
in Any Given Month

0.203

0.384

0.116

0.243

0.243

0.189

0.685

Minimum PMDVMT
in Any Given Month

0.000

0.000

0.000

0.027

0.027

0.000

0.000

0.003

0.008

0.002

-0.039

-0.039

-0.011

-0.037

Peak PMDVMT
in Any Given Month

-0.007

0.030

0.005

-0.029

-0.029

0.008

-0.013

Minimum PMDVMT
in Any Given Month

-0.023

0.096

0.044

-0.098

-0.098

0.018

-0.017

Percentage of Accidents on
Interstate per million DVMT
(PMDVMT)

Percentage of Accidents on
Interstate per million DVMT
(PMDVMT)

Percentage of Accidents on
Interstate per million DVMT
(PMDVMT)

Table 4-3. Percentage of Interstate Accidents per million Vehicle-Mile Travel Data
for a 36-Month Window (±18 months prior to and after conversion to digital billboard) of
Accidents within the Viewer Reaction Zone of Digital Billboards on Interstate Route Sections
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Digital Billboard

Difference
(prior to and after conversion)

Digital Billboard
(12 months after conversion)

Conventional Billboard
(12 months prior to conversion)

Digital Billboard
1

2

3

4

5

6

7

0.870

1.997

0.399

2.152

2.152

1.157

3.645

Standard Deviation

0.056

0.085

0.026

0.087

0.087

0.047

0.231

Peak PMDVMT
in Any Given Month

0.169

0.288

0.072

0.299

0.299

0.171

0.702

Minimum PMDVMT
in Any Given Month

0.000

0.000

0.000

0.064

0.064

0.021

0.000

0.896

1.637

0.301

1.398

1.398

0.971

3.007

Standard Deviation

0.066

0.119

0.034

0.046

0.046

0.058

0.219

Peak PMDVMT
in Any Given Month

0.203

0.384

0.116

0.216

0.216

0.189

0.685

Minimum PMDVMT
in Any Given Month

0.000

0.000

0.000

0.051

0.051

0.000

0.000

0.025

-0.360

-0.098

-0.755

-0.755

-0.187

-0.638

Peak PMDVMT
in Any Given Month

0.010

0.034

0.008

-0.041

-0.041

0.011

-0.012

Minimum PMDVMT
in Any Given Month

0.034

0.096

0.044

-0.083

-0.083

0.018

-0.017

Percentage of Accidents on
Interstate per million DVMT
(PMDVMT)

Percentage of Accidents on
Interstate per million DVMT
(PMDVMT)

Percentage of Accidents on
Interstate per million DVMT
(PMDVMT)

Table 4-4. Percentage of Interstate Accidents per million Vehicle-Mile Travel Data
for a 24-Month Window (±12 months prior to and after conversion to digital billboard) of
Accidents within the Viewer Reaction Zone of Digital Billboards on Interstate Route Sections
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Excluding Bias Categories
(DUIs, Adverse Weather, Deer Hits)

All categories

Billboard
No.

Interstate
Route

Number of
Accidents
in a Year
near Digital
Billboard

VPY
(Vehicles per
Year
per Route
Section)

APY Rate

Rate

Equivalently

Number of
Accidents
in a Year
near Digital
Billboard

VPY
(Vehicles per
Year
per Route
Section)

APY Rate

Rate

Equivalently

1

I-271

14

22,965,800

0.00000061

1 in 1,640,414

7

22,965,800

0.00000030

1 in 3,280,829

2

I-480

16

23,697,625

0.00000068

1 in 1,481,102

3

23,697,625

0.00000013

1 in 7,899,208

3

I-90

27

23,484,100

0.00000115

1 in 869,781

6

23,484,100

0.00000026

1 in 3,914,017

4

I-77

8

22,553,715

0.00000035

1 in 2,819,214

2

22,553,715

0.00000009

1 in 11,276,858

5

I-90

53

21,606,175

0.00000245

1 in 407,664

17

21,606,175

0.00000079

1 in 1,270,951

6

I-90

37

24,372,875

0.00000152

1 in 658,726

14

24,372,875

0.00000057

1 in 1,740,920

7

I-480

19

28,953,625

0.00000066

1 in 1,523,875

4

28,953,625

0.00000014

1 in 7,238,406

174

83,816,958

0.00000208

1 in 481,707

53

83,816,958

0.00000063

1 in 1,581,452

All

Table 4-5. Accident Rate per Year near Billboards for all Accidents (left)
and Bias-Adjusted (right)

Figures 4-2 through 4-9 show the number of accidents within the visible range of all seven
digital billboards by count and by rate by daily-vehicle mile traveled. These figures represent
both the 24 month and 36 months sets of data centered around the conversion in July 2005.
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Figure 4-2. Number of Accidents within visible range of Digital Billboard 1 (upper);
Percentage of Total Accidents per million daily vehicle mile traveled, DVMT (lower)
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Figure 4-3. Number of Accidents within visible range of Digital Billboard 1 (upper);
Percentage of Total Accidents per million daily vehicle mile traveled, DVMT (lower)
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Figure 4-4. Number of Accidents within visible range of Digital Billboard 2 (upper);
Percentage of Total Accidents per million daily vehicle mile traveled, DVMT (lower)
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Figure 4-5. Number of Accidents within visible range of Digital Billboard 3 (upper);
Percentage of Total Accidents per million daily vehicle mile traveled, DVMT (lower)
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Figure 4-6. Number of Accidents within visible range of Digital Billboard 4 (upper);
Percentage of Total Accidents per million daily vehicle mile traveled, DVMT (lower)
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Figure 4-7. Number of Accidents within visible range of Digital Billboard 5 (upper);
Percentage of Total Accidents per million daily vehicle mile traveled, DVMT (lower)
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Figure 4-8. Number of Accidents within visible range of Digital Billboard 6 (upper);
Percentage of Total Accidents per million daily vehicle mile traveled, DVMT (lower)
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Figure 4-9. Number of Accidents within visible range of Digital Billboard 7 (upper);
Percentage of Total Accidents per million daily vehicle mile traveled, DVMT (lower)
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A more fair and unbiased comparison of accident data would exclude accidents from known
causes, as recorded in police accident reports. Figure 4-10 shows the frequency of accidents on
the Interstates in Cuyahoga County by contributing circumstance (driving under the influence,
adverse weather, animal hits, etc). Table 4-6 summarizes the percentages of several of these
circumstances for the accidents occurring near the digital billboards and within viewer reaction
zones.

Percentage of Recorded
Contributory Factors Analysis

Digital Billboard
1

2

3

4

5

6

7

Alcohol

3.03%

1.59%

0.00%

1.52%

1.91%

6.85%

1.48%

Drugs

1.52%

1.59%

0.00%

0.00%

0.24%

0.91%

0.74%

Animal Related

21.21%

0.00%

10.71%

0.00%

5.57%

0.46%

0.74%

Speeding

27.27%

7.14%

41.96%

7.58%

17.90%

9.59%

8.15%

Senior Related

3.03%

5.56%

9.82%

6.06%

5.73%

7.76%

5.93%

Table 4-6. Percentage of Accidents within Viewer Reaction Zones near Digital Billboards
as recorded with known contributor causes
Tables 4-7 through 4-10 and Figures 4-11 through 4-17 show the number of accidents with
statistical bias events excluded within the visible range at all seven digital billboards by count
and by rate by daily-vehicle mile traveled. These figures represent both the 24 month and 36
months sets of data centered around the conversion in July 2005.

Tables 4-9 and 4-10

summarize the same data for 36 and 24 month windows and also account for seasonal trends in
the County and account for vehicle-miles traveled during the specific months at the specific sign
locations.
Exclude bias accidents, a comparison of the histograms of accidents (on either a monthly basis)
at the location 18 months before the digital conversion and 18 months after the digital conversion
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indicates no substantial change in accident patterns. Comparing a year before and after, the peak
number of accidents on any given month decreased from 62 to 53, after the introduction of the
digital billboard at the location; the peak number of accidents on any given month decreased
from 5 to 4. Similar results were obtained for the larger 18-month windows. The data and
analysis indicates no significant change in accident occurrences that can be attributed to the
conversion of these billboards to digital format.
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Figure 4-10. Summary Statistics of Accidents by Interstate by Year in Cuyahoga County and
Color Stacked by Police Recorded Contributing Circumstances
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Digital Bilboard

Difference
(prior to and after conversion)

Digital Billboard
(18 months after conversion)

Conventional Billboard
(18 months prior to conversion)

Digital Billboard
1

2

3

4

5

6

7

All

Total Accidents as
Conventional Billboard

13

4

8

2

41

20

8

96

Average Number of
Accidents in a Month

0.7

0.2

0.4

0.1

2.3

1.1

0.4

0.8

Standard Deviation

0.8

0.5

0.7

0.3

2.4

1.3

0.7

1.3

Peak Number of Accidents in
Any Given Month

2

2

2

1

9

4

2

9

Minimum Number of
Accidents in
Any Given Month

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

Total Accidents as Digital
Billboard

11

4

7

2

21

15

5

65

Average Number of
Accidents in a Month

0.6

0.2

0.4

0.1

1.2

0.8

0.3

0.5

Standard Deviation

0.5

0.4

0.7

0.3

1.2

1.3

0.6

0.9

Peak Number of Accidents in
Any Given Month

1

1

2

1

4

4

2

4

Minimum Number of
Accidents in
Any Given Month

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

Number of Accidents

-2

0

-1

0

-20

-5

-3

-31

percent difference

-15.4%

0.0%

-12.5%

0.0%

-48.8%

-25.0%

-37.5%

-32.3%

Average Per Month

-0.1

0.0

-0.1

0.0

-1.1

-0.3

-0.2

-0.2

Peak Number of Accidents in
Any Given Month

-1

-1

0

0

-5

0

0

-5

Minimum Number of
Accidents in
Any Given Month

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

Table 4-7. Bias Adjusted Accident Count Data for a 36-Month Window (±18 months prior to
and after conversion to digital billboard) of Accidents in the Viewer Reaction Zone of Digital
Billboards on Interstate Route Sections
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Digital Bilboard

Difference
(prior to and after conversion)

Digital Billboard
(12 months after conversion)

Conventional Billboard
(12 months prior to conversion)

Digital Billboard
1

2

3

4

5

6

7

All

9

1

6

2

26

14

4

62

Average Number of
Accidents in a Month

0.7

0.1

0.5

0.2

2.0

1.1

0.3

0.7

Standard Deviation

0.6

0.3

0.8

0.4

1.9

1.3

0.5

1.1

Peak Number of Accidents in
Any Given Month

2

1

2

1

5

4

1

5

Minimum Number of
Accidents in
Any Given Month

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

Total Accidents as Digital
Billboard

7

3

6

2

17

14

4

53

Average Number of
Accidents in a Month

0.6

0.3

0.5

0.2

1.4

1.2

0.3

0.6

Standard Deviation

0.5

0.5

0.8

0.4

1.2

1.5

0.7

1.0

Peak Number of Accidents in
Any Given Month

1

1

2

1

4

4

2

4

Minimum Number of
Accidents in
Any Given Month

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

Number of Accidents

-2

2

0

0

-9

0

0

-9

percent difference

-22.2%

200.0%

0.0%

0.0%

-34.6%

0.0%

0.0%

-14.5%

Average Per Month

-0.1

0.2

0.0

0.0

-0.6

0.1

0.0

-0.1

Peak Number of Accidents in
Any Given Month

-1

0

0

0

-1

0

1

-1

Minimum Number of
Accidents in
Any Given Month

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

Total Accidents as
Conventional Billboard

Table 4-8. Bias-Adjusted Accident Count Data for a 24-Month Window (±12 months prior to
and after conversion to digital billboard) of Accidents in the Viewer Reaction Zone of Digital
Billboards on Interstate Route Sections
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Digital Bilboard

Difference
(prior to and after conversion)

Digital Billboard
(18 months after conversion)

Conventional Billboard
(18 months prior to conversion)

Digital Billboard
1

2

3

4

5

6

7

0.042

0.020

0.004

0.052

0.052

0.027

0.059

Standard Deviation

0.043

0.048

0.011

0.054

0.054

0.032

0.092

Peak PMDVMT
in Any Given Month

0.113

0.173

0.036

0.192

0.192

0.103

0.254

Minimum PMDVMT
in Any Given Month

0.000

0.000

0.000

0.000

0.000

0.000

0.000

0.040

0.025

0.004

0.031

0.031

0.022

0.046

Standard Deviation

0.033

0.048

0.012

0.033

0.033

0.034

0.096

Peak PMDVMT
in Any Given Month

0.068

0.116

0.036

0.108

0.108

0.108

0.342

Minimum PMDVMT
in Any Given Month

0.000

0.000

0.000

0.000

0.000

0.000

0.000

-0.002

0.005

0.000

-0.021

-0.021

-0.005

-0.014

Peak PMDVMT
in Any Given Month

-0.010

0.000

0.001

-0.021

-0.021

0.002

0.004

Minimum PMDVMT
in Any Given Month

-0.045

-0.057

0.000

-0.084

-0.084

0.006

0.088

Percentage of Accidents on
Interstate per million DVMT
(PMDVMT)

Percentage of Accidents on
Interstate per million DVMT
(PMDVMT)

Percentage of Accidents on
Interstate per million DVMT
(PMDVMT)

Table 4-9. Bias-Adjusted Percentage of Interstate Accidents per million Vehicle-Mile Travel
Data for a 36-Month Window (±18 months prior to and after conversion to digital billboard)
of Accidents in the Viewer Reaction Zone of Digital Billboards on Interstate Route Sections
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Digital Bilboard

Difference
(prior to and after conversion)

Digital Billboard
(12 months after conversion)

Conventional Billboard
(12 months prior to conversion)

Digital Billboard
1

2

3

4

5

6

7

0.041

0.007

0.005

0.048

0.048

0.027

0.043

Standard Deviation

0.036

0.027

0.013

0.044

0.044

0.034

0.067

Peak PMDVMT
in Any Given Month

0.113

0.096

0.036

0.128

0.128

0.103

0.140

Minimum PMDVMT
in Any Given Month

0.000

0.000

0.000

0.000

0.000

0.000

0.000

0.037

0.027

0.006

0.037

0.037

0.031

0.055

Standard Deviation

0.033

0.050

0.014

0.033

0.033

0.039

0.109

Peak PMDVMT
in Any Given Month

0.068

0.116

0.036

0.108

0.108

0.108

0.342

Minimum PMDVMT
in Any Given Month

0.000

0.000

0.000

0.000

0.000

0.000

0.000

-0.003

0.020

0.001

-0.010

-0.010

0.004

0.011

Peak PMDVMT
in Any Given Month

-0.003

0.023

0.001

-0.011

-0.011

0.005

0.042

Minimum PMDVMT
in Any Given Month

-0.045

0.021

0.000

-0.020

-0.020

0.006

0.202

Percentage of Accidents on
Interstate per million DVMT
(PMDVMT)

Percentage of Accidents on
Interstate per million DVMT
(PMDVMT)

Percentage of Accidents on
Interstate per million DVMT
(PMDVMT)

Table 4-10. Bias-Adjusted Percentage of Interstate Accidents per million Vehicle-Mile Travel
Data for a 24-Month Window (±12 months prior to and after conversion to digital billboard)
of Accidents in the Viewer Reaction Zone of Digital Billboards on Interstate Route Sections
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Figure 4-11. Bias-Adjusted Number of Accidents within visible range of Digital Billboard 1
(upper); Percentage of Total Accidents per million daily vehicle miles traveled, DVMT (lower)
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Figure 4-12. Bias-Adjusted Number of Accidents within visible range of Digital Billboard 2
(upper); Percentage of Total Accidents per million daily vehicle miles traveled, DVMT (lower)
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Figure 4-13. Bias-Adjusted Number of Accidents within visible range of Digital Billboard 3
(upper); Percentage of Total Accidents per million daily vehicle miles traveled, DVMT (lower)
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Figure 4-14. Bias-Adjusted Number of Accidents within visible range of Digital Billboard 4
(upper); Percentage of Total Accidents per million daily vehicle miles traveled, DVMT (lower)
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Figure 4-15. Bias-Adjusted Number of Accidents within visible range of Digital Billboard 5
(upper); Percentage of Total Accidents per million daily vehicle miles traveled, DVMT (lower)
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Figure 4-16. Bias-Adjusted Number of Accidents within visible range of Digital Billboard 6
(upper); Percentage of Total Accidents per million daily vehicle miles traveled, DVMT (lower)
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Figure 4-17. Bias-Adjusted Number of Accidents within visible range of Digital Billboard 7
(upper); Percentage of Total Accidents per million daily vehicle miles traveled, DVMT (lower)
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4.4 Methodology: Spatial Analysis.
The objective of the spatial analysis is to study the correlation between traffic accidents and the
digital billboards based on their route; that is, to examine whether traffic accidents occur more
frequently at or near digital billboards on specific routes.

These spatial sets of data are

quantitatively compared using correlation coefficients. The procedure employed in this spatial
study involves collecting accident information for a given route, analyzing and assembling the
information into a useful format, identifying where digital and conventional billboards are
located along the route, statistically analyzing the data by comparing the billboard locations and
the accident locations, and calculating correlation coefficients for these sets of data.
Both the accident data and the billboard locations are assembled, or listed, by mile marker, so as
to form a basis of comparison. Three comparisons of these variables are completed, including a
comparison of
•

Accident-Density and Billboard Density,

•

Accident-Density and Viewer Reaction Distance, and

•

Accident-Density and Proximity to the Billboards.

The above three comparisons are made for each of the six years examined in their aggregate, and
for the specific cases 12 months before and 12 months after digital format. A quantitative
measure of how well the data compared is obtained by using a statistical correlation coefficient.
The results of the correlation coefficient analysis, and a discussion of correlation coefficients are
in this section.
This study also examines a subset of traffic-accident data to assess its relationship to digital
billboards. Once again, accident data was analyzed using all recorded Interstate accidents; the
same analysis was additionally conducted by also excluded data with known bias. A fair and
unbiased comparison of accident data would exclude accidents from known causes, as recorded
in police accident reports. In this subset analysis of unbiased data, the excluded accidents were
those recorded (1) with drivers under the influence of alcohol or drugs, (2) animal-related
accidents (typically drivers hitting deer), (3) drivers in accidents located at on-ramps and offramps (drivers undertaking additional operations for lane-changes, decelerating), and (4)
accidents during adverse weather conditions (specifically only accidents recorded during
snowfall or with icy roads). These bias-exclusion criteria were used in bias-data subset analyses
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in this study. Correlation coefficients are calculated with the same accident data, however
excluding known causes (adverse weather, DUIs, etc) and those accidents and billboards on
interchanges (entrances/exits) within one mile (1/4 mile on each side of an interchange).
Accident data near interchanges have the potential to statistically bias the results, because drivers
undertake additional tasks such as lane changes, accelerating/decelerating, negotiating directions,
and attention to others undertaking these additional tasks. These added factors could statistically
bias and dilute a study of accident data when compared to typical conditions of “straight”
driving.

A. Accident Density and Billboard Density.
This study defines accident density as the number of accidents per mile marker (every tenth of a
mile). The billboard density,

S mD

, is defined as the number of billboards per mile, and is

determined using a moving average of the number of billboards at each mile marker with a
“window size” of one mile, and may be expressed by:
⎧ D
⎨ Sm =
⎩

Q

∑ ⎡⎣ s

i

i =1

⎫
m − 0.5 ≤ si ≤ m + 0.5⎤⎦ , m = 0, 0.1, L, M ⎬
⎭

where si is the ith billboard’s mile-marker location, and Q is the number of billboards observed
along M, which is the total length of the particular Interstate route in miles.
Billboard density, that is, the average number of billboards (conventional and digital) per mile,
varies along the length of the Interstates. If a noticeable correlation between billboards and
accidents exists, then one would expect a significantly larger number of accidents in areas with
relatively high billboard densities. The basis for evaluating the relationship between billboard
locations and accident locations is the correlation coefficient. The correlation coefficient (ρ)
between billboard density, S D , and accident density, AD , may be calculated using:

ρ =

∑(A

D
m

− A D )( S mD − S D )

, m = 0, 0.1,L , M

m

∑(A

D
m

m

−A )

D 2

∑ (S

D
m

−S )

D 2

m

Table 4-11 shows the correlation coefficients with their corresponding data for the individual and
aggregate years between 2001 and 2006. Figure 4-18 shows commonly accepted interpretations
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of correlation coefficients and visual scatter plots to emphasis what various correlation
coefficients might represent.

B. Accident Density and Viewer Reaction Distance (VRD).
Accident density, AmD , was previously defined as the number of accidents per mile marker (every
tenth of a mile). Viewer Reaction Distance (VRD) is a measure of the distance in which a driver
has time to “notice” or react to a billboard which is in the driver’s field of vision. The VRD is
the distance to a billboard in which the driver is potentially within the “influence” of a billboard.
Analogously, Viewer Reaction Time (VRT) is the time a driver is within the “influence” of a
billboard. Reasonable values for VRD were determined as a function of the driver’s speed. The
posted speed limit on the Interstates is 65 mph; this approximately corresponds with a VRD of
approximately 0.2 miles and a VRT of 10 seconds. This study uses a binary index, VmVRD , to
represent if a given mile marker is within the VRD, and is represented as
⎧⎪ VRD
⎫⎪
⎧ 1, d m ≤ VRD
, m = 0, 0.1, L, M ⎬
= ⎨
⎨Vm
⎪⎭
⎩ 0 otherwise
⎩⎪

where dm is the distance to the nearest billboard location for mth mile marker, VRD is 0.2 (the
viewer reaction distance corresponding to a 10 second VRT at the 65 mph on the Interstate
routes), and M is the total length of the particular Interstate route in miles. The index dm is
defined as

{d

m

= min

({ s − m , i = 0,1,L, Q}) , m
i

= 0, 0.1,L, M

}

where si is the ith billboard’s mile marker location and Q is the number of billboards observed.
The correlation coefficient between accident density, AD , and viewer reaction distance, V VRD , is
calculated similar to that which was previously defined. Correlation coefficients are determined
for data that are within 0.2 miles of the nearest billboard, based on the previous discussion of
Viewer Reaction Distance. If a noticeable correlation between digital billboards and accidents
exists, then one would expect significant increases in the number of accidents occurring 0.0 to
0.2 miles from the digital billboard.
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C. Number of Accidents and Proximity to Billboards.
Accident density, AmD , was previously defined as the number of accidents per mile marker (one
tenth of a mile). An index, Pm , is used to represent proximity to a billboard, and is simply the
distance from an individual mile marker to the nearest billboard. Pm may be expressed by:

{P

m

= d m − m , m = 0, 0.1, L , M }

where dm is the distance to the nearest billboard location for mth mile marker and M is the total
length of the Interstate route in miles. The correlation coefficients between billboard proximity
indices, AD, and accident density, VVRD, are similar to that previously defined.
Correlation coefficients are determined for data that are within 0.4 miles of the nearest billboard.
Based on the previous discussion of Viewer Reaction Distance (VRD), 0.4 miles is twice the 0.2
mile VRD value.

If a noticeable correlation exists between digital billboards and vehicle

accidents, then one would expect significant increases in the number of accidents between the
0.0 and 0.2 mile range and between the 0.2 and 0.4 mile range; the correlation coefficient would
be large (close to ± 0.7 or greater). However, these correlation coefficients are actually close to
zero, indicating almost statistical independence; that is no statistical relationship between digital
billboards and traffic accidents. Further, when known-cause statistical bias is excluded, these
correlation coefficients move closer to zero, suggesting no causal relationship.

4.5 Results: Spatial Analysis.
This study seeks to evaluate whether the digital billboards had an influence on the occurrence of
traffic accidents. As discussed, a useful measure of compliance (“association”) between two sets
of data (billboards and traffic accidents) is the correlation coefficient. If the variables “tend” to
go up and down together, then the correlation coefficient will be positive. If the variables “tend”
to go up and down in opposition with each other, than the correlation coefficient will be
negative. By definition, a correlation coefficient can be no larger than +1, and no smaller than
-1. Values at, or very near to, +1 indicate a perfect one-to-one correlation, and values at, or very
near to, -1 indicating perfect inverse correlation. Values at or near zero indicate statistical
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independence of one set of data with respect to the other. Statistically, a correlation coefficient
of 0.7 or smaller is considered to indicate “weak” correlations, at best, and does not indicate
much difference from correlation coefficients of zero. It is important to note that correlation is
not necessarily causation, even though it may be an indicator.

Table 4-11 lists the correlation coefficients obtained for the relationships examined in this study,
namely:
•

Accident Density and Billboard Density,

•

Accident Density and Viewer Reaction Distance, and

•

Accident Density and Proximity to Billboard.

Figures 4-19 through 4-22 show the correlation coefficient results mapped on a scale of
“association” for each Interstate. All correlation coefficients are close to zero and within the “no
association” range.
As seen in Table 4-11 and in Figures 4-19 through 4-22, the correlation coefficients for accident
density and billboard density are all statistically low, with coefficients ranging between -0.217 to
+0.270. Similar low-value, “no association” correlation values are calculated when accident
density and viewer reaction distances are compared; value range from -0.102 to +0.014.
Comparisons between accident density values and their distances to the nearest billboard, digital
or conventional, yield coefficients ranging between -0.208 to +0.005.
Table 4-11 also shows the correlation coefficients for number of accidents by milemarker for
Interstates for 12 months before and after digital conversion. These correlation coefficients
compare accident location before and after with no account for billboards and are high, close to
one and suggest a “strong association”. This association, as shown in Figures 4-30 through 4-33,
supports the observation that, with or without digital billboards, accident milemarker locations
are strongly correlated, and that a location with many accidents is likely to have many accidents
from year to year; or conversely, few accidents from year to year. Generally, when billboards
and accidents from bias data are excluded, almost all the coefficients are closer to zero.
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Also of note is the fact that the correlation coefficients are relatively consistent from digital
billboard to digital billboard within each category on each Interstate. We note that there are no
large increases or decreases of the coefficients exist from one year to another. This consistency
positively influences the confidence in the study results. Additionally, preliminary calculations
were performed to account for variations in traffic volume along the Interstate routes. When the
discrete values for accident density are weighted by average yearly Interstate volume rates, the
resultant correlation coefficients move closer to zero in all cases.
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Figure 4-18. Conceptual Representation of Correlation Coefficient Scale Depicting
Ranges with Strong, Weak and no Association.
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Accident
Density
vs.
Proximity to Billboard

Accident
Density
vs.
VRD

Accident
Density
vs.
Billboard
Density

Correlation
Variables

Interstate

Time Range
of Data

I-77

I-90

I-271

I-480

Largest
Correlation
Coefficient
(+ or -)

All years
(2001-2006)

-0.042

0.270

-0.217

0.096

-0.270

12 months prior
to conversion

-0.024

0.263

-0.052

0.117

0.263

12 months after
conversion

0.047

0.215

-0.157

0.058

0.215

All years
(2001-2006)

-0.095

-0.062

-0.075

-0.002

-0.095

12 months prior
to conversion

-0.102

-0.069

-0.050

0.014

-0.102

12 months after
conversion

-0.088

-0.071

-0.065

-0.020

-0.088

All years
(2001-2006)

-0.091

-0.170

0.011

-0.111

-0.170

12 months prior
to conversion

-0.084

-0.208

-0.016

-0.108

-0.208

12 months after
conversion

-0.103

-0.172

0.005

-0.127

-0.172

0.873

0.961

0.963

0.902

0.963

Accident Density in
12 months after
vs.
12 months prior

Table 4-11. Correlation Coefficients of Various Comparisons for Interstates
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Correlation
Scale

Interpretation of
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Coefficients of
Correlation
±1.0

±1.0

Accident Density
vs.
Billboard
Density
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strong
association
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+0.3
A
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no
association

B
I
E G
D H
F
C
A
B

0.0

0.0

-0.024

12 month
prior

D

-0.095

2001-2006
E

-0.102

12 month
prior

G

-0.091

2001-2006
H

-0.084

12 m. prior

C

F

I

+0.047

-0.088

-0.103

12 month
after

12 month
after

12 month
after

Figure 4-19. Correlation Coefficients on Association Scale for I-77
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Correlation
Scale

Interpretation of
Association for
Coefficients of
Correlation
±1.0

±1.0

Accident Density
vs.
Billboard
Density

VRD

Proximity

strong
association

+0.7

weak
association

+0.3
A

C
A

+0.270

2001-2006

B

-0.062

2001-2006

G

-0.170

2001-2006

H

no
association

I
G

B

F
E
D

0.0

E

H

+0.263

-0.069

-0.208

C

F

I

+0.215

-0.071

-0.172

12 month
prior

0.0

D

12 month
after

12 month
prior

12 month
after

12 m. prior

12 month
after

Figure 4-20. Correlation Coefficients on Association Scale for I-90
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Correlation
Scale

Interpretation of
Association for
Coefficients of
Correlation
±1.0

±1.0

Accident Density
vs.
Billboard
Density

VRD

Proximity

strong
association

+0.7

weak
association

+0.3
A

-0.217

2001-2006

A

no
association

B
C

0.0

0.0

-0.075

2001-2006
E

G

0.011

2001-2006
H

-0.052

-0.050

-0.016

C

F

I

-0.157

-0.065

+0.005

12 month
prior
D H
F G
BE I

D

12 month
after

12 month
prior

12 month
after

12 m. prior

12 month
after

Figure 4-21. Correlation Coefficients on Association Scale for I-271
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Correlation
Scale

Interpretation of
Association for
Coefficients of
Correlation
±1.0

±1.0

Accident Density
vs.
Billboard
Density

VRD

Proximity

strong
association

+0.7

weak
association

+0.3
A

+0.096

2001-2006
no
association

B

+0.117

B
A
C

I
G
H
F
D
E

0.0

0.0

12 month
prior

D

-0.002

2001-2006
E

+0.014

12 month
prior

G

-0.111

2001-2006
H

-0.108

12 m. prior

C

F

I

+0.058

-0.020

-0.127

12 month
after

12 month
after

12 month
after

Figure 4-22. Correlation Coefficients on Association Scale for I-480
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Figure 4-23 shows the geocoded locations of accidents between 2001 and 2006 on Interstates
routes. Figures 4-24 and 4-25 show the relative spatial distribution of accidents per volume
(APV) along the Interstates; the sign locations and approximate VRD zones (yellow boxes) are
shown.

In additional to digital billboards, these figures also show the locations of conventional

ones. Lengths of interstate with digital or conventional have statistically comparable APV ratios
at locations near segments without any billboards. Accidents occur on interstates with or without
billboards.

This observation is further reinforced by the correlation coefficients that were

calculated between accident milemarker locations from year-to-year as shown in Figures 4-30
through 4-33. These values are evaluated independently of any billboard information (the last
row shown in Table 4-11). The values are well-correlated and in the “strong association” range.
Figure 4-26 through 4-29 show hotspots of the number of accidents along interstates. In these
figures, the accident counts are not adjusted for traffic volumes.

KEY
Interstate 90
Interstate Route
1

Digital Billboard No. 1
6

Accident Location

3
5

2

4

7

1

Figure 4-23. Geocoded Accidents between 2001 and 2006 on Cuyahoga County Interstates
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Figure 4-24. Summary Statistics of Accidents per Volume within Viewer Reaction Zone
of Digital Billboards 1, 2, and 7 for Interstate 271 (upper) and Interstate 480 (lower)
[conventional billboards also shown]
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Figure 4-25. Summary Statistics of Accidents per Volume within Viewer Reaction Zone
of Digital Billboards 3, 4, 5, and 6 for Interstate 90 (upper) and Interstate 77 (lower)
[conventional billboards also shown]
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Figure 4-26. Accident Density Hotspots showing locations of conventional and digital billboards
and locations of accidents between 2001 and 2006
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Figure 4-27. Accident Density Hotspots showing locations of conventional and digital billboards
and locations of bias-excluded accidents between 2001 and 2006
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Figure 4-28. Accident Density Hotspots showing locations of conventional and digital billboards
and locations of bias-excluded accidents in one year prior to digital sign conversion
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Figure 4-29. Accident Density Hotspots showing locations of conventional and digital billboards
and locations of bias-excluded accidents in one year after digital sign conversion

Number of Accidents per 1/10th mile in
year AFTER Digital Conversion
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Figure 4-30. Interstate I-77 Comparisons
Relation of Number of Accident in year before digital to year after (top) and
Relation of Number of Accidents to Distance to Nearest Billboard (bottom)

Number of Accidents per 1/10th mile in
year AFTER Digital Conversion
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Figure 4-31. Interstate I-90 Comparisons
Relation of Number of Accident in year before digital to year after (top) and
Relation of Number of Accidents to Distance to Nearest Billboard (bottom)

Number of Accidents per 1/10th mile
in year AFTER Digital Conversion
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Figure 4-32. Interstate I-271 Comparisons
Relation of Number of Accident in year before digital to year after (top) and
Relation of Number of Accidents to Distance to Nearest Billboard (bottom)

Number of Accidents per 1/10th mile in
year AFTER Digital Conversion
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Figure 4-33. Interstate I-480 Comparisons
Relation of Number of Accident in year before digital to year after (top) and
Relation of Number of Accidents to Distance to Nearest Billboard (bottom)
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5.0 CONCLUSIONS

The conclusion of this study is that digital billboards have no statistical relationship with
the occurrence of accidents. The analysis and statistics in Cuyahoga County demonstrate
that accidents are no more likely to occur along sections of Interstate routes near digital
billboards than those sections without them.

The specific conclusions of this study of Cuyahoga County indicate the following.

1. The accident statistics and metrics remain consistent, exhibiting statistically
insignificant variations, for periods of 12 months before and after the conversion (a
total of 24 months) at each of the billboards. The same conclusion also applies for
periods of 18 months before and after the conversion (a total of 36 months). Metrics
include the total number of accidents in any given month, the average number of
accidents over the 12- and 18-month periods, the peak number of accidents in any
given month, and the number of accident-free months. These conclusions account for
variations of traffic-volume and vehicle-miles traveled.

2. The correlation coefficients demonstrate no statistical relationship between vehicular
accidents and billboards (including conventional and the seven, digital billboards).
Also, these correlation coefficients strongly suggest no causal relationship between
the billboards and vehicular accidents.

3. When data-bias is excluded, the results further reinforce the conclusion that no
statistical relationship exists between the digital billboards and accidents. Data bias
includes known accident causes (deer hits, DUIs, etc), and interchange-bias, where
drivers undertake additional tasks, such as lane changes, accelerating/decelerating,
and negotiating directions.
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4. Accidents occur with or without billboards (digital or conventional). The accident
statistics on sections of Interstate routes near billboards are comparable to the
accident statistics on similar sections that have no billboards.

The overall conclusion of this study is that digital billboards have no statistical
relationship with the occurrence of accidents. The frequency of traffic accidents may be
much more likely attributable to, and correlated with other factors, such as DUIs, deer
hits, adverse weather conditions, excessive speeding, inter alia.
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A STUDY OF THE RELATIONSHIP
BETWEEN DIGITAL BILLBOARDS
AND TRAFFIC SAFETY
IN THE GREATER READING AREA,
BERKS COUNTY, PENNSLYVANIA

KEY POINTS
• 8 years of accident data comparison
• 20 locations with 26 digital billboards
• Data shows no statistically significant increase in accident rates using
before and after comparisons and an Empirical Bayes Method Analysis
• Comparisons of driver age (young/elderly) and time of day
(daytime/nighttime) are neutral factors
• Consistent results for various dwell times (6/8/10 seconds)
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Figure 1.
Digital Billboard Locations in the Greater Reading Area,
Berks County, Pennsylvania
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Eight years of data …
… no statistically significant relationship
with the occurrence of accidents …
… consistent results for 6, 8, and 10 second
dwell times …

OVERVIEW
The purpose of this study is to examine the statistical relationship between digital
billboards and traffic safety in the Greater Reading Area, Berks County, Pennsylvania.
This study analyzes traffic and accident data along roads near 20 locations with
26 existing, digital billboard faces (see Figure 1) with traffic volumes on roads
collectively representing approximately 233 million vehicles per year. The study uses
official data as collected, complied and recorded independently by municipal police
departments and the Pennsylvania Department of Transportation.
The study includes eight years of accident data representing approximately
35 thousand accidents near twenty locations in Berks County. The billboards were
converted to digital format between 2005 and 2009 and afford periods of comparison as
long as 8 years (95 months).
Temporal (when and how frequently) and spatial (where and how far) statistics are
summarized near billboards within multiple vicinity ranges as large as one-half mile for
areas that are upstream and downstream of the billboards. Subsets of daytime and
nighttime accidents and driver age are analyzed for before and after comparisons.
Additionally, an Empirical Bayes Method (EBM) analysis is performed to estimate the
number of accidents that could statistically be expected without the introduction of
digital signs. This widely accepted analysis establishes benchmarks on the basis of
accident records at pre-digital locations and also uses other comparison sites in Reading.
The overall conclusion of the study is that the digital billboards in the Greater Reading
Area have no statistically significant relationship with the occurrence of accidents.
This study also finds that the age of drivers (younger/elderly) and the time of day
(daytime/nighttime) are neutral factors which show no significant increase in accident
rates near the digital billboards. The results are consistent for 6, 8, and 10 second dwell
times (see Figure 2). These conclusions are based on Police Department data and an
objective statistical analysis; the data shows no significant increase in accident rates.

3
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Figure 2.
Digital Billboard Locations in the Greater Reading Area. Locations in “green” have digital
bulletins with 10 second dwells times; Locations in “blue” are posters with 8 second dwell
times.

4
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The static display on each of these digital
billboards have "dwell times” of 6, 8 or 10
seconds.

STUDY REGION
The Greater Reading Area was chosen as a study region, because it has multiple digital
billboards in close proximity that were in service for extended periods of time. The
roads adjacent to these billboards are heavily traveled (approximately 638 thousand
vehicles traveled per day collectively on the sections of road near the digital billboards).
The Greater Reading Area in Berks County, Pennsylvania, is situated in the southeastern
part of the State, has an area of approximately 860 square miles, and a population of
373 thousand people and 141 thousand households (2000 census). In 2008, some 162
thousand licensed drivers drove to work in the Greater Reading Area with an average
commute time of 22 minutes.
Several federal and state highways allow entry to and egress from Reading. US Route
222 Business is designated as Lancaster Avenue, Bingaman Street, South 4th Street, and
5th Street. US Route 422 Business is designated as Penn Street, Cherry Street, Franklin
Street, and Perkiomen Avenue. US Route 422, the major east-west artery, circles the
western edge of the city and is known locally as The West Shore Bypass. PA Route 12 is
known as the Warren Street Bypass, and bypasses the city to the north. PA Route 10 is
known as Morgantown Road.
BILLBOARD CHARACTERISTICS
Digital billboards display static messages which, when viewed, resemble conventional
painted or printed billboards. With digital technology, a static copy “dwells” and
includes no animation, flashing lights, scrolling, or full-motion video. The static display
on each of these digital billboards has "dwell times” of 6, 8, or 10 seconds. The digital
billboards use red, green, and blue light-emitting-diode (LED) technology to present text
and graphics. The digital billboards compensate for varying light levels, including day
and night viewing, by automatically monitoring and adjusting overall display brightness
and gamma levels. A photocell is mounted on each digital billboard to measure ambient
light. Nineteen of the digital billboards that were studied are owned and operated by
Lamar; seven, by Land Displays.
The digital billboards operated by Lamar have dwell times of eight seconds for the
smaller poster-sized boards and ten seconds for the larger, bulletin-sized boards. Digital
billboards operated by Land Displays have dwell times of 8 seconds. Digital billboards
which were installed in late 2005 and early 2006 had a dwell time of 6 seconds for a sixmonth period; these locations were subsequently reset to 8 or 10 seconds (see Figures 2
and 3).

5
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Figure 3.
Digital Billboard Direction, Sizes and Other Sign Characteristics
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The digital, billboard locations are numbered 1 to 20 with 26 billboards. The twenty
locations in Reading are shown in Figures 1, 2, and 3 which summarize direction,
configuration and other sign characteristics. The digital boards and their surroundings
were observed during day and night conditions. A majority of the digital billboards are
freestanding, single-pole, structures with one digital face; six locations have two digital
boards on the same upright.
Figure 4 summarizes the conversion dates. Nine
of the twenty-six billboards were converted to
digital format circa December 2005 and the
remaining seven were converted on various
dates in 2007, 2008 and 2009. These dates allow
for before/after comparisons as long as 8.1 years
(or 98 months). Additional billboard-location
photos, aerials, and map references for each
digital location are included within this report as
Figures 5 to 25.
.

Figure 4.
Digital billboard Conversion Dates and Comparison Timelines for Digital Locations in
the Greater Reading Area
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Location No. 1 is on the east side of Route 61, approximately 0.2 miles south of Route
662. The billboard is a double-face, free standing, center-mount, vee configuration. The
north face is a digital bulletin and a cross reader. The north face was converted from a
conventional format on 29Nov08 using the existing structure. The south face is a digital
bulletin and a right-hand reader. The face was converted from a conventional format
on 22Sep06 using the existing structure. Each face is operated by Lamar and has a
10.5x36 size with a dwell time of 10 seconds. Figure 5a is a photo of the south digital
face. Figure 5b shows the location in an oblique aerial.

Figure 5. Location No. 1
(5a, left) View on Route 61;
inset shows opposite-face
digital, (5b, right) Oblique
Aerial of location

Location No. 2 is on the east side of Route 222 North, approximately 0.1 miles north of
Leesport Avenue. The billboard is a double-face, free standing, center-mount, back-toback configuration. The south face is a digital bulletin and a right-hand reader. The
face was converted from a conventional format on 27Jan06 using the existing structure.
The face is operated by Lamar and has a 14x48 size with a dwell time of 10 seconds.
Figure 6a is a photo of the digital face. Figure 6b shows the location in an oblique aerial.

Figure 6. Location No. 2
(6a, left) View on Route 222
North, (6b, right) Oblique Aerial
of location

Location No. 3 is on the east side of Route 222 North Bypass, approximately 1.0 miles
south of the Route 61 Exit. The billboard is a double-face, free standing, center-mount,
back-to-back configuration. The north face is a digital bulletin and a cross reader. The
north face was converted from a trivision format on 27Jan06 using the existing
structure. The face is operated by Lamar and has a 14x48 size with a dwell time of 10
seconds. Figure 7a is a photo of the digital face. Figure 7b shows the location in an
oblique aerial.

Figure 7. Location No. 3
(7a, left) View on Route 222
North Bypass, (7b, right)
Oblique Aerial of location

Location No. 4 is on the west side of Route 222 North Bypass, approximately 1.0 miles

Figure 8. Location No. 4
(8a, left) View on Route 222
North Bypass, (8b, right)
Oblique Aerial of location

north of Route 61 Exit. The billboard is a double-face, free standing, center-mount, vee
configuration. The north face is a digital poster and a right-hand reader. The face was
converted from a stacked poster format on 15Jun07 using the existing structure. The
face is operated by Land Displays and has a 20x20 size with a dwell time of 8 seconds.
Figure 8a is a photo of the digital face. Figure 8b shows the location in an oblique aerial.

th

Location No. 5 is on the east side of 5 Street at Amity Street. The billboard is a doubleface, free standing, center-mount, back-to-back configuration. The north face is a
digital poster and a left-hand reader. The north face was converted from a
conventional format on 13Jan06 using the existing structure. The face is operated by
Lamar and has a 10.5x22.75 size with a dwell time of 8 seconds. Figure 9a is a photo of
the digital face. Figure 9b shows the location in an oblique aerial.

Figure 9. Location No. 5
th
(9a, left) View at 5 Street and
Amity Street, (9b, right)
Oblique Aerial of location
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Location No. 6 is on the south side of Route 12 (Warren Street Bypass) at Route 183.
The billboard is a double-face, roof-top, frame, back-to-back configuration. The west
face is a digital bulletin and a right-hand reader. The face was converted from a
conventional format on 29Nov05 using the existing structure. The face is operated by
Land Displays and has a 14x48 size with a dwell time of 8 seconds. Figure 10a is a photo
of the digital face. Figure 10b shows the location in an oblique aerial.

Figure 10. Location No. 6
(10a, left) View at Route 12
(Warren Street Bypass) at
Route 183, (10b, right) Oblique
Aerial of location

Location No. 7 is on the south side of the Warren Street Bypass, west of Allegheny
Avenue. The billboard is a double-face, free standing, flag, vee configuration. The east
face is a digital bulletin and a cross reader. The east face was converted from a
conventional format on 27Jan06 using the existing structure. The west face is a digital
bulletin and a right-hand reader. The west face was converted from a conventional
format on 01Aug07 using the existing structure. Each face is operated by Lamar and has
a 10.5x36 size with a dwell time of 10 seconds. Figure 11a is a photo of the digital face.
Figure 11b shows the location in an oblique aerial.

Figure 11. Location No. 7
(11a, left) View at Warren
Street Bypass, inset shows
opposite-face digital, (11b,
right) Oblique Aerial of location

Location No. 8 is on the south side of the Route 422 Bypass, approximately 0.2 miles
west of the Bern Road Exit. The billboard is a double-face, free standing, flag, vee
configuration. The east face is a digital bulletin and a cross reader. The east face was
converted from a conventional format on 08Jan09 using the existing structure. The
west face is a digital bulletin and a right-hand reader. The west face was converted
from a conventional format on 08Jan09 using the existing structure. Each face is
operated by Lamar and has a 14x48 size with a dwell time of 10 seconds. Figure 12a is a
photo of the digital face. Figure 12b shows the location in an oblique aerial.

Figure 12. Location No. 8
(12a, left) View at Route 422
Bypass, inset shows oppositeface digital, (12b, right) Oblique
Aerial of location

Location No. 9 is on the south side of West Shore Drive, approximately 0.3 miles east of
Penn Street. The billboard is a double-face, free standing, center-mount, vee
configuration. The east face is a digital bulletin and a left-hand reader. The east face
was converted from a trivision format on 29Nov05 using the existing structure. The
west face is a digital bulletin and a right-hand reader. The west face was converted
from a trivision format on 29Nov05 using the existing structure. Each face is operated
by Lamar and has a 10.5x36 size with a dwell time of 10 seconds. Figure 13a is a photo
of the digital face. Figure 13b shows the location in an oblique aerial.

Figure 13. Location No. 9
(13a, left) View at West Shore
Drive, inset shows oppositeface digital, (13b, right) Oblique
Aerial of location

Location No. 10 is on the south side of the Route 422 Bypass, approximately 0.6 miles
west of State Hill Road. The billboard is a double-face, free standing, center-mount, vee
configuration. The south face is a digital poster and a right-hand reader. The face was
converted from a conventional format on 06Jan09 using the existing structure. The face
is operated by Lamar and has a 10.5x36 size with a dwell time of 8 seconds. Figure 14a
is a photo of the digital face. Figure 14b shows the location in an oblique aerial.

Figure 14. Location No. 10
(14a, left) View at Route 422
Bypass, (14b, right) Oblique
Aerial of location
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Location No. 11 is on the west side of Route 724, approximately 1000 feet south of
Route 422. The billboard is a double-face, free standing, center-mount, vee
configuration. The south face is a digital bulletin and a right-hand reader. The face
was converted from a conventional format on 15Aug08 using the existing structure. The
face is operated by Land Displays and has a 10.5x36 size with a dwell time of 8 seconds.
Figure 15a is a photo of the digital face. Figure 15b shows the location in an oblique
aerial.

Figure 15. Location No. 11
(15a, left) View at Route 724,
(15b, right) Oblique Aerial of
location

Location No. 12 is on the north side of Route 422 West, approximately 0.1 miles east of
Green Valley Road. The billboard is a double-face, free standing, center-mount, back-toback configuration. The east face is a digital poster and a right-hand reader. The east
face was converted from a conventional format on 14May08 using the existing
structure. The west face is a digital poster and a cross reader. The west face was
converted from a conventional format on 22Feb08 using the existing structure. Each
face is operated by Lamar and has a 10.5x22.75 size with a dwell time of 8 seconds.
Figure 16a is a photo of the digital face. Figure 16b shows the location in an oblique
aerial.

Figure 16. Location No. 12
(16a, left) View at Route 422
West, inset shows oppositeface digital, (16b, right) Oblique
Aerial of location

Location No. 13 is on the west side of Lancaster Avenue (Route 422) at Route 10. The
billboard is a double-face, free standing, center-mount, back-to-back configuration.
The south face is a digital bulletin and a cross reader. The south face was converted
from a poster format on 15Aug08 using the existing structure. The face is operated by
Land Displays and has a 10.5x36 size with a dwell time of 8 seconds. Figure 17a is a
photo of the digital face. Figure 17b shows the location in an oblique aerial.

Figure 17. Location No. 13
(17a, left) View at Lancaster
Avenue (Route 422) at Route
10, (17b, right) Oblique Aerial
of location

Location No. 14 is on the north side of West Shore Drive, approximately 0.4 miles east of
the Lancaster Exit. The billboard is a single-face, free standing, center-mount, vee
configuration. The east face is a digital poster and a right-hand reader. The face was
converted from a conventional format on 13Jan06 using the existing structure. The face
is operated by Lamar and has a 10.5x22.75 size with a dwell time of 8 seconds. Figure
18a is a photo of the digital face. Figure 18b shows the location in an oblique aerial.

Figure 18. Location No. 14
(18a, left) View at West Shore
Drive, (18b, right) Oblique
Aerial of location

Location No. 15 is on the north side of West Shore Drive, approximately 0.5 miles west
of Exit 176. The billboard is a single-face, free standing, center-mount configuration.
The west face is a digital poster and a cross reader. The face was converted from a
conventional format on 13Jan06 using the existing structure. The face is operated by
Lamar and has a 10.5x22.75 size with a dwell time of 8 seconds. Figure 19a is a photo of
the digital face. Figure 19b shows the location in an oblique aerial.

Figure 19. Location No. 15
(19a, left) View at West Shore
Drive, (19b, right) Oblique
Aerial of location
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Location No. 16 is on the west side of Route 222 South, approximately 0.3 miles south of
Route 724. The billboard is a double-face, free standing, center-mount, vee
configuration. The north face is a digital poster and a right-hand reader. The north
face was converted from a conventional format on 20Mar08 using the existing
structure. The south face is a digital poster and a cross reader. The south face was
converted from a conventional format on 14Mar08 using the existing structure. Each
face is operated by Lamar and has a 11x23 size with a dwell time of 8 seconds. Figure
20a is a photo of the digital face. Figure 20b shows the location in an oblique aerial.

Figure 20. Location No. 16
(20a, left) View at Route 222
South, inset shows oppositeface digital, (20b, right) Oblique
Aerial of location

Location No. 17 is on the east side of Route 222, approximately 0.13 miles north of the
Gouglersville Exit. The billboard is a single-face, free standing, center-mount
configuration. The north face is a digital poster and a cross reader. The face was a new
location that was installed and activated on 15Aug08. The face is operated by Land
Displays and has a 12x25 size with a dwell time of 8 seconds. Figure 21a is a photo of
the digital face. Figure 21b shows the location in an oblique aerial.

Figure 21. Location No. 17
(21a, left) View at Route 222,
(21b, right) Oblique Aerial of
location

Location No. 18 is on the east side of Route 222 South, approximately 1.0 mile north of
the intersection of Routes 272 and 568. The billboard is a single-face, free standing,
center-mount, vee configuration. The south face is a digital bulletin and a right-hand
reader. The face was converted from a conventional format on 14Apr07 using the
existing structure. The face is operated by Lamar and has a 14x48 size with a dwell time
of 10 seconds. Figure 22a is a photo of the digital face. Figure 22b shows the location in
an oblique aerial.

Figure 22. Location No. 18
(22a, left) View at Route 222
South, (22b, right) Oblique
Aerial of location

Location No. 19 is on the south side of Route 422, approximately 3.0 miles west of
Route 662. The billboard is a single-face, free standing, cemter-mount configuration.
The west face is a digital poster and a right-hand reader. The face was converted from
a conventional format on 15Jun07 using the existing structure. The face is operated by
Land Displays and has a 10x20 size with a dwell time of 8 seconds. Figure 23a is a photo
of the digital face. Figure 23b shows the location in an oblique aerial.

Figure 23. Location No. 19
(23a, left) View at Route 422,
(23b, right) Oblique Aerial of
location

Location No. 20 is on the south side of Route 422 East, approximately 0.1 miles west of
Old Airport Road. The billboard is a single-face, free standing, center-mount, vee
configuration. The west face is a digital poster and a right-hand reader. The face was
converted from a conventional format on 14Apr07 using the existing structure. The
face is operated by Lamar and has a 10.5x22.75 size with a dwell time of 8 seconds.
Figure 24a is a photo of the digital face. Figure 24b shows the location in an oblique
aerial.

Figure 24. Location No. 20
(24a, left) View at Route 422
East, (24b, right) Oblique Aerial
of location
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AADT ranges individually near the 20 digital
locations from 6 to 72 thousand vehicles per
day, or equivalently 2 to 26 million vehicles
per year.

TRAFFIC VOLUME DATA
Traffic volume data for the Greater Reading Area was obtained from the Pennsylvania
Department of Transportation (PennDOT) and includes the annual average daily traffic
(AADT), which is the average of 24-hour counts collected throughout the year. The
AADT volumes were recorded in the Greater Reading area between 2002 and 2009.
The AADT values are summarized in Figure 25. AADT ranges individually near the 20
digital locations from 6 to 72 thousand vehicles per day, or equivalently 2 to 26 million
vehicles per year. For each of the location, this collectively represents approximately
665 thousand vehicles per day or 240 million vehicles per year.

Figure 25. AADT Volume Data near Digital Billboard Locations
in the Greater Reading Area; the Data is summarized in a table
from 2002 to 2009 (left) and thematically mapped for 2009
(above)
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ACCIDENT DATA
In the Greater Reading Area, the majority of accident reports are investigated and
recorded by each Township’s Police Department. Data was maintained by those Police
Departments and compiled by the Pennsylvania Department of Transportation. Lawenforcement officials are required to submit reports on crashes they investigate which
meet reporting thresholds provided by statue, or in which someone was injured or killed
in the crash. Data generally conform to the American National Standards Institute
(ANSI) Standard D16.1 – 1996, Manual on Classification of Motor Vehicle Traffic
Accidents.
The accident data set provided by PennDOT includes 35,000 accidents during the eight
years between 2001 and 2009 and near digital billboard locations. Most of the data is
specified by latitude and longitude or addresses and intersections with offset distances.
Figure 26 shows the geocoded accident locations generally within Berks County.

Figure 26. Traffic Accidents (blue dots) near Digital Billboard Locations in the
Greater Reading Area from 2001 to 2009
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F igure 27 summarizes the traffic accident data for the past seven years generally within
the Greater Reading Area and shows the distribution of accidents by year, month, day of
week and time of day. This represents a consistent pattern of data and illustrates that
more accidents occur on weekdays and at rush hour (before and after work).

Figure 27. Histogram of Traffic Accident Data of the Past Seven Years in the Greater
Reading Area and by (A) Year, (B) Month, (C) Day of Week and (D) Time of Day
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ANALYSIS
The a nalysis of this robust data involves an engineering-statistics based approach and
uses widely accepted methods to show what happened when these 26 digital billboards
were installed in the Greater Reading Area.
The analysis has three parts.
Part 1 is a temporal analysis which compares before and after changes in crash rates and
other metrics.
Part 2 is a spatial analysis which compares where and how far data to establish
statistical correlation coefficients for various scenarios accounting for accident density
and billboard proximity.
Part 3 uses the Empirical Bayes (EB) uses the 'before' accident statistics to predict the
number of accidents "expected" at the locations assuming that no digital billboard
technology was introduced. We then quantify what the actual 'after' accident statistics
are and compare them with what the predicted values are from the EB analysis. This
method analyzes data from the twenty billboard location and incorporates data using
non-digital "comparison" sites.

Analysis: Part 1 – Temporal Comparisons
The first part is a temporal analysis. The incidence of traffic accidents near the digital
billboards is examined for an equal length of time before and after the digital billboards
were installed and activated. This part is for the purpose of establishing if traffic
accidents occurred more or less frequently in the presence of these digital billboards.
With information collected from police accident reports, the temporal analysis also uses
metrics such as traffic volumes, the accident-rate values, the maximum number of
accidents during any given month, etc.
For comparison, accident statistics were summarized near the digital billboards within
multiple vicinity ranges of 0.1, 0.2, 0.3, 0.4, and 0.5 miles both upstream and
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downstream of each billboard. For locations on local roads, these vicinity ranges also
sampled data to include: (1) accidents along the principal roads to which the digitals
directly advertise, (2) accidents recorded as occurring within the intersection of the
primary road and any cross roads, and (3) for crossroad accidents within a reasonable
distance from the primary road to include drivers turning onto or leaving the primary
road. Accident data for roads to which the digitals do not advertise or are not
connected were excluded, even if they were within the specified vicinity range.

Analysis: Part 2 – Spatial Comparisons
The second part is a spatial analysis. This establishes statistical correlation coefficients
between the digital billboards and accidents. Correlation coefficients are statistical
measures of the “association” between two sets of data. The results are analyzed for
various scenarios accounting for accident density and billboard proximity.
Additionally, subsets of accident data for age of driver and for daytime and nighttime
accidents are analyzed for before and after comparisons. For a more lengthy discussion
of analysis methods, please refer to previous studies (see References 6 and 7).

Analysis: Part 3 – The Empirical Bayes (EB) Method

The third part of the analysis uses the Empirical Bays (EB) method.
Research literature suggests that the EB method is appropriate for this type of analysis
and is a widely accepted method in the field of traffic safety. The correction for
regression to the mean and the use of a negative binomial distribution are strengths of
the EB method.
The negative binomial distribution is established by researchers as an accurate
description of yearly crash variation between sites and was previously used to model
and evaluate various transportation safety projects (see References 14 through 30).
The empirical bayes method is used to estimate the number of crashes before the site
change (ie, before the introduction of digital technology). These “before” estimates are
then used to predict the number of crashes that could be expected to occur at a certain
location, during a specified year, without the introduction of digital technology.
The change in safety at a location is given as:

where
is the change in the number of crashes, is the expected number of
crashes in the after period without the introduction of digital technology, and is the
actual number of crashes reported in the after improvement period.
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After identifying digital locations, a statistical crash estimate model (CEM) is developed.
The CEM model is a multivariate, regression model used to estimate the mean and
variance of the annual number of crashes that could be expected at each location.
Various multivariate models were tested through an iterative process by fitting the
available traits. The analysis uses a negative binomial distribution by fitting a
generalized, linear model to the data by maximum likelihood estimation of the
parameter vector, B.
The p-value is used as an indicator of the significance of the individual traits. The traits
that produced a statistically sound model include the average daily traffic (ADT) for the
location. The resulting CEM is then:
(

)

(

) (

)

The model paramters and the over-dispersion parameter (theta) is then calculated. The
over-dispersion paramter is a measure of the extra variation in the negative binomial
distributions compared to a traditional Poisson distribution; this parameter is commonly
used in the calculation of the variance, or
(

)

Using the model, analyzed parameters and data, the expected number of crashes is
estimated for each location, had there been no digital technology introduced.
For each location, the first year for available data was used as a base year and a
normalized mean number of crashes for each year, y is calculated as

Where, and are the predicted total number of crashes from the CEM for the year y
and the base year, respectively for each location. The projection of the number of
crashes is independent of the choice of the base year.
The variance of the expected number of crashes,
overdispersion parameter, as
( )

(

( ) is calculated using the

)

The relative weight, , is calculated as
( )

Actual location crash counts, , are then used to determine the EB estimate of mean
( ), respectively are:
and variance of the number of crashes for a site;
and
(
(

)

(

)
)
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The projection of the expected “after” treatment number of crashes is based on the
weighted average of the
estimates of number of crashes of all “before” treatment
years for conversion to digital technology.
The estimate of the baseline mean and the variance number of crashes,
(
) is determined as:

and

∑
∑

(

)

∑

(

(∑

)
)

The projected number of crashes for the conversion locations in the “after” conversion
period is calculated by multiplying the normalized number of crashes/year, , by the
baseline projected number of crashes,
. The mean and variance of the projected
( ), are calculated as
crash count in the “after” conversion period for year, y, and

( )

(

)

The overall index of effectiveness, theta, is then calculated by comparing the total
projected number of crashes ( ) in the after period to the total actual number of
crashes ( ) in the after period as
∑
∑

The unbiased estimate,

, is then

∑
( )
(∑ )

The percent change in total crashes due to the introduction of digital technology is
( )

(

)

If the change of introducing digital technology causes crashes to be increased, then
will be significantly larger than one and
will be a negative value significantly
lower than zero.
This analysis is applied to the data at 77 locations representing the twenty digital
locations and 57 comparison sites.
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The number of accidents and rates of
accidents near the twenty digital billboards
remained consistent within all vicinity
ranges.

RESULTS
Figure 28 shows a comparison of the accident metrics for before and after conversions
near all twenty digital billboards in the Greater Reading Area. The statistics are
summarized for vicinity ranges of 0.1, 0.2, 0.3, 0.4, and 0.5 miles of the digital locations
with 8 and 10 second dwell times. Figures 29 and 30 separately summarize comparison
statistics for the 8 and 10 second dwell times, respectively. The metrics in Figures 28,
29, and 30 include the total number of accidents, the average number of accidents in
any given month, the peak number of accidents in any given month, etc. Other metrics,
including rates and vehicle-miles traveled were also analyzed.
For 8 and 10 second-dwell locations (Figure 28), the number of accidents and rates of
accidents near the twenty, digital billboards decreased in all vicinity ranges. The
benchmark, 0.5-mile vicinity experienced an 11.1% decrease in the number of accidents
over the eight year span for all location; this includes 13.0% decrease in accident rates
per million AADT vehicles.
For 8-second-dwell locations (Figure 29), the number of accidents and rates of accidents
near these seven digital locations decreased in all vicinity ranges. The benchmark 0.5
mile vicinity experienced a 11.9% decrease in the number of accidents over the eight
year span; this includes 12.2% decrease in accident rates per million AADT vehicles.
Within the 0.5 mile vicinity, the peak number of accidents at any one location and in any
given month decreased from 10 to 9. Similar decreases and trends in both averages and
peaks were observed for both smaller and larger vicinity ranges.
For 10-second-dwell locations (Figure 30), the number of accidents and rates of
accidents near these 13 digital locations decreased in all vicinity ranges. The benchmark
0.5 mile vicinity experienced a 10.4% decrease in the number of accidents over the eight
year span; this includes 13.4% decrease in accident rates per million AADT vehicles.
Figure 31 shows the distributions of the number of accidents per month near digital
billboards for 8 and 10 second-dwell locations within the benchmark 0.5 mile vicinity
between 2001 and 2009. Figure 32 compares this distribution with 8 second-dwell and
10 second-dwell locations separately.
A statistical t-test is used to determine whether the average difference between the
two, time periods is really significant or if it is due to random difference. Using a 95%
confidence interval, indicates no statistically significant difference in the accident
statistics evaluated between conventional and digital billboards at these digital
locations.
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Consistent results were obtained for before and after comparisons of the six month
period in 2006 when the dwell time was 6 seconds. Additionally, consistent results were
obtained for driver-age comparisons. Low correlation coefficients were calculated for
the spatial analysis. Correlation coefficients were calculated and indicated a very strong
correlation of accident patterns near the digital billboards when compared with the
accident patterns prior to conversion.
The statistical evaluation of the Empirical Bayes method and results show that the total
number of accidents are approximately equivalent to what would be statistically
expected with or without the introduction of digital technology and that the safety near
this locations are consistent with the model benchmarked by 77 locations within Berks
County.
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Betwen 2001 and 2009 for equal periods before and after at each location
At all 20 locations with 8 and 10 second dwells

Comparison

As Digital Location

Prior to Installation

Vicinity Range from Digital Location (miles)
0.1

0.2

0.3

0.4

0.5

Total Number of Accidents for Equal
Periods Before Conversion

203

501

693

872

1063

Average Number of Accidents per Month
at Each Location

0.31

0.76

1.06

1.33

1.62

Rate of Accidents per Million Vehicles
(by million AADT)

0.29

0.72

0.99

1.25

1.52

Standard Deviation of Number of
Accidents in any given month at locations

0.64

1.09

1.35

1.52

1.68

Peak Number of Accidents in any given
Month per Location

5

8

8

9

10

Minimun Number of Accidents per Month
per Location

0

0

0

0

0

Average Number of Accident-Free Months
at Locations

80%

58%

48%

40%

34%

Total Number of Accidents for Equal
Periods After Conversion

167

412

540

707

925

Average Number of Accidents per Month
at Each Location

0.25

0.63

0.82

1.08

1.41

Rate of Accidents per Million Vehicles
(by million AADT)

0.24

0.60

0.79

1.03

1.35

Standard Deviation of Number of
Accidents in any given month at locations

0.59

1.05

1.21

1.43

1.69

Peak Number of Accidents in any given
Month per Location

4

6

7

8

9

Minimun Number of Accidents per Month
per Location

0

0

0

0

0

Average Number of Accident-Free Months
at Locations

84%

67%

59%

51%

43%

Change in Number of Accidents

-36

-89

-153

-165

-138

Change in Average per Month

-0.05

-0.14

-0.23

-0.25

-0.21

Change in Rate per million vehicles
(by million AADT)

-0.05

-0.11

-0.20

-0.21

-0.17

Percent Change in Number of Accidents

-17.7%

-17.8%

-22.1%

-18.9%

-13.0%

Percent Change in Rate of Accidents

-15.9%

-16.0%

-20.4%

-17.1%

-11.1%

Figure 28. Summary Accident Statistics within Vicinity Ranges
near Twenty Digital-Billboards Locations with 8 and 10 second Dwell Times
in the Greater Reading Area
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Betwen 2001 and 2009 for equal periods before and after at each location
At 7 locations with 8 second dwells

Vicinity Range from Digital Location (miles)
0.1

0.2

0.3

0.4

0.5

79

193

262

315

368

Average Number of Accidents per Month
at Each Location

0.29

0.71

0.96

1.16

1.35

Rate of Accidents per Million Vehicles
(by million AADT)

0.28

0.68

0.92

1.10

1.29

Standard Deviation of Number of
Accidents in any given month at locations

0.56

0.99

1.21

1.37

1.56

Peak Number of Accidents in any given
Month per Location

3

5

5

6

8

Minimun Number of Accidents per Month
per Location

0

0

0

0

0

Average Number of Accident-Free Months
at Locations

79%

58%

50%

46%

42%

65

161

225

266

323

Average Number of Accidents per Month
at Each Location

0.24

0.59

0.83

0.98

1.19

Rate of Accidents per Million Vehicles
(by million AADT)

0.23

0.57

0.79

0.94

1.14

Standard Deviation of Number of
Accidents in any given month at locations

0.60

1.05

1.22

1.38

1.59

Peak Number of Accidents in any given
Month per Location

4

6

6

7

8

Minimun Number of Accidents per Month
per Location

0

0

0

0

0

Average Number of Accident-Free Months
at Locations

86%

69%

59%

55%

49%

Change in Number of Accidents

-14

-32

-37

-49

-45

Change in Average per Month

-0.05

-0.12

-0.14

-0.18

-0.17

Change in Rate per million vehicles
(by million AADT)

-0.05

-0.11

-0.13

-0.17

-0.15

Percent Change in Number of Accidents

-17.7%

-16.6%

-14.1%

-15.6%

-12.2%

Percent Change in Rate of Accidents

-17.4%

-16.2%

-13.8%

-15.2%

-11.9%

Prior to Installation

Total Number of Accidents for Equal
Periods Before Conversion

Comparison

As Digital Location

Total Number of Accidents for Equal
Periods After Conversion

Figure 29. Summary Accident Statistics within Vicinity Ranges
near Seven Digital Billboards Locations with 8-second Dwell Times
in the Greater Reading Area
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Betwen 2001 and 2009 for equal periods before and after at each location
At 13 locations with 10 second dwells

Comparison

As Digital Location

Prior to Installation

Vicinity Range from Digital Location (miles)
0.1

0.2

0.3

0.4

0.5

Total Number of Accidents for Equal
Periods Before Conversion

124

308

431

557

695

Average Number of Accidents per Month
at Each Location

0.30

0.75

1.06

1.37

1.71

Rate of Accidents per Million Vehicles
(by million AADT)

0.30

0.74

1.04

1.34

1.68

Standard Deviation of Number of
Accidents in any given month at locations

0.67

1.12

1.40

1.57

1.71

Peak Number of Accidents in any given
Month per Location

5

8

8

9

10

Minimun Number of Accidents per Month
per Location

0

0

0

0

0

Average Number of Accident-Free Months
at Locations

89%

65%

54%

42%

34%

Total Number of Accidents for Equal
Periods After Conversion

102

251

315

441

602

Average Number of Accidents per Month
at Each Location

0.25

0.61

0.76

1.06

1.47

Rate of Accidents per Million Vehicles
(by million AADT)

0.25

0.63

0.79

1.10

1.50

Standard Deviation of Number of
Accidents in any given month at locations

0.57

1.03

1.17

1.44

1.72

Peak Number of Accidents in any given
Month per Location

3

6

7

8

9

Minimun Number of Accidents per Month
per Location

0

0

0

0

0

Average Number of Accident-Free Months
at Locations

92%

73%

66%

57%

46%

Change in Number of Accidents

-22

-57

-116

-116

-93

Change in Average per Month

-0.06

-0.15

-0.30

-0.31

-0.25

Change in Rate per million vehicles
(by million AADT)

-0.04

-0.12

-0.25

-0.24

-0.17

Percent Change in Number of Accidents

-17.7%

-18.5%

-26.9%

-20.8%

-13.4%

Percent Change in Rate of Accidents

-14.9%

-15.7%

-24.4%

-18.1%

-10.4%

Figure 30. Summary Accident Statistics within Vicinity Ranges
near 13 Digital Billboards Locations with 10-second Dwell Times
in the Greater Reading Area
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Figure 31. Distributions of the Number of Accidents per Month near Digital Billboards between 2001
and 2009 within a 0.5-mile Vicinity Range near all Digital Locations for 8 and 10 Second-dwell Times
(top, purple) compared with Conversion Dates and Before/After Comparison Periods
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Figure 32. Distributions of the Number of Accidents per Month near Digital Billboards between 2001
and 2009 within a 0.5-mile Vicinity Range near all Digital Locations for 8 and 10 Second-dwell Times
(top, purple), 8 Second-dwell Times (middle, green) and 10 Second-dwell Times (bottom, blue)
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Figure 33 summarizes the accident rates that account for variations in traffic volumes
for all digital locations within vicinity ranges of 0.1, 0.2, 0.3, 0.4, and 0.5 miles of the
digital location with 8 and 10 second dwell times. The 0.5 mile benchmark vicinity
experienced a decrease in accident rates over the eight-year span. The change in
accident rates decreased by 0.17 accidents per million vehicles per year; an 11.1%
decrease. Similar decreases and trends were observed for both smaller vicinity ranges.

Figure 33. Summary Accident Rates within Vicinity Ranges near Twenty Digital Billboards
Locations with 8 and 10 Second-dwell Times in the Greater Reading Area
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COMPARISON OF ACCIDENTS BY AGE OF DRIVER

The accident statistics were also analyzed to determine if the age of the drivers involved
in the accidents near digital billboards was a factor. The data was specially studied to
determine if there are increases in the accident rates of young drivers (under 17 and
under 21) or elderly drivers (65 and older). Figure 34 summarizes the accidents and
accident-rates by age of driver for all accidents.
Figure 35 shows the distributions of ages of driver for all accidents within Berks County
(A, purple) and for all accident within 0.5 miles of all digital locations (B, orange).
Figure 36 shows the distributions of driver ages within 0.5 miles of all digital locations
for before (green) and after (blue) periods of comparison. Figure 38 (left) also shows
the correlation between before and after conversions for the number of accidents for
each age. Individual accidents may have multiple cars and drivers involved, which is
reflected in the analysis. In comparing the histograms in Figure 36, note the typical
distribution type (shape) and typical average values. The average driver age for
accidents prior to digital conversion is 38.4 years; the average drive age after
conversions is 38.6 years.
Correlation coefficients were calculated and indicated a very strong correlation of
accident patterns for age-of-driver factors. Figure 33 shows a 0.980 (98.0%) correlation
coefficient when comparing accidents before conversion with those after conversion.
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Betwen 2001 and 2009 for equal periods before and after at each location
At all 20 locations with 8 and 10 second dwells

under 21

21-65

over 65

Prior to Installation

Number of Accidents for equal periods
prior to conversion

155

676

2412

533

Number of Accidents for equal periods
after conversion

103

440

2065

316

Change in Number of Accidents

-52

-236

-347

-217

-33.5%

-34.9%

-14.4%

-40.7%

Comparison

under 17

As Digital Location

Crashes By Driver Age Group

Percent Change in Number of Accidents

Figure 34. Summary Accidents by Age Group within Vicinity Ranges near Twenty Digital Billboard
Locations in the Greater Reading Area
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Figure 35. Distributions of Age of Drivers for all Accidents
in the Greater Reading Area (left, purple), and
within 0.5 miles of all Digital Locations (right, orange)

Figure 36. Distributions of Age of Drivers for all Accidents before Digital Conversion
(left green histogram), after Digital Conversion (right, blue histogram) and the Correlation
between Before and After Accident Counts for each Age (left).
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COMPARISON OF ACCIDENTS BY TIME OF DAY

The accident statistics are also analyzed to determine if the time of day of the accidents
near digital billboards is a factor.
The data was studied to determine if any increases in the accident rates during dawn,
daylight, dusk and dark/nighttime conditions occurred. Figure 37 summarizes the
accidents and accident-rates by time of day for all accidents within 0.5 miles of the
digital locations. The daylight accident rate experienced an 8.9 percent decrease after
conversion; the nighttime accident rate experienced an 11.7% decrease.
Figure 38 shows the distributions of times of accidents within 0.5 miles for before
conversion (top, blue) and for after conversion (middle, green) data periods of
comparison. Figure 38 (bottom) also shows the correlation between before and after
conversions for the number of accidents. In comparing the histograms in Figure 38,
note the typical distribution type (shape) and typical average values. Correlation
coefficients were calculated and indicated a very strong correlation of accident patterns
for time-of-day factors. Figure 40 shows a 0.90 (90.0%) correlation coefficient when
comparing accidents before conversion with those after conversion.
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Figure 37. Summary Accident Rates during Dawn, Daylight, Dusk and Dark/Nighttime
Conditions within a 0.5 mile vicinity range near twenty Digital Billboards Locations
with 8 and 10 Second-dwell times in the Greater Reading Area
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Figure 38. Distributions of Number of Accidents Accident by Time of Day within a 0.5 mile
Vicinity Range prior to Digital Conversion (top, blue) and after digital conversion (middle,
green) near twenty digital billboards locations with 8 and 10 second-dwell times
in the Greater Reading Area
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STATISTICAL MODEL AND RESULTS FOR THE EMPIRICAL BAYES METHOD
The Empirical Bayes (EB) method is used to analyze the available crash data for Berks
County. The EB method is a rigorous method capable of estimating the safety impact of
changes at a location. The EB method is well documented and used in numerous trafficsafety studies (see References 14 through 30). Simply stated, the method estimates the
number of crashes at a location that would have occurred without the introduction of
digital billboards. The estimates may then be compared with the actual crashes that
have occurred.
The expected number of crashes as estimated by the Crash Estimation Model (CEM) and
using the SAS statistical package and the parameters discussed in our methodology
were computed. A multivariate, regression model was developed to estimate the mean
of the expected number of crashes at a location. Our general CEM is shown in Figure 39
and models Average Annual Daily Traffic (AADT), Number of Lanes (Lane), and the
posted Speed Limit (Speed) as independent variables;
and
are model
parameters of the independent variables. The model is fit using the maximum
likelihood method and includes 77 sites representing 20 digital billboard locations and
57 comparison sites. Figure 40 shows these locations. Figure 39 summarizes the CEM
parameters using a maximum likelihood estimates for a multivariate regression model
with negative binomial distribution. The CEM parameters are significant at
.
The resulting CEM equation is also presented in Figure 39.
The projected, total crash counts were estimated for the “after” periods to represent
what the number of crashes would have been in future period without the introduction
of digital billboards. These were compared with the crash data that actually occurred
after the introduction of digital billboards at each location to determine the unbiased
overall index of effectiveness.

Figure 39. General and Explicit Crash Estimation Model (CEM) and CEM Model Parameters
from SAS Output
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Figure 40. Crash and AADT Data for 20 Target (Digital) Locations and
57 Comparison (non-Digital) Locations
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The Empirical Bayes results indicate a 0.87% (0.0087) difference between the “after”
conversion crashes that occurred near the 20 digital locations and the statistically
predicted Empirical Bayes estimate of those same locations had no digital billboards
been installed. This comparison has a p-value < 0.0001. The analysis of this data
indicated that the actual and predicted means are almost statistically identical. A large
sample size was used with 20 digital locations, 57 treatment or comparison sites with
eight years of accident data. The statistical evaluation of the Empirical Bayes results
shows that the total number of accidents are approximately equivalent to what would
be statistically expected with or without the introduction of digital technology and that
the safety near these locations are consistent with the model benchmarked by 77
locations within Berks County. Additional studies should be considered with other
independent variables, consider for lower volume roads, other robust crash estimation
models, and cross-comparison of results between digital.

Figure 41. Results of the Empirical Bayes Estimation in Berks County
with 20 digital locations, 57 treatment or comparison sites and
with eight years of accident data
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Simply stated, the data show no
statistically significant increase of
accident rates near these billboards.

FINDINGS
The Greater Reading Area of Berks County, Pennsylvania, is a unique opportunity for this
study about the statistical associations between digital billboards and traffic safety using
robust data-sets and analyzing multiple locations for periods of as long as eight years.
The overall conclusion is that these digital billboards in Reading have no statistically
significant relationship with the occurrence of accidents. This conclusion is based on
local Police and PennDOT data and an objective statistical analysis; the data show no
statistically significant increase in accident rates. This study also finds that the dwell
time of 6, 8, or 10 seconds, the age of the driver (younger, older) and the time of day
(nighttime, daytime) are neutral factors which show no increase or decrease in
accident rates the near digital billboards along the local roads in the Greater Reading
Area.
The specific conclusions of this study indicate the following.
• The rates of accidents near the twenty digital billboards show a 11.1% decrease
within 0.5 miles of all digital billboards over eight years near twenty locations. Similar
decreases and trends in both averages and peaks are observed for both smaller and
larger vicinity ranges, and for specific loops and groups of locations by dwell time.
• The accident statistics and metrics remain consistent, exhibiting statistically
insignificant variations at each of the digital billboards. The metrics include the total
number of accidents in any given month, the average number of accidents, the peak
number of accidents in any given month, and the number of accident-free months.
These conclusions account for variations in traffic-volume and other metrics.
• The statistical evaluation of the Empirical Bayes method and results show that the
total number of accidents are approximately equivalent to what would be statistically
expected with or without the introduction of digital technology and that the safety
near this locations are consistent with the model benchmarked by 77 locations within
Berks County.
• The overall conclusion of the study is that these digital billboards in the Greater
Reading Area have no statistically significant relationship with the occurrence of
accidents.
This study also finds that the age of drivers (younger/elderly) and the time of day
(daytime/nighttime) are neutral factors which show no significant increase or decrease
in accident rates near the digital billboards. The results are consistent for the 6, 8, and
10 second dwell times. These conclusions are based on the collected Police Department
data and an objective statistical analysis.
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Theoverallconclusionofthestudyisthat
digitalbillboardsinRochesterhaveno
statisticallysignificantrelationshipwith
theoccurrenceofaccidents.


OVERVIEW
Thepurposeofthisstudyistoexaminethestatisticalrelationshipbetweendigital
billboardsandtrafficsafetyinRochester,Minnesota.Thisstudyanalyzedtrafficand
accidentdataalonglocalroadsnearfiveexisting,digitalbillboards(seeFigure1)with
trafficvolumescollectivelyrepresenting56millionvehiclesperyear.Thestudyuses
officialdataascollected,compliedandrecordedindependentlybytheRochesterPolice
Department.
Thestudyincludedfiveyearsofaccidentdatarepresentingapproximately18,000
accidents.Temporalandspatialstatisticsweresummarizednearbillboardswithin
multiplevicinityrangesfrom0.2to1.0milesupstreamanddownstreamofthe
billboards.Additionally,subsetsofaccidentdayfordaytimeandnighttimeaccidents
wereanalyzedforbeforeandaftercomparisons.
TheoverallconclusionofthestudyisthatdigitalbillboardsinRochesterhaveno
statisticallysignificantrelationshipwiththeoccurrenceofaccidents.Thisconclusionis
basedontheRochesterPoliceDepartment’sowndataandanobjectivestatistical
analysis;thedatashowsnoincreaseinaccidentrates.

STUDYREGION
TheCityofRochester,inOlmsteadCounty,Minnesotawaschosenforstudy,because
theCityhasmultipledigitalbillboardsinserviceforseveralyears.TheCityispopulated
with100,000peopleand41,000households.ThecityisservedbythreeU.S.highways
(U.S.14,U.S.52,andU.S.63),andthesouthernedgeofRochesterisnearInterstate
Highway90andStateHighway30.InRochester,approximately40,000workers
commute,withameantraveltimeof15minutescomparedwith22minutesstatewide
and26minutesnationwide.Rochesterhasonecommercialairport.
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BILLBOARD
DCHARACTERISTICS
Digitalbillb
boardsareare
elativelynewteechnologyino
outdooradverttising.Digital
billboardsdisplaystaticm
messageswhicch,whenvieweed,resembleconventionalpaainted
orprintedbillboards.Withdigitaltechnology,astaticcopy“dwellss”andincludessno
animation,,flashinglightss,scrolling,orffullͲmotionvid
deo.Thestaticcdisplayoneacchof
thesedigittalbillboardshasa"dwelltim
me"ofeightsecconds.
Thedigitalbillboardsweredesignedan
nd
manufactu
uredbyDaktronics,anduserred,green,
andbluelightͲemittingͲd
diode(LED)tecchnologyto
presenttexxtandgraphics.Thedigitalb
billboards
compensatteforvaryingllightlevels,inccludingday
andnightvviewing,byauttomaticallymo
onitoring
andadjustingoveralldisp
playbrightnesssand
gammalevvels.Aphotocellismountedoneachof
thedigitalbillboardstom
measureambieentlight.All
fivedigitalsareownedandoperatedbyyMagic
Media,Incc.
Eachoftheefivedigitalbillboardsarefreestanding,
singleͲpolee,doubleͲfaced
dstructurewitthone
digitalfaceethatmeasure
es10Ͳfeet6Ͳinccheshigh
and36Ͳfeeetwide(afaceareaof378sq
quarefeet).
Thedigitalbillboardsare
enumber1to5
5fromnorth
tosouth.TThelocationso
ofthefivebillb
boardsin
RochesterareshowninFFigures2and3
3which
summarizeedirection,size
esandothersiign
characterisstics.Thesearretheonlydigiital
billboardswithinRochester.Theboard
dsandtheir
surroundin
ngswereobserrvedduringdayandnight
conditions.
Figure4su
ummarizescon
nversiondates.The
billboardshavevariouscconversiondateesbetween
2006and2
2008whichallo
owsforbeforee/after
comparisonsinexcessoff4.2yearsindividually;or
for5billbo
oards,averageof3.2yearsdaataand
cumulativee16yearsdataa.
AdditionalbillboardͲlocaationphotos,aaerials,and
maprefereencesforeachbillboardnum
mberarealso
includedw
withinthisrepo
ort.



Figure2
2.
DigitalB
BillboardlocattionsinRocheester
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Thestaticdisplayoneachofthesedigital
billboardshasa"dwelltime"ofeight
seconds.



Billboard
No.

Location

Digital
Facing

FaceSize

Configuration

Reader
side





1

Hwy52N
near55thStNW

North

10'6"x36'

Freestanding,
Flag

Right

2

37thStNW
near3rdAveNW

West

10'6"x36'

Freestanding,
Flag

Right

3

Hwy63N(NBroadway)
near2ndStNE

North

10'6"x36'

Freestanding,
Vee,Flag

Left

4

Hwy63S(SBroadway)
near17thStSW

South

10'6"x36'

Freestanding,
Flag

Right

5

Hwy63S(SBroadway)
near40thStSW

South

10'6"x36'

Freestanding,
Vee,Flag

Right








Figure3.
DigitalBillboarddirection,sizes

andothersigncharacteristics


2004

2006

2005

2007



5yearsofaccidentdata provided



16months
4/9/2006



16months

Digital1
2.7years

8/14/2007
CONVERSION

21months


5/20/2005

21months

Digital2
3.5years

22months

Digital3
3.7years

3/5/2007



CONVERSION

22months



2008

2/14/2007

4/12/2005

CONVERSION



9/30/2004

25months

Digital4
4.2years

25months
11/9/2006
CONVERSION




Figure4.

DigitalBillboardConversionDates




11months
2/9/2007

11months

1/14/2008
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BillboardNo.1facesnorth,advertisestotraffic
onthesouthboundlanesofHighway52North
near55thStreetNW.BillboardNo.1isarightͲ
handreaderwithaparallelͲfaced,flag
configuration.Figure8showsthelocationinan
obliqueaerial.Figure5isaphotoofthedigital
face.Thedigitalfacewasconvertedfroma
conventionalfaceontheexistingstructure.




Figure5.Digital1

BillboardNo.2faceswest,advertisestotrafficon
theeastboundlanesof37thStreetNWnear3rd
AvenueNW.BillboardNo.2isarightͲhand
readerwithaparallelͲfaced,flagconfiguration.
Figure9showsthelocationinanobliqueaerial.
Figure6isaphotoofthedigitalface.Thedigital
facewasconvertedfromaconventionalfaceon
theexistingstructure.




Figure6.Digital2


BillboardNo.3facesnorth,advertisestotraffic
onthesouthboundlanesofNorthBroadway
(Highway63North)near2ndAvenueNE.
BillboardNo.3isacrossreaderwithaveeflag
configuration.Figure10showsthelocationinan
obliqueaerial.Figure7isaphotoofthedigital
face.Thedigitalfacewaspartofanewsign;
therewasnoexistingbillboardatthislocation.




Figure7.Digital3
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.



Billboard1
DigitalFace

Figure8.ObliqueAerialofDigital1

Billboard2
DigitalFace

Figure9.ObliqueAerialofDigital2

Billboard3
DigitalFace

Figure10.ObliqueAerialofDigital3
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BillboardNo.4facessouth,advertisestotrafficon
thenorthboundlanesofSouthBroadway(Highway
63South)near17thStreetSW.BillboardNo.4isa
rightͲhandreaderwithaparallelͲfaced,flag
configuration.Figure13showsthelocationinan
obliqueaerial.Figure11isaphotoofthedigital
face.Thedigitalfacewasconvertedfroma
conventionalfaceontheexistingstructure.




Figure11.Digital4




BillboardNo.5facessouth,advertisestotrafficon
thenorthboundlanesofSouthBroadway(Highway
63South)near40thStreetSW.BillboardNo.5isa
rightͲhandreaderwithaveeflagconfiguration.
Figure14showsthelocationinanobliqueaerial.
Figure12isaphotoofthedigitalface.Thedigital
facewasconvertedfromatrivisionfaceonthe
existingstructure.Someroadwayandconstruction
workhadoccurredduringtheservicelifeofthe
billboard.Thedigitalwasremovedfromthis
locationandrelocatedinlateDecember2008.



Figure12.Digital5
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Billboard1
DigitalFace

Figure13.ObliqueAerialofDigital4

Billboard1
DigitalFace

Figure14.ObliqueAerialofDigital5
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AADTrang
gesindivid
duallynearrthefive
billboardssfrom21,0
000to44,0
000vehiclees
perday,o
orequivalently7.7to16million
n
vehiclesperyear.
TRAFFICVO
OLUMEDATA
Trafficvolu
umedataforth
heCityofRoch
hesterwas
obtainedfromtheMinne
esotaDepartm
mentof
Transportaation(DOT)inccludedtheannualaverage
dailytrafficc(AADT),whicchistheaveraggeof24Ͳhour
countscolllectedeverydaayintheyear.AADTTraffic
volumesw
wererecordediinRochesterbetween1994
and2008.
TheAADTvaluesofaressummarizedinFigures15
and16.AA
ADTrangesind
dividuallynearthefive
billboardsfrom21,000to
o44,000vehiclesperday,orr
equivalenttly7.7to16miillionvehiclesp
peryear.For
allfivebillb
boards,thisco
ollectivelyrepreesents
155,000veehiclesperdayyor56millionvvehiclesper
year.





Figure15.AADTTrrafficVolumeDatainRoch
hester

FFigure16.AA
ADTTrafficVo
olumeDatan
neardigitalbillboards
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ACCIDENTD
DATA
InRochesterr,Minnesota,tthemajorityoffaccidentrepo
ortsareinvestigatedandreco
orded
bytheRocheesterPoliceDeepartment,datteismaintaineedbytheCityaandbyMinnesota
DepartmenttofPublicSafeety,DriverandVehicleServices.Withinten
ndaysofacrassh,
lawenforcem
mentofficialsaarerequiredto
osubmitreporrtsoncrashesttheyinvestigatte
thatmeetth
hereportingth
hresholdprovid
dedbystatue,whichisonethousanddollarsor
moreinprop
pertydamage,or
thatanyoneewasinjured,o
or
killedinthecrash.Data
generallycon
nformstothe
AmericanNaationalStandarrds
Institute’s(A
ANSI)Standard
D16.1–1996
6,Manualon
Classification
nofMotorVeh
hicle.
Theaccidenttdatasetprovvided
bytheRocheesterPolice
Departmentincludes18,00
00
accidentsinoverfiveyearssof
databetweeen2004and20
009.
Mostofthedataisspecifieedby
addressesan
ndintersection
ns.
Figure17sho
owsthegeoco
oded
accidentlocaationsinRocheester.




Accidentand
BillboardLoccations
(between20 04Ͳ2009)
• Accidentt
Digital Biillboard
Location

Figure17
7.TrafficAcccidentinRoch
hester,2004Ͳ2
2009
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(A)

4000
3500
3000

Accidentbyyear

Figure18summarizesthetrafficaccidentdataofthepast
fiveyearsinRochesterandshowsthedistributionof
accidentsbyyear,month,dayofweekandtimeofday.This
representsaconsistentpatternofdataandillustratesthat
moreaccidentsoccuronweekdaysandatrushhour(before
andafterwork).
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Figure18.HistogramoftrafficaccidentdataofthepastfiveyearsinRochesterby
(A)year,(B)month,(C)dayofweekand(D)timeofday
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Theanalysisofthisrobustdata,involves
anengineeringǦstatisticsbasedapproach
andusesawidelyacceptedmethodtoshow
whathappenedwhenthesefivedigital
wereinstalledinRochester.
ANALYSIS
Theanalysisofthisrobustdata,involvesanengineeringͲstatisticsbasedapproachand
usesawidelyacceptedmethodtoshowwhathappenedwhenthesefivedigitalwere
installedinRochester.Theanalysishastwoparts.
a,involvesanengineeringͲstatisticsbasedapproachandusesawidelyacceptedmethod
toshowwhathappenedwhenthesefivedigitalwereinstalledinRochester.The
analysishastwoparts.
Inthefirstpart,thetemporalanalysis,theincidenceoftrafficaccidentsnearthedigital
billboardsisexaminedforanequallengthoftimebeforeandaftertheboardswere
installedandactivated,forthepurposeofestablishingiftrafficaccidentsoccurredmore
orlessfrequentlywiththepresenceofthedigitalbillboards.Frominformation
collectedfrompoliceaccidentreports,thetemporalanalysisusesmetricssuchastraffic
volumes,theaccidentratesvalues(APV)andthemaximumnumberofaccidentsduring
anygivenmonth.
Forcomparison,accidentstatisticsweresummarizednearbillboardswithinmultiple
vicinityrangesof0.2,0.4,0.6,0.8and1.0milesbothupstreamanddownstreamofthe
billboard.Thesevicinityrangeswerealsosampled:(1)foraccidentsalongtheprincipal
roadstowhichthedigitaldirectlyadvertises(2)forroads,rampsandlocalroads
adjacenttotheprimaryroadwherethedigitalmayalsoadvertiseto,(3)foraccidents
recordedasoccurringwithintheintersectionoftheprimaryroadandanycrossroads
and(4)forcrossroadaccidentswithinareasonabledistancefromtheprimaryroadto
includedriversturningontoorleavingtheprimaryroad.Accidentdataforroadsto
whichthedigitaldoesnotadvertiseorwasn’tconnectedwereexcludedevenifthere
werewithinthedesiredvicinityrange.
Thesecondpart,thespatialanalysis,establishesstatisticalcorrelationcoefficients
betweenthedigitalbillboardsandaccidents.Correlationcoefficientsarestatistical
measuresofthe“association”betweentwosetsofdata,forexample,billboardsand
trafficaccidents.Theresultsareanalyzedforvariousscenariosbetweenaccident
densitytobillboarddensity(thenumberofbillboards)andtobillboardproximity(the
distancefromtheaccidenttothenearestbillboard).
Additionally,subsetsofaccidentdatafordaytimeandnighttimeaccidentswere
analyzedforbeforeandaftercomparisons.
Foramorelengthydiscussionofanalysismethods,pleaserefertopreviousstudies(see
References6and7).
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Thenumberofaccidentsandratesof
accidentsnearthefivedigitalbillboards
decreasedinallvicinityranges.

Results
Figure19showsacomparisonoftheaccidentmetricforbeforeandafterconversion
nearthefivedigitalbillboardsintheCityRochester.Thestatisticsaresummarizedfor
vicinityrangeswithin0.2,0.4,0.6,and1.0milesofthebillboard.
Themetricincludethetotalnumberofaccidents,theaveragenumberofaccidentsin
anygivenmonth,andthepeaknumberofaccidentsinanygivenmonth.Othermetrics
includingratesandvehiclemilestraveledwerealsoanalyzed.
Thenumberofaccidentsandratesofaccidentsnearthefivedigitalbillboardsdecreased
inallvicinityranges.Thebenchmark0.6milevicinityexperiencea5%decreasein
accidentsovertheaverage3.2yearspanforallsigns.
Consistentresultswereobtainedfordaytimeandnighttimecomparisons.Low
correlationcoefficientswerecalculatedforthespatialanalysis.
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Figure19.Summaryaccidentstatisticsnearallfivedigitalbillboardsin
Rochester,MN
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SpecificResultsforBillboard1
Figures20summarizesthestatisticsandcompositeaccidentmetricsforbillboard
number1forallvicinitydistances.Figure21showsthebillboardlocation,geocoded
accidentrecordsandapproximatevicinityranges.Figure22showsthe0.6milevicinity
histogramasanexampleforbeforeandaftertheconversionofthebillboardcentered
ontheconversiondateoftheboardtodigitalformat.
Thesefiguresrepresenta32monthwindow(16beforeand16after)ofaccidentswithin
variousvicinities.Acomparisonofthehistogramsofaccidents(oneitheramonthly
basis)atthelocationbeforeandafterthedigitalconversionindicatesnosubstantial
changeinaccidentpatterns.Comparing2.7yearsofdataforthislocation,indicatesthat
thetotalnumberofaccidentsonanygivenmonthincreasedinsignificantlyfrom244to
252(3%)within0.6miles,aftertheintroductionofthedigitalbillboardatthelocation;
theaveragenumberofaccidentsinanygivenmonthremainedaboutthesameat20per
month.
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Figure20.Summaryaccidentstatisticsneardigitalbillboard1Location
with0.2,0.4,0.6,0.8,and1.0milevicinities
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SpecificResultsforBillboard2
Figures23summarizesthestatisticsandcompositeaccidentmetricsforbillboard
number1forallvicinitydistances.Figure24showsthebillboardlocation,geocoded
accidentrecordsandapproximatevicinityranges.Figure25showsthe0.6milevicinity
histogramasanexampleforbeforeandaftertheconversionofthebillboardcentered
ontheconversiondateoftheboardtodigitalformat.
Thesefiguresrepresenta42monthwindow(21beforeand21after)ofaccidentswithin
variousvicinities.Acomparisonofthehistogramsofaccidents(oneitheramonthly
basis)atthelocationbeforeandafterthedigitalconversionindicatesnosubstantial
changeinaccidentpatterns.Comparing3.5yearsofdataforthislocation,indicatesthat
thetotalnumberofaccidentsonanygivenmonthdecreasedfrom206to165(20%)
within0.6miles,aftertheintroductionofthedigitalbillboardatthelocation;the
averagenumberofaccidentsinanygivenmonthdecreasedfrom17to14permonth.
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Figure23.Summaryaccidentstatisticsneardigitalbillboard1Location
with0.2,0.4,0.6,0.8,and1.0milevicinities
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SpecificResultsforBillboard3
Figures26summarizesthestatisticsandcompositeaccidentmetricsforbillboard
number1forallvicinitydistances.Figure27showsthebillboardlocation,geocoded
accidentrecordsandapproximatevicinityranges.Figure28showsthe0.6milevicinity
histogramasanexampleforbeforeandaftertheconversionofthebillboardcentered
ontheconversiondateoftheboardtodigitalformat.
Thesefiguresrepresenta44monthwindow(22beforeand22after)ofaccidentswithin
variousvicinities.Acomparisonofthehistogramsofaccidents(oneitheramonthly
basis)atthelocationbeforeandafterthedigitalconversionindicatesnosubstantial
changeinaccidentpatterns.Comparing3.7yearsofdataforthislocation,indicatesthat
thetotalnumberofaccidentsonanygivenmonthdecreasedfrom1135to1094(4%)
within0.6miles,aftertheintroductionofthedigitalbillboardatthelocation;the
averagenumberofaccidentsinanygivenmonthdecreasedfrom95to91permonth.
Thisrepresentsahighvolumeareathatremainedconsistentaftertheconversion.
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Figure26.Summaryaccidentstatisticsneardigitalbillboard1Location
with0.2,0.4,0.6,0.8,and1.0milevicinities
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SpecificResultsforBillboard4
Figures29summarizesthestatisticsandcompositeaccidentmetricsforbillboard
number1forallvicinitydistances.Figure30showsthebillboardlocation,geocoded
accidentrecordsandapproximatevicinityranges.Figure31showsthe0.6milevicinity
histogramasanexampleforbeforeandaftertheconversionofthebillboardcentered
ontheconversiondateoftheboardtodigitalformat.
Thesefiguresrepresenta50monthwindow(25beforeand25after)ofaccidentswithin
variousvicinities.Acomparisonofthehistogramsofaccidents(oneitheramonthly
basis)atthelocationbeforeandafterthedigitalconversionindicatesnosubstantial
changeinaccidentpatterns.Comparing4.2yearsofdataforthislocation,indicatesthat
thetotalnumberofaccidentsonanygivenmonthdecreasedfrom275to247(10%)
within0.6miles,aftertheintroductionofthedigitalbillboardatthelocation;the
averagenumberofaccidentsinanygivenmonthdecreasedfrom23to21permonth.
Thisrepresentsalongertermperiod(4.2years)thatremainedconsistentafterthe
conversion.
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Figure29.Summaryaccidentstatisticsneardigitalbillboard1Location
with0.2,0.4,0.6,0.8,and1.0milevicinities
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SpecificResultsforBillboard5
Figures32summarizesthestatisticsandcompositeaccidentmetricsforbillboard
number1forallvicinitydistances.Figure33showsthebillboardlocation,geocoded
accidentrecordsandapproximatevicinityranges.Figure34showsthe0.6milevicinity
histogramasanexampleforbeforeandaftertheconversionofthebillboardcentered
ontheconversiondateoftheboardtodigitalformat.
Thesefiguresrepresenta22monthwindow(11beforeand11after)ofaccidentswithin
variousvicinities.Acomparisonofthehistogramsofaccidents(oneitheramonthly
basis)atthelocationbeforeandafterthedigitalconversionindicatesnosubstantial
changeinaccidentpatterns.Comparing1.8yearsofdataforthislocation,indicatesthat
thetotalnumberofaccidentsonanygivenmonthincreasedfrom23to26(13%)within
0.6miles,aftertheintroductionofthedigitalbillboardatthelocation;theaverage
numberofaccidentsinanygivenmonthremainedthesamewith2permonth.Limited
datawasavailableforthislocationbecauseofthelengthofoperationofthebillboard.
Additionally,roadworkwasperformedduringtheservicelifeofthebillboard.
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Simplystated,thedatashowsnoincrease
intheincidenceofaccidentratesnear
thesebillboards.

FINDINGS
Rochesterwasauniqueopportunityforstudyaboutthestatisticalassociationsbetween
digitalbillboardsandtrafficsafetyusingrobustdatasetsandanalyzingmultiple
locationsforperiodsinexcessoffouryears.Theoverallconclusionisthatthedigital
billboardsinRochesterhavenostatisticallysignificantrelationshipwiththeoccurrence
ofaccidents.ThisconclusionisbasedontheRochesterPoliceDepartment’sowndata
andanobjectivestatisticalanalysis.

ThespecificconclusionsofthisstudyofRochesterindicatethefollowing:
•Therateofaccidentsnearthefivedigitalbillboardsshowsthattherewasan5%
decreaseintherateofaccidentswithin0.6milesofalldigitaloveranaverage3.2years.
Similardecreasesoccurwithinsmallerorlargervicinities.
•Theaccidentstatisticsandmetricsremainconsistent,exhibitingstatistically
insignificantvariations,ateachofthedigitalbillboards.Themetricsincludethetotal
numberofaccidentsinanygivenmonth,theaveragenumberofaccidentsoverthe10Ͳ
to24Ͳmonthperiods,thepeaknumberofaccidentsinanygivenmonth,andthe
numberofaccidentͲfreemonths.TheseconclusionsaccountforvariationsintrafficͲ
volumeandothermetrics.
•Theaccidentstatisticsandmetricsremainconsistentforbeforeandafter
comparisonsofdaytimeonlyaccidentsandfornighttimeonlyaccidents.
•Thecorrelationcoefficientsdemonstratenostatisticallysignificantrelationship
betweenaccidentsandthesebillboards.
•Accidentsoccurwithorwithoutbillboards(digitalorconventional).Theaccident
statisticsonsectionsandroadsnearthesebillboardsarecomparabletotheaccident
statisticsonsimilarsectionsthathavenobillboards.

Simplystated,thedatashowsnoincreaseintheincidenceofaccidentratesnearthese
billboards.
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ABSTRACT
The results of a naturalistic study showed that several driving performance measures in the
presence of digital billboards are on a par with those associated with everyday driving, such as
the on-premises signs located at businesses. These performance measures included eyeglance
performance, speed maintenance, and lane keeping. The current study was conducted in
Cleveland, OH following the model of a previous study conducted in Charlotte, NC (which
showed no measurable effects of conventional billboards on eyeglance patterns, speed
maintenance, or lane keeping). Thirty-six drivers drove an instrumented vehicle on a 50-mile
loop route in the daytime along some of the interstates and surface streets in Cleveland.
Participants were not informed about the true purpose of the experiment, and were told that the
purpose was to help understand the way people drive in a natural environment. Along the route,
participants encountered five digital billboards, 15 conventional billboards, 12 comparison sites
(similar to items you might encounter in everyday driving), and 12 baseline sites (sites with no
signs). Twelve participants returned for a nighttime session to explore the potential effects of the
digital billboards at night.
The eight seconds leading up to the events of interest were then analyzed in terms of eyeglance
patterns, speed maintenance behavior, and lane keeping behavior. In a post-drive questionnaire,
42% of drivers mentioned billboards as one of the top five items that caught their attention (out
of 18 choices). Eyeglance results showed that there were no differences in the overall glance
patterns (percent eyes-on-road and overall number of glances) between event types. Drivers also
did not glance more frequently in the direction of digital billboards than in the direction of other
event types, but drivers did take longer glances in the direction of digital billboards and
comparison sites than in the direction of conventional billboards and baseline sites. However,
the mean glance length towards the digital billboards was less than one second. Various
researchers have proposed that glance lengths of 1.6 seconds, 2.0 seconds, and longer may pose a
safety hazard. An examination of longer individual glances showed no differences in distribution
of longer glances between the four event types. There were only minor differences in speed
maintenance or lane keeping performance for the four event types.
The overall conclusion, supported by both the eyeglance results and the questionnaire results, is
that the digital billboards seem to attract more attention than the conventional billboards and
baseline sites. Because of the lack of crash causation data, no conclusions can be drawn
regarding the ultimate safety of digital billboards. Although there are measurable changes in
driver performance in the presence of digital billboards, in many cases these differences are on a
par with those associated with everyday driving, such as the on-premises signs located at
businesses.
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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
The most notable findings from this study are as follows:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Eyeglance results showed that there were no differences in the overall glance patterns
between digital billboards, conventional billboards, comparison events, and baseline events
during the daytime.
Drivers did not glance more frequently in the direction of digital billboards than in the
direction of other event types during the daytime.
Drivers took longer glances in the direction of digital billboards and comparison sites than in
the direction of conventional billboards and baseline sites during the daytime.
An analysis of glances lasting longer than 1.6 seconds indicated that these longer glances
were distributed evenly across the digital billboards, conventional billboards, comparison
events, and baseline events during the daytime
The nighttime results indicate that digital billboards and comparison events may be
associated with more active glance patterns, as well as with more frequent and longer glances
towards the digital billboards and comparison events.
For the post-drive questionnaire, 42% of drivers mentioned billboards as one of the top five
items that caught their attention; note that drivers did not know this was billboard study.
In an open-ended question, three drivers mentioned billboards as the single most memorable
item on the trip, and two referred specifically to the digital billboards as being memorable.

The motivation for the current study was to examine driver performance in the presence of
digital billboards, as compared to other driving locations without them. There is a long history
of studying billboards in the context of traffic safety but, although the research record covers
many years (1951 until the present), it is lacking in volume and is primarily focused on
conventional billboards. There were a few epidemiological studies performed in the early 1950’s
examining traffic accidents in the presence and absence of billboards; however, much of this
early work was methodologically flawed. After a long gap in research, there were a few
additional studies in the 1960’s through the 1980’s, none of which demonstrated that billboards
are unsafe. More recent studies conducted in Canada have shown that there may be changes in
driver behavior associated with video billboards (those with full motion), but those studies do not
address the digital billboards of interest in the current study (with a static message that changes
instantaneously without special effects).
Traffic accident analysis techniques have improved in recent years with the creation and
maintenance of national crash databases. A careful examination of these databases shows that
distraction caused by billboards fails to show up in any of the accident databases as an accident
cause. Likewise, an examination of numerous driver distraction studies demonstrates that
billboards fail to show up as a cause of driver distraction. The overall conclusion from all past
research is that conventional billboards in general have not been shown to cause traffic accidents
or change driver behavior. However, the question of whether digital billboards change driver
behavior in some way cannot be answered by these previous studies; this is the motivation for
the current study.
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The current study was conducted in Cleveland, OH to assess the effects, if any, of digital
billboards on driver behavior and performance. The study was conducted following the model of
a previous study conducted in Charlotte, NC that showed no measurable effects of conventional
billboards on eyeglance patterns, speed maintenance, or lane keeping. Thirty-six drivers were
recruited with males and females equally represented; they were also equally divided by age
(older: 50-75, younger: 18-35). Participants drove an instrumented vehicle on their own (without
an experimenter in the vehicle) on a 50-mile loop route in the daytime along some of the
interstates and surface streets in Cleveland. Participants were not informed about the true
purpose of the experiment, and were told that the purpose was to help understand the way people
drive in a natural environment. Along the route, participants encountered the following items:
•
•
•
•

5 digital billboards (all that were available on the route). The digital billboards were the
standard bulletin size (14 ft x 48 ft) and the copy changed instantaneously every eight
seconds (there were no special effects during the transition).
15 conventional billboards (similar to those studied in the Charlotte study).
12 comparison sites (similar to items you might encounter in everyday driving; comparable
to digital billboards in terms of visual activity/attractiveness, including on-premises signs
[some with digital elements], logo placards, landmark buildings, and murals).
12 baseline sites (sites with no signs).

After the drive, participants completed a questionnaire regarding which types of items and
activities they had noticed along the route. Participants were paid a nominal amount for their
participation. Twelve participants returned for a nighttime session to explore the potential
effects of the digital billboards at night.
The eight seconds leading up to the events of interest were then analyzed in terms of eyeglance
patterns, speed maintenance behavior, and lane keeping behavior. With 36 participants and 44
sites, there were 1,584 events available for analysis from approximately 63 hours of data
collection. A small amount of data was lost due to cell phone use, sensor outages, sun angle, and
vehicle stoppages, leaving 1,540 events for eyeglance analyses. Altogether, 124,740 video
frames were analyzed and 10,073 individual glances were identified. The speed data were
filtered to remove events as described above, and then further filtered to remove low speed
events, leaving 1,494 events in this dataset, with 121,014 data points. The lane position dataset
was further filtered to remove events indicating a possible lane change or lane position sensor
failure (often due to poor lane markings). After filtering, there were 1,188 events remaining in
the lane position dataset, with 96,228 data points.
In terms of demographics, the average age was 28 years for younger drivers and 59 years for
older drivers. Most had completed high school, but few had attended college. All participants
lived in the Cleveland area, and were familiar with at least some parts of the route. For the postdrive questionnaire, 42% of drivers mentioned billboards as one of the top five items that caught
their attention (out of 18 choices). In a later open-ended question, three drivers mentioned
billboards as the single most memorable item on the trip, and two referred specifically to the
digital billboards as being memorable. By way of contrast, only 25% of drivers in the Charlotte
study checked off billboards in their top five list (of 18 choices), and none mentioned billboards
as being the most memorable aspect of the trip. Recall that drivers did not know that the purpose
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of the study was to examine performance in the presence of billboards; in fact, they did not know
that the study had anything to do with billboards.
Eyeglance results showed that there were no differences in the overall glance patterns (percent
eyes-on-road and overall number of glances) between event types (digital billboard, conventional
billboard, comparison events, and baseline events). Drivers also did not glance more frequently
in the direction of digital billboards than in the direction of other event types. However, drivers
did take longer glances in the direction of digital billboards and comparison sites than in the
direction of conventional billboards and baseline sites. Given that three of the comparison sites
had digital components, the similar eyeglance findings for these two event types are not
surprising. An analysis of glances lasting longer than 1.6 seconds showed no obvious
differences in the distribution of these longer glances across event types.
There were differences in speed maintenance, with conventional billboards showing greater
variation in speed than digital billboards. However, this was thought to be the result of a road
type interaction, given that all of the digital billboards were on interstates. When only interstate
events were considered in the analysis, there were no significant differences in speed
maintenance across event types. There was a trend towards poorer lane keeping performance for
digital billboards and conventional billboards; however, this trend failed to reach significance.
A smaller exploratory study was also conducted at nighttime using a slightly shortened route.
Given that the digital signs being studied were intrinsically illuminated, this was felt to be an
important first step in determining whether there are driver performance differences in the
presence of these signs under different levels of ambient illumination. Twelve drivers were used,
again divided equally by age and gender. All of the nighttime drivers had previously driven the
route during the daytime and were thus somewhat familiar with the route (so were unlikely to get
lost or go off route). The nighttime study was exploratory in nature with fewer data points, so
these data were examined descriptively rather than analyzed statistically (due to lack of statistical
power).
Four eyeglance measures were examined for the nighttime data: eyes-on-road percent, overall
glance frequency, mean glance duration in the direction of an event, and mean number of glances
in the direction of an event. The eyes-on-road measure showed that digital billboards and
comparison events tended to have less eyes-on-road time at nighttime than either baseline events
or conventional billboards. The overall glance frequency was also higher in the presence of
digital billboards and comparison events than in the presence of baseline events and conventional
billboards. These two findings taken together show a more active glance pattern at nighttime in
the presence of these two event types. The mean glance duration for glances in the direction of
an event also showed higher values for digital billboards and comparison events. Finally, the
mean number of glances in the direction of an event also showed digital billboards and
comparison events as having higher values than either baseline events or conventional billboards.
Taken together, these four findings indicate that digital billboards and comparison events may
result in more active glance patterns overall, as well as more frequent and longer glances towards
the digital billboards and comparison events at nighttime.
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Two driving performance measures were examined for the nighttime data: standard deviation of
speed and standard deviation of lane position. The standard deviation of speed appeared to be
higher in the presence of both conventional and digital billboards than for baseline and
comparison events. Lane keeping also showed a trend towards greater lane deviations in the
presence of both digital billboards and conventional billboards.
The luminance values of many of the billboards, comparison events, and baseline events were
also measured at nighttime. The digital billboards had noticeably higher luminance values than
any of the other event types, even though their luminance was automatically reduced at night.
This probably explains some of the driver performance findings in the presence of the digital
billboards. The overall ranking of luminance by event (digital billboards were the highest,
followed in order by comparison events, conventional billboards, and baseline events) closely
mirrors the rankings of many of the performance measures for both daytime and nighttime,
including eyeglance, speed maintenance, and lane keeping.
The overall conclusion, supported by both the eyeglance results and the questionnaire results, is
that the digital billboards seem to attract more attention than the conventional billboards and
baseline sites (as shown by a greater number of spontaneous comments regarding the digital
billboards and by longer glances in the direction of the billboards). The comparison events, 25%
of which included signs with digital components, showed very similar results to the digital
billboards. Thus, there appears to be some aspect of the digital billboards and comparison events
that holds the driver’s attention, once the driver has glanced that way. This is most likely the
result of the intrinsic lighting of these signs, which is noticeable even during the daytime.
Drivers may also have maintained longer glances towards the digital billboards in the hopes of
catching the next message (knowing that the message changes periodically). Although
exploratory in nature, the nighttime results were very similar to the daytime results, with
indications of degraded driving performance for digital billboards and comparison events.
These particular LED billboards were considered safety-neutral in their design and operation
from a human factors perspective: they changed only once every eight seconds, they changed
instantaneously with no special effects or video, they looked very much like conventional
billboards, and their luminance was attenuated at night. It is thus quite likely that digital signs
with video, movement, higher luminance, shorter on-message duration, longer transition times,
and special effects would also be related to differences in driver behavior and performance.
Because of the lack of crash causation data, no conclusions can be drawn regarding the ultimate
safety of digital billboards. Although there are measurable changes in driver performance in the
presence of digital billboards, in many cases these differences are on a par with those associated
with everyday driving, such as the on-premises signs located at businesses. Conventional
billboards were shown both in the current study and in the Charlotte study to be very similar to
baseline and comparison events in terms of driver behavior and performance; thus, the design of
digital billboards should be kept as similar as possible to conventional billboards.
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INTRODUCTION
There is a long history of studying billboards in the context of traffic safety, but although the
research record covers many years (1951 until the present), it is lacking in volume. There were a
few epidemiological studies performed in the early 1950’s examining traffic accidents in the
presence and absence of billboards. As will be seen, much of this early work was
methodologically flawed. After a long gap in research, there were a few additional studies in the
1960’s through the 1980’s, none of which demonstrated that billboards are unsafe. Traffic
accident analysis techniques have improved in recent years with the creation and maintenance of
national crash databases. A careful examination of these databases shows that distraction caused
by billboards fails to show up in any of the accident databases as an accident cause. Likewise, an
examination of numerous driver distraction studies demonstrates that billboards fail to show up
as a cause of driver distraction. The lead author of this report recently participated on an expert
panel charged with providing recommendations for a minimal data set to be included on police
accident reports; billboards were never raised as a possible distraction or as an item that should
be included on these accident reports.
As will be seen, there has been relatively little research on billboards and their effect on driver
behavior, and little original research on digital billboards of the type discussed in this report.
The current project was therefore undertaken to fill this research gap and to determine whether
digital billboards do in fact cause a change in driver behavior as he/she passes a billboard
location. Several measures of eyeglance location were used as primary measures of driver visual
behavior. Additional measures of driver performance were included to provide further insight-these included speed variation and lane deviation. Drivers in this study used an instrumented
vehicle, drove the route alone, and were uninformed as to the purpose of the study.
The report is organized as follows: a literature review, covering topics such as early accident
analysis studies, sign conspicuity studies, and later safety and driver distraction studies; a
methods section; a results section; conclusions; references; and supporting material contained in
appendices.
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REVIEW OF PREVIOUS RESEARCH
Early studies from the 1950’s attempted to correlate the occurrence and frequency of accidents
with the location of billboards or other roadway or roadside features. For example, a series of
studies by the Minnesota Highway Department (Rykken, 1951) analyzed accident features in
order to determine whether there was any direct relationship between accident frequency and
type and several elements of roadway and roadside design, including advertising sign type and
location. While a relationship between frequency of access points and accident occurrence was
evident, no apparent relationship was found between accident occurrence and advertising sign
type or location.
Rykken (1951) added that more accurate accident reports might reveal an unexpected
relationship between signs and accidents: the absence of signs when no other roadside objects are
present may increase the likelihood of accidents by decreasing the driver’s sense of a need for
caution. Immediately after 45 miles of highway with no billboards or advertising signs in
viewable distance, a roadside interviewing station investigated driver response. Because drivers
expressed a feeling of fatigue and unease after having driven the section, the author postulated
that the combination of a small number of distracting features and the complete absence of
billboards produced a feeling of security, which tends to result in higher average driving speed.
Several severe accidents that occurred over that stretch were attributed to excessive speed.
McMonagle, a researcher with the Michigan State Highway Department, analyzed 2,675
accidents on a 70-mile strip of highway from 1947 to 1948 in order to measure the relationship
between accidents and highway design and roadside features (McMonagle, 1951). The strip of
road included a variety of roadside features and design characteristics, including the number of
lanes and traffic volume. Findings showed that the highest incidence of crashes occurred near
intersections, particularly when gas stations, restaurants and other establishments were clustered
nearby. Only a slight association (correlation coefficient .11) existed between large advertising
signs and accidents. While total advertising signs correlated with accident frequency to a greater
degree (correlation coefficient .41), advertising signs still contributed less to accident frequency
than did groupings of design features or roadside features such as gas stations.
In an attempt to correlate accident frequency with density of advertising and roadside business,
Rusch (1951) analyzed crash reports originating in 1947 and 1948 that examined sections of
highway distributed across Iowa. The accidents were assigned one of three causes: 1) roadside
business, 2) inattention or misdirected attention, or 3) “other causes.” Roadside business was
listed as the cause of an accident only if the business was specifically named in the accident
report, as in the case of a vehicle exiting a gas station and being struck by oncoming traffic.
Results showed that twice as many collisions occurred on the portions of road in the high-density
category than occurred on the other parts of the test stretches put together. More accidents were
attributed to inattention than to any other cause in the high-density category. In the low-density
category, more accidents were attributable to miscellaneous causes than to business and
inattention combined. Sections of highway in the low-density category showed lower accident
rates than those in the high-density category, even when traffic volume was held constant. In
addition, accidents on low-density stretches occurred more sporadically with less of a tendency
to recur in the same locations the following year. In reference to this study, Andreassen (1985)
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later claimed that “the greatest number of inattention accidents occurred on the sections where
business and advertising predominated as the roadside property usage, but this does not prove
anything about the effect of advertising signs on accident occurrence.”
Overall, these early studies provided some initial insight into accident causation, but did not
demonstrate that billboards or other advertising signs were a possible cause of accidents.
Intersections and high-density roadways combined with inattention were most commonly
associated with an increased number of accidents. Interestingly, later analysts using modern
statistical techniques critiqued these early studies as being methodologically flawed (e.g.,
Wachtel and Netherton, 1980; Andreassen, 1985).
A critical research review sponsored by the Federal Highway Administration (FHWA; Wachtel
and Netherton, 1980) summarized knowledge concerning commercial electronic variablemessage signage (CEVMS) in an effort to recommend national standards for their regulation.
Because there was little research available in the area of CEVMS, their literature review focused
on standard (conventional) billboards. Wachtel and Netherton (1980) opined that roadside
advertising research based on accident studies has had limited value owing to either insufficient
information concerning location and traffic or problems with statistical analysis and sampling
error. While some studies have found positive relationships between outdoor advertising and
accident frequency, others have arrived at the opposite conclusion.
According to Wachtel and Netherton (1980), human factors laboratory research techniques are
capable of gathering much more precise, reliable, and valid data in the attempt to measure and
explain the effect of outdoor advertising on driver behavior. Literature from several related
fields indicated that outdoor advertising probably does not hurt driving performance noticeably
when driving conditions are favorable (in terms of weather, traffic, road, vehicle, etc.). This is
because the driver has sufficient spare processing capacity to pay attention to the signs without
compromising the primary task. When stimulation is extremely low, as when there is very little
traffic and very little to look at or to decide, unusual environmental features such as road signs
may increase the driver’s arousal and improve driving performance. When the driving task
becomes highly demanding, the outdoor advertising must compete with more vital information
sources such as traffic, weather, and official signage.
In a review of published literature relating accidents to advertising signs, Andreassen (1985)
brought attention to weaknesses in the small amount of research that has been conducted in this
area. Almost all studies have relied on correlations and/or subjectively assigned “inattention”
factors, which can only produce very tenuous evidence for a causal link between advertising and
accident frequency.
Garvey, Thompson-Kuhn, and Pietrucha (1995) reviewed the studies that attempted to evaluate
directly the relationship between traffic accidents and advertising signs. The common problem
with these studies is attributing accident causation; high-advertising and low-advertising sites
may have different accident frequencies because of differing traffic densities, pedestrian activity,
and roadway geometry. Although most evidence argues against a strong causative link, it is still
not possible to ascertain the existence or nature of the relationship between advertising and
accidents.
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Recently, much attention has been focused on the causes and effects of distraction on driving,
especially in the area of cellular phones and other in-vehicle technology. A review of the recent
driver distraction literature failed to reveal any studies in which outdoor advertising was
mentioned as a cause for driver distraction. As a matter of fact, this report’s lead author recently
served on the advisory panel for the revised Model Minimum Uniform Crash Criteria in which
transportation safety experts recommended revisions to the minimum set of data to be collected
as part of every crash report. There were lengthy discussions over which distraction variables
should be recommended, and the words “billboard” or “advertising” were never mentioned.
The national crash databases do not mention billboards in their list of driver distractions. The
two most prominent databases are the General Estimates System (GES), which estimates the
number of all crashes based on a representative sample, and the Fatal Accident Reporting System
(FARS), which is a true census of every fatal crash. The only mention of billboards in the 216
page user’s manual for the GES database is in the Driver’s Vision Obscured By variable, which
has a category of Building, Billboard, or Other Design Features (GES, 2002). In other words, if
an accident was caused by a driver’s vision being obscured, billboards would be lumped together
with buildings and other design features, both of which are much more common than billboards.
The same holds true for the FARS user’s manual of 458 pages – billboards are only mentioned in
the Driver’s Vision Obscured By variable, and are lumped together with buildings (Tessmer,
2002).
One recent study of driver distraction (Glaze and Ellis, 2003) reported one mention of the word
“billboard” in the context of an accident caused by driver distraction. Glaze and Ellis performed
a study to determine the nature of distraction/inattention crashes in the state of Virginia. A
complex system of accident report sampling was administered via surveys sent to all seven
Virginia state police divisions, four selected counties, and 14 independent cities. Roughly 2,800
crash scenes were reported, involving a total of almost 4,500 drivers. At least one distracted
driver was involved in 98% of those crashes. Every accident report had a space to write an openended description of the main distracting factor in the accident, and over 1,400 responses were
recorded. One response (out of 2,800 crashes) included a billboard being repaired as a causal
factor for driver distraction leading to a crash. No mention of outdoor advertising was made in
any other place in the study, despite the fact that 35% of distracters were outside of the vehicle in
question (62% were in-vehicle and 3% were unknown). Typical in-vehicle distracters included
passenger/children distraction (8.7%), adjusting radio/changing CD or tape (6.5%), eating or
drinking (4.2%), and cell phone (3.9%). Typical out of vehicle distracters included looking at
crash, other roadside incident, or traffic (13.1%), looking at scenery or landmarks (9.8%), and
weather conditions (1.9%). There were also 25 cases of drivers being distracted by traffic signs
or signals (<1%).
Tantala and Tantala (2005) have been the most recent researchers to attempt a rigorous
examination of the relationship between advertising signs and traffic accidents. They used
methods intended to control for the analytical issues noted with early studies of this type. They
conducted two analyses for this research. In the first situation, a highway (New Jersey Turnpike)
with advertising signs was selected and studied, including analysis of sign location, road
conditions, and traffic-accident locations, to determine whether traffic accidents were more
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prevalent at or near existing signs. More than four years of data and 23,000 accidents were used
in this analysis. Statistical correlation coefficients showed that the correlation was statistically
low for all analyses conducted, including accident density and sign density (with and without
interchanges included), accident distance and viewer reaction distance (again with and without
interchanges included), and accident density and proximity to the sign. They also found that
these correlation values were consistent from year to year. This section of the analysis led them
to conclude that there are no statistical or causal relationships between advertising signs and
accidents.
In the second analysis by Tantala and Tantala (2005), the location of a recently installed sign was
identified, and the incidence of traffic accidents near the sign was examined. Accidents before
and after sign installation were examined to determine whether traffic accidents occurred more
frequently in the presence of the sign. The sign was installed at a busy intersection near a mall in
Pennsylvania. The intersection was controlled by a traffic signal. One year of pre-installation
and one year of post-installation data were compared. There were no other changes to the
intersection during the two year study period. After installation of the sign, the traffic volume
increased, the accident rate decreased, the maximum number of accidents in any given day or
week decreased, and the number of days without accidents increased. There were no statistically
significant changes in accident occurrences after the installation of the advertising sign.
Researchers are beginning to conduct more studies of driver performance in the presence of
various types of advertising signs. For example, Beijer, Smiley, and Eizenman (2004) studied
video advertising signs (those with full motion displays) in Toronto using eyeglance analysis
similar to that used in the Charlotte study. They compared the video signs to two other types of
active signs (scrolling text and roller bar) and to conventional billboards. Significantly more
glances, and even more importantly, significantly more glances that lasted > 0.75 s were made to
video signs than to scrolling text, roller bar, or conventional billboard signs. Taking all active
signs together, these received significantly more glances and significantly more long glances per
sign than the conventional billboards. However, there were no digital billboards of the type
studied in the current research effort.
The most recent research paper in this area was conducted by Crundall, Van Loon, and
Underwood (2006). They conducted a laboratory study to examine the differences between
street level advertising (such as advertising on bus shelters) and raised level advertising (the
same sorts of signs, but raised 10 ft above the ground). They concluded that street level
advertisements attract and hold attention at inappropriate times as compared to raised level
advertising. Since the billboards studied in the current report were never at ground level, this
paper provided no new useful information.
It should be noted that the Virginia Tech Transportation Institute (VTTI) undertook another
project for the Foundation for Outdoor Advertising Research and Education (FOARE) (Lee,
Olsen, and DeHart, 2004). This project was undertaken in Charlotte, NC using methods similar
to those used in the current study to determine whether there is any change in driving behavior in
the presence or absence of conventional billboards. Several measures of eyeglance location were
used as primary measures of driver visual performance. Additional measures were included to
provide further insight into driving performance; these included speed variation and lane
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deviation. The overall conclusion from this study was that there is no measurable evidence that
billboards cause changes in driver behavior in terms of visual behavior, speed maintenance, and
lane keeping. A rigorous examination of individual billboards that could be considered to be the
most visually attention-getting demonstrated no measurable relationship between glance location
and billboard location. Driving performance measures in the presence of these specific
billboards generally showed less speed variation and lane deviation.
Participants in this study drove a vehicle equipped with cameras in order to capture the forward
view and two views of the driver’s face and eyes. The vehicle was also equipped with a data
collection system that would capture vehicle information such as speed, lane deviation, Global
Positioning System (GPS) location, and other measures of driving performance. Thirty-six
drivers participated in the study, driving a 35-mile loop route in Charlotte, NC. A total of 30
billboard sites along the route were selected, along with six comparison sites and six baseline
sites. Several measures were used to examine driving performance during the seven seconds
preceding the billboard or other type of site. These included measures of driver visual
performance (forward, left, and right glances) and measures of driving performance (lane
deviation and speed variation).
With 36 participants and 42 sites, there were 1,512 events available for analysis. A small
amount of data was lost due to sensor outages, sun angle, and lane changes, leaving 1,481 events
for eyeglance analysis and 1,394 events for speed and lane position analysis. Altogether,
103,670 video frames were analyzed and 10,895 glances were identified. There were 97,580
data points in the speed and lane position data set.
The visual performance results indicate that billboards do not differ measurably from comparison
sites such as logo boards, on-premises advertisements, and other roadside items. No measurable
differences were found for visual behavior in terms of side of road, age, or familiarity, while
there was one difference for gender. Not surprisingly, there were significant differences for road
type, with surface streets showing a more active glance pattern than interstates. There were also
no measurable differences in speed variability or lane deviation in the presence of billboards as
compared to baseline or comparison sites. An analysis of specific, high attention-getting
billboards showed that some sites show a more active glance pattern than other sites, but the
glance locations did not necessarily correspond to the side of the road where the billboards were
situated. Taken as a whole, the results of the previous research conducted for FOARE support
the overall conclusion that driving performance does not change measurably in the presence or
absence of billboards.
The only currently available research report related to electronic billboards is a literature review
sponsored by the FHWA (Farbry, Wochinger, Shafer, Owens, and Nedzesky, 2001). The
motivation for this report was to fill the knowledge gap in this area since the last attempt by
Wachtel and Netherton in 1980. However, the material does not appear to address the
instantaneously changing digital billboards of the type discussed in the current report. Examples
shown pictorially in Farbry et al. (2001) are signs with changeable elements (such as time and
temperature signs), tri-vision signs, and video digital billboards of the type studied by Beijer et
al. (2004). Farbry et al. (2001) raised questions about safety implications with regard to driver
distraction, summarized current knowledge in this research field, assessed areas needing
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exploration, and developed a research plan to address them. While some electronic billboards
(EBBs) display motion and color with fine detail, others just show a short sequence of words in
which each letter is composed of a matrix of LEDs (Farbry et al., 2001). This type of display is
also used by governmental agencies to present information to drivers and is known by several
different acronyms: variable message sign (VMS); dynamic message sign (DMS); and
changeable message sign (CMS). A tri-panel sign, also known as a tri-vision sign, is composed
of triangular cylinders that rotate periodically, showing a different composite image in between
each rotation. The only movement is that of the images in transition.
Studies attempting to draw causality from correlation between dynamic billboards and accident
frequency run into the same difficulties found by studies investigating conventional billboards
and accidents (Farbry et al., 2001). Common obstacles include consistently confounding traffic
conditions in areas with heavy advertising, incomplete or inaccurate accident reports, and driver
motivation to omit distraction when reporting crash causality. Even given these stumbling
blocks, the correlation is still statistically clear: after a dynamic, illuminated billboard is installed,
crash rates go up. A common trend was exemplified when a 35% increase in sideswipe and rearend accidents on an interstate occurred after a variable message advertising sign was put up on
the side of a sports stadium. The correlation, while rarely this dramatic, is a consistent one.
However, even a correlation this strong is not sufficient evidence to assume causality. Enough
other variables were held to be confounding the situation that the sports stadium sign was not
deemed a traffic hazard in and of itself, and it remained in place for 16 years.
Farbry et al. (2001) caution that correlations alone provide little fodder for the development of
countermeasures. Researchers hypothesize that a safety hazard is posed by dynamic advertising
because it may cause greater distraction, which can be measured in several formal ways. One
common method is to ask the driver to perform another task while driving, then to measure the
degree to which the safe operation or control of the vehicle is affected. Lack of control is
typically quantified by one of three measures: lateral deviation, maintenance of appropriate
speed, and/or braking for emergencies. Lateral deviation is defined as either the degree to which
the vehicle swerves away from the center of the appropriate lane or a measure of the variability
in steering wheel position. Maintenance of appropriate speed refers to the headway between the
vehicle and the vehicle ahead; if the lead vehicle slows down, the participant vehicle should also
slow down and maintain an appropriate speed to keep the headway constant. Some experiments
present an emergency and measure distraction by the amount of time it takes the participant to
respond appropriately.
The literature review by Farbry et al. (2001) also revealed that the two demographic groups most
susceptible to the dangers of distraction while driving are drivers over the age of 65 or under the
age of 24. Older drivers’ visual processing speed and attention degrade with age, resulting in
little to no spare resources with which to encode and process anything but the most important
information in the driving environment. Younger drivers usually have faster processing speeds,
but they are less experienced and less efficient at resource allocation. Among other weaknesses,
younger drivers take more risks, may not recognize hazards, and have poor focus on the driving
task itself. Because of this, they may be more vulnerable to having their attention drawn by
irrelevant but attention-getting stimuli.
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Other than age, a variable that may influence the degree to which a sign distracts a driver is route
familiarity (Farbry et al., 2001). A driver who is new to a road may be looking for navigational
or service cues, and this task may be take longer in a more complex visual environment
containing numerous advertising signs. On the same road, a familiar driver may not look around
much since he already has all of the information that he needs. Familiar signs may be less likely
to attract the attention of a driver who knows the roadway well and whose primary navigational
interests may be traffic conditions and incidents. According to this theory, a visitor would be
more likely to be distracted by an advertising sign than would a commuter.
Research regarding distraction, conspicuity, and legibility revealed that an increase in distraction,
a decrease in conspicuity, or a decrease in the legibility of a sign may cause an increase in the
crash rate (Farbry et al., 2001). The review shows that, at this point, there is no effective
technique for evaluating safety effects of EBBs on driver attention or distraction. Crash studies
may show a positive correlation between dynamic signs and crash rates, but driver age and route
familiarity are examples of confounding variables whose interference may hide the fact that very
little causality can be proven.
The final recommendation of the Farbry et al. (2001) report is for further research in this area.
They recommend research using several methods, including crash analysis of the sort conducted
by Tantala and Tantala (2005), simulator research, test track research, and field studies.
Simulator and test track research both have limitations with regard to sign research, especially in
regard to digital billboards. For example, it can be difficult to achieve the visual effect of an
internally illuminated sign in a simulator. For test tracks, only a limited amount of driving
performance data could be obtained, which would likely not be worth the expense of installing a
digital billboard on the test track. However, both test track and simulator research are more
appropriate for highly controlled experiments in which the goal is to obtain information about the
design and content of the billboard copy, the timing of the change, and other design elements. If
the goal is to evaluate driver performance and behavior in the presence of digital billboards that
occur in the natural course of driving, then a field study is the appropriate technique, and this
was the technique selected for the current study.
The overall conclusion from all past research is that conventional billboards in general have not
been shown to cause traffic accidents or change driver behavior. However, the question of
whether digital billboards change driver behavior in some way cannot be answered by these
previous studies; this is the motivation for the current study.
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METHOD
Selection of City
Both Pittsburgh, PA and Cleveland, OH were scouted as possible locations for conducting this
study. The Pittsburgh streets where the digital billboards were located were generally very
curvy and hilly, often with nearby intersections. The digital billboards were often situated at the
bottom of a hill, at a curve, or just beyond an intersection. It would have thus been difficult to
conduct meaningful eyeglance and speed analyses under these conditions (i.e., the signs were
situated in most cases such that the driver had to look straight forward to see the signs). The
Cleveland digital billboards, on the other hand, were located off to the side of the roadway in
straight-away sections of interstate with no interference from hills, curves, or intersections. It
was thus apparent that choice of Cleveland would allow for a more robust analysis with fewer
dropped data points.
Digital Billboards
The item of interest in this study was digital Billboards. These billboards are illuminated from
within via a matrix of LEDs. These devices are capable of displaying several messages in a
rotation. The digital billboards are also capable of video and special transition effects (such as
fades or wipes from one message to the next). However, the digital billboards used in this study
simply transitioned from one message to the next in less than one second, using no transition
special effects or video; in other words, there was no motion or apparent motion used in
displaying the messages or transitioning between them. Messages changed once every eight
seconds. The billboards appeared very similar to conventional billboards, except that the copy
was crisper and easier to read from a distance even during the daytime, likely due to the intrinsic
lighting. The lighting level was automatically dimmed at night to adjust to the ambient lighting
level. Light measurements taken at night are presented in a different section of the report.
Experimental Design
This study was conducted as a mixed-factors research design (a 2 x 2 x 2 x 2 x 4 design, with
four between-subjects cells). There were five independent variables: gender, age, route
familiarity (determined post-hoc, so not balanced across subjects), event type, and road type.
The between-subjects independent variables were gender (male or female) and age (younger or
older). For the within-subjects variables, the levels were as follows: route familiarity (familiar or
unfamiliar, defined later), event type (digital billboard, conventional billboard, baseline, and
comparison, also defined later), and road type (interstate or surface roads). All of the
participants drove each of the segments and were exposed to all of the billboards and comparison
sites. A representation of the experimental design is included in Figure 1.
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Gender
Male
M1-M18

Familiar

Route Familiarity

Unfamiliar

Younger

M1-M18

Female
F1-F18
F1-F18

M1-M9

F1-F9

M10-M18

F10-F18

Age
Older

Figure 1. Assignment of Participants to Experimental Conditions.

Independent Variables
The five independent variables are listed in Table 1.

Independent Variable
Age
Gender
Route Familiarity
Event Type

Road Type

Table 1. Independent Variables.
Levels
Younger (18-35) or Older (50-75)
Male or Female
Unfamiliar or Familiar (familiarity with at least 4 segments
determined for each subject)
Digital Billboard, Conventional Billboard, Baseline (no
billboards or other large signs) or Comparison (other signs or
landmarks)
Interstate or Surface Street

Age and Gender. Of the 36 participants, eighteen were younger drivers (18 to 35 years old) and
eighteen were older drivers (50 to 75 years old). Eighteen of the participants were male and
eighteen were female. Age was equally balanced across gender, as is illustrated by Figure 1
(e.g., of the 18 younger participants, 9 were male and 9 were female).
Route Familiarity. Route familiarity referred to how often a section was normally driven by the
participant per week (unfamiliar = drove section less than once per week; familiar = drove
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section at least once per week). Route familiarity was ascertained after the drive by asking
participants how familiar they were with the various segments they had just driven. Thus, this
variable was not balanced across the participant population.
Road Type. The two road types were interstates and surface roads. All of the participants were
exposed to both road types. Approximately 85% of the route consisted of interstate segments,
with the remainder being classified as surface streets.
Event Type. The four event types included digital Billboard, Conventional Billboard,
Comparison, and Baseline. All of the participants were exposed to all four event types. Events
were 8 seconds long (chosen because the digital billboards were programmed to change
messages instantaneously once every 8 seconds; an event length of 8 seconds thus made it highly
likely that a message change would be captured during the event). The end of an event was the
point at which the experimental vehicle passed the object, and the start of the event was then
defined as 8 seconds before the end point. All events on the route are listed and described in
Table 2.
Digital Billboards. Five digital billboards were included along the driving route. Displays on
the billboards changed instantaneously (i.e., no special effects such as fades, wipes, or shuttering
occurred when the message changed) every 8 seconds; the signs followed standards for color,
brightness, and placement. These five locations are shown in Figure 2 with the black dots ( ).
Conventional Billboards. Conventional billboard events were defined as areas in which
designated billboards were visible. These were identified by GPS coordinates (latitude and
longitude) associated with their exact location near the roadway. Most of the billboards were the
bulletin size, 14 ft (h) by 48 ft (w). Of the total set of billboards available on the route, a sample
of 15 billboards was selected for efficiency of data reduction and to ensure a balanced sample.
The sample was selected so that it was balanced in terms of side of the road, media type, road
type, and (where possible) varying degrees of “visual clutter.” None of the selected boards were
located directly prior to or after a road exit or entry (preliminary review of the video indicated
that drivers were likely to be changing lanes or monitoring items such as road signs during these
times, which could confound the results of the analysis). Each side of the road was equally
represented to the degree possible, and most of the digital and conventional billboards were 14 ft
x 48 ft bulletins. The remaining few were smaller boards, including standard poster, junior paint,
and 10’6” x 36’ bulletins. Table 3 lists the selected billboards, while the locations of the selected
billboards are indicated by red dots ( ) in Figure 2.
Comparison Sites. Comparison events were areas with visual elements other than billboards.
Examples include on-premise signs, logo placards, interesting landmark buildings, large wall
murals, and variable message signs. Several events had digital components. The events were
chosen before data collection began and were selected based on the experimenters’ perception
that these vents were comparable to the digital billboards in the visual attractiveness. These 12
sites are shown as aqua blue dots ( ) in Figure 2.
Baseline events. The baseline event type referred to areas with no billboards or other large signs
visible (except for perhaps speed limit and other small traffic control signs). These 12 areas
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served as locations with which to compare velocity, lane position, and glance patterns and are
indicated by blue dots ( ) in Figure 2.

Table 2. Event Types Indicating Description, Side of the Road, Latitude, Longitude, and
Specific Site Location Information.

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30
31
32
33
34
35
36
37
38
39
40
41
42
43
44

Event
Type
4
2
3
2
4
2
2
1
3
2
4
2
4
3
3
4
2
4
1
2
3
1
3
3
3
3
2
2
4
3
4
4
2
3
4
4
1
2
3
2
2
1
4
2

Description
Side Latitude
Longitude
Site
Baseline
Both
41.41208267
-81.6701355 480 W, W/O Lancaster Dr.
Static Billboard
Left
41.42123795 -81.69820404 480 W, W/O Broadview Rd.
On Prem/Logo
Right 41.42151642 -81.70906067 480 W, E/O State Rd.
Left
41.42173767 -81.71897125 480 W, E/O Pearl Rd.
Static Billboard
Baseline
Both
41.42321014 -81.74341583 480 W, W/O Ridge Rd.
Left
41.42559433 -81.76654053 480 W, W/O Tiedeman Rd.
Static Billboard
Right 41.42352295 -81.77274323 480 W, E/O W. 130th St.
Static Billboard
Left
41.42056274 -81.78245544 480 W, W/O W. 130th St.
LED Billboard
On Prem/Logo
Left
41.42053986
-81.7904892 480 W, @ W. 139th St.
Left
41.42324829 -81.80148315 4866 West 150th
Static Billboard
Baseline
Both
41.4307785 -81.80125427 4545 West 150th
Left
41.43348694 -81.79000854 13986 Puritas Ave
Static Billboard
Baseline
Both
41.43657303 -81.78400421 13456 Bellaire Rd
On Prem/Logo
Left
41.43969727 -81.77674103 12686 Bellaire Rd
Right 41.44282913 -81.77227783 12071Bellaire Rd
Tri-Vision Billboard
Baseline
Both
41.45092773 -81.76893616 3757 West 117th
Left
41.46089554 -81.76893616 3370 West 117th
Static Billboard
Baseline
Both
41.46966553 -81.75019836 90 E, @ W. 97th St.
Right 41.47394943 -81.72478485 90 E, @ W. 55th St.
LED Billboard
Left
41.47385406 -81.70856476 90 E, W/O Fulton Rd.
Static Billboard
On Prem/Logo
Left
41.48424911 -81.69098663 90 E, S/O Abbey Ave.
Right
41.4903717 -81.68776703 90 E, @ W. 3rd St.
LED Billboard
On Prem LED Billboard Left
41.49866867 -81.67558289 2071 Carnegie Ave.
On Prem/Logo
Left
41.49928284 -81.67251587 2351 Carnegie Ave.
41.52510452 -81.66101074 90 E, E/O E. 49th St.
On Prem LED Billboard Left
Building
Right 41.53549194 -81.64455414 90 E, W/O E. 72nd St.
Right 41.54089737 -81.62488556 90 E, W/O E. 99th St.
Static Billboard
Right 41.54464722 -81.61724854 90 E, W/O E. 105th St.
Static Billboard
Baseline
Both
41.5479126 -81.60997009 90 E, @ E. 109th St.
On Prem/Logo
Right 41.55478668 -81.59642029 90 E, @ Coit Rd.
Baseline
Both
41.56173325 -81.59170532 90 E, W/O E. 140th St.
Baseline
Both
41.56638718 -81.57984161 90 E, W/O E. 152nd St.
Right 41.57143021 -81.56455994 90 E, @ E. 167th St.
Static Billboard
On Prem/Logo
Right 41.57068634 -81.56790924 90 W, @ E. 161st St.
Baseline
Both
41.56744385 -81.57712555 90 W, W/O E. 152nd St.
Baseline
Both
41.55927277 -81.59375763 90 W, W/O E. 140th St.
Left
41.54701233 -81.61243439 90 W, W/O E. 105th St.
LED Billboard
Left
41.54128647 -81.62450409 90 W, W/O E. 99th St.
Static Billboard
On Prem LED Billboard Right 41.52567673 -81.66069031 90 W, W/O E. 55th St.
Left
41.49006653 -81.66697693 77S, S/O Woodland Ave.
Static Billboard
Right 41.48295593 -81.66287231 77 S, @ I-490 Exit
Static Billboard
Right 41.46414566 -81.65770721 77 S, S/O Pershing Ave.
LED Billboard
Baseline
Both
41.45179367 -81.65712738 77 S, N/O Harvard Ave. Exit
Left
41.4439621 -81.65229797 77 S, N/O Grant Ave. Exit
Static Billboard
Event Type: 1=LED Billboard, 2=Static Billboard, 3=Comparison, 4=Baseline
Road Type: I=Interstate, S=Surface Street
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Figure 2. Map Illustrating Digital Billboards (black), Conventional Billboards (red),
Comparison Sites (aqua blue), and Baseline Sites (blue).
Dependent Variables
The dependent variables are discussed in more detail in the results section, but they are reviewed
briefly here. The purpose of the study was to determine if there are changes in driver behavior in
the presence of billboards. Eleven dependent measures were used as indicators of driver
behavior: nine eyeglance measures and two driving performance measures. The nine eyeglance
measures included: total number of glances for center forward, left forward, and right forward;
total glance duration for center forward, left forward, and right forward; and average glance
duration for center forward, left forward, and right forward. Keep in mind that all glance
locations reported here were out of the front windshield, but varied in location within the forward
view. The two driving performance measures were speed deviation (standard deviation of speed
over the 8 seconds of the event) and lane deviation (standard deviation of lane position over the 8
seconds of the event). Additional analyses examined driver glance behavior to certain other
locations, including interior locations and exterior locations other than forward. The next section
is a supplement to the literature review presented earlier, and lays the groundwork for the
selection of these dependent variables, which are similar to those typically used in transportation
safety research.
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Selection of Dependent Variables Based on Previous Driving Studies
Measures of Visual Demand
According to Farber, Blanco, Foley, Curry, Greenburg, and Serafin (2000), typical measures of
visual demand include: 1) glance frequency, 2) glance duration, 3) average duration per glance,
and 4) total eyes-off-road time. Such measures are time-consuming to record and analyze but are
typically used to measure visual attention. For example, previous research has reported on driver
performance of in-car tasks such as adjusting the radio, viewing in-car displays (e.g.,
speedometer) or interacting with a navigation system (Wierwille, Antin, Dingus, & Hulse, 1988;
Gellatly & Kleiss, 2000; Kurokawa & Wierwille, 1990; Tijerina, Palmer, & Goodman, 1999).
Visual glance duration and the number of glances per task were investigated while performing
conventional in-vehicle tasks and navigation tasks (Wierwille, Antin, Dingus, & Hulse, 1988).
Findings indicated that glance frequency varied depending upon the task, and that glance
duration for a single glance ranged from 0.62 s to 1.63 s. The mean number of glances across all
tasks was between 1.26 and 6.52 glances. Zwahlen, Adams, and DeBald (1988) reported that
“out of view” glance times (rear view mirror, speedometer, etc.) ranged from 0.5 s to
2.0 s during straight driving. Another example of such research is an experiment by Parkes,
Ward, and Vaughan (2001) who measured glance frequency, glance duration, and average
duration per glance to evaluate two in-vehicle audio systems, in terms of total “eyes off road”
time.
Search and Scan Patterns
Early research included the investigation of visual search and scan patterns while driving
(Mourant, Rockwell, & Rackoff, 1969; Mourant & Rockwell, 1970; 1972). It was found that as
drivers became familiar with a route, they spent more time looking ahead, they confined their
sampling to a smaller area ahead, and they were better able to detect potential traffic threats (e.g.,
movement in the periphery). Mourant and Rockwell (1970) found that peripheral vision was
used to monitor other vehicles and lane line markers, that novice and experienced drivers
differed in their visual acquisition process, and that novice drivers may be considered to drive
less safely.
A recent field study investigated the influence of fatigue on critical incidents involving local
short haul truck drivers (Hanowski et al., 2003). Fatigued drivers involved in critical incidents
when making lane changes spent more time looking in irrelevant locations (i.e., locations other
than out-the-windshield, out-the-windows, at the mirrors, or at the instrument panel). The mean
proportion of time spent looking at irrelevant locations was 8%. However, during normal lane
changes (not a critical event), the mean proportion of time that drivers spent looking at irrelevant
locations was 3%, a significant difference. In terms of eye behavior, it appears that fatigued
drivers involved in critical incidents pay less attention to relevant locations such as the road
ahead and appropriate mirrors.
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Mirror Glance Duration
Based on available literature discussed in this section, mirror glance times range from 0.8 s to 1.6
s (M = 1.1 s). Searches to the rear (blind spot) appeared to require a minimum value of 0.8 s.
Nagata and Kuriyama (1985) investigated the influence of driver glance behavior in obtaining
information through door and fender mirror systems. For door mirror systems, they reported that
the average glance duration to the near-side (i.e., right side in this case) mirror was 0.69 s.
Rockwell (1988) reported that the average glance duration to the left mirror was 1.10 s (SD =
0.33 s). This finding was consistent across different participants in three different experiments
over a six-year period using the same data gathering and reduction technique. Taoka (1990)
modeled the eyeglance distributions of Rockwell and found they could be well represented by
means of a lognormal distribution. Taoka reported that the average time for viewing the left-side
mirror was also 1.10s (SD = 0.3 s). The 5th percentile value was 0.68 s and the 95th percentile
was 1.65 s. For right side mirror glances, Nagata and Kuriyama (1985) reported that average
glance duration was 1.38 s (angle difference from the vertical axis of 70 degrees), while
Rockwell reported an average glance duration of 1.21 s (10% larger than left glances), with an
approximate standard deviation of 0.36 s. For the rear view mirror, Taoka (1990) reported that
the average glance time was 0.75 s (SD = 0.36 s). The 5th percentile value was 0.32 s and the
95th percentile was 1.43 s.
Velocity
Velocity (traveling speed) has been used as a measure of driving performance for several
decades. For example, Brown, Tickner, and Simmonds (1969) found that driving while
telephoning had a 6.6% reduction in speed as compared to driving alone, in an early closedcircuit driving experiment. They also concluded that telephoning while driving may impair
perception and decision-making skills. More recently, Alm and Nilsson (1994) concluded that a
mobile telephone task while driving led to a reduction in speed level. In another effort, Tijerina,
Kiger, Rockwell, and Tornow (1995) assessed driver workload for commercial vehicle operators
in conjunction with using an in-vehicle device. Various measures were monitored including
speed variance, which was highest for activities involving radio tuning and 10-digit cell-phone
dialing tasks. Another study monitored speed for a driving study involving talking on a cell
phone or talking to a passenger (Waugh, Glumm, Kilduff, Tauson, Smyth, & Pillalamarri, 2000).
Results indicated that driving speeds were lower when talking on the phone as compared to
talking to the passenger. It is generally recognized that tasks with high visual or cognitive
demand can result in large deviations in speed.
Lateral Position
Lateral lane position or deviation is one of the most common measures of driver performance
and distraction (Salvucci, 2002). Lane position can be measured in terms of lane exceedances
(i.e., drift across the line between the current lane and the next lane) or, in the absence of actual
lane crossings, lateral position in terms of distance from the center of the lane or the side lane
line markings. Various researchers have used lateral position. For example, Serafin, Wen,
Paelke, and Green (1993) conducted an experiment involving a driving simulator and car phone
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tasks. Greater lane deviation was observed for dialing while driving as compared to tasks
involving listening, talking, or mental processing. In another study, Alm and Nilsson (1994)
reported that for difficult driving tasks, a mobile telephone task had an effect on the drivers’
lateral position during various 500 m driving segments. Results indicated that the mobiletelephone task made drivers drive closer to the right lane line, especially for complex tracking
tasks. In another study, Tijerina, Kiger, Rockwell, and Tornow (1995) evaluated various
measures including lane position variance and lane exceedances. They concluded that lane
keeping was degraded when performing message reading tasks. Again, multiple research
findings indicate that high levels of visual and cognitive demand can result in a greater level of
lane deviation.
Participants
Thirty-six participants who were familiar with the Cleveland, OH freeway system and downtown
area were recruited. Participants were recruited via newspaper advertisement (Figure 3), flyers,
and word of mouth. Participant selection was determined after a telephone screening and
selection process. All participants were between the ages of 18 and 71, with equal gender
representation (18 female, 18 male). The experimental protocol was approved by the Virginia
Tech Institutional Review Board (IRB) prior to any contact with participants. Figure 4 illustrates
an example of an experimenter seated in the experimental vehicle.

Driving Study
In Cleveland area, $20/hr for 2 hrs.
Must be 18-35 or 50-75 yrs old w/
driver’s lic. Virginia Tech
Transportation Institute.
Call 866-454-4568 or email
drivers @vtti.vt.edu
Figure 3: Newspaper Advertisement that appeared in the Cleveland Plain Dealer.
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Figure 4. Experimenter Seated in Experimental Vehicle.
Route and Equipment
Route
The pre-planned loop route was approximately 50 miles long and consisted of sections on
Interstates 480, 90, and 77, as well as surface streets in downtown Cleveland, OH. Prior to
collecting any data, experimenters from VTTI visited the area several times in order to determine
the final route by verifying the presence of suitable billboards. A potential 65-mile route was
originally recommended by associates from Clear Channel Outdoor Advertising, a local
company located in Cleveland. After personal examination of the suggested route, the final 50mile route was selected by the VTTI research team so that it could be completed in a timely
manner, while still allowing participants to be exposed to a mixture of interstate, downtown, and
residential road segments. This loop contained a variety of billboards and other outdoor
advertisements (e.g., on-premise signs, logo placards) as well as standard department of
transportation (DOT) roadway signs. Figure 5 illustrates the final route used for data collection,
while Table 3 lists the driving directions used for the experiment. The directions were mounted
on the dashboard as illustrated in Figure 6.
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Start &
Finish

X

Figure 5. Map of 50-mile Daytime Loop Route in Cleveland, Ohio.
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Table 3. Directions for 50-mile daytime route in Cleveland, OH.
Trip
Distance

Directions

§
§
¨

Left out of Residence Inn onto W. Creek Rd.

0.0

Left onto Rockside Rd.

0.3

Right toward I-77 North

0.5

Left lane onto I-480 West / Toledo

1.1

EXIT
12A

Right Exit 12A, turn Right onto W. 150th St.

9.9

¨

Right onto Puritas

10.9

§
¨

Left onto W. 117th

13.1

Right onto I-90 East / Cleveland

14.4

EXIT
172A

Right Exit 172-A, East 9th St.

20.1

¨
§

Right onto Carnegie

20.4

Left onto East 30th St.

21.3

§
§

Go 1 block, Left onto Prospect

21.4

Go 500 ft., Left onto I-90 East

21.5

EXIT
182A

Right Exit 182A, Right onto E. 185th St.

30.9

Stay in Right Lane and get onto I-90 West to
Downtown
Take Right Exit 172A to I-77 South

31.2

Follow I-77 South to Rockside Road exit

48.2

Take Exit 155 Rockside Road and Independence,
turn Right onto Rockside Rd.
Turn Right onto W. Creek Rd.

48.8
48.9

Turn Right into Residence Inn parking lot

49.2

EXIT
172A

EXIT
155

¨
¨

29

41.2

Notes

Go under overpass to I-77 N
entrance

Curves to Left, becomes
Bellaire
Just past entrance to I-71

Stay to Right

DODD Camera on far left
corner

Stay on 90 W when splits to
left
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Figure 6. Directions mounted on dashboard of vehicle (this picture is from a previous
experiment which used the same protocol and vehicle type).
Practice Route. A short, 1.5-mile practice route was also included. This route was driven prior
to data collection on the 50-mile loop route. During the practice route, the experimenter rode as
a passenger with the participant to make sure that the participant was familiar with the directions
and the vehicle’s displays and controls. Table 4 lists the directions for the practice route, which
was conducted on local streets near the hotel where the study began and ended.
Table 4. Directions for 1.5-mile Practice Route in Independence, Ohio.
Trip
Distance

Directions

¨
¨

Notes

Right out of Residence Inn onto W. Creek Rd.
Right onto Jefferson Dr.
Go around the traffic circle

§
¨

Left onto W. Creek Rd.
Right onto Patriot's Way
Straight at Stop

§

Past Applebee's

Left into Parking lots, loop back onto Patriot's Way
Straight at Stop

§
¨

Left onto West Creek Rd.
Right into Residence Inn parking lot

30
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Vehicle
A 2002 Chevrolet Malibu was used in this study and is shown in Figure 7. The vehicle had an
automatic transmission, an adjustable steering wheel, and other standard features.

Figure 7. Experimental Vehicle, 2002 Chevrolet Malibu.
Data Collection System
The vehicle was instrumented with a data collection system, including cameras, a computer, and
sensors that continuously collected data. The system was activated approximately 2 min after
the ignition was turned on and was deactivated when the driver turned it off. A video system
with four cameras was used. Two cameras were mounted on the back side of the rear-view
mirror--one facing forward left and the other facing forward right (Figure 8). This captured the
forward views of the roadway as well as the sides where billboards and other objects were
visible. The other two cameras captured the driver’s face from two perspectives. One camera
was mounted on the top left corner of the windshield near the A-pillar (Figure 9). The other
camera was mounted just above the rear view mirror (Figure 10). Both faced the driver and
captured head and eye movements. Since data reductionists needed to review all four video
channels simultaneously, a quad-splitter was used to fuse the images. This produced a single,
compartmentalized image such that each camera was presented in one of four locations (Figure
11). The quad splitter, computer, monitor, and keyboard were located in the trunk of the vehicle
as shown in Figure 12. Finally, Figure 13 illustrates these components and shows how they
interacted with sensors. Infrared illumination was used to provide adequate illumination for a
smaller nighttime data collection effort, to be described later in the report.
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Figure 8. Forward Facing Cameras Mounted Behind the Center Rear View Mirror.

Figure 9. Driver Face Camera, Mounted near the left A-Pillar.
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Figure 10. Driver Face Camera Mounted Above Rear View Mirror.

Left Forward
View

Right Forward
View

Driver’s Face,
Left Side

Driver’s Face,
Right Side

Figure 11. Diagram of Simultaneous Presentation of Four Camera Views.
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Figure 12. Data Acquisition System Located in Trunk of Vehicle.

Right Side

Lane
Tracker

Forward View
Quad Splitter
Driver’s Face

Titler, Recording,
and Storage
Systems

Left Side

Figure 13. Components of the Data Collection System.
All video data were recorded at 30 Hz (30 frames per s), using MPEG 4 compression algorithms
at a rate of 4 MB per minute. Driving performance data, including lane position and velocity,
were collected at 10 Hz (10 times per s). The lane tracking system used fuzzy logic and
statistical probabilities to detect lane edges in the forward camera view. Lane position was
collected with a resolution of ±2 inches from the center of the lane. Raw performance data,
including lane position, velocity, and video data, were saved on the hard drive of a laptop
computer and then backed up onto individual DVDs for each participant. After each trial, the
experimenter reviewed the data to assure that the data collection system performed to
specification.
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Procedure
Participant Recruitment and Screening
Straight-text newspaper advertisements were placed in the Cleveland Plain Dealer (Figure 3)
and flyers were posted in strategic locations in Cleveland, OH to solicit volunteer participants for
the study. Respondents were instructed to contact the experimenter via email or by telephone. A
telephone/email screening form (Appendix A) was used to collect general information on age,
gender, medical, and driving history, familiarity with the route(s), and use of corrective lenses or
sunglasses. A list of potential participants was compiled as screenings were completed, and
participants who met all of the required criteria were then contacted to set up an appointment for
participation. The participant met the experimenter on the appropriate date and time in the hotel
lobby of the Residence Inn on West Creek Road, in Independence, OH (just south of Cleveland).
Experimental Protocol
Upon arrival, each participant presented a valid driver’s license for the experimenter’s
inspection. Each participant then completed an informed consent form (Appendix B) and a
health screening questionnaire (Appendix C). Participants also completed a vision test using a
Snellen eye chart. Only participants with vision of 20/40 or better were eligible to participate.
Participants received an orientation (including the practice route), drove the 50-mile
experimental route, completed a post-drive questionnaire (Appendix D), and received $20/hr for
their time. Most participants completed the experiment in less than two hours. All procedures
for recruitment and data collection were approved by the Virginia Tech IRB, as required by
federal and state law.
In all, 36 drivers were recruited for the full experiment. Another participant completed the
experiment, but the data were not used because it rained during most of the session. Of the 36
drivers who completed the experiment, 3 repeated the experiment on a later date due to rain.
That is, their initial data were not used and were replaced with the second driving session. The
order in which participants were run in the experiment is shown in Table 5.
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Table 5. Order of Participation (shown by Age and Gender).
Number

AgeGrp

Gender

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30
31
32
33
34
35
36

O
O
Y
O
Y
Y
O
Y
O
Y
O
Y
O
O
Y
O
O
O
O
Y
Y
Y
Y
O
Y
O
O
Y
O
Y
Y
O
Y
Y
Y
Y

M
M
M
M
F
F
F
F
F
M
F
M
M
M
M
F
F
F
M
F
M
F
F
M
F
F
M
M
F
F
F
F
M
M
M
F

The informed consent form explained the general purpose of the experiment to the driver and
obtained his/her permission to participate in the study. After the required paperwork was
completed, the following script describing the experiment was read aloud to the participant:
Today we will have you drive a pre-determined loop route along major freeways and
highways. The vehicle that you will be operating is specially equipped with
instruments that collect information about your driving habits. The purpose of this
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study is to collect information about the way people drive under normal
circumstances, in order to improve driver safety. We want you to drive as you would
if you were in your own vehicle and were driving, for example, to visit a friend, do
an errand, or go to work. With this in mind, we will also want you to obey all typical
traffic regulations as you normally would, including, but not limited to, posted speed
limits, lane markings, and traffic control devices (such as stoplights).
I will be riding in the passenger seat during a 5-minute orientation drive. You are
welcome to ask questions if necessary, as this orientation will help you become
familiar with the vehicle and its controls. As always, our first priority is your safety.
If at any time you feel uncomfortable please inform me and we can make any
necessary adjustments or end the study early.
After the 5-minute orientation, I will exit the vehicle and have you drive the predetermined route, which will bring you back to this location. This route will take
about 1.5 hours. A map and written instructions will be provided for your reference,
and I will also review the route with you before you depart. After the route is
completed, I will debrief you and the session will be complete.
Do you have any questions I can answer at this time?

The experimenter then reviewed the map (Figure 5) and directions (Table 4) in detail. A
laminated copy of the map was stored in the glove compartment for easy reference. A laminated
copy of the directions was prominently displayed on the dashboard (Figure 6). A cellular
telephone was also stored in the glove compartment for emergency use only.
The experimenter then oriented the participant to the vehicle, including adjustment of the seat,
seat belt, mirrors, and steering wheel. Displays and controls were also reviewed, including a
review of the map, directions, and cell phone operation instructions. The participant then drove
the 5-minute orientation route, with verbal reminders provided by the experimenter when
required. After the orientation route was completed, the experimenter checked the data,
reminded the participant to drive as he/she normally would, and then returned to the hotel. The
participant drove the 50-mile loop route, which eventually brought him/her back to the hotel.
After the experiment, in-vehicle eyeglance calibration was completed in the hotel parking lot.
With the vehicle parked, the experimenter sat in the passenger seat and provided verbal
instructions. The protocol included having the participant sit as if driving, while alternating 3second glances to various locations with a default forward glance location. The glances included
left blind spot, left window, left mirror, left forward, forward, right forward, right mirror, right
window, right blind spot, rear view mirror, instrument panel (speedometer), and climate and
radio controls.
After the eyeglance calibration, the participant and the experimenter returned to the hotel lobby,
where the post-drive questionnaire was completed (Appendix D). The experimenter then
reviewed the questionnaire to make sure that all of the answers were legible. Item #3, “Please
check the top five items that most caught your attention during your drive,” included a
“Billboards” option (among a list of 18 possible items). If the experimenter noticed that
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“Billboards” had been marked, she asked about every checked item in an attempt to discover the
details as to what caught their attention. For the billboard item specifically, the experimenter
noted what aspect of the billboard caught the participant’s attention, without conveying the
importance of that particular topic. Payment was then issued to the driver at a rate of $20 per
hour, (2 hours in most cases, for a total of $40) and a payment log was signed to verify that funds
were received. At no time was the participant made aware that this experiment was related to
driving behavior regarding billboards or other roadside items.
Data for each participant were briefly reviewed to verify that all the cameras were operating
correctly and that data had been recorded. Data and video files were then transferred from the
data collection system’s computer to a portable laptop computer. Each participant’s data were
copied onto a separate DVD as a second back-up measure. The results from the post-drive
questionnaire were then entered into an Excel spreadsheet for later processing.
Data Reduction
Analyst Training
Two data analysts worked on this project under the supervision of the principal investigator. All
analysts were experienced in video data reduction prior to this project. Training began with a 2hour session in which the user manual was reviewed and the analysis software was demonstrated
by the experimenter. Relevant functions were shown, and the process of how to load the map
and associated GPS coordinates was explained. Prior to actual data analysis, each analyst spent
an additional eight hours mastering eyeglance direction determination and spreadsheet use. This
period included time with an experienced analyst present. A large part of that time was
dedicated to establishing inter-analyst reliability by comparing judgments and modifying
techniques until all analysts’ independent determinations matched. Throughout the entire
analysis effort, at least one experienced analyst was available at all times to answer any questions
or review particular cases as needed. “Spot checks” were performed throughout the data
reduction process, with input provided as needed to maintain a high level of consistency. Robust
reliability was further assured by ascertaining that each analyst recorded a portion of the data
from each participant (i.e., a portion of the data for each of the 36 participants was analyzed by
each analyst). As events were completed, a written record was created with the analyst’s initials
and date of completion.
Software
This section outlines the data reduction software program developed to analyze digital billboard,
conventional billboard, comparison, and baseline events. The software, currently called DART
(Data Analysis and Reduction Tools), was originally developed by software engineers at VTTI
for a large-scale naturalistic driving study known as the 100 Car Study (Dingus, Klauer, Neale,
Petersen, Lee, et al., 2006). This program integrates Microsoft MapPoint 2003 using GPS data
for billboard, comparison, and baseline site locations with the data obtained from the multiple
sensors in the test vehicle via a graphical interface. A total of 36 files (representing the route
driven for each participant) were analyzed. After a file was opened, the software presented the
analyst with the relevant windows required for data identification and reduction. The MapPoint
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application allowed the analyst to view a map of the Cleveland, OH area, showing the
relationship between the site and the roads, so that video could be compared with GPS data
during site identification and eyeglance analysis. The map illustrated the route and the location
of the vehicle, which was represented by a green vehicle icon that moved as the event was
played. This map served solely as a visual display and could not be manipulated.
Procedure
Data reduction was performed by the two analysts for each of the 36 data files. This occurred in
three steps: software preparation, event identification, and eyeglance analysis. Analysts were
blind as to which event type was being analyzed (in other words, they knew the event only by its
number, and did not know what type of event was contained in that segment of data). This was
done to insure impartiality in this aspect of the data reduction (event identification and eyeglance
reduction were the only two aspects of data analysis which had a subjective component; this was
compensated for by re-doing 10% of the events and calculating inter-rater reliability).
Event Identification
Analysts first used the DART software to identify the locations of interest. The GPS coordinates
for each location were entered into a master map. Each file was then opened and the DART
software suggested the correct point for each location of interest based on the master GPS list.
The analyst compared the forward view shown in the video with a master file of forward views
and adjusted the event timing slightly if necessary to make sure the forward views were the same
for every participant (thus providing a common geographic point of reference for each event
analyzed). The end of an event was defined as the sync number (time reference) at which the
test vehicle passed the site, and the event’s beginning was calculated to be eight seconds before
the end point. Identification of the end point thus combined two methods: the GPS data was
used to align the vehicle directly in conjunction with the site, and then the video was used to
visually confirm accurate GPS positioning using comparison to a master file of forward views.
Eyeglance Analysis
Once all of the events were correctly identified and stored in the database, the analysts conducted
the eyeglance analysis for each event. The first step in eyeglance analysis was familiarization
with the participant’s individual glance patterns by means of a glance location calibration video,
during which participants looked at specific places according to a set script. Analysts referred
often to the calibration file collected for each participant to make sure that the glance locations
were being coded correctly.
As described in the procedures section, eye calibration was conducted after data collection was
complete, in order to serve as a record of how a particular driver’s glance to particular location is
shown in video. Analysts reviewed these records in order to become familiar with the
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participant’s glance style. The analyst was thus able to conduct the glance analysis according to
each participant’s glance style. Glances were coded according to the following abbreviations:
F - Forward
RF - Right Forward
LF - Left Forward
RVM - Rear View Mirror
OX - Outer eXterior, including side mirrors, side windows, blind spot, etc.
DIR – glances toward the experimental route DIRections
OINT - Other INTerior, including speedometer, sun visor, cell phone, etc.
Analysts reviewed events from beginning to end, one tenth of a second at a time, determining the
direction of glance for every tenth of a second for the eight-second duration of the event. New
glances were recorded as the sync number at which the participant’s glance rested in a new
location. Transition time to the new location was included in the glance location the driver was
moving away from. The DART program automatically calculated the duration of each glance.
Summary information for each event included the number of glances, average glance duration,
number of glances in each direction, and the average duration of glances in each direction. The
final inter-rater reliability for the eyeglance reduction process was 96.5%, which is considered
quite good. Approximately 5% of the daytime events were analyzed by both raters
independently, resulting in 8,084 individual glance locations, each lasting 0.1 s. The agreement
between raters for each location was compared; the 96.5% reliability means that the raters were
in agreement for 7,804 glance locations.

Final Reduced Data Set
With 36 participants and 44 sites, there were 1,584 events available for analysis from
approximately 63 hours of data collection. A small amount of data was lost due to cell phone
use, sensor outages, sun angle, and vehicle stoppages, leaving 1,540 events for eyeglance
analyses. Altogether, 124,740 video frames were analyzed (1,540 events x 81 frames/event) and
8,678 individual glances were identified. The speed data was filtered to remove events as
described above, and then further filtered to remove events in which the maximum speed failed
to read 20 mph or the minimum speed failed to reach 15 mph, leaving 1,494 events in this
dataset, with 121,014 data points for speed. The lane position dataset was further filtered to
remove events indicating a possible lane change or lane position sensor failure (often due to poor
lane markings). After filtering, there were 1,188 events remaining in the lane position dataset,
with 96,228 data points.
Statistical Analysis
Descriptive statistics were calculated using Excel. All other statistical analyses were conducted
using SAS statistical software. The analysis of variance (ANOVA) statistical technique was
used; in SAS this was accomplished by means of the general linear model (GLM) procedure.
Where significant differences were found, and there were more than two levels of the
independent variable, a post-hoc analysis was run using the Least Squares Difference procedure
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in SAS to determine which levels were significantly different from which other levels. (For
independent variables with just two levels that differ significantly, a simple examination of the
means will demonstrate which level is significantly greater than the other.)
Nighttime Study
A smaller exploratory study was also conducted at nighttime using an abbreviated route that
avoided some of the downtown streets. Given that the digital signs being studied were
intrinsically illuminated, this was felt to be an important first step in determining whether there
are driver performance differences in the presence of these signs under different levels of
ambient illumination. All of the nighttime drivers had previously driven the route during the
daytime and were thus somewhat familiar with the route (so were unlikely to get lost or go off
route). The nighttime route directions are shown in Table 6, while the order of participation is
shown in Table 7 (12 of the 36 drivers returned for the nighttime experiment). The nighttime
route map is shown in Figure 14.

Table 6. Nighttime Driving Directions.
Trip
Distance

Directions

§
§
¨

Left out of Residence Inn onto W. Creek Rd.

0.0

Left onto Rockside Rd.

0.3

Right toward I-77 North

0.5

Left lane onto I-480 West / Toledo

1.1

EXIT
12A

Right Exit 12A, turn Right onto W. 150th St.

9.9

¨
§
¨

Right onto Puritas

10.9

Left onto W. 117th

13.1

Right onto I-90 East / Cleveland

14.4

EXIT
172A
182A

Right Exit 182A, Right onto E. 185th St.

30.1

Stay in Right Lane and get onto I-90 West to
Downtown
Take Right Exit 172A to I-77 South

30.4

Follow I-77 South to Rockside Road exit

47.3

Take Exit 155 Rockside Road and Independence,
turn Right onto Rockside Rd.
Turn Right onto W. Creek Rd.

47.9

Turn Right into Residence Inn parking lot

48.3

EXIT
172A

EXIT
155

¨
¨

41

40.3

48.0

Notes

Go under overpass to I-77 N
entrance

Curves to Left, becomes
Bellaire
Just past entrance to I-71

Stay on 90 W when splits to
left
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Figure 14. Map Illustrating Nighttime Route with Digital Billboards (black), Conventional
Billboards (red), Comparison Sites (aqua blue), and Baseline Sites (blue).

Table 7. Nighttime order of participation.
Number
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12

Age group
Younger
Older
Older
Older
Younger
Older
Younger
Younger
Older
Older
Younger
Younger

42

Gender
Female
Male
Female
Female
Female
Male
Male
Male
Female
Male
Male
Female
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With 12 participants and 40 sites, there were 480 events available for analysis from
approximately 42 hours of data collection. A small amount of data was lost due to cell phone
use, sensor outages, and vehicle stoppages, leaving 470 events for eyeglance analyses.
Altogether, 38,070 video frames were analyzed (470 events x 81 frames/event) and 2,335
individual glances were identified. The speed data was filtered to remove events as described
above, and then further filtered to remove events in which the maximum speed failed to read 20
mph or the minimum speed failed to reach 15 mph, leaving 456 events in this dataset, with
36,936 data points for speed. The lane position dataset was further filtered to remove events
indicating a possible lane change or lane position sensor failure (often due to poor lane
markings). After filtering, there were 411 events remaining in the lane position dataset, with
33,291 data points. Because the nighttime study was exploratory in nature with fewer data
points, these data are shown descriptively, but were not analyzed statistically (due to lack of
statistical power).
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RESULTS
Post-Drive Questionnaire – Daytime Results
Participants completed the post-drive questionnaire (Appendix D) after they returned from
driving the daytime driving route as well as the nighttime route. The questionnaire gathered
information such as route familiarity and items noticed while driving; it also collected
demographic and personal information, including education level, marital status, ethnicity, and
income. The questionnaire was the same one used by Lee et al. (2004) in the previous study
using similar methods. The following sections summarize all questionnaire results for the
daytime drivers, followed by a section describing the results for the nighttime drivers.
Demographics Overview
In terms of demographics, the average age was 28 years for younger drivers and 59 years for
older drivers. The sample of drivers was quite diverse in terms of education level, marital status,
and income. All drivers lived and worked in the Cleveland, OH area and were familiar with
some or most of the route. The following sections provide details for relevant information about
the sample of drivers. Table 8 presents these findings as well.
Age. The sample of 36 drivers ranged in age from 18 to 71 years old. The mean age of all
participants was 43.3 years (SD = 16.7). The younger drivers ranged in age from 18 to 35 years
old, with a mean of 27.9 years (SD = 6.0). The older drivers ranged in age from 50 to 71 years
old, with a mean of 58.7 years (SD = 6.1).
Education Level. Participants were surveyed regarding the highest education level they had
completed. The number of responses and equivalent number of years were used to calculate the
product. This was used to calculate the mean education level for the sample by dividing the total
number of years completed by the number of participants (482/36). The average was 13.4 years
of education completed (equivalent to high school plus a year and a half of college). Most of the
participants had finished high school, but few had attended college.
Marital Status. Half of the participants were married, while 28% reported that they were single
and 17% were divorced. Two individuals (5.6%) indicated that they were separated.
Ethnicity. Most participants were European (Caucasian/White) with only one participant
identifying herself as African American.
Income. The income level with the most participants was the group earning between $25,000
and $49,000 per year (16 participants or 44%).
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Table 8. Summary of Demographic Results for All Daytime Participants.
LEVELS
Younger
Drivers
27.9 years
Education
High Sch.
52.8%
Level
Marital Status Single
27.8%
Ethnicity
African
American
2.8%
Income Level $0-24K
33.3%
CATEGORY
Age (mean)

Older
Drivers
58.7 years
2-Yr Deg.
25.0%
Married
50.0%
European
97.2%
$25-49K
44.4%

All Drivers
43.3 years
B.A./B.S.
22.2%
Divorced
16.7%

Separated
5.6%

$50-74K
19.4%

>$100K
2.8%

Route Familiarity
Route familiarity was assessed by three items in the questionnaire. Specific topics addressed
were: location of work, location of home, and frequency of driving on roads in the experimental
route (defined as familiarity). Table 9 presents the route familiarity findings.
Living and Working Location. All drivers reported that they were familiar with the Cleveland,
OH area and had driven on the interstates and surface roads included in the route. All of the
participants lived in the Cleveland area, and those who were employed also worked in the area.
Cleveland proper, Parma, and Independence were the most common locations where participants
lived and worked, with 39% of participants reporting that that they both lived and worked in one
of these three areas (Independence and Parma are adjacent suburbs of Cleveland).
Familiarity. Route familiarity was also evaluated in terms of five route segments that
represented various types of driving (i.e., various segments of interstate and downtown
Cleveland). Drivers were asked to indicate if they were either “familiar” (driven at least once a
week) or “not familiar” (driven less than one time a week) with each segment. In some cases,
participants inquired about this question item, indicating (verbally) that, although they were quite
familiar with certain areas, they may not drive on them every week. Nonetheless, the results
indicated that overall, drivers were familiar with the route, particularly I-480 W between I-77
and W150th (83% were familiar with this segment as shown in Table 9).
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Table 9. Route Segment Familiarity for All Daytime Participants.

%
Familiar

I-480W
between I77 and
W150th
83%

W.130th Bellaire W.117th
42%

Route Segment
Carnegie
I-90
Ave.
between
9th and
185th
64%
67%

I-77
between I90 and
Rockside
72%

Overview of What Drivers Noticed
Drivers primarily noticed items such as traffic and other drivers, road or highway signs, and road
construction. Fifteen of 36 drivers (42%) marked “billboards” as one of the top 5 items (out of
18 items) that caught their attention during the drive. Participants engaged in a variety of
activities while driving; listening to the radio or CD player and using the cell phone were the
most prevalent. At no point was it apparent that any participant knew the specific purpose of the
study; all responses indicated that drivers believed the study was related to observing drivers in a
natural driving situation, which was also true. The following sub-sections describe findings in
more detail, with tables illustrating drivers’ responses.
Attention Getters. Participants were asked to indicate “the top five items that most caught your
attention during your drive.” Over 50% of drivers indicated that they paid attention to traffic,
road signs, exit signs, and other drivers. The top 9 items (out of 18 listed) are shown in Figure
15. For those drivers who indicated “billboard” as one of the items that caught their attention,
the experimenter asked them to verbally expand upon all items; however, none of these drivers
made any additional comments about billboards except that they caught their attention. Three
drivers (8%) mentioned billboard under a separate question regarding the single most memorable
part of the drive. Their comments were “The lighted billboards,” “Ridiculous billboards,” and
“The light up billboards.” A fourth driver mentioned “Markers and signs” but did not elaborate
further. Even in the daytime, the digital billboards appeared to have been noticeably different
from conventional billboards and appeared to attract a certain amount of attention.
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Figure 15. Top Daytime Attention Getters (top nine of eighteen possible).

Most Memorable. Participants were asked “What was most memorable about the drive?” This
was an open-ended question, so the comments varied. For ease of categorization, similar
comments were grouped where possible. There were 35 comments. Over 68% of the comments
were related to construction, weather/view, the experimental vehicle, or traffic, as presented in
Table 10.
Table 10. Number and Percent of Comments for Daytime Participants for the Question:
“What was most memorable about the drive? For example, were there any objects that
stood out?”
Comment Categories
Other Vehicles/Traffic
New Route/feature about route
Lake
Weather/View
Test Vehicle
Digital Billboards/Billboards/signs
Neighborhoods
Rough Road
Relaxing/Positive trip
Construction
Near accident/Accident
Sports Arena

Number of
Comments
7
6
5
4
3
3
3
3
2
1
1
1
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Percent of
Comments
17.5%
15.0%
12.5%
10.0%
7.5%
7.5%
7.5%
7.5%
5.0%
2.5%
2.5%
2.5%
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What Bothers You? Participants were asked, “What bothers you about other drivers?” This was
an open-ended question, so the comments varied. For ease of categorization, similar comments
were grouped where possible. A total of 30 comments were made. The large majority of the
comments were related to aggressive maneuvers or questionable driving behavior such as
tailgating, being cut off, not using turn signals, or driving slowly in the fast lane (Table 11).

Table 11. Number and Percent of Comments for Daytime Participants in Response to the
Question: “Does anything about other drivers bother you? If so, please briefly describe.”

Comment Category
Tailgating
Cut off
No signal
Speeding
Aggressive
Slow in fast lane
Cell phone talking
Drivers who don't pay attention
Inability to adjust to conditions

Number of
Comments
7
6
5
3
3
3
1
1
1

Percent of
Comments
23.3%
20.0%
16.7%
10.0%
10.0%
10.0%
3.3%
3.3%
3.3%

Other Activities. Participants were asked, “What other activities do you engage in while
driving?” Again, this was open-ended and the comments varied, but similar comments were
grouped where possible. There were 72 comments in all. Listening to the radio or CDs was the
largest single activity, making up over 26% of the comments. Using the cell phone was also
common (15%). Other activities included singing or talking, drinking, smoking cigarettes, and
eating, as presented in Table 12.
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Table 12. Number and Percent of Comments for Daytime Participants in Response to the
Question: “What other activities do you typically engage in while driving?”
Comment Categories
Listen to radio/CDs
Cell phone
Smoking
Eating
Drinking
Talk w/others
Adjust radio/CDs
Driving/steering
Adjust AC/windows
Look for something
Homework
Read directions/map

Number of
Comments
21
11
4
4
3
3
2
2
1
1
1
1

Percent of
Comments
38.9%
20.4%
7.4%
7.4%
5.6%
5.6%
3.7%
3.7%
1.9%
1.9%
1.9%
1.9%

Other questions asked participants for additional input about the written directions and the
purpose of the study. Substantively relevant participant responses included three separate
suggestions relating to conducting a driving study with passengers or children, the effect of video
cameras on driving behavior, and the statement that “driving in my own car would be more
‘normal.’ ” While no one reported problems with the directions, three drivers did get off-route at
one point during their trip; however, very few data points were missed. Drivers were also
queried as to their recollection of the purpose of the study; all responses were within the scope of
what they had been told verbally and in the informed consent form.
Post-Drive Questionnaire – Nighttime Results
Age
The sample of 12 nighttime drivers ranged in age from 25 to 62 years old and consisted of
drivers who had recently performed the daytime portion of the experiment. As for the main
experiment, the participant pool was balanced for age and gender. The mean age of the
nighttime participants was 44.5 years (SD = 14.0). The younger drivers ranged in age from 25 to
35 years old, with a mean of 31.5 years (SD = 4.1). The older drivers ranged in age from 54 to
62 years old, with a mean of 57.5 years (SD = 3.3). The demographics for these 12 drivers are
summarized in Table 13.
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Table 13. Summary of Demographic Results for All Nighttime Participants.
CATEGORY
Age (mean)

Younger
Drivers
31.5 years
High Sch.
Education
58.3%
Level
Marital Status Single
8.3%
European
Ethnicity
100.0%
Income Level $0-24K
16.7%

LEVELS
Older
Drivers
57.5 years
2-Yr Deg.
25.0%
Married
66.7%

All Drivers
44.5 years
B.A./B.S.
16.7%
Divorced
25.0%

$25-49K
$50-74K
41.7%
41.7%

Route Familiarity
Route familiarity was assessed by three items in the questionnaire. Specific topics addressed
were: location of work, location of home, and frequency of driving on roads in the experimental
route (defined as familiarity). As before, all nighttime drivers lived and worked in the
Cleveland, OH area. Route familiarity was also evaluated in terms of five route segments that
represented various types of driving (i.e., various segments of interstate). Drivers were asked to
indicate if they were either “familiar” (driven at least once a week) or “not familiar” (driven less
than one time a week) with each segment. Table 14 presents the route familiarity findings.

Table 14. Route Segment Familiarity for All Nighttime Participants.
I-480W
between I77 and
W150th
% Familiar 75%

W.130th Bellaire W.117th
42%

Route Segment
Carnegie
I-90
Ave.
between
9th and
185th
58%
58%

I-77
between I90 and
Rockside
50%

Attention Getters
Participants were asked to indicate “the top five items that most caught your attention during
your drive.” Over 50% of drivers indicated that they paid attention to traffic, road signs,
billboards, and exits. Figure 16 shows the top nine nighttime attention getters. For those drivers
who indicated “billboard” as one of the items that caught their attention, the experimenter asked
them to verbally expand upon all items, but no one made any remarks relevant to billboards.
However, 3 of the 12 nighttime drivers (25%) noted billboards as being the single most
memorable thing about the drive. One person just said “Billboards,” another said “I saw a
billboard that changed and I wished it hadn't because I wanted to read the previous message,”
and a third said “One billboard.” This is much higher than the 8% who mentioned billboards as
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being most memorable during the daytime, and may be a reflection of the nature of the digital
billboards.
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Figure 16. Top Nighttime Attention Getters (top nine of eighteen possible).

Most Memorable
Participants were asked “What was most memorable about the drive?” This was an open-ended
question, so the comments varied. For ease of categorization, similar comments were grouped
where possible. There were nine comments from the 12 nighttime drivers. As mentioned, three
comments concerned billboards, while other common answers included the views and other
vehicles and traffic, as presented in Table 15. The drivers had previously answered the general
questions regarding “What bothers you about other drivers?” and “What other activities do you
engage in while driving?” during their daytime session, so these were not asked again here.
Likewise, the responses to “What is the purpose of this study?” were similar to what the same
participants had said during the daytime session; all responses were within the scope of what
they had been told verbally and in the informed consent form.
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Table 15. Number and Percent of Comments for Nighttime Participants in Response to the
Question: “What was most memorable about the drive? For example, were there any
objects that stood out?”
Comment Categories
Digital Billboards/Billboards
View
Other Vehicles/Traffic
Positive trip
Personal condition while driving

Frequency
3
2
2
1
1

Driving Performance Results – Daytime
Event Type
Eyeglance Results. With regard to eyeglance behavior, there were six questions of interest, each
of which will be discussed in turn:
1. Does eyes-on-road percent (looking straight forward) vary in the presence of different
event types?
2. Is there a more active glance pattern in the presence of certain event types (as measured
by the number of individual glances to any location during the eight seconds of the
event)?
3. For events on the left side of the road, are there more glances in the left forward direction
for certain event types?
4. For events on the right side of the road, are there more glances in the right forward
direction for certain event types?
5. For events on the left side of the road, does the mean single glance time in the left
forward direction vary according to event type?
6. For events on the right side of the road, does the mean single glance time in the right
forward direction vary according to event type?
7. Are longer glances (longer than 1.6 s) associated more with any of the event types?
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Question 1 (Does eyes-on-road percent (looking straight forward) vary in the presence of
different event types?) was answered by examining the amount of time spend looking straight
forward in the course of an event, and dividing it by 8 s to obtain the percentage of time the
driver was looking forward. As shown in Figure 17, this ranged between 70% and 75% for the
various event types, with baseline, digital billboard, and conventional billboard being close to
equal. Statistical analysis showed that this measure did vary across event types (F3,96 = 11.62, p
< 0.0001, using an α of 0.05 as a criterion, as is standard for studies of this type). The
comparison events had significantly less eyes-on-road percent than did the other event types,
which did not vary from one another.

Percent Eyes-On-Road

100%

Percent

80%

76.7%

70.1%

75.5%

74.1%

Digital Billboard

Conventional
Billboard

60%
40%
20%
0%

Baseline

Comparison

Event Type

Figure 17. Percent Eyes-on-Road Time for the Four Event Types. (Comparison events
were significantly lower than the other three event types, which did not differ from one
another).
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Question 2 (Is there a more active glance pattern in the presence of certain event types?) was
measured by examining the number of individual glances to any location during the eight
seconds of the event. A higher mean number of glances during the eight seconds indicated a
more active scanning pattern. As shown in Figure 18, there were very few differences in the
overall glance activity. The statistical analysis verified this observation, showing no significant
differences between event types (F3,96 = 1.78, p = 0.1564).

Number of Glances

Questions 1 and 2 were aimed at the larger question of whether overall driver eyeglance behavior
changed in the presence of certain event types. In other words, did driver total time looking
forward change in the presence of certain event types, and did drivers exhibit a more active
glance pattern for certain event types? Except for lower eyes-on-road time for comparison
events, there were no observed differences in overall eyeglance patterns. The next four questions
are concerned with the specific eyeglance patterns that might be expected to occur if drivers
were allocating more visual attention to specific objects located on the side of the road.
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Figure 18. Mean Number of Glances to Any Location During an Event. (There were no
significant differences between event types.)
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Question 3 (For events on the left side of the road, are there more glances in the left forward
direction for certain event types?) was aimed at the question of whether the presence of a site of
interest on the side of the road was related to a greater number of glances in that direction. All
baseline events were included in this analysis since these events were considered to have been
located on both sides of the road. As can be seen in Figure 19, digital billboards to the left side
of the road did garner a larger number of left forward glances during the eight seconds than did
any of the other event types. However, statistical analysis showed that these differences were
not significant (F3, 73 = 1.49, p = 0.2244).
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Figure 19. Mean Number of Left Forward Glances for Events on the Left Side of the Road.
(There were no significant differences between event types.)
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Question 4 (For events on the right side of the road, are there more glances in the right forward
direction for certain event types?) was similar in intent, but used events on the right side of the
road and right forward glances. Again, all baseline events were included in this analysis since
these events were considered to have been located on both sides of the road. As can be seen in
Figure 20, there appeared to be little difference in the number of right forward glances across
event types. Statistical analysis showed that the observed differences were not significant
(F3,77 = 0.29, p = 0.8353).
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Figure 20. Mean Number of Right Forward Glances for Events on the Right Side of the
Road. (None of the observed differences were significant.)
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Question 5 (For events on the left side of the road, does the mean single glance time in the left
forward direction vary according to event type?) was measured by examining the mean single
glance time for left forward glances. Longer glances in the left forward direction for events to
the left could indicate that the driver is paying greater visual attention to the event. Figure 21
shows that the digital billboard and comparison event types had longer mean single glance times
than did baseline or conventional billboard events. Statistical analysis showed that these
differences were significant (F3,73 = 3.59, p = 0.0176). Post hoc analysis showed that the digital
billboards to the left had significantly longer left forward glances than did conventional
billboards or baseline sites, but that they did not differ from comparison sites. Comparison sites
differed from baseline sites, but not from conventional billboard sites, and conventional
billboards and baseline sites did not differ from one another.
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Figure 21. Mean Single Glance Time for Left Forward Glances for Events on the Left Side
of the Road. (Data points with a shared letter do not differ significantly from one another.)
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Question 6 (For events on the right side of the road, does the mean single glance time in the right
forward direction vary according to event type?) was similar to Question 5 in approach, except
that it examined right forward glances and events to the right. Statistical analysis showed that
the observed differences were significant (F3,77 = 3.73, p = 0.0147). Post-hoc tests showed that
digital billboards located on the right had significantly longer glance times to the right than did
either baseline events or conventional billboards, but did not differ significantly from
comparison events. Comparison events had longer glance times than did baseline events, but did
not differ significantly from conventional billboards. Conventional billboards also had
significantly longer glances than did baseline events.
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Figure 22. Mean Single Glance Time for Right Forward Glances for Events on the Right
Side of the Road. (Data points with a shared letter do not differ significantly from one
another.)
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Question 7 (Are longer glances (longer than 1.6 s) associated more with any of the event
types?) follows an approach provided by Horrey and Wickens (2007), who suggest analyzing
the tails of the distributions whenever eyeglance analysis is performed. Various researchers
have suggested that longer glances may be associated with poorer driving performance. For
example, Wierwille (1993) suggests a 1.6 s criterion as representing a long glance away from
the forward roadway. As shown in Figure 23, the distributions of glance duration were
similar across all event types, and there was no obvious pattern of longer glances being
associated with any of the event types.

Glance Length (s)

Figure 23. Tails analysis for the distribution of glance duration, (method described in
Horrey and Wickens, 2007).
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Discussion of Daytime Eyeglance Results. Results showed that digital billboards were not
associated with changes in overall glance patterns (overall number of glances or percent eyes-onroad time). Likewise, digital billboards were not associated with more frequent glances towards
the direction where the billboard was located. However, digital billboards in both the left and
right directions were associated with longer glances in that direction.
There were only five digital billboards along the route (these were all that were available). This
led to low statistical power for the digital comparisons, especially when the digital billboards
were separated into left and right (two in one direction and three in the other). To increase
power and verify the above findings, the data were next aggregated so that all glances in the
direction where an event was located were included. For glance frequency, there were still no
significant differences in the number of glances depending on event type (F3, 91 = 1.22, p =
0.3065). For glance duration, the findings from above were also confirmed with this combined
analysis (F3, 91 = 4.98, p = 0.0030). Digital billboards and comparison sites did not differ from
one another, but each differed from conventional billboards and baseline events. Conventional
billboards and baseline events did not differ from one another; these results are shown in Figure
24.
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Figure 24. Mean Single Glance Time for Glances in the Direction of Events. (Data points
with a shared letter do not differ significantly from one another.)
It should also be noted that digital billboards did not differ in glance duration from comparison
events for left side, right side, or the combined comparison. Several of the comparison events
had a digital component, but in the form of on-premises signing rather than as billboards. One
comparison event used full motion video at times. Thus, it is not surprising that these event
types revealed similar glance duration patterns. Finally, it should be noted that the results for
conventional billboards were similar to those found in the Charlotte study, with very few
differences between conventional billboards and either comparison events or baseline events.
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Speed maintenance. As shown in Figure 25, there were differences in the standard deviation of
speed for the different event types. These differences were statistically significant (F3, 96 = 5.33,
p = 0.0019), with conventional billboards showing a higher speed deviation than baseline and
digital billboards, but not different from comparison sites. Baseline events, comparison events,
and digital billboards did not differ from one another. Much of this difference may be because
there is typically greater speed deviation on surface streets than on interstates, and all of the
digital billboards were on interstates. To account for this in the research design, the same
analysis was conducted, but using only events occurring on interstates. In this analysis, there
were no significant differences in standard deviation of speed (F3, 96 = 1.66, p = 0.1819), as
shown in Figure 26.
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Figure 25. Standard Deviation of Speed by Event, in miles per hour. (Data points with a
shared letter do not differ significantly from one another.)
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Figure 26. Standard Deviation of Speed by Event for Events Occurring on Interstates, in
miles per hour. (None of the observed differences was significant.)
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Lane keeping. The standard deviation of lane position was calculated for each event. Standard
deviation was used instead of average lane position, because average lane position can be to the
right or left, and thus an average would tend to wash out true differences, while standard
deviation takes overall deviation into account, regardless of left or right. While there appeared to
be differences in lane keeping for the different event types as shown in Figure 27, these
differences did not quite reach significance (F3, 91 = 2.46, p = 0.0673). Nevertheless, the trend is
that digital billboards and conventional billboards seem to be related to poorer lane keeping, and
it is likely that a larger sample would have shown significance for this measure.
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Figure 27. Standard Deviation of Lane Position by Event, in inches. (None of the observed
differences was significant.)

Other findings
Road Type. There were significant differences in the two overall eyeglance measures, both of
which indicated a more active glance pattern on surface streets. The eyes-on-road percentage was
higher for interstate events than for surface street events (71% for interstate vs. 64% for surface
streets; F1, 32 = 30.29, p < 0.0001). There were also more total glances during an event on
surface streets as opposed to on the interstates (6.3 glances for interstate vs. 7.2 glances for
surface streets; F1, 32 = 10.51, p < 0.0028). There were no significant differences for the
eyeglance measures associated with the left or right side of the road. These findings are
consistent with the findings of the Charlotte study, in that eyeglance patterns tend to be more
active while driving on surface streets due to driver monitoring of driveways, intersections, and
on-coming traffic.
Familiarity. Drivers spent significantly more time with their eyes on the road while driving on
unfamiliar roads (73% for familiar roads and 75% for unfamiliar roads; F1, 22 = 4.81,
p = 0.0392). However, this small significant difference likely has no practical implications,
especially given that the overall glance frequency was not significant (F1, 22 = 1.38, p = 0.2530).
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There were no significant differences for speed maintenance or lane keeping depending on
familiarity with the route segment. These results are likely confounded by the fact that most of
the road segments that drivers classified as familiar were the interstate portions of the route,
while the unfamiliar roads tended to be the surface street sections.
Age. There were two age findings in the eyeglance measures. Older drivers had higher eyes-onroad percentage than did younger drivers (73% for older and 67% for younger; F1, 32 = 4.46,
p = 0.0426). Younger drivers also had more frequent right forward glances for events to the
right than did older drivers (younger = 1.55 right forward glances per event; older = 1.34 right
forward glances per event; F1, 32 = 4.42, p = 0.0436). Younger drivers thus seemed to have a
slightly more active glance pattern than older drivers, but this did not show up in very many of
the eyeglance measures examined. There were no age differences for speed keeping or lane
maintenance.
Gender. There were no significant findings for gender for eyeglance, speed maintenance, or lane
keeping measures.
Driving Performance Results – Nighttime
Event Type
Eyeglance results. As mentioned previously, there were about one-third fewer data points for the
nighttime portion of the study, which was considered an exploratory study. Thus, the results in
this section are presented descriptively, without statistical analysis. Where the differences shown
are strong, it is likely that a larger study would show statistical significance, while weak
differences may or may not hold up with a larger study. Four eyeglance measures were
examined for the nighttime data: eyes-on-road percent, overall glance frequency, mean glance
duration in the direction of an event, and mean number of glances in the direction of an event.
Eyes-on-road percent is presented in Figure 28, which shows that digital billboards and
comparison events tended to have less eyes-on-road time at nighttime than either baseline events
or conventional billboards. The overall glance frequency was also higher in the presence of
digital billboards and comparison events at nighttime, as shown in Figure 29. These two
findings taken together show a more active glance pattern at nighttime in the presence of these
two event types, which mirrors some of the daytime findings.
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Figure 28. Eyes-on-Road Percent by Event Type for the Nighttime Exploratory Study.
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Figure 29. Overall Glance Frequency by Event Type for the Nighttime Exploratory Study.

The mean glance duration for glances in the direction of an event also showed higher values for
digital billboards and comparison events; however, in this case, the comparison sites appeared to
have longer glance times than did the digital billboards (Figure 30). The mean number of
glances in the direction of an event again showed digital billboards and comparison events as
having higher values than either baseline events or conventional billboards, as shown in Figure
31. Taken together, these four findings indicate that digital billboards and comparison events
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may result in more active glance patterns overall, as well as more frequent and longer glances
towards the digital billboards and comparison events.
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Figure 30. Mean Glance Time for Glances in the Direction of an Event for the Nighttime
Exploratory Study.
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Figure 31. Mean Number of Glances in the Direction of an Event for the Nighttime
Exploratory Study.
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Speed maintenance. Figure 32 shows that the standard deviation of speed appeared to be higher
in the presence of both conventional and digital billboards than for baseline and comparison
events. If this effect is related to the event type, it may be due to the attempt to read the copy of
these signs at night while driving. If this is true, the higher value shown for conventional
billboards may indicate that these signs are more difficult to read at night than are the digital
billboards.
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Figure 32. Speed Maintenance as Measured by the Standard Deviation of Speed by Event
for the Nighttime Exploratory Study.
Lane keeping. Lane keeping also showed a trend towards greater lane deviations in the presence
of both digital billboards and conventional billboards as shown in Figure 33. As was true for
speed maintenance, conventional billboards showed higher values than did digital billboards.
Again, this may be an indication of the difficulty of reading these signs at night.
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Figure 33. Lane Keeping as Measured by the Standard Deviation of Lane Position by Event
for the Nighttime Exploratory Study.
Nighttime Luminance Measures
The luminance was measured with a Radiant Imaging Charge-Coupled Device (CCD)
photometer with a 300 mm lens. The CCD photometer provided a method of capturing the
luminance of an entire scene at one time. Luminance represents the amount of light that is
projected off a surface in a given direction. For this investigation, the direction of interest was
towards the driver. Luminance is measured in candelas per meter squared.
The photometer was located in the experimental vehicle as close to the driver's position as
possible (Figures 34 and 35). The experimental vehicle was then driven to the sign location and
stopped on the side of the road. Images of the sign were then acquired. For multiple face signs
such as the digital and the tri-visions signs, each of the presented messages was imaged. Using
the software provided with the system, the average luminance of the sign and each message was
measured. The photometer was connected to a laptop computer in the back seat that stored the
data as the images were acquired. All measurements were taken at night. Figure 36 shows the
average luminance measures for each of the four event types measured in candelas per meter
squared. Note that the digital billboards had noticeably higher luminance values than any of the
other event types, even though their luminance was automatically reduced at night. This
probably explains some of the driver performance findings in the presence of the digital
billboards. The overall ranking of luminance by event (digital billboards were the highest,
followed in order by comparison events, conventional billboards, and baseline events) closely
mirrors the rankings of many of the performance measures for both daytime and nighttime,
including eyeglance, speed maintenance, and lane keeping. Altogether, there were 74
measurements (17 for comparison events, 36 for digital billboards, 6 for conventional billboards,
and 15 for baseline events). More readings were taken for the digital billboards because each
message was measured individually.
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Figure 34. Bracket for Radiant Imaging CCD Photometer.

Figure 35. Radiant Imaging CCD Photometer in Position for Measurements, with
Experimenter Making Final Adjustments.
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Figure 36. Average Luminance of the Four Event Types, in Candelas per Meter Squared.
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COMPARISONS TO THE CHARLOTTE STUDY
There were several similarities and several differences between this study and the study
conducted in Charlotte, NC. The original intent was to make the studies as similar as possible,
and this was achieved to the degree possible, as demonstrated by the following items:
•
•
•
•

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Both were conducted in mid-sized cities (Charlotte population: 540,828; Cleveland
population: 478,403; both figures taken from US Census 2000).
Both were conducted in areas with similar terrain (fairly flat, with a few rolling hills;
Charlotte elevation: 650 feet; Cleveland elevation: 581 feet).
Both studies included conventional billboards, comparison events, and baseline
events.
Both studies showed similar results when conventional billboards were compared to
baseline and comparison sites (very few differences in eyeglance measures, speed
maintenance, or lane keeping for conventional billboards as compared to baseline
events and comparison events).
Both studies used 36 participants who performed the experiment in the daytime,
equally divided into four age by gender cells (nine older males, nine older females,
nine younger males, and nine younger females).
Both included participants who lived and worked in the area and were familiar with at
least some parts of the route.
Both studies were conducted during similar times of day (between rush hours, from
about 9 a.m. to 4 p.m.).
Both studies included surface streets and interstates.
Both studies used the same make and model of vehicle, and similar instrumentation.
Both studies used the same basic protocols and questionnaires.
The data were reduced and analyzed in a similar fashion using the same software
tools.
Both studies were sponsored by a foundation with strong ties to the outdoor
advertising industry. Thus, in each study every effort was made to remove sources of
potential bias. These efforts included:
o Final selection of route and events were made by VTTI project staff;
o Data collection and reduction was as automated as possible (speed and lane
keeping data were totally automated, and involved no human intervention or
interpretation); and
o In the case of eyeglance data reduction, where human intervention and
interpretation were necessary, data reductionists knew very little about the project,
its focus, or its sponsor. They evaluated each event according to a number code,
with no knowledge about whether the number represented a digital billboard,
conventional billboard, comparison event, or baseline event.
o In addition, the participants themselves did not know the true purpose of the
study.
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Differences between the two studies included the following items; these were motivated
primarily by the difference in focus between the two studies:
•
•

•
•

•
•
•
•
•
•
•

•

The focus of the Charlotte study was driver performance in relation to conventional
billboards, while the focus of the Cleveland study was driver performance in relation
to digital billboards.
The comparison events in each study were chosen to be comparable to the events of
interest. In the Charlotte study, the comparison events were chosen prior to data
collection and were considered by the experimenters to be visually similar to
conventional billboards. In the Cleveland study, the comparison events were again
chosen prior to data collection and were considered by the experimenters to be
visually similar to digital billboards.
The Cleveland route was longer (50 miles, versus 35 miles for the Charlotte study;
this was due to the need to include as many digital billboards as possible).
The Cleveland subject pool was not as representative of the demographics of
Cleveland as was the Charlotte subject pool (in terms of race and ethnicity). For
example, Cleveland is approximately 41% Caucasian, while 97% of the participants
were Caucasian. Charlotte is 58% Caucasian and 61% of the participants in that
study were Caucasian.
The Charlotte study examined the 7 seconds preceding each event, while the
Cleveland study used 8 seconds (to increase the chances of capturing data for a
message change for the digital billboards).
The Cleveland study included digital billboards, which were not present in the
Charlotte study.
The Cleveland study included an exploratory nighttime study using 12 of the daytime
participants.
Luminance measures were obtained for the Cleveland study as part of the nighttime
exploratory study.
The Charlotte study included some US highway type roads that were not available in
the Cleveland study.
Because the digital billboards were all located on the interstate segments of the route,
the road type and event type were confounded, unlike in the Charlotte study. To get
around this, some of the analyses examined only events occurring on interstates.
Because most of the drivers were more familiar with the interstate segments than with
the surface streets, road type and familiarity were also confounded to a greater degree
than in the Charlotte study. However, this interaction was not a primary focus of the
current study.
The Cleveland study was conducted in late fall and early winter, while the Charlotte
study was conducted in late spring.
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CONCLUSIONS
As with all studies, especially those conducted in real-world environments, the research design
demonstrated both limitations and strengths. The study was designed to be as similar as possible
to the study previously conducted in Charlotte, NC, with the major exception of the focus of the
study (conventional billboards for Charlotte and digital billboards for Cleveland). The studies
were similar in many important aspects with the exception of the location of the digital
billboards. In the Charlotte study, billboards were present on all road types, while in Cleveland,
all of the digital billboards were located along interstate highways. Thus, no conclusions can be
made regarding the potential impact of digital billboards located on surface streets on driver
behavior or performance. Despite this one flaw, necessitated by the real-world constraints of the
digital billboard locations, the overall findings of this study were consistent and compelling.
The overall conclusion, supported by both the eyeglance results and the questionnaire results, is
that the digital billboards seem to attract more attention than the conventional billboards and
baseline sites (as shown by a greater number of spontaneous comments regarding the digital
billboards and by longer glances in the direction of the billboards). The comparison events, 25%
of which included signs with digital components, showed very similar results to the digital
billboards. Thus, there appears to be some aspect of the digital billboards and on-premises signs
that holds the driver’s attention once the driver has glanced in that direction. This is most likely
the result of the intrinsic lighting of these signs, which is noticeable even during the daytime.
Drivers may also have maintained longer glances towards the digital billboards in the hopes of
catching the next message (knowing that the message changed periodically), although an
analysis of longer glances did not bear this out.
Although exploratory in nature, the nighttime results were very similar to the daytime results,
with degraded eyeglance performance for digital billboards and comparison events. The digital
billboards were also found to have much higher luminance at nighttime than any of the other
event types.
These particular LED billboards were considered safety-neutral in their design and operation
from a human factors perspective: they changed only once every eight seconds, they changed
instantaneously with no special effects or video, they looked very much like conventional
billboards, and their luminance was attenuated at night. It is thus quite likely that digital signs
with video, movement, higher luminance, shorter on-message duration, longer transition times,
and special effects would also be related to differences in driver behavior and performance.
Because of the lack of crash causation data, no conclusions can be drawn regarding the ultimate
safety of digital billboards. Although there are measurable changes in driver performance in the
presence of digital billboards, in many cases these differences are on a par with those associated
with everyday driving, such as the on-premises signs located at businesses. Conventional
billboards were shown both in the current study and in the Charlotte study to be very similar to
baseline and comparison events in terms of driver behavior and performance; thus, the design of
digital billboards should be kept as similar as possible to conventional billboards.
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APPENDICES
Appendix A: Initial Participant Telephone Screening Form
FOARE Cleveland Participant Screening Script
Note to Researcher:
Initial contact between participants and researchers may take place over the phone. If this is the
case, read the following Introductory Statement, followed by the questionnaire. Regardless of
how contact is made, this questionnaire must be administered verbally before a decision is made
regarding suitability for this study.
Introductory Statement:
After prospective participant calls or you call him/her, use the following script as a guideline in
the screening interview.
Hello. My name is Melinda McElheny and I'm a researcher with the Virginia Tech
Transportation Institute in Blacksburg, Virginia. The project involves participation in a driving
study to help researchers understand how people drive.
This study involves coming to a meeting room at the Residence Inn by Marriott in Independence,
OH, just south of Cleveland on I-77 one time for approximately 2 hours. During this session you
would help us by driving one of our vehicles along a pre-selected route for about 50 miles. The
vehicle will be equipped with data collection equipment. Does this sound interesting to you?
Next, I would like to ask you several questions to see if you are eligible to participate.
Questions
1. Do you have a valid driver's license?
Yes _____

No _____

2. How often do you drive each week?
Every day ____ At least 2 times a week___ Less than 2 times a week_____
3. How old are you? ______ (stop if not 18-35 years old or 50-75 years old.)
4. What type of vehicle do you usually drive?_________________________
5. Have you previously participated in any experiments at the Virginia Tech Transportation
Institute? If so, can you briefly describe the study?
Yes _____ ______________________________________________________
No _____
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6. How long have you held your drivers' license? _______________________________
7. Are you able to drive an automatic transmission without assistive devices or special
equipment? Yes _____
No _____
8. Do you have a history of any of the following? If yes, please explain.
Stroke
Brain tumor
Head injury
Epileptic seizures
Respiratory disorders
Motion sickness
Inner ear problems
Dizziness, vertigo, or other balance problems
Diabetes
Migraine, tension headaches

No____
No____
No____
No____
No____
No____
No____
No____
No____
No____

Yes___
Yes___
Yes___
Yes___
Yes___
Yes___
Yes___
Yes___
Yes___
Yes___

9. (Females only, of course) Are you currently pregnant?
Yes _____
No _____ (If “yes” then read the following statement to the
participant: “It is not recommended that pregnant women participate in this study. However,
female participants who are pregnant and wish to participate must first consult with their
personal physician for advice and guidance regarding participation in a study where risks,
although minimal, include the possibility of collision and airbag deployment.”)
10. Are you currently taking any medications on a regular basis? If yes, please list them.
Yes _____
No _____

______________________________________________________

11. Do you have normal or corrected to normal hearing and vision? If no, please explain.
Yes _____
No _____
______________________________________________________
12. Have you ever had radial keratotomy, LASIK, or other eye surgeries? If yes, please specify.
Yes _____
______________________________________________________
No _____
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I would like to take your name, phone number or phone numbers, and/or email where you can be
reached and hours/days when it's best to reach you.
Name __________________________________________________________

Male/Female

Phone Numbers __________________________________________________

Age:

Best Time to Call _________________________________________________
Email ________________________________
When contacting participants for scheduling purposes, the following statement must be included
in the conversation. “We ask that all participants refrain from drinking alcohol and taking any
substances that will impair their ability to drive prior to participating in our study.”
-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------Criteria for Participation:
1. Must hold a valid driver's license.
2. Must be 18-35 or 50-75 years of age.
3. Must drive at least 2 times a week.
4. Must have normal (or corrected to normal) hearing and vision.
5. Must be able to drive an automatic transmission without special equipment.
6. Cannot have lingering effects of brain damage from stroke, tumor, head injury, recent
concussion, or infection. Cannot have had epileptic seizures within 12 months,
respiratory disorders, motion sickness, inner ear problems, dizziness, vertigo, balance
problems, diabetes for which insulin is required, chronic migraine or tension
headaches.
7. Cannot currently be taking any substances that may interfere with driving ability
(cause drowsiness or impair motor abilities).
8. No history of radial keratotomy, LASIK eye surgery, or any other ophthalmic surgery.
9. Must be willing to drive without sunglasses or tinted lenses.
10. Must live or work in the Cleveland area.

A total of 2 hours of time will be needed. What days and times would you be able to participate?
Saturday
Sunday
Monday
Tuesday
Wednesday Thursday
Friday
9:30
9:30
9:30
9:30
9:30
9:30
9:30
11:45
11:45
11:45
11:45
11:45
11:45
11:45
2:00
2:00
2:00
2:00
2:00
2:00
2:00
Thank you for your time. I will contact you to schedule a session if you are selected as a
participant.
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Participant #________

Appendix B: Informed Consent Form
VIRGINIA POLYTECHNIC INSTITUTE AND STATE UNIVERSITY
Informed Consent for Participants
of Investigative Projects
Title of Project: Influence of driver characteristics on driving performance
Investigators:

Dr. Suzanne E. Lee, Research Scientist, Virginia Tech Transportation Institute.
Dr. Ronald B. Gibbons, Research Scientist, Virginia Tech Transportation
Institute.
Melinda J. McElheny, Senior Research Specialist, Virginia Tech
Transportation Institute.

I. The Purpose of this Research Project
This study will collect driver performance data to help understand the way people drive in a
natural environment (with no experimenter present). The goal of this study is improve the
understanding of how people drive.
II. Procedures
For this study you will be asked to drive on a loop-route on freeways and highways in Cleveland,
Ohio. We want you to drive as you normally would on any roadway, following the typical laws
and regulations of the road. The session is expected to last about two hours, including this
orientation. You will then be paid for your participation.
This vehicle contains sensors and data processing equipment that will capture aspects of your
driving behavior. Small video cameras are also mounted in the vehicle. One of these cameras
will be directed toward your face while you are driving. The equipment has been installed in
such a way that you will hardly be able to notice its presence. It will not interfere with your
driving, and there is nothing special that you will need to do in regard to the equipment.
This experiment will consist of five experimental stages:
1. Introductory stage
This stage consists of preliminaries. You will be asked to read the informed consent form. Once
you have signed this form, we will also ask to see your driver's license, and an eye exam will be
administered. Finally, we will have you complete a medical questionnaire. Once you have
completed this stage we will go on to stage 2.
2. Familiarization with the test vehicle
While the instrumented vehicle is parked you will be shown how to operate the vehicle (for
example, lights, mirror adjustments, windshield wipers, etc.) as this may be different from your
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Participant #________

personal vehicle. You will then be asked to set each control to the best level for your comfort
and driving performance. You will then take a short drive with the experimenter riding along in
the passenger’s seat to become familiar with the vehicle. This stage should take approximately
15 minutes.
3. Preparation for loop route
The experimenter will then review the loop-route with you. You will be given a map and written
directions that the experimenter will review with you.
4. Driving the loop route
You will then drive the instrumented vehicle for approximately 1.5 hours over the pre-planned
loop route of approximately 50 miles. You are expected to follow the posted speed limit and to
wear your seatbelt. Also, please stay in the right-hand lane to the extent possible during the
drive. The loop route is to be completed in one session if possible.
5. Debriefing and Payment
After completing the experiment, you will return here for a short debriefing session. You will
then be paid for your participation. It is expected that the complete session will last
approximately 2 hours, including orientation, loop-route, and debriefing.
III. Risks
The experiment is believed to be minimal risk. There are risks or discomforts to which you are
exposed in volunteering for this research. The risks in this study are the same as the risks
normally associated with driving on public roadways. The risks involved include the following:
1) The risks normally associated with driving on commonly encountered roadway segments at
freeway speeds, and if you are participating in the nighttime driving study, the risks include
those normally associated with driving on similar roadway segments at night.
2) Possible fatigue due to the length of the experiment. However, the route will be selected to
minimize the amount of driving required. You will be instructed to exit the roadway to take
a break if you feel the need to do so at any time during the experimental session.
3) Cameras will videotape you as you drive the vehicle; therefore, we will ask you not to wear
sunglasses. However, you should feel free to put on your sunglasses if this request at any
time impairs your ability to drive the vehicle safely.
The following precautions will be taken to ensure minimal risk to you:
1) The experimenter will monitor you during the orientation drive and help you become familiar
with the experimental vehicle. However, as long as the you are driving the research vehicle,
it remains your responsibility to drive in a safe, legal manner.
2) You will be required to wear the lap and shoulder belt restraint system while in the car. The
vehicle is also equipped with a driver's side airbag supplemental restraint system.
3) If an accident does occur, you will be instructed to call appropriate emergency services via a
cell phone in the glove compartment, and then to call the experimenter. If a visit to a medical
facility is required, you would be required to undergo examination by medical personnel.
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4) A cell phone (stored in the glove compartment) will be made available for you to call the
experimenter for any reason. You will be instructed to call only while the vehicle is in a safe
location, and while the vehicle is not in motion.
5) All data collection equipment will be mounted such that, to the greatest extent possible, it
does not pose a hazard to you in any foreseeable case.
6) None of the data collection equipment or the display technology interferes with any part of
your normal field of view present in the automobile.
IV. Benefits of this Research Project
The information collected from this project will provide new information on how people tend to
drive in a natural setting. This information will be used to improve roadway and vehicle design,
so that roadside and in-vehicle devices can be better designed to fit in with what people expect.
While there are no direct benefits of participating in this study, you may find the experiment
interesting. No guarantee of benefits has been made to encourage you to participate. However,
to avoid biasing other potential participants, you are requested not to discuss this study with
anyone for at least 8 months after participation.
V. Extent of Anonymity and Confidentiality
The results obtained from this study will be kept completely anonymous. Your name will not
appear on data derived from your session. Only a number will differentiate your data from
others who take part in the study. This number, and not your name, will also be used in
subsequent data analyses and reports.
As indicated, video will be recorded while you are driving. The video includes an image of your
face, so that we can determine where you are normally looking. The video will be treated with
confidentiality and kept secure. It will be shared only with other qualified researchers, and not
published except as noted in the following paragraph.
If at a later time we wish to use the video information for other than research purposes, say, for
public education, or if we wish to publish (for research or for other purposes) your likeness or
other information from the study that identifies you either directly or indirectly, we will only do
so after we have contacted you again and obtained your explicit permission.
VI. Compensation
You will be paid $20 per hour for the time you actually spend in the experiment. It is estimated
that the entire session, including orientation, driving, and debriefing will be 2 hours. Payment
will be made in cash immediately after you have finished your participation.
VII. Freedom to Withdraw
You are free to withdraw at any time without penalty. If you choose to withdraw from this study
you will be compensated for your time up until that point.
VIII. Medical Treatment and Insurance
If you should become injured in an accident, the medical treatment available to you would be
that provided to any driver or passenger by emergency medical services in the vicinity where the
accident occurs. The vehicle you will be driving is insured for automobile liability and
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collision/comprehensive through Virginia Tech and the Commonwealth of Virginia. There is
medical coverage for you under this policy. The total policy amount per occurrence is
$2,000,000. This coverage would apply in case of an accident, except as noted below.
Under certain circumstances, you may be deemed to be driving in the course of your
employment, and your employer's worker's compensation provisions may apply in lieu of the
Virginia Tech and Commonwealth of Virginia insurance provisions, in case of an accident. The
particular circumstances under which worker's compensation would apply are specified in
Virginia law. If worker's compensation provisions do not apply in a particular situation, the
Virginia Tech and Commonwealth of Virginia insurance provisions will provide coverage.
Briefly, worker’s compensation would apply if your driving for this research can be considered
as part of the duties you perform in your regular job. If it is not considered as part of your
regular job, then the insurance policy would apply.
IX. Approval of Research
You should know that this research project has been approved, as required by the Institutional
Review Board for Research Involving Human Participants at Virginia Polytechnic Institute and
State University, and the Virginia Tech Transportation Institution.
X. Participant's Responsibilities
I voluntarily agree to participate in this study. I have the following responsibilities:
1) I should not participate in this study if I do not have a valid driver's license or if I am
not in good health.
2) I should notify the experimenter if at any time I do not want to continue my
participation.
3) I should operate the instrumented vehicle in a safe and responsible manner.
4) I should answer all questions truthfully.
XI. Participant’s Permission
Check one of the following:
 I have not had an eye injury/eye surgery (including, but not limited to, LASIK, Radial
Keratotomy, and cataract surgery.)
 I have had an eye injury/eye surgery and I've have been informed of the possible risks to
participants who have had eye surgery. I choose to accept this possible risk to participate
in this study.
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I have read and understand the Informed Consent and conditions of this project. I have had all
my questions answered. I hereby acknowledge the above and give my voluntary consent for
participation in this project.
If I participate, I may withdraw at any time without penalty. I agree to abide by the rules of this
project.

Signature

Date

Should I have any questions about this research project or its conduct, I may contact:
Dr. Suzanne E. Lee, Principal Investigator

(540) 231-1511

Melinda J. McElheny, Senior Research Specialist
(540) 231-1557
David Moore, Chair of the Virginia Tech Institutional Review Board
(540) 231-4991

Participants must be given a complete copy (or duplicate original) of the signed Informed
Consent.
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Appendix C: Health Screening Questionnaire
Health Screening Questionnaire
1. Are you in good general health?

Yes

No

If no, list any health-related conditions you are experiencing or have experienced in the
recent past.
___________________________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________________________
_________________________________________________________
2. Have you, in the last 24 hours, experienced any of the following conditions?
Inadequate sleep
Hangover
Headache
Cold symptoms
Depression
Allergies
Emotional upset

Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes

No
No
No
No
No
No
No

Yes

No

3. Do you have a history of any of the following?
Visual Impairment

(If yes, please describe.)
_____________________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________________
Seizures or other lapses of
consciousness

Yes

No

(If yes, please describe.)
_____________________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________________
Any disorders similar to the
above or that would impair
your driving ability

Yes

No

(If yes, please describe.)
_____________________________________________________________________
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_____________________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________________
4. List any prescription or non-prescription drugs you are currently taking or have taken in the
last 24 hours.
_____________________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________________
5. List the approximate amount of alcohol (beer, wine, fortified wine, or liquor) you have
consumed in the last 24 hours.
_____________________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________________
6. Are you taking any drugs of any kind other than those listed in 4 or 5 above?
Yes

______________________________________
Signature

No

______________________
Date
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Appendix D: Post Drive-Questionnaire

Thank you for participating in this driving study. We appreciate your responses to the following
items. All information will remain confidential.
1. Please check either “Familiar” (driven at least once a week) or “Not Familiar” (driven less
than one time a week) for the following roadway sections:
I-480between I-77 and 150th
W.130th –Bellaire–W.117th
I-90 between 9th and 185th
Carnegie St.
I-77 between I-90 and Rockside

_____Familiar
_____Familiar
_____Familiar
_____Familiar
_____Familiar

_____Not Familiar
_____Not Familiar
_____Not Familiar
_____Not Familiar
_____Not Familiar

2. For the following systems, please check what you liked or disliked:
Seating
_____like _____neutral _____dislike
Air conditioning
_____like _____neutral _____dislike
Engine power
_____like _____neutral _____dislike
Visibility
_____like _____neutral _____dislike
Steering
_____like _____neutral _____dislike
3. Please check the top five items that most caught your attention during your drive:
_____Surrounding traffic
_____Other drivers
_____Construction areas
_____Road/street signs
_____Emergency vehicles
_____Buildings
_____Landmarks
_____Walls
_____Landscaping/scenery
_____Gas Stations
_____Restaurants
_____Motels/Hotels
_____Billboards
_____Towers
_____Highway/Exit Signs
_____Smoke Stacks
_____Apartments/housing
_____Other_______________________
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4. Did you experience any problems while following the written directions? ___Yes
If yes, please describe:

___No

5. What was most memorable about the drive? For example, where there any objects that stood
out?

6. What other activities do you typically engage in while driving?

7. Does anything about other drivers bother you? If so, please briefly describe:

8. Please provide any other input about this study:

9. In what city do you live?

10. In what city do you work?

11. What level of education have you completed?
_____Elementary/Secondary
_____Junior High School
_____High School degree
_____2-yr Associate degree
_____Bachelor’s degree
_____Master’s degree
_____Doctoral/Professional degree
12. Please indicate your marital status:
_____single

_____married

_____widowed

_____divorced

13. Which of the following groups best represent your ethnicity?
_____African American
_____Hispanic (Latino)
_____Asian

_____separated
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_____Native American (American Indian)
_____European (Caucasian, White)
_____Multi-racial

14. Which of the following best represents your annual household income?
_____$0-$24,999
_____$25,000-$49,999
_____$50,000-$74,999
_____$75,000-$99,999
_____ > $100,000

15. What was the purpose of this study?
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OVERALL DEVELOPMENT PLAN / CONCEPTUAL SITE PLAN
SITUATED IN THE SE 1/4 OF SECTION 27, TOWNSHIP 2
SOUTH, RANGE 68 WEST, 6TH P.M., CITY OF THORNTON,
COUNTY OF ADAMS, STATE OF COLORADO
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ZONED R-1-C

ZONED
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ZONING AMENDMENT & CONCEPTUAL SITE PLAN

I-25

ZONED BUSINESS PARK

X

ENTERPRISE THORNTON

X
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APPLICANT:
CARLSON ASSOCIATES
12460 1ST STREET
EASTLAKE, CO 80614

LOT 4A, FALK INDUSTRIAL TRACT AMENDMENT NO. 1 AS RECORDED AT
RECEPTION NUMBER 2008000069281 IN THE ADAMS COUNTY RECORDS,
CITY OF THORNTON, COUNTY OF ADAMS, STATE OF COLORADO.
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PROJECT TEAM
LAND OWNER
MONKEY SPORTS CAPITAL CO, LLC.
1550 MAGNOLIA AVENUE, STE 101
CORONA, CA 92879

PROPERTY INFORMATION

APPLICANT
CARLSON ASSOCIATES
12460 1ST STREET
EASTLAKE, CO 80614
CONTACT: SCOTT CARLSON
SCOTTCARLSON@CARLSONLAND.NET

CR (Community Retail)

EXISTING ZONING
PROPOSED ZONING

PD (Planned Development)

PROPERTY AREA

3.35 AC
X

CONCEPTUAL SITE PLAN STANDARD NOTES

3.

THE DEVELOPMENT SHALL PROVIDE EVIDENCE OF GOOD FAITH ATTEMPTS TO RELOCATE ANY
EXISTING PRAIRIE DOG COLONIES FOUND ON SITE IN ACCORDANCE WITH CODE SECTION 6-21.
THE PROPOSED ARCHITECTURAL STYLE IS A MODERN SMALL BOUTIQUE OFFICE WAREHOUSE.
MATERIALS BEING USED ARE A MIX BETWEEN ARCHITECTURAL METAL WALL PANELS,
INSULATED METAL WALL PANELS, FULL BED STONE CMU VENEER AND A CULTURED STONE
VENEER.
CASH IN LIEU FOR PUBLIC LAND DEDICATION SHALL BE PAID AT $3.00 PER SQUARE FOOT FOR
8% OF THE LOT.

SITE

X

X

X
X

ARCHITECT
HAUSER ARCHITECTS, P.C.
3780 EAST 15TH STREET, STE 201
LOVELAND, CO 80538
CONTACT: CURTIS KOLDEWAY
970.669.8820

X

[]

ACOMA WAY

2.

I-25

1.

CIVIL ENGINEER/SURVEYOR
ATWELL GROUP, LLC.
6200 S. SYRACUSE WAY
GREENWOOD VILLAGE, CO 80111
CONTACT: DONNA BARRENTINE
303.462.1100

SHERMAN

MARIGOLD DR

TRAFFIC ENGINEER
LSC TRANSPORTATION CONSULTANTS, INC.
1889 YORK STREET
DENVER, CO 80206
CONTACT: CHRIS MCGRANAHAN
303.333.1105
PLANNER
NORRIS DESIGN
1101 BANNOCK STREET
DENVER, CO 80204
CONTACT: MITCH BLACK
303.892.1166
LANDSCAPE ARCHITECT
NORRIS DESIGN
1101 BANNOCK STREET
DENVER, CO 80204
CONTACT: BRAD HAIGH
303.892.1166

ST

NORTH

ZONING AMENDMENT & CONCEPTUAL SITE PLAN

LOT 4A, FALK INDUSTRIAL TRACT AMENDMENT NO. 1 AS RECORDED AT RECEPTION NUMBER
2008000069281 IN THE ADAMS COUNTY RECORDS, CITY OF THORNTON, COUNTY OF ADAMS, STATE
OF COLORADO.

ENTERPRISE THORNTON

SITE MAP

LEGAL DESCRIPTION

SHEET INDEX
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.

COVER SHEET
CONCEPTUAL SITE PLAN
CONCEPTUAL LANDSCAPE PLAN
CONCEPTUAL ARCHITECTURE
CONCEPTUAL ARCHITECTURE
CONCEPTUAL ARCHITECTURE
CONCEPTUAL ARCHITECTURE
CONCEPTUAL ARCHITECTURE
EXISTING CONDITIONS
DIGITAL MESSAGING MONUMENT SIGN (DMMS) EXHIBIT

PARKING

DEVELOPMENT STANDARDS
REQUIRED

PROPOSED

BUILDING HEIGHT:

MAXIMUM: 120'

PROPOSED: 20' 6"

SETBACKS:

FRONT: 20'

PROPOSED: 100' (TO I-25)

SIDES: 15'

PROPOSED: 15'

REAR: 15'

PROPOSED: 30'

REQUIRED: 75% MAXIMUM

PROPOSED: 27%

MAXIMUM LOT COVERAGE:

APPLICANT:
CARLSON ASSOCIATES
12460 1ST STREET
EASTLAKE, CO 80614

PARKING REQUIRED PER CODE: ONE SPACE FOR EACH 333 SQUARE FEET OF FLOOR AREA IN OFFICE USES; ONE SPACE FOR
EACH 1,000 SQUARE FEET OF FLOOR AREA IN FLEX-WAREHOUSE USES. FOR THE PURPOSE OF THIS PD, FLEX-WAREHOUSE
PARKING IS BASED ON THE WAREHOUSE STANDARD, WHICH IS 1 SPACE PER 1,000 SQ. FT.

BUILDING 1 (5 UNITS: 5,200 SQ. FT. FLEX-WAREHOUSE, 3,250 SQ. FT. OFFICE)

MAXIMUM FAR:

REQUIRED: NO MAXIMUM

PROPOSED: 0.37

LANDSCAPE AREA/OPEN SPACE:

REQUIRED: 20% OF SITE (29,196 sq. ft.)

PROPOSED: 27% (39,734 sq. ft.)

NOTE: THE DEVELOPMENT STANDARDS PROPOSED FOR THIS PROJECT FOLLOW THOSE PERMITTED FOR THE BUSINESS PARK ZONING,
EXCEPT WHERE OTHERWISE SPECIFIED WITHIN THE PLANNED DEVELOPMENT ZONING STANDARDS.

14.95

16
NOT FOR
CONSTRUCTION

BUILDING 2 (8 UNITS: 7,125 SQ. FT. FLEX-WAREHOUSE)

7.12

6

BUILDING 3 (12 UNITS: 10,305 SQ. FT. FLEX-WAREHOUSE)

10.3

9

9.6

9

BUILDING 4 (10 UNITS: 9,600 SQ. FT. FLEX-WAREHOUSE)

DATE:

3/26/21
5/14/21
7/27/21
9/9/21
10/22/21

15

ADDITIONAL SPACES NOT ADJACENT TO A BUILDING
TOTAL

JL, CL

PROPOSED

PROPOSED: 1 LOT, 4 BUILDINGS

NUMBER OF BUILDABLE LOTS:

CHECKED BY:
DRAWN BY:
FILENAME:

REQUIRED PER PD
STANDARDS

41.97 (42)

55

NOTES:
1. ONE 11' X 35' LOADING ZONE IS PROVIDED AT THE NORTH END OF BUILDING 3, PER REQUIREMENTS OF SECTION 18-596.
2. TWO ACCESSIBLE SPACES ARE SHOWN PER REQUIREMENTS OF SECTION 18-598.
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ORNAMENTAL GRASSES

ROCK COBBLE

CARLSON ASSOCIATES
12460 1ST STREET
EASTLAKE, CO 80614

T.

EXISTING ADJACENT
PROPERTY FENCE, (TYP.)
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S
MAN

ADJACENT BUILDING
(ADAMS POLISHES)

SHER

ADJACENT PROPERTY
BOUNDARIES

EASEMENT,
TYP.

WETLAND NATIVE SEED

SEATING
AREA

SITE BOUNDARY

MAINTENANCE
ACCESS
EXISTING
EASEMENT, TYP.

MAILBOXES

NATIVE SEED

LANDSCAPE BED

RETAINING
WALL

NOTES:
1. DESIGN SHOWN IS CONCEPTUAL. ACTUAL DESIGN WILL BE
DETERMINED AT THE TIME OF THE DEVELOPMENT PERMIT.
2. LANDSCAPING WILL BE DESIGNED TO THE CITY CODE WATERWISE
PRINCIPLES.

EXISTING ADJACENT
PROPERTY FENCE, (TYP.)
EXISTING
EASEMENT, TYP.
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STORMWATER
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DATE:
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LANDSCAPE AREA REQUIRED (20% OF TOTAL SITE AREA):
29,196 SQ FT - 0.67 ACRES
LANDSCAPE AREA PROVIDED:
39,760 FT - 0.91 ACRES

RETAINING WALL
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30.0% GLAZING
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1 BUILDING 1 EAST
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32.1% GLAZING

2 BUILDING 1 WEST
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9/9/2021 3:15:09 PM
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Hauser Architects, P.C.
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8.3

3 BUILDING 1 SOUTH
3/32" = 1'-0"

ELEVATION NOTES
1.
2.

NO MECHANICAL EQUIPMENT WILL BE MOUNTED ON THE ROOF. ALL EQUIPMENT WILL BE INTERNAL.
BUILDING 1 EAST HAS 852 SF OF GLAZING AND MEETS 30% TRANSPARENCY REQUIREMENT

4 BUILDING 1 NORTH
3/32" = 1'-0"
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SHEET TITLE:

DMMS EXHIBIT
SHEET NUMBER:
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INTRODUCED BY:
AN ORDINANCE DENYING A REZONING FROM COMMUNITY RETAIL TO
PLANNED DEVELOPMENT, AN OVERALL DEVELOPMENT PLAN/CONCEPTUAL
SITE PLAN, AND PLANNED DEVELOPMENT STANDARDS FOR APPROXIMATELY
THREE ACRES OF LAND GENERALLY LOCATED WEST OF INTERSTATE 25 AND
SOUTH OF WEST 84TH AVENUE TO DEVELOP INDUSTRIAL BUILDINGS AS WELL
AS A DIGITAL MESSAGE MONUMENT SIGN (ELECTRONIC BILLBOARD) (FALK
INDUSTRIAL TRACT, AMENDMENT NO. 1, LOT 4A).
WHEREAS, Monkey Sports Capital Co, LLC is the owner (Owner) and Carlson
Associates is the applicant (Applicant) of certain real property (Property) within the City,
described in Exhibit A attached hereto and incorporated herein by reference; and
WHEREAS, the Property is currently zoned Community Retail (CR); and
WHEREAS, the Owner has submitted to the City an application to rezone the
Property from CR to Planned Development (PD); and
and

WHEREAS, the PD Standards are hereby incorporated and attached as Exhibit B;

WHEREAS, the proposed application is not consistent with the goals and desires of
the City, does not provide for orderly growth within the City, and does not provide for a
beneficial and efficient use of the Property; and
WHEREAS, the aforesaid request and all supporting documents are hereby
incorporated as if fully set forth herein; and
WHEREAS, the application is a matter of public record in the custody of the City
Development Department, and is available for public inspection during business hours of
the City; and
WHEREAS, on March 22, 2022, the City Council conducted a public hearing on
said application, pursuant to the procedural and notice requirements of Chapter 18 of
the City Code, and the Council having considered the evidence presented in support of
and in opposition to the application, the applicable zoning requirements, the City’s
Comprehensive Plan, and staff recommendations and have considered the record and
given appropriate weight to the evidence.
NOW, THEREFORE, BE IT ORDAINED BY THE CITY COUNCIL OF THE CITY
OF THORNTON, COLORADO, AS FOLLOWS:
1.

That it is found that the Applicant has not complied with the provisions of
Section 18-41 of the City Code pertaining to zoning applications.

2.

a.

Growth and other development factors in the community do not
support changing the zoning.

b.

The change in zoning does not represent orderly development of
the City, although, there are, or are planned to be, adequate
services and infrastructure to support the proposed zoning change
and existing uses in the area.

c.

The change in zoning does not provide for an appropriate use of
the property.

d.

The change in zoning is not in substantial conformance with the
goals and policies of the Comprehensive Plan or other adopted
plans and policies of the City.

e.

The proposed zoning is not sensitive to or compatible with the
existing and planned use and development of adjacent properties.

f.

The amendment to the official map is not being initiated by the
City to rectify an error.

The City Council finds that the Application does not meet the criteria in
Sections 18-42 of the City Code for PD Zoning Amendments as follows:
a.

The proposed PD District is not compatible with present
development in the area, and will potentially have a significant,
adverse effect on the surrounding area;

b.

The proposed PD District is not consistent with the public health,
safety, and welfare, or efficiency and economy in the use of land and
its resources;

c.

The proposed PD District is not consistent with the overall direction,
intent, and policies of the City's Comprehensive Plan;

d.

The proposed PD District does not provide for a creative and
innovative design which could not otherwise be achieved under the
zoning regulations for the districts listed in Section 18-70(a) of the
City Code;

e.

The exceptions from the zoning regulations requested in the
proposed PD are not warranted by virtue of innovative design and
amenities incorporated in the PD District.
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3.

The Falk Industrial, Amendment No. 1, Lot 4A application to rezone the
Property from CR to PD and the accompanying overall development
plan/conceptual site plan is hereby denied.

4.

Due to the denial of the Zoning Amendment and PD Standards, the
proposed Overall Development Plan/Conceptual Site Plan does not meet
the criteria for approval outlined in Section 18-43 of the Code and is
therefore not approved.

INTRODUCED, READ, PASSED on first reading, ordered posted in full, and title
ordered published by the City Council of the City of Thornton, Colorado, on
, 2022.
PASSED AND ADOPTED on second and final reading on

, 2022.

CITY OF THORNTON, COLORADO

Jan Kulmann, Mayor
ATTEST:

Kristen N. Rosenbaum, City Clerk
THIS ORDINANCE IS ON FILE IN THE CITY CLERK’S OFFICE FOR PUBLIC
INSPECTION.
APPROVED AS TO LEGAL FORM:

Tami Yellico, City Attorney
PUBLICATION:
Posted at City Hall, Margaret W. Carpenter Recreation Center, Thornton Active Adult
Center, and Trail Winds Recreation Center after first and second readings.
Published on the City’s official website after first reading on
second and final reading on
, 2022.
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, 2022 and after

EXHIBIT A
ZONING BOUNDARY DESCRIPTION
LOT 4A, FALK INDUSTRIAL TRACT AMENDMENT NO. 1 AS RECORDED AT
RECEPTION NUMBER 2008000069281 IN THE ADAMS COUNTY RECORDS,
CITY OF THORNTON, COUNTY OF ADAMS, STATE OF COLORADO
OVERALL DEVELOPMENT PLAN/CONCEPTUAL SITE PLAN LEGAL
DESCRIPTION
LOT 4A, FALK INDUSTRIAL TRACT AMENDMENT NO. 1 AS RECORDED AT
RECEPTION NUMBER 2008000069281 IN THE ADAMS COUNTY RECORDS,
CITY OF THORNTON, COUNTY OF ADAMS, STATE OF COLORADO
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EXHIBIT B

FALK INDUSTRIAL TRACT
AMENDMENT NO 1, LOT:4A
Planned Development Standards for ENTERPRISE Thornton
Thornton, Colorado

Approved: XXXXXX

Section 1: Introduction
Zoning Amendment Justification: Section 18-41 (5) b.: Criteria for a change in a zoning district classification
or boundary. The city council may consider the following criteria to evaluate a change in a zoning district
classification or boundary:
1.

Growth and other development factors in the community support changing the zoning.
This proposal is consistent with the Comprehensive Plan and will facilitate job growth in the immediate
area.

2. The change in zoning represents orderly development of the city and there are, or are planned to
be, adequate services and infrastructure to support the proposed zoning change and existing
uses in the area.
This property has adequate utilities for the proposed development, as the properties immediately
surrounding it have already been developed. The proposed PD zone district will provide jobs and revenue
for the City while not significantly increasing demand on roadways and other utilities.
3. The change in zoning provides for an appropriate use of the property.
The proposal provides an appropriate use through providing increased jobs and increased revenue for
the City. As an undeveloped parcel of land with a lower amount of visibility, the proposed zone district
will provide jobs and revenue for the City where typical retail or commercial may struggle to survive. A
DMMS will provide an opportunity for business within the greater Thornton area to advertise and gain
exposure. A portion of the lease revenue ($40,000) from the sign will be donated to the Adams 12
Education Foundation annually for programming south of 104th Avenue.
4. The change in zoning is in substantial conformance with the goals and policies of the
Comprehensive Plan and other adopted plans and policies of the city.
The Comprehensive Plan designates this area to be an employment center and the zone change will
allow for development of jobs in the area.
5. The proposed zoning is sensitive to and compatible with the existing and planned use and
development of adjacent properties.
By developing an underutilized parcel of land, the proposal provides a flexible warehouse use, which is
lower intensity than typical retail or commercial and more compatible with the surrounding properties,
including the low density single-family residential to the south and west. While any commercial use will
generate additional traffic, access is being limited to the existing northern connection and will not have
any further impacts for the residential to the west and south.
Intent/Purpose of PD District
PD District Overview: This 3.35-acre property, legally described as Falk Industrial Tract Amendment 1, Lot
A, is generally at West 83rd Place and Sherman Street in Thornton, south of the Interstate 25 and West 84th
interchange. The borders include Interstate 25 to the east, an existing industrial use (Adams Polishes) to the
north, and single-family residences within Unincorporated Adams County to the west and south. All 3.4-acres
of the property are within one Planning Area.
Planned Development Zoning Justification: This development is unique because it provides an investment
in a part of Thornton that will benefit from having new development occur. It also will provide
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incubator/entrepreneur space for smaller businesses to operate and grow the overall job base. This proposal
meets the requirements of section 18-120 of the City Code because a Digital Message Monument Sign is not
something currently contemplated in the City of Thornton and the Applicant would like to incorporate such into
this PD. Based on Chapter 4: Growth Framework within the recently adopted 2020 Comprehensive Plan, the
Future Land Use Map designates this property to be an employment center. The proposed underlying zone
district of this proposed PD is the existing Business Park Zone District which would meet Chapter 4’s goal of
adding to the job base for the City. The addition of the Digital Message Monument Sign to the site will also
contribute to growing the overall jobs and tax base through its business promotion capabilities and
opportunities.
Section 18-42 (c)Standards for approval: The council shall consider the following in making their decision for
approval, approval with conditions, or denial of a PD district:
1. The proposed PD district is compatible with present development in the area, and will not have a
significant, adverse effect on the surrounding area;
This proposal is compatible with existing development in the area. To the north is an existing industrial
use. The west and southern sides of the property are single-family residences within Unincorporated
Adams County. Interstate 25 is to the east of the site. The allowed uses within the proposed underlying
Business Park Zone District will not cause adverse impacts to nearby uses. The proposed Digital
Message Monument Sign is strategically placed towards the northern portion of the site and will sit
approximately 150 feet from the residences to the south. Additional illumination standards have been
incorporated into the signage standards for this PD to further reduce impact to adjacent residences.
2. The proposed PD district is consistent with the public health, safety and welfare, as well as
efficiency and economy in the use of land and its resources;
The proposed PD is on an infill site that already has existing infrastructure and is in an area designated
for employment in the future. Since the site is surrounded by development on all sides, this development
will enhance the public safety by providing a use on an otherwise vacant piece of property, while providing
opportunities to increase the City’s tax and jobs base.
3. The proposed PD district is consistent with the overall direction, intent and policies of the city's
Comprehensive Plan;
The plan determines this area to be an employment center. The proposed PD will increase employment
in the area and is consistent with the overall direction of the Comprehensive Plan. The proposed Digital
Message Monument Sign will also provide business promotion opportunities to the City.
4. The proposed PD district provides for a creative and innovative design which could not otherwise
be achieved under the zoning regulations for the districts listed in Section 18-70(a);
The proposal includes the allowance for a Digital Message Monument Sign that is not contemplated under
current zone districts within the City. This proposed sign will prove business promotion opportunities in
the City for on-site and off-site uses. The sign will also provide an additional revenue source for Adams
12 Education Foundation for programming south of 104th Avenue.
5. The exceptions from the zoning regulations requested in the proposed PD are warranted by virtue
of innovative design and amenities incorporated in the PD district.
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Due to the unique site location and configuration of this property, PD zoning is warranted to establish
development standards and to accommodate a use which is not contemplated within the City of
Thornton’s Development Code. This PD will facilitate a high-quality development on an otherwise
underutilized and vacant infill property, while also provide a unique land use which will help foster small
business development.
Applicability of Standards: - The following information, which outlines the applicability of the regulations
within the PD Standards shall be included:
General: These PD Standards shall govern future development applications in the Falk Industrial
PD. All regulations not specified in these PD Standards for Falk Industrial PD shall conform to the
requirements for each use, or most compatible zoning district, as outlined in the City Code in effect
at the time of development, as determined by the Development Director.
Conflicts: In the event of a conflict between city Code and any of the provisions set forth in these PD
Standards, these PD Standards shall control.
Development Permits: Any nonresidential development proposals require review and approval by
the Development Permits and Appeals Board, unless the project is nonresidential or mixed use and
qualifies as a project of economic significance for administrative review and approval in accordance
with Section 18-58 of the Code, as amended.

Section 2: Uses and Use Regulations
Land Uses Allowed (Reduced list from the Business Park Zone District):
•

•

•

•
•

Accessory Uses
o Accessory outside display of merchandise
o Accessory outside sales
o Accessory outside storage
o Amateur telecommunication facility
o Attachment of telecommunication antennae to existing structure
o Solar Collectors
o Television reception antenna
o Wind energy conversion system – WECS (SUP)
Industrial Uses
o Industrial – inside (high risk) (SUP)
o Industrial – inside (not high risk)
o Office showroom/warehouse
o Warehouse (SUP)
o Flex-Warehouse
Office Uses
o Financial institution without drive-in window
o General office
Residential Uses – None allowed
Retail and Personal Service Uses
o Auto rental (SUP)
o Auto service center (SUP)
o Job printing
o Micro-Alcohol Use
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•

•

•

•

o Personal service use
o Taxidermist (SUP)
o Technical and trade schools (SUP)
Temporary Uses
o Christmas tree lots (TUP)
o Other temporary use (TUP)
o Seasonal sales stand (TUP)
o Temporary concrete or asphalt batch plant (TUP)
o Temporary construction yard, construction/sales office (TUP)
o Temporary donation collection bin (TUP)
o Transportation Uses
o Commercial bus station and terminal (SUP)
o Heliports (SUP)
o Transit passenger shelter
Utility and Public Service Uses
o Commercial radio and TV station
o Electric substation and gas regulator station (SUP)
o Local utilities
o Telephone exchange without shops or offices
o Utility or government installation other than listed (SUP)
o Water treatment plant, reservoir and water storage tanks (SUP)
Wireless Telecommunication Uses
o Commercial radio or TV facility (SUP)
o Commercial satellite dish (SUP)
o Mobile telephone facility (SUP)
o Public safety telecommunication facility
Signage
o Digital Message Monument Sign

Section 3: Urban Design Standards
This proposal includes no new public rights-of-ways or streets. Internal sidewalks are proposed and will meet either
current code or an alternate approved design as determined during the site plan review. All Urban Design Standards
of the City Code will be met with this proposal.

Section 4: Architectural Standards
The applicant is proposing to meet the Architectural Standards in the City Code.

Section 5: Development Standards
•

Development Standards are the following:
o Setbacks for Buildings:
 Front: 25 Feet Minimum, 50 feet Maximum
 Side: 0 or 15 Feet Minimum, 25 feet Maximum
 Rear: 0 or 15 Feet Minimum, 25 feet Maximum
o Maximum Lot Coverage: 75%. Aboveground parking structures are included in lot coverage
calculations; surface parking lots and underground parking structures are not included in coverage
calculations.
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Maximum Dwelling Unit Density: None permitted
Floor Area Ratio: Maximum 0.5
Maximum Building Height: 120 Feet
 Residential Proximity Slope: If any portion of a building is over 30 feet in height, that portion
may not be located above a residential proximity slope.
Off Street Parking Requirements:
o Parking in this PD is based on the office/showroom parking category, which requires one space for
every 333 square feet of floor area in office uses and one space for each 1,000 square feet of floor
area in showroom or warehouse uses. For the purpose of this PD, Flex-Warehouse parking is based
on the warehouse standard and required parking is as follows:
o
o
o

•

Bldg. 1 (East)
Bldg. 2
Bldg. 3
Bldg. 4 (West)

Flex-Warehouse Space
5 units, 5,200 sq. ft.
8 units, 7,125 sq. ft.
12 units, 10,305 sq. ft.
10 units, 9,600 sq. ft.
Total Flex-Warehouse Req’d.

Parking Req’d.
Office Space
5.2
5 units, 3,250 sq. ft.
7.12
10.3
9.6
32.22
Total Office Req’d.
Total Parking Spaces Required

Parking Req’d.
9.75

9.75
41.97 (42)

The conceptual site plan shows 55 spaces provided, with 3 accessible spaces and one 11’ x 36’
loading area.
o Typical users of this site will be small contractors or tradespeople who generally perform work offsite but have their operations based in a unit at Enterprise. Each space will have a small office
component which will not generate additional traffic or parking, as the office is for the business
housed in the same unit. These units are generally intended to be more of an incubator for small
businesses which are seeking new space to operate from as they grow.
o As this property is at the end of a roadway, no parking impacts will occur on adjacent sites.
Fencing Standards are the same as the City Code.
Retaining walls may be allowed up to eight feet in height.
Signage:
o One Digital Messaging Monument Sign (DMMS) is allowed per the Conceptual Site Plan associated
with the PD Zoning.
 Minimum Sign Area Allowed: 300 square feet per sign face.
 Maximum Sign Area Allowed: 672 square feet per sign face.
 The DMMS shall not exceed 60 feet in overall height.
 The architectural style of the Digital Message Monument Sign will be consistent with and of
comparable quality to the architectural style of the development as a whole.
 Illumination: Highway electronic signs shall have automatic dimmer software of solar
sensors to control brightness for nighttime viewing. The intensity of the light source shall
not produce glare, the effect of which constitutes a traffic hazard or is otherwise detrimental
to the public health, safety, or welfare. Lighting from the message module shall not exceed
300 NITs (candelas per square meter) between dusk and dawn as measured from the sign’s
face. The sign permit application shall include the manufacturer’s specifications and NIT
(candela per square meter) rating. City officials shall have the right to enter the property
and view the programmed specifications of the sign to determine compliance with this
provision.
 Minimum Message Hold Time: The displayed message shall not change more frequently
than once per eight (8) seconds.
o

•
•
•
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Only one sign face shall be visible from any one direction of travel on I-25.
Signs shall comply with the Colorado Outdoor Advertising Act, C.R.S. § 43-1-401 et seq.
and the Highway Beautification Act, 23 U.S.C. 131, et seq.
 Permits Required:
• A minor development permit is required. The applicant shall include historical
zoning information documenting compliance with the Colorado Outdoor
Advertising Act when submitting the permit application.
• A building permit for construction of a highway electronic sign shall not to be issued
until the city receives a copy of the approved Colorado Department of
Transportation permit for said sign.
 The setback for the sign foundation shall be a minimum of 5 feet from the eastern property
line. Building setbacks outlined above do not apply to the Digital Messaging Monument
Sign.
 The minimum height to the bottom of the Digital Messaging Monument Sign shall be 15
feet.
Additional signs are allowed per Article VII of the Code.



o

Section 6: Landscaping, Public Land Dedication, and Amenities
•

•
•

Landscaping
• Deciduous Trees added to this site shall be a minimum of 2.5 caliper inches.
• Evergreen trees added to this site shall be a minimum of seven feet.
• Landscaping within this Planned Development will incorporate a low water demand on the site,
designing to an 80% efficiency and using a smart controller.
• Landscaping for this site shall generally follow the design of the Concept Plan as approved with the
PD zoning change.
Public Land Dedication
• PLD fee-in-lieu shall be paid with this proposal in accordance with Sec. 18-685 of the City Code.
Amenities
• There is one seating area proposed to provide on-site amenities for users of this site.

Section 7: Definitions
•

Flex-Warehouse means a facility that has any combination of warehouse, showroom, and office space, to
provide incubator or entrepreneur space for smaller businesses to operate with the intent of growing the
overall job base.

•

Digital Message Monument Sign (DMMS) means an electronic sign directing attention to businesses,
commodities, services, or products and allows for on-site business identification. Municipal and community
messaging are also allowed on such sign.
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